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Q1 What is your current grade level?
Answered: 2,132 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 2,132
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24.07% 512

25.25% 537

16.60% 353

34.09% 725

Q2 What school do you attend?
Answered: 2,127 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 2,127
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Q3 If you can study anything in high school, what thing(s) would you study
and why? If you list more than one thing, please list them in order of

importance as you understand it today.
Answered: 2,033 Skipped: 107
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 math, world history , welding, mechanic, agriculture, and English 2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 math,world history, welding, mechanics, agriculture, and english classes. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 Science ( it is a good subject ) Writing ( I like to write ) Art ( I like to draw) Sign Language ( I'd
like to learn that ) Geometry ( I like learning geometry )

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 biology because i won't to be marine biologist 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 I would study medical, chemistry, and anything else in the medical like field 2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 i would study math because its my favorite subject. i would also study wars in social studies. 2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 if I could study anything I wanted to in high school it would be English as I don't make good
grades in English as is. I would also study math History because I enjoy History/Social
Studies. I might also study Chemistry as I think Chemistry is a good concept.

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Track 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 Drama, Track and field, Beta 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 I want to study art, music, and designing in high school. 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 I want to study medical because I want to help people get through tough times. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 if I could study in high school, I would like to study sport. so I can get better and become a
great player. I would want to learn how to cut hair. so I could become a barber

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 If I could study anything in high school, I'd study sports. My reasoning for this is that everyone
loves sports but aren't able to play them because they either have no knowledge of the sport or
don't how to get the tools to prepare for said sport.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 Chemistry and robotics because I love mixing chemicals and building 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 medical because I want to be a surgan 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 -medical -physics -fashion 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 I will want to study about life and about lawyer stuff 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 Sign language and Spanish because I would like to learn how to speak other languages. 2/28/2017 2:42 PM

19 social studies, because that is the subject i am most strong with. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 math because it is easy to me 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

21 history 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 technology 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

23 bakery school because i like to bake 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 Math because it is my favorite subject. 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

25 how to ride a dirt bike 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 i need to work on my math so i can play sports and achieve my dream. 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 govt and bussins to be a better adult 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 MATH 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 cooking so i can learn how to cook 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 cooking so i can cook for thanksgiving 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

31 computer electronics 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

32 electronics, movie making and building 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 Spanish 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

34 Business and Company because iv'e always wanted to run something that helps other people 2/28/2017 9:40 AM
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but i also love helping other people.

35 I would study for anything that would get me a good education. 2/28/2017 9:38 AM

36 >I would learn about buildings and how to make other things >I would also like to learn cars on
my free time

2/28/2017 9:35 AM

37 Doctoring because i wanna become a doctor Arts because i want to learn how to do arts 2/28/2017 9:33 AM

38 I would probably want to study about engineering because i would like to become an engineer
when i grow up.

2/28/2017 9:32 AM

39 I would study math and social studies . 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

40 I would study for science things 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 I would study the concept of computer coding. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 I want to study math-so i can be an entrepreneur 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 English Language Arts English Language En 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

44 math, Language, science, social studies 2/28/2017 9:30 AM

45 I would study Spanish because it would be nice to know a different language 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

46 I would study more social studies and I would like to learn more math 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

47 agriculture cooking 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

48 math because it seems easy 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

49 Spanish 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

50 Social studies/ Science 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

51 I don't know what i would study but mostly science because i want to be a doctor 2/28/2017 8:40 AM

52 sighn lanugage 2/28/2017 8:38 AM

53 english language arts skills 2/28/2017 8:36 AM

54 i would study spanish and how to take care of babies. i would study so i can know how to
speak a diffrent language.i would want to take care of babies because i want to be a parent
when i grow up and be a ogbyn doctor.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

55 study animals because i want to see how they look in side of there body and what flows
through there body.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

56 i would want to study art 2/28/2017 8:32 AM

57 spanish because its very fun to speak 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

58 learning about social studies because i want to see the history of the world. 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

59 social studies because its a interesting subjiect 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

60 I would study cosmetology. 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

61 EARLYCHILDHOOD EDUCATION because i love kids 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

62 I would study market business because I would like to start my own business. 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

63 music because I want to be a music teacher. reading/ELA so I can also teach reading. law so I
can be a lawyer if not a teacher.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

64 I would love to study marine biology or genetic engineering. I would study those because I've
always had a liking of it since i was young.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

65 acting 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

66 Social Studies because its my favorite subject. 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

67 mechanics 2/27/2017 2:46 PM
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68 mechanical einginering 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 i would like to learn basic life skills such as cooking, changing a tire. 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

70 science because that is my favorite subject 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

71 math because when I get a job I hope to be a architect. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

72 nursing, because that's my plan to go to college to be. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

73 social studies because it's my favorite subject. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 law 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

75 math 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

76 I would study biology because I want to become a surgeon. 2/27/2017 2:10 PM

77 Chemistry, Anatomy, Medical things 2/27/2017 2:09 PM

78 science it is fun and cool.i understand it and it is my highest grade out of all my classes.i
understand most of it but my tech help me under stand what i have trouble with,and
cosmetology

2/27/2017 10:23 AM

79 i would study marine biology because i want to be a marine biologist when i grow up. 2/27/2017 10:18 AM

80 doctor things because i want to help kids that are hurt 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

81 biology, astronomy, physics, history 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

82 i would study science because i love science it's my favorite subject 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

83 robotics science engineer math phisics 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

84 history, siyins, art, reading,and kemistre 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

85 chemistry ,life science,and history 2/27/2017 10:11 AM

86 phscologiy /nurrosientist because I like the study of a human brain. 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

87 mechanical engenerring because it interests me 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

88 i would study animals because there are interesting creatures i would also study plants
because they are uniqe

2/27/2017 10:09 AM

89 Math because it is in everything we do 2/27/2017 10:08 AM

90 science because I think that it is cool 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

91 Math, science, English, history 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

92 science,Because I have a love for science. 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

93 Astronomy and chemistry 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

94 social studies and math because I like social studies because it teaches a lot about what
happened a long time ago and I like to know what happened before me. I like math because I
love playing with numbers and operations.

2/27/2017 8:23 AM

95 I want to study on the human growth stages and see if I can increase the physical abilities of a
human to super levels of speed, strength, and others as well. Once I'm done with that I would
like to help with creation in new technology.

2/24/2017 3:07 PM

96 1.Acting classes 2.French 3.Some sort of life skills class 2/24/2017 3:03 PM

97 Math because you will use that a lot in life 2/24/2017 3:02 PM

98 I would like to study sewing and designing, because it would be good toknow how to sew. I
could use it for costume design or set design, which I think would be fun, but sewing is also
useful to know how to do.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

99 I would like to take a class on learning French. I would like to learn about art history. 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

100 I would study technology and programming because I want to be a game creator and designer 2/24/2017 2:57 PM
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in the future.

101 I want to study stuff about healthcare. 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

102 Engineering or science because I want to be in the Air Force and I think those subjects are
important

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

103 I'm not sure what I would study but it'd probably have something to do with performing arts. 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

104 1. Biology 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

105 Anything that has to do with orthodontist because I want to be a orthodontist when I grow up 2/24/2017 2:55 PM

106 English 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

107 I would study photography because I think it help to document things and realize the beauty of
what's around you

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

108 Coding 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

109 I would study medicine because I want to become an emergency room physician so I can do
my part nod save lives.

2/24/2017 2:53 PM

110 Driving because I want to drive 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

111 I would study Art. 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

112 i would study health because i want to be a personal trainer 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

113 Science and math 2/24/2017 2:50 PM

114 Science,math,and social studies 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

115 I would study Art, my reason is that I love to draw and I want to get better, I want to show the
world what I can do.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

116 I would like to study biology and the certain types of things that has to do with the study of life. 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

117 I would study meteorology. I would study that because that's what I would want to do when I
become older. It fascinates me. I would also want to be a lawyer. They help people get the
rights they need or don't need. I possibly be able to change the world.

2/24/2017 2:48 PM

118 Science and ela probably. 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

119 Astronomy, Robotics, Physics, Psychology, and other scientific studies. Because I really like
science

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

120 Codeing because I want to make games and play them for my entertainment and other peoples 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

121 I would study marine biology; I love animals or mammals in water I would love to be a chef; I
love cooking

2/24/2017 2:45 PM

122 Wood shop 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

123 I would study Spanish 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

124 1.robotics 2. Marine biology 3.computer programming 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

125 Spanish, because I know people who have it as their first language. 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

126 Nursing,because I wanna help kids 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

127 In high school I want to study to be a police officer if that is possible. 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

128 Geometry it is fun 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

129 AG sci 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

130 Space 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

131 Sports 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

132 Pre AP Lit, biology astronomy 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

133 History 2/24/2017 2:40 PM
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134 I would study music. Especially band because I love playing my instrument. I love just all
forms of music and I like to write play and teach others music.

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

135 I would like to study European history and the culinary arts. I would like to study these things
because I aspire to become a chef, and also because the history of other countries is
fascinating

2/24/2017 2:31 PM

136 AP Math AP Biology AP English Language Arts World History 2/24/2017 2:24 PM

137 Technology I like electronics but in the future our world will be based on technology. 2/24/2017 2:22 PM

138 ELA because it is simple 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

139 If I study anything in high school I would study law. So in case the air force doesn't happen I
would also like to be a regular K9 Officer or State Patrol.

2/24/2017 2:19 PM

140 How to be a missionary or Paleontology to be a paleontologist and then study in whatever you
call business owning

2/24/2017 2:19 PM

141 Spanish and French because I might be an entrerpreter 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

142 Spanish not completely sure what all I want to study yet. 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

143 Chemistry , and algebra 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

144 how to do artictech 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

145 zoology because I like animals 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

146 Genetic engineering because it is an area that really interests me enough to be a possible job
option

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

147 Photography ASL 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

148 Astronomical Anomalies, I would study this because I have always been intrigued by things
such as black holes.

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

149 M@TH and Georgia history 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

150 Chemistry because it interests me 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

151 mechanics 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

152 Government 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

153 Chemistry, because it is the most interesting to me 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

154 welding 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

155 Sign language because I think its interesting. 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

156 anesthesiologist because I would like to be one in the future. 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

157 I would want to learn more on nuclear fission, and the making of an atomic bomb. 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

158 Health/Medicine 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

159 Biology because I want to do u have a problem!? 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

160 Chemistry, because it looks cool. 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

161 biology 2/24/2017 2:11 PM

162 Spanish, math, welding 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

163 Spanish or French because I would like to learn a different language 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

164 I would like to study technology for interests of computers 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

165 Agriculture because it is a necessity of life and can help you get food. 2/24/2017 2:09 PM

166 geometry 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

167 Math 2/24/2017 2:08 PM
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168 NO BECAUSE THATS OUT OF MY GAME ZONE! 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

169 I would like to learn about fish and other outdoor animals. 2/24/2017 2:06 PM

170 I want to study physiology because i want to be a physiologist 2/24/2017 2:05 PM

171 early childhood development 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

172 I want to study how to build stuff and cook. 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

173 welding 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

174 I would study math, science, social studies, English, and chemistry because I can focus on
my work and stay awake.

2/24/2017 1:33 PM

175 To get a head start it would half to be how to be a lawyer and what you half to do to be one
because in college that is what I'm going to study to be and it would be good to get a head
start.

2/24/2017 1:31 PM

176 Math cause its easy and I love to do math Reading cause don't have to do nothing cause u
have to just read and comprehend

2/24/2017 1:21 PM

177 Math 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

178 I want to study astronomy 2/24/2017 1:15 PM

179 Art because I love the way I can be creative and I have been studying art since kindergarten
and whenever I'm doing art it makes me feel very calm and happy

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

180 How to play guitar. Because I enjoy playing it at home and want outher people to know how
good it feels to play and know it.please teach them. Acustic guitar

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

181 Philosophy 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

182 Vet 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

183 Sign language because I already know a few words and it is fun. Also, I can communicate with
def people.

2/24/2017 1:11 PM

184 music because I love to be in the band 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

185 I would want to study math because I'm good at it 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

186 Science because it is my favorite subject and has experiment 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

187 Math because when came to learn new I'm here 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

188 How to manage my money, so when I get older I will have money. And how to pay my taxes.
The importance of this is vital for owning a home and doing anything.

2/24/2017 1:09 PM

189 Math and sieve because I like formulas and memorizing them. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

190 history, math 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

191 Sport plays because I like sports 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

192 Dnr 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

193 History English and science 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

194 Volcanos I love watching things explode. 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

195 The thing I would study in high school would be since because I like to test chemicals together
to see what would it do.

2/24/2017 1:07 PM

196 Physical health because I want to be a personal trainer. 2/24/2017 1:06 PM

197 I can study the work that I have in the class in every subject 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

198 ROTC so we can pre pare for the military if we won't to join 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

199 Noting 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

200 Science because it is my favorite subject 2/24/2017 1:04 PM
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201 Wars because I'm interested in socialstudys 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

202 Easy math 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

203 Animals 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

204 Socia study's science sports 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

205 Manufacturing 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

206 The 12 grade algebra 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

207 Teacher, so I can teach little kids. 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

208 Science because it is my favorite and best subject unlike my 10 in math 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

209 Science its my favorite subject 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

210 Spainish, because I would like to know more languages 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

211 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

212 Anything to do with motors cause I love anything that has a motor 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

213 cooking because i am great at cooking . 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

214 Science because they use chemicals 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

215 Science, social studies, and math 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

216 Law and buisness 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

217 I would want to study to be a doctor 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

218 Psychology 2/24/2017 11:49 AM

219 Biology because I want to learn about life 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

220 algebra because i need to practice 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

221 Science,because science is a very exciting and long lasting experience. 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

222 Vet bc I like animals 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

223 Chemistry.mixing things together 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

224 I would study biology because I wanna know more about it.... 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

225 Everything b/c it's important and FFA 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

226 Science because it is my favorite subject 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

227 Drama .Because I use to be in my 4th grade drama club 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

228 Math 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

229 What I need to study 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

230 Read because I a not good at reading 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

231 Math science social studies la 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

232 The human body,the reason why is because I think it is super fascinating. 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

233 Math because I'm making a b in that subject 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

234 Health Pregnancy 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

235 How to build four wheelers because I want to be next four wheeler dasiner 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

236 Sex Ed 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

237 I would want to study being a doctor and how to speak different languages 2/24/2017 11:38 AM

238 I like ag because I like being outside 2/24/2017 11:37 AM
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239 Engineering and mathematics my interest is into technology and math 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

240 Idk 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

241 I would study Spainish and singing and fashion designing I would study Spainish because I
want to Be able to speech it when I need to ,I to study singing because when I grow up I would
want to be a singer and am hoping to learn how to sing with out cracking my voice like sing in
mornings basically sing everyday without cracks in my voice. I want to study fashion
designing because I like to design my own unique clothesline chokers and things like that and
I will really hope to inspire people.

2/24/2017 11:35 AM

242 SWAT team because of all the weapons you learn how to use and the tactics you learn and
learn good strategies and because you get to serve for an area you are assigned.

2/24/2017 11:34 AM

243 i would study dances because I like to dances 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

244 Sport 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

245 I would study math because there are going to be a lot of place in the world that you have to
work with number.

2/24/2017 11:32 AM

246 How to bake cakes 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

247 How to be a barber because that's my dream job 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

248 science math and social studies the subjects that i chosen are some of my favorite subjects
so I show interest in them

2/24/2017 11:31 AM

249 I would love key to learn Spanish because i want to have a 2 language 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

250 Different languages 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

251 Spanish, Engineering and mechanics, art, Brazilian Portuguese, 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

252 Architect 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

253 Computers 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

254 Athletic train for baseball 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

255 Science because science is my favorite subject. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

256 Math 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

257 How to mange your own business or money for when I become a basketball player to not
spend it all and save some

2/24/2017 11:25 AM

258 music because i really like playing the guitar 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

259 A drag car cause they are cool and fun. 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

260 study photograph 2/24/2017 11:18 AM

261 I would like to study physical sciences because I want to learn more about earth and earth
creatures.Another thing I would like to study is math because there are a lot of good thing you
can do n life with math.

2/24/2017 10:54 AM

262 Math and Science 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

263 Acting,dance,and criminal justice 2/24/2017 10:52 AM

264 Science because it's my favorite subject. 2/24/2017 10:49 AM

265 Science because I am really interested in everything and it is fun. 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

266 Medical school and I choose that because I love helping kids and people . 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

267 how to fly because i am going to become a airline pilot 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

268 Engineering cuz I want to make new things. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

269 How to be a teacher. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

270 Health beacause I want to know what I can and can't do to be healthy 2/24/2017 10:44 AM
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271 What I would study is ela because I need so more help with some stuff and it would be good if
I knew so more stuff that will help me in life.

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

272 Science because I'm very good in science and it's easy 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

273 Spanish 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

274 i would study trying to be a FBI 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

275 Casting ,I have love to make cast all my life. I think it is cool and I make lots of money in a
day. So I can save up and get the cars of my DREAMS.

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

276 FFA because I want to go to college 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

277 physics,science.i like science and physics is cool 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

278 Law, I'm really interested in being a Detective. 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

279 Math,Ela,science,social studies,physical ed.,Spanish,and special groups.....gifted 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

280 In the science field cause I'm not so good st that skill and need to practice it 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

281 Math 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

282 Science 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

283 Spanish I am half latino and I know some Spanish but i want to learn more 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

284 Construction 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

285 Biology because I want to learn about it. 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

286 Math, ecause it is my favorite subject 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

287 A class that includes medical,I want to do this because I want to work in medical field when I
am older

2/24/2017 10:39 AM

288 Math so I can be really good at it 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

289 If I could learn one thing and high it would learning how to be a teacher 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

290 I would study science because i love to test and explore the earth 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

291 Sign language because my nephew is deaf 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

292 Science because I love it and it's my favorite subject 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

293 I would try to study about doctors because they make good money and because you can help
others get or feel better.

2/24/2017 10:37 AM

294 Ag because I like farming 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

295 Math,and sicen 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

296 Working on cars,because I do it with my Dad 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

297 Agriculture 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

298 Math 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

299 Math football 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

300 Social studies 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

301 Music,acting,football,baseball 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

302 Social studies 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

303 Math and language 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

304 Robotics 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

305 Agericulture because I love to be outside and it seems cool to learn how to do that kind of
things outside

2/24/2017 10:33 AM
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306 marketing, economics 2/24/2017 10:28 AM

307 Politics and government- I want to become a lawyer one day 2/24/2017 9:38 AM

308 Spanish because I want to speak it. 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

309 agricultural 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

310 history I like what happened back then 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

311 visual arts drama 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

312 I want to become a teacher. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

313 health 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

314 Spainish French history and the human anatomy 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

315 I would like to study the French language or other languages because it will give the people
how take it a better understanding when they are in high school.

2/24/2017 8:50 AM

316 History because I want to teach history when I get older 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

317 Don't know 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

318 I would study in mechanical engineering because It seems like a lot of fun to me. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

319 math because I like math and want to be a math teacher. 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

320 math it is fun 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

321 spanish and ASL because i like spanish and my brother is deaf so i want to take more ASL 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

322 art, because I can draw really good and its something that I enjoy. 2/23/2017 2:44 PM

323 Chemistry because I want to learn the elements. 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

324 Nursing Field 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

325 math, I need extra help in it ela, its harder for me 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

326 math 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

327 science 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

328 healthcare 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

329 heath class because I want to become a nurse . and algebra. 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

330 math 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

331 medical 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

332 medical 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

333 I would like to study health. I had health in 6th grade and it was pretty fun, and you health can
also benefit you later in life.

2/23/2017 2:31 PM

334 teacher vet 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

335 math because im good at it 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

336 math ,so I can be good at it. 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

337 spanish 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

338 Anatomy Sign language 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

339 science, because I want to be a nurse. math, because I'm good at math. 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

340 buisness 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

341 Science 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

342 spanish 2/23/2017 2:28 PM
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343 math and then science because I am good in math and I need a little work in science 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

344 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

345 sports so I would become a better athlete 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

346 sports, so I can become a better athlete 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

347 I want to take a class in real e state. Because I know how to persuade people. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

348 biology 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

349 phsycology 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

350 animals because they are intresting 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

351 coding because I want to be able to design video games , art because I want to be an animator
, or music because I also want to be a dj

2/23/2017 2:25 PM

352 girlz 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

353 math 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

354 Music and Video game programmer only because I see that I have true potential that I want to
unlock.

2/23/2017 2:24 PM

355 computers because im good at them 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

356 math because I wanna be smart 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

357 machines 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

358 algabra 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

359 computer programing 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

360 working 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

361 geometry 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

362 physical science 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

363 math because I want to learn and get a good education. 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

364 social studies 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

365 biology to know animals 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

366 sex 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

367 mechanics so I can learn in case I break down. 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

368 idk 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

369 weight training, chemistry 2/23/2017 2:12 PM

370 chemistry because I want to be either a compound pharmacist or just a pharmist 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

371 sports medicine, because I want to be an athletic trainer. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

372 the law 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

373 pharmacist stuff because I want to be a pharmacist when I grow up. 2/23/2017 2:09 PM

374 bomb maker 2/23/2017 2:08 PM

375 science to be a nurse social studies because you learn about the old days 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

376 sports and wildlife 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

377 science because I want to be a nurse or doctor. social studies because it is interesting. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

378 triganometry 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

379 agriculture 2/23/2017 2:05 PM
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380 Spanish, weight lifting, history, math 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

381 medical stuff because that is what I plan to do after school 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

382 weight training for football 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

383 algebra 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

384 Spanish, weight training to get stronger, and Spanish so I can learn a new language 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

385 science 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

386 Buisness Education 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

387 math 2/23/2017 2:02 PM

388 weight tranning for football chemistry 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

389 Spanish,weightlifting 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

390 baseball football basketball 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

391 agcultural 2/23/2017 1:57 PM

392 cosmetology, because I enjoy doing hair and nails 2/23/2017 11:29 AM

393 more things about math cause it could be more helpful in life 2/23/2017 11:28 AM

394 if I could study anything, it would be an art class. That is where my passion lies and I would
love to make it apart of my career.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

395 I enjoy science and literature. I also would like to do after school programs like designing. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

396 ELA because its really easy 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

397 I would study social studies because its cool to learn about the things that happened before. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

398 Health because I want to get a medical degree 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

399 sign language 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

400 I would want to study math in high school because you have to use math in mostly all jobs you
ably for.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

401 writing, music, art, drama 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

402 vet or work with horses 2/23/2017 11:23 AM

403 home econmicis so I can learn how to bake and all that. 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

404 I would study to become a cancer specialist because I have many family members that
passed from cancer and recently a cousin of mine passed and I learned a lot about cancer

2/23/2017 11:19 AM

405 I want to study Spanish so I can learn a new language 2/23/2017 11:18 AM

406 I would study horse there my feveret animal 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

407 art because I like to draw 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

408 Art because I really enjoy it Reading 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

409 nursing 2/23/2017 11:15 AM

410 calculus 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

411 game creation 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

412 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

413 I would like to study math, engineering, and helpful classed to become an architect. 2/23/2017 11:13 AM

414 i would study forensics because its something im interested in and could possibly see myself
being a detective

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

415 caring for children, I LOVE toddlers 2/23/2017 11:12 AM
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416 science because I would like to be a nurse 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

417 I would do chemistry because I have always been interested in mixing things together and get
a reaction.

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

418 soccer 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

419 I would study culinary, to get into a cooking college. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

420 Idk 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

421 French, and math 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

422 I would want to study the power of technology 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

423 PHYSICS 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

424 Baseball/sports because sports is my favorite hobby, I love being athletic, and I love the out
doors. Math because it is my favorite subject, I understand it more, and I fill like I will use it
and need it more in life.

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

425 Spanish because it's important to learn different things 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

426 Engineer because I want to invent thing so I have to know how it works 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

427 I would study math because I am pretty good at it and I really like math. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

428 early childhood 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

429 Nursing school , I feel like I would be good because I like helping and taking care of people. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

430 sigh langage because a lot of people know it. 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

431 another language 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

432 another language, French or Spanish 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

433 psycology because it seems interesting to me. Also algebra and different math things because
its my favoritye subject.

2/23/2017 11:04 AM

434 science 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

435 Doctor, because I want good money and I want to help people that need help 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

436 social studies 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

437 Landscape because that's what job I want to do 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

438 the second world war, Vietnam and korea 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

439 not sure I don't know what classes they have. 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

440 1.Math because it helps with life and how much stuff is like gas or how much something is.
2.social study's because he help to know what happened in life without social study's you
wouldn't know what happened in life.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

441 Art and Social activities because they interest me 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

442 I would study different languages I would try to be a vet 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

443 HEALTH 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

444 Fugitive language 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

445 My first choice would be a heart learning class because when I finish high school I want to go
to Mercer University. My second would be a Home ec class because I love to cook and I
would love to learn more

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

446 CONSTRUCTION BECAUSE I JUST DO 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

447 teaching 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

448 Chemistry. I would like to study chemistry because I have always loved science and chemistry
is the branch of science that has interested me the most.

2/23/2017 11:00 AM
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449 Art 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

450 Science because it's cool making and add different stuff to watch chemical reactions 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

451 Social studies and FFA 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

452 I wish to study culture. I don't get good grades in social studies but the only thing I care about
is culture.

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

453 math science ela history 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

454 Chemistry, it seems like a cool thing to do. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

455 science and history because those are my best subjects 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

456 criminal justice 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

457 construction and because I like it 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

458 French because it seems cool 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

459 FFA 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

460 a doctor 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

461 Greek Mythology because it has always interested me 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

462 Math because I like math 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

463 Band intruments ,art history,photography ,and teaching 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

464 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

465 Engineering/math 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

466 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

467 math because I want to be an engineer 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

468 astronomy 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

469 I WOULD STUDY HEALTH 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

470 Social Studies 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

471 astronimy 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

472 Math, math is my favorite subject 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

473 Case worker because I have grown up with foster kids and I love to help them 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

474 engineering 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

475 codeing, and pro baseball 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

476 Politics, History, Computer Sciences . 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

477 math 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

478 math 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

479 math 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

480 learn more about history 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

481 ROTC 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

482 Math 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

483 technology 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

484 stuff 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

485 math 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

486 study math and study reading 2/23/2017 10:46 AM
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487 earth science 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

488 I'd like to study about sign language because I think it would be nice to understand deaf
people.

2/23/2017 10:39 AM

489 math because its my lowest 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

490 history like it 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

491 I would study sign language because I like to learn how to talk to people that can't talk. 2/23/2017 10:37 AM

492 I would study like to study sign language. because I would like to be able to communicate with
the deaf people. I would also like to learn sign lanquage because,it would help other people.

2/23/2017 10:36 AM

493 Math Jobs 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

494 health, because I want to be a doctor. 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

495 sign language it would be fun 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

496 sign language its cool 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

497 sports, because I love to be acting. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

498 physical medicine 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

499 physical medicine 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

500 sports, because I like them. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

501 I would like to study engineering because it queries my interests. 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

502 N/A 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

503 buisness 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

504 aggculture mucanics 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

505 mechaniciks and agriculturte 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

506 agricultural mechanics 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

507 football 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

508 spanish 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

509 Lit class 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

510 Technology because I get On PlayStations, Phones, and other cool electronics and I would
like to learn how they are made.

2/23/2017 10:21 AM

511 I would like to study the science of living things 2/23/2017 10:03 AM

512 Farminng How things work 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

513 BUSSINESS 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

514 History 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

515 Music Dance Economics Because I love music and dance plus social studies is one of my
favorite subjects ,and for music it speaks to me it calms me, and for dance I've been dancing
ever since i was a baby.

2/23/2017 9:51 AM

516 Architect because that is what I want to do when i get older and I like drawing and building
stuff

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

517 Science most info out of all to me 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

518 I would study mathematics because my best subject is math and it might be easier than the
other subjects.

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

519 Art because it is one of my favorite hobbies;Space because I understand it;Frech culture and
language because I plan on living in France for a little while.

2/23/2017 9:48 AM
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520 I would study cars because I like cars and I want learn how to work on cars. 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

521 Medicine,calculus,biology 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

522 Spamish 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

523 How to cook so I can cook a real meal when I live on my own. 2/23/2017 9:45 AM

524 I would how to be entrepreneur cause I hope of some day becoming one 2/23/2017 9:44 AM

525 I would like to study about history because there is just a lot of cool stuff you can learn about 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

526 I would study cooking and dog training and ocean life 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

527 good grades because thats the way you suceed in life 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

528 I want study the human mind and how it works like for explain how do people get there
personal and why can't they change them I know it a habit of human brain by why .

2/23/2017 9:42 AM

529 I will study math because that is what I'm good In. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

530 I would study chemistry in high school because I want to learn more about science. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

531 Social studies because you can learn about your history 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

532 Programming , making consoles and games , 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

533 Mathematics 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

534 Reading because reading is important 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

535 Air Force 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

536 Anything about social studies because I understand more social studies then any subject 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

537 Animals and art 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

538 robotics health, care science ,and mathematics. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

539 weather 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

540 I would like to study history in High School. Because I want to know the past. 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

541 I would study in the army because my father was in the army and also I would be proud to
serve for my country

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

542 i want to study military so i can be in the army 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

543 study of the body 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

544 I would study robotics in high school because I love learning how robot arms and things like
that work.

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

545 math and social studies because I love those things 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

546 Social studies because I need more help with it 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

547 aaljubru, 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

548 law school to become a criminal prosecutor and bad people in prison 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

549 Biology because I love to study it. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

550 I would study helth because I could get heltheyer 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

551 I would study sports because I am interested in it. 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

552 biology I like science and it comes easy to me animals are easier 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

553 I would study Math, Social studies, Science, Political science, Economics, and Military
Strategy

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

554 1.Health 2.Law/history because I either want to be in the healthcare field or the
law/history/criminal field.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM
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555 Art because I want to be an artist when I get older The language Japanese because I plan to
go to Japan

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

556 bodybuilder 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

557 I would want too study ap lit because if im good at it I could get in to collage. 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

558 math 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

559 Class that deal with hair and makeup. 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

560 I want to be a teacher so I should take all class because I do not know what I want to teach. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

561 I would study social studies 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

562 study thing that do with medical thing because I want to be a detist when I grow up 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

563 to take health classes for a dentist. to take classes where to help others 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

564 I would study health so I can know if my health is good or if it isn't. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

565 math because I want to be good at math 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

566 nurse and teacher. I would like to help people that is hurt. I would like to work with kids. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

567 Health care 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

568 Hair or nurse stuff 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

569 I would study math to learn more things for collage and science to do experiments and
carpeting so if my other plan does not go well I can be come a student blacksmith

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

570 A vet because I love animals, how to speak German because some of my family is German,
and agriculture.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

571 human body because I like learning about the body. 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

572 I would want to study math, science. I would want to study math because it will help me during
finances, pharmacy, and later on in life. I would want to study science because it will help me
by learning the different types of medicines, and chemicals that are used for cures.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

573 social studies 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

574 Math/science 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

575 science , because I like the explosion 2/23/2017 9:03 AM

576 science, because it is my favorite subject 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

577 sciecs 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

578 math because it is easy 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

579 I would like to study Spanish so I can talk to other people at Mexican restraunts. 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

580 zoogly 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

581 Spanish, because it is cool to speak a different language. also some people speak Spanish in
the usa.

2/23/2017 8:59 AM

582 I would study Spanish because it seems cool to learn. 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

583 math 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

584 I would like to study mechanics and agriculture. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

585 I don't know what wot 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

586 history its my favorite subject it is the most interesting to me 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

587 Science and social studies 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

588 math because I want be an engineer 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

589 science and math 2/23/2017 8:52 AM
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590 social studies, science, math, and animals 2/23/2017 8:51 AM

591 I would study about computers because I think it would be cool to know how to program. 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

592 bisness school 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

593 art because I want to get better at drawing 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

594 math and art because I know how to do it 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

595 Engineering, because I want to be able to help the economy with my work and it also makes
good money.

2/23/2017 8:49 AM

596 I would study math because it has always been my best subject that I'm good at. 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

597 Math, because it is an important part of everyday life. 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

598 I would like to study to be a police officer because I like there job 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

599 I woul sudy spaish ,souil studeys 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

600 I want to be studying math.. And world history but by college I want to know something near
trig in math.

2/23/2017 8:46 AM

601 Social studies because it helps you understand what was going on in the past before we was
born.

2/23/2017 8:45 AM

602 health and geography because those things intrest me the most 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

603 physiology because when I grow up I want to become an anthesologiest. 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

604 I would study medical and earl childhood education. 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

605 physical education 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

606 I want to learn more geometry and chemistry because I wil need that when I become what I
want to become later in life.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

607 I would take medical classes in high school because I want to be a anithesiologist 2/23/2017 8:42 AM

608 I would like to study chemistry. I would like to study chemistry because I would like to do lots
of cool experiments.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM

609 I would study health in high school because I want to be a doctor when I grow up and that
would help with that career.

2/23/2017 8:39 AM

610 science because I like that study 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

611 If I could study about anything in high school, I would probably want to learn about the different
jobs in the world.

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

612 Biology because when I grow up I would like to be a pedestrian and take care of kids 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

613 I want to learn about hitler again because in my perspective it was very intriguing and fun to
learn about.

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

614 Mechnics 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

615 Science and math because in order of what I want to be when I grow up I will need to lots of
math and science.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

616 I would want to study Health in high school because I want to be a nurse when I grow up. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

617 Spanish and FFA 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

618 Georgia history because we don't learn much about our history is Georgia 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

619 Veterinarian because I love animals and helping them. 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

620 I would study Health Care because I want to be a doctor or nurse when I grow up. 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

621 I would what to study history because I want to know all things in the world that has happen
over the years in the world. Second I would like to learn about health because I would like to
stay healthy and help others.

2/23/2017 8:35 AM
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622 I don't know 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

623 math because it one of my best subjects 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

624 Music Art 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

625 Social studies because, it is a fun subject. Also, math because I can go places with a math
major.

2/23/2017 8:34 AM

626 Agriculture 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

627 Spanish, because I wan to explore to world. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

628 1. study the human body because it seems like an interesting thing to study 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

629 I would study health care because I want to be in some medical field. 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

630 agriculture 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

631 math and agriculture 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

632 psychology because I want to be a children psychologist 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

633 Math, because its what I'm the best at. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

634 History 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

635 math 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

636 nursing 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

637 health, because I want to be a nurse. 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

638 I would Study technology......and learn more about it. 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

639 I want to study seahorses because they are my favorite animal and are so cute. 2/23/2017 8:21 AM

640 1) art 2/23/2017 8:20 AM

641 I would study history 2/23/2017 8:19 AM

642 Gymnastics 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

643 I would study Science, History and Literature. 2/22/2017 2:45 PM

644 Spanish class because to learn the specifics 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

645 Business and technology 2/22/2017 2:35 PM

646 Fine Arts, Healthcare and Psychology 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

647 technology because I want to become a game and animated movie designer. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

648 I would like to study Math 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

649 business classes 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

650 how to speak Germany, coding and programing 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

651 algebra- It's easy to understand and lots of opportunities in the economy with math journalism-
interested in becoming a journalist when I get older Literature-interested in becoming a
writer/author when I get older Biology- Interested in becoming a marine biologist when I get
older Engineering- A little interested in becoming an engineer

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

652 French,I took it last year and didn't finsh 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

653 I would like to study things on nursing when I get in high school. 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

654 Cooking 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

655 I want to learn how to speak Spanish and French, and I want to learn how to become a great
actress.

2/22/2017 2:25 PM

656 french, early medicine, and finance. french because i would be more interested in it rather than
Spanish. early medicine because in interested in learning medicine. finance because i am ill

2/22/2017 2:25 PM
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informed on how to manage finances and i think it would be an important subject to know.

657 Spanish 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

658 becoming an officer of the law, manufactured making own products. 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

659 I would study healthcare because I want to be a physical therapist, and because I want to
minor in sports physical therapy.

2/22/2017 2:23 PM

660 Auto Mechanics, because I like to work with my hands as in rebuilding things or even build
things.

2/22/2017 2:22 PM

661 Latin because I want to be better at Language. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

662 History in every aspect 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

663 Spanish Nurse classes 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

664 I would want to study business, because I would love to be a lawyer when I get older 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

665 more health classes Business starting classes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

666 healthcare 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

667 Search and rescue, because that is what I am planning to do in the future. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

668 Medical Field 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

669 I would study math and art because I enjoy doing both and math comes very easy to me. 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

670 1) dance 2)nursing 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

671 mathematics because I like math 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

672 technology 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

673 business, finances 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

674 I don't really know what I would do but I like science so I think I would like to be a scientist. I
also like to argue so I think I would be a good lawyer. I don't really know what I would like best
because they both seem like good things to study.

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

675 Fruits and vegibles 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

676 Nursing because that's what I want to be. 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

677 Enterperneuer becauses I want to start my own buisness. 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

678 I would like to study sign language, English/languagearts, history 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

679 math because I under stand it better thin the other subjects. 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

680 i would like to study spanish 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

681 English,art,agriculture, science , music 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

682 I would study Spanish because it helps you with your credits in college and allows you
translate and helps you with understanding an opposite race.

2/22/2017 2:13 PM

683 mechanic engineering 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

684 RN Nurse because you get to help others. I would also like to take Spanish classes 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

685 animal care, advertising, sign language 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

686 art and mechanic work 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

687 RN nurse or traveling nurse: you can a job anywhere, nurses are always needed 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

688 math because I get it better than any other class 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

689 I would study music 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

690 Culinaty arts 2/22/2017 2:09 PM
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691 Engineering I think it would be fun to do. 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

692 cosmotology 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

693 Business - I want to have a career with business 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

694 computers arts 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

695 Buzinees Eedukation 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

696 Technology 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

697 Electrical engineering because it sounds fun 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

698 I would study being a lawyer. Because I wanna be that when I grow up and I wanna know more
about it . And what you need to do in order to be a lawyer .

2/22/2017 2:07 PM

699 business and photography because I want t own a photography business when im older. 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

700 medical field 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

701 Art 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

702 Social studies 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

703 law, bakeing,comsomotolgy 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

704 Math ands.s 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

705 All subjects 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

706 Math social studies language Science 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

707 I don't know right now 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

708 Math, technology 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

709 I want to study physical science to become a pediatrician or an ob/gyn 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

710 I would like to study coding or graphical art 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

711 I would study math because I'm good at math 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

712 Art Science Social studies 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

713 Early childhood 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

714 Law 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

715 Medical 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

716 Sports 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

717 Band and math 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

718 Weightlifting agriculture 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

719 Physical science 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

720 medical stuff 2/22/2017 1:59 PM

721 Dance ... I like to  dance 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

722 Cars 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

723 Yes 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

724 Breaking boys hearts 2/22/2017 1:55 PM

725 Space electronics engineering computer building game programming art and swimming. 2/22/2017 1:16 PM

726 Math because that's my weakess subject 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

727 I would study life science, and biology, and advanced mathematics, to study for being, a
veteraniarian.

2/22/2017 1:05 PM
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728 Math,and science because I'm going to be an emt 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

729 sports 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

730 Agriculture Forestry 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

731 Sports 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

732 Therapy, Spanish,and graphic designing 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

733 Another language,because if someone speaks another language you'll want to know what
they're talking about.

2/22/2017 12:56 PM

734 Nothing😕 Party with females 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

735 Greek mythology 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

736 Science because it is a good interest I have. 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

737 Law because I want to become a lawyer 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

738 social studies and English and science 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

739 I would like to study science, math and language. I wish the was a class just on law because I
would like to leran about law. I also want to study medical and have classes on that. I pick
these things because classes because the will help me with the careers I would like to do

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

740 Engineering 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

741 A physical science class since the job I am going to go to college for needs a lot of science. 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

742 Science 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

743 Pharmacist: cause I want to be a pharmaceutical. Sports:cause I love to do sports 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

744 I would want to study everything I guess 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

745 sports engeeneir 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

746 Latin because it's the basic of almost every language. 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

747 1. Sports 2. Science 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

748 Argriculture, because that is what my family specializes in. 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

749 Sports 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

750 Social Studies Science 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

751 4 stroke Professional motocross 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

752 Technological engineering 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

753 English because I suck at it 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

754 Hunting Motocross 2/22/2017 12:49 PM

755 Math 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

756 Biology 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

757 Becoming a dentist by doing chemistry math 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

758 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

759 ? 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

760 Science and animals 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

761 Doctoring Nursing Teaching 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

762 french b/c i want to move to paris when I grow up 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

763 History because I like history 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

764 needle Nadial nurse Orthepedic trauma RN nurse Autistic teacher 2/22/2017 12:43 PM
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765 Military stuff 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

766 Coding and Art so I can be a game designer 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

767 Medical, because I would really like to help people. I have always liked doctors, nurses, or
even people that work with medical systems.

2/22/2017 11:25 AM

768 Mythology because it is very interesting, has a lot of wonderful myths, and it is just very fun
and exciting.

2/22/2017 11:22 AM

769 I would study drama because I'm interested in doing those types of things. 2/22/2017 11:21 AM

770 I would take health class because I would like to be a doctor 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

771 Health, Science, Math Because I would like to be a veterinarian 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

772 science because science teachers are usually the best ones and they usually make science
fun

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

773 I would like to study about fashion and agriculture. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

774 astronomy; I like to learn matter In the universe. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

775 technology 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

776 I would study healthcare because I am interested by the medical field. 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

777 helping and hands on work 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

778 English because I am good at it. And hands on things because I learn better like that. 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

779 Algebra Chemistry Foreign language 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

780 science 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

781 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

782 horses and vet 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

783 IDK 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

784 family and consumer science 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

785 a artist because I won prizes when I done a art show 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

786 I don't know right now. 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

787 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

788 mechanics 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

789 Drama because when I grow up I want to be an Actress and Family and Consumer Science 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

790 I would study science 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

791 I don`t know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

792 since social study 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

793 family and consumer science 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

794 math, ela, science, social studies 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

795 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

796 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

797 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

798 science because you get to do a lot of hands on actives 2/22/2017 11:05 AM

799 Biology 2/22/2017 10:59 AM

800 health 2/22/2017 10:58 AM
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801 Health 2/22/2017 10:53 AM

802 Math because I like math and I think math is challenging for me. 2/22/2017 10:52 AM

803 Engineering because a want to go in that field. Greek mythology because it interest me. 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

804 history, history is my best subject 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

805 I would focus on drama and on softball 2/22/2017 10:45 AM

806 entertainment, health 2/22/2017 10:44 AM

807 health because I am a very athletic person that like sports. 2/22/2017 10:43 AM

808 cosmetology because they have skills that may include other things in life. 2/22/2017 10:42 AM

809 if I had to study something in high school,I would want to study how to manage a business and
how to keep the business running and actually in business

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

810 engeering 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

811 nursing because I want to be a nurse 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

812 solar science 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

813 math, science, language, social studies 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

814 foreign languages, advanced science, art, advanced literature 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

815 solar science, black holes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

816 1. lawyer activities 2. drama classes 3.math 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

817 Game Design Science 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

818 language, science, and math 2/22/2017 10:36 AM

819 Science Body Structrure 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

820 advanced literature. advanced history. health. foreign languages 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

821 I would want to study in plants and animals because I am really interested. and I want to know
more about how plants and animals get there food and reproduce.

2/22/2017 10:33 AM

822 Engineering Astronomy Chemistry Science Math ASL Spanish 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

823 art, wood shop 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

824 social studies 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

825 sign language 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

826 I would like to study about stuff in life schools actually don't teach you which I have lots of
stuff but don't know what to chose.

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

827 modeling and art 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

828 I would like to study biology in high school because I want to go into the medical field in
college. I also take interest in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
programs.

2/22/2017 10:31 AM

829 I would study augreculture 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

830 I would study the human body and cells cause I have always been interested in the way the
body functions I would also study tumors and cancer and try to find cures.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

831 German language and customs. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

832 Engineering or Biology because I am interested in getting a job related to these subjects. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

833 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

834 One thing I want to learn in high school is baking because I love to bake. 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

835 One of main thing I would study in high school would be woodworking. 2/22/2017 10:27 AM
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836 more life science business math financial tips 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

837 I would like to study criminal justice 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

838 1. Bone structure 2. Health and Fitness 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

839 Science 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

840 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:25 AM

841 science, because it is one of my better subjects 2/22/2017 10:24 AM

842 science 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

843 agriculture 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

844 cars 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

845 i would study math, math- because I don't understand it and because its hard and you need it if
you get a job

2/22/2017 10:22 AM

846 exploration i want to travel to world when i get older 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

847 agriculture 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

848 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

849 Politics,History,and finances because i want to become a successful politician to lead America
in the right direction so I need to be well educated to be successful in my career as a politician

2/22/2017 9:54 AM

850 If I could study anything in high school I would study farther in math and social studies. The
reason why I would study farther in math and social studies is because I would be more
educated in math skills to help me when I get older and I'm out of school and college, also the
reason I wanna go further in social studies so I can learn more about my worlds past and the
things that have occurred in the world that I may not know about. Those are the reasons why i
want to go further.

2/22/2017 9:51 AM

851 American history world history spanish 2/22/2017 9:47 AM

852 Biology because I love science. 2/22/2017 9:43 AM

853 Social Study and Math, because S.S. teachs you about things that happened in the past and
Math is something we use everyday

2/22/2017 9:42 AM

854 The human body because I want to. 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

855 The Korea war because my great grandfather was in the Korea war 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

856 Tech. and story writing 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

857 History 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

858 Early child hood development because I want to work as a neonadle nurse and I think it would
help me understand more about babies

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

859 Computers to become a video game designer and theater to become an actor. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

860 I would study science because I like it and I think it is cool. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

861 Biology because it seems interesting 2/22/2017 9:39 AM

862 Criminal justice because that's what my family does for a living 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

863 I would like to study art because I love to draw and I like to know about the history of art. 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

864 Science because it's my best subject 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

865 science because i want my job to do something with science 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

866 Agriculture 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

867 Math 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

868 Social studies 2/22/2017 9:36 AM
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869 Video Games because I like games 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

870 Science/social studies 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

871 Football 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

872 Japanese 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

873 Medical care because medical care makes lots of money 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

874 Computer science I like science 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

875 How to get out of high school. 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

876 Trucking 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

877 Sports stuff 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

878 Science and social studies. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

879 Computers because I like technology 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

880 Music theory-music plays a big role and I wanna learn more about it 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

881 Doctors 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

882 the United states law 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

883 I would study history because I like history 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

884 Math, because its my favorite subject now in middle school and I want to learn more about it in
high school.

2/22/2017 9:16 AM

885 I would study social studies and science because I need to work on it more. 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

886 I would study science because, I like to create things and learn how to do something if it
breaks

2/22/2017 9:15 AM

887 History and Social Studies are my main focuses right now. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

888 I would study control explosion - operated by engineers. I would study how to build a Computer
and Moniter.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

889 Agriculture (Marine Biology); because I want to be a Marine Biologist when I get older 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

890 I would want to study math because I want to be better in it 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

891 I would study veterinarian medicine and vet care and math and science. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

892 I would want to study animal science because I want to become a vet. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

893 Genes because they are very interesting. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

894 Math, because I want to be a future engineer or architect. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

895 I would study American sign language because it will help me with the career that I have
chosen which is a surgeon.

2/22/2017 9:13 AM

896 Social studies, because we can learn the mistakes of our past and do them correctly. 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

897 math- not good at math 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

898 History, Language, and Math because I am most interested in those subjects. 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

899 band and architecture (if they have it), because I love music and I want to be an architect
when I grow up

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

900 business because I want to be a lawyer 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

901 math ela east to do 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

902 I do not no some of this stuff 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

903 History because I want to know a lot of things that happened way back then, and medical
things like CPR etc.

2/22/2017 9:10 AM
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904 I would study the things that movie makers use to animate movies(physics, art/sculpture,
etc.).

2/22/2017 9:10 AM

905 I would probably study algebra 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

906 Animals because they are really interesting to me. 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

907 I would study drama 2/22/2017 9:06 AM

908 science math 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

909 I would study to be a engineer because I have wanted to be a engineer. 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

910 medical , mechanic 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

911 I would study art because, it is a passion. I have been drawing since 1st grade and it just
comes to me.

2/22/2017 8:42 AM

912 Games Building Football Mathmatics 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

913 fishing tactics, soccer tactics, and football tactics 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

914 menchanic 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

915 Pre AP, Math, English/lit, Music, theatre, Early Childhood Education. 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

916 I would study in the arts program, because I have always wanted to be a performer. I would
also study in ELA writing program, because i want to be author/journalist.

2/22/2017 8:36 AM

917 social studies because is my favorite subject 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

918 social studies because I love to learn about the history of the earth. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

919 health care, math pre ap, French, art, theatre, social studies, biology pre ap, lit pre ap 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

920 social studies 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

921 I would study mathematics because in order to be an architect, you need to learn math. 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

922 Ap economics and ap government to see if I would enjoy poltics and so I can become a stock
broker

2/22/2017 8:33 AM

923 Anything that would help me pursue my life goal 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

924 probably the importance of agriculture skills, why because its easy to do and it involves
animals, plants

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

925 -Psychology -Foreign language -Foreign culture 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

926 Writing because I love writing. I'm not sure of anything else yet. 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

927 I would like to study history 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

928 I would study anatomy because i want to become a surgeon or military or navy or air force 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

929 healthcare, history, / undecided 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

930 I would study sicknesses and disease because I want to be a nurse. I would also study body
parts and law because I'm also considering being a investigator in crime.

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

931 Chemistry,Biology, other sciences 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

932 Health, technology 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

933 Art because I want to express my feelings through it. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

934 Foreign language because I want to travel the world 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

935 science 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

936 First ,I would pick agriculture because I love working with animals and I think I will be good at
it .Second, I would pick science because I am good at it and it is my favorite subject.

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

937 Medical classes- to understand and get a medical degree to become an nurse of Doctor. Early 2/22/2017 8:28 AM
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devoplment classes- to understand what's it is like to work with child that is not fully
devoplment at their age Social skills- to work more easy with others especially since I want to
be a nurse or doctor

938 French, because I would really would like to have the ability to speak another launguage 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

939 Language History Art Home economics Nursing I want to learn these things because I feel they
will help me greatly in my career

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

940 math because is cool 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

941 Something to do with technology or engineering Different sciences and maths probably French,
for a language

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

942 Slavery 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

943 World War Two 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

944 I would like to study science & history 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

945 AP history 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

946 working on houes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

947 history, science, and mechanics 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

948 i would like to be a vet becase really like animals 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

949 I want to learn about pandas, because their my favorite animal. I would also like to learn about
jungle life, because I've always wanted to go to a jungle.

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

950 I want to study math because I want to be a nurse. 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

951 Health care 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

952 mechanic 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

953 marine biology, because I love to explore underwater and love animals. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

954 undecided 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

955 Probably programming because I'd like to learn how to program games. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

956 I would study sports marketing because I would like to manage a team. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

957 ROTC,child care , nursing 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

958 math. because you would have math in all in your life. 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

959 video game development 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

960 Football, NASCAR 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

961 I would study the Arts. (music) (theater) 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

962 social studies\history because its my best subject and I enjoy it the best 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

963 I would like to study algebra and science 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

964 Sign language, I want to be a DDN 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

965 I would want to study animals,to see what they came from and what's there species. 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

966 I would study MLK because I am interested in what he did and what he accomplished. 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

967 biology because I think it would be a very interesting class for me to take. 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

968 Robotics and Art so I could learn about robots and get drawing tips. 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

969 I would study..... 1.everything that I would need to know in the real world. 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

970 I would want to study social studies because I really like it and it is so cool sometimes to
learn.

2/22/2017 8:20 AM

971 Undecied maybe something with sports 2/22/2017 8:20 AM
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972 Robotics and Chemistry, so I can be a Electrical enjoiner 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

973 Leadership 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

974 Leadership 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

975 I would study astrology and astronomy, because I love space and it is something that you will
continue to learn about.

2/22/2017 8:19 AM

976 filming,youtube 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

977 Math and Science because the job I plan on getting in my future math and science are the
main grades that need to be high

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

978 don't really know but any thing that can help me to my best ability. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

979 engineering 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

980 historical history about Georgia so i know a lot more about the state I'm from. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

981 Science 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

982 technology 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

983 History Because i like learning about what happened to places that I've been before me . 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

984 Veterinarian because I want to be a vet. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

985 Business skills to make my own business and architecture class 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

986 Computer 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

987 Medicine 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

988 Business/Money management 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

989 Science because it has so many cool experiments and im good at it. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

990 1) robotics 2)foreign language 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

991 Money 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

992 chemistry 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

993 Science because I love chemical experiments 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

994 All my ap classes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

995 Business 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

996 Medicine, because I would like to become a doctor. 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

997 Science and History 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

998 Algebra 2 and more classes to get college credit 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

999 science because I'm thinking to be a scientist 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1000 Methology 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1001 Forinsic science because I like mysterys 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1002 I would like to be a aveonics engineer 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1003 I would learn about history because it is so interesting to me 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1004 Engineering,job planning 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1005 Engineering 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1006 animals because they are cool and endanger 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1007 Money, business 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

1008 Engineering 2/22/2017 8:10 AM
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1009 welding and metallurgy, because I want to be a welder when I get older because they make
money.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1010 Criminology, because I want to be able to study why criminals do it. The brain because its an
interesting thing to study.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1011 nothing 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

1012 ag 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1013 ag 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1014 ag mechanics 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1015 robotics engeneering 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1016 cosmotology 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1017 More College Classes on Campus 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1018 forestry 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

1019 nursing classes 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1020 intro to healthcare 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1021 technology 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1022 none 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1023 idk 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

1024 construction or plumbing 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1025 wolves shop art 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1026 norse language and culture blacksmithing 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1027 nothing 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1028 teaching 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1029 math because i really enjoyed doing it 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1030 y 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

1031 life skills to help me train for a job so that when i do get a job i already have a feel for it 2/14/2017 9:18 AM

1032 business we have class but it is dumb we need new teachers 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

1033 mechanics because thats what i wanna learn 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

1034 Business with a real teacher that has experience, politics, and French Our business class is
lacking and unhelpful. We have only one foreign language and I think French would be a good
class. Politics are interesting.

2/13/2017 1:30 PM

1035 mechanics, forensics, zoology, russian 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1036 engineering or construction. I enjoy building and solving engineering problems. 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1037 Fabrication, engineering 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1038 ministry i love it and would enjoy it worship music, worshiping God is literally awesome
production, i want to learn for bands so that i can be apart of travaling worship bands and
concerts, or apart of church production basically anything around praising God

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1039 Design because i like to draw and make things. Science because i like to make chemical
reactions and bonds. Computer because i like to type and play games.

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1040 I would like to learn Latin as a language. 2/13/2017 9:52 AM

1041 i believe that high school classes should be provided for what students are wanting to do for
their future other than manditory classes that have to be taken by students just to graduate.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM
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Pre-medicine classes= for students who want to go into the medical field to go ahead and give
them a feel of what they will be getting into.

1042 science, chemistry and astronomy 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1043 learn the specific job career we want to pursue 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1044 I'd take classes that would help me with my major in college like calculus or a class along like
that.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1045 egineering 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1046 business science 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1047 astronomy 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1048 study music 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1049 video game evolution 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1050 how to take over the world 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1051 spanish 3 in class not online 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1052 actual business classes where you learn about business things 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1053 a class that would help me in the adult world. Learn things like how to do my taxes or learn
things about bank accounts,etc.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1054 cosmotology because a lot of people would like to make it their job of choice 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1055 things that will actully be worth something in the real world not this crap yall teach us. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1056 engineering. Because it is a field that I would love to major in. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1057 Forensic science is what I'm studying 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1058 surgical class 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1059 animal pathways or things about life that you need to know like taxes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1060 history because its probably the most interesting thing 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1061 Graphic Design and Animation 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1062 i would study the class the involves multiple personality disorders and things like that. i would
learn how to speak german

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1063 History because its my strength. I love it 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1064 Creative writing- but in a way where I can find more passion in writing stories 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1065 enigineering 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1066 I dont care to study anything other than what I have to to graduate. 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1067 Story boarding, art, digital art, American history, the laws of our country, how to get a job, how
to make a résumé

2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1068 journalism, film, poetry 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1069 missionary class 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1070 cosmetology, I would like to study more along of the lines of creative writing instead of just
literature

2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1071 Psychiatry, Medicine, Coding, Advanced algebra, Foreign literature. 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1072 Veterinary Medicine 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1073 Computer Engineering 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1074 criminal justice I want to be a lawyer or a fbi agent 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1075 Mass Media 2/13/2017 9:43 AM
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1076 Digital art Storyboarding Art history The school rules Animation College career planning Fiance
classes

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1077 American history because I love to study my country's past to make the present and future
better for everyone.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1078 I would preferably want to study anything that relates to psychology or sociology. It's
something I have always been interested in since I was little and it's such an amazing thing to
learn. My second option on things I would like to study is healthcare and the medical field. It's
something I have been interested with as well. It's my third year taking the class and it gives
you so many great oppurtunities and teaches you so much.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1079 healthcare. Want to become a doctor or a 6 figure job 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1080 Nursing 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1081 British lit because it is easy. 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1082 aircraft mining and mechanical engineering 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1083 diesel mechanic bc i want to be a diesel mechanic when i graduate college 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1084 forestry because of the experience of the hands on activities 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1085 nursing 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1086 things we will actually need in our life. i'm sorry but i don't think solving the quadratic formula is
something i will need to do on a day to day basis. why doesnt the school system require
classes that teaches us how to pay bills and file taxes and how to get loans. im not prepared
for the real world at all. but thank god that i can find the parabolas on a graph, right?

2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1087 Astronomy 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1088 engineering 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1089 healthcare 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1090 computer engineering 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1091 accounting 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1092 Real World 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1093 All coding languages because I would like to be proficient on computers 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1094 math because it is the most useful class and a class to show financing 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1095 math and nature 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1096 Phycology 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1097 Business Management because I want to take over my dad's business 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1098 Healthcare science because that will help me with my college career. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1099 cosmetology because people plan on taking that particular career 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1100 Math for Accounting. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1101 Mechanics and science, mainly because I love anything the do with science and cars and I
would like to figure out how they work together.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1102 history 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1103 athletic training 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1104 Healthcare because i want to become a doctor 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1105 Forestry because I enjoy that experience, healthcare because of the experience. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1106 aeronuatics 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1107 Psychology, because I find it interesting and it goes along with the career I want. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM
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1108 Being a stripper 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1109 Medical field 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1110 sociology 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1111 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1112 military 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1113 History 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1114 Math and US History, because I have interests in those classes. 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1115 ROTC- i would like to join the military 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1116 business healthcare 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1117 healthcare so I can learn how to become a physical therapist and stay with the sports industry 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1118 food 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1119 engineering 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1120 Childcare because i like kids. 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1121 art and music 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1122 technogoly, because its what i like to do. 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1123 history 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1124 Math 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1125 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1126 A more in depth psychology class maybe a college like psychology class. Why? because after
college when I get my masters or doctorate in psychology I want to become a psychologists.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1127 i world like to study to be a electioneer 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1128 pediatrics. because I plan to be a pediatric nurse practitioner 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1129 I would study law, philosophy, and psychology and sociology. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1130 I want to study athletic training. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1131 Japaneses and Korean mainly because those are the two Asian languages that I would love to
learn.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1132 Psychology and sociology. These classes gave me a deeper understanding as to why people
think the way they do and increased my ability to interact with others. Spanish III. This class
has broadened my perspective on the world and introduced me to some people I normally
would have never gotten to know if it weren't for Spanish III. Any art class. Art classes are a
good way to relax and also give you new perspectives on the way people see the world. Art
classes gave me new ways to express myself and discover what I really enjoyed.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1133 i would study the medical field. the medical field has always been an interest of mine and a
choice for my future career.

2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1134 cosmetology, because i ant to do hair when i graduate. 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1135 I would like to study in a nursing field or either a engineering field 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1136 criminal justice, because that is what I want to persue. 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1137 spanish 4 2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1138 occupational therapy nursing managment 2/13/2017 9:20 AM

1139 i would like to study speech therapy because that's what i want to be. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1140 Advanced Computer classes would be a nice addition. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1141 sports, i wish schools taught students more about sports 2/13/2017 9:19 AM
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1142 health care 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1143 I would like to study forensics because im going to master in criminal justice . 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1144 marketing,. healthcare 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1145 Math, because i will use math when i get older. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1146 psychology 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1147 rotc program 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1148 Healthcare, Science, and Math 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1149 Preparing for life after high school/college (taxes etc.0 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1150 business management. because im going to own my own business one day. 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1151 Interpreting Child Care 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1152 Early childhood education because that's what I want to major in 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1153 healthcare because I want to go to college to be a pediatrician. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1154 Korean language 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1155 i would want to study on how to become a veterinarian instead of having a human healthcare
class

2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1156 real life scenarios 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1157 nursing 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1158 forestry and business 2/13/2017 9:12 AM

1159 study the human body, anatomy, for nursing in college 2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1160 veternaran orthodontist marine biologist 2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1161 Healthcare 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1162 Life Financial Class Medical Internship Ultrasound Technician ROTC Emergency Rescue 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1163 military history 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1164 veterian 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1165 history cause i like history 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1166 math 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1167 study how to be a dentist 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1168 study how to do taxes and balance credit because that's what we are going to be doing in life
in adult hood.

2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1169 Psychology, and because I want to be a Child Psychologist when I graduate high school. 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1170 phlebotomy 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1171 animal production because I want to work with animals for careers 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1172 becoming an orthopedic doctor 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1173 i would study to be a physical therapist, because i honestly like working with people or an
sports announcer cause i like sports and like talking about it.

2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1174 1) Multiple languages (other than Spanish and ASL) 2) Adobe Photoshop, Bridge, Illustrator,
etc. 3) An Educator pathway for students who want to be teachers

2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1175 Nursing such as just getting your nursing degree, Neonatal nursing is what I want to do. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1176 dental science 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1177 nothing 2/10/2017 9:32 AM
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1178 Healthcare 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1179 finical things- how to use our money, save it, etc. 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1180 healthcare 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1181 healthcare 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1182 math and science and food and meterology 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1183 pharmacy because lots of people want to do this, engineering because also a lot of people
enjoy this, rotc just plain out need this

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1184 Plastic surgeons 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1185 I would like to learn how to pay bills and do taxes. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1186 I would study how to pay bills and learn to encounter different things because honestly none of
my classes but math is beneficial.

2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1187 Anesthesia. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1188 medical field 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1189 Engineering Robotics Emergency Physician EMT 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1190 music theory 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1191 exercise science because i like to learn about the body 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1192 Multiple languages because it will allow m,e to be fully involved with the world. 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1193 Physical therapy photography languages 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1194 A AND P 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1195 healthcare, rotc 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1196 psychology and meteorology 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1197 i would study physics because I want to be an engineer. 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1198 music, I love music psychology, the human mind is interesting 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1199 Linguistics because I enjoy learning languages. Also I would like to learn many types of writing
styles because I enjoy writing.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1200 Certified Nursing Assistant Class Life Skills Class 2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1201 Political Science- because I am all for changing the world and helping the community
Cosmetology- because a lot of girls would love to get their degree in cosmetology to be
professional (like me)

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1202 Healthcare / Radiologist Technologist 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1203 Computer Science, Psychology 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1204 foreign language science history 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1205 Modern Political Landscape 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1206 Languages that aren't Spanish or ASL because we need more options. More in-depth
psychology and sociology classes because they're both really interesting topics that aren't well
covered in a semester class.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1207 Dance, its the only type of physical activity I will do. Plus dancing is fun as long as it's not
really soft dances that ballerinas do.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1208 nursing and cosmetology 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1209 forensics 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1210 cosmetology 2/9/2017 9:39 AM
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1211 I would study forensic science 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1212 My choice of music, instead of just history of it and classical music. 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1213 cosmetology,dental.These are careers we can train for before going to college to study it 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1214 science, because im going into a field of science 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1215 cosmetology 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1216 Computer science - I have always had a passion for computers 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1217 Nursing, n/a 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1218 Law 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1219 I would study cosmetology because it can be very helpful. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1220 mechanics 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1221 science 2/8/2017 9:44 AM

1222 Game programming, it is a form of art that is widely popular among art schools Coding, it is
already taught at school.

2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1223 ROTC 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1224 I would like to study in a STEM related class, robotics class, coding class, or digital art class. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1225 ROTC 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1226 Art, Culinary Arts, Technology, etc. 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1227 I would study digital drawing and painting because I want to get in a career where I can make a
living at least partially on digital art commissions.

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1228 i would like to study technology 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1229 something that pertains to my future career 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1230 astronomy because I am really interested in astronomy. 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1231 caculis 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1232 Phychology; Its interesting 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1233 Criminal Justice, Psychology, Sociology, Forensics 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1234 How to make meth so that I don't have to buy it from my dad 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1235 Psychology, Forensics, Sociology 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1236 Marketing, its all that matters 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1237 construction just cus i like those type of classes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1238 Chemistry Biology Math English 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1239 Its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1240 pranks 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1241 i would study on how to make it in the real world because those are the type things students
need to know

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1242 Anatomy 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1243 history 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1244 Computers or Nursing because I want to do something along those fields. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1245 Psychology because people be weird as #^(@ yo! 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1246 forensics, anything medical 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1247 math, chemistry, literature,history 2/8/2017 9:37 AM
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1248 spansih- because if forget easily and math - to see if iim right or wrong 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1249 I would study Business and Art studies. I am interested in both of those fields. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1250 Literature. It interests me. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1251 I wish they had a welding class 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1252 I'll study people because if I say I stalk people I might get arrested. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1253 Video game designing and music 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1254 more art classes 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1255 I would take Photography, Art, and Criminal Justice. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1256 marine biology 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1257 Art. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1258 lit 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1259 computers because I want to do something with them 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1260 i would study law enforcement because i would like to be an detective. 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1261 marine biology 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1262 Neo-Natal Care Home Ed Sex Ed 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1263 pediatric nursing anatomy 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1264 I think a watercolor class would be fun. We have painting, but it should be more specific. 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1265 I would like to have a home ech class 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1266 I would study subjects that help ready me for my college major, nursing. 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1267 Chinese because they are the biggest population in the world 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1268 Not literature Not history something that pertains to actual to careers 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1269 more health care, anatomy courses. 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1270 Home ed. 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1271 Healthcare 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1272 visual arts 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1273 I would study more sciences if I had more time in high school. 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1274 marketing, advanced math, and advanced english because it puts you ahead and is really
easy

2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1275 The most possible math I could at this level Chemistry classes that go beyond general
coverage

2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1276 If I could study anything in high school, I would mainly focus on science-related courses, such
as biology, chemistry, anatomy, and neuroscience. I would study these things because they
will help me prepare for the pre-med curriculum, that I will be studying in college.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1277 i would like to study a home ech class. Learn more about cooking, and everyday things. I think
it would be educational and fun.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1278 Home Economics because we will need these skills when we leave high school 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1279 broadcast Journalism 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1280 Animal physiology because it would help students interested in animal science pathways 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1281 Entrepreneurship- how to actually get started, the actual process. That way when probably
coming out of high school you can be already started on your business

2/8/2017 9:19 AM
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1282 home ec 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1283 I would study cooking. It is a life skill. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1284 study abroad, and cancer biolology 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1285 Agriculture 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1286 Home Economics 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1287 Music performance and/or education because it is the only school activity that I enjoy 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1288 Music and Pharmacy. 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1289 i would study maf 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1290 baseball 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1291 study time management for better life skills 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1292 Business, Philosophy, & Psychology 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1293 Pharnaceuticals 2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1294 Biology courses Healthcare courses Courses according to what I hope to do in the future to
better prepare me for my future.

2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1295 engineering, it is a good field that many students could benefit from 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1296 agriculture and criminal stuff 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1297 healthcare 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1298 Photography 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1299 AP Chemistry- need it to prepare me for college Anatomy- Would help for college 2/8/2017 9:08 AM

1300 The study of the animal body how it works and also the human brain what drives people to do
certain things.

2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1301 Real world problems/situations- How to buy a house, a car, write a check, pay bills, etc. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1302 Healthcare because it would help me with my future. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1303 In my high school years i wish we could've learned more financial guidance and how to write
checks. I would've also wanted to learn more on college acceptance.

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1304 Early Childhood, because it will help me with my future job. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1305 How to manage a bank account how to balance a check book How to maintain good credit 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1306 Spanish, Art, History 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1307 i would study basic life lessons like how to write a check and pay bills. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1308 more things related to healthcare carreers 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1309 I would study things that I have to deal with in everyday life like paying bills, balancing
checkbooks, and those types of things.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1310 mechanics, fabrication, and basic life skills 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1311 journalism, how to pay taxes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1312 healthcare 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1313 science.im going in the medical field 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1314 the history of African American. go all into detail with it and let that be the only thing we talk
about inn that class because we don't have that opportunity here at jones co and I think that
class should be offered for people who want to take it

2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1315 mechanics 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1316 African Americanism 2/7/2017 9:45 AM
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1317 nursing to better me for my career 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1318 health care 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1319 music buisness instrument repair 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1320 agriculture 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1321 I would study really anything if it is interesting and catches my attention. 2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1322 I would study a music theory class 2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1323 auto mechanics 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1324 I would study Drama/Acting 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1325 I would study animal doctoring. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1326 agriculture 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1327 Everyday Living Knowledge(taxes,etc) Cooking classes 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1328 Automotive. I've been around it my whole life. 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1329 1. healthcare because i want to become a xray technician. 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1330 law enforcement 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1331 health care because I want to work in the healthcare field 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1332 crime. 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1333 I would like to study about what you have to do at law school 2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1334 health care- because i want to go into the medical field biology- because you need to know
basic biology to understand the human body basic math- you need to know mathematics in
order to go into the medical field

2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1335 Math and science 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1336 mechanical engineering because thats the field i want to enter in collage. 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1337 marine biology, medical field to become a sureom. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1338 law enforcement 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1339 Criminal Justice 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1340 ortc 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1341 don't know. my normal classes i will be given 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1342 nursing 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1343 nursing how to manage my money when im older other thing that we are expected to do or
have contact with when we are older in the real world

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1344 early child ed because I like to take care of babies 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1345 forensics 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1346 I would study health a fitness cause I want to work in fixing bones 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1347 fasion 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1348 how to be a cop 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1349 promotion and sales 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1350 Digital Design and Digital Technology 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1351 tech, so i can learn how to work on electronics better 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1352 Construction I like building things 2/7/2017 9:14 AM
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1353 language because it well help me in life to be different in my own way. 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1354 culinary arts 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1355 marketing and wood working cause I want to be a carpenter and marketing would help when I
manege my money

2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1356 Math-Because you have too use math later in life 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1357 i dont know 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1358 healthcare 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1359 healthcare 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1360 science social studies 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1361 sports medicine 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1362 math cause I always liked math 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1363 healthcaree 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1364 nursing 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1365 biology 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1366 All of my core classes of course, Once I get to 12th grade, I want to be able to take Pre-
Calculus

2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1367 I would study music theory, because I want to be a music teacher and could use concentration
right now to prepare me for later.

2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1368 I would to choose to study more life coaching such as paying bills , budgeting, doing taxes. 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1369 physical therapy to further my education and feel secure in the i want to pursue. 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1370 military and go to college for sports management while I am in the military 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1371 Healthcare because i want to be in the medical field college rediness so i can get use to
college life and feel

2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1372 Pharmacy, I want to become one after I graduat. 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1373 healthcare I like the field 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1374 I've studied the healthcare classes, and American Sign Language classes because I plan on
becoming either a BSN or a nurse anesthetist, and I also plan on becoming an ASL interpreter.
I could also use my ASL skills to interpret for any deaf patients that we may have.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1375 more stuff that would benefit me in my career choice, and that i'll actually use in life. 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1376 forensic science- i want to work for the FBI psychology/sociology/current issues- these were
recommended high school classes for the career that i want to have

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1377 different kinds of Medicine because I want to be a pharmacist later in life and to already know
most medicines would help a lot.

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1378 I would like to study helpful stuff for my career choice. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1379 physical conditioning, marketing principals, 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1380 Math, why because in life you need to know how to count money 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1381 Junior Reserve Officer Training Core 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1382 i would study french, and dance. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1383 science 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1384 Film Making 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1385 Art and marketing because I want to promote advertisements for companies. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1386 engineering 2/6/2017 9:45 AM
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1387 math 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1388 I want to be a make up artist so maybe classes where you learn self control and how to be a
good boss for yourself.

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1389 welding, that what i want to do for a living 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1390 life skills so when i graduate i will be better prepared for life in the big world 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1391 art, agriculture, forensics 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1392 Health care, music 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1393 math 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1394 healthcare and Spanish because I want to be a pediatrician and in case someone who doesn't
know English has a baby I want to be able to translate and help them have a good labor

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1395 life skills so i can be prepared after high school 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1396 Chemistry and Algebra 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1397 things with real world applications not word problems either 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1398 Animation, Story Boarding, Astronomy, and Paleontology. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1399 Marine science- To study for my future career, to learn about marine life. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1400 Physics, chemistry 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1401 to go into the medical field and study radiology 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1402 cosmetology 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1403 War history 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1404 reading and literature 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1405 Home Economics. Because i need to know things im going to need after school 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1406 early childhood because I love to teach young children at church and I would like to teach
them in school. nursing because I feel like I can make difference with a patient who is sick.
zoology because i love to learn about animals and their habitat and how they function.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1407 more deaf education and lawyer things. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1408 I wood study ag shop class and gov and eco cus theas are the things you need in life 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1409 I did psychology for central Georgia tech and I thought it was really interesting so I would like
to take another class like that.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1410 taxes a real home ec class not food for life sewing cosmetology 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1411 More deaf education. 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1412 healthcare 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1413 History, Science, Math, Literature 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1414 Zoology, U.S. history 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1415 becoming an athletic trainer, because I'm an athlete and it fits me. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1416 metal fab/mechanics, I want to be a welder when I graduate high school. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1417 I've started ASL and I only get to take two years of it because that's all that's offered of it but
you can take Spanish for three years. If I could take more of ASL, I would.

2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1418 psychology, sociology 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1419 things you need to know to become a nurse. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1420 history, its my favorite subject 2/6/2017 9:35 AM
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1421 Military training 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1422 ROTC Korean 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1423 i would want to study things of my interest and things to prep me for my future. Along with my
core classes i would want to learn something that benefits my future job.

2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1424 Coding, the career I choose I need to know coding 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1425 Something regarding our career choice studying subjects we'll never use in the real world is
practically a waste of time.

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1426 auto mechanics that's what im interested in and what I want to do 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1427 zoology because i like animals. 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1428 mr kerr class its hard. 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1429 I would liked to have had AP french classes, because i would be with students who want to
speak french.

2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1430 JR ROTC 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1431 small engines 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1432 Small engine mechanics, or automotive mechanics 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1433 I would study more towards my career and study psychology. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1434 Classes that help out with college and basic skills. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1435 electrical engineering 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1436 Animal Science Forestry Hydroponics 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1437 digital art Foreign language class 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1438 I would prefer to study different medical occupations. 2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1439 Any type of college class that i could be taking as a college student at a college, I would love
to learn/study at JCHS but i would love to study Biology.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1440 I wish there were programs here who help go more in depth into healthcare 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1441 Healthcare, veterinary care, animal anatomy, animal medicine 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1442 I would study Fashion Design, because we don't go that much in depth into fashion in Fashion
Marketing.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1443 I would like to study more into the healthcare field to be prepared for the career field in the
future.

2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1444 Anatomy-to have prior knowledge before i go into my career Finance- So i can know how to do
taxes and know how mortgage works. Just knowing how to handle money and pay for things in
general.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1445 foreign language because i enjoy learning different languages and cultures.history because
learning about the past is interesting because it helps you better understand the
present.cooking i like to eat foods and i like to cook and studying the different styles and
techniques of cooking would be fun to learn

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1446 I would study more into the healthcare field because I want to go into medicine for my career. 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1447 The medical field in which i want to go into. Not just anatomy. 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1448 I would like to study home décor because I feel that seniors should be able to learn how to
build a home and how to make it their dream home.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1449 If I could study anything in high school, I would study the Korean language/culture or another
Asian language since I plan to live there someday. Many people in our school would agree with
me.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1450 More healthcare. I would like to go more in dept in this area. I would like a college math class 2/6/2017 9:21 AM
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that i could be offered without having to leave campus.

1451 healthcare 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1452 college prep classes and classes that help us in the future 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1453 I would like a more expanded set of classes for natural resources education. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1454 Nursing because that' what i'm attending college for and that's what i want to do in life. (OR)
Cosmetology

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1455 entrepreneurship, business 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1456 1. farm programs 2. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1457 theoretical science because it would keep us aware of the discoveries being made at this
present time with all the advancement in tecnolagy

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1458 I would want to study Korean because it interest me and because I want to go to Korea. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1459 Computer Design, like actually doing design on up to date technology and up to date programs. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1460 Black History. Throughout the whole year we study history from native Americans, white
history, etc, but never do we go in depth and learn about African American history.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1461 1. how 2 spel 2. 2 ficks stuf 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1462 I would study things concerning what i want to do when i get older which is sports medicine.So
i'm guessing i should study healthcare and more science classes rather than literature type
classes.

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1463 Sports History 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1464 neurology because i want to be a neurologist psychology in more depth because i want to
minor in psychology

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1465 computer hardware 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1466 Music and Music theory because I want to be a professional musician, and I would also like to
study math so that if i don't become a musician I'll have something to fall back on

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1467 I would want to study all about animals and how to take care of them and how to make sure
they are okay. I would want to study this because animals are really important to me.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1468 Japaneese 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1469 sports because they're interesting and fun 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1470 Major Healthcare Vet things 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1471 Pharmacy because that's what I want to do when I get out of high school. 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1472 car shop 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1473 I would study more in healthcare 2/6/2017 9:13 AM

1474 -Journalism: Im not in it this year and i regret not taking it. I wish it could be offered at the
main campus because it is something i am really interested in. -Real world stuff like how to
pay taxes and all that:It's important that we learn that before we are out of high school.

2/6/2017 9:12 AM

1475 Health care, animals 2/6/2017 9:11 AM

1476 healthcare science, because I want to be in the healthcare industry when I grow up. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1477 health science, graphic design 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1478 Healthcare 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1479 math because its interesting science because its my career choice 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1480 healthcare 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1481 Forensics, Arts(not plays and literal arts), Life science, Photography, Healthcare 2/6/2017 9:09 AM
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1482 Common Sense Literacy Math 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1483 into to healthcare because I want to go into the medical field 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1484 I will study my worse subjects first 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1485 i would study wildlife because i love to be in the outdoors i also would do mechanics 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1486 marine biology 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1487 things that would help us in the future 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1488 ag mech pyro techniques 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1489 veterinary medicine 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1490 healthcare and all science related subjects 2/6/2017 9:05 AM

1491 healthcare, math, science 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1492 agriculture 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1493 Marketing 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1494 healthcare 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1495 healthcare forensics math 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1496 Graphic Design, Photography 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1497 I would want to study Law, any form of it. 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1498 I would study anything that has to do with nursing and jobs. 2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1499 I would like to study things that would prepare me for future medical school careers
physicians, surgeons, etc.

2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1500 I would study the history of video games and how they relate to a person's development as
they mature and grow older. I would also like to study methods of sexual enticement, so that
children would have more sex and therefore grow into responsible adults at a faster pace.

2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1501 drama 2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1502 Avian Biology or Poultry Science because the poultry industry is growing in Georgia and it
really interests me.

2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1503 drama, musical theatre, drama tech 2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1504 digital art, drawing 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1505 cosmetology health care 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1506 physical therapy 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1507 3d modeling 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1508 Biology, its coolto learn about the animals 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1509 steam 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1510 stem programs 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1511 Things to help me with my college degree, skills to help me in everyday life 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1512 engineering and/or architecture, because thatll be my future career 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1513 healthcare 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1514 Healthcare 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1515 i would study speech therapy, nursing, government and law, writing. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1516 Pharmacology because its very interesting. Journalism because it's fun, interesting, an
challenging.

2/3/2017 9:42 AM
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1517 math because that's my favorite 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1518 Sciences and Maths to prepare my for the medical field or some form of engineering 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1519 healthcare- because that's the career I plan on working in. modeling- because I feel like that
would be my backup plan. chorus- because I've been taking chorus for 2 years and I really like
it

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1520 Spanish because I want to be a translator 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1521 *AREAS IN MY CAREER CHOICE* Animation and art related to anime, basically more things
on my career choice. I need to learn animation because I want to be an animator and I
particulaly like anime. Japanese Anime is Japanese cartoon trying to be in that industry I think
I should learn Japanese and in all honesty I feel like learning Japanese is as important as
learning other side languages like French and German.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1522 anything related to the healthcare field and sciences 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1523 accounting 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1524 weight lifting and lunch 2/3/2017 9:39 AM

1525 mddikshfgmqaujrt,fsn rtf,gtbvqafgtakbfhbfhckcv mgi 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1526 law 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1527 i would study anything needeed to become a vet 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1528 what ever have to do with computers 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1529 law enforcement 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1530 I think it would be great if we had a finance class. also a class that deals with strictly
investments and stock portfolios

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1531 Science, because it interests me the most Music, because its my favorite thing to do
computer Science because I think its a cool thing to do

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1532 sports because I surround myself around athletes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1533 sports because I love being physically active and it could help out with my academics 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1534 sports medicine I've loved sports my whole life and would love to learn about the medicines
they give us athletes.

2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1535 sports because I like them 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1536 animation 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1537 visual arts, graphic design classes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1538 healthcare when I leave high school I plan to continue my healthcare profession 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1539 sports marketing 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1540 Anatomy , Biology , Healthcare Science , and math. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1541 1. video game design because I want to become a video game designer 2. Animation (digital
and stop motion)

2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1542 dental hygentist 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1543 sports marketing 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1544 Chemistry, Anatomy and more math 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1545 inro to hesathcare becuse i am insrtreded on in hethcare 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1546 more things to do with animals and outside things because I like the outdoors. 2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1547 Marketing,mechanics 2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1548 Forensic Science. I say this because when i get older I want to into the forensic field. 2/3/2017 9:27 AM
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1549 sign language geography algebra 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1550 medical and health science and math for the medical field 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1551 1. I would study different languages 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1552 crossbow and bow making to open my own arrow store plus fixing bows and crossbows 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1553 Chemistry to be a chemist 2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1554 math,biology,technology 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1555 language arts 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1556 minchinery 2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1557 zoology, mythology, and psychology 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1558 I study what I have TRUBAL TO LEAST TRUBAL WITH 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1559 sports medicine 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1560 drama because i have always wanted to become an actress or model when i get out of high
school.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1561 i would study to a pathway to be an athletic trainer some day , because in the future after
college that's where i want my career to start.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1562 I'm happy with everything I have 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1563 art because I love it a lot, band because i want to play the drums, and photography because it
captures the aspects of nature.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1564 cosmetology class 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1565 marine biology, because i love sea animals and i would love to work with them in the future. i
also enjoy foods class, because i like to cook and prepare meals.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1566 all of my classes because i want to graduate 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1567 criminal justice 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1568 physical science world lit world history 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1569 music and art, maybe medical related classes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1570 i if i could study anything i would love to get to study a driving and all the different types of
driving and what you need to do to pass and stuff but not even that i would love to start a more
advance language arts for people that love to write and write essays because it will help them
expand so they can expand on like a college level or do a class were people that don't have
there credits in high school can get there correct credits and graduate on time and not feel
ashamed about it.

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1571 im happy with what I have 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1572 Doctor stuff 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1573 forestry , i want to be a forester wildlife , i like hunting 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1574 phycology because i want to be a child phyciatris when i graduate 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1575 none 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1576 More journalism classes for the main campus. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1577 agriculture cause i love being outside 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1578 like and investigating career 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1579 i would like to take cooking classes also not only learn the history but go places where these
things are like us going to a museum and see things but only for well behaved students.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1580 Journalism. I was one of the students in the 2016/2017 school year to partake in the journalism
class. it was a great experience and i would love to have the chance to take it again to further

2/3/2017 9:19 AM
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broad my understanding of this career pathway.

1581 I would love to study broadcast journalism in all 4 years of high school. I took it this year and it
has been the greatest class I have ever been apart of. I learned so much, and made so many
memories. I have wanted to actually be a broadcast journalist later in life and this has grown
my love of that field even more.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1582 - animal course (like the way certain animals act ) - also I think more classes involving
photography

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1583 business so i can get to the money 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1584 Things I will use in the real word. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1585 A class on how to properly own a business 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1586 I would like to study finance and banking. 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1587 mythology: im highly interested in gods 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1588 If i could take any classes i would take cooking classes. 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1589 I would want to learn how to be a mechanical engineer, because I like working on cars and
fixing them it seems fun to me, so why not do a job that you like and can enjoy it while your
working.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1590 Healthcare science because I am going to be an doctor. 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1591 taxes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1592 everything that will help me graduate 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1593 music but not band 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1594 caring for newborn babies 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1595 math because its extremely easy 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1596 Business because i want to open my own bakery when i get older because i love to bake. I
would also like to study something that deals with animals because i would also like to be a
veterinarian cause i love helping animals.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1597 i would like to study history of medicine 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1598 science because that's what I like 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1599 I would just want to at least learn something useful. 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1600 agriculture and healthcare 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1601 i would study everything i need to know to pass all my classes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1602 investing, nuclear engineering 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1603 history. cause its interesting and im good at it 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1604 Art because I'm a good drawer. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1605 I would definitely study fashion 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1606 animal anatomy 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1607 I would want to study more agriculture classes. I would want there to be a class that educates
people about agriculture and show everyone that its not just about farming. I think this will give
other people a understanding of how they get there food and a opportunity to give them a job
when they are older.

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1608 how to build and use my hands because i want to go in to the military and be an ammunition
engineer

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1609 physical therapy , obgyn , and business mangement because they are thing that im planning to
major in when i get in college and i will like to have a little background it

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1610 ag/ffa 2/3/2017 9:13 AM
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1611 Agriculture-because i need it for my career criminal justice-cause i need it for my career 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1612 Writing skills and/or Journalism 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1613 beauty, hair, more cosmetic related 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1614 .n;ounu 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1615 sports health 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1616 Nursing and because i like helping other people. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1617 everything,cause i study for all myclasses 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1618 tech. art math science 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1619 Computer Science and All sciences 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1620 i would like to study health care because most people today are studying healthcare it is a fast
growing industry and makes you a descent amount of money for doing it, i really love helping
people too that why i would like the do the health care patway

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1621 I would study journalism because I didn't get a chance to at the 9th grade campus. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1622 math 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1623 I wish our school had an ROTC program because I plan on going to the military when I get
older

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1624 music 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1625 history 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1626 i would probably want to study obgyn 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1627 I would study surnonigramist, i want to grow to be a surnonigramist as my career. 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1628 u.s. History 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1629 i like pe its helps me the most 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1630 d1 football 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1631 i would study psychology. i want to be a child psychologist when i am older and i want to learn
more about the brain. although, i am doing that in my early childhood class.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1632 nothing 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1633 Photography - that is what i want to be when i get older. 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1634 Baking and Cooking 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1635 Healthcare Sports Medicine US history 2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1636 how to cut hair. may want to be a barber 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1637 I dont know , maybe a coaching class for sports. 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1638 more things dealing with healthcare ,because I feel that if that is a field I am trying to go in I
should study things pertaining to my future career.

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1639 science 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1640 acting thats what i want to do 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1641 i would want to study wildlife management and how to take care of the land better. 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1642 i would like to have more extra curricular classes, not just for credits but because learning the
basic four classes can be boring.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1643 nursing 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1644 i would study psychology because its what i wanna be when i'm older 2/3/2017 9:08 AM
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1645 study to be a trainer 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1646 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1647 vet care for animals 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1648 I would like to study animals 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1649 If i could study anything in high school it would be psychology, because it has been something
I have always been interested in.

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1650 agriculture and journalism because i want to be in it 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1651 c 2/3/2017 9:03 AM

1652 i would study more of like not a science class but of working with people to experience in the
medical field of a nuclear medicine physician

2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1653 survival class animal harvesting accounting blacksmithing 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1654 history because i like it 2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1655 animal sciences or biology 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1656 cosmotology 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1657 the brain because I want to be a neurosurgeon so basically anything in the medical field 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1658 if i could study one thing it would be journalism in all grades. When i grow up i want to do
something in that field so it would be great if it was afford in upper grades and not just
freshmen year.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1659 ROTC 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1660 survival class, hunting and fishing classes, 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1661 ROTC, Because im interested in the military 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1662 1. Theater Arts 2. Paleontology 3. Crime law 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1663 I would like to study photography, because its a passion of min, and i would like to learn more
about it.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1664 mechanical engineering 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1665 i would like to study anything that is related to art and/or designing 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1666 gate way to tech because its a really cool engineering class 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1667 cosmetology, i would like to major in that 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1668 cosmetology 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1669 Whatever makes me sucessful 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1670 Dentistry 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1671 Healthcare and study OBG/YN Chorus more opportunities to sing in the community 2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1672 Idk like how prepare for life like how to take care of kids,pay bills, how to save money, how to
have a healthy relationship,ect......

2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1673 Sports medicine, because I love sports and I think it fits me. 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1674 I would study healthcare because I want to be a physical therapist 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1675 Healthcare 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1676 Anatomy and Physiology because I want become a Paramedic First Aid and safety. 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1677 Sports Medicine because it is what I'm interested in 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1678 Pharmacy based career field 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1679 Nursing or respiratory therapy 2/2/2017 12:43 PM
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1680 Healthcare Anatomy and physiology Nursing skills 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1681 Engineering, because that is what I want to be 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1682 Healthcare .. Athletic stuff 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1683 cosmetology because some of these girls need the opportunity to learn how do to do their
makeup

2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1684 1.)practical application of life skills, because I feel as if I'm ill prepared for life after high
school.

2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1685 biology, math, ELA, because I need those things to graduate high schoo. 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1686 I would study what I already study now, but not history. 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1687 Physical therapy because all we have is a healthcare class that really doesn't focuses on the
profession that I am interested in.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1688 ASL 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1689 Things that will be used in real life (banking class, personal finances, how to do taxes) 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1690 Film/Drama, and literature 2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1691 nursing 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1692 history,geography,science,and mythology because they're my favorite 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1693 health care 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1694 advanced computer programming. 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1695 Physical Therapy scuba diving 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1696 how to fly 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1697 World Geography because it is easy to understand. Math because I am good with numbers. 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1698 science 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1699 world history 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1700 math, broadcast journalism 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1701 Nursing and different medical programs. 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1702 athletic trainer because if i do go pro that's what i want i want to do 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1703 World History 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1704 I like bannanas 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1705 astrology and acting and comedy cuz those are my dream jobs 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1706 business and finance 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1707 prolly mechanical engineering cause that's what im tryna be when I grow up 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1708 how to do taxes...because i need to know how to do it for the future 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1709 Ag. Mechanics because I want to learn how to weld and build stuff using metal and learn how
to fix vehicles and lawn mowers

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1710 more math stuff bit mechanical engineer 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1711 If I could study one thing in high school, I would want to study healthcare. Healthcare has
always interested me and I would like to know more about it.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1712 1. I would study mechanics and building in FFA because I like building things and fixing things. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1713 accounting because I want to be an accountant 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1714 Science (forensics) 2/2/2017 9:38 AM
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1715 How to do taxes and manage your money because that's a skill we have to learn on our own
unless someone teaches us.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1716 mechanics and fabricaton, because this would help me with things I need to know for the job I
want

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1717 Cosmetology, because I love makeup. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1718 Math. cuz i dont know it. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1719 politics 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1720 I would want to study more things about veterinary work and animals in general because that is
the career I want to be in.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1721 math cause i struggle 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1722 math. because i have a hard time with it 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1723 healthcare science; I want to be successful in the medical field 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1724 Taxes, money management, and the health care class we already have. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1725 Personally, I would prefer to take computer classes, for example programming and making
games and such. However, I would also like more art opportunities.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1726 Male Nursing because I've been curious about that type of medical field and I know a lot of
people who are male nursing.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1727 If there is a class to help with writing I would like to take that class because I want to be a
writer.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1728 I would study how to function technology well and how to make games because that is what I
would want to do. I love playing video games so why not make it your job

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1729 sports statistics 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1730 French would be a great class. Also journalism at the main campus for a pathway would be
amazing for the students who plan on going into journalism as a career.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1731 sports medicine, forestry, agriculuture 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1732 AG mechanics. I like to work on things and break them down and put them back together 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1733 healthcare 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1734 barbershop choir because I really like barbershop it sounds really cool 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1735 Subjects 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1736 Healthcare. I want to be in the healthcare field went I grow up. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1737 I don't know what there is to study. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1738 chemistry 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1739 I would want to study agriculture/mechanics due to me wanting to be an architect or
construction worker after college.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1740 psychology, because when I graduate, I immediately want to go to college to be a child
psychiatric nurse. health care, because to be a child psychiatric nurse, I have to have a
nursing degree.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1741 healthcare because I would like to be a dermatologist or journalism 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1742 healthcare pathway ag mech pathway forensic pathway 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1743 Pretty much anything about college and jobs. We know absolutely NOTHING. And dual
enrollment hasnt come up at all.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1744 healthcare science because I wasn't a career in that field when I get older 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1745 Mechanics or Business and Technology 2/2/2017 9:33 AM
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1746 lit cause i not great and any class that is hard i would study 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1747 Everything i have trouble in. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1748 nothing 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1749 nothing 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1750 healthcare 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1751 nutrition so I can try foods 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1752 language 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1753 wheight lifting 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1754 i would take a cooking class i would study dietary influences. i would also consider childhood
education

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1755 Coding and Graphic designs Game Designing 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1756 mechanics 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1757 bathroom, because i love the toilet 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1758 mechanics 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1759 I enjoy learning useful skills like paying bills and home ec. 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1760 bathroom, because toilet 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1761 art ,music, more about people, more life lesson like tax.. 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1762 I would study healthcare science. Because I want to be an athletic trainer. 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1763 i would love to do healthcare cause i wanna be a dylasis rn when i grow up 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1764 lit because lit is lit!!!!!! 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1765 stuff, because 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1766 math 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1767 i would study cosmetology, because that's what i want to do when i get out of school nut
unfortunately very few schools offer that.

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1768 dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1769 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1770 I would enjoy learning useful skills in life such as how to pay bills (home ec) 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1771 I would study French and biology. I choose this b/c I will soon be going to Canada and I want
to be a marine biologist

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1772 general surgery ob/gyn 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1773 nothing 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1774 more about criminal justice and vet 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1775 physical therapy so I can find a job in the future 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1776 early childhood ed 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1777 health care 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1778 class to do with health care because I want to be a doctor 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1779 math because when i get older i want to do architecture work 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1780 physical fitness 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1781 modeling 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1782 bioligy 2/2/2017 9:22 AM
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1783 mechanics, I like tweaking with car parts and I found it interesting to talk about cars and fix
them. and I can learn more about car parts.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1784 i would study technology because I think that will help me the most in my life 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1785 I would study early childhood because I like to work with children. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1786 Health care Art 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1787 ACTING/DRAMA, TECHNOLOGY 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1788 Health care. Therapy. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1789 Art (because I love drawing), Acting (Because I would like to preform),Voice Acting (Because I
can do a lot of voices), Cooking (Because I love food)

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1790 I would study and pay attention music and go to college and the millitary 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1791 I like early childhood. I love taking care of kids 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1792 Nursing,Psychology 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1793 I would study healthcare, agriculture, and Spanish 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1794 animal science because i love animals and i want to be a large animal vet 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1795 Engineering, Architecture 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1796 If I could study anything in high school it would be: 1)Early childhood 2)Photography 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1797 i dont no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1798 marine biology because I really wish to further my education within the depths of the ocean. 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1799 I would study Graphic Design and music production because these things are things that in
very interested in.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1800 ag mechanics 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1801 cosmetology 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1802 mechanics,history 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1803 mechanics,art,science,woodshop 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1804 Animation and Design Phycology 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1805 I'm not really sure. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1806 I would study things in the medical field like obstetrics and gynecology because that is what I
want to do when I get older

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1807 chemisry 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1808 helthcare science 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1809 science or thechnology 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1810 Video Game design, it is my passion and id love to be taught it in my current grade to prepare
me to do it in the future

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1811 aviation pilot / mechanics 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1812 criminal justice fishing firearm education 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1813 healthcare 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1814 healthcare 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1815 culinary arts 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1816 healthcare 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1817 medical care to become a paramedic 2/2/2017 9:16 AM
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1818 photography, art, and weather (meterology and geology) 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1819 math so i can get better 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1820 social studies cause its fun 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1821 machanic classes cause i wanna be a machanic and why cause if i study a little of it in
hghschool id be better prepared for collage when i get there

2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1822 I would like to learn math in school. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1823 I'd take any class that would help me in the medical field... 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1824 I would study Law 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1825 math because its easy 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1826 Literally anything to help teach me how to become a functional adult. a class to teach me how
to do taxes and buy a house.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1827 GERMAN-TO LEARN MY MOTHER'S LANGUAGE AND EXPAND MY LANGUAGES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1828 cars 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1829 history, idk 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1830 i probably would've studied current issues, it seems interesting. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1831 History, science, and math. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1832 I would travel abroad 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1833 anestesiology 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1834 math like calluses so i can get a better scholarship 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1835 sport coach becuase i like sports 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1836 math beacuse its fun 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1837 i would want to study classes for cosmetology. 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1838 engineering I'm interested 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1839 algebra 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1840 learn how to edit videos 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1841 1. Anatomy because I want to work in the healthcare career 2. food, nutrition and wellness
because I want to be able to learn about food and cook

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1842 medicine and pharmacy 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1843 math , because its my favorite subject 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1844 health care because i want to be a nurse 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1845 Anything related to Healthcare and/or Politics. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1846 healthcare sciences webdesign computer basics 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1847 physical education 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1848 business and tech 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1849 welding (my trade) 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1850 world history because it comes easy to me. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1851 Animation because that's what I want to go into after high school 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1852 idk 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1853 sports 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1854 Bartending 2/2/2017 9:09 AM
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1855 everything 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1856 Advanced core classes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1857 biology 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1858 memes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1859 engineering 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1860 dank memes and autism 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1861 Sports 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1862 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1863 Anatomy&Physiology, Psychology, Sociology, AP Calculus 2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1864 Basic life skills,for instance finance understanding, and basic bill paying skills, how to apply
for loans and grants, etc. Basic cooking creative writing and animation

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1865 I would like to study things that would help further my career. So dance, stage fighting, stuff to
do with the theatre.

2/1/2017 9:46 AM

1866 Computer Science Web Design 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1867 psychology and sociology 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1868 1.)Early Childhood Edu. 2.)Animation Technology 3.)Homec Economics (cooking) These
(those) three things i chose to improve my skills for whatever obstacle.I choose Animation
Technology for my career and Early Childhood Edu. /Homec Economics (cooking) as my tool.
1 an 3 helps me provide the right care and knowledge.

2/1/2017 9:44 AM

1869 Different Languages 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1870 agriculture,computer,art, 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1871 I would like to study a health foods class so i can maintain my health for my future goals. 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1872 1.How to file taxes, would be helpful for students that have jobs. 2.Cooking, class because it
would be helpful in the future

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1873 If i could study two things in high school it would be computer,like how to program them and
make power-points and stuff. the next thing i would like to study is building and contrition
because i like to build things and that's really the kind of job i wont

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1874 I would like to study becoming a teacher at Jones County High School. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1875 1.Science 2.World Geogarphy 3.Math 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1876 It would be to study criminal justice and law and argumentative classes. I would study this
because i wish to become a lawyer and it would improve my persuasive and argumentative
papers in lit.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1877 I would study a cooking class because it will be good to be able to eat and survive. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1878 I'm not sure we are still developing 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1879 Sex Education 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1880 year long psychology & sociology classes 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1881 h 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1882 Things that are actually needed in life. Such as how to do taxes, credit cards, financial things,
etc...

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1883 history 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1884 I would like to study my maps and how to travel round the world 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1885 I don't really study for anything 2/1/2017 9:40 AM
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1886 things such as business and tech that can help me in today's technologically advance world,
life principals like marketing (bills, taxes, etc..)

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1887 Zoology, Anatomy- Animals and humans interest me. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1888 Healthcare because i want to work in the medical field. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1889 sex eduation 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1890 photograpgy 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1891 Ancient history 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1892 rotc 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1893 Astronomy because i would like to study the stars when im older 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1894 more ag programs 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1895 Paleontology 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1896 child and family social work 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1897 Engineering Auto Mechanics 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1898 auto mechanic 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1899 sex ed 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1900 nothing 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1901 Something similar to an Intro. to Sports Analysis/Data class; this way even if I don't go the
professional league, I can still have a career in the sports world

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1902 cosmo because i want to do hair and makeup 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1903 i would enjoy studing architecture with a 3D printer 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1904 i would want to study healthcare or nursing. The reason being that with that you can take from
even if i don't college for it. I learn and take that with me and if i choose to go to college with
that i can be prepared.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1905 building computers 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1906 business classes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1907 math 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1908 photography because i like to take pictures 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1909 photogray 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1910 YES 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1911 i would study computers in order to gain a better understanding of how they work for my future
job. i would also study art to further advance my knowledge for the future and my job.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1912 nursing, to help me better in college. 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1913 I would like to be able to take higher classes, such as AP Biology so that I don't have to take
as many science classes in college. I'd also like to take multiple math classes.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1914 I would study healthcare because i have a great interest in becoming a nurse practitioner and
healthcare class can help me get a head start on my education .

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1915 Music Theatre Dance Art Math Science Health 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1916 photography more foreign languages 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1917 Spanish,art 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1918 healthcare because i want to make my father proud. I'd also be happy with doing dance and
music.

2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1919 I don't know because I don't know what they study in high school. 2/1/2017 9:34 AM
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1920 Russian 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1921 i like journalism because in class i learn a lot but it's still a lot of fun. i also like my intro foods
class because it's interesting and easy.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1922 sociology, math, science 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1923 A teaching and education pathway 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1924 education pathway class to help with future fiances 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1925 I study art, and I want to keep doing art, because its one of my favorite subjects that i enjoy.
welding and car mechanics for future classes, because that is a interesting and important skill
to learn.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1926 What adults do in life, parenting, and lawyer 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1927 the teeth and or mouth because i wanna be a dentist 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1928 healthcare 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1929 mechanics i like to work on stuff 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1930 Health care because I want to become a doctor for little kids that have meager illnesses like
cancer and other illnesses

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1931 sports medicine because i like sports and helping athletes with injuries. i am also intersted in
law and justice.

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1932 If i could study anything in high school one subject would be Health care which is a class i'm
taking already because my healthcare class is preparing for my career choice. I would also like
to continue learning agriculture because it is a class i enjoy

2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1933 Ag. mechanics, Health care Ag will help me through life and health care will help me with go
through collage to become a ultrasound technician

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1934 Theater- To learn about everything from the beginning of it like Shakespeare to modern
movies. Business- To learn how to be a successful entrepreneur or work in a professional
business place. Art- To learn the history of art and artists and make different art creations.

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1935 I would study biology because its more hands on projects. 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1936 How to hack computers 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1937 i would study all pathways of marketing, math and science because i plan to be a business
major when i attend college.

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1938 more in depth science specialties i would like to work in the sciences and this would help me
to finalize a career path

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1939 1. Buisness 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1940 social studies 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1941 I would like to study lighting and sound design for theatre because that is the field i would like
to go into.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1942 anything that would help me become a nurse later on in life. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1943 I would study the Fundamentals of Engineering along with Coding and Robotics classes,
because they will help me in my future career and they interest me.

2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1944 I would and have studied Drama and Agriculture Mechanics. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1945 Anything that will help me become a neurosurgeon later on in life. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1946 cosmetology, i would really like to learn more about makeup 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1947 metal fab 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1948 how to build technology 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1949 I would study the medical field and the performing arts. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM
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1950 arts because I enjoy arts and crafts and it is a thing I could be successful in 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1951 journalism, video editing, etc 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1952 I would study more about history. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1953 i would study animal science because i want to be a vet when i get older or mechanics 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1954 sports 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1955 i wanna learn to do construction 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1956 mechanics 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1957 something, and interesting classes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1958 1. life skills, so that i will be able to handle being an adult when i graduate. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1959 Psychology, Sociology, Criminal Sciences 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1960 more heath care retaliated things 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1961 I would study coding and game design 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1962 music I love it 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1963 technology, i've always loved technology so I would study that if i could 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1964 I would like to study health care and medicine. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1965 Foreign Cultures 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1966 I would study different languages so when i go places where they don't speak English i can
understand them.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1967 food for life class, because the class helps me learn things about the path way I'm going into. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1968 cooking becuse i love cooking and my family use to own a bakery so i want to work on my
skills

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1969 i want to study music, not chorus, but music to play guitar and piano to prepare myself for
college.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1970 early child hood edu cosmotology 2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1971 agriculture healthcare science 2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1972 health because I need to learn how to stay healthy for football 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1973 law and doctor. 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1974 theatre arts and sfx makeup 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1975 Drama, Film studies 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1976 rotc 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1977 rotc 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1978 I would study law school because I want to be a lawyer. My second choice would be a writer
class so I can also be a author.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1979 Stuff to help me become more prepared for what i want to be- a veterinarian. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1980 music 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1981 Any class that would provide information for my future, I plan to go In the medical field. Also I
would like to study chorus, I've been In chorus programs all my life. I would like to have a
degree in that also.

2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1982 i would study science and math curriculum's and other practices to fit in with a veterinarian. 2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1983 psychology 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1984 if I could study anything then I would learn how to code\program 2/1/2017 9:11 AM
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1985 Biology, because it is my favorite subject and i find it a very easy class. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1986 i would study healthcare. i love the healthcare field of work and have always been interested
for as long as i can remember. it is such a facinating workplace environment.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1987 I would study programming and animation because I want to be a video game designer and I
need these skills to help me in the future.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1988 animal and plant science, healthcare maybe, and otherlanguages 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1989 I guess I would study child ed because i want to be a teacher. 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1990 Engineering classes since thats what i want to go for 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1991 mechanic 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1992 agriculture 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1993 any foreign language class, because i would love to learn more about different types of culture. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1994 Learn how to weld. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1995 plant life 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1996 video game designing because i have always wanted that career 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1997 Ag science and other stuff that has to do with being a vet 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

1998 language english 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1999 stuff 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2000 stuff 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2001 computer and business, game design 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2002 ag mechanics because i want to be an under water welder 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

2003 ag mechanics if i pass basic ag 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2004 computer animation 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2005 math. 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

2006 I would study healthcare because it goes along with the career field I am interested in. 1/30/2017 9:30 AM

2007 Anything having to do with math because I like it. 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2008 healthcare because I'm going to collage to be a pediatrician 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2009 how computers work because every is becoming technology. 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2010 physical therapy because I want to be a physical therapists. art history 1/30/2017 9:11 AM

2011 computer hardware science because it would be beneficial to know all of the hardware in my
computer for the future to come with my career path

1/30/2017 9:10 AM

2012 I would study computers 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2013 I would study anything having to do with medical science because it is the most rapidly
growing industry in the world. I would also do a foreign language such as (Spanish, Chinese,
and French)

1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2014 Food and Nutrition , because I want to know how to make healthy meals and I want to know
what is good and what is not good for me to eat.

1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2015 Math 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2016 biology and literature 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2017 ag mechanics 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2018 Spanish French 1/30/2017 9:06 AM
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2019 health science 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2020 game design 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2021 Astronomy 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2022 Medicine 1/30/2017 9:04 AM

2023 astronemy 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

2024 1)Careers and career options 2)financial information, to better prepare me for the future. 1/25/2017 12:21 PM

2025 Journalism 1/23/2017 12:04 PM

2026 Animal science 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

2027 academics 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

2028 nursing 1/19/2017 12:26 PM

2029 Nursing Computer jobs 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

2030 Math, Science, and Digital Programming because they're what I need to succeed in my future
career as a programmer.

1/19/2017 10:10 AM

2031 animals 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

2032 Engineering classes 1/17/2017 6:27 PM

2033 I like a variety of subjects but am especially interested in music, like band, and math and
science because they are the coolest things to learn about.

1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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60.08% 1,276

11.35% 241

28.58% 607

Q4 Do you feel like you have formed a good written plan to graduate from
high school?

Answered: 2,124 Skipped: 16

TOTAL 2,124
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# A) IF NOT, WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP YOU DEVELOP A GRADUATION PLAN?B) IF
YOU DO HAVE A PLAN, DO YOU FEEL THAT THIS IS YOUR PLAN (THAT IT TRULY
INTERESTS YOU)?C) IF YOU'RE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH YOUR 
GRADUATION PLAN, HOW CAN WE HELP YOU MAKE IT BETTER?

DATE

1 these is what I know I want to do but mechanic on dirt bikes. 2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 I think this is what I would like to do, but I think that I might have to have more classes. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 I never really thought about it , but I think I have a plan but I am not completely sure about it ;
Help me find a plan that I might be satisfied with rather than the one I have planned, or make
my plan to where I am satisfied.

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 i don't have a plan yet 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 yes, it does interest me. this is what I wan to do in life and I feel like I can accomplish it the
way my dreams have set.

2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 i honestly don't know what a graduation plan is or looks like! 2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 (a) I don't know what a successful graduation plan tends to look like as i have never seen one.
It would help me if I were given an example of what one looked like. (b) I do not have a
graduation plan at the current moment (c) I do not have a graduation plan at the current
moment

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Yes. I've been wanting to run track for a very long time 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 By giving me choices 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 this is my plan 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 I do feel like this is my plan. I love to be able to help people and care for them. I want to help
save lives. Some people only have enough chances to survive and I want to help them get
through life.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 you can let the kids do more fun things and keep giving it to them if they study and make good
grades

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 Clifton Ridge Middle School can give students a test that will end in the end tell you what
career choice would best suit you. I feel like my plan could use a little bit more work and
improving.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 Yes, I feel that I know what I want in life and I have a plan 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 yes because half my family is in medical or close to it 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 yes, my plan truly suits me. 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 yes, I feel like my plan that truly interests me. 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 going to college to try to make it to the NBA. If not ill be a social studies teacher. Yes 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

19 no,because nobody can't read my hand writing. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 if i donthave a plan i will ask my parent then 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

21 see better ideas from other people. and try to improve it . 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 i know my graduation plan yes by coming to my school and come with a presentation 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

23 yes my plan interest me because its something i always wanted to do 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 my plan is the best plan ever i will not stop going to school. 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

25 idk 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 talk to me about stuff or have a class that talks about it 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 YES 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM
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30 make better grades, don't get in trouble as much, be nice yes i am happy about my graduation
plan

2/28/2017 10:55 AM

31 Yes i have set a plan to graduate. Im satisfied with my graduation plan and yes it interests me. 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

32 I feel confident in my Plan because i know what i must do in order to succeed in life and i won't
let anybody tell me different cause i know i can do it and i believe that's what Jones county
ensures of it so i wanna give props to Jones County for there Education and Leaning

2/28/2017 9:40 AM

33 Well, I would like to be a lawyer or a teacher when I grow up and when I get to high school
that's just something I will have to look forward to doing.

2/28/2017 9:38 AM

34 My plan would to go to a good collage and graduate then I would get a job as a artitech and
after that when I get a 401k plan and retire I will get a job as restoring muscle cars or work at a
gun shop.

2/28/2017 9:35 AM

35 Yes, i feel that after i graduate i will want to go to college to learn doctoring. but outside of that
i will try to have my own mechanical shop to run.

2/28/2017 9:33 AM

36 i think im truly interested in my plan because its something i do everyday i go home and get on
the game system and that has something to do with game engineering

2/28/2017 9:32 AM

37 Yes i think my plan truly interest me because im going to focus hard and not slack , get my
diploma and graduate .

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

38 What i want to be is really what i want to be i want to be a nurse that helps people and that's
what i want to be

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

39 b)yes 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

40 Yes, I want to be a college Professer. In the process i might meet someone 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 I don't have a plan. Teachers could make a program so that people without a plan could get
help to make their plan.

2/28/2017 9:30 AM

42 Yes because i was the one that truly thought of this plan 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

43 yes, I do 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

44 i don't know yes i don't know 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

45 i am not completely sure because my science is bad so is ela 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

46 My teachers understand how to help me, and this helps me by me making good grades. 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

47 i don't know Yes Learn more about body systems and blood function 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

48 I'm going to study really hard to make all A's in high school so i can go to a 5 star college for 8
yrs to be a doctor for children

2/28/2017 8:40 AM

49 i do think my plan is a good plan but the key is getting into a good collage 2/28/2017 8:38 AM

50 yes my plan do interests me because my plan is to go to college so I can get into the NBA
(National Basketball Association)

2/28/2017 8:36 AM

51 i do think that this is the plan that i want to do because this what i want to be when i grow up in
life.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

52 some times i do and sometimes i don't.because i don't know how i'm going to do but i'm going
to try anyway.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

53 i think that they can help by making a career class for other peoples interest 2/28/2017 8:32 AM

54 individual graduation 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

55 my plan very interest me 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

56 help us individually sports help me 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

57 By helping me get my plans together. 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

58 yes 2/28/2017 8:21 AM
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59 I feel like my written plan maybe good . I just havent fully develop it yet. 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

60 B) I want to go to Georgia college or got to law school. C) help me get my credits. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

61 I feel that it is my plan because I've covered all the bases for my graduation plan, and I am
completely satisfied.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

62 a)have an extra class to replace cougar time b)no c)have an extra class to replace cougar time 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

63 Yes, I would like to graduate high school. I would like to have a fun and good paying job. 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

64 c, we can make it better by having better teaching so i better understand the subject im
working in

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

65 I want to get good grades and graduate 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

66 yes because I have been into cars,trucks,motercycles etc for my whole life 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

67 i can start planing what i am going to do after graduation like what collage i am going to attend
and what i wan to be.

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 yes it does because it is a fun subject 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

69 im not really sure. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

70 Yes. give us a class so we could learn some of the stuff so it wont take us so long to graduate
from college.

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

71 to find a good school yes find a good paying and fun job 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

72 I do feel like this is my plan and I am happy with it. 2/27/2017 2:10 PM

73 I want to go to college in either Ireland or Florida and go to medical school to train to be
surgeon or philologist

2/27/2017 2:09 PM

74 i think my plan to go to collage for make up, hair, and nails,[cosmetology]will probable change
in the fucher but with the science part i will need to find a way of understanding it all .i could
use more help and study extra.

2/27/2017 10:23 AM

75 yes it interests me because i love sea animals and i would like to learn more about them. 2/27/2017 10:18 AM

76 I'm going to study and make good grades so i can help children if they are hurt. i want to
become a doctor and help them out.

2/27/2017 10:16 AM

77 yes, i think it truly interests me 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

78 a.]maybe give me more stuff that you do when you graduate b.] yes i belive that i have made
my desion to graduate and get a job that i love to do. c.] maybe you could talk to me about
gradiation more

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

79 B). I have a written plan for Robotic Engineer but, my second plan if that does not work is a
doctor. After I graduate from high school I am going to Kennasaw State University

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

80 help me understand what i'm lerning 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

81 yes i feel my plan for classes and how i will study and work satisfies me and i feel i will pass
well.

2/27/2017 10:11 AM

82 yes,I want to go to collage and get a good degree so I can do the things that I want to do. 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

83 a: i need more than the regular students have. harder classes with harder subjects because i
like a challenge and know i can do it

2/27/2017 10:10 AM

84 a) b) i do because it is what i choose c) 2/27/2017 10:09 AM

85 a. I am b.yes i am interested c.By researching different carear 2/27/2017 10:08 AM

86 Yes 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

87 A- Counselors B- c-By talking to me 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

88 Yes 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

89 I want to get a good education so I can graduate with a good high score in school because that 2/27/2017 8:23 AM
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will be something I can always remember.

90 Yes I feel that this plan truly interests me but I want to use my athletics in sport before I
convert to stopping that and starting on the technology I can use

2/24/2017 3:07 PM

91 A) You could teach the importance of graduation and talk to students about graduation plans.
Maybe we could have days where we do workshops/ activities where we talk about our future
goals.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

92 I don't know because I have not thought about it 2/24/2017 3:02 PM

93 Um..I don't really know. I am only in sixth grade so i haven't really thought about it that much. I
know somewhat what I want to study in college but that is all.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

94 I am very dedicated to my school work so that I can get into a good college. I would like if you
could earn scholars more often, and with more variety than just sports. MUSIC. I plan on going
to Harvord. If there was a chance to go to a more applicable school I would take it.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

95 I feel that it is my plan and I am very very interested in game programming because I am the
only one so far that it aiming to be a game creator.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

96 a) Maybe go over the things you could do or have a class about it. b) Yes c) Go over my
decisions

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

97 I know it is my plan because I have family members in the Air Force ad that ecourages me to
go to college and to be a successful Air Force member. I want to go to either Duke university
or Stanford university.

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

98 A) help me decide what things I like so I can understand what things I like and chose a caree
path somewhere related to that

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

99 I want to go to college 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

100 Tell me I can do it, pray for me,let the lord help me, keep everything in good shape, and
Motivate me. Yes if it can help me become a orthodontist. I'm satisfied

2/24/2017 2:55 PM

101 Finding the right school. 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

102 Maybe it's my plan. My family really encouraged me to do my best so I can't let them down. 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

103 C) I know what I want to do, but I do not know what college to go to and why classes to take
so it would be helpful if the guidance counselor helped me figure that out.

2/24/2017 2:53 PM

104 A) I have a great plan B)to join the army of America C ) I am satisfied 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

105 I will go to S.C.A.D or Savannah College of Art and Design. 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

106 i feel that my plan will help me succeed in what i am interested in 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

107 Yes I do feel like it is my plan it is about how I want to graduate and what I want to be or
become

2/24/2017 2:50 PM

108 Finish high school graduate college and be a secessfull in my lifetime 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

109 I don't know what I should do for my graduation plan, to tell you the truth I haven't planed that
far.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

110 You can help me develop a good graduation plan by helping me do a good source of planning
and researching to get a good graduation plan.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

111 I feel that my plan would be good.I am generally a hard working person. I would want to major
in something I love. To go to college you would have to graduate from high school. I strive for
what I love and going to college is what I would want to do.

2/24/2017 2:48 PM

112 Howard and Stanford 2/24/2017 2:48 PM

113 I don't really have a plan yet, but I'm thinking once I graduate I want to go to Georgia State
College or something else.

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

114 ? 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

115 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:46 PM
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116 B)my plan truly puts me in the position I want to be in 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

117 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

118 Yes I want to go to college so I can make a difference in the world 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

119 C) yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

120 B 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

121 Think about the feauture and what I think I would do in high school 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

122 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

123 (b) yes but I like sports too 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

124 B) yes 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

125 I want to do sports but I could get severely injured 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

126 Idk but by making good grade😂 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

127 I do not know , I do not have a plan , I do not have a plan 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

128 I really want to study music but my mom says I need two majors because you don't earn much
as a musician. I just need some help from my mom or others to figure out what I want to do
besides being a musician. I want to play bassoon,because if you play bassoon,I have heard
from many,many people,that you can get a scholarship just for that. But Clifton Ridge or Jones
county high school doesn't own one because they cost $5,000-$10,000 each. I wish they could
buy one so I could learn it.

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

129 You can help by offering class and having planners so I can come up with a plan. No I believe
that my plan has flaws and that I need to work and study so it can be better. You can help by
having information ready and try a prepare us as best as possible for us outside of high
school.

2/24/2017 2:31 PM

130 A) I have a plan. B) I do feel that it's truly my plan. 2/24/2017 2:24 PM

131 My actual plan is to go to the NBA but you can't study that. 2/24/2017 2:22 PM

132 I have it all planed out I don't need any help 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

133 I plan to study really hard in high school so I will be prepared after the air force to go to college
and graduate.

2/24/2017 2:19 PM

134 B) I created this plan for me and my family 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

135 Better teachers like Mrs. Calhoun and Ms.Findling 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

136 Don't know how I'm going to pay for college and don't know what to do after college 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

137 I am satisfied with the high school plan that I created with the help of my mother 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

138 Show me what classes fit best for my interest 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

139 I do feel that this is my plan. 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

140 I DONT KNOW ABOUT THE PLANS 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

141 I don't know what my graduation plan is. 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

142 Yes, I believe it truly interests me because I want to go into law. 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

143 I have never thought about creating a plan 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

144 Yes 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

145 yes I feel like my plan to graduate from high school is my future plan. 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

146 My plan is to get a well paying job and have many supporting friends, and get rich off stocks in
the meanwhile.

2/24/2017 2:13 PM

147 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:11 PM
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148 b 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

149 I have not written a graduate from high school plan 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

150 I want to be a football coach. I plan to save up to go to UGA to achieve this long time goal in
my life.

2/24/2017 2:09 PM

151 I don't have none 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

152 HELP ME BE MORE CLEAR ABOUT THINGS 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

153 NOT GOING TO ANSWER THAT 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

154 I have a graduation plan that I feel is completely my plan. 2/24/2017 2:05 PM

155 b) my plan has interested me fro my whole life. 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

156 b)yes 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

157 I am not really sure because l am not understanding 2/24/2017 1:33 PM

158 a.You could get some teachers who know a little bit about lawyers to teach you bit. b.Yes
because I've always wanted to be a lawyer and I love to argue. c.Add more teachers to the
high school/college who know about being a lawyer.

2/24/2017 1:31 PM

159 It truly interesting to me cause I want to be a physical therapist when I grow up so I want to
have many things like my parents have now

2/24/2017 1:21 PM

160 A fun rasier 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

161 B) Yes I do feel that my plan truly interests me. 2/24/2017 1:15 PM

162 (Im answering b) in fact I do have a plan, and it is my dream to become an engineer and
entente new things And get lots of money +  =

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

163 Yes, I feel it is my plan 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

164 a) i don't really know. 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

165 Yes, I feel that it is my plan. 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

166 Yes and I am very interested in the idea of helping people reach healthy standards 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

167 b.yes c.my my plan is fine 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

168 I have a plan that interest me and I am truly interested 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

169 I do feel like it is my plan 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

170 I don't know 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

171 I don't know 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

172 Yes I do have a plan and another yes that am interested in. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

173 yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

174 Help me come up with a plan 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

175 I don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

176 Nothing Yes Nothing 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

177 I don't have a plan. 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

178 A. Nothing B. Yes C. Pick another one 2/24/2017 1:07 PM

179 B and yes 2/24/2017 1:06 PM

180 B) yes 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

181 Yes I like my plan 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

182 My plan is good 2/24/2017 1:04 PM
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183 Make the foods better 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

184 Yes I feel confident in my plan to graduate highschool 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

185 Dont know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

186 I have not thought about that. 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

187 Play baseball 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

188 Most of my family are in the manufacturing industry and it keeps getting passed down and i
really ike it

2/24/2017 1:02 PM

189 A 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

190 B. 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

191 Then I can go to college 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

192 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

193 A: I don't know B: probably C: work harder 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

194 c i dont know honesty ? 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

195 Nothing I do not need help 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

196 Drawing 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

197 Yes I do feel like my plan truly interest me 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

198 I feel like this is a good thing for me I have always wanted to be a pediatrician I feel like it is
the best thing I can do cause I love to help people

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

199 i dont know 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

200 (B) I'm interested in joining the NFL in the near future and my back up plan is becoming a
lawyer

2/24/2017 11:46 AM

201 B) because I do have a plan I want to be a veteran so I can help animals. 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

202 Give more options for curriculur activities and give more ways to teach better. 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

203 Yes... 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

204 Study hard and be in sports Yes Nothing 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

205 I don't know 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

206 I don't think I have a graduation plan. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

207 A.i do not have one yet B. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

208 It is a long time I tell I graduate high school I will know when it is closer to time. 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

209 Go throw the think that helps you read beder 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

210 Yes 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

211 Well I don't really know 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

212 Idk stop asking stupid questions 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

213 I don't know Yes because it will fun I don't know 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

214 Yes my plan is interest because in high school I am going to make high grades and I am going
to get a job

2/24/2017 11:38 AM

215 Idk 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

216 Yes my plan really does interest and me and I think It will work because I have backup plans. 2/24/2017 11:35 AM

217 Yes I do feel that is going to be my plan wich my plan is a swat team member 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

218 1,I am satisfied 2,yes it do 3,I am completely satisified 2/24/2017 11:34 AM
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219 Fishing and sports 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

220 Giving me a really good education at all my classes and when I go to 9th grade. 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

221 Go to college 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

222 B 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

223 Yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

224 Don't have a plan 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

225 c) Help me with learning how to finance my money so I can be on my own without any
problems with money.

2/24/2017 11:29 AM

226 Seat down and talk about what I want to do. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

227 A) I have a plan B) yes C) I have a plan 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

228 Yes I am going to play baseball 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

229 I don't know what my is 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

230 I bon't no 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

231 Yes 2/24/2017 11:25 AM

232 c) help me with work and suggestions for getting better grades and getting a tutor 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

233 C 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

234 xgycverutgayadgaoieiejgybadhiofffiowtuhq 2/24/2017 11:18 AM

235 Yes because I believe that students should get the proper education and be something I life
and because my grandmother rased 13 foster children that are all in college .

2/24/2017 10:54 AM

236 I'm not sure about what I want to do yet. 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

237 I don't know what a graduation is 2/24/2017 10:52 AM

238 After I graduate I'm going to college to become a nurse. 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

239 I do think I have a plan because when I grow up and get in high school I'm gonna start studing
for medical school and to learn different new things .

2/24/2017 10:46 AM

240 tell me what will happen if i do this 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

241 B.yes C.u can't 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

242 You can help me by teaching me what I need to study to be a teacher. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

243 I don't know what a graduation plan is. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

244 I am fine with my plan when I get out of school because when I get out of school I am going to
get a good job and a car and a good place to live.

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

245 I do feel that this is my plan plan because I always wanted to graduation from high school and
go to collage and get a job

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

246 I do not know what what i am going to do how it can make better is trying to study more 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

247 Yes I do, my aunt had surgery not to long ago and me and her caster would teach me
everything and he is going to be me boss on day.

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

248 B) yes because I want to get a jod and work and get my car,house, and every thing I need to
have...

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

249 B.yes i feel that my plan truly intrest me 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

250 A)I don't know 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

251 M tutoring, and involvement for 6th graders 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

252 I'm not quick sure what my plan isn't going to be In the future 2/24/2017 10:41 AM
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253 Nothing 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

254 I do have a plan and it does Truly interest me 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

255 Get us more preparde 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

256 B. Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

257 B)Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

258 I have a plan 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

259 Yes I feel this will truly interest me! 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

260 Doing more work 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

261 To help me develop and graduate show me how to do it if I don't know how , yes because it
would really help me when I'm and class of school, try to help me feel better with my decision

2/24/2017 10:38 AM

262 The only person I feel that can help me is my mother to help me through hard times and easy 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

263 Idk I wanted to go to college and be a teacher that's all I'd planned 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

264 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

265 Yes I feel that this is my plan. 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

266 Idk how you could make it better 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

267 I have a plan and yes I do think it is a good plan for high school 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

268 By helping me with it 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

269 B) Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

270 Yes I feel like this is my plan because I have wanted to be it for six years. 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

271 Less work 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

272 My math teacher needs to get off her phone and teaches us not play on here phone and
computer

2/24/2017 10:34 AM

273 B yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

274 Study yes try harder 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

275 Talk about what college or job we could do 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

276 Honestly I don't have a plan yet but i feel like I'll get one 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

277 I think that it is good to from a plan but it would be nice to get help from someone at school
and for someone to help you stick to your plan and not go off in different dirrections.

2/24/2017 10:28 AM

278 I do not currently have a written plan and how you can help me is help me get a written plan
done.

2/24/2017 9:38 AM

279 I am not. 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

280 have a class to teach kids about careers 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

281 I don't know 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

282 yes, my plan interests me a lot 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

283 This is my plan I have always wanted to be a teacher. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

284 yes it is my plan because im going to the military 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

285 yes I do feel I have a good graduation plan 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

286 Yes, I feel that my graduation plan is a good written strategy. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

287 Yes it truly interest me 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

288 Wha? 2/24/2017 8:45 AM
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289 Tell me how to make a graduation plan and I will make one. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

290 To study more. 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

291 yes 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

292 I could get tutoring in the afternoos 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

293 I kinda have a plan but I don't know for sure. art is one thing but there is probably something
else that i will enjoy too but i cant really think of anything. maybe soccer but I don't really
know.

2/23/2017 2:44 PM

294 I believe that the plans I have chosen are good enough for me to make it through my high
school year.

2/23/2017 2:40 PM

295 I am going to gradute an go to college 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

296 do extra activities 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

297 I want to become a nurse so I'm going to go to college. I feel like its my plan its the only thing
ive really thought about doing

2/23/2017 2:34 PM

298 more one on one help 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

299 nooooooooooooooooo 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

300 no 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

301 I want to get a scholarship somewhere and become a lawyer, and go to law school. 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

302 yes I have a plan to do better 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

303 yes, I do feel like this truly interest me. 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

304 Yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

305 B) I feel that it is my plan. 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

306 My plan is to do duel enrollement. And go to uga 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

307 work on it 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

308 explain things better, I want to be a really good cheerleader, just help me get a good gpa. 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

309 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

310 My plan is to make good grades, studying, and then graduate and go to college. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

311 Have a meeting to help students form a graduation plan. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

312 doctoring 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

313 idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

314 I do not know 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

315 Yes I do think my plan truly interests me. 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

316 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

317 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

318 yes my plan is good 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

319 to do computer programing 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

320 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

321 soccer or distribution 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

322 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

323 get help 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

324 To become an it 2/23/2017 2:20 PM
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325 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

326 get help with math 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

327 no because I have never been talked to abut my high school graduation plan. 2/23/2017 2:12 PM

328 I want to be a pharmacist but my mind may change but I think I want to be something in the
medical field or a engineer

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

329 yes this plan truly interest me. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

330 yes this plan truly interests me 2/23/2017 2:09 PM

331 less math 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

332 i don't know what it is saying, but I plan to pass in every class 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

333 yes 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

334 I don't know what that means but I plan to succeed in everything I do. I've always wanted to go
into the medical field. I will do everything in my power to get there.

2/23/2017 2:07 PM

335 Know what classes im going to take. 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

336 you can help by helping us more. If our grades are low tell us and help us more. 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

337 nothing 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

338 talk to me 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

339 give me more options 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

340 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

341 help me make strait A's 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

342 im not shure yet 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

343 get better grades 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

344 Educate us on the best way too pursue our plan. 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

345 help me to get better and 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

346 to help me develop a graduation plan i could have a class that talks about farther expectations
of being older, and different jobs.

2/23/2017 11:29 AM

347 I don't really have a plan yet cause im still thinking of all my options before I can decide 2/23/2017 11:28 AM

348 what can help is giving classes in high school that can help you understand and could give you
advice.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

349 my brother has helped me set up a high school plan on what classes I would like to take and
how I will achieve my goals. I believe it will help me very much.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

350 learn more about business and stuff outside of school 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

351 b) Yes, because it will help me get into a good college and help me graduate. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

352 I have as plan and I feel that it is what I need to be able to graduate. 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

353 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

354 b) I do have a plan for when I graduate high school. My plan is to work at Ingles or Ace and go
to collage and get a amazing education. Yes, collage truly interests me and working to
because I love to help my grandma work at Ingles.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

355 I feel as though my plan is well thought out and I will be successful, if I try and continue to
make all A's and have much determination.

2/23/2017 11:23 AM

356 idk 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

357 b)This is exactly what I would love to do and it has all of my interests 2/23/2017 11:19 AM

358 yes I am sure that my plan works for me 2/23/2017 11:18 AM
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359 I do not know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

360 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

361 B) Yes, I truly feel like this is my plan. My family will support me through most of it. 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

362 Yes, this is my graduation plan and it truly interests me. 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

363 I plan do graduate so i can go to college an play sports 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

364 I don't have a plan. 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

365 I plan to graduate an A student and go on to an architect college I really hope to achieve this
dream and I feel very passionate about it.

2/23/2017 11:13 AM

366 I don't know I will have to see how everything goes. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

367 tell people to stop about my dolls 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

368 yes 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

369 I have a full plan of how I am going to graduate high school and go to college. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

370 I have one soccer help me do better at soccer 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

371 If they gave courses during middle school. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

372 I fell I have a plan. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

373 A) let me know some of the work they do in high school so I will be prepared now 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

374 A)DEVELOP A PLAN that involve what is most important to learn B)yes and yes C)take into
account learing possabilities

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

375 Yes because i feel like playing baseball/sports will help me stay active, be more responsible,
and be more determined to do good in school.

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

376 Well I want to graduate go to a college and go to college again for singing and put my dream
out there

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

377 Go to fort valley and get my masters 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

378 You could help by setting out some options which will allow me to do my best. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

379 yes I feel it is something I'm interested in 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

380 Yes my mom will make sure if I don't have one 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

381 don't know 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

382 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

383 I don't know I don't know I don't know 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

384 I really don't know what im going to do. 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

385 No probably not because over the years I might want to do something else and that would
change my plans

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

386 You can help bye maybe giving me some ideas on what I would be good at because Im
confused

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

387 yes I do 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

388 You can help form having a class for like jobs we want to do 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

389 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

390 A.) I know that I want to graduate high school B.) Yes C.) I know my graduation plan. 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

391 A).keep doing what y'all re doing B).this is really my plan Becuse i won't to grow up and do
something other my life C).help me and don't let me fall if i do help me with that.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

392 I think the plan that I have with my graduation is good. I agree that it will work. 2/23/2017 11:02 AM
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393 A) take classes for it B) I don't have a plan yet C) try harder and don't give up until I'm satisfied 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

394 Yes I think my plan is good. 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

395 Yes it truly interests me 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

396 I'm only in the 7th grade i haven't really thought about high school graduation, but I know that I
am for sure going to graduate. I want to be a hear surgeon and so to Mercer University.

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

397 IDK 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

398 make a plan. 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

399 I believe that it is my plan. 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

400 Graduation plan 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

401 Yes I love fire and like saving people and animals so u put two together there u go 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

402 Yes my plan is to graduate from jones county high school and go to the university of Georgia
and play college football and then graduate from UGA and go to play for the Atlanta Falcons in
Atlanta

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

403 I don't know but my so called plan is basically just studying and paying attention/ listening to
directions

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

404 B) yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

405 I do feel it is my plan. I want to be a orthodontist when I grow up so I have set certain goals
like to go to a good college and get good grades.

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

406 idk 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

407 b) yes, it truly does 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

408 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

409 no 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

410 change the learning plan 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

411 ask an adult to help me form a plan 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

412 I have a plan nd I like it 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

413 I don't think you can because I am moving to either Tennessee or Florida to get college 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

414 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

415 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

416 I have a plan and It is good 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

417 I WANT MONEY 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

418 ME NO UNDERSTAND 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

419 B- Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

420 give me lots of money to go to a north carloina 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

421 B,yes, I plan to do my best and not be by friends so I will do better and have a great career 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

422 B) Yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

423 visit collages/yes/I don't know 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

424 B) I do feel I have a good plan and that it fits my intrest 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

425 teach me more 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

426 I feel my plan is good 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

427 yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM
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428 t\ .......... 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

429 N/A 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

430 yes I'm sure. 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

431 teach me 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

432 N/A 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

433 yes/because I k now what im going to do in life 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

434 im going to graduate 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

435 it would make me feel more accomplished about school, and id feel good about going to my
job.

2/23/2017 10:39 AM

436 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

437 it can make me be better by helping me with the job I would like to contribute in and make a
living in.

2/23/2017 10:37 AM

438 it would help me know what college I would need\like to go to.it would also help me know
where I would work.

2/23/2017 10:36 AM

439 Yes I do 100% 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

440 yes 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

441 college 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

442 yes my plan truly interests me 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

443 I know what I want to do. I want to be a professional softball player. I plan to make money. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

444 im not in high school 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

445 im not in highschool 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

446 I want to go to Georgia southern or UGA for college and go there to work on being a labor and
delivery nurse.

2/23/2017 10:31 AM

447 I have not formed a written plan to graduate from high school yet. 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

448 C and idk 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

449 go to the university of florida 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

450 I got a good plan cause im going to keep up my good work and I want to be a bussniess man 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

451 I have a good plan and im going to collage 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

452 go school 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

453 B: Yes I kind of feel that this plan interests me. 2/23/2017 10:21 AM

454 I do not no how I can get any more way for me to get help. 2/23/2017 10:03 AM

455 Agacuiltral Farming How things work 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

456 A. I want to to graduate from BUSSINESS and own my own BUSSINESS if I don't make it to
the nba. B. It is a plan that interests me about making my own money and having.
BUSSINESS I own myself C. Focus on it if my plan A of playing nba basketball doesn't work

2/23/2017 9:53 AM

457 A.motavat me to do better B.yes C.better teaching environment 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

458 You can give us more things that has to do with our graduation plan so we won't have to worry
about it when we do graduate. Or you guys could make a program for the youths future or
something just to help us.

2/23/2017 9:51 AM

459 Yes, I really like architect 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

460 B)yes bc if I study hard and stay away from trouble I will get every thing done 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

461 I don't know how my graduation plan will turn out to be depending on my grades. 2/23/2017 9:49 AM
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462 B)I feel this is my plan with my mom's help because she does what is best for me.She helps
me deal with real world problems and situations.My mom help me set up my graduation plan
because she never graduated from collage and she wants to see me at my graduation
ceremony and party.

2/23/2017 9:48 AM

463 Be taught more about how to do this job that will help me become successful in the future 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

464 Yes because it's what I want to do 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

465 Resaerch 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

466 Show me stuff that will let me learn what happens in college and what happens when I go from
it. Let me learn how adults do things like jobs,banks,family.ect.

2/23/2017 9:45 AM

467 After college I hope to get a scholar ship to duke college 2/23/2017 9:44 AM

468 Animals Farming Agricultural See how things work 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

469 I think i have a good written plan to graduate high school 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

470 No more library fines so people can get more books to read so they know what to do when
there older.

2/23/2017 9:43 AM

471 yes i feel it is my plan 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

472 I feel my plan truly going to work to help with high school ,so can do my best. 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

473 If you're not completely satisfied with your graduation plan,how can we help you make it
better?can we take to my mom about that.

2/23/2017 9:41 AM

474 I could be taught more difficult things so I can pass the final test of the year and graduate with
good grades.

2/23/2017 9:41 AM

475 By helping student be prepared for high school 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

476 Don't know Yes No 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

477 Yes I feel that this is my plan and you could make it better by putting me in a class with a
standard expectation level but a high class participation rate

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

478 B.i would do good and graduate highschool 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

479 B 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

480 Yes,I don't know everything about it but I'm sure I have a plan 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

481 Yes I feel my plan is ok I do have a learning disability and that makes me kinda nervous about
passing grades in high school but I feel I can do it .

2/23/2017 9:36 AM

482 Yes, because robotics and health care interest me. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

483 a 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

484 get grads up 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

485 A}I can sit down with my mom and dad to find out what to do 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

486 to me the army is one choice but I don't know if football is better for me encourage me to
become what I should be

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

487 yes it does interest me because i want to save people and help the country 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

488 write on a piece of paper 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

489 I truly feel that this plan interests me. 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

490 tottering me 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

491 B) I do have a graduation plan 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

492 plan for the classes that ill. 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

493 I don't know 2/23/2017 9:22 AM
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494 help plan it 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

495 They could help me by starting me now and I go ahead and get used to it so id be better in the
long run.

2/23/2017 9:19 AM

496 I like my plan I want to graduate and go to cologde to be a person to help animals I would like
to take more biology classes and have a job that I like

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

497 I have created a graduation plan that suits my specific needs. 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

498 I first want to make all a's and I want my goal to be valid Victorian. I want to take classes in
health/anatomy and law/criminal type stuff.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

499 I do feel like this is my plan because my parents tell me not to go into art because it isn't a
successful job, so I am going into it on my own weather or not I have people by my side.

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

500 I want to play basketball 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

501 Yes. Study for for what I need to do for my graduation. 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

502 In 6 grade somebody did not go over this with me. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

503 I would like to take a job as a teacher 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

504 I feel this is truly my plan because it intrest me alot 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

505 im in 6th grade don't know what type of plans yet 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

506 I do feel that being an engineer is my plan because I've always wanted to build something cool
wether it's big or small.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

507 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

508 yes, I fill that this is my plan. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

509 Yes. I do feel like this is my true graduation plan. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

510 I have a plan for when I get out of highshool 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

511 a) you don't have to do nothing b) yes I do feel studying math, science , and carpeting is my
plane

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

512 B) yes I think I have the plan that fits me 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

513 I can help make it better by looking it up 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

514 yes yes yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

515 I'm not completely satisfied with my plan, I would to have to have a bigger plan to succeed in
life to have a great education to intend collage. My plan needs to challenges me to become
mentally challenge me.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

516 to get good grades and be a gifted student 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

517 Yes I have a plan some what. 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

518 Yes, because I will make a lot of friends Science because I like the explosions you can help
me by teaching me more things

2/23/2017 9:03 AM

519 yes I have a plane 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

520 a) because I am not in high school yet 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

521 help me get it organized 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

522 school 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

523 I think this is what most interest me. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

524 yes I believe that its suits me 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

525 I feel that my graduation plan is an good one 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

526 b. yes 2/23/2017 8:52 AM
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527 tutoring 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

528 To help them with their plan To help them be able to change it. 2/23/2017 8:51 AM

529 Maybe by making the school more safer. 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

530 my plan does intrest me 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

531 c explain it to me more if not that's ok 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

532 b) play football 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

533 My dream graduation plan is to go to college and play basketball but as I grow I see that
probably not going to work. You guys can help me by giving somethings to go to school for
somethings I enjoy.

2/23/2017 8:49 AM

534 Yes 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

535 Help me work more with my academics 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

536 Yes I fell like it is going to be my plan 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

537 nobody has talk to me about a graduation plan. 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

538 By pushing myself and trying to make it out of school. 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

539 A.Study really try my best to do the stuff so I can graduate. B.Yes I do think that this truly
interest me. C.Talk to the teachers about how to develop more academic skills or sources.

2/23/2017 8:45 AM

540 I have made this plan to work great with my academics and with my sports. Me as an athlete I
push thing aside be first an for most is my academics. I will keep pushing myself to become
valedictorian class of 2023. I plan to keep up all A's freshman year to senior. I will want to
have a 4.0 GPA. then i will head to collage.

2/23/2017 8:44 AM

541 I plan to keep that plan and to do good through my hole life, and to let the plan work. 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

542 I don't know 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

543 My plan is to finish high school then go to college and serve my years in college so that I can
become what I want to be.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

544 Yes I have a plan because I wold like to go to a very good college one day . 2/23/2017 8:42 AM

545 I do have a plan and I feel that my plan does interest me. I have thought a lot about this plan
and I know it is the best for me.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM

546 we need better sports better books better food better students and can this be a pravite school 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

547 I feel like my plan does truly interest me and I feel like that's my plan, and I'm not going to
change it.

2/23/2017 8:39 AM

548 I am not sure 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

549 Yes 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

550 yes I do have a plan,and I do feel that it Intrests me. 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

551 Yes 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

552 To make my plan better I could take more collage courses in high school so I will be better
prepared for college.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

553 I do feel like this is really my plan. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

554 I want to go to college when I get out of high school. Passing all my classes so I can graduate
and do what I want to do.

2/23/2017 8:36 AM

555 Yes,I feel like it's my plan 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

556 Yes, because I have a lot of animals as a kid and I like how veterinarians help them. 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

557 Yes, I feel that this is my graduation plan because I want to be able to get a good job and have
a healthy life.

2/23/2017 8:35 AM
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558 yes, my plan is the one plan I will fallow after I graduate. 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

559 a) You can help me by talking to me and my parents 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

560 I have not thought about that yet. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

561 Yes, I feel like graduating is my plan because I want to be able to grow up and have a good job
and life.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

562 Yes, I feel like my plan for graduation is going to satisfy me. 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

563 by letting me study and pass my tests on my own without guided practice 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

564 yes I feel like my plan is truly intersts 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

565 i have no clue what that means 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

566 a) You can help me by sitting me down and talking to me. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

567 Yes my plan truly interests me 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

568 I'm a slow learner so it takes me a while to learn things 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

569 I like computers and tecnocholy a lot so I'm guessing something like that. 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

570 After high school I plan to go to nursing school. 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

571 a)The teachers can teach me more about high school and what to expect. 2/23/2017 8:21 AM

572 I have a plan to graduate from all the above 2/23/2017 8:19 AM

573 Help us pick a collage 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

574 a) Well I guess I could talk too my teacher and my parents to figure out what is best for me. b)
Well I would like to take Science, History and literature. So that is diffidently what interests
me. c) I'm not that good in math, but I'm making a 94, still I'm struggling. Which means I
should work on it so in high school I will be better at it.

2/22/2017 2:45 PM

575 inform me about what type of classes you have and what classes a career would be good for 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

576 I'm not sure what my graduation plan is. 2/22/2017 2:35 PM

577 a) I have yet to write a graduation plan, but I think that it would be easier for me to develop one
if I had more information about practical career paths that I could follow. b) N/A c) N/A

2/22/2017 2:31 PM

578 I love tech because it matches my imagination very well so there you go. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

579 a. my teacher would tell what I should become b. I would stay with my family after high school
c. maybe in high school would take art class and math class

2/22/2017 2:29 PM

580 you can help by matching my classes to my career choices. 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

581 to study had for my planes as a game designer 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

582 c) put together a list of classes I'm interested in taking. Work towards completing and excelling
in those classes in order to graduate.

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

583 a)I have not started on yet 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

584 yall could help me more on having classes over the things what you need and need to know
about them

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

585 To be a graduate high school, I need to come to school on time everyday, study, pay attention
in class, and not get in any trouble.

2/22/2017 2:25 PM

586 yes, i do 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

587 I'm going to collage to get my MD or DO degree to be an pediatrician 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

588 help me and understand what it going to be like when I apply for that job . 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

589 Help us research our careers so we can be more knowledgeable about it. 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

590 C. Give me military(ROTC) and Latin classes. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM
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591 My plan is to take all the history classes I can and hopefully get the majority of my credits that
way.

2/22/2017 2:22 PM

592 I don't know what a written plan is, but maybe we can stay after to school to work on it. 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

593 I could take the time out and figure out my graduation plans. 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

594 Talk with me on things that are the most important. 2/22/2017 2:19 PM

595 yes if you have more college classes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

596 Be my guide. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

597 B) I fill that my graduation plan best fits with my life and my interest. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

598 a) b) yes c) talk to us more in depth about our career choices 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

599 a) I have a plan b)I think that my plan is perfect for what I want to do c)I am completely
satisfied

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

600 help me get started to understand how I am affected by my choice 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

601 don't know 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

602 A: I got this stuff all planned :) B:YES, I am fully dedicated C:I'm satisfied with my plan but I
do need more help with finances

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

603 I don't really know. I kind of just want these wait until the future to know what I want to do
because I'm still a little young to think about the future

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

604 UMM... Maybe throw my hat in the air and run 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

605 a) I have a plan b) Yes c) I am satisfied 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

606 Study 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

607 b) My plan will help me figured out what I want to study and how many classes I would like to
take.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

608 B) I do have a plan that I am going to do is have no spots for the after school. 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

609 I have a suggested thought on what I would like to do I would like to be a lawyer or a social
worker. I feel as if I knew more about law and social working it would interest me even more.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

610 b. my plan is to get a thin on science so I can become zooligist 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

611 My plan is to graduate high school and go off to college and become labor and delivery nurse.
This interest me because I m saving and helping lives.

2/22/2017 2:13 PM

612 anything that can help me succeed 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

613 anything can help be succeed 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

614 b. I feel like I have a well organized plan to take business, animal care and sigh language
classes through high school so I will have many different options in the future.

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

615 anything you can to help me succeed 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

616 a- can help me understand things more b- I have a plan to be a RN/ Nurse 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

617 B)yes this is what I love to do and this is what I want to do for the rest of my life if it benefits
me

2/22/2017 2:10 PM

618 I'm not sure I don't think I have a plan yet but you can help me make one by adding culinary
classes to the high school

2/22/2017 2:09 PM

619 I don't know what interests me. 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

620 I haven't thought of a graduation plan at the moment 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

621 A) I don't Know B)I don't have a plan C)I don't Have a plan 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

622 Give me all "A"s please 2/22/2017 2:08 PM
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623 B)Yes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

624 A . Y'all could give more studying skills instead of homework B . Yes it does C. I am satisfied
with my graduation plan because it's my good choice

2/22/2017 2:07 PM

625 A) I have a plan B) yes C) Im satisfied with my plan 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

626 well when I gradate I would like to have a good gpa 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

627 Yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

628 I just really don't know what intererts me im only in 8 grade. 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

629 B 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

630 Yes I want to join the military 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

631 Put out options 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

632 YES THIS BE MY PLAN 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

633 No 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

634 Yes ,I Feel Like This My Plan 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

635 Idk 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

636 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

637 To be successful 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

638 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

639 Army 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

640 A.) A race car driver 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

641 I plan to go to a science college for NASA to be a scientist and or go to a school which video
and video game endroniring .

2/22/2017 1:16 PM

642 I'm just going to do my best and I going to push myself to pass and not give up and paces
myself.

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

643 Yes i feel it is my plan because I'm in EDGE which is a class that gets you ready for collage
and I desided to be an emt and that's what I'm going to be so deal

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

644 dont know 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

645 My plan interests me by becoming who I want to be when I graduate and I can just follow my
dream

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

646 Cooking , I think I can become something with my cooking skills Help teach me more ways to
cook things , like show me something i don't know about cooking a certain thing.

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

647 I'm satisfied!! 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

648 Have many opportunities open to people who haven't decided on their careers. 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

649 TBH I really don't know.mabye it might work.nah I don't need any help. 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

650 Let me get a academic scholarship 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

651 B it truly interest me 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

652 Yes 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

653 I could make up studdy habits were i could pass 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

654 To have classes just on what I would like to do so I know what I need to know about the jobs
and a class or something help me get a plan and help me know what all I need to know to get
where I need to be

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

655 A) I have a plan for when i graduate B)My plan does truly Intrest me C)I am satisfied with my
plan

2/22/2017 12:54 PM
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656 My graduation plan is to start college classes while I'm in high school so I can get some years
out of my way and I can start a new step of my life.

2/22/2017 12:53 PM

657 B)yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

658 I don't understand the question 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

659 Sports 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

660 Think 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

661 To go into college football or nfl 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

662 Yes 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

663 I can study more and need to do more than one class and I feel like I can graduate 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

664 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

665 I play golf and am really good 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

666 Idk 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

667 Nothing to help 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

668 Help me get through it 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

669 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

670 If I could get explained more of the process 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

671 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

672 Yes this interests me. 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

673 Yes it interests me 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

674 Give me resources and things to do to get my way up there to graduate. 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

675 no I don't feel this is my plan 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

676 ????????¿ 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

677 I feel that my plan is great and that it helps me motivate myself to get to my plan 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

678 Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

679 Medical, I am planning on attending collage, I plan on making a good effort to becoming a good
nurse or doctor.

2/22/2017 11:25 AM

680 My graduation plan could probably be better by making my grades go up to at least an 80 or
90.

2/22/2017 11:22 AM

681 by becoming more better. 2/22/2017 11:21 AM

682 A) By having longer school hours and more subjects to study 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

683 C)First by letting me take extra classes so if I am lost I have another class to get it right, and
finally by giving me homework that is a bit challenging but I still know what I`m doing.

2/22/2017 11:20 AM

684 I don't know I think that it is something I need to work out by myself. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

685 I could have a tutor for each class. i could have people from higher grades help me understand
what i dont understand in school. You could provide me with the help that i need.

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

686 I think that being a officer would fit me well. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

687 a) N/A B) N/A C) N/A 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

688 a: I don't know b: I don't know c: I don't know 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

689 im unsure what I;m going to do 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

690 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:13 AM
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691 N/A N/A N/A 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

692 I don't know, I don't have a plane, give me plans, 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

693 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

694 I do not know 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

695 IDKKKK 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

696 don't know 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

697 B. yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

698 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

699 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

700 N/A 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

701 I don't have a plan I don't know how you could help 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

702 i don"t know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

703 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

704 mkae it better by helping me understand what they are 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

705 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

706 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

707 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

708 A) help me in the things that I have trouble with. B) yes because that plan I picked is what I
want to do to help me learn. C)help me decide what I should do to help with graduating high
school.

2/22/2017 11:05 AM

709 a) Upgrade science text books. b) Yes, I want to go into Marine Biology c) Upgrade science
text books.

2/22/2017 10:59 AM

710 a) teachers could help more b) yes keep with my grades study a lot c) teachers could help
more 1v1

2/22/2017 10:58 AM

711 a) More advanced in Health. b) I would like to advance in health. c) Advance in health classes. 2/22/2017 10:53 AM

712 A) To help me with some thing I am having trouble with. B) Yes because that plan that I pick is
what I want to do and it will help me learn. C) By helping me find one or find we one that
interest me.

2/22/2017 10:52 AM

713 Yes, it interest me to be in the Engineering field. 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

714 I think history is a good plan for me 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

715 I do think my plan truly interest me 2/22/2017 10:44 AM

716 a) make things more easier and less complicated b) no I don't have a plan c) do something
different

2/22/2017 10:43 AM

717 c) I could take classes on things that include cosmetology, and research what collage would
be best for me.

2/22/2017 10:42 AM

718 you could give students options in which I could have my profession in after I graduate high
school.

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

719 make the school better yes I don't know 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

720 c) I should research what I would like to do and get things together for what school I want to go
to and where I would like to work

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

721 yes I do feel that this is my plan 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

722 a: umm I guess tell me what there Is to plan XD 2/22/2017 10:39 AM
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723 most kids nowadays don't even know how to write out a check or write their signature. 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

724 have teachers help us find interesting jobs that we like 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

725 yes duhhhh, I want to be a lawyer so I tend to attend Mercer university, because I have heard
that they have a great law school.

2/22/2017 10:39 AM

726 I Don't Know 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

727 b) yes it truly interests me to be a translator for different languages. 2/22/2017 10:36 AM

728 Don't know 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

729 most kids this age don't even know what taxes or bills are how are we supposed to know are
graduation plan

2/22/2017 10:34 AM

730 I could look in to different collages and see which one fits me the best. 2/22/2017 10:33 AM

731 I plan to go into the engineering field and/or astronomy. This is a strong maybe, but I want to
go to MIT. If not, I will search for another good college for engineering and/or astronomy.

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

732 idk 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

733 start thinking about what I want to do in high school and after high school. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

734 Don't know what you are talking about or what are you talking about!? 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

735 I am positive that it's my plan because when I take that path it will be easier for me to achieve
what I want.

2/22/2017 10:31 AM

736 nothing I don't think 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

737 I need to just keep my mind focuse and finish school 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

738 I have a plan. My plan is to enter the Core of Cadets at University of North Georgia, get a
minor in robotics, then proceed to transfer to Georgia Tech if possible. I am satisfied with my
plan.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

739 I do not have a written plan for graduating high school. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

740 A) I don't know B) I don't know D) I don't know 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

741 Understand what it means. I don't know if I have a plan or not. 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

742 My plan is to study hard and do the best I can to make the best grades I can make. 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

743 a) I don't know b)I don't know c) adding things that apply to me and what I want to do 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

744 I can start thinking more about what I want to do when I graduate 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

745 A way that you could help with my graduation plan is that you could show me how to put one
together and who to give it to.

2/22/2017 10:26 AM

746 I don't know what? ok 2/22/2017 10:25 AM

747 do not know 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

748 yes 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

749 dont know 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

750 I have a great plan the only way to make it better give me teacher that will be willing to help
me so I can be successful in my life education means a lot to me and I'm proud of that

2/22/2017 9:54 AM

751 Yes I feel like this plan interests me because it's something that I've always wanted to do
when I get older. Because the joy of seeing the kids faces when you teach that they are really
interested in what you are saying when you say it. It's like a whole another point of view and
prospective of something that you want to experience in your life.

2/22/2017 9:51 AM

752 I need more help in English and math in order to make my grade go up I need to have help in
these classes

2/22/2017 9:47 AM

753 I want to go to med school to be surgeon. If it doesn't work out,I will just be a RN nurse. 2/22/2017 9:43 AM
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754 Let me know how to get a good plan and where to start 2/22/2017 9:42 AM

755 I think it will work for now because I already know who it is going to work. 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

756 I have a plan I am going to study hard and do all of the stuff I can do to get his school credit 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

757 I haven't worked out all the details cause I want to be a video game storyboard artist. I could
use help for most of where to go and what to do.

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

758 I think my plan is set out for me if don't mess up 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

759 I feel that this is my plan 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

760 B.) yes, because computers and theater are the goals to get me where I want to be. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

761 B yes it truly interest me 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

762 Yes 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

763 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

764 i had not really started looking into colleges 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

765 Yes I think that if I study more and get my head in my grades it will definitely help me in high
school.

2/22/2017 9:37 AM

766 Idk 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

767 yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

768 Yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

769 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

770 I plan to go to a high tech school so I can get a good job and make lots of cash 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

771 U can't I will think of somethings 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

772 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

773 Nothing 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

774 Meeting with academic counselors. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

775 Think of ideas 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

776 Figure out what's most important to me and find out what I wanna study 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

777 Georgia college 2/22/2017 9:32 AM

778 You can't help 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

779 yes this plan interests me. 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

780 yes, it interests me because it will help me in the future. 2/22/2017 9:16 AM

781 you can help me by letting me learn new things 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

782 I think that my goal after my graduation is a bit foggy. It would be clearer if I studied around my
career goal area.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

783 B)Yes I feel like my plan truly interests me, I would like to help make safe explosions which
deals with math, since it's one of my best subjects, and I would like to make good computers
for the world to use and not have to worry about storage and ram, along with the frame rate of
the computer. C)By giving me the knowledge to know how to perfect my work A)Show me
more about the job and how to operate it.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

784 after school programs. no look for other things that interest me. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

785 my plan truly interests me about what i'm going to do after high school 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

786 don't know yes don't know 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

787 B. I do have a plan I feel that I should become these things based on what I'm good at such as
math, science, and others.

2/22/2017 9:13 AM
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788 I do feel that this is MY plan. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

789 don't know 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

790 Yes, graduating High School is a priority to me and I plan on graduating. 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

791 Yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

792 I think I have my plan developed enough for me I am absolutely interested in business teach
more in business

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

793 b 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

794 go to school every day I do not no yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

795 Yes it does interest me. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

796 I don't have a plan but, I would get a job. 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

797 C) classes in High Shool 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

798 I have a plan to become a middle school gym teacher and football and basketball coach 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

799 You can help me by talking something out. 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

800 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

801 I would ask people that have the same interests as me and see what they would do. I would
ask my parents. Art. Help me find the school that fits my personality.

2/22/2017 8:42 AM

802 help me set it up yes get my buddies over 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

803 help me set it up yes help me get my buddies over 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

804 do not know 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

805 a) Well, I could make a list of what job careers that interest me the most. If I really want to be
a teacher I could decide to major in education, and if I like music to I could minor in that. I'd
really like to get a career I want in my brain even if it is a little early. Its always good to have a
path. b) I don't have a plan. But when I do eventually get one it will suit my interests, and what
I want to do as an occupation.\ c) You could help me get some sort of idea on what I want to
do and enlighten me in some really good job choices that are good paying.

2/22/2017 8:37 AM

806 I do feel as this is my plan to become a journalist or performer in the arts. I have worked as
long as I remember to become a singer and, or a writer.

2/22/2017 8:36 AM

807 help more,yes, make it easier 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

808 C, not completely satisfied with my plan. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

809 I do feel like this is my plan. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

810 yes because I feel like it is a good plan to stay with. 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

811 I could maybe talk to my parents about getting a better education Yes, I think its my plan.
Well, you guys could help me attend a better school.

2/22/2017 8:34 AM

812 I'm not sure what I'm interested in I have qualities needed for politics and it interest me but I'm
scared if I take the job it'll change me and create a need for money and power

2/22/2017 8:33 AM

813 Sit down with someone that is a good planner that could help me set and reach a goal 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

814 probably encourage others and I to make a plan to involve plants and animals for agricultural
reasons. yes, it does interest me. involve it wildlife, such as animals, plants and even the
study of human beings.

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

815 I feel like my plan to graduate from high school is more to make my parents happy and to have
a stable future rather than to be happy. But I don't completely hate it.

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

816 A) I'm considering two different fields. I would like to get help in deciding the most beneficial
career path for me. I want something that makes me happy and has a good salary.

2/22/2017 8:31 AM

817 B) my plan truly interests me 2/22/2017 8:31 AM
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818 Yes I believe this is my plan 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

819 I would like to learn more about my options and how they will unfold during my highschool
career.

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

820 B) I think my plan is well planed out although I'm not sure of what classes there are or what is
best for me to take to help me get in colleg

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

821 B) I do like my plan 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

822 I'm not sure that I have graduation plan yet. I'm not sure what I want to be when I get older. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

823 I will study in the highest classes that I can, and I will most likely study in arts. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

824 Yes I have a plan and yes I am satisfied 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

825 to study more 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

826 C) I do have a graduation plan and it is to go to UGA but I am not sure if I want to go there ,it
depends on if they have what I want.

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

827 Yes I have a plan and yes I'm satisfied 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

828 C) give advice and options to help open my choices 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

829 I don't know because I don't know 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

830 I'm not sure 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

831 After high school I want to attend college . 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

832 I'm not completely satisfied with my graduation plan . what can you do to help me 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

833 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

834 b) yes, I feel that history, science, and mechanics will get me through high school and will help
me.

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

835 a)help me make one, i dont know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

836 B) yes i feel as if many people would probably choose other wise. i feel as if my plan is
unique.

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

837 A) I could stay after school and practice on my skills in math. B) I don't have a plan on how I
should graduation. I feel like I could need some more help with making a plan. C) I don't have
plan to graduate, the teachers could help me practice a little more for some help.

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

838 Yes, I feel that my plan truly interested me. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

839 don't know 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

840 I want to excel in everything I do, including graduating, going to college , and becoming a
marine biologist .

2/22/2017 8:26 AM

841 I want to go to a school that is comfortable and not so huge where I can learn something fun
and be with my friends at the same time.

2/22/2017 8:25 AM

842 You probably can't help me. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

843 I feel like is a good plan to go to he navy. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

844 Create a guidance form to get us on the righ track 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

845 you could help more 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

846 Scholarship, yes I do, Scholarship 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

847 I think that It is MY plan and I will truly enjoy it for that section of my life. 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

848 b)yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

849 You can help me learn different things , yes, you can help me by teaching all that you know
and believing in me.

2/22/2017 8:23 AM
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850 I haven't formed a complete plan 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

851 Yes I feel like I have a plan after i graduate 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

852 I feel that this is what I should write about. 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

853 college truly interest me and that is plan that have for when I am old enough to go. 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

854 b) My plan satisfies me 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

855 yes I do feel like my plan is a good plan for when I graduate from high school and I do want to
do other things I do not know yet.

2/22/2017 8:20 AM

856 b)yes my plan satisfies me. 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

857 Study and not get with the wrong group of people 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

858 Study and pay attention to class 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

859 I will go to a high quality college and major in both astronomy and astrology. 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

860 yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

861 b) yes I want to be a children's physical therapist because I know I am helping somebody that
needs my help I need to have a plusses in mainly Math and Science because those are the
most important to get into college for this job

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

862 I have somewhat a plan for high school but not a whole plan. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

863 yes. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

864 work hard to get to the things I want most. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

865 take more classes a day 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

866 I don't know! 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

867 Yes , because I feel like when I graduate I would go to college to fulfill a dream I had as a kid. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

868 You can guide me to help me make a plan. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

869 B) because I would like to go to college 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

870 A)teach us some jobs 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

871 B-yes , it is my plan 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

872 I know my high school plans. And I am satisfied with my plans. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

873 Yes I feel that my plan truly interest me and my talents. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

874 I feel that my plan interest me and I would like to complete it 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

875 It's a good plan money instetest me 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

876 yes, I feel that my plan truly interests me. 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

877 I'm still planning 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

878 Yes I do believe I have a plan and it does satisfy me. 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

879 Learn with others until I choose a career. 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

880 I feel my plan truly interests me 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

881 Um idk 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

882 It's a good plan 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

883 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

884 I don't know what you are talking about 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

885 I feel truly satisfied with my graduation plan and I would love to do that in the future 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

886 yes I fell like my plan will work 2/22/2017 8:13 AM
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887 To be a doctor 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

888 I have a plan but it is not written. I don't need help. 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

889 Yes I do think its my plan to go to college and study in behavioral analysis. I have always
wanted to study in criminology and figure out why they kill people. I want to be able to help
people. I also want to write books, cause I love to read.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

890 yes 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

891 no 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

892 yes 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

893 yes I truly do 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

894 yes i truly do 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

895 the high school offers no classes to further educate my knowledge of what i want to do when i
graduate

2/15/2017 9:21 AM

896 b) Yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

897 none 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

898 you can help me by putting me in classes that help me with my future career . 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

899 b. yes d.i am satisfied 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

900 idk 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

901 yes 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

902 better pathways 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

903 Talk to me about it. 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

904 somethimg 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

905 yes 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

906 r 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

907 make the learning system a little different instead of taking classes that we wont need for the
job we want in the future have classes set up to help us with job skills

2/14/2017 9:18 AM

908 make good grades have a business class (missing) 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

909 like help me study 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

910 Tell me what classes I can get. 2/13/2017 1:30 PM

911 have a class/cub/organization available for college prep. This created a plan more or less as a
safety net because I do not know what I am supposed to do. Teach individuals how the college
process works to ensure a smooth transition to the outside world.

2/13/2017 9:55 AM

912 yes I feel my plan is a good plan. 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

913 I have three back ups that I am very interested in. I believe any path will make me happy and I
will be satisfied.

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

914 Yes i do but i am not completely sure of what i am going to do when i get out of high school . 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

915 Yes although I did not take any healthcare classes in high school I am wanting to go into the
nursing program and get my RN and then further my education if wanted.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

916 i need to choose exactly what i want to study and where i will go to college 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

917 Yeah, I have a plan that will is going to make me graduate this year. It is the plan that I chose
and that I like

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

918 help me get my grades yes as above 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

919 yes, i am looking into schools that have an airforce rotc program. 2/13/2017 9:49 AM
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920 a 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

921 take over the world 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

922 give me actual business classes where the teacher teaches business things 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

923 I know that im not going to drop out and that I will graduate but after that I don't know what my
plan is

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

924 well my graduation plan is great thanks to me noone else 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

925 I don't even know my graduation plan. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

926 Like I have a plan for what I want to do after high school, but when I try to shadow someone in
the field I want to go into no one will call me back. I don't want to waste my time in going into
that field.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

927 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

928 i mean i feel like i have a lot of choices and its hard for me to narrow them down... i had a
teacher tell me that i should choose the pathway that i did choose so now im lost. i want
teachers to be more supportive in what the students want.

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

929 Tell me what im supposed to do 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

930 B) Yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

931 yea 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

932 How do I write a résumé, how do I manage money, colleges and what to expect from certain
types

2/13/2017 9:45 AM

933 b) yes 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

934 I want to graduate and head off to a community college to start my career in cosmetology and
get my degree so I can do everything in cosmetology instead of just makeup.

2/13/2017 9:44 AM

935 a)I have a plan b)100% yes c)I'm satisfied 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

936 counseloring 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

937 yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

938 Career planning classes Managing money classes How to survive in the real world classes
Survival tactics

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

939 Yes my plan truly interest me. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

940 I feel as if our school focuses a lot on our grades and pushing us to do better and perform
better, but something that it doesn't focus on as much is what were going to use our degree
and education with once were out of highschool. It definitely provides the idea of a future with
any athletes, but not as much for any student who only focuses in school. We have important
figures from colleges near us come in often to support us with ideas and what they could
provide in college, but its hard to focus only on the future once they don't provide you with
much information about it.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

941 i feel like this plan is my plan that best fits me 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

942 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

943 b. yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

944 I dont know anything about how to apply for colleges, how to get loans or how to get grants
and scholarships. every time i ask the counselor anything about it, i leave the office more
confused than i did walking in. i have learned more about the real world from job experience
than i have all my years of school. its a sorry school system.

2/13/2017 9:40 AM

945 I do think this plan truly interests me but my plan changes when I see better opportunity and
options

2/13/2017 9:39 AM

946 no, I don't know if my plan truly interest me. 2/13/2017 9:38 AM
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947 yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

948 it interests me, but im no totally sure where I want to go 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

949 have more classes to prepare you for the world after school world. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

950 Yes I feel like it is MY plan 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

951 I am satisfied with my graduation plan and will be going to college. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

952 talk to a counselor 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

953 By talking to a councilor 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

954 idk 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

955 I feel that the plan I have is good and it will help me in the long run through my college years 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

956 I do feel that my plan truly is the best plan for me because my school councler has shown me
different ways I can reach my goals.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

957 I'm figuring it out. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

958 Yes I am very strong in my plan. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

959 b) yes I feel that this is my plan to graduate. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

960 Yes, it is my own plan and it interests me. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

961 Talk o me ,because I honestly don't know what I want to do. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

962 Yes it is a great plan!!!! 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

963 no because im not doing what I to do they say my job is hard to find 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

964 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

965 b no 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

966 yes i truly want to go to the military 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

967 yes my plan is mine and I am pleased with it 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

968 ok 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

969 Help me make one. 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

970 yes it interest me a lot 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

971 work harder 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

972 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

973 Yes I do, because I believe in this world that we live in there are some people or individuals
who need help. I think it is okay to ask for help and honestly and truly I think the people who
are broken or been through things in their past are the most evolved or are extraordinary to me.
in order to have that courage and strength to look behind all that trauma that person went
through, it really never ceases to amaze me.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

974 no dont feel really prepared for going to college of for graduation and i feel like you could walk
me thoungh and how to prepared for the future

2/13/2017 9:25 AM

975 I feel this plan is truly for me. 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

976 Yes Ii feel that my plan is a plan that interest me and will bring success into my lif. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

977 I feel like my plan is good. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

978 b) Yes. I have had a great voice as far as my education goes, and I am happy with the way it
has turned out. I have enjoyed every year for the most part, and I am excited to graduate with
such good grades and having completed so many classes that interest me.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

979 yes, my parents have always encouraged me to do what i love and make my own decisions for
my future.

2/13/2017 9:23 AM
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980 I would like for the schools to offer more classes in these fields with the colleges 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

981 a) you can have a wider variety of classes pertaining to future jobs. b)I have a couple possible
jobs picked out i just haven't decided on which one i might actually enjoy. c)you can make it
better and easier for me with a class that could help me choose.

2/13/2017 9:22 AM

982 I feel that my plan truly interests me. 2/13/2017 9:21 AM

983 Graduate with a pathway of Healthcare Then go to a nursing school in Georgia 2/13/2017 9:20 AM

984 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

985 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

986 Im not completely satisfied i feel unsure of the future. Maybe have counslers walk you through
how to work a college website.

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

987 yes, it interests me 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

988 yes its truly mine. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

989 this is what i desire to have a career in 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

990 have more recruiters at the school 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

991 Yes, i do feel that this is my plan that truly interests me. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

992 Talk to guidance counselor after each semester to make sure the student is on the right path. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

993 i yes i feel like my plan is trustworthy for me. 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

994 Yes, I do believe my plan truly interest me. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

995 yes. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

996 I do not know what to do when i graduate. 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

997 havent put much thought into it. i would like to go to college at least 4 years and become a
nurse

2/13/2017 9:14 AM

998 I do have plan when I graduate. When I graduate I will be attending CGTC for the nursing
program. I will do my core classes in Milledgeville then I will transfer to the Warner Robins
campus for the RN program. I will get my associates degree in nursing. I really want to work at
the medical center of central Georgia in the icu. Nursing truly interest me

2/10/2017 9:43 AM

999 I don't know 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1000 a) I'm mostly worried about financial situations after high school. I feel like I don't know enough
about real life problems like bills, saving, and scholarships. I feel like I'm about to go into the
world blind.

2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1001 yeah 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1002 i dont know 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1003 yes it does 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1004 b) My interest is to be a registered nurse. 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1005 I feel like my plan is my plan. I know what I wanna do when im older and how im am get there 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1006 A have leap year then start college afterwards 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1007 yes, I feel that I have a plan after I graduate and that I have a plan before I graduate. I feel as
if I am on a path to graduate.

2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1008 yes, most certainly 2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1009 b) My plan truly interests me. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1010 I don't know how to start a graduation plan. I am really just rolling with it because I don't know
how to prepare.

2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1011 yes it does 2/10/2017 9:32 AM
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1012 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1013 Attend University of North Georgia on the Georgia Military Scholarship. Graduate as an officer,
and become a Physician's Assistant in the National Guard.

2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1014 yes i feel that my plan interest me 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1015 give more classes to take 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1016 yes I feel that plan is very well or me to do I know what im going to do as soon as I gradute. I
feel very prepared.

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1017 yes my plan is good 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1018 I am truly satisfied with my graduation plan 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1019 yes it is a plan that I selected 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1020 after i graduate i will be attending piedmont college, i will get my masters in athletic training
within 5 years of being there

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1021 Yes this is truly my interest. 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1022 yes. I hope to be able to do online classes on only take four my junior and senior year. I also
want to take online classes.

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1023 YES YES 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1024 i think my plan is good 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1025 more interesting classes 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1026 b) I feel that this is my plan at this moment. However, even though I feel like this is my plan
right now, as time goes on my plan will change. My goals will change because there is always
something new to discover and improve on.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1027 I have a plan and yes I am very satisfied with my plan. I have thought deeply about what I
would like to do with my life and I feel I have taken the correct steps to achieve my goal.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1028 Sit down and speak with me on the things needed to be done in advance of the senior school
year.

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1029 b) yes 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1030 To take as many college level classes as I can that fulfill the high school's requirements as
well, and to take as many rigor classes as i can to be as competitive to universities as I can
be.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1031 a) Have more competent guidance counselors who actually have the time to sit down and help
students plan for college and graduation.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1032 yes I feel like I have that fits me. 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1033 yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1034 Offer different types of people to come in and talk with students 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1035 Help me apply to schools and help me get on board to take the sat and act. 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1036 My plan interests me. 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1037 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1038 I need to setup plans with the counselors to start my graduation plan i have all my credits 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1039 I just don't know what exact career I want after I graduate. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1040 i don't know 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1041 I want to be a doctor. I will go to a 4 year college, and the I will go to medical school. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1042 cause 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1043 I will plan a for myself . 2/8/2017 9:44 AM
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1044 b) yes 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1045 I am completely satisfied with my graduation plan and feel that it suites me. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1046 Help me do more career courses. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1047 Yes, I feel this is my plan. I am going to take a seven month reprieve after graduation, then
start main collegiate schooling in the spring, and before I start my major and/or minor, I
transfer all credits to a higher level college, such as SCAD.

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1048 make good grades and graduate and then possibly college 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1049 B) 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1050 I do have a pretty good graduation plan and this is what I wish to do. 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1051 my plain truly interests me 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1052 B) It is my plan 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1053 C) Ya cant 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1054 I'm satisfied 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1055 yes i do it evey day 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1056 Yes it is 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1057 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1058 idk 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1059 I have a plan but I wish the councilors actually helped 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1060 I feel like I do 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1061 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1062 b yeah 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1063 i don't really know what classes i need to take 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1064 I don't know 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1065 I suppose it is the best plan that can sustain me as well as giving me a sort of fulfillment. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1066 Yes, I am confident in my plan. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1067 tell students its important in 9TH GRADE! 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1068 Sure, why not. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1069 Yes it truly interest me. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1070 i feel this is my plan and I can continue through with this plan. College is best for me. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1071 Yes because I have always wanted to go into the air force so I am going to. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1072 Yes, I do feel that this is MY plan. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1073 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1074 nothing 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1075 b) yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1076 yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1077 My plan is to attend a four year university and major in nursing, then eventually receive a
masters degree to be a Nurse Practitioner. I believe that i have prepared myself for this in
highschool.

2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1078 c) Be more involved with each individual senior. Help them choose the pathway there most
interested in.

2/8/2017 9:25 AM
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1079 I've never actually seen a written plan for anything, and sometimes they put you into random
classes that you would rather not take. However, Mrs. Pittman is a bomb counselor and will
answer any questions you need. I know the teachers care about you graduating, but as far as
a plan goes, I've seen nada.

2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1080 I have a plan and I feel this plan is the right plan for me and will work out perfect in every way. 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1081 I feel like this plan does interest me, because I have spent two years making a plan for what
classes I need, how much money I need for a loan, and what schools I plan to apply to.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1082 Yes I believe it truly interests me 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1083 I dont know, im going to graduate and go to college. is there anymore to it? 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1084 Yes, my plan fits meand what I aspire to do well. 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1085 I have a graduation plan and i formed it on my own but my counselor was always there if I hit
any bumps along the way

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1086 no 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1087 I have ideas of where I want to go after high school but I have no idea how to get there. The
college application process has been very confusing and I feel like I'm struggling with it by
myself.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1088 yes my plan truly interests me 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1089 I feel that I was not properly informed about MOWR at the right time to get the amount of
college credit I need before I graduate.

2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1090 b) I believe that this plan is truly my plan because I have been interested in science and the
medical field for a long time.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1091 i know that i have to keep my grades up and my behavior needs to be good so i can graduate
in good standings

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1092 i believe that my plan is my plan and what I want to do. I feel I have put only my best interest
and what I would love to do as a career.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1093 a) Discuss with the students individually to help them determine what they would like to do
with their lives. As of right now, all I plan on doing is graduating high school, followed by
attending a four-year university.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1094 This is a good graduation plan, but I feel like there is no point in taking classes I do not
need/want just to fill a schedule.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1095 yes, i feel this is the plan that satisfies me. 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1096 b) yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1097 I will graduate from high school by taking the required classes. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1098 yes, i feel very confident in my plan 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1099 b) yes mostly 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1100 I feel like my graduation plan is the right one for me because i have an idea of what i want to
do with my life and how i would need to accomplish that while still in high school, before
college.

2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1101 IDK man 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1102 this plan called my name directly. i have chosen my school, wife, house and children. 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1103 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1104 I have a good plan. It's just not in writing. 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1105 Offer more local scholarships. 2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1106 Nothing. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1107 Yes myplan is what i want. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM
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1108 i have a plan 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1109 yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1110 I do not have a plan 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1111 Yes I haven't had second guesses about it so I think it's a solid plan. 2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1112 I somewhat feel like it's MY plan. I really do like the career i want to go into. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1113 yes I feels like this is my plan. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1114 Yes, i feel like i have a pretty good plan of action once i graduate, if i do. Its evrything i want to
do myself.

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1115 After high school, i would love to attend college to get a degree in Early Childhood Education,
to become an Elementary School Teacher, and get a small major in Special Education.

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1116 b) yes it is my plan and it interests me 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1117 Take me step by step on what I need to do to accomplish my goals. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1118 i feel like i know basically what i want to do. but i dont know much about student loans and
paying for college so im worried about that for when i get there. it will take a lot of hard work
and i might need guidance along the way. sometime before graduation, each student should sit
with a teacher or counselor to come up with a good plan.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1119 b yes it truely interests me 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1120 Maybe sit down with each individual student and talk about a plan of action instead of letting
kids wander around aimlessly. I have been attending Jones County High three consecutive
years now, and not once has a counselor ever sat me down one on one to talk to me about a
college plan.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1121 yes 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1122 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1123 I do plan on graduating because these days you cannot have a job at most businesses unless
you have a high school diploma or a GED. So, I am definitely going to take the easy way out
and graduate high school.

2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1124 Yes, because i already have an idea of the scholarships and school im going to 2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1125 b) yesss! 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1126 I feel like it is my plan because I am very confident and happy about my decision. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1127 They can be more involved and help the students see what is best for them and what fits what
they want to do when they get out of school. Also make sure they take the classes they need
to take before they graduate because most kids won be able to afford the classes they need to
take in collage.

2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1128 I dont know. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1129 I plan to go to college for 6 years to become a nurse practitioner. 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1130 i just need to work on it more. 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1131 a) explain to me how you even get to college. what do you do? 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1132 no not really 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1133 yes I really do 2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1134 yes 2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1135 Yes it is my plan I know what the plan is and it's to bring me some cake when I'm done but im
going to have to work my ass off

2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1136 i do believe that my plan is truly evolves in what i like to do in a every day life thing. 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1137 b) yes, But no. c) I need more classes that will complete my path way to what i want become 2/7/2017 9:18 AM
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in my career.

1138 my plan is to join the marine core right out of high school 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1139 yes it interests me 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1140 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1141 B) yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1142 to have a set gold to graduation. 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1143 I would like to have more opportunities to explore careers therefore when i apply for collage i'll
know excactly what i want to do.

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1144 I play golf if I make it out of college I want to be on tour but if I dint I want to be a doctor and
play mini tours

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1145 B;i have a plan 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1146 just keep more in touch with students who struggle 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1147 yes because I dream of this 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1148 Yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1149 I haven't thought about it 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1150 b yes because i dreamed of this 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1151 acutally try to help 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1152 A) Start a Career Class B) Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1153 i dont know 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1154 idk 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1155 sports medicine 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1156 my plan is to granduate 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1157 yes I do 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1158 A) I already have one. B)Yes, it fits very well with what I'm trying to accomplish. C) Some of
the classes I take now don't go in depth what I want to do yet. I'm on the right pathway but it
not as coincidental to what I want to achieve right now.

2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1159 Yes I feel that this is my plan. 2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1160 Take the students on field trips to colleges so we can expand our career choices. 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1161 more guidance to help find a career that i would enjoy and prosper in would further benefit me 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1162 B) yes I feel that tis is my plan for when I graduate high school 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1163 offer college ready classes and classes that teach you how to get ready for college and also
take us on more field trips to colleges and things like that

2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1164 Talk to me more about it, so I can get a better understanding. 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1165 plan on graduating from high school going to a fairly good college 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1166 You could help me by giving me more college options for the career that I'm planning on
pursuing, and help me to figure out the best and fastest path to achieving my career goals.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1167 to help develop a better graduation plan, i think the counselor's should reach out to the
students more, and maybe have at least one meeting every so often with each student to
discuss their plan for the future.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1168 yes 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1169 My best friend Hairy he is a tall fucker and he is ugly as hell. Today he pissed me off because
he spilled water all over me that was the wettest I ever been in my life. He apologized for doing

2/6/2017 9:48 AM
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that to me and I forgive him for that. because that was his first time ever getting someone wet
so I new that he was happy about his first experience. but if he ever does it again we will half
to hit. But hairy is a good friend that most people just want to beat the shit out of him just for
looking like he does. I hope he has a good day today and that he takes a fat one today right in
the ass!

1170 Yes, I feel that my plan is right for me. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1171 B: I feel like I have my gradation plan planned out already. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1172 YES 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1173 yes, i do feel like my graduation plan truly interests me. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1174 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1175 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1176 I do feel like it is my graduation plan. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1177 have a good consular that actually shows up when I schedule a meeting 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1178 nothing 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1179 Yes, my plan is the most mine it can be. 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1180 i really feel like this plan is exactly what i want to do and i will be successful 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1181 I feel like the plan I have made for myself after high school is truly my plan. I plan on going to
mercer to get my nursing degree and become a RN. After I work as a RN I plan on going back
to school and work on become a doctor or something else in the medical field.

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1182 nothing 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1183 I feel like this plan is great for me but I wish she would help me get more info from the colleges
I want to go to.

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1184 yes i feel that my plan truly interests me 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1185 i don't have a career in mind 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1186 My plan is to hopefully be able to attend SCAD college and attend an animation or story
boarding class. I hope to bring my grades up and attend to as many college point giving
classes as possible. Hopefully I'll be able to fulfill my dreams and become an amazing
animator. But if that doesn't work out, I'd want to attempt doing Astronomy or Paleontology.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1187 List of schools, colleges that can help my career 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1188 Yes. I feel satisfied with my current graduation plan. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1189 I want to become a radiologist after high school and that's what I want to study in college 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1190 I feel like I could make it far in life & enjoy it 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1191 b) yes 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1192 Have a counselor who is actually at the school To go to college and go into social work Have a
counselor who is actually ready to listen to the needs of the students

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1193 help me figure out what pathway i'm truly interested in. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1194 yes. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1195 help me to fill out my plan and to make it happen so that I will be able to make a plan offer
high school

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1196 I'm not sure what I want to do when I get out of high school, I wanted to be a veterinarian but
now I think I want to go into sports medicine and be a physical therapist.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1197 yes my plan actually interests me no thanks to jchs cause y'all weren't anywhere to be found
when i had all these questions about college

2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1198 this plan is perfect for me 2/6/2017 9:37 AM
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1199 help me figure out what I want to do and be when I grow up 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1200 Be more involved with students personally in what would be best for the goals. Yes I feel that
my plan is my plan. Be more flexible for a students needs.

2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1201 I do feel that this is my plan. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1202 yes, I do feel that my plan interest me. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1203 b) this plan truly does interest me 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1204 i feel like my plan is just my plan to graduate and meet my requirements for high school. im
okay with my plan right now cause im taking the classes i need to take, but i also would like to
have a class that would benefit what i would be interested in in the future.

2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1205 The plan that I have does truly interest me, after high school I will go to a four year college 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1206 I feel as though i need to study more history since I'm wanting to become a history teacher. 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1207 figure out what id like to do 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1208 how to star one. 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1209 kgrjrtiozroifzyoir 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1210 My plan is kind of something that the school pushed onto me, so no it doesn't fully interest
me. I would like it if maybe people from different colleges would come and talk to us about
career paths and an actually plan to go to college. I don't like it when every year they give us a
new sheet to write down our plans, what happened to last years? I think they should ask
freshman year and senior year, give us the in-between to think a little.

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1211 yes 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1212 I do in some ways feel this is my plan but I also feel that I could improve it in some ways. 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1213 b) i am satisfied with my plan , but i feel as though many students do not know what to expect
in the future and therefore are at a disadvantage.

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1214 I would like for the school to help me apply to colleges. 2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1215 Yes this is my plan because becoming a nurse is something I have had a dream for since the
6th grade. I never have any boundaries for myself when it comes to my career. My family
supports my plans to go to a good university school to become a Neonatal Nurse.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1216 i have a very detailed plan that i hope can play into my life and help me create a better future
but i wish my grade levels current counselor would help more with kids besides the one she
knows.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1217 a) Extra counseling sessions c) More help from councilors, more information about how to get
scholarships

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1218 I have a plan and it does interest me. 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1219 My plan would be what i plan to do after high school. I do believe I could do more to prepare
like go ahead and talk to colleges and talk to my councilor more but overall I think I'm on the
right track.

2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1220 i am satisfied with my plan to graduate High school but i feel like our school is weak in the
area of giving out information to students concerning MOWR and dual-enrollment. I feel like the
counselors should take on the responsibility of assisting each child who wants to grow
academically and assist them in finding whats best for them before we decide to do dual
enrollment.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1221 i have a plan but i'm not sure if im satisfied with it you could help me by making high school
harder and getting us more prepared for college

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1222 I feel that my plan truly interests me because I want to graduate, go to college, and go into the
medical field.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1223 I don't feel like it's my plan to graduate. In 9th grade i had completely different plans on what i
wanted to do after i graduated so when i changed my career choice it was too late to change

2/6/2017 9:23 AM
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my pathway and start completely over and i wouldn't be able to finish a pathway by the time
graduation came.

1224 I have a plan and the plan was kind of decided. I do think it will be fun to be in the environment
but I don't think I made any adjustments to the plan and I kind of need to. I feel that my plan is
going to be more than great and I think I am satisfied with the way I've just thought about
things.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1225 A class or course to assist me in selecting college and helping me meet the requirement to get
into them would be greatly appreciated.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1226 Have counselors that will call me to their office and inform me about everything I need know. or
more teachers that have knowledge in this area because right now there is only one teacher.

2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1227 yes, im happy with my plan and what ive decided to do in life 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1228 Get 1 on 1 with a counselor that understands my personality. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1229 It would help if someone explained it more to us and talked about the things we need to
graduate .

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1230 I need a counselor to talk to me more, and one that understands my needs. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1231 yes I takes me to my school of choice after high school. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1232 sat prep classes would help a lot and make many things easier on all the students this will
boost scores and encourage college recommendations all it would take is alternating teachers
on week day evenings or weekends to come up with a plan for the students interested and help
them with the test and their skills for the test

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1233 b) I feel like it is my plan. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1234 Tell me what I need to do and what I need to know. What colleges do I need to look out for.
What I need to do for big companies to hire me.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1235 I have a very clear and laid out plan. I have everything in order on what I want to do after high
school. I would like help on making a plan b just incase layouts for plan a do not go as
expected.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1236 yes,my plan is to exceed in everything i do and take more challenging classes and try to pass
so i can get a feel of what it's like to actually have to study rather than walking in a class and
just passing.I also plan to start taking college classes in my 11th grade year so i can get a
head start and get into the colleges i actually want to get in.

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1237 Individual sessions 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1238 yes, i feel like my plan is what interests me. no one has forced me to choose the plan that i
have chosen.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1239 help give a plan and a course to follow 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1240 Inform me on the strengths and weaknesses of different colleges and also tell me about the
different fields and the different jobs that come with the majors that I want to pursue

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1241 I think that my plan truly interests me. 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1242 have a counselor that will help 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1243 yes I feel like this is my plan. 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1244 idk 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1245 I feel that this is really my plan because I've always loved helping others when they are in
need. I've always thought about bring a nurse or some sort of help in healthcare since I was
younger. Therefore, I feel that this truly is my plan.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1246 I don't really know what I want to be when I get older, but it would be nice if teachers talked to
us more about career pathways.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1247 b) I somewhat have a plan and it does interest me and what field of work I would like to go
into.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM
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1248 yes 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1249 Yes i do feel that this is my plan and that this is where i want to be in life. 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1250 a) give me more info on colleges and graduation and stuff like that to where I will understand it
b) not really c) give me more info on graduation plans

2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1251 I feel that is really does truly interest me. 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1252 haven't given any thought into it yet 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1253 I have no clue 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1254 i havnt been talked to by the school about my college plan or anything at all 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1255 I plan to graduate high school and college and then be an enviromental lawyer 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1256 b) yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1257 you can do nothing to help me 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1258 I plan to graduate but I do not think I need a written out plan 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1259 Yes I have a good well set out plan with just a few things to figure out on my own. 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1260 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1261 3-1 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1262 teach 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1263 yes this is my plan 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1264 c) My plan is solid, to complete high school and then go to a college that has a study for law. 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1265 yes i do feel like this plan is right for me. I have all my classes that i want to take in college on
my list and i have all my living plans ready.

2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1266 Yes 2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1267 You can start by womanizing America to deploy the nuclear bombs back to Japan, specifically
in the new Hiroshima and Nagasaki Malls of New Zealand. I believe this will increase trade with
Kim Jong Ung and prevent adolescent diabetes. Finally, I will petition the government to repeal
the First Amendment in exchange for two million black slaves per day for the next 16 years.

2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1268 Help go over all the parameters and requirements not only for graduation but on how to get in
to to certain colleges

2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1269 I am not entirely satisfied with my graduation plan because I am not sure if I am taking the
right classes to get into the college and major that i want. There is also some other classes
that the school does not offer that could help me get into college.

2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1270 I have a plan 2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1271 actually do something these teachers dont help at all 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1272 my plan is not being satisfied because I'm not in health care and there is not a cosmetology
class

2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1273 b)yes 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1274 I think that the consulars should be more proactive in trying to help the students develop their
own graduation plan. I also think that Georgia Futures should be advertised more often.

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1275 yes, its my plan 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1276 designing it would help to be exposed to it already 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1277 i feel the plan is my and is fit to my needs 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1278 Counselors need to talk to kids more about their graduation plan outside of just a couple of
times a year.

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1279 I do feel this is my plan to graduate but the plan will probably not help me in my future career. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM
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1280 yes it truly interests me and is what i think i want to do 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1281 Yes, I made it and made it full with my desires. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1282 i feel what truly interests me is helping people in a health career and being able to help people
in anyway possible. being able to broaden my horizons is a very important thing to experience.

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1283 I guess make a club or something to help make one. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1284 b) take college classes in high school. 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1285 My parents push me to to better in school and go to college 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1286 I've haven't made a written plan yet. I would like to make one, but I don't know where to start. 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1287 help me know where I'm going so I know what im doing. yall call it holding our hand but it really
helps us.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1288 I'm not completely sure what I'll exactly do because I'm waiting for the moment to truly plan it
out. What you could do to help me is provide something that will help me reach the goal of
becoming an animator with a business. I mostly do anime (Japanese animation) but I've never
been able to get my hands on any type of animation thing, I have absolutely no knowledge of
how to either because there's no one I can get it from. Being an animator is my career choice
yet I know so little about it...I truly have a passion for animation but I thought school was
supposed to help with that...where is it?

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1289 Papers describing classes and their value 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1290 yep 2/3/2017 9:39 AM

1291 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1292 My plan truly interests me 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1293 I don't know cause I might change my mind later on, and do something else. 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1294 yes but I need help figuring out what to do 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1295 yes I feel it interests me 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1296 I am completely satisfied, beside the fact that we don't have a finance class. 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1297 the plan that I have is for me right now, it might change down the road sometime 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1298 I feel like my plan interest me 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1299 yes my plan fully and truly interests me 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1300 Yes this is truly my plan. 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1301 I should start thinking about my future and what I need to do to get there 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1302 yes I have a plan and this truly interests me. 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1303 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1304 B.yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1305 yes need help figuring everything out 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1306 Yes. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1307 b) yes, this plan interests me. c)i'am complete satisfied 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1308 yes but need help figuring everything out 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1309 Yes and start college classes now 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1310 B) yes I feel that my plan is meant for me because I made it for me and my interests 2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1311 A) Help towards getting into a profession after high school. Also help us get our foot in the door
to a job

2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1312 Maybe we could tour colleges that are in Georgia sometime in April or March just to get a clear 2/3/2017 9:27 AM
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idea of what to expect.

1313 help me understand the graduation plan 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1314 no I have not thought about a graduation plan well not all the way , I made up my mind about
what I would like to do when I get older but I don't know if im going to stick with it . so I really
cant answer this question

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1315 b) yes my plan is to do everything I can to get out of here 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1316 yes i know what m plan is for after high school 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1317 just don't it's my problem and my problem alone 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1318 math 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1319 help me find one 2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1320 im am good with my plan 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1321 by senior year, i would like to have everything lined up and ready and already accepted to the
college i would like to attend. to develop a graduation plan you could help with the application,
since i would like to go to georgia southern.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1322 yes, I feel like this is my plan. it really interest me a lot. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1323 I need to put in a greater work ethic and study more. I need to engage myself in school
activities in order to acquire the ideal high school experience.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1324 a) you can help me figure out what classes i need to take to get into a good college or anything
else i need to do.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1325 i could make it better by signing up for classes that id truly enjoy, and if i don't know of a class
then i could go and do some research on that subject or extra curriculum activity. I could also
try new things that I know that id probably enjoy.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1326 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1327 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1328 yes i believe im fully prepared and ready to graduation and already have a plan. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1329 the plan that we should develop is give us more writing chances or let us write a essay and not
just read a book like romeo and juliet. but before we even do all of that the teachers have to sit
down and get on track and get there lesson plans straight because sometimes the teacher
forgets what she has or need to do in that lesson that would really be helpful. and i think that
every class needs a classroom set of laptops or tablets so we wont have to not get what we
need because somebody else is already using the electronics and we need better building
because nobodys not going to want to work in a dirty classroom with bugs or onsects in it.

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1330 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1331 idk make me write one i guess 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1332 i dont know what the question is talking about 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1333 i don't even know what my plan is no ones asked me and iv never seen it 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1334 Gather all my ideas i like to do and try to see what is out there. 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1335 No, nothing in my plan interests me, but I know that this is what I have to do to graduate. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1336 idk 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1337 Yes, because most of my teachers are interesting and can teach very well buy others are
serious all the time and are very good teachers i like them all though at the end of the day.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1338 a. i feel if one of my teachers told and explained to me what i should be doing at this time to
better my chances of graduating.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1339 I feel that my graduation plan fits me wonderfully. I feel that my graduation plan will be a
success, which will lead to my life being successful.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM
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1340 its more of my mothers plan I would rather finish out high school take a few community college
classes and be done with it.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1341 yes cause im getting smarter every day 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1342 yes 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1343 I do have a plan and my plan do interest me 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1344 The plan I have so far is to graduate and take a gap year so I can work. Then to go to a
community college and work my way up to a better university out-of-state.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1345 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1346 My plan is to graduate high school and go to college, and study medicine, and get my
doctorates degree, and be a obstetric gynecologist (ob/gyn).

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1347 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1348 I have a plan. I feel that my plan will put me were i want to be. 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1349 c 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1350 yes , i feel like im on the right tract to graduating 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1351 i feel that mine is good 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1352 more help with college applications or finding the right one 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1353 I feel like my plan truly interest me because it has everything from when i started 9th grade all
the way until i graduate high school and then i will have a plan for graduating college.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1354 my graduation plan makes feel like i have my life planned 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1355 yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1356 make my grades better 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1357 I'm satisfied. This is my plan. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1358 Yall can make the classes a little bit easier 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1359 b) yes i am taking the classes i want to take 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1360 B- My plan to graduate from high school is a very well written plan. I feel this is the path I
should take because I am a very interested person who loves to learn new things. I am very
interested In all classes. I am also very interested in agriculture. I hope to one day be an AG
teacher for Jones County and I believe that my path that i chose will help me a lot.

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1361 yes i do feel like this plan is is mine because i have a lot of interest in this career path and
have been thinking about it sense i was a kid ( around 10 or 11 years old ) and my brother went
into the military and i follow in his foot steps greatly

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1362 i have a plan but im not for sure if its gone go how i want it and i really dont know if im really
interested in it.

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1363 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1364 Yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1365 A. You could sit down and talk to me about what all of my options are. I might be able to
narrow it down to some things I would like to get credits towards in my high school career. B. I
don't have a plan at all. C. You could make it better by helping me create one at all.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1366 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1367 hiubu9boou 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1368 My plan is to graduate high school, and then get into a good college. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1369 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1370 yeah 2/3/2017 9:12 AM
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1371 before i graduate i am going to apply for a bunch of university so when i do graduate i will be
going to the university's and get a job by the college i am going to . i wanted to go the mercer
university that is where i am near but if i cant go to that i will try to go to Georgia college . once
i get my one year degree i will voluntary for a healthcare place so i will have have a slight
chance to work there when i get my 10 year degree. once i get my masters degree i am going
to work at the healthcare place i was talking about or once i get my five year degree i will work
as a nurse and so i can get enough money to go to continue to go to college

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1372 A) Allow me to take classes that i would actually like, and give me free time through out the
day.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1373 idk 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1374 yes I feel like it is a good plan 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1375 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1376 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1377 I have a plan to gradate from high school, I want to graduate high school, then go to Georgia
Southern University, to get my degree.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1378 yes i feel this is the right plan for me 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1379 learn how to spell 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1380 i would want to have a meeting and schedule my classes around what i would want to be. thats
more on my part though.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1381 go in military 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1382 We as students need to have a one on one meeting with someone who can help us develop a
plan.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1383 Yes i feel that i will have fun and in the outcome i will make the money i need. 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1384 I see myself going off to college and getting my doctored diploma and then going to earn
another diploma for health care and being able to become an ob/gyn and for my salary I don't
know what exactly amount I will be making hopefully a lot

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1385 yes thats what i love doing 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1386 just do more research and see what i would like to do 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1387 i would like to be able to change my classes every nine weeks if i wanted to, for example i
might not like the way the teacher teaches us, or i cant understand what they're trying to teach
us. id like to have different teachers if i wanted them for a chance to be able to get a better
education and not have to stay with a teacher whom i don't understand.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1388 you can Guide though all the things i need to do in order to have a bright future 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1389 b) yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1390 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1391 help me set up things to do after graduation. 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1392 idk 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1393 I'm still working on what I'm going to do, I know i will attend college. Although I don't have all
my plans in check.

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1394 yes i do what i want to do when i want to do it 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1395 i do but in my opinion i feel like the classes throughout high school don't fall under the
medicine and having to do with taking people under control there in a health care class but i
didn't take it so i feel like its to late and theres no other choices

2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1396 help me graduate first, high school is very difficult to keep your grades up. 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1397 help me get through high school and help keep my grades up 2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1398 i kind of have a graduation plan but its not completely finished. maybe give me a consuler or 2/3/2017 9:00 AM
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something to help me develop a better plan.

1399 i think yall should have like a couple days out of the month to offer time for students to come
in and try to plan out their graduation plan.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1400 yes , ive been planning this since I was a little kid 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1401 I have a plan to study and try hard to go to college after graduation. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1402 because I am only in the 9th grade so I really wouldn't know until I get to the main campus. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1403 i'm going to the air force and then retire after 20 years then be a game warden 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1404 Yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1405 Yes, my plan works for me and fulfills my needs. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1406 i have a plan to graduate high school but i don't really have anything else after that. i feel like
this is my plan because its something that i really want to work on and become better at.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1407 nothing 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1408 i would like when we get our progress report cards to have our GPA on them because some
kids, like me, dont have time to go to the counselor's office and ask them what it is.

2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1409 idk 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1410 graduate and go on to college to major in cosmetology and start my career 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1411 To either get into cosmetology or healthcare. 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1412 I don't know what i want to be when i grow up, I think Im just going to ride "it" out until
something comes out

2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1413 Yes this is MY PLAN. I Am Very interested 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1414 I want to make a plan to graduate a year early because I'm already two years behind. I wish
the councilors would set down face to face more and help with my plan

2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1415 Like the counselers should just get more involved with the students and see how we're doing in
school, home, ect...

2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1416 My plan is to go to a four year college after completing high school and get a bachelors degree
and then go to a three year PT school to obtain a doctorate degree for physical therapy

2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1417 Idk 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1418 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1419 Nothin 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1420 Help us with applications 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1421 Nope 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1422 Yes 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1423 my plan is to take the courses needed to get out of high school. not to figure out what my true
career will be.

2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1424 The counselors should probably have more one on one interaction with individual students so
that they can assist with said plan. I, myself, have never had a conversation with my
counselor about my future or my plans following high school.

2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1425 by setting my goals and knowing what I want to base my future on 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1426 Yes, I feel that this plan is what I want to do and will help me to achieve what I want. 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1427 Yes I feel like this is truly the plan for me because it does include some of the thing that I plan
to take in the future.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1428 yes, i have chosen my college and i have taken the act. i feel like it is my plan to go to college
to further my education.

2/2/2017 9:44 AM
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1429 I am satisfied with my plan. 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1430 I am going to take classes to better prepare me for my career, film production/directing. I will
take the SAT and get the score I want to get into a college. I'm not really sure which college I
want to go yet but as I research more, I will start applying. I could use help trying to figure out
what I need to do to start applying and what I need to figure out financially.

2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1431 i don't achally know 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1432 nothing 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1433 IDK 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1434 Yes it truly interests me 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1435 pineapple 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1436 I don't have a plan. 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1437 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1438 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1439 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1440 yes because i made a good plan for me 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1441 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1442 call me daddy 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1443 1. I don't know honestly 2. Yes i make my own plans because only i can say what i want to be
3. Maybe y'all can show me more career choices

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1444 it truly interest me 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1445 my plan is to just make all A's and do dual enrolment so I can go ahead and get them credits
so I can graduate college faster

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1446 yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1447 I do not know 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1448 all As 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1449 b) I do feel like this is my plan. The classes that are a part of my plan, I fell like, are personally
tailored to me and my interests.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1450 I think I need help because I don't have any plan and I don't know what I am going do out of
high school. I hope some one can help me find a good carrer.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1451 I do feel like my plan interests me because I am excited about what I have planned for the
future.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1452 have assemblies, helping us figure out where to start. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1453 Yes it does because I want to join the air force and doing so I can have many job options. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1454 B) Yes, because I have thought about what I want to do 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1455 My plan does truly interest me. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1456 i dont really know im going to work on making a plan for my graduation . Because I feel like
now is the time to start thinking about it but do think im going to need a little help. but i dont
know what yall need to do to help me

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1457 offer more pathways, get us more prepared for real life work field. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1458 I do feel like this is truly my plan and its something that is extremely interesting. I want to be a
veterinarian and I am on that path as far as classes go.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1459 help me get threw school 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1460 I am completely sure what i'm a gonna do when i get out of high school and my college plans 2/2/2017 9:36 AM
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1461 b) I really want to graduate then go to a nice medical school and eventually become a doctor.
c) it would help if I could sit down with someone who could help me figure out my future plan

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1462 I have an idea of what i need to do to graduate, but none of it is truly written down. Maybe
have counseling sessions with a graduation coach.The plan i have somewhat mapped out
does truly interest me, but im not sure exactly if its going to work.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1463 Actually have someone talk to us about it and not let us be in the dark or attempt to find out
about it ourselves. No one has talked to us about our future, nor has it mentioned EVER. It
feels as if we were thrown in here and left to figure it out ourselves. It also feels as if the
teachers never really care if we pass or fail.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1464 Something that would help me is being able to learn hands on with some of my classes, or
allowing me to use flash cards with some of the things were learning.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1465 I don't know for sure this is what I want to do but I attend to do what I want to do. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1466 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1467 I plan on dual enrolling (or move on when ready) to go ahead and, 1) get out of here as fast as
I can, and 2) to go ahead and get two years of college under my belt.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1468 yes because i have made a plan that is best for me. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1469 b: I feel I have a plan for graduation 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1470 yes its very intriguing 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1471 a. Tell me what I need to do in order to graduate b. Yes c. I am satisified 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1472 By explaining how this "graduation plan" works. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1473 a. nothing b. yes c. i am satisfied with my plan. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1474 I think it interests me a lot so I think its good for my future. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1475 b) Yes! I most definitely am interested in helping children with their mental illnesses. I've
always wanted to be a nurse and a therapist. Now, I can be both! c) I just haven't quite decided
what college I plan on attending, that's all.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1476 I believe that my graduation plan is good. I think I am getting the education I need to graduate
and become a successful dermatologist. However, I would like to have more classes focusing
just on skin care to help better prepare me.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1477 yes, I believe that this plan truly interest me and get me to where I need to be in college. I do
believe I need a little more structure to my graduation plan. I feel that I need more help on
knowing what I need to get into the college I want to go to. Besides though things I believe I
have a good written plan.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1478 I sort of have a plan, but I still have NO IDEA about how to get to my future career. NO ONE
HAS HELPED US AT ALL. Don't expect me to know how to get into college and determine the
rest of my life when I had to ask to go to the bathroom a week ago and have NO ONE talk to
me about my graduation.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1479 b)yes c)help me achieve it 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1480 b). I feel like I'm truly interested in my plan 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1481 i dont know game designer/playing i dont know 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1482 I don't know ill let my parents help me with that. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1483 no 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1484 idk 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1485 zell miller scholarship 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1486 yes, its does interest me 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1487 yes its my plan I wrote it 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1488 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM
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1489 see which classes are best to take and i would be interested in a childhood education class we
can make it better by getting extra help from someone in that feild

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1490 I don't know how you can help me yet. 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1491 I have a some what plan but im not real sure what I really want to do 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1492 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1493 make school better 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1494 Yes, my plan truly interests me with something that I love and will enjoy the rest of my life. 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1495 apples 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1496 teaching more life lessons and more about what is want to do as kids get older. it would help
kids a lot.

2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1497 A. probably nothing 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1498 yes i do fully feel this my plan ive had my mind set on this for a very long time 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1499 a 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1500 A) Make a class for it B)NO I like lit because lit is lit C)make a class for it 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1501 now 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1502 there's really nothing else school can do to prepare me, i just have to prepare myself and
become more mature.

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1503 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1504 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1505 I do think that my plan is MY plan but I wish I had more options and ways to talk about them 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1506 I think its a really good plan for me I don't know how you could make it better really but if you
could find a way go ahead and help out I don't know really

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1507 im not sure how to, i need help 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1508 i would litke to know more about gradutation and what i can do to make it go smoothly 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1509 Yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1510 yes i like i have good plan 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1511 yes i like i have a good plan 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1512 my plan is to finish high school and then go to college for softball. once I finish my first four
years I want to go to medical school.

2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1513 yes it interest me because it helps me become better at architecture work 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1514 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1515 send me to another school 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1516 i guess i would like someone experienced to tell my what i could do to help me get an idea. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1517 B)yes it is my plan because I enjoy technology C)I could make it better by taking classes that
help with my people skills

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1518 Provide classes to help me prepare for college. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1519 My plan is very well thought out the only flaw I can see is the price of medical college. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1520 yes I feel like this plan is truly what interests me, I have always wanted to go in to the doctor
industry and I later found out about dermatology and I figured I could go into that and if that
plan doesn't work out id either become a Therapist of physic therapist.

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1521 I don't know. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM
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1522 Yes I think my plan interests me 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1523 I don't know 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1524 I most definitely feel this is my plan, and I am ready to put it to work. 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1525 I'm not exactly sure what I want to be in life. I've planned on being an anesthesiologist or go in
the engineering field.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1526 make good grades, participate as much as possible, graduate with a scholarship 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1527 I feel as if my plan to graduate is the same as most other students. it is not individualized to
me. there is noting that is relevant to what I want to do after high school.

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1528 b)yes c)To help me you can tell me everything about college 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1529 i have be think going in the melter 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1530 Make the councilors actually stay in the councilor's office and be there ready to help the
students. Having two senior councilors wouldn't be a bad idea. on several occasions I had to
have the 11th grade councilor help me with college things.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1531 I feel like I have a plan I think. I don't want to go to college, but after graduation I wanted to go
ahead and get a job and start working as soon as possible.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1532 yes I feel like it is my plan to graduate 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1533 explain more about options for college and how we can make those happen. 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1534 yes,cause my plan is a easy plan 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1535 Yes,I feellike my conselers gave me all the options i needed to make a good descion for my
future.

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1536 a.) Figure out what class I'm gonna and wanna take. b.) I don't have a plan yet. c.) I don't have
a plan yet.

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1537 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1538 im am still planning on my future 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1539 I do feel that this is my plan and that i developed it around my interests.If this is not my plan i
think that you could offer more studies for a wide variety of careers.

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1540 give me jobs in science or tech 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1541 I've had my graduation plan since 4th grade, it's been built and grown over a lifetime of
passionate work and hobbies and a true love of what it is

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1542 have more than just the basic career options to choose from 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1543 Make college cheaper plz. 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1544 yes, I feel like this is my plan 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1545 yes I feel; like it truly interests me 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1546 yes it is 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1547 yes I have a plan and I am really interested in healthcare and multiple different placements
that I could take in the healthcare field.

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1548 i do have a plan i came up with it 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1549 Yes my plan I have full interest in 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1550 more help in classes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1551 B)i feel like it is my plan cause it really interestes me. 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1552 I feel that i will be very succesful after highschool due to my education. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1553 a). Provide me with a pathway class that will help me be more prepared for when I graduate. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM
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1554 a)Show me the different types of courses b)yes it does c)by looking into different courses 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1555 help me learn more 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1556 Talk to me and assist me in telling me step by step what I need to do. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1557 YES THIS IS MY PLAN 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1558 b.) Yes, because I feel confident about it and its something I would enjoy doing for the rest of
my life.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1559 Nothing 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1560 yes it is my plan. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1561 i have chose a bad plain for being a physical therapist 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1562 i need to think through of what i do and decide and learn about it 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1563 I do feel like my plans after high school are a set thing, to go to cosmetology school and take
classes and try to open my own salon.

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1564 MAKE GOOD GRADES 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1565 a)help b)yes c)help 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1566 a) help more b)yes c)no 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1567 I feel like my plan truly interests me 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1568 my plan intrest me alot 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1569 yes i do 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1570 i don't know what my graduation plan is 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1571 Yes, I have a plan and I feel that it truly interests me because I am going forth with something
that fits with what I want to do.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1572 Plan better and make more goals in my life. Stay focused and better myself. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1573 ion like my two classes i wanted agriculture but yall gave me sum home eck class tht we dont
even do anything in

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1574 b. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1575 show me the different career pathways. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1576 yes 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1577 i dont have one yet 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1578 yes its my plan 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1579 i feel like going to the mlb 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1580 b) yes because i know what i want to do with my furture 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1581 yes because I have what I want to do wriiten down 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1582 not sure exactly what i want i do 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1583 I don't have a plan 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1584 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1585 b) Yes, I believe that my plan will satisfy my interests and will also benefit me. 2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1586 Well, you can update the school website to actually give me information i can understand. Hold
work shops for students who want to go into the lesser explored careers and jobs that are
sometimes hard to understand how to get.

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1587 I feel like my plan is very well tailored to me. It fits my needs and it focuses on furthering my
career without wasting time on unnecessary courses. I chose a plan that involves something I
love so I wont get bored and wake up every morning hating having to get ready like I do now.

2/1/2017 9:46 AM
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1588 I understand what I need to do in order to graduate from high school and it does interest me. 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1589 Yes I feel as though it fits my needs and wants 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1590 B.) I truly feel that it is my plan,far as things go. C.) I'm not completely satisfied about my
plan,cause of the set backs an slow progress the school is taking.Making this issue better
would be getting more hands on learning and learning it from the start to teach more within the
lesson.

2/1/2017 9:44 AM

1591 I don't have a plan yet, but the more I'm in school the more time I have to make a plan. I don't
know what my plan is yet, but school is really helping me think about it.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1592 I would like attend art classes for one of my favorite hobby's and learn more about it 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1593 The Jones County System can help me by giving me the chance to earn college credit while in
high school so i can have the chance to go to a good college and further advance to my future
goals.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1594 When i graduation i want to go to college and get my degree in building houses and contrition,
and maybe for a side job working on computers,making power-points,and fixing computer.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1595 My plan for once I get out of high school is to go to college for 4 years to do a teaching class. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1596 C.) I need help with find the right course I want to go for or subject 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1597 Yes, my plan is to study and focus more on whats important as to me graduating high school
with my proper amount of cred.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1598 Yes I think my plan truly interests me. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1599 Take the classes needed, pass them, graduate, apply to higher education. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1600 I am satisfied with my graduation plan to get accepted in college. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1601 i don't know what a written graduation plan is, need more detail to answer this 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1602 k 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1603 I don't really know 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1604 y 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1605 the plan I have I feel like that's the plan im going to work with because my plan is all I been
talking,thinking about lately

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1606 the staff really don't help you know what you want to do after graduation. 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1607 yes my parents trust me to make my own decisions and they prefer me to make my own
choice.

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1608 I failed two classes. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1609 Yes, I do think my plan truly interest me. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1610 no 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1611 B. Yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1612 I like money- Eugene Krabs 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1613 yes it interest me 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1614 The school system could offer more options to expose me to a greater variety of career
pathways.

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1615 not sure 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1616 Educate us on what we need to do to graduate. I don't know anything about what degrees I
need to be a teacher or anything like that.

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1617 Yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1618 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM
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1619 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1620 B.blueprinting 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1621 I'm not sure if my graduation plan is 'set in stone' just yet. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1622 yes. 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1623 I don't feel that it truly interest me because i don't really know if it is the right plan but it is a
plan so i'm going with it.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1624 b. yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1625 have a great plan when i graduation i am going to colloge and getting my life stared 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1626 If I recommend what job i want in the future you could recommend classes along with ones
that i would help me even if the pathway i did not wanted fit therefor i could look in to other
business opportunities.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1627 keep me more updated on my grades and my GPA. 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1628 I'm actually meeting with the counselor today to figure out my high school plan and I expect
satisfactory.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1629 I do have a plan in my head for what classes im going to take and how im going to be a good
student and graduate with hopefully close to a 4.0 GPA. I also have a plan for taking college
classes in high school.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1630 b) Some what. There are somethings that i wish were offered at my school class wise and
alternative methods for scheduling that i wish the school would take into consideration. For
example, in order to account for more classes, work on an a/b day schedule which on a days
you take one set of classes and on b days you take a similar set except 1 or 2 classes
switched, allowing for more electives or non core classes, However i am on track to graduate
given i take summer classes so i can get a language credit.

2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1631 a/c) More time with conselours 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1632 yes 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1633 talk to us about it and help consult us in the complicated stuff. 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1634 I don't know 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1635 Yes my plan is suited just for me and what I am interested in. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1636 There's nothing that wold really make my high school graduation plan better. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1637 No its not my individual plan. It is the Jones County plan that is enforced by councilors. You
can let me see real life workplaces and interact with them in order to make a decision about
what I want to do in life instead of just showing me a clip on a PowerPoint.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1638 b) This plan truly interest me and i would love to teach kids. i want to show them that going to
school and education is not that bad.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1639 a)talk to the counselors more and have them make a graduation plan with the right classes and
job opportunities for me

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1640 my plan is to travel the country after I graduate, and know where I want to settle down. Also
help find out what I wanna do for college.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1641 Get a class for students to become in a law enforcement or lawyer 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1642 yes 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1643 show different carrers untill i figured stuff out 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1644 B.) yes, I love to help kids and people would tell me I should be a doctor and I have always
found a interest in that career

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1645 yes i am truly interested in my plan for my life 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1646 I think my high school plan is what best fits my career choices 2/1/2017 9:29 AM
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1647 I have a plan of what classes i want to take but i want to find out more information before i
make my finial decision.

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1648 A. Have more options for classes 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1649 right now I don't because I just started high school and im a freshmen. 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1650 i feel like the plan i have in place is quite formulated to me because it will help me graduate
and get where i need to be in order to attend college.

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1651 it is my plan that i made and i have gone over it with my parents and a few of my teachers 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1652 Yes it truly interests me. 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1653 yes because I love animals and I am good with animals and I really think I would be a good vet
if I took all the courses I needed and studied hard in school and listen to my teacher.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1654 I would like to know of all of my options and requirements to graduate so that I can make my
graduation plan more comprehensive and clear.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1655 yes, because I really want to accomplish my goal so I can become a nurse. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1656 yes, I feel comfortable with my graduation plan and yes it is my own. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1657 I feel like I am, its just I wish the school would give us a list of colleges based off the four
years spent here so I can be more prepared.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1658 Yes my plan truly interests me. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1659 b) Yes, my plan truly interests me 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1660 yes because that's how im propoly going to get a job 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1661 Yes, it truly interests me. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1662 I honestly don't know 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1663 a) offer more ingaging, interesting classes. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1664 I don't really know what my plan is going to be. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1665 i dont have a plan because i am unsure of my future 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1666 im not really sure yet 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1667 yes because it will help with stuff out of school 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1668 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1669 yes I feel that my plan is the best way to graduate. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1670 i have no idea what my plan is for when i graduate. I have an EIP manager for that. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1671 Oh no, you don't need to do anything. I'm just lazy. 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1672 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1673 Yes i am sure that is my plan 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1674 honestly idk but I plan to go to 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1675 Tell some related careers that I like and check my grades for bad and good grades to see what
i'm best suited for

2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1676 I do have a plan. I feel like my plan truly interests me. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1677 Yes, this is my plan. I would like to have more helpful counselors to assist me. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1678 I have a plan to become the world's fastest drag racer & to become a mechanic so i wouldn't
have pay other people to fix my car.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1679 yes, i do believe its the best plan for me and what interests me the most 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1680 yes it interest you 2/1/2017 9:18 AM
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1681 i feel like my plan interest me. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1682 i want to become an orthodontist but I am taking the class that will help me with that. Y'all can
help me by telling/ helping me how to get in dull enrollment

2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1683 I think my plan that I have now is a good plan 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1684 b) this is my plan because i chose the path i'[m taking 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1685 Yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1686 yes I feel like my plan will interest me. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1687 yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1688 c) I have no clue of my written plan, but I'm sure that I want to go to college after high school. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1689 I mean yes I would like to become a veterinarian but I am having second thoughts about it and
I am thinking about becoming a teacher. The thing about becoming a teacher is that they don't
really make a lot of money so that would be an upside to becoming a veterinarian.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1690 Yes, I feel like so far my thought process and plan would get me far I life. I truly want to be the
best I can be, and provide for those close to me that may need help or those who I feel it is
my duty to provide for. I love everything about chorus, and ever since I was diagnosed wit type
1 juvenile diabetes, I have wanted to learn more about the medical field.

2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1691 I do have a plan that satisfies me in a way that will produce a career in something that
fascinates me and will give me a better future.

2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1692 by providing the courses I need to prepare for majoring in psychology. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1693 teach me what it is 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1694 I am sure that my graduation plan is truly my plan. I am making sure i keep my GPA high. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1695 i could plan more in depth to be more successful in my plan to graduate from high school.
maybe just a good time of sitting alone and really thinking about my choices in life that i will
need to make.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1696 I believe this plan works best for me for graduating high school and what i will do afterwards. 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1697 my graduation plan is too stay passing all my classes and make good grades and complete all
pathways i attend

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1698 you can actually explain everything that would be great. for instance explain credits and
different classes one could take for their desired job. i say this because when you come into
ninth grade you have absolutely no clue of what you need to do.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1699 take college classes in high school and go to engineering school to deal with mechanics 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1700 i feel like my plane is gonna work. for what i wanna do in life 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1701 I want to become a veterinarian. So when I graduate I want to go ABAC because people it is
the best school to go to for agriculture.

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1702 I have no idea...yet. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1703 I feel like my plan will work for me . I first have to go to college to get degree then i will make
more money.

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1704 I am going to do classes that help me become a vet 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

1705 i dont know because i have no clue what i want to be when i get older im just trying diffrent
things right now

2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1706 tell me classes i can take 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1707 A)Yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1708 play other computer games to create something similar. 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1709 my dream is to be an under water welder but if that doesnt work out after my years of college i
want to work at c&a transportation

2/1/2017 9:04 AM
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1710 i dont know 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

1711 a) i don't know b) i don't c) i don't 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

1712 b) I do feel like this is my plan because I helped create it and it really does interest me except
for one class.

1/30/2017 9:30 AM

1713 I don't know what I want to do. 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1714 you can have a program that help me more with my paln 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1715 help me do better in math and English. 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1716 I don't exactly know what kind of career I want so I want to be shown different career choices. 1/30/2017 9:11 AM

1717 a) just tell me what to do and how to do it 1/30/2017 9:10 AM

1718 yes because I want to be a computer enginer 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

1719 I am already doing research, but I really want to make sure that what I choose now, will make
me proud later.

1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1720 you can help give me some ideas about what would be good for me to study. 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1721 nononononononononononono 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

1722 a. just tell me what i need to do 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1723 Yes 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1724 help me with a plan 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

1725 Have classes that offer things of financial info, career placement and such. 1/25/2017 12:21 PM

1726 Dont know yet. Only in 6th grade. 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

1727 i really dont have one i just wing it 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

1728 Offer more options for me to look at and other different career paths that i can choose from. 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

1729 I feel like my plan is my own. 1/19/2017 10:10 AM

1730 This is my plan that interest me. 1/18/2017 12:09 PM

1731 explain things to us so we will better understand what is after this. 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

1732 yes because I want to be a mechanical engineer because I love math and designing cars 1/17/2017 6:27 PM

1733 I feel like I'm on a great track for graduation, but I don't know all of the courses I'll take along
the way.

1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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Q5 What do you see yourself doing after you graduate from high school?
a) What specific training or additional diplomas or degrees will you need, if
any? b) What salary do you think you will be earning by the time you are

30?
Answered: 2,038 Skipped: 102
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 working a dirt bike shop/capital cycle or with my dad to earn money to buy/operate my own
shop one day.

2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 I would like to become an architect, a mechanic, or join the sheriffs department. Two of them
require college degrees. Two of them will have decent pay by the time I'm 30.

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 I would like to go to college, and later on, get a job that I am satisfied with. - i'm not sure what
salary i might be payed , I have never checked on that

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 a] i need a bachelors degree, master, and more b] it depends how good i am 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 I would like to go to college and get the highest degree that I can possibly get so that I will be
successful in life. I would like to be making around 180,000 dollars a year because I want to be
in the medical field.

2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 building tables, because me and my dad already have a buisness!! and i want to be a
youtuber!

2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 (a) I could see myself going into the military or being a youtuber (b) it depends on how
successful i am

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Going to College , track training , ion know 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 Dentist and actress 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 going to college and starting a music, modeling, or designing career 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 I see myself wanting to go to college and major in criminal justice. I don't know what my salary
will be.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 I would want to go to college but if I don't I would go to a barber school and learn how to cut
hair

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 After I graduate from high school, I can see myself playing college ball then moving to the
NBA, while having the degree to be an engineer also.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 I am not sure I want make more than $60per hour 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 being a doctor or a surgan the salary would probably be about $200,00 a year 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 I plan to go to college and get a degree in business and possibly education for just in case.
start my own photography business and a vinyl monogramming business.

2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 I see myself going to college. I want to college to be a lawyer. I think my salary will be highest
salary out there.

2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 I would go the Art instates and learn animation and then have an author degree along with an
art teacher degree.

2/28/2017 2:42 PM

19 Going to college and try to make it to the NBA. A. B. 1000,0000 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 driving a 18 wheeler 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

21 begin a basketball player begin in a basketball training 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 to be a docter to help part of the body 35 dollars 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

23 becoming a marriage theripist yes you would have to get your bachelor degree 20,000 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 i see myself going to school for baking and to be a chief.master degree.250,000 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

25 working as a police officer. 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 after school i feel like i will be riding motocross 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 i see myself going to the NBA 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 to work at a dress makeing job 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 YES 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 idk 2/28/2017 10:56 AM
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31 play in the NFL i dont know billions 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

32 going to collage hopefully idk idk 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 making movies 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

34 I think i wont need any diplomas or anything like that and by the time im 30 i honestly dont
know.

2/28/2017 10:55 AM

35 i plan to go to collage and most of my careers need Bachelors degree and i think i will adverge
between 100,000 to 200,000 a year

2/28/2017 9:40 AM

36 I can see myself playing softball after high school. I want to play softball for the rest of my life
until I get to old to play.

2/28/2017 9:38 AM

37 I see my self becoming a builder or a artitech and if I do a good enough job at it I could be
earning around 250,000 a year or 750,000 a year depending on my diploma

2/28/2017 9:35 AM

38 i will have to go to 4-8 years of college and have to have a high school diploma and another
one i am not really sure yet.

2/28/2017 9:33 AM

39 i want to go to college and maybe be a basketball player but if that doesnt workout id like to
become an engineer

2/28/2017 9:32 AM

40 Becoming a dancer / choreographer , i dont know i havent really checked into it yet . I would
be earning probably enough money to get my own apartment and things .

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 when i graduate high school i want to go to college what i want to be i have to get a a specific
training i will have to go to medical school

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 I plan to go to college after graduating from high school. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 I need a bachelor degree 20-80k a year 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

44 i want to go to college to be a professer 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

45 i see myself as a film maker ( jobs like that) or an artist. I will need film making and painting
training. i dont know what salary i will be making.

2/28/2017 9:30 AM

46 I'm not 100% sure i want my career to be right now 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

47 being a barber 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

48 going to college as many as i can i don't know 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

49 i see myself cutting up wood for a living 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

50 College 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

51 Veterinarion 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

52 5. where i see my self after i graduate is going straight to college so i can be successful like
my dad. a) i really dont know yet?. b) well i hear doctors get a decent amount of money so im
guessing a couple of thousand dollars.

2/28/2017 8:40 AM

53 i see myself being an actress im gonna stay tryout for drama all through the year until 12th
grade and im ghoing to stay in chours

2/28/2017 8:38 AM

54 I believe I will be paid as a salary about 2.73 Million because I will have 10 seasons worth of
contracts in the NBA and the contract might be 5 years so I willl try to join the NBA when I am
20 years old

2/28/2017 8:36 AM

55 i see myself going to collage.i would need a spanish degree and a obgyn doctors degree. 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

56 i see my self doing teaching and doing hair, 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

57 i don't really know the salary but i do want to work as a vet after high school 2/28/2017 8:32 AM

58 going to the nfl or the nba if not that entreprenuership 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

59 going to college 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

60 baseball 1000,000 2/28/2017 8:27 AM
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61 A hair stylist I'm not sure I'm not sure 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

62 Doctors degree 35,000 per yr 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

63 After high school, I think that I would focus my career towards banking industries. 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

64 A) probably will get another degree higher. B) a teachers salary or lawyer salary. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

65 I feel myself becoming a marine biologist or a genetic engineer, I'm still deciding. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

66 idk 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

67 I would like to get a masters degree, so I could get a good job and be successful. 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 i plan on playing football for a pro team i wanna be the best or im gonna go to collage and
study to be a lawyer

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 I see myself being a mechanic for cars I will need a mechanics degree I will be my own boss
so I will probably be making about $60,000 a year

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

70 being a mechanic 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

71 i see my self in collage. i want to be working at a vet. i want all my degrees up to a doctor
degree. by the time i am 30 years old i want to be paid 75,000 my the in of the year.

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

72 a marine biologist 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

73 I think it will be almost an average salary 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 go to nursing school. i will need my masters and bachelors degree.i will have a salary of at
least 26 to 30 dollars an hour,

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

75 being a veterinarian a doctorates degree I don't know 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

76 I am going to go to college to study to be an lawyer 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

77 a going to college b $20.00 an hour 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

78 I want to go to school to become a surgeon. I will need lots of other training. I will be earning a
good salary.

2/27/2017 2:10 PM

79 I see myself leaving the state for college 2/27/2017 2:09 PM

80 i want to do hair and make up.i think my salary will be about $3.12 an hour.i am not sure what
degrees you need

2/27/2017 10:23 AM

81 i see myself going to college and graduating and becoming a marine biologist. and i don't know
how much i will be earning, but i think i will make a lot of money

2/27/2017 10:18 AM

82 helping children. i need a doctors degree i don't know 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

83 I see myself volunteering at the museum, doing collage, and getting a job at the national
aironoics and space administration, specializing in how the body functions in space. I will
probably have to be very well in physics and biology, and a good salary. That is what I think,
but I have changed my mind before

2/27/2017 10:16 AM

84 i see myself continuing my education to become a cardiologist a.]i want to be a heart doctor
b.] cariologist make 100,000 a year i hope to make that.

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

85 A) I will need training on Robotic Engineering and also on scientific engineering which is
probably the same thing. :3

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

86 macanic, injniring40,000 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

87 a: i will need a forensics degree. b: maybe 10 a hour 2/27/2017 10:11 AM

88 high level job and a more than $1,000 sallorie 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

89 Mech. enginerring 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

90 beging my own buisness a bachlors for design 50,000 a year 2/27/2017 10:09 AM

91 a. Bachelor b.100$ an hour 2/27/2017 10:08 AM
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92 being a teacher 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

93 Becoming a cop Doctorits $1,300 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

94 Going to many schools to major in. Bachelors degree. Millions 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

95 I will be making video games. 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

96 When I graduate I will go to school to become a RN Nurse at the hospital in Macon. 2/27/2017 8:23 AM

97 I think I'll be earning 50 to a 100 dollars a day and competing in college sports and become the
next fastest guy in the world.but also earning all my college and high school degrees.

2/24/2017 3:07 PM

98 I see myself going to college. I could take acting classes or I could be a fashion major. I know
it sounds silly, but if someone discovers me I could make it big in the fashion world, mainly I
could be a professional actress, or maybe I could be a photographer and travel. B) I want to
make around 150,000 a year.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

99 I will want to be an engineer. I will have a master degree and a salary of at least $50,000. 2/24/2017 3:02 PM

100 I think I would (as of right now ) like to learn design. I don't know what I would want to design,
either set design or clothes design or costume design. Just some kind of design. I would like
to make as much as I can with whatever Job I get.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

101 I want see myself earning/saving money for a house.Ye 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

102 I see myself making sure that I get to college and I'll need a professionals degree or bachelors
degree about 170,000 a year.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

103 I see myself working as a dentist. A) I need a batchelors, and doctoral degree. B) About
$100,000 a year

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

104 I see myself in the Air Force. I think I will need a college degree and a bachelor degree. I may
earn around $50,000 - $80,000 a year.

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

105 I don't know. 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

106 a) Docters degree b) 85,000 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

107 Orthodontist Highschool diploma,doctoral degree,professional degree and master degree and
the salary of $250,000

2/24/2017 2:55 PM

108 Being an author None 400,000 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

109 A- I would need extra training in journalism or video editing B- the salary I think I'll have by 30,
is 100,000 a year

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

110 I will need a degree in medicine and I want to earn my doctorate degree. I think I will make
over $65,000 per year

2/24/2017 2:53 PM

111 Join the army How to fly in a plane Around $ 800 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

112 A) I would like to do computer design and animation, but I don't know what kind of training is
required. B) $53,400

2/24/2017 2:52 PM

113 a. i need to be trained by a personal trainer b. about $80,000 to $200,000 per year 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

114 I am going for at least two degrees and I want to play sports when i graduate and my salary
depends

2/24/2017 2:50 PM

115 A. A engineering diploma. B.between one to two million dollars 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

116 (A)Well, I would like to have a masters degree so when I'm an Art teacher I would get better
pay.(b) I expect when I have my job I would be earning maybe more than $30.00.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

117 I see myself looking for a job as a pharmacist, I would probably need some professional
training, and I could probably earn a lot for my salary.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

118 I would want to do meteorology or specialize in law. By the time I am 30 I will probably be
earning 50,000.

2/24/2017 2:48 PM

119 Going to school to be a special defense lawyer 2/24/2017 2:48 PM
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120 I either want to be a teacher, child doctor (nurse), or a vet.Maybe the second highest diploma
and maybe $70,000 dollars per year.

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

121 I will need multiple scientific degrees or diplomas 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

122 I want to be a YouTuber a: I don't think you need a diplomas or degrees and I'll be making 1/2
a million.

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

123 A)I want a diploma in marine biology B)I hope I will earn a couple thousand dollars a week 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

124 Helping people/ $200 a year 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

125 Going to college and getting a education in pediatric. I will need at least a masters I would like
to like a Phd. I will not have a salary I will still be in college

2/24/2017 2:45 PM

126 A) I hope I can get a marine biology diploma Or robotics/programming diploma 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

127 My own business 2 or 3 $40 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

128 I would like to go to collage and when I get out of collage I wanna be a dispater 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

129 I see myself training to be an officer 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

130 Baseball but if that doesn't work out engeneering 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

131 On the job training 90,000-100,000 a year 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

132 A) none B) millons 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

133 Getting every thing from college and be in college football after high school then go on to play
in the NFL

2/24/2017 2:41 PM

134 I want to be a pediatrician and I think I will make a salary of 30000 a month 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

135 Video game designer , I do not know , I do not know 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

136 I don't even know what a diploma is yet. I would just like music theory classes, transposition,
all kinds of music related things. I have no idea what salary I will be earning. I have no idea
how this works.

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

137 I see myself attending le cordon on blu culinary school. I will have to take language class such
as French,Italian,Spanish,etc. I will mostly likely need my masters. I think I'll be earning
around 350,000 a year.

2/24/2017 2:31 PM

138 Dentist A) Service Hours, Masters, Dentistry School B) 80,000-100,000 2/24/2017 2:24 PM

139 I would like to get a scholarship to LSU or Duke to play sports. Average $5.9 million a year.No, 2/24/2017 2:22 PM

140 becoming a detective, solving crimes, and brining justice to families that lost one of there
members

2/24/2017 2:21 PM

141 I would like to be in the AirForce and be a K9 Officer... I can apply at 17 and join at 18 and
have 20 years to retire! The only diploma I have to have is a High School Diploma

2/24/2017 2:19 PM

142 I'm going to college to either get a Ph.D. In paleontology or maybe a masters in missionary 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

143 Doctorets 200,000 per year 8 hours a day 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

144 Continuing my carrier in making beats and rapping as a artist 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

145 I'll have to go to veterinary school for 8 years to get a masters degree . 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

146 building houses on paper 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

147 working as a vet 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

148 I see myself going to penn state studying to be a genetic engineer and minoring in music, and
I will go all the way to a Ph.D. degree

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

149 Maybe being a professional photographer 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

150 I see myself being an astronomer. I am not sure. I am not sure. 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

151 BEING A POLICE OFFICER 2/24/2017 2:16 PM
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152 I see myself working at a video game corporation. 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

153 working hard 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

154 Becoming a lawyer. Bachelors masters and possibly doctors. I see myself making like
$150,000 a year maybe.

2/24/2017 2:16 PM

155 I will need to go to school for 4 years, and I think I will earn 90,000-100,000 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

156 I'm not sure . 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

157 anesthesiologist. medical training. about 100,000 a year 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

158 I see myself having a family of 1 and sleeping alone and having 3 dogs. 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

159 something 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

160 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

161 a farmer or a shrimper or a farer and a shrimper 2/24/2017 2:11 PM

162 a. good ones b. at least 200,000 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

163 I would like to go to collage to learn how to be a radiologist. I have no idea about my salary but
it will probably be high

2/24/2017 2:10 PM

164 Being on my own. Coding I do not know 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

165 When I get out of high school, I plan to be a grad coach in football so I can be a student and a
coach.

2/24/2017 2:09 PM

166 going to college to be a game warden. or going to sea and be a shrimper. Owning a deer
processing plant.

2/24/2017 2:08 PM

167 hopefully being a lawyer 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

168 NOT ANSWERING 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

169 working for the railroad 2/24/2017 2:06 PM

170 after high school I hope to get a scholarship to Vanderbilt university for running and I hope to
become a physiologist.

2/24/2017 2:05 PM

171 A intern at a medical collage 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

172 a) core man in the navy.... b)a good one 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

173 going into the military 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

174 beekeeper none $30,000 a month 2/24/2017 2:02 PM

175 I see that I am impressed because I am doing well in school I also see math diplomas, social
studies, ela, and science. My salary would be a thousand dollars.

2/24/2017 1:33 PM

176 Going to try and get into a good college and study about lawyers. a.How to be a lawyer.
b.Maybe around $300 depending on the case.

2/24/2017 1:31 PM

177 B cause my job is giving high salary so yea 2/24/2017 1:21 PM

178 A sooner player 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

179 B) I think the type of salary I will be earning is about $20 an hour 2/24/2017 1:15 PM

180 I see myself maybe being an art teacher and helping people understand art better 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

181 (Anwsering b) I would be earning at least 300buckaroos a day. 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

182 Joining the military A) only a high school diploma B) I have no clue 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

183 About 990 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

184 Going to college to be a teacher. I will need to have a bachelors degree and I will go extra
years to get a masters degree. I do t know what salary I will be earning by the time I'm 30.

2/24/2017 1:11 PM
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185 I will first get a starting job while in college like at restaurants then I'll go to a school to learn
about how to become a doctor and I plan to make at least 20 dollars an hour

2/24/2017 1:11 PM

186 i want to be a docter when i get out of high school 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

187 I have a salary of 2 thousand or more 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

188 Engineers 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

189 Go to college to finish 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

190 I see me get to be a real estate agent and developer. I hope I don't have to go to college and
get my real license. I hope by the time I'm 30 I'll be making 100,000 or more.

2/24/2017 1:09 PM

191 I want to be a baseball player. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

192 going to college 28,000 a year 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

193 A) physical training B) it depends 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

194 Dnr 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

195 Going to college or military Professional degree I don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

196 College 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

197 A. A lot of dirty stuff and to fallo the director B. Military 2/24/2017 1:07 PM

198 A~ I would like to have my own company B~ I think I will make 50$ an session 2/24/2017 1:06 PM

199 I want to be a pediatrician and I think I need a nursing degree and a year I will probably make
about 60,000 or 70,000

2/24/2017 1:05 PM

200 I want to be a vet 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

201 Computers 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

202 After high school I want to go to the military u in a four year collage degree and I don't know
my salary

2/24/2017 1:04 PM

203 Pediatrician yes 123000 a 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

204 Working at a store..... when I'm 30 I want my salary to be 130 a weekly 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

205 Don't know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

206 I will be playing in the NFL or mlb 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

207 Working at a bank or a grocery store. About 200,000,000 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

208 A 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

209 A 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

210 Go straight to college after a few months 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

211 Going to college 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

212 Being an orthodontist 2/24/2017 1:00 PM

213 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

214 A: Air Force B: don't know 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

215 i need a cooking degree so i can have my own restanrent like i need a good cooking degree . 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

216 Going to college 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

217 Not sure. None. $12.75 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

218 I want every diploma like my sister the salary I will have will be up to 500 billion Dallars a year
from buisness prosecuted lawyer making way up to judge and trying to get to congress

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

219 I will need a doctor degree. I don't really know what they make 2/24/2017 11:50 AM
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220 I want to be people that about sports. I will have a high school diploma 15,000 a year 2/24/2017 11:49 AM

221 Going to college to become a lawyer I don't know 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

222 going to college and play basketball 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

223 Nfl , Ged ,12,000,000 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

224 I don't know and I don't know 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

225 I will try to get a doctorates degree. I don't know what my salary would be. 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

226 I see myself going to college to be a doctor.... I think I'll be earning at least 15 dollars an
hour...

2/24/2017 11:45 AM

227 I would be a professional softball player 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

228 Go to college 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

229 I want to be a makeup artist. And I'm not sure. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

230 A. I want to go to collage B.i do not know 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

231 Go to collegeyes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

232 College military degrees 70000 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

233 Sports. 1.1 million yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

234 I see myself being a anasegoligest,I won't my doctors degres 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

235 I will go to college 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

236 I want whatever a driving degree is called 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

237 Playing MLB on the braves 30,000 that much 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

238 I can see myself going to college and getting a good education because I want to be a doctor 2/24/2017 11:38 AM

239 5.Electric engineer a)Masters degree b)at least 200,000 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

240 Marines Bachelors 140,000$ 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

241 I would see myself going to college to study fashion designing and being a veterinarian when I
grow up i like animals and I really want to help them and help homeless dogs and animals

2/24/2017 11:35 AM

242 Being a swat team member 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

243 A,Teaching B, teaching 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

244 Being a pro fisherman 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

245 I can see my self being a math teacher 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

246 College 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

247 Leaning to be a barber and for (b) at least $5000 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

248 Becoming an entrepreneur 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

249 I want to be a science teacher 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

250 Going to college 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

251 I see myself working and getting a degree. I don't know. I don't know. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

252 I don't know yet. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

253 A) Animation C) I am no sure 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

254 Racing Bugatti's 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

255 College 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

256 Playing basketball I lot of training and only one day off a week about 7,000 a game or lessyes 2/24/2017 11:25 AM
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257 play football and basketball and playing the guitar 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

258 B 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

259 jqrkwsrtjsktyiw 2/24/2017 11:18 AM

260 Going to college and becoming a professional Peditrion working with kids . 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

261 I'm going to try and get all of my diplomas and I'm not sure about my salary 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

262 I see myself happy,making a good earning,and loveing whatever career field I'm in a) I don't
understand what u are asking b)I want to make about 50,200 a year

2/24/2017 10:52 AM

263 College and get a degree and play football.then get to the NFL. 2/24/2017 10:49 AM

264 Go to college and get my degree so I can become a nurse 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

265 Being a doctor for young adults and children. 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

266 flying 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

267 A.Dont  I will need any B.1000per year 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

268 Part a: A masters degree. Part b: At least $2,000 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

269 I see myself going to college and going to the National Basketball Association making over
100,000 dollars. Yes

2/24/2017 10:44 AM

270 I will need a degree for some stuff that i am going to see if I can get a job at. And I don't know
about the one when I get to 30.

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

271 I see my self getting a good job and being rich. I want to work at cvs to be a pharmacy so I
want a pharmacy degree.i think by the time I'm 30 my salary would be $400

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

272 Lawyer 3,000-4,000 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

273 i see myself doing work or trying to find a work or studying 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

274 I see my self going to college and going to a tecnaol school 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

275 Getting a jod,house,car, and every thing I need to live. 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

276 A.i will probly need all of the deplomias that you wood needto be a scientist or phisics teacher.
B.4 million

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

277 A)Law,I don't know B)Not very much if I do become a detective because I heard teachers, and
detectives/Cops don't make good salary

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

278 Real estate and millions of dollars by sponsors and my contract in the NBA or Real Estate
sponsors

2/24/2017 10:41 AM

279 Being a lawyer ad my salary will hopefully be 75 dollars a hour 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

280 Play college baseball I don't know 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

281 A teaching , business management and train to be a singer B 1,000 dollars and month 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

282 Going to filming school in california.im not sure about deplomas.but,I would need to learn how
to edit,what kinda of camera.ect.well it depends on how long you make a video.

2/24/2017 10:40 AM

283 B.yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

284 A)Sports B)$1,000 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

285 Placating football 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

286 Medical degree, and lots more 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

287 Playing basketball I don't know Hundreds 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

288 I do not know what the world has in store for me but I feel I going to be okay 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

289 Idk 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

290 Space and 45 dollars an hour 2/24/2017 10:37 AM
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291 Being a doctor Idk Idk 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

292 Constitution 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

293 Going to cloggllie to be a peden trishen 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

294 Go to College to be a lower 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

295 College Wrestling 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

296 Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

297 Game taster or a football player 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

298 Going to college and playing a sport 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

299 Football or doctor 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

300 I will go to college and study to be a pedestrian 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

301 Football a good one and bunch money 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

302 Art or robotics $20 a hour. 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

303 I either want to be in the navy or be a elementary school or middle school teacher 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

304 I want to go for my masters degree and I hope to be making enough with whatever job I get to
support myself without having to worry

2/24/2017 10:28 AM

305 Going to collage to become a lawyer 2/24/2017 9:38 AM

306 I want to be a animal trainer. I think I would need my masters. My salary would probably be a
lot.

2/24/2017 9:36 AM

307 going to college 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

308 the army 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

309 animating 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

310 I see myself going to Mercer Collage. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

311 going to the military 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

312 I will be going to collage for 8 to12 years. bachelor and a major. by my 6th year of surrgy I will
make a bout $552,347.

2/24/2017 8:50 AM

313 I would like to be a Opthamologist. I think when I am 30 I will make about 213,000 per year. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

314 Teaching history Bachelors Degree $3,000 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

315 Aerospace Engineer 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

316 working at ace hardware and getting at least 30 dollars an hour. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

317 about 30 dollars an hour. 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

318 dotno 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

319 going to collage to study for being a anesthesiologist 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

320 first after I graduate I would like to go to college. and if I cant do that I will get a decent job and
place to say. I cant really say about the second one depends on the job, but all i know is that i
will have a good amount of money

2/23/2017 2:44 PM

321 District Attorney 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

322 I see myself working as a person that wants to help others. I would need hands on training and
a diploma, and a bachelors degree.

2/23/2017 2:40 PM

323 cosmatoligy I don't know the salary 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

324 math math skills 300000 2/23/2017 2:39 PM
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325 going to college 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

326 Becoming a nurse . 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

327 a veteranarian 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

328 a doctor 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

329 no 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

330 I think I will be making a salary, I will want to be a lawyer or a teacher if not a lawyer. 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

331 going to college bachelors degree/teacher degree vet degree 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

332 math 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

333 Going to college to be an engeneer 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

334 I see myself being an orthodontist. college I don't know 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

335 Going to college, finishing a tree year internship, becoming a pediatrician at a doctor's office.
Which will provide a well salary.

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

336 A) I want to get my nursing degree and later go back to school to get my agree in being a
nurse anetheist. B) $150,000

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

337 Going to uga and being a designer 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

338 working don't know im not sure yet 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

339 college, cheerleading, $400 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

340 playing college basketball 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

341 playing college basketball 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

342 im going to college. and go to real e state. make thousands. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

343 going to college to be a nurse 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

344 I see myself in college studying to be a paleontologist. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

345 therapist 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

346 being a nurse 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

347 one of these three: video game designer animator making dubstep music 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

348 idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

349 fuivghwrfeuihrewore 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

350 I see myself being either an video game programmer or an musician 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

351 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

352 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

353 I want to make over 60,000 a year 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

354 nursery 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

355 making games 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

356 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

357 i don't know 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

358 denist 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

359 I see my self going into the military. 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

360 mechanic or railroad 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

361 working 2/23/2017 2:21 PM
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362 collage 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

363 going to collage 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

364 going to college 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

365 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

366 math 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

367 play college football when I am 30 my salary will be 1 million dollars 2/23/2017 2:12 PM

368 going to college. At least a masters maybe even a doctrine whatever is needed to be the most
successful

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

369 I see my self studying to become an athletic trainer. I also intend on getting a physical therapy
degree. I think my salary by the age 30 will be 62,000.

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

370 I see myself in college studying to become a lawyer. When im 30 I will be making a salary of
$100,000

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

371 I will be attending college and studying pharmacy. I think my salary by the time I am 30 will be
50,00 a year.

2/23/2017 2:09 PM

372 going to college to get my doctorates degree 2/23/2017 2:08 PM

373 a physical trainer A athletic trainer a orthopedic sergen 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

374 being a engineer, doctor, nurse, and sports 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

375 I can see myself working in the outdoors or working with sports. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

376 I want to be a nurse or doctor, I need a bachelors degree in college, about 120,00 dollars a
year.

2/23/2017 2:07 PM

377 physical therapist 60,000-145,000 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

378 going to college and studying to be a surgeon while hope playing college football/baseball 2/23/2017 2:05 PM

379 going to college to try to go pro in any sport. 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

380 medical school 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

381 physical therapy 100,000-200,000 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

382 college I need high school diploma 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

383 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

384 going to the nfl 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

385 Im not shure yet 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

386 sports,100,000 dollars 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

387 Either teaching or coaching athletics in a School System. $60.000 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

388 being a nerse 2/23/2017 2:02 PM

389 colledge 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

390 I not sure 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

391 nothing 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

392 going to college 2/23/2017 1:57 PM

393 math and health classes for ,cosmetology i ddont really know my salary 2/23/2017 11:29 AM

394 i will go to collage and then do some extra classes and see where that will take me and see
what im best in

2/23/2017 11:28 AM

395 I see myself going to college to learn about my career skills. I want Bachelors and Masters
degree. I hope I will be earning around 33,400.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM
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396 my interest right now is being and astrophysicist and I believe I will need a doctoral degree.
Another thing I'm interested in is designing clothes but I am not sure what level of training I
would need.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

397 I want to go to college and be a nurse. high school diploma and a degree in college. im not
sure

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

398 a) Going to college and getting a degree in teaching or a nurse and I think I will be making
around $100,000 a year.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

399 a) After high school I plan to go into medical school b) I am not sure what my earning will be
by the time I am 30.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

400 a) I think might want to take a christian counseling class 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

401 a) When I graduate from high school I want to go to collage and get additional diploma and
degrees. I will need a degree to do enshrines like my mom.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

402 Writing and publishing my own books. Not a high salary. 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

403 I see myself with a degree from high school and I plan to go to collage for 7-8 years. maybe 22
dollars an hour.

2/23/2017 11:23 AM

404 an premie baby doctor I think its the eq. 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

405 after high school I see myself going to college for about 3,4 years to get my degree to become
a cancer specialists not im not forshur what kind of degree that requires but I know im ready

2/23/2017 11:19 AM

406 after I graduate I want to go to college and get a doctors degree I guess that I will be making a
good salary the time I am 30

2/23/2017 11:18 AM

407 don't know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

408 going to collage I don't know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

409 I do not believe that is any of your concern. 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

410 After I graduate I will need a PHD and medical training to become an anesthesiologist. By the
time I am thirty my salary would be about 448,000 yearly.

2/23/2017 11:14 AM

411 20million by age 30 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

412 designing 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

413 going to a high class college to become a professional architectural engineer. 2/23/2017 11:13 AM

414 I would love to be a professional dancer. I will need a lot of dance training and choreographing
skills

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

415 a) I want to be a labor and delivery nurse b)idk 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

416 a nurse learn more about it im not sure 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

417 After I graduate high school I want to get a PHD. I really want to be a cardiotherastic surgen. I
see myself making over 100,000 dollars

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

418 soccer idk 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

419 Being an iron chef, a culinary degree, 80,000 a year. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

420 After high school I think I want to be a doctor. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

421 I think I want to either go into event planning, a teacher, or photography. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

422 A) I don't really think I will need more diplomats and know how to use technology in different
ways. B) about 135 doing game dizing.

2/23/2017 11:11 AM

423 getting a masters degree and 250$a week 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

424 I will need a school diploma passing all my classes and if I ever go pro I think I will make at
least $300,000 a year.

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

425 A.) Vocal training don't know what college I want to go to right know B.) $80,000 2/23/2017 11:10 AM
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426 Masters 75000-80000 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

427 I would like to go to collage for at least four years. I think I will have a salary of seven
thousand.

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

428 being a teacher 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

429 I see my self in a wealthy house and going to school to be a nurse .i know I will have to get
my high school diplomas.i think i will have at least 3,000 a week or every too weeks.no

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

430 don't know. 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

431 going to college 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

432 college 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

433 I see myself becoming a mechanical engineer. I don't know what degrees I need. I expect to
have a salary of at least $30,000 a year.

2/23/2017 11:04 AM

434 I would like to be a graphic designer. Masters in Art. 30,000$ 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

435 I think that I will have a good family and also have a good job and also a good place to live
what job will I want or have is a doctor I want a good job and I want to help people but I don't
really want to go to school again after I get out of high school

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

436 professional baseball player and go get a bachoir degree 600000 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

437 I see my self going and starting a landscape business 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

438 going to the military and Georgia military college 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

439 a.) idk b.) idk 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

440 I see my self working and finding a good job A).i don't know yet B).$40 an hour 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

441 a) I will need a type of agree that could get me somewhere after school to have a good career.
b) I think I would be earning a fair amount

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

442 I want t go to college and be an engineer I will probably need a engineering degree 90,000 a
year

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

443 trying to find a decent job. 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

444 College 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

445 After I graduate I was to get a scholar ship to mercer for softball and go there and become a
heart surgeon. I want to get my doctors degree. At age 30 I should be making soooo much
money but I don't for sure the amount tho. They say that Doctor get paid like 15,000 for doing
one surgery. I hope that's true.

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

446 PLAYING GOLF DAILY 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

447 being a teacher. 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

448 Going to college for at least 2 years, hopefully 4 or 6. I believe that, depending on if i move or
not, I can earn 60,000-100,000 from being a forensic scientist.

2/23/2017 11:00 AM

449 training 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

450 Fire fighter .75,000 a year 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

451 I'll have a salary of about or at least 300 to400,000 dollars a year 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

452 Going from one country to another learning about culture and more 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

453 Continuing to study marine biology/veterinary medicine A) degrees in life science/biology and
medicine B)100,000

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

454 I see myself going to a good orthodontics college. I will need a lot of diplomas but I think I can
do it. I believe I will a 90,000 salary by the time I am 30.

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

455 football player or enginer 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

456 a) I will need to go to college, and pursue in a criminal justice degree. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM
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457 playing baseball in college 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

458 A= nursing B= I don't know 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

459 hunting 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

460 in college 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

461 going into an engineering college 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

462 Don't know 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

463 Moving to either Tennessee or Florida Photography Clueless 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

464 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

465 Going to collage to become a engineer 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

466 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

467 Going to college 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

468 I really don't know 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

469 About 300,000$ a year 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

470 Georgia Power A- Not sure B- 100000 a year 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

471 partying 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

472 Going to college A.) I honestly don't know B) idk 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

473 5) Going to college 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

474 going to college/750,000 a year 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

475 highschool,collage/6.8millon$$ 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

476 a) I want to start a computer/ game development company and will need training in
programming engineering ect. b) 30,000

2/23/2017 10:51 AM

477 playing soccer practice 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

478 working at a bank 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

479 engineer 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

480 college diploma 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

481 being in the army 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

482 a job 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

483 do not know 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

484 an orthedostist 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

485 a job 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

486 diesel mechanic 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

487 getting a job 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

488 taxdedermy 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

489 I'd like to stat at a small job and once I get enough money then maybe I can get a place and
get an diplomas for a athletic trainer . I'd like to get at least $55,000.00 for my salary.

2/23/2017 10:39 AM

490 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

491 college 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

492 I see my self being either a peditriction or athletic trainer but first i would have to go to school
and get my education for being either one of them.

2/23/2017 10:37 AM
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493 I would like to go to school to be a military nurse. or I would like to be a special education
teacher.

2/23/2017 10:36 AM

494 Dog surgeon 900 trillion 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

495 working at a hospital, 650,000 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

496 idk idk 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

497 sports 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

498 I don't really know 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

499 going to college 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

500 going to college 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

501 I plan on going to college long enough to be able to be a labor and delivery nurse. I think I will
have a really good salary because a labor and delivery nurse is a good paying job.

2/23/2017 10:31 AM

502 I see myself being an engineer when I grow up. I think I may ear around $70,000-$80,000 when
I grow up.

2/23/2017 10:30 AM

503 playing sports or sports medicine and I plan on making $1,000,000s of dollars 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

504 football 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

505 buiesness man 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

506 hopefully I play sports in college and carry on to the pros unfountantly if that don't happen I
would like to be an equipment manager

2/23/2017 10:27 AM

507 football or doctor so I can get good money 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

508 football 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

509 Creating video games. (a: I don't know how many additional diplomas I will need) (b: Probably
alot of salary)

2/23/2017 10:21 AM

510 I think after I graduate from I am going to college 2/23/2017 10:03 AM

511 Being a intern for jobs. 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

512 5. Playing basketball A. BUSSINESS degree B. 150,000 to 1billion a year 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

513 5.collge A.no degrees B.10,000 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

514 I'm not sure what I'll be doing all I know is that what ever I'm doing it's gonna be God's will for
me.

2/23/2017 9:51 AM

515 After high school I'm going to study being an architect and I am also going to try to be a
basketball player. I think my salary might be 90,000 for an architect or 500,000 - 1,000,000

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

516 A)I need a bachelor degree to be a engineer that what I want to be when I get a degree if I do 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

517 I see myself going to the military or being a teacher. I need to have all good grades and I need
a teaching diploma. I think I will make at least $20 becoming a teacher and being in the
military.

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

518 I see myself going to Harvard collage.I may need an additional job to help pay for my needs.I
am hoping to earn a good enough salary to help my mother in her life and enough to get me
through my life.

2/23/2017 9:48 AM

519 don't know 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

520 Going to duke college, I'm going t get a Docterine degrre 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

521 Working 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

522 I want to leave college and get a job like a dance teacher and other things and I might get
about $500-$800 with the work I do

2/23/2017 9:45 AM

523 I see myself as being a football player I want degree in math 2/23/2017 9:44 AM
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524 Work on a farming or training work others that work in the career i want to work in. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

525 I see my self playing baseball after graduating high school 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

526 Police dog training. Don't know yet but I'm still studying it. I think I'll be earning a thousand
dollars in a week

2/23/2017 9:43 AM

527 i will hope to become a doctor someday 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

528 After high school I'm going to college then when those four years are over. Then I'm going to
law school, so I can become a amazing lawyer. I not sure if have any idea of much money.

2/23/2017 9:42 AM

529 Playing football that is what I what to do when I get out of high school and go to college to. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

530 I will have a basketball degree because I want to excel at my sport. I think I will be earning
$43,000.

2/23/2017 9:41 AM

531 Collage Dr Degree 100 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

532 Going to colledge I need masters degree,training in computer programing 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

533 I'm not exactly sure what I'll be doing after high school and I don't know what training I'll need
and I'm not sure on the salary

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

534 I would plan to do my hobbie which earns a lot of money 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

535 Air Force 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

536 I can see myself being a pedestrian because I have thought about that or,being a softball
player because sports is what I set my mind on

2/23/2017 9:36 AM

537 I see myself creating art and becoming a zoologist or vet. 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

538 I will need a degree in health care, robotics, and mathematics. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

539 b 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

540 meteorologist 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

541 I see my self getting a degree in law to work for the GBI. 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

542 playing football or in the army 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

543 getting a wife and going to go to collage and my salary will be $3000 per month. 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

544 I don't know yet 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

545 I see myself going to college after I am done with high school. I will need a masters degree.
my salary will probably be 150,000 by the time I am 30.

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

546 I see myself as a worker 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

547 I am not 100% sure I know what i want to be 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

548 learn to heal people. 80,000 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

549 im not in high school yet so I don't know 2/23/2017 9:22 AM

550 I will go to college and get a biology degree.I don't no the salary. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

551 becoming a game warden 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

552 I would like to get a masters degree. The salary I am hoping to have when im 30 is maybe
17500

2/23/2017 9:19 AM

553 I would like to be a biologist of animals and find out how they work so I can 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

554 I see myself in the military and after that I see my self in politics. I see myself making a lot of
money when I am thirty. I would need a degree in politics and also military strategy also I
would need a degree in economics and political science.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

555 I think I want to be either a forensic scientist/pathologist or a neonatal nurse. Im not quite sure
what all I need in diplomas but I know I need some. I should earn 100,000-200,00 per year.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM
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556 After I graduate from high school I am going to college (SCAD) and im going to get my art
degree and my computer/Tec degree. I think I will be earning up to a couple thousand dollars
by the time I am 30.

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

557 I will need to go to college and have a batchers and a masters. I would like to make around
100 thousand a year at the age of 20

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

558 being an electrical engenieer 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

559 I want to play basketball and if that don't work out I will be a therabus 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

560 Appling for a job. 1,000 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

561 i want to be a teacher. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

562 I would be a teacher and my salary might be 100 dolors 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

563 I see myself being a dental hygenist 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

564 find me a job going to Mercer College 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

565 I would see myself going to college to become an engineer. I'm not sure what specific kind of
training I would need but I'm sure I need some. I would say maybe 70,000 or 50,000.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

566 go to collage, high school I do not know 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

567 heath class or teacher. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

568 I will be training in Occupational Therapy. I'm getting my masters degree. What I see my salary
in thirty years is I don't know I haven't looked into it.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

569 I see my self going to college and doing peoples hair and makeup 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

570 going to collage and graduating from collage and going to the army 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

571 Playing Baseball College degree $100,000 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

572 I think I cant do it being in mrs,hancock class I don't think nobody will pat 6th grade 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

573 Im going to be a vet 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

574 I see myself after high school, going to collage and getting to become a pharmacy worker. I
would need my masters. My salary would be about 40,000 by the time I am thirty.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

575 going to college and get a good job and a house 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

576 a) Going to collage. b) Probably a degree in teaching. c) Minumin wage 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

577 I will get paid about 500 getting a degree and a job 2/23/2017 9:03 AM

578 I am not in high school yet and I am not 30 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

579 marinbiogist 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

580 playing football or basket ball 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

581 I see myself as a cook or a teacher. 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

582 going to college to lay softball 2/23/2017 8:59 AM

583 playing more softball 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

584 in the metical feild 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

585 I don't know 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

586 ill need a race trainer 1,000,000 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

587 400 per month 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

588 5.going to college 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

589 20,000 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

590 I can see myself in college to be a vet. I don't know. 50,000-80,00 2/23/2017 8:51 AM
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591 I will not need any additions. 50,000 a year 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

592 going to collage 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

593 well if nice drawn pictures than around maybe 100,000 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

594 $12.00 an hour 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

595 Going to college and playing basketball. Engineering for school. I don't really know. 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

596 I will need a doctor degree to become an anesthesiologist. I will be making around $100,000 or
$300,000 year.

2/23/2017 8:49 AM

597 I see myself going to college. A degree in zoology 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

598 Go to college for law enforcement 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

599 playing football or agriculture 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

600 I will be going in the military .. The air force , army, or rangers I haven't chosen yet .. But I
want to fight for me and my families freedom.

2/23/2017 8:46 AM

601 A.Going to college playing basketball. B.A good amount enough where i can pay bills and get
the stuff I need.

2/23/2017 8:45 AM

602 I plan going to a good college 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

603 anesthesiologist with my doctor degree making probably 48,000 a year 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

604 I see myself attending medical school at either Georgia collage or Mercer medical. 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

605 playing sports physical traing 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

606 I see myself finishing college an becoming a doctor. I would need to know and how to calculate
the math and scientific things.i think I Think my salary is going to be high.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

607 After high school I will be gong to college 2/23/2017 8:42 AM

608 After high school, I will join a college that teaches me how to become a veterinarian (person
that takes care of animals). I am hoping to earn a salary of maybe 50,000 to 90,000.Hopefully.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM

609 going to college moving to calfornia were i'm from becoming famous and have a great career 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

610 After high school I see myself going to college and studying to be an Allergist. I'm not sure
want specific additional diplomas I would get yet. I think that about at the age of thirty I will be
making about 150,000-200,000 a year.

2/23/2017 8:39 AM

611 I see myself going to collage to be a teacher and im not sure what I would make by the time
im thirty

2/23/2017 8:39 AM

612 I see myself in the health care field. I have always wanted to be a doctor or a surgeon and I
plan on perusing that. I would need a doctorial degree but I don't know what my salary would
be by the age 30.

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

613 Pediatrician Internship and medical school 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

614 Being an teacher or artist Teacher I think I will earn by 30 at least 560$ if I save up As an artist
maybe 1,000 or 2,000 by 30

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

615 I hope to earn a scholarship to play ball for a collage And I'm not sure 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

616 I want to be a pharmacist when I grow up in order to do that I will need a 4 year degree in
collage plus 2 to 3 years in pharmacist school. By the time I am 30 I think I will be making 40
dollars a hour that is the normal salary.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

617 I see myself being a nurse when I graduate high school. I would need training to help me with
my nurse career. I think I will be getting about twenty to thirty dollars an hour.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

618 Doctors I need a Doctors Intern ship I need my masters degree in doctoring 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

619 Going to college.I will need a batchelors,masters,and doctors degree. 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

620 A)training an degrees on what to do as a veterinarian B)don't know 2/23/2017 8:36 AM
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621 I would see myself going to college and becoming a doctor. I'm not sure what degrees I would
need or the salary.

2/23/2017 8:35 AM

622 I see my self being a baker when I leave high school. I would need some classes to show me
the right ways and what the steps are to become a baker.

2/23/2017 8:35 AM

623 I want to be a game warden A)I don't know B)I don't know 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

624 b) the salary I think I will be earning is 20,000 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

625 An entrepreneur; Don't know; Don't know 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

626 Going to college with a sports management major. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

627 Veterinarian 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

628 I would like to be a nurse when I grow up so a health degree. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

629 I could see myself going to college to be a doctor. I'm not sure about what degrees I would
need or what my salary would be.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

630 I see myself being a sports medicine trainer. I don't know what degrees I will need. I don't know
what my salary would be.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

631 I see myself getting either a bachelors or maybe even a masters degree in architecture 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

632 going to collage 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

633 a)therapist b) 132000 a year I guess 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

634 Getting the job of my dreams. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

635 I see myself going to the military then going to a medical college to then become a medical
field officer

2/23/2017 8:32 AM

636 a)I have completely decided on a career so I don't know the training I will need 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

637 Going to College. Don't know yet. Don't know 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

638 Nursing 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

639 After high school I see myself becoming a teacher a)i don't know about the diplomas or
degrees i will be needing b)When i am 30 i think the salary i will have will be 200

2/23/2017 8:21 AM

640 Costmotologist and I will own my own shop and make good money 2/23/2017 8:19 AM

641 I'm going to be a FBI agent. a) I will need a bachelors in political Science and a masters in
Criminal Justice. b) $81,204 per year. So well If I save up I will be making a good bit.

2/22/2017 2:45 PM

642 I've thought of joining the military but I'm not quite sure what a want to do 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

643 I'm not sure what additional diplomas or degrees I will need. I am not sure what salary I will be
earning when I'm 30.

2/22/2017 2:35 PM

644 After I graduate from high school, I definitely see myself attending college. a) At this time, I'm
not entirely sure what training and qualifications I will need. b) I'm not sure. I haven't thought
about it too deeply.

2/22/2017 2:31 PM

645 designing animations and video games. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

646 I want be a famous gamer and artist A bachelor's degree in a related field and graphic design
classes.

2/22/2017 2:29 PM

647 after graduating i plan to be an interior designer. to do this i will need a batchelor's degree. i
honestly don't know the salary range for interior design yet.

2/22/2017 2:29 PM

648 a bachelors degree that I don't know depend how my business Is going 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

649 I see myself going to college. A) I will need a bachelors degree in journalism, literature,
algebra, or engineering

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

650 college 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

651 After I graduate I see myself going to college to be a OB nurse I will need a bachelor's degree 2/22/2017 2:26 PM
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and a associate degree. The salary I think I will be earning by the time im 30 is around 10,000
dollars.

652 Teaching! 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

653 When I graduate from high school I'm going to college to become an actress. 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

654 i intend on enrolling in college,i will need a doctors degree in medicine to peruse what i intend
to become, about 150k to 175k

2/22/2017 2:25 PM

655 attending collage 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

656 go to the army, 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

657 After I graduate I want to attend either UGA or Georgia Southern and I want to major in
physical therapy. I will need a healthcare degree of some sort. By the time I am 30 I think I will
be earning around 80,000 dollars annually.

2/22/2017 2:23 PM

658 Rebuilding engines or cars. A degree in building cars. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

659 I'll be doing Army how to clean a gun, running, climbing. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

660 College 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

661 I want to be a pediatric nurse or a teacher. I will need nurse training and teacher training. I think
my salary would be good.

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

662 I would see myself going to west point, and also going to college to get my bachelor degree 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

663 Playing football. I don't know. Over a million dollars. 2/22/2017 2:19 PM

664 Doing college 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

665 being a doctor 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

666 Go to collage to be on a search and rescue team in Georgia and about 70,000. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

667 A) I need my doctorate. B) At least 100,000 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

668 a) bachelors and masters b) $50,000 to $70,000 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

669 I see myself at a college for dance a) I will need as much nursing as possible and I will need
masters and bachelors b)75 to 100 thousand

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

670 attending college or going to the military 30 to 40 thousand 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

671 don't know 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

672 A:bachalors, my goal is a masters 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

673 After high school I really want to move to California or out of the country because I feel like
Jones County is a little to much for me. I would love to do design a game app after school. I
don't know what salary I make, I might end up working at subway.

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

674 Going to college 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

675 I see myself going to college for nursing a) bachelors and masters b) 75 to 100 thousand 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

676 I see. Myself being an enterperneuer. And I'm going to need a good degree.my salary we'll be
1,000 dollars

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

677 I see myself going to college to study OBGYN work and I would need a master, bachelors, I
should be making at least by the age of 30 75,000 to 100,00

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

678 I going to a chief and open my own resront. 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

679 I would see myself going to college because that's what I really want to do I would like to get
my masters and my bachelors.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

680 a. masters b. 50-70 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

681 When I graduate I see my self in college,the type of training I will need to now is to study more
about women's system .

2/22/2017 2:13 PM
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682 working with cars 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

683 I see myself in college in Europe. 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

684 a) I would need a bachelors degree for all three of my options and an extra 4 years in
veterinary school to earn my license. b) $60,000 to $100,000

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

685 art and mechainic 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

686 college, RN nurse then later traveling if it allows $ idk 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

687 a- going to college b-75 to a 100 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

688 I could see myself in the world wide music industry. I would need music lessons I think I would
earn millions

2/22/2017 2:10 PM

689 I see myself owning my own restaurant and being head chef and I don't know what degree I
would have to have

2/22/2017 2:09 PM

690 How to work on cars, and trains 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

691 I see myself going to college and getting a bachelor degree. I see myself earning around
45,000 or more.

2/22/2017 2:08 PM

692 Finding a college to go to 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

693 A)Don't Know B) 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

694 Looking for a college tuition 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

695 Going to college A) MasterDegree b) I don't know 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

696 A perfeshional football player or a UFC fighter 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

697 Being a lawyer I will need a college degree and a lawyers degree Over 1,000 dollars 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

698 A) im not sure B) im not sure 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

699 I see my self going to collage and travel some I would like to go to collage out od state. I
would like to get my medical degree. A 80,000 to 100,000 salary

2/22/2017 2:06 PM

700 I would be a artist and have my own art store 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

701 wildlife game warden 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

702 30 million 25 thousand 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

703 I see going to college. if I want to be a lawyer I have to have a doctorial degree and a
barcholors and up. idk a lot of money

2/22/2017 2:05 PM

704 Getting a job mechanic 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

705 Bribing trucks 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

706 Yes I will need to learn different languages 80,000 a year 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

707 I don't know 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

708 bachelors degree 100k+ 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

709 Getting a job at gecio and going to hbcu 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

710 I will need a bachelors in computer science 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

711 Going to collage 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

712 I Didn't Search For All That 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

713 Law school to be a lawyer 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

714 I want to be a doctor 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

715 Sports 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

716 Idk 2/22/2017 2:00 PM
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717 Yes Masters $15 an hour 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

718 Basketball if not a chef 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

719 being a doctor medical degree 2/22/2017 1:59 PM

720 Dancing ... rapper ... singer ... or a cardiologist 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

721 Being a narsoc which is a elite branch of the army 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

722 A 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

723 Being a dancer 2/22/2017 1:55 PM

724 I will go to a starting job at tocco bell before I start my dream job .but I think the salary will get
me started on my life alone .and my dream job will get me more money to help me build my
future.

2/22/2017 1:16 PM

725 Animal shelter volunteer and graphics designer . 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

726 I want to work my way up, to be a veteraniarian. I think I will need 4-8 years in college in order
to become a veteraniarian.I think I will be earning about eighty-thousand dollars per year,
without reductions, and taxes

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

727 A) of corse I will study in a medical school to learn what to do and how B) I think I will be
earning about average

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

728 having a good well paying job A.idk B.atleast 65,000 a year 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

729 I want to be either A nurse or a person who works with sea creatures/animals ex- Dolphins,
sea lions

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

730 Going to college and getting my cooking degree and opening my own bakery. A cooking degree
would help I want to make over minimum wage when I'm 30

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

731 After 4 years of college,I want to own my own business as a graphic fashion designer. I'd
design clothes to fits your curves perfectly!!.. Amariee

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

732 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

733 I don't know go to collage.no no no training 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

734 Going to college 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

735 Trying to get myself into the merense 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

736 I'll need my law degree for whatever state I choose to work for 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

737 i wanna go to college but not sure what I wanna be yet. 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

738 I see myself going to collage and studying what I think is best for me 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

739 Engineering Engineering degree I think it should be around 50,000 to 75,000 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

740 I'm going to college and after that I want to be in sports medicine which is about 5 years of
medical school.

2/22/2017 12:53 PM

741 Going to college and doing music.b)I don't know 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

742 Getting a part time job. Go to college somewhere close so I don't have to pay am out of state
fee. I will get a good salary if I got to work every day.

2/22/2017 12:53 PM

743 I can see myself to the marines 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

744 Going to college getting a scholarship 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

745 I would like to go in to the marines and die in a blaze of glory. 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

746 College football 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

747 I see myself as going to college in agriculture or wildlife biology. I would like a bachellor's or
master's degree. I think my salary will be over $35,000 per year.

2/22/2017 12:51 PM

748 I think I will be a mlb player or sports medicine so salary will be 34 million a year 2/22/2017 12:51 PM
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749 Playing in NBA 100 million 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

750 I will pro all just do regular 4 year collage 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

751 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

752 entrepreneurship 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

753 In the military 2/22/2017 12:49 PM

754 I kind of want to be a traveling nurse 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

755 I plan to have a major in biology and a minor in animation 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

756 college I have to go to Howard not sure 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

757 Nfl or a singer 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

758 Having a good job and going to college 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

759 Going to college 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

760 Major and bachelor At least 30,000 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

761 I see myself become a veterinarian 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

762 Yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

763 Going to college 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

764 Millitary 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

765 I see me being either a Yotuber, Pro Gamer, or working at Blizard Entertainment 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

766 Taking classes to help learn how to be a good doctor/ nurse. 2/22/2017 11:25 AM

767 After High school, I see myself going to college and getting a Bachelor's Degrees and a
Master's Degrees.

2/22/2017 11:22 AM

768 I see myself being a dancer and not sure what specific degrees that i need and salary that i
would be earning

2/22/2017 11:21 AM

769 A) I will be training to be a doctor B) about 20,000 or more 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

770 A) I see myself training to be a veterinarian assistant. B)Maybe 17,000 or over ( I would be fine
if it wasn`t that ,much

2/22/2017 11:20 AM

771 a) I want to study makeup and become a makeup artist b) I am not sure 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

772 either, singing, teaching or fashion. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

773 I would like to be a officer. I would do combat training with weapons. I think the salary would be
average.

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

774 I don't know I don't know 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

775 a: I will most likely need a masters degree in medical practices b: $140,000 a year 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

776 being a child's nurse or vet 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

777 a nurse practitioner degree and I will make a lot of money. 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

778 Attending College N/A N/A 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

779 I don't know, I don't know, 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

780 i don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

781 a vet go to vet school 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

782 MACHANIC ORCONSTRUCTION WORKER 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

783 I see myself in college studying the medical field 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

784 A.N/A b. $10000 2/22/2017 11:11 AM
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785 I haven't thought about what I want to do yet. 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

786 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

787 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

788 Going to college about $50,000 a year 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

789 I want to be a nurse I don't know the rest 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

790 nurse 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

791 fishing 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

792 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

793 lawyer i will ned a doctors degree 1 million a year 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

794 going to college 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

795 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

796 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

797 5.being a UFC fighter A) bachelors degree B) how ever much the fight is worth 2/22/2017 11:05 AM

798 a) I would like to have a high school diploma and a Masters degree. b) $60,000 (annually) 2/22/2017 10:59 AM

799 a) sports because I want to be a pro basketball player b) I don't know 2/22/2017 10:58 AM

800 a) Bachelor's degree, Master's degree b) $85,000(annually) 2/22/2017 10:53 AM

801 5 Being a lawer A) I need a diploma and a degree and the specific training is to be smart. B)
89,999

2/22/2017 10:52 AM

802 I plan to go to a good collage and get bacterlers degree and do extra training. 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

803 playing in major league baseball(MLB)my salary will be about 30.6 million over 4 years 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

804 I really want to get a softball scholarship or go to college for acting 2/22/2017 10:45 AM

805 I see myself entertaining people. A)Probably an art/entertainment degree. B)Couple thousand
to a million.

2/22/2017 10:44 AM

806 a) I want to become a trainer who deals with bones and helps other people get around easier b)
30000

2/22/2017 10:43 AM

807 I want to go to collage. 2/22/2017 10:42 AM

808 A.)After I graduate high school I want to start my own family owned business B.)by the time im
30 I see my self earning a minimum salary of $7.25 an hour which could possibly lead to me
making an average amount of money for an middle aged business owner .

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

809 going to the military I don't know I don't know 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

810 I want to go to college and be in the nursing field and I think I will at least make about $20,000
a year

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

811 going to law school 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

812 a: robotics engineering b: I hope a good one 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

813 Going to college, working part time 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

814 I see myself being a video desighner 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

815 idk....... and millions of dollars 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

816 Youtube , College, and Video Game designer I will probably need a bachelors degree 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

817 I see myself being a translator. a) I am not sure. b)I am not sure but I think I will make enough
to live on.

2/22/2017 10:36 AM

818 going to college to be an physical thereapist 2/22/2017 10:34 AM
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819 criminal profiler and a novelist and together about 100,000 dollars a year 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

820 I see my self going to a good collage in Georgia and getting a good paying job then having a
family of my own (after I graduate from collage).

2/22/2017 10:33 AM

821 A: I would like to either get a Mastery or a Doctorates degree. B: I hope to have about a 130k
a year salary.

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

822 going to college so I can become a orthodontist 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

823 playing football 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

824 I haven't really chose yet I got like four different jobs still deciding between 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

825 I do not know what I will be doing after I "graduate" form high school but that will be found out
at the end of that.

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

826 modeling or art 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

827 I will be going to college to become some sort of pediatric doctor or surgeon. This will require
me getting a bachelors, masters, and doctorates degree. Depending on the type of pediatric
doctor I want to be, my salary can range from $60,000 to 200,00.

2/22/2017 10:31 AM

828 I would need to go to colenary school and be a baker 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

829 I want to go to college for my nursing degree 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

830 I may need additional diplomas to get into a certain field. I think I will be earning around 60-70
thousand a year.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

831 I think I will go to college and get a degree according to the career I will choose based on my
high school experience.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

832 don't know don't know 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

833 I see myself going to collage, medical collage, and getting my bachelor degree. 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

834 When I graduate from high school I plan to join the Navy as pilot. At 30 I think I would be
making around $50,000-$60,000

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

835 a)I see myself attending colleges for more diplomas and a master degree in college teaching
b)75k

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

836 I see myself going to college and having a little side job while im in college im not sure how
much ill be making but I hope its alot

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

837 After graduating from high school I see myself going to college to become a chiropractor. 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

838 I see myself working as a veterinarian. 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

839 I see my self having fun with your friends and then colledge 2/22/2017 10:25 AM

840 going to college 2/22/2017 10:24 AM

841 going on to college to get a masters degree in something sciencey. 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

842 attending agricultural collage 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

843 playing in the nfl I will need allot of time in the gym working out and no diplomas 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

844 I see myself becoming a vet 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

845 NBA 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

846 achitecture 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

847 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

848 A- I want to go to the best political college so can become a great politician B- I will be a rich
successful man making over 150,000 plus bonuses maybe a pay raise plus I will have my
security guards that the state will fund

2/22/2017 9:54 AM

849 What I see myself doing when i graduate from high school I see my self going to college to get
my teaching degree. So I will be able to become a teacher. The salary I think I will be making

2/22/2017 9:51 AM
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by the time I am 30 I hope a the least 400 dollars a month.

850 I want to go to college but I don't think I'm on the right track I need to do better in order to get
the hope scholarship I want to go on to be a Hevesy equipment engineer that way I don't have
to pay anyone to fix the equipment

2/22/2017 9:47 AM

851 I see myself in the medical field and it would take probably 6-8 years of med school to be what
I want to be. I think I would make good money.

2/22/2017 9:43 AM

852 I don't know what's good and what's bad salary and what diplomas you will need 2/22/2017 9:42 AM

853 I see my self begin a marine bologist . I will need to do training for scub diving and now how to
use the right tool. I will probably be making at lest 30,000 by the time I turn 30 . That is the
rounded number

2/22/2017 9:41 AM

854 I want become an engineer like my grandma 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

855 After high school I'll be going to college. Hopefully I'll get a scholarship but that's not likely. I
can't pinpoint how much I'll be making by the time I'm 30. I just want it to be enough to make a
good living from.

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

856 Maybe I would go to college for Doctor degree or eletronical design 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

857 I see myself getting into a good college with a good medical school. I don't know what degrees
I will need . I think I will have a high salary

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

858 A.) go to a graphic design school. B.) like maybe about 500 or 600 dollars maybe. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

859 I don't need any diplomas ,and I will own my dad business, and I will be making up to 5 million
a year.

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

860 I see myself maybe studying anatomy and becoming a doctor Doctors degree um I don't know
what else I don't know hopefully a good one

2/22/2017 9:39 AM

861 Probably owning my dads business MR.MOONWALK, a business degree, 100,000 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

862 Marching in the marching band and I don't know. 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

863 A Pharmacy Medical degrees 10000 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

864 Military 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

865 i want to do cosmotollogy so i can express my feelings through makeup and hair 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

866 Going to college and getting a medical degree 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

867 A doctor 110000 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

868 Going to college for engineering 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

869 having a job and i dont know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

870 Going to college ad out two to three years 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

871 Yes Highscool 100000 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

872 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

873 Masters degree and around $500,000 a year 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

874 Idk 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

875 Youtuber 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

876 Becoming a trucker 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

877 Sports 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

878 College. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

879 Going to New York and going to college to be a dancer and then to the army 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

880 Making games 2/22/2017 9:33 AM
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881 Going to college 60,000 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

882 Actor 2/22/2017 9:32 AM

883 Going to college 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

884 I see myself going to law school and playing football for four years . 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

885 go to collage, and go get a job 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

886 I see myself going to college and having a job. 2/22/2017 9:16 AM

887 go to collage , HS diplomas , 50 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

888 H.S diplomas 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

889 I like seeing me go to a nice college in my future. I am probably going for a minimum of a
bachelors degree in women's rights. I am thinking my salary will be $50,000.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

890 After I graduate I want to start off with a small job, if so I could go bigger. At least $25 an hour. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

891 Military, college, then marine Biologist ; hs diploma; I don't know 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

892 going to collage masters 1000 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

893 going to college to get a very nice job, like a vet hs diploma 250,000 a year 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

894 collage and a job doctor, master degree don't know 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

895 h-s diploma 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

896 Becoming an architect Bachelors or Doctoric 2489.50 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

897 a HS diploma and a college diploma 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

898 becoming a game designer bachelors 3043.99 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

899 being in the army veterinarian 6,000$ a year 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

900 Going to college and a high school diploma. 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

901 *go to college and become an architect and be in an orchestra on the side *HS diploma
*$100,000

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

902 hs deploma 200,000 a year 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

903 go to the military hs demmala 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

904 get a job hs deplom I not no 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

905 A. HS diploma and a doctor degree. B. 90,000. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

906 high school diploma when I'm 30, I don't really know what my salary would be. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

907 I would go to a college to study something. 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

908 Hs diploma Veneering $20 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

909 first I will go to collage and get my degree. 2/22/2017 9:06 AM

910 I would need a degree to be a gym teacher 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

911 I see my self being a engineer and having a salary of $6,000 a week. 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

912 i want to go to Vanderbilt , Florida state , or LSU 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

913 Going to an art college. Yes it's a pathway. at least $30 a week. 2/22/2017 8:42 AM

914 working in a game company math experience and gaming experience 75,000 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

915 fishing science, social studies 300$ 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

916 to get a scholarship to go play baseball a Vanderbilt university 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

917 After high school I see myself going to college. I want to have a masters degree, and
bachelors in whatever I do and take the appropriate high school classes for them. I hope by

2/22/2017 8:37 AM
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the time I am 30 I am making at the very least 32,000 a year.

918 I would love to see myself at AAU, or the arts program school as some people know its as. I
would love to be making a $100,000 to $150,000 salary by the time i'm thirty.

2/22/2017 8:36 AM

919 collage,could social studies diploma,a diploma for social studies 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

920 A, getting additional diplomas or degrees I will need. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

921 I want to be a Nurse Anethisis when I graduate from high school. I will need to go to nursing
school and after get my bachelors degree. I wil most likely be making 230,00 dollars because
they start off at making 200,000.

2/22/2017 8:35 AM

922 cop and doctor 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

923 I see myself applying at a college to hopefully retain my knowledge. I would need a
entrepreneur class. Maybe a $100 a week for a start.

2/22/2017 8:34 AM

924 I would need to take speech classes and learn how to understand the human brain and politics 2/22/2017 8:33 AM

925 Being a teacher Bachelors and I want to go all the way to my doctorates I am not sure how
much it depends on a lot

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

926 I would probably save plants and animals from dying or raising puppies until they are at least a
few weeks old.

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

927 I see myself going into college, getting a doctorate, and having a steady salary. 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

928 A) I need a degree in young child education to be a teacher. B) I feel that a teacher in GA will
be making about 53,000 by the time I'm 30.

2/22/2017 8:31 AM

929 A) I see myself getting special training to be a personal B) hopefully I'll be making 40-50 grand
a year

2/22/2017 8:31 AM

930 I would most likely need a doctors degree . I see myself becoming successful and making
around 40,000 dollars a year

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

931 After I graduate highschool I would like to go to college. I'm pretty sure I would like to go into
healthcare and I hope to be making upwards of $30,000 by the time I'm thirty to be able to
support a family and a part time missionary.

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

932 A) I'm going to need a nursing degree and I also want a masters degree so I will be able to
level up my career whenever I want. B) I'm not sure at all

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

933 Marines, CIA, neurological surgeon Doctorate in medical fields I'll probably still be in medical
school

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

934 Maybe a Pediatrician. I would need a doctorates degree in pediatrics. I pull be earning
$175,000 a year.

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

935 I see myself working as an architect. I would need a Bachelors degree in design. I see myself
making at least $35 an hour.

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

936 I see myself going into the armed forces, I need a highschool diploma 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

937 to learn how to bake 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

938 A)I want to be a vet so I will need a medical degree. B)I think I will make around $30.00 an
hour.

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

939 I think that after I graduate I will earn my medical degree. By the time I'm 30 I hope to earn
maybe about 75,000 a year.

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

940 I will need at least a batchlors degree 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

941 I want to join the Navy and become a psychiatric nurse and I see myself earning a profitable
income.

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

942 I see myself on the cast 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

943 I want to be an engineer or in the military 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

944 Attending college. I'm not sure what degrees you need to get to nba 2/22/2017 8:28 AM
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945 Undecided 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

946 engenering degree $1,000 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

947 I would like to go into the mission field or something in the medical field. I would need some
type of medical degree but I'm not sure what that would be

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

948 NFL football player I don't know the 2 one and by the time I get 30 I think I will be making
100,000,000

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

949 I see my self being a hunter and a fisherman. 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

950 starting with vet things 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

951 i want to graduate high school and go to a good college to pursue some of my dreams. a) i
want to become either a pediatrician or a special needs worker. b) hopefully a good range like
$250 a week. ($300 if I'm lucky)

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

952 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

953 A) Some specific training that I might need is going to a orthodontic business and work there
for a couple of years then I will open my own. B) 8,000

2/22/2017 8:26 AM

954 go to technical college 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

955 a)marine animal classesyes, b) about 10,000 a year 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

956 Undecided 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

957 I don't see myself doing anything after high school 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

958 I want to be in the navy to help our country. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

959 Going to the Air Force 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

960 COLLAGE COULD GIVE YOU A BETTRE EGCASHION 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

961 not sure 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

962 Playing in the NFL. Or, a NASCAR driver. $1,250,000 a year. 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

963 I think I will be somewhere (hopefully broadway) performing somewhere. My salary I think
might be fairly high.

2/22/2017 8:23 AM

964 teacher 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

965 I see my being a surgeon , bachelor degree, probably about $1,000 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

966 Going to Mercer and get a doctorate 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

967 Idk 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

968 Going to college with the diploma I earned. By the time I am 30 I will be a inventor so I might
make maybe 100,000 in a year.

2/22/2017 8:22 AM

969 after I graduate I see myself going to college to be and lawyer. I don't really know what salary I
might have at the age of 30 yet.

2/22/2017 8:21 AM

970 a) Master's Degree In art b) 30,000? 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

971 I will try to get as many diplomas as I can and get as much money as I can. 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

972 I do not really know yet 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

973 Playing sports in college 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

974 a)I need a degree in Robotics and Chemistry. b)$50.00 without taxes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

975 Game warden and don't know 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

976 Going to college I will play baseball and I don't know how much 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

977 I will need a degree in science and my salary will be around $130,000 2/22/2017 8:19 AM
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978 making a youtube channel 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

979 going to college to be a children's physical therapist. about 45 $ an hour 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

980 I see my self being a teacher and doing nails. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

981 going to fort valley state university and majoring in engineering. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

982 I feel like after high school ill go to college get a degree in engineering then become and
engineer. I think i will be earning about $120,000 a year.

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

983 go to collage 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

984 I'm only a sixth grader 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

985 I see my self getting a scholarship to a well fitted college for sports 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

986 Go to collage 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

987 Going to college 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

988 A small job until I can move up in buissness 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

989 A) going to college 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

990 I see myself going to college . I don't know how much money I will make a year. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

991 A business owner 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

992 Entrepreneurship and investment. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

993 Going to DUKE to train in robotics and engineering a)I will need a masters at least to get the
job I want b)more than 50,000 per year

2/22/2017 8:16 AM

994 50,000 and idk 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

995 I see myself being a chemist or engineering scientist 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

996 Batchelor, masters, and doctors,2,000,00 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

997 Nursing 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

998 Photography Idk At least 1000 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

999 Going to college 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

1000 Working ,A bachelor degree 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

1001 A and b 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1002 I see me going to college, ill need a science degree, I heard scientist get 80 dollars a week 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1003 Military (seals) 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1004 Being a nurse graduating college and don't know 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1005 I see myself being successful 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1006 I see myself being a cop, a soldier and a ranger 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1007 I need a masters degree in mechanical engineering I will be earning 1000 a week 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1008 Going to college 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1009 basketball, idk,idk 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1010 Going to college 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

1011 I see myself going to work at plant vogal being a welder. I will be getting training at the plant.
salary should be around $30 an hour starting.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1012 Going to college. A high school degree and finish training program to become FBI agent. Like
$10 an hour.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1013 diesel mech 2/15/2017 9:23 AM
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1014 mech 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1015 making money 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1016 forest fire fighter for forestry commission 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1017 i.b.e.w. welding wiring and engineering $300 an hour 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1018 forestry service 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1019 going to a technical school 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1020 I plan to attend college and get my degree in Secondary Education 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1021 none 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

1022 I want to go to the air force 2/15/2017 9:19 AM

1023 i'm not sure about the salary. i'm not also sure what i will need to become a nurse or in that
field.

2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1024 a. physical therapy 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1025 football 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1026 I see my self in college for graphic design . highschool diplomas 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1027 college in California 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

1028 plumbing 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1029 idk 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1030 metalworking 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1031 welder 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1032 I really do not know. 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1033 being a teacher or doing something in the church 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1034 going colloge 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1035 r 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

1036 i honestly have not been able to put much thought into what i want to do right now i have to
pass and get caught up on my credits so that i can get my diploma

2/14/2017 9:18 AM

1037 college 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

1038 technical school i dont know 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

1039 I plan to go college. At 30 I want a salary of at least 100 thousand. I plan to go in to witch ever
field that can get me that.

2/13/2017 1:30 PM

1040 Joining the workforce and attending college. I need a mechanic degree. I will be making 30k 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1041 civil engineering degree making 90,000 to 100,000 a year. 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1042 I will go to college four either four years or go to technical school to learn welding at a
professional level.

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1043 going to college to study ministry and production i guess i dont need any but i need the
experience i have no clue and as long as im doing Gods will i dont really care

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1044 I don't know for sure yet but i might go to the Marines. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1045 I see myself in college getting an education and graduating from nursing school. 2/13/2017 9:52 AM

1046 After high school I am wanting to go to collage and get my degree in medical. I am wanting to
work up to my RN and then possabliy further my Education from there.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1047 I see me either being an astronomer or a chemist, as an astronomer maybe 100,000 a year but
as a chemist 72,610

2/13/2017 9:51 AM
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1048 I'm going to college and major in civil engineering. The top five percent of people who get jobs
with this major can earn about a hundred thirty thousand a year. That is around where I'd like to
be when I'm thirty.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1049 going to college and playing baseball and get degrees. 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1050 air force basic training 40,000 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1051 nasm 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1052 Going to Samford or another AirForce based ROTC school. A Degree in physics or aeronautics
70,000 to 100,000

2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1053 physical therapy bachelor's in exercise science and doctorate in physical therapy 80,000 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1054 ruling the world 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1055 i may go into the air force and let them pay for my college 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1056 going to college to take ACTUAL business classes with a teacher that ACTUALLY teaches
business

2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1057 I dont know hat I want to do but I want to make good money so I wont have to struggle in life 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1058 i see my self moving to another state to further my education, i'll get my state boards to be
able to do hair, then after that ill do night school to get my teaching degree. hopefully by im 30
ill be making around mayne 70,000 a year or higher.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1059 college 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1060 I am enlisting into the Air Force. I don't know the answers to the other two. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1061 I would like to have a degree in mechanical engineering and technology engineering. $50,000 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1062 I want to go into the forensic field. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1063 i see myself going to college at abac or georgia southern. i just need to keep my grades up
and i would like to have my business degree. i plan on making 80,000+ a year.

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1064 i dont plan to be successful, ill probably make minimum wage 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1065 A) Training in graphic design and animation B) I don't know 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1066 a) military or college b) $70,000 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1067 Going to college for 4 years for my bachelor's degree in creative writing at least 120,000 per
year

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1068 engineer or something in the medical field 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1069 After i graduate high school I plan to go to college. 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1070 I am going to go to an art school and study animation then try to get either a job or am
internship at an animation company or network

2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1071 Becoming a journalist/poet a) not sure b)$60,000 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1072 work with special needs 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1073 Taking a year off school, and save up money 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1074 Going to some form of Medical College, Doctorates in Medicine. Masters in Psychology,
Sociology and Psychiatry

2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1075 a)Going To UGA for Veterinary School b)75,000 - 80,000 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1076 going to college 75k a year 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1077 going to college I hopefully will make 60000 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1078 Going to UGA and finding a good job 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1079 Physiologist Doctorate $96,000 2/13/2017 9:42 AM
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1080 Going into the Air Force. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1081 It's hard to determine what I could possibly be making when I'm 30 years old. I know I want to
be in the medical field, and ill do what it takes to get there, but I don't know what I actually
want to do in the medical field.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1082 6 figure salary 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1083 i am going to college i want my master's degree i hope to make 36/hr 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1084 going to college 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1085 going into college 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1086 being a diesel mechanic hopefully near my house but i will move away if i have to 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1087 going to college. degree in engineering 100,000 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1088 a. nursing b. 60,000 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1089 I have considered many different job choices but I have yet to decide on just one. I do not
know what kind of training I will need for any of these jobs, I guess I will turn to Google, it has
helped me more than highscool teacher ever have. I plan to be making anywhere from
$80,000-$120,000 with my choices.

2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1090 Air Force 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1091 I see myself going to college for 4 years for a major in pre-law and a minor in composition and
production in music

2/13/2017 9:39 AM

1092 going to college,4 year degree,70,000 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1093 I want to go to college to play basketball and become a RN. Hopefully, I get a scholarship.
Salary I really honesty don't know off the top of my head.

2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1094 college and work 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1095 I plan o go o a our year college 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1096 a marketing researcher for a business 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1097 keep working at my current job making minimum wage and then try to do some college
classes to become something that will help me support my future children.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1098 College, then software engineering At least a bachelors degree 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1099 Playing college soccer at college 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1100 going to collage 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1101 A four year degree at least 90,000 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1102 Going to college and getting a business degree then own a business after I graduate 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1103 Going to college and get my Doctors degree 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1104 I plan on going to cosmetology school 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1105 I don't know. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1106 I see myself as a service advisor/ mechanic at Jackson automotive group. 95000 to 100000
annually.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1107 going to college, I don't know what for but I want to play golf in college and pursue a career in
golf.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1108 doctor 100,000 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1109 Going to college college 110,000 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1110 Attending College, associates and going for masters, $90,000 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1111 pilot training 2/13/2017 9:36 AM
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1112 After I graduate, I'm going to Georgia College to get my assciates degree. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1113 I want to attend college after high school. I want to take courses in social science and
computer engineering. I also want to find a career that would involve like therapy. Maybe being
a shrink.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1114 Playing Major league baseball 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1115 going to collage and having a job 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1116 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1117 a medical b 90000 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1118 going to college 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1119 a)Go to college and getting degrees in Accounting/Finance b) $100,000+ 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1120 fighting for my country 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1121 I plan to go into college and study for a sports medicine degree 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1122 going to college and getting a degree 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1123 good 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1124 going to college 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1125 Work with kids 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1126 getting my nursing degree 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1127 a stable one 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1128 technical school 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1129 going to college 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1130 college 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1131 I see myself getting my masters or doctorate degree in psychology. I think I will be earning
approximately $200,000 a year.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1132 going to college and taking classes to become to be a electioneer 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1133 I plan on having a masters in nursing. I'm hoping to earn about $75,000 a year by the time I am
30.

2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1134 I plan on going back to college to study in law and to eventually progress in my education until
earning a doctorates degree.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1135 I plan to get a degree in Computer science as for salary I do not remember the average salary. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1136 a) I am going to college to pursue a bachelors degree. I have not determined what I want to
receive a degree in yet. b) Around $50,000

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1137 i am going to college to either be a nurse or an anesthesiologist. 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1138 not sure 75,000 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1139 I want to go straight to college after high school to get my degree in the field i choose 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1140 a)a bachelor's degree at the least but, I plan on getting more than one degree. b)i have no idea. 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1141 I see myself going to college to aquire a skill that I can use to do mission work around the
world.

2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1142 I want to be an occupational therapist I honestly don't know how much the salary is. 2/13/2017 9:20 AM

1143 going to college to study speech therapy. i hope to be making millions man!!! 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1144 Working in the military; more than likely in a computer science field. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1145 i might need to get a business degree, but i hope to be making about 70,000 a year 2/13/2017 9:19 AM
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1146 going to college for veterinarian tec 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1147 straight going straight to college and getting a degree in criminal justice. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1148 going to college to get a degree 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1149 Working at Berkel as a manager 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1150 going to college.85,000 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1151 army 100,000 anually 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1152 Going to college, and earning a degree in chemistry or biology. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1153 Going to a 4 year university. $60,000 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1154 going into the military. i need a business degree. at least 6 figures. 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1155 Interpreting Degree I'm not sure what kind of salary I'll be earning by the time I'm 30. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1156 I need to get a four year degree for early childhood ed and I should be making 40k 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1157 after I graduate I plan on going to college and then getting a job. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1158 Teaching, either the English language or world history/ geography. 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1159 i would go to college to be come a veterinarian 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1160 going to college to get a bachlor's degree in teaching literature, and $50,000 a year. 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1161 nursing 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1162 idk 2/13/2017 9:12 AM

1163 I will be a nurse in my future. Or I see myself being a nurse. I will get my associates degree if
I see that I want be making enough money I will go back to get my bachelors degree. I see
myself getting an income of 60,000 to 70,000 dollars a year

2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1164 i want to be successful and make a lot of money 2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1165 going into a college and moving. I will be in healthcare training or early childhood. I will either
make a salary over 500,000$ a year or a salary of about 24 a hour

2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1166 I would like to become an ultrasound technician. I'll need to go to college and get a bachelors
degree. I think about $60,000-$70,000

2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1167 im going into the military 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1168 equine veternarian i want to be successful in life and make good choices 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1169 guess working on the base 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1170 makeing money 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1171 going to college to be a dentist and earning a lot of money 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1172 I see myself working as a registered nurse. My degree I would need is bachelors. I would be
making $10,000-$30,000 starting off.

2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1173 I want to be successful in the army. While in the army, I want to either be a public affair
specialist or child psychologist. By the time I'm 30, I want to make $63,000 per year.

2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1174 going to college to study phlebotomy 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1175 when I get out of high school I can see my self with a job and getting ready for college. 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1176 I see myself going to medical school and becoming a doctor and an orthopedic surgeon. 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1177 i plan on going to college for a couple more years to become a PT or an sports announcer for
college sports

2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1178 a) I am planning to get a Bachelors and go back for my Masters. b) I will probably be making
around $55,000 because I want to be a literature teacher.

2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1179 I see my self going to a collage not to far away from home. getting a full time job for summer 2/10/2017 9:33 AM
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and maybe into the year. I was thinking Middle Georgia collage but I don't know how to sign up
or see if I can get in. I know nothing.

1180 Going to college, then dental school, then orthodontist school 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1181 being a coach 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1182 Attend University of North Georgia on the Georgia Military Scholarship. Graduate as an officer,
and become a Physician's Assistant in the National Guard. I will need to obtain a Master's
degree and become board certified. I want to be making close to $95,000 a year by the time I
am 30.

2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1183 Going to college (4 year) i will be earning an average teachers salary 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1184 i want to go to college to be a veternarian 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1185 I am going to line man school to become a journeyman lineman for someone such a Georgia
power.

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1186 Ill go to Georgia college if possible. Im not sure what job i will have. 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1187 going to Auburn, to be a chemistry major, by 30 100,000+ 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1188 Going straight to college 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1189 i would like to work at Dunder Miflin paper company and work in sales. I plan on make about
$40,000 a year

2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1190 Going to a 4 year college and majoring in either Pre-Med or Business management. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1191 Going to college to get my doctorate. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1192 going to college to be a nurse 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1193 A) I am going to college directly after high school B) I think I will be making at least 60,000 a
year by 30

2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1194 going into the army then going to college 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1195 going to college 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1196 After highschool i plan to attend college to obtain my B.S.N and become an officer in The
Georgia National Guard.

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1197 I want to be a pediatric physical therapist and work at shriners. I would need my doctorate in
PT. maybe 120,000 by the time im 30.

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1198 NURSEING 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1199 attending a 4 year college or university to get my degree 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1200 I see myself going to a university and joining an rotc program, then going into the army after I
graduate.

2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1201 Getting my drivers license, getting a car, getting a job, moving out my moms house 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1202 I see myself becoming a successful writer in the future. I know I will need a degree in some
type of English or language major, but in the end it does not matter what major I pursue in
order to become a writer. I don't necessarily have a clear indication of what my salary will be,
but I hope that it will be a reasonable one.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1203 I would like to get my associates degree for medical billing and coding with an emphasis on
coding. I am no longer sure of the estimated salary for this career.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1204 I would plan to begin the study and interning to become a football coach at the collegiate level. 2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1205 a.) Going to college to get my master's degree in Political Science, having a job, starting my
dreams up and being the independent woman that I've wanted to be

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1206 a) I will need to get my Associates Degree in Radiology, an I want to further my education a
possibly go back to college, after starting work. b) by the time thirty, I hope to be earning a
salary of about 70,000-75,000 a year.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM
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1207 a) After high school, I plan on attending college to further my education, and receive a
bachelor's degree. b) I have no current idea of what my salary will be.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1208 going to college and getting at least a bachelors degree 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1209 I don't even know if I'm going to graduate, much less go to college. 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1210 I'll be going to college to earn a pre-med degree (and hopefully minor or double major in
psychology), and then to medical school to be a psychiatrist. I'm not sure what salary I'll be
earning by the time I'm 30, but it'll likely be decently high.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1211 a0 I will be going to a 4 year college. b0 I don't know I don't have 2030 vision. 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1212 nursing and bachelor's degree and making 24thousand a year maybe 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1213 Working as a creative dancer to put myself through my first year of college. Then directing
short films to pay for the rest. 45,000 a year

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1214 going to college to get my masters to be a pharmasit 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1215 I see myself doing something in the medical field. Maybe in labor and delivery department. 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1216 I am going to college to get a four year degree in nuclear medicine technology or respiratory
therapy. I will make between $60000-80000

2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1217 Going to college.$70,000 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1218 going to college and getting a degree so I can get my future job 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1219 I see myself going to college after high school 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1220 Go to GMC 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1221 I see myself in college and working more towards my goals. By the time I'm 30 I should be
making about $200,000

2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1222 College I need a bacholers degree in computer science Around $80k 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1223 Something in the nursing field, n/a, n/a 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1224 Going to college and working a better job than what i have now B: No Idea 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1225 I will go to a four year college. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1226 work 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1227 I think Im going in to the military . 2/8/2017 9:44 AM

1228 Going to college to get a degree in Computer Science and Game Development. 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1229 vet 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1230 I plan to go to college and get my Master's in Mechanical Engineering. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1231 In college 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1232 working to save money for another profession 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1233 Going to college to get a job in animation, art, or design. I will need at least a BFA or even an
MFA in either field. I think I will be earning at least $55,000 by the time I'm 30.

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1234 college 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1235 College.....Bachelors (MAYBE) 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1236 I plan to go to college. I plan on getting at least a bachelor's degree. I have no idea what salary
I will be earning by the time I'm 30.

2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1237 going to college to be an architec 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1238 Air Force 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1239 Going to college for four years and then train for my job for about 3 weeks. I don't know what
salary I would be making.

2/8/2017 9:38 AM
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1240 Makin meth Need to learn how 8 million a year 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1241 Definitely going to college, working towards my doctorate degree. Either be a psychiatrist or
forensic psychologist.

2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1242 Working making moves 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1243 going to cgtc 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1244 I will go to college for faculty of medicine 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1245 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1246 will be homeless 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1247 A Masters degree, want to be a Physicians Assistant 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1248 going to college 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1249 Getting a job & possibly going to college later on. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1250 I plan on being a travelling hobo, I don't need any diploma I shall be eating garbage for the rest
of my days.

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1251 medical,but im not sure what degrees because i dont know what im exactly going into.
hopefully i'll be making about $60,000

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1252 I want o do social work or psychologists. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1253 I don't know 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1254 something in the military 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1255 Filmmaking 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1256 I plan on going to college and then being hired Graphic Designer. Where I work will dominate
what my salary will be.

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1257 I would like to go to college to move toward becoming a speech therapist. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1258 not sure $100,000,000 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1259 College and hopefully six figures. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1260 Going to college to get whatever degree i decide to get. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1261 I see myself going to Gordon State College and majoring in Criminal Justice. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1262 I'll be making a lot of money, I'll just be doing basic training 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1263 I plan to be a nurse. I am attending MGSU in the fall of 2017. I am going into their nursing
program. I am planning to make $70,000 by the time I am 30.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1264 Going to college, and getting a job. $10.00 an hour. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1265 miltary going into the army 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1266 college a) don't know what I want to do yet b) I have no clue 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1267 becoming an pediatric nurse 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1268 I see myself going to a 4 year college, getting a bachelors degree or associates degree in in
nursing

2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1269 Attend a four year university and study nursing, then go back to get a masters degree to
become a Nurse Practitioner. I hope to have a salary of at least $100,000.

2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1270 A) i have to get a masters in nursing. 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1271 GOING TO COLLEGE!! Well considering i have no idea what i want to do I'll take any salary
that is attached to a job I like.

2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1272 When I graduate from High School I plan to go to college to get my bachelors in nursing. By
the time im 30 I hope I am making 20$ or more an hour.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM
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1273 I see myself being a nurse, whether for a hospital or a military base. Depending on where I am
going to work, will depend on my salary.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1274 I see myself getting a bachelor of science degree in athletic training 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1275 At least a master's In field training (marine biology) at least 50,000 would be great 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1276 going to college and pursuing a nursing career 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1277 Going to college. I will need a master's degree, i hope to make $130,000 by the time I am 30 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1278 Attend Georgia College and major in Psychology A fairly good one. At least $52,000 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1279 college for a degree in fashioin and visual arts 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1280 I would like to be a pharmacist. I plan to go to UNG for pre pharmacy and transfer to UGA to
get my PharmD. If all goes well, I should be making six figures well before I'm thirty.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1281 i will be enlisting into the national guard 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1282 I want to go to college and getting at least a masters degree in either engineering or chemistry.
I want to be earning $60,000 by the time I am 30.

2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1283 After I graduate from high school, I plan on becoming a doctor. In order to achieve this, I will
earn a bachelor's degree in biology on the pre-medical track. After that, I will attend medical
school to earn my MD degree. By the time I am 30, I believe that I will be earning about
$100,000 a year.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1284 going to college to get my bachelors. Hopefully i will be earing around 45,000 a year 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1285 I see myself going to college getting my nursing degree then getting a job as a pediatric nurse. 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1286 a) I don't know because my classes here have not helped me decide on a job. b) 100,000 or
more hopefully

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1287 I plan on attending college and getting a doctorate degree in Veterinary Medicine. I plan on
earning around 80,000 dollars.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1288 Going to college to get my degree in business and also art. 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1289 play D1 sport in college & graduate to become a pharmacist 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1290 I would like to be a pharmacist. I will possibly be earning $80,000. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1291 I see myself going to a 4 year college and then going to medical school. A) I will need a
doctorate (M.D) B) I will be earning $300,000-$500,000/ yr

2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1292 a) Bachalors in foresty at ABAC. b) 50k/yr 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1293 Going to college and getting a degree, I hope i can push myself all the way to a doctorate but
I'm shooting for a associates to a bachelors right now.

2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1294 I plan on getting a college degree and and staying above the poverty line. 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1295 Pharmacy Lots of complex education easily $85,00-$110,000 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1296 i will run a beet farm with my brother mose. while on the weekends be volunteer at the sheriff
department.

2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1297 Going to a 4 year college to study Pharmaceutical sciences. I will need to attend pharmacy
school after the 4 years.

2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1298 getting a 4 year degree 75k 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1299 in college studying 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1300 I want to go to the nba & use my status to change the world for the better 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1301 I will need a doctorate. I want to be a pharmacists. By the time I am 30 I believe I will be
making over 100k

2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1302 I plan to go to Armstrong State and graduate with my Doctorate to become a physical
therapist. My salary should be around 480,000 a year.

2/8/2017 9:13 AM
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1303 Getting a civil engineering degree, and from there open own construction company. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1304 go to college and study engineering 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1305 go to college and get a criminal justice degree 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1306 healthcare 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1307 getting a money job 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1308 being a pharmacist 2/8/2017 9:08 AM

1309 Well to make sure that the career path I've chosen is what I really want I'll take the summer off
or maybe a year. I'll take classes to pursue being a veterinarian.

2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1310 Not really sure $60,000 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1311 Going to college after high school. I want to get my batcher's degree. Hopefully very well. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1312 Go to UTI in Orlando and take their diesel mechanic classes and get certified in that. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1313 Attending college and getting a degree in Early childhood education. I believe my salary will be
around 55,000 - 60,000.

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1314 A) after i graduate i plan to go to college for medical school B) at least $60,000 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1315 Wedding and Event Planning; Interior Decorating. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1316 i want to be a nurse anesthetist. it will take 8 years after highschool and a lot of hard work. i
will need to complete internships and get a few degrees before becoming what i want to.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1317 a going to college b 90k 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1318 I see myself becoming an entrepreneur 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1319 being a motorcycle mechanic graduate from technical college $60,000 a year 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1320 going to Georgia Southern and study to be a writer/journalist/missionary. The salary will depend
on how long and how experienced i will be.

2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1321 nursing. 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1322 going to a four year university 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1323 undergraduate in sports medicine. a masters in physical therapy 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1324 in college, what about you? 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1325 Joining the United States Air Force 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1326 college 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1327 I see my self getting a football scholarship then getting accepted in nursing program graduating
with my RN or my bachelors

2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1328 going to collage 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1329 training in #3 owning music store 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1330 military 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1331 Honestly, I want to be in Cosmetology. The job all the way around interest me. 2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1332 I see myself as a music instructor of Highschool choir or collegiant level choir. i will r to
graduate college with a master in Music EDU

2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1333 a) going to college b) a very good one 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1334 I see myself going to college and trying out for a drama major at a good school. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1335 Going to collage. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1336 I do not know for sure yet, Not sure, not sure. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1337 I need a masters degree in nursing, and intern time to fully become a nurse practitioner. 2/7/2017 9:36 AM
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1338 Military 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1339 a) doctors b) im not sure 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1340 going to college to be a technology engineer 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1341 I see myself going to college 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1342 going to a (hbcu) college . for atleast 2-4 years. but don't know what I want to study. 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1343 going to college for architecture 2/7/2017 9:32 AM

1344 I see my self going to law school 2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1345 i see myself going to college to go into the medical field, by the time im 30 i hope to be making
a salary of around a couple thousand a month

2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1346 Operating cranes and heavy duty equipment 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1347 going to a 4 year collage or going to lineman school for Georgia power 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1348 Become either a doctor at a hospital or a marine biologist. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1349 I"M going to go to college then go into the navy to become a NAVAL MP. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1350 Going to college to be a federal agent. All of them, if I am not mistaking. 46 thousand a year 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1351 going to the marine core 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1352 going to college, get as many diplomas as possible, and as much as i can 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1353 60,000 to 100,000 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1354 A)I want to train in becoming a nurse and I need a masters degree B)I don't actually know 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1355 going to college to study athletic trainer 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1356 graduationg collage with a bacherlers degree in criminal justice, being a crime scene
investigator earning $55,000 yearly

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1357 I want to start myself going to college at GMC and then after 2 years transfer to Georgia
southern for the rest of my schooling

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1358 going to college 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1359 being a cop 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1360 going to college 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1361 pursuing college hopefully none 75,000 - 100,000 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1362 i see myself still working drive thru at krystals 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1363 Going to college and playing football. 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1364 working at my parents resturant 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1365 a 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1366 idk really im not going to college unless I need to 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1367 I See myself playing over seas for football 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1368 Going to college 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1369 going to college getting my medical degree 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1370 going to be a doctor 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1371 I think masters degree 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1372 football 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1373 i could see myself having a job making money 2/7/2017 9:12 AM
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1374 becoming a nurse 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1375 I don't know 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1376 After high-school I want to go to college to become and Anesthesiologist. A)You have to have
4 years of undergraduate, 4 years of Medical school, and 4 years of residency training. B)
Anesthesiologist make on the average about 300,000 dollars a year. So when I'm 30, I'll be
making about half of that cause that would be the first year I would have been working.

2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1377 I see myself studying to become a music teacher and possibly getting a masters degree in
music education (or performance), and teaching at anywhere from Elementary to High School.
I see myself making anywhere from $40,000 to $60,000 by the time I am thirty.

2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1378 I see myself just going to college and major in dancing or being a OBGYN. Salary: 200,000 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1379 I would like to attend a college in Georgia specifically in physical therapy or any healthcare
science field. I would like to be earning around 80k a year by 30.

2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1380 5. after I graduate I see myself going to college and the army A) I do not know right now B)
$10.00 an hour or more

2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1381 going to college masters $100,000 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1382 I see myself going to college as soon as possible. 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1383 medical/nursing and about 25000 to 30000 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1384 I either want to be a nurse anesthetist or a BSN. 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1385 after i graduate i plan on attending college. a) i will get my BSN and become an RN, then
maybe go back to school and further my education with a higher degree. b) by the time i am
30, i hope to be making at least 80,000 per year.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1386 i plan to go to college to earn a degree in criminology . i would need specific training in
forensics and human behavior.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1387 going to college 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1388 I see myself attending the college of my dreams, getting my veterinary science degree. I think
my salary will be around $30,000 a year.

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1389 starting my own business. I will need a marketing degree. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1390 Going to a division one college to play football, then attending the NFL. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1391 Psychology 4 year degree and mental classes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1392 After graduation i see my self going into engineering in the military until i retire. i am honestly
not sure what specific degree i will need, but i want to at least get my master's degree.

2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1393 college 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1394 a) None b) 50,000 - 120,000 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1395 I see myself going to college after high school and work on my degrees in marketing and art. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1396 go to college 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1397 going to college get a degree in engineering 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1398 going to school 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1399 College or the military 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1400 Going to cosmetology school and becoming a makeup artist. I don't have to get any diploma
since self taught artists can still be successful but I'd like to go to cosmetology school. I'm not
doing it for the money, but it'll really depend on demand.

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1401 welding and going to cgtc to get a degree 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1402 after high school i will go to college. i will get my bachelors degree in nursing and i will attend
nursing school and be an rn then take practitioner schooling online and become a nurse
practitioner. i am shooting for atleast 105k

2/6/2017 9:44 AM
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1403 i will go to college 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1404 I see myself going to collage and becoming a RN. I really don't know what my salary is going
to be.

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1405 nothing 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1406 I see myself going to the college I want to go to and getting my bachelors in chemistry and my
masters in biology as well as my associates in spanish

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1407 i want to work in the healthcare field. I will at least get my bachelor degree 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1408 Going to college and getting my degree. 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1409 nothing in mind 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1410 Hopefully after High School, I'll be able to attend SCAD's summer weekly program, or maybe
attend it all together if they'll accept me.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1411 I find myself attending a college 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1412 I plan on being a chemical/nuclear engineer. This will require a degree in Chemistry and/or
Nuclear Physics. I see myself with a salary upwards of $30,000 a year.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1413 I plan on becoming a radiologist and I have no clue what my salary will be 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1414 going to college for cosmetology 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1415 join army 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1416 5. going to collge 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1417 College, im going to need a masters in Social Work. Enough to make it 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1418 going to college to get my degree in early childhood education earning $44,000-$45,000 salary
a year, and then going back to college to get another degree in physical therapy to work with
special needs students in any school system.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1419 i see myself going into college after graduation high school. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1420 having fun getting a good job going to a 2 year school 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1421 I'm getting my associates degree now so I might go right into college. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1422 going to college all cause y'all haven't helped with nothing well i'll start out with 6 figures so 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1423 I want to go to medical school and become a general surgeon bachelors doctoral over 600,000
a year

2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1424 being a pharmacist or teacher 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1425 planon attending a junior college playing football and transferring to a University 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1426 Computer Science Lots of certifications to go along with the degree 50,000 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1427 welder for zachry, 150k to 200k a year. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1428 I see myself at college getting my degree for Nursing. I'm getting my Bachelor's degree and
that will take me four years. I think the salary I'll be earning will be $70,000 per year or more,
depending on if I go back to school and get my master's.

2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1429 getting my Bacterlors degree i dont know i hope its pretty good. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1430 playing baseball b) 3 mill. a year 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1431 Going into the military. 60,000-70,000 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1432 I want to become a police officer,but I am going to join the military first. 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1433 after i graduate highschool, i will attend a suitable college for me. i want to have a degree in
physical education and also ministry. im not sure what my salary will look like when i am thirty.
My plan and dream is to teach physical education and coach, and i would like to do youth
ministry while i am also a teacher.

2/6/2017 9:32 AM
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1434 After high school I will most likely go to college and get a bachelors or masters degree, then
go back if I need a doctorates degree

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1435 Attending college in Milledgeville and becoming a history teacher and hopefully a history
professor one day.

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1436 working at a parts manufacture $40 a hour 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1437 goin to college and working at ups 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1438 I want to teach high school french. I plan to get an educational degree from GCSU, and making
the median salary for a GA educator.

2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1439 going into the army Rotc TBD 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1440 gdjffjdrkhrshrnmdhrhdrd 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1441 i mite go to linemen school, or college 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1442 Working for Ga. Power or Tri County EMC 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1443 I do see myself going to college, but I'm still not sure where or what I want to do. I'm in
healthcare field but I still don't know if I truly want to do that. I just want to go to college long
enough to get a job. Not sure about the salary..

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1444 Going to college is of high priority but I'm not rushing into it and being unprepared for life after
high school. Hopefully I would be making at least 70,000 a year.

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1445 going to college but not immediately a degree in electrical engineering hopefully 80,000 or more 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1446 I think I am going to get a bachelors degree in agribusiness but I'm also hopping to work in my
own businesses that I am starting. $50,000

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1447 i plan to be completed with any regular nursing degree by 12th grade (because of Duel-
enrollment).and from there i will try to finish my bachelor ... going into medical school. by the
age of 30 i plan to be in or completed with a paid internship for becoming an anesthesiologist

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1448 I plan on going to college after I graduate high school. 2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1449 I see myself going to a university accomplishing my goals to becoming the nurse I wanna be.
Acheving my bachelors degree as well as my masters and just learn more about myself as a
person. Become more independent and competent in my career. Hopefully earning around a
40,000/year salary.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1450 I see my self going to college and getting a major in biology in order to get into medical school
to become an orthopedic. 250,000 atleast

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1451 A marine biologist, a veterinarian, or an aquatic vet a) More classes about the healthcare of
animals b) 88,000

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1452 I wan to go to college right after high school. 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1453 I want to go to college to become a RN and be certified to be a nurse anesthetist or
somewhere along those lines or or i would like to become and psychiatrist. Depending on the
career I choose hopefully i will be making anywhere from 70-120 thousand by the time I'm 30.

2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1454 I want to be a Nurse practitioner and i plan to obtain a degree in some area of science , either
chemistry or biology and some type of math. I plan to have a $90,000 salary by the time I am
30.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1455 i see myself going to college to get me a degree in teaching foreign languages by the time i'm
thirty i see myself earning about 45,000-60,000

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1456 I want to attend college, and get a medical degree, and possibly a doctorate. 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1457 I see myself going to college, if any additional degrees i would go back later on after a couple
of years in that field. I'm not even sure exactly what i want to be yet so i cant determine that.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1458 A) I see myself becoming a Pharmacy Technician. B) I'm in the program. C) I really don't know
just yet, it varies.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1459 After high school I plan to go to a respected college as soon a I could. The get the career I 2/6/2017 9:22 AM
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want, I would need a bachelor or master's degree. By the time I am 30 I plan to make around
$67,000 per year.

1460 i see my self going to a smaller school to get my core classes done and then going to a
university to get my graduate degree in nursing. i will be trying for my biology/math degree. I
plan on making $60,000 by the age of 30.

2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1461 75,000 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1462 getting my bachelor's degree in science and getting my AA certification 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1463 Going to a 2 year school, going to coast guard boot camp, then going back to school on the
Coast Guards dime.

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1464 After high school I see myself going to college to become a nurse. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1465 I am planning to go to SCAD salary: $500,000 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1466 I plan on raising cattle. going to abac and getting a degree in farm prodution and business. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1467 M.arch from georgia tec 85,000 a year 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1468 I see my see myself going to college and getting my masters in accounting and my doctorate
in law.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1469 I don't know really 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1470 After high school, I see my self going to Georgia Southern and earn my bachelors' degree in
Medicine. I would like for my salary to be about 100,000 a year or more.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1471 my salary by the time im 30 will be 3 million dollars an hour. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1472 I will need a doctorate degree to be able to work in a sports medicine. By the time i'm 30 i plan
to have a high salary based on the job i want and how much money you can actually make
doing that.

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1473 I want to go to college. I would like to make 60k. 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1474 i want to go to college to become a neurologist. to do this i will need a doctorates degree.by
the time i am 30 i should be earning a salary anywhere from 70,000 to 100,000

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1475 serving a two year mission 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1476 I hope to be doing music full time, and i need a degree in music theory and music
performance, but i don't know what my starting salary would be

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1477 I see myself going to college and making a good career. I would probably need a degree in
math and science. I think i would be making maybe $40,000.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1478 going to college, being a pediatrician 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1479 taking a year off from school, maybe, then going to a college 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1480 go to college for 8 years for pharmacy and I should be making at least $110,000 a year 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1481 going to college......i want to make at least 20dollars an hour 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1482 a) I am going to get my master's degree in the science of nursing to become a nurse
practitioner. b) $60,000-$85,000

2/6/2017 9:12 AM

1483 going to college and medical school $30,000 2/6/2017 9:11 AM

1484 I see myself going to college and majoring in healthcare science and minoring in fine arts.
Hopefully by the time I turn 30 I'll be making 6 digits and having money saved up to contribute
to retirement and finical necessities.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1485 I see myself working somewhere in graphic design or at an art school. I will definitely go to
college to at least my bachelors degree. I think that Ill be making around 60,000 a year

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1486 I see myself going into pharmacy, needing 8 years in collage for my dr. by the time I'm 30, I
hope to be making 100,000 per year.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1487 going to college and joining the healthcare field I will need my masters in biology and a 2/6/2017 9:09 AM
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doctorate in medical science about $100,000

1488 i see myself in college working a part time job on the side 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1489 going to college a)I want my doctorate b)not sure 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1490 I see myself going to a well known college, hopefully finishing with at least a four year degree,
and then I see myself making around 50k working as a statistician.

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1491 after high school I plan on going to college and by the time I graduate I should have my
doctors degree

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1492 I have no clue 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1493 i am thinking about becoming a game warden i dont really know at this point. i will need to
know the laws of georgia and i dont know

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1494 Going to college possibly law school 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1495 going to college 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1496 I will probably get a job that pays good 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1497 going to veterinary college 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1498 being in college, having to minor in zoology, statistics 2/6/2017 9:05 AM

1499 I see myself being a student in college, probably with something in the healthcare field working
with children.

2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1500 modeling associates 60000 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1501 3-1 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1502 being sa teacger 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1503 going to Gordon college for two years and the going to North Georgia university to get a
doctorate in physical therapy or becoming a travel nurse for the millitary

2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1504 I'm not sure 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1505 a) A degree in law b) Depends on how well I do or how often I work, as lawyers earn a salary
based on how popular/well they do.

2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1506 i can see myself going to college and majoring in science as a RN , and working on my
doctorate degree as a psychiatric mental health nurse.

2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1507 After high school, I plan on going to a four year university, earning a engineering degree, and
furthering my career by admitting into medical school.

2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1508 I will become a professional bum, to make more money per hour than many people make per
day. I will exchange sexual services in order to fund this rather extravagant lifestyle choice I
have made, and repeal Canadian immigration laws.

2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1509 Having some kind of well paying job, likely at leat a bachelor's degree, idk 2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1510 I am not sure. I could see myself being a vet or working in the poultry industry. 2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1511 I see myself volunteering at the community theatre and going to college to get a teaching
degree and a degree in theatre arts while working a side job in a local café and living in an
apartment with my girlfriend and two cats.

2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1512 i plan on waiting a minute before going to college 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1513 going to college I need a diploma and a M.D. or a cosmetology license 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1514 im not sure 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1515 a) I would like to have a Chemistry degree and a Computer Science degree. b) I would hope to
be making six figures by the time I am thirty years old.

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1516 Going to college,salary: 90,000 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1517 architect 2/3/2017 9:43 AM
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1518 possibly medical field or stem based degree idk what salary 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1519 going to college, 4 years of college at least, 150,000 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1520 I see myself going to college to become either an architect or a plane engineer. I haven't
researched them much but I know they'll have good salary.i don't t

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1521 physical therapist 750000yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1522 Pediatric surgeon. $175,000 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1523 i would be going to college hopefully earning my doctorate or masters. i would hope to make
around at the least $90,000 by the time i am thirty coming out of school with a high doctorate
and job.

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1524 I see myself going to get my doctorate degree in pharmacology to be a pharmacist. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1525 going to college a) Masters b) 120,000 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1526 Bachelor at the least or higher 150,000 + 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1527 A) I plan on going to college a year after I graduate. make sure I'm taking the classes that will
benefit me best.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1528 going to college and start working and starting my life 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1529 I plan to do some Youtube for extra money and work a job for a while to earn some money. I
hope the school can provide me with a scholarship to an art/entertainment school (preferably
SCAD) and if so after I work I'll leave to the school. To become an animator I'll need a
bachelor's degree, training, and experience.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1530 anesthesiologist or physical therapy 170,00 or 85,000 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1531 college. masters or bachelors. dont know my salary 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1532 military 2/3/2017 9:39 AM

1533 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1534 Going to college and a high salary by the time I am 30. 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1535 becoming a vet making good money 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1536 probably work at geico I don't know probably thousands 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1537 going to college 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1538 I will need more individualized training 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1539 I see myself becoming a financial advisor, maybe for fortune 500 companies. to achieve that I
will need a business law degree, finance, and it wont hurt to have a business administration
degree. by the time I am 30 I see myself earning a 6 figure salary.

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1540 I see myself going to a local college that offers a good education. 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1541 I see myself doing sports and engineering 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1542 I plan on going to college and plan to get my degree in engineering 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1543 I see myself going to college and trying to make a good living. 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1544 playing sports or going into the sports medicine field 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1545 going to college art classes as well as some music courses I have no idea what ill make 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1546 going to college to study visual arts or graphic design 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1547 after I graduate I plan on going to college becoming an RN which requires a bachelors degree
then going back to get my masters to become an NP

2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1548 going to college and making around 85k 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1549 Going to college to be a veterinarian. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM
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1550 A. going to college and working as a stripper. B. A lot because stripes make a lot of money. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1551 go to college for game design and business because if I join a company and leave, I can't take
them with me and they would end up ruining my creations. If I become a world history teacher,
I would do college because the next generation of kids in high, middle, or elementary schools
might get worse. same with video game design, animation would be on my own.

2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1552 go to collage 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1553 going to college 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1554 Registered nurse and I will need a bachelors degree 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1555 becoming a peditrition 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1556 A)college and going to do the best to get a scholarship for baseball and of course im going to
have a job in the meantime B) around minimum wage if possible

2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1557 A) Something to do with marketing or advertising B) Some kind of business degree C) If i am
successful at least 100,000

2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1558 After high school i see myself going to college and trying to get a degree in the forensic
science field. I think my salary would be about $20,000

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1559 going to college medical training i have to get multiple medical degrees and etc over 20,000 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1560 going to college I want all of the degrees for a medical field 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1561 a) I see myself going to the Military b) I don't know maybe a lot of money 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1562 al least 20;00 or 30:00 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1563 I want to attend ROTC during high school and if I like it then i will go to college to be an ROTC
officer

2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1564 don't know 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1565 a good job 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1566 I really don't know at this point in my life 2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1567 becoming an author 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1568 marin bologist 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1569 working. 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1570 after i graduate from high school i see myself going straight to college to be an athletic trainer .
i would need at least a bachelor's degree to become but to make more money by the time im
30, i probably would need a master's degree.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1571 going to college and being a nurse. I would need 4 years of school. and I don't know what my
salary would be in 30 years.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1572 I see myself publishing a few poem books and applying for college while working at a skating
rink. I would like to get a diploma and hope to make a good living.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1573 i see myself being a vet a) i think i will take veterinary classes in college b) i don't know 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1574 I see my self going to college, preferably The University of Georgia. I would love to get my
high school diploma, also i would like to get my Masters degree and maybe my Bachelors
degree? To be completely honest i don't know what my salary would be in thirty years.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1575 i chose to go to college and be a nurse 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1576 going to the army 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1577 fashion designs or cooking 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1578 go to college and get a dour year degree hopefully. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1579 i see myself after college being a professional basketball player or a doctor because i really
think doctors do a great job .

2/3/2017 9:20 AM
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1580 helping people 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1581 a)doctorate or batchelor 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1582 going to college , perferably abac 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1583 collage because i want to become a child psychiatrist 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1584 working with children 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1585 Getting my associates degree in broadcast journalism and being a sports commentator. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1586 a) welding b) technical school C) depends how far i go 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1587 i wanna be investagter 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1588 I would like to join the army and help the people to get back to normal after being hurt in the
wars.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1589 a. I would like to go to college. I'm still not sure what for though.b. hopefully enough so i can
support myself and my family.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1590 I see myself going to college and getting a degree in Broadcast Journalism. I will get a minor in
Mass Communications as well. I think that I will at least make 35,000 dollars a year by the
time I am 30.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1591 take a few college classes. I don't feel the need to take six more years of school. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1592 collage football and then nfl fuck a plan b 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1593 I'm going to a private college, and I will get a degree in Music. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1594 fashion, bachelors degree 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1595 A-I know I'll need a doctorate or masters degree. B-At least 70,000 a year hopefully 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1596 take a year off to get prepared for college then i PLAN to either go to UGA or georgia southern
to be either a marine biologist, a vet for horses (not sure how to spell it) or an normal vet

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1597 After highschool i am going to be going to Emory university to get my doctorates and
bachelors degree in medicine, i don't know how much money i am going to make but i know i
am going to be making a lot especially if i become a ob/gyn.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1598 well almost my whole family knows how to work on cars so they can help and show me how to
do it.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1599 I will be going to college two months after. 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1600 i plan to go to college and study philology 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1601 a)going ti college b)a doctos degree c)im not sure 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1602 i dont know something 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1603 cosmetology. hair and makeup is what I plan to do when I get out of high school. 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1604 I see myself attending college 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1605 working at a hospital working with newborn babies 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1606 BEING AN ELECTRICAL ENGANIER MY MASTERS ELECTRITION DEGREE 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1607 I see my self going to college. i will need to get a degree for business and taking care of
animals(Medical). i don't really know what my salary will be when i'm 30.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1608 after graduation i would like to go to school to be a surgeon first i would get my bachelors in
biology and then move on to medical school

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1609 I see myself going to college I want to get my masters degree in veterinarian idk 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1610 I see myself going to collage, I don't know about a a and b though. 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1611 a) - i plan to go to law school b) - enough to take care of everything to take care of 2/3/2017 9:14 AM
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1612 After I graduate high school I plan on being a stock broker or being a nuclear engineer. My
salary should be an estimated 75000 to 100000 dollars a year.

2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1613 dont know yet and i hope 100,000 a year 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1614 I'm going to Georgia Military College. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1615 I see myself going to a college and successfully graduating. I want to go for culinary. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1616 my goal is to be a veterinarian. i will graduate, go to GMC for two years then transfer over to
Georgia College for two more years and get my bachelors degree. after then i will go to UGA
for vet school

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1617 I want to be an agriculture teacher. I will be going to the collage ABAC in GA. this collage will
help me become and AG teachers because its an agriculture collage.

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1618 A) the training that i will need will be granted to me by the military and they will pay for me to
go to collage \ B) around $1,275 to $2,120 a week

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1619 after i graduate high school im going to college , i dont know what specific training or additional
dipomas or degrees i will need. by i turn 30 i plan to be making a good salary

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1620 going to college 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1621 After high school i want to go to college to get a degree in conservation law enforcement. I
want to be a game warden and their salary is 34,000 dollars a year. so by 30 ill be making
$34,000

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1622 After high school, I want to go to Mercer University even though I don't know what I"m going to
do for a job. I have no clue what salary I will have.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1623 interior design or cosmetology 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1624 /lklnjl/n 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1625 Going to a good college 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1626 going to collage ,idk ,idk 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1627 idk 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1628 a. a degree in science b. 220,000 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1629 after i graduate i am going to try to get my doctorate degree which is a 10 year degree and
after i finish that i will be making at least one hundred thousand a year

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1630 I want to graduate college: I would like to have something in healthcare: and i honestly don't
know how much money i would be making

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1631 playing football 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1632 I plan on going to the navy after high school so I will be getting paid military payment and I
don't know about when im 30 but I plan on getting out of the navy when im about 40

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1633 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1634 masters in sports medicine 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1635 once i graduate i can see myself being a cosmotoligist 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1636 After high school I see my self attending a college, getting all the education to attend my
career for my pathway. If I get degrees in nursing I will see my self making minimum wage.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1637 sportsbroadcasting masters 30,000 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1638 tutoring 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1639 college football athletic trainer 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1640 i want to be a child psychologist. i will probaably need a degree in education and a biology
maybe. By the time i am 30 i would hope to be making at least 90,000 dollars.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1641 100,000,000 a year 2/3/2017 9:11 AM
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1642 I want to attend college and graduate then start working and making a name for myself. 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1643 Going to college Physician Assistant degree, or Doctorate 2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1644 air force 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1645 A physical therapist , or doctor , i will think and hope i will be making either $90,000- $110,000 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1646 going to college 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1647 after graduation im staying out in california the whole summer then coming back to go to
georgia southern then after i get a degree im moving to cali to find modeling and acting jobs.
And if that doesnt work ill have my backup plan.

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1648 i want to do something that pays a fair amount but also leaves me with enough time to do stuff
i want to do

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1649 i would like to be a nurse or a doctor, i dont know which one yet but if we took a class on the
and they taught us about different kinds, then i would appreciate that.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1650 going to college 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1651 psychology masters communication doctors a little more than a teachers salary 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1652 playing football 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1653 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1654 I picture myself being a vet or animal trainer 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1655 vet and a lot of money 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1656 I see my self in college working my way towards being a psychologist. Specific degrees I will
need can vary. The salary I think I will be earning could be maybe around 45 an hour by the
time I am 30.

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1657 being either a veterinarian or a news anchor 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1658 after high school i plan on going into collage at southern going into the medical field to become
a nuclear medicine physician and i need a degree in those classes with alot of money

2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1659 working in a guitar shop wont need much training i don't know much about salary 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1660 i dont know yet and hopfully a good amount of money 2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1661 i dont know 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1662 i see myslef going to college to be a pediatrician. i will need my batchelors, associates and
doctorate degree. im not exactly sure how much ill be making by the time im 30 years old but
im pretty sure it will be a large amount.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1663 going to Harvard , I will need my masters and bachelors and my doctrine , maybe over a
100,000 or 200,00

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1664 college and then a stable job. and i want to earn lots of money to live the life i want to. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1665 I want to be a nurse. I have to go to college for 8+ years I want to be making 50,000+ 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1666 i'm going to the military 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1667 I plan on working on obtaining a degree in the field of forensic science. I would imagine earing
a very high salary by the age of 30.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1668 I plan to go to college for a degree in Computer Sciences, and then go to Arts School for Multi
Media Arts.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1669 After i graduate high school i want to go to an school so i can study more into photography, but
if that doesn't work out i would like to fall back on to Psychiatric care.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1670 I see myself attending college where I would further my education. 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1671 going to college and studying art and design. i'm not sure. don't really know 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1672 idk 2/3/2017 8:58 AM
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1673 going to college 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1674 Going to college, I don't know. 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1675 I don't know 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1676 At college, doctors degree, 100,000 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1677 Going to collect to be a OBG YN 2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1678 Idk I'm probably just going to be a cop. I don't what I need to be a cop. I'm probably gonna be
making 35,000 to 45,000 a year

2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1679 Going into a four year college 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1680 Being a doctor 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1681 A) Going to college B)78,000 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1682 Go to college and get a degree in sports medicine By 30 I plan to make 60,000 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1683 Fishing-20 bass a week 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1684 Go to college for respiratory therapy or nursing 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1685 I want to go to college at gmc and go on to be on the pga AM tour 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1686 Going to college, earning at least my BSN, and earring around 70,000-80,000 a year 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1687 Studying aerospace engineering 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1688 College 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1689 2018 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1690 A lawyer 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1691 going to college; i dont know; i dont know. 2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1692 I would like to pursue a career in the medical field,but if I'm being honest, I don't think that's
going to happen. The most likely circumstance is that I will get a job that I don't enjoy, making
barely enough to cover living costs, because that's how prepared I feel for my future.

2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1693 playing college football 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1694 I see myself becoming a pharmacist. I will need to attend a 4 year college with a major of
some sort of science and then an additional 2 years at pharmacy school. I think I will be
earning about $130,000 a year.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1695 I see myself going to college and furthering my knowledge, and getting myself ready for the
career of my choice.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1696 i see myself going to college to study Deaf and Hard of Hearing education at Valdosta State
University.

2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1697 a) I plan to attend college, get a degree, and become a kindergarten teacher. b) around $38,000 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1698 I am going to go to college and probably intern for a year or two under a director or a production
company. I'm not sure what i'll be making by the time I'm 30.

2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1699 going to collge. masters degree. decent 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1700 detective,interior designer or outside,or owning my own company 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1701 going to college, batchelors, 1000000000 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1702 Probably going into the military in ROTC then going into the navy as an offier. I dont know how
well that pays

2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1703 I see myself becoming a physical therapist and ultimately working in the rehabilitation center at
mayo clinic. I think that I will be earning $120,000 a year.

2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1704 living homeless on the side of the road 2/2/2017 9:41 AM
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1705 construction and i wan to make the salary of a construction worker or work a Georgia Power. 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1706 a) College, and then med school b) I'll probably just be starting out on my career hopefully ,so
the starting salary would be about 100,000

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1707 college football or military i will not need any specific training and $20.000 anully 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1708 going to college and getting a well paid job a) high school diploma and a college education b)
+45,000

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1709 Attending college. I am going to need a masters in the science of nursing. I should be making
around 75 to 80 thousand if not more by the time I am 30.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1710 going to college to play football 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1711 I will not need a specific diploma $20,000 anually 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1712 Living in a mobile home in texas building trump's wall 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1713 1. Going to college for astrology and acting and comedy 2. Hopefully a good salary 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1714 going to college j.d/m.b.a degree 144,000 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1715 going to Georgia Tech to get a degree in mechanical engineering gosh darn 100k my dude 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1716 I see myself doing a job on a construction site 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1717 i see myself finding a job that is what i like to do and is at the most money 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1718 college 125k bit 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1719 a) I WISH THAT THERE WOULD BE AT LEAST SOME CLASSES/LESSONS ABOUT
OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE. But I think I will need a doctorate which will take about 7-8
years. b) I won't be out of college by the time I am thirty. I will be attending my residency. I
have researched it and I will be getting paid about $60,000-$70,000 a year at this time.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1720 I have no idea. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1721 I see myself going to college, Mercer to study accounting. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1722 forensic scientist. id like to have my own crime scene investigation unit. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1723 I will have to do basic training, and tech school, and I really don't know it just depends on my
job I get.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1724 A) taking a 12 month welding school to be certified then fing a job B)$38,150 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1725 I see myself performing in musicals and doing makeup for a living. I need to go to
cosmetology school and an acting school.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1726 i see myself playing basketball 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1727 a) get a degree in political science, and a degree in law/business 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1728 I see myself having to get a job and saving for college if I haven't already saved up enough.
Once I am able to get enough I want to go to college and get a degree in veterinary science
and animal care. I hope to be earning a salary of at least 50,000 a year.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1729 body complex 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1730 Going to a college in Atlanta Ga 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1731 a) I know I will need a degree in pre medicine 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1732 Anesthesiology, it'll take nearly eleven years of college, not including the internships, work
experience I'll need, and the other jobs and things ill have in between. I'm hoping to make a low
6 figure every year, or a very high 5 figure, above 90,000.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1733 I have no idea. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1734 going to college and getting my bachelor degree. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1735 I see myself as a writer or a baker; I've always loved writing, even as a child growing up I
would write in notebooks. I also love baking and I would love to further my skills in that. I'm not

2/2/2017 9:35 AM
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sure of the degrees I will need but I will need to have a good language arts/literature class or a
class specifically for writing. The salary I will have at the age of 30 depends on my career and
what 'level' of baking/writing I am at.

1736 I see myself working for a gaming company such as EA or even Ubisoft. I believe I need a
bachelors and technical engineering degree. I believe, by what I have studied, that I will be
making 80 to 100 thousand dollars a year.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1737 getting a degree, possibly doctorate, 1 million dollars a year. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1738 I plan on attending Mercer for a Major in Journalism and a Minor in French. I plan to become a
Photojournalist.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1739 i see myself going to college and getting a degree 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1740 5.playing Football 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1741 go to college and take all the right courses in order to become a doctor,I need a doctoral
degree and will make around 200,000 to 500,000

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1742 going to college 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1743 Go to college a. I don't know b. around $80,000 ..... hopefully more!!!! 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1744 I will go to college and graduate with a master's degree to be a nurse practitioner. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1745 A good one 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1746 a. i will need a degree in chemical engineering b. approximately 100k+ annually 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1747 I see myself being an architect or construction worker making 80000-150000 a year as salary. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1748 a) I will need a Nursing Diploma, Associate of Science in Nursing (ASN) or Bachelor of
Science in Nursing (BSN). b) Hopefully around $65,000 yearly.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1749 I want to go to Baylor and get a doctorates degree to become a dermatologist. Therefor I can
finish schooling and by the time I'm 30 hopefully have a long term job as a dermatologist
making an average year salary of dermatologist in Texas

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1750 I see myself going to Georgia Southern University and either studying to become a nurse or
going down a forensic pathway. 100,000 a year.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1751 I DONT KNOW HOW TO GET TO WHAT I WANT TO DO. EVERYTHING I KNOW I HAVE
HAD TO GOOGLE. BLOODY TEACH ME PLEASE.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1752 a)college degree b) 55,000 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1753 a). A degree in Mechanics b). I have no idea 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1754 collage dont know yet i hope good 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1755 joining the military. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1756 getting a job, who knows what type of education, 280,000 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1757 doctor a lot
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0

2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1758 becoming PT 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1759 I haven't thought about it yet, im not sure 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1760 going to college 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1761 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1762 i want to start a business. i might need a 6 year degree i aspire to be making 85,000 by 30 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1763 I might just take a small break for a month or two after I graduate from high school and then I'll
find out what to do from there.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1764 college football 2/2/2017 9:31 AM
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1765 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1766 being a mechanic 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1767 I see myself graduating high school with two years of college done and go to college for my
other two years for a degree in accountant.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1768 bananas 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1769 i would like to cut hair. idk whet degrees i would need for that. me in 30 years still working with
a family

2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1770 I see myself either being an athletic trainer or a hairdresser. I do not know. 60,000 dollars. 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1771 becoming a dylasis rn 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1772 b 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1773 5)going to college a)college degree b)1000 a week 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1774 working 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1775 makin money 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1776 when i graduate i want to attend cosmetology school, and also get a business degree so i can
open my own salon in the future.

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1777 still running 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1778 still running 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1779 I want to go into to law enforcement with the behavioral analysis unit which I would most likely
need a degree in the behavior/criminal studies I don't know my salary

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1780 I see myself working with animals (marine) and maybe being a vet one day. I'm really good at
singing I guess I could see myself as a music artist and I love writing books so maybe an
author and I also like to dance (hip-hop)

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1781 45,000$ general surgery 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1782 construction or football 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1783 i see myself going to colige and either learning more about criminal justice or being a vet 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1784 going to college and getting a degree in physical therapy 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1785 going to collage 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1786 going to collage 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1787 going to college for softball and then start medical school 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1788 i see my self doing architecture work in college. i am planning to go to Georgia southern
university

2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1789 i dont know most likely store manager 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1790 college 100,000 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1791 welder at blue bird with my dad.... im not so sure how much i would make but i guess $300 a
month or more cause bluebird bus building compony pays more for people that are far away.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1792 In a D1 school playing football, majoring in Math, geography, biology, literature. hopefully
20,000.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1793 when I graduate high school I want to go to college 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1794 I see myself having a part time job and taking online classes. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1795 Going to college for my masters/bachelors then getting my masters in veterinary college. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1796 ACTING CAREER, FOR A BEGINNER JOB MAY BE INGLES 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1797 after highschool I am planning on taking off one year of school so that I can get a job and 2/2/2017 9:21 AM
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focus of saving money and planning my career out more.

1798 Make art/ making commission of art for people a.) A masters in Art b.) I don't know 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1799 I want to be a musician and go to college and the millitary 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1800 I see myself being a pediatrician because I love helping kids. 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1801 I see myself going directly back in to school at Georgia Southern University to study nursing.i
would like get my bachelors in Nursing and then go back for my masters.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1802 I plan on seeing myself in college. I might have 11-13 years of college, for an anesthesiologist.
I'm not sure where I'll be when I'm thirty.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1803 Im going to take college classes in high school so i should have about 2 years of college at
UGA i will graduate, become a large animal vet and will be making about $40,000 a year

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1804 After high school I plan to study Architecture. I will need a BS of Architecture and possibly a
masters. At 30 I will most likely be making around $70000 annually.

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1805 When I graduate high school I see myself going straight to college and graduating college and
then getting a job as a nurse a)The specific training I would need is how to do procedures on
patients and how to tell what kind of medicine they will need and CPR in case they stop
breathing and there's a chance you can bring them back and the degrees i will need is a nurse
degree.

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1806 i dont no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1807 going to college for an engineering degree. I wish to be multi millionaire by the age of 30. 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1808 After graduation I see myself working already and I don't know what my salary would be like by
the time I'm 30

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1809 I don't know I feel like I want to go to collage for between four and six years 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1810 go to college for respiratory therapy or nursing 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1811 marines and idkyes 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1812 $20,000 to $70,000 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1813 Going to College None for my ideal job. A doctor for my back up. Hopefully maybe around
$80,000 to $100,000

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1814 5. I don't know what I'm doing after highschool yet. a.)N/A b.)N/A 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1815 going to college doctor 100,000 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1816 I see myself going to college. Bachelors degree. Around 70-75 thousand. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1817 playing football 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1818 I foresee me going to college after school, i see me making roughly $185,000 a year 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1819 selling marijuana 1000000 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1820 college and working full time. 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1821 I see myself being either a lawyer or a veterinarian , I would have to go to college for 4-8 years
, and getting paid about $40,000 a year

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1822 either a athletic trainer or possibly a gym/health teacher and a coach or either both and I hope
to be getting paid about 55 to 60,000 a year by 30

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1823 going to culinary arts school 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1824 i want to earn a masters degree, just because i know i can achieve that level and the higher
the degree the more money i will earn. i think i will be making around like $85,000

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1825 going to college to be a paramedic 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1826 going to get a degree to be a lawyer 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1827 welding and at least 26 dollars and hour 2/2/2017 9:15 AM
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1828 nba 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1829 i see myself getting into to or doing machanic school A) by the time im 30 im guessing about
25,000 a year

2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1830 I plan to go to college on a football or baseball, if i cannot i will go on into the military. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1831 a). I see my self going to college at Clemson University, graduating, then attending medical
college.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1832 I see myself going to college. a)healthcare b)100000000000 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1833 working 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1834 Probably attending college because im too fragile to enlist. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1835 GOING TO MIDDLE GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND MAJORING IN ACCOUNTING 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1836 nba or nfl 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1837 engineer 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1838 going to college to play baseball and study sports management. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1839 I want to be a masseuse and it depends on my clientele. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1840 1,000,000,000 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1841 going to college to study anesteiology 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1842 idk depends on where im at and what im doing 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1843 i hope i can go to the next level in sports 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1844 well i just got a job at burger king so i want to stay with them for a while i start of fat $8.00 an
hour.

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1845 going to Georgia to continue atletics 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1846 a)diploma and then graduate from college b)I don't know 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1847 pretty decent 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1848 working 50000-60000 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1849 I see myself going to a university and getting a degree for probably pediatrics. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1850 going to college for 8-10 yrs 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1851 be a professional sports player 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1852 going to college. then getting a job. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1853 I see myself attending college and working. I will need a Bachelor's degree in a Science and a
PA degree. I think I will make around 80,000.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1854 A) BSN in nursing B) 60,000 a year 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1855 gettting a job 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1856 go to college and i think i will be making 70k+ 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1857 welding school and 50,000/per year 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1858 im really good at music so I might play somewhere. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1859 going into animation 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1860 idk 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1861 becoming a autopsy 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1862 hopefully play major league baseball 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1863 going into the medical field 2/2/2017 9:09 AM
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1864 i want to work on things and build things 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1865 game developer 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1866 working for a local company until i get a job/career 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1867 the navy 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1868 Getting a job and going to college 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1869 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1870 a) I will need to have a Bachelor's degree in a science. Also, compete nursing program to
become an RN. Then continue to become a neonatal nurse. b) $109,000

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1871 Going to college, to get any degree I can to go into either story boarding,computer graphics,
animations, or story writers for companies like Disney,DC, or Marvel.

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1872 I see myself doing my best. The career I chose is rigorous and competitive but I can make I. I
wont need anything extra but the training will certainly help. My salary will change from job to
job.

2/1/2017 9:46 AM

1873 I see myself Attending college for a Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science. I hope to be
making at least $50,000 by the time I am 30.

2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1874 I see myself playing collegiate football and attending a 4 year university getting my doctorate. I
want to be making more than 6 figures.

2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1875 I will be practicing on my trumpet, trying to get better. I don't think it pays though 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1876 what I know I have to do is go to college and working a small job and I guess it depends what
Ill be doing when Im 30

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1877 I see myself going to a college and after college doing great things to help myself, my family,
and my community.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1878 going to college a) i would need my masters. b)90,000 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1879 when i graduate high school i can see my self working on house with my grandpa like i do now.
untill i get out of college, after i get out of college im sure ill have a job working on houses.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1880 I see myself being a teacher after I graduate high school. Teaching classes. I would want to
get paid 8.25 an hour

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1881 a) I know that I will need an additional math diploma I guess 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1882 I plan on going to a collage with a scholar ship that i worked for and i would love to get a
masters and Dr. degree in law and criminal justice.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1883 ASL Interpreter. Learn ASL classes in high school and college. I see me making 7.00 an hour. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1884 Will continue to develop interests. By the time you are 30 you'll probably be making like
30,000.

2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1885 Going to college 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1886 major in psychology a) i don't know yet b) hopefully enough to keep me off the streets 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1887 m 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1888 Getting a job. $17 an hr 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1889 Business Degree and hopefully start my own business 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1890 going into the army 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1891 when I turn 19 I see myself going truck driving school to get my CDL's to drive trucks make
good money and see the world

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1892 I want to go to school but don't know what for yet. Im not sure because of not knowing 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1893 i hope to attend college have a career choice by the time a graduate. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM
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1894 I plan to go into animal rescue. I plan to be making around 80,000 a year by 30. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1895 Going to a 4 year college to get my bachelors degree.And around $60,000 a year. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1896 yes,i don't know, a lot of money 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1897 College degree in photography 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1898 I don't know what job I want so how do I know what salary I will be making. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1899 military, high school dip, 58000 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1900 I plan on going to college and studying astronomy 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1901 working,go to trade school,50000 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1902 Teaching. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1903 going to school $325 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1904 Running track in college 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1905 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1906 navy then fireman 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1907 a. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1908 a) I either want to be a professional basketball player in the NBA or have my own company to
keep track of players' statistics b) By the time I'm 30, I think my salary will be in the range of
$40,000-$100,000 a year

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1909 going to college and studying cosmo. 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1910 going to collage 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1911 After graduation i see myself going to college and getting a degree in something. Not sure what
that is yet but in something and have a good job. I would want to graduate with at least a
bachelors degree in something ad maybe go for my doctorates. Hopefully I will be making a
very decent salary. I am going for 6 digits but at least around there.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1912 learning how to remove stuff off computers and building them don't know how much I will make 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1913 ill study and try be a lawyer 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1914 i see myself going to college when i graduate high school , and i think i will be earning a lot of
salary when i hit 30 .

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1915 there a few thing i want to do but not sure about yet but i will now next year 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1916 401000 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1917 i have not fully evaluated what all i need for collage but i am currently researching that now.
when i aquire a job i hope to gain a salary that keeps me on my feet and still allows for some
free loathing now and then.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1918 going to college high school diploma $449,000 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1919 I would love to go to a college that is well-known for their engineering department. I want to try
to major in engineering, and intern at DisneyWorld until I am able to become an Imagineer.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1920 After I graduate from high school with hopefully an associates degree, I plan to attend Mercer
College of nursing and become an RN. After that i will work as an RN for a year before i go
back to get my MSN and become a nurse practitioner. By the time I am 30 I hope to be
making around $100,000 a year.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1921 a) After high school i see myself attending college, preferably an ivy-league school. Perhaps
as well pursuing a side career in acting or singing. Main goal is to be involved in the health
field. b) I will need a doctorate in a health care related field to pursue that career c)anywhere
from 100000 - 500000 annually.

2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1922 I see myself becoming a pharmacist a)a Doctorate in medicine b)90,000 to 120,000 2/1/2017 9:35 AM
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1923 being an artist (drawer) 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1924 being in the healthcare field 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1925 training for degrees 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1926 I plan on going to college and getting a degree in Sports Medicine. I will most likely earn a
salary at around $200,000 by the time I am 30.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1927 I might want to be a designer of some sort or start my own business. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1928 5) I am going to go to a university a) I don't know. b) 90,000 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1929 a) i want a degree that will take me to teach education in math. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1930 i'm not completely sure but once I get my mind set on something I'm going to go for it a)at
least a bachelors but I will probably get my masters b)hopefully a three figure salary

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1931 Roofing as temporary so i can make money to got to college. I see myself making around
60,000 a year

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1932 going to college 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1933 i see my self going to college for softball while studying dentistry a ill need my high school
diploma and i dont know what else yte and by time im 30 id like to have opened my own
business and making atleast $500,000 a year

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1934 I'm not sure where I'll be at after I graduate high school. 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1935 going to college but dont know what for maybe to work on cars and stuff like that 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1936 I see my self going to college and taking the classes I need to, to become a successful
doctor. I don't know what diplomas I will need yet but ill do whatever it takes to get the ones I
need. I haven't looked at what ill be making yet but I'm sure it will be a good paying job

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1937 i see my self going to college at UCONN to play basketball and to get a degree 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1938 I see myself graduating from highschool then taking one gap year before college and then
starting my college career

2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1939 Going to collage to further my education I am not sure what degrees I will need to get I think I
will make around 40,000 to 85,000 somewhere in that range

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1940 A. I don't know yet B. Hopefully anything from $250,000 and above 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1941 I plan on being a teacher I just need to know the basic training and learning If I retire from
being a teacher then my check would look good

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1942 Going to college and the Service, I'll be making bank by the time i turn 30 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1943 after high school, i plan to hopefully attend Georgia Southern University in Savannah Georgia
because its a Georgia public college, its affordable and it has the classes i intend on take once
i apply,

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1944 a) i plan to go to college to study the sciences b) somewhere between minimum wage and a
stripper

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1945 Car salesmen A. High school diploma B. Alot 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1946 I will need my bachelors degree. I think I will be making if I do what I am supposed to I will be
making 36.72 an hour.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1947 Once I graduate from high school I would like to get a degree in theatre technology and
entertainment management. I do not know what salary I will be earning when I'm 30. Hopefully
enough to live comfortably.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1948 I see myself going off to college so I can get my degree for becoming a nurse. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1949 I see myself going to college for 4yrs and majoring in Electrical engineering and minoring in
performing arts. After graduation i plan to get experience in the work force and go back to
school to receive my masters degree.i think my salary will be a lot, like a lot, like some good
money!

2/1/2017 9:25 AM
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1950 Going to College. not sure which one but I will attend. I plan to either be an actress or an
environmental scientist. I could be making 85,000 or 30,000.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1951 I see myself going to college. I need my doctorate and at least 12 years of college studying to
become a neurosurgeon. I'm not sure what salary I will be making at that time because I will
still be in college.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1952 After graduating, I plan on going to college, a nursing school, and soon traveling a) nursing; at
least a bachelor degree b) I'm not entierly sure on what my salary would be, but I plan on
becoming a travel nurse which makes around 72,000

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1953 possibly going to a trade school to get a career in some type of welding/metal fab some type
of trade hopefully around 10-25 dollars an hour

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1954 Having my own business A) I don't know B) If I have my own business then I will earn all I
want

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1955 I see myself going to college(UGA) to become a orthopedic surgeon. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1956 going to college and earning a degree 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1957 something in the category of journalism. a) idk. b) idk. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1958 I think i want to be a teacher. So i would go to college. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1959 i see myself becoming rich and helping animals 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1960 i dont know 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1961 getting a job and going to college , a good bit of money 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1962 plumbing 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1963 being a nurse, and more than you 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1964 I see myself working and struggling through college. I'll probably be either filthy rich or a hobo. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1965 I want to be a criminal psychologist. Multiple,including a doctorate. 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1966 I plan to got to college and become a nurse 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1967 Finding a job as a coder for a company 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1968 music idk idk 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1969 A good collage that has a good record about technology 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1970 I see myself going to college or traveling Europe. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1971 Going to college. I need my TESOL certification. I don't know the salary, but I hope to be
teaching English in a third-world country.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1972 I see me being a famous race car driver & I see me being a very very famous mechanic & I
need a mechanical degree & I think my salary by the age of 30 will be $500,000.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1973 im looking it a oltrasound tech 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1974 i am going to nursing school the after that i am going to cooking college 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1975 i will go to college to study music, by 30 i hope to be a successful musician working in LA or
New York.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1976 going to colledge b.)high school diploma c.)I don't know 2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1977 a) if i am done doing my three years of dull enrollment i am going to finish it and start looking
for a job b) idk about a salary because its different for each job

2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1978 imam try going to college for football 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1979 Trying to becoming a lawyer. 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1980 becoming a teacher regular teacher salary 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1981 Getting a job 2/1/2017 9:14 AM
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1982 being a nurse and traveling. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1983 going to the airforce 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1984 I see myself going to college and getting all my degrees, hopefully. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1985 I see myself going to college, it may not be a major college but as long as I'm getting the
education i need to become what i want to become I'm fine with that. I plan on making about
$84,000 a year with the job I want.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1986 i see myself going into theater 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1987 I see myself becoming a doctor of some sort, and getting a degree in chorus. if I end up not
wanting to go into to the medial field later on or it just fails, I will have that chorus degree to fall
back on. or when I retire from the hospital I will have the chorus degree if I want another job.

2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1988 a) I see myself going to college and getting my degrees that I will need enhance the chance of
my career.

2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1989 going to collage I will need a specialist or doctoral degree around 60,000 dollars a year 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1990 I would like to become a programmer and ill need extra coding classes. I hope to make about
80,000 by age 30.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1991 I'm going to go to college for genetic engineering,after I graduate from high school. I will need a
diploma in science. I think my salary will be around 65,00 per year when I am 30.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1992 i see myself going to mercer and getting into healthcare classes while working with my dad to
earn money to keep myself afloat.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1993 I plan to probably take the summer off.Then I will go to college for programming. After that I
will be either joining the Air force or joining a company for video game designing.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1994 im going to college, and also working a part time job, i wanna be a pediatrician or a lawyer after
college

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1995 I want to my associates degree while I'm still in high school then i plan on getting my masters
to become a teacher

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1996 i hope to have a good salary and to manage my own business 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1997 working. im going to college to get a degree in mechanics. i want a salary 100k 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1998 a) I want to specifically learn how to care for animals 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1999 I really don't see myself in the future. However I would like to get my bachelors and masters
degree.

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2000 Going to college. Im going to college for welding. I plan to be making at least 100k 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2001 i will have to do 7 years of college to become a archetect 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2002 i plan to go to Savannah collage of art and design 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2003 I'm going to go to college to become a vet (I may do some part time internship at a vet clinic) 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

2004 i dont know i have very many options i just havent decided what i want to be yet 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2005 im not sure 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2006 A) 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2007 I think I would find a job that gives me about 30$ every tuesday 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2008 working at c&a 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

2009 i dont know 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2010 heading to collage 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2011 probley going to the army 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

2012 I see myself becoming a surgeon a) Pre-Med degree at GCSU, Medical degree from Mercer b)
It depends on how far I've gotten in my career.

1/30/2017 9:30 AM
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2013 a) I do not know b) I do not know 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2014 4 years of medical school,3-7 years of residency, DO degree, Bachelor degree I will be making
40,000 a year

1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2015 being a truck driver, I just need to graduate high school to do this, 30 to 40 thousand a year 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2016 I want to go to college and maybe study to become a physical therapist. hopefully making way
more than minimum wage.

1/30/2017 9:11 AM

2017 YouTube, the training that i need is to know what software is good and how to fix certaint
software issues and how to fix other problems with said issues

1/30/2017 9:10 AM

2018 going to college specafailly Georgia tech or duke 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2019 veterinarian school or law school 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2020 Working in the healthcare industry, Bachelor's or Masters, and (Certified Nurse Anesthetist
[CRNA]) $157,140

1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2021 I do not know yet. 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2022 going to college 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2023 US Navy (EOD) one year of training 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2024 going to college masters 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2025 either going to college or getting a job 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2026 hopefully collage,im not sure. 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2027 Playing baseball 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2028 I want to be an orthodontist. 1/30/2017 9:04 AM

2029 going to collage 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

2030 I see myself going to college to become a nurse. Not sure about training. Salary probably
around $20 an hour.

1/25/2017 12:21 PM

2031 a. College to become a veterinarian. b. Not sure 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

2032 going to college 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

2033 Going to college to get my Bachelor's degree. 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

2034 After I leave High school I'm going to go to college and get a degree in programming and
maybe join the Air Force as an officer. If not, i will go into video game programming.

1/19/2017 10:10 AM

2035 I will be going to Armstrong State and graduate with bachelors degree. 80,000 1/18/2017 12:09 PM

2036 going to college - I don't know - a lot of money 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

2037 I will eventually get my associates degree in mechanical engineering and im not sure about the
salary

1/17/2017 6:27 PM

2038 Still deciding. 1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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73.99% 1,562

13.55% 286

12.46% 263

Q6 Have you chosen a career?
Answered: 2,111 Skipped: 29

TOTAL 2,111
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# A) IF YOU ANSWERED "YES," DO YOU FEEL LIKE YOU ARE PREPARED FOR WHAT IT
WILL TAKE TO EXCEL AT THIS CAREER? (YES/NO/DON'T KNOW)B) IF YOU HAVE
CHOSEN A CAREER, BUT YOU DON'T FEEL PREPARED FOR IT YET, HOW DO YOU SEE
YOUR HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE HELPING YOU PREPARE?C) IF YOU HAVE NOT
CHOSEN A CAREER, HOW DO YOU HOPE YOUR HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE WILL
HELP YOU MAKE THAT CHOICE?

DATE

1 yes 2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 Yes, I think I'm prepared for it, but I still need an good education. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 I don't know. I may not have the experience like others. It might help me to get ready for
college and then college will help me for my career.

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 i feel prepared and i have to have knowledge of marine biology to excel in this career 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 I feel like I am prepared as much as I can be at this moment. I need a better education and
that is why I will stay in school and soon be able to be off and set for my dreams. my high
school experience will help me prepare for this because of education and maturity.

2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 yes, but im already prepared for both 2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 (a) i do feel i am prepared for the career i have chosen. 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 I hope it would help me narrow down to a choice 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 a) yes b) I am prepared for the careers I have chosen 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 I'm ready to try something new. So I am ready for any task or challenge that comes in my way
to graduate from college. I want to pick something and excel in that career so I can make a
goo living in life.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

11 yes cause that's something im learning how to do right now at a young age so I think I will do
good

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 Yes. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 I do not know I plan to do my best and try to see world. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 no because I still need to learn lots more because it takes a lot of time 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

15 yes 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

16 yes. I feel prepared. 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 yes 2/28/2017 2:42 PM

18 Yes idk i hope it will go well. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

19 Yes because my daddy do it too. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 if it dont work then i will came actress 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

21 do not feel prepared. by learning abouts how to help the human body. 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 yes i have very prepared for the career i chosen 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

23 yes i would just find practice test online 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

25 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 i might retire afther like 17 years of play 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 to help me by tellingme stuff 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 IT IS WHAT MY DAD DOES 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 owning my own truckin company 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

31 idk idk idk 2/28/2017 10:55 AM
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32 Yes im prepared. 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 i feel prepared because of the school system i'm in they Strive to make everyone better each
day and i hope for the best but intend on going to collage

2/28/2017 9:40 AM

34 I do hope when I get out of high school I can get on a good softball team and play for them
until I get to old for that team, then I would probably find a different team to play on.

2/28/2017 9:38 AM

35 I feel like I am prepared for my career my dad was a eggineer and I am naturally good at
building things

2/28/2017 9:35 AM

36 i don't know but i am ready to try. i will do anything just to become a doctor. 2/28/2017 9:33 AM

37 i really dont know but if i see like something around the school about engineering that might
help excel at that career i might make it happen

2/28/2017 9:32 AM

38 Dont know , i feel as as if i work hard enough , do what im suppose to aat the end of the day i
will excel.

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

39 I choose my career and I feel prepared for what I am ready to become. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

40 Yes, I think think my high school experience will help me prepare for my career by teaching me
what I need to know about my career. I also think it could help me by teaching me other things
if my career doesn't go as planned.

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 A)not yet 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 Yes, but i dont know if i have what it takes just yet but i have time to build up. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 I hope that my high school experience will teach me about difefrent jobs and show me what
kinds of jobs i could do.

2/28/2017 9:30 AM

44 well i hope there are a lot of classes that interest me 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

45 yes teach me how to 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

46 my grades and how i act 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

47 yes 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

48 yes yes i have chosen 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

49 im going to be very successful so that i can provide for my family. 2/28/2017 8:40 AM

50 i dont really know i think my high school experience will be fun but kind of nerve racking 2/28/2017 8:38 AM

51 yes I believe I am prepared because I follow my dreams and believe in my self and practice for
the future

2/28/2017 8:36 AM

52 yes.i would study more to be better in that subject.y 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

53 maybe watch how they are teaching and how they are helping students and different methods
they are teaching.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

54 yes and no because a vet takes a long time to master and then you have to go to collage and
study more about animals

2/28/2017 8:32 AM

55 yes im prepared high school is going to let me know whats out there 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

56 don't know 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

57 yes teaching me better showing me all my options 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

58 Yes I see my high school expirence can help by helping me learn more about hair styling 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

59 yes i do feel prepared 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

60 I think preping me in high math classes will obtain my brain more with banking. 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

61 A) I think I am prepared for either one but I am not really sure which one I will do yet since I
have two options for my college exprience and I will probably need to talk to my teachers more
about what they think is good for me.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

62 yes because it has been my dream of becoming a genetic engineer since i was a kid. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM
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63 a)dont know b)no c)clubs an after school activites 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

64 I have not chosen a career yet, I think that high school would help a lot with choosing a career. 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

65 a in football it gonna take grit and determination on being a lawyer it is gonna take years of
collage

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

66 I feel prepared for being a mechanic 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

67 yes I do feel I am ready for this job 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 yes 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

70 I have a career in mind but im not really sure about it. I think if I found a different one I could
maybe be more successful.

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

71 yes. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

72 yes more classes to help with body systems 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

73 I high school will prepare me with the good reading skills that I need to do great in college 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 by the things i study 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

75 Yes. 2/27/2017 2:10 PM

76 Yes 2/27/2017 2:09 PM

77 i think that high school would not help me with hair,make up ,and nails.i think i am, ready for it
.

2/27/2017 10:23 AM

78 yes i do because i have read a lot of books on marine biology and i would love to learn more
species of sea animals and i would love to learn more about them.

2/27/2017 10:18 AM

79 i can study and learn more about it. 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

80 I feel like i am almost ready, but need more math. 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

81 a.yes b.] yes my mom is a nurse and i get all my knol;edge from her c.] i dont know 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

82 A) Yes, I know exactly what I need to do my career. 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

83 don't know 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

84 yes i think the degree and training will prep me for forensic science. 2/27/2017 10:11 AM

85 yes 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

86 A:YES 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

87 yes it will give us tools and settings to get up prepeard have choosen career 2/27/2017 10:09 AM

88 a. didn't pick b. i think it would prepare me to learn what i want to do c. i think it would help by
letting me learn other things

2/27/2017 10:08 AM

89 yes 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

90 Teaching me different ways 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

91 A- yes B- more understanding C-same as B 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

92 Yes 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

93 Yes I do because my mom is a RN Nurse and sometimes I go to work with her an dshe lets
me help her out sometimes which I love

2/27/2017 8:23 AM

94 I see it helping me in a way to help choose my best career and that's it 2/24/2017 3:07 PM

95 I hope high school can offer preparation classes for college or some sort of career planning
classes.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

96 I do not think that I am prepared because I am only in sixth grade. 2/24/2017 3:02 PM
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97 I hope in high school I will be able to look at the options and get advice about what would be
good for me, and if there was one I would really like, then do it.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

98 Yes I'm very prepared. I want to take health classes since I want to be a pediatric nurse
practitioner. I would also like to learn the health remedies in other countries.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

99 Yes 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

100 A) not sure B) I will learn more about my career. C) They will hopefully teach me about the
career.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

101 Yes I think I am going to be prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

102 C) I'm hoping that by high school I will have a better understanding of what I'm interested in to
help me decide what career I want.

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

103 marine biologist 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

104 Yes Teaching me more I chose one 2/24/2017 2:55 PM

105 Being able to write better. 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

106 I hope my high school experience will show me my own true self and who I want to hang out
with or who I want to be.

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

107 A. Yes 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

108 Yes 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

109 A) Yes I am 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

110 yes 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

111 Yes 2/24/2017 2:50 PM

112 Yes I feel like I will excel 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

113 (A) I don't know, I've done well so far. 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

114 I feel like I could probably use some help along the way so I can be better along the way as a
pharmacist.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

115 I feel like I would be able to excel at that career. I say that because like I already said I a,a
hard worker. If you love what you do why would you slack off.

2/24/2017 2:48 PM

116 I fell that my high school experience will help me decide between my three main choices that I
would love to do.

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

117 I would probably have multiple scientific jobs 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

118 Yes I feel I'm prepared and all I need to do is get better at it the more I do it 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

119 A) yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

120 No... I'll know more stuff 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

121 No I will know more about things that will help me get into college. 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

122 B). Videos and meeting marine biologists 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

123 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

124 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

125 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

126 (b) it will help get me ready for college 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

127 Yes 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

128 A) Yes 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

129 Because I hav loved NFL all my life and I will do everything to get there 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

130 I do think I am prepared 2/24/2017 2:40 PM
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131 Don't know , it will help me with computers , 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

132 Yes I feel like I am prepared for what it will take to excel. I am already learning so many music
terms,notes,symbols,instruments,that no one else in my grade knows about.

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

133 I don't know I believe I'm part way there but u know I have a long way to go. I see my high
school experience helping me prepare because it gives me time to reflect and study about my
career choice. I it will help me because it will given me a more open chance and better chance
for to find what iwanna do with my life.

2/24/2017 2:31 PM

134 A) Yes. B) I do feel prepared, but also that high school could help make it easier to pursue my
career. C) I have chosen a career.

2/24/2017 2:24 PM

135 No, I feel like I need to practice more and know that there is always a challenge in the
atmosphere. I feel like I have to focus on my grades to get those scholarships.

2/24/2017 2:22 PM

136 yes 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

137 I feel I am prepared for this carrer because my dad has taught me a lot about it 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

138 I've chosen two careers but can't decide what to do 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

139 I'm not sure but I wil keep training 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

140 I feel kinda prepared I think I need to learn more about animal bodies and the sickness they
can git

2/24/2017 2:18 PM

141 Yes 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

142 It will really show me what I like best 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

143 I feel that as I progress in school I will get a better idea of what I want to be. 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

144 I WANT THE BE A POLICE OFFICER 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

145 Just giving different levels of interest whether it's a club, sport, or class. 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

146 yes 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

147 Yes. 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

148 I think I haven't done what it will take to excel at that carrer 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

149 idk 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

150 I think my High school experience will benefit my decision . 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

151 yes 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

152 I am prepared to be the best around at anything I need to be at nuclear fission to be famous
and wealthy.

2/24/2017 2:13 PM

153 I hope it will let me choose easier 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

154 no 2/24/2017 2:11 PM

155 yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

156 I have chosen a career but I have not learned anything that will help me I hope in high school
they teach me the human body and x-rays

2/24/2017 2:10 PM

157 Yes I feel like I can be great at this career because I love football. 2/24/2017 2:09 PM

158 no 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

159 I HOPE IT WILLL HELP ME BY 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

160 NOT DOING 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

161 yes 2/24/2017 2:05 PM

162 a)yes 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

163 a) I do feel like I am prepared 2/24/2017 2:04 PM
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164 yes 2/24/2017 2:02 PM

165 I do not know. 2/24/2017 1:33 PM

166 a.Yes b.Studying how to be a lawyer. c.I hope it will help me find a career. 2/24/2017 1:31 PM

167 Yes I feel like I'm prepared for my career 2/24/2017 1:21 PM

168 No,a sooner player because sooner is fun. 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

169 A) I do feel like i am prepared for what it will take to excel in my career. I have chosen a career
for myself in the future.

2/24/2017 1:15 PM

170 I do feel like I am prepared and to excel this Career I will get a college degree for art and I will
study some more about it

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

171 (Anwsering a) yes. 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

172 C) High school will help me find my interest 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

173 Yes 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

174 Yes, I feel like I am prepared. 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

175 Look and see if I can get a class can help me preapare to become a doctor 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

176 yes I'm prepared I picked a career 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

177 I think I have what it takes 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

178 I do feel like I Am prepared and u will have to excel 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

179 Game design and NFL I need to make the to be a game design so I'll be a NFL player 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

180 Yes. I don't feel prepared as much as I wish. I hope my school taught me how to manage my
money.

2/24/2017 1:09 PM

181 Yes I am prepared for it and another yes to make sure you think I am sure about it. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

182 I Don't know. I don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

183 A) not now B) it would help me with improving me skills 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

184 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

185 Yes Learning I don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

186 c) and Great 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

187 A~don't know B~ yes because in high school I think I will change as a person and grow more
mature.

2/24/2017 1:06 PM

188 Yes because I love working with kids and I hate to see them cy and when they are sick they
cry so I want to help cure them

2/24/2017 1:05 PM

189 Yes. 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

190 Yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

191 Going to military training camp 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

192 Yes because I'm a great note taker and listener and pick things up fast 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

193 Don't know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

194 My education 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

195 Yes Good Good 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

196 yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

197 C 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

198 Yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM
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199 A. Yes I feel well prepared for my chosen career 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

200 No I need to learn more 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

201 A)Yes 2/24/2017 1:00 PM

202 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

203 yes i do i am prepared cause i am use to doing it . 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

204 Yes I feel confident and prepared 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

205 Yes 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

206 Yes I have chose a career and i think in high school they could get me ready by helping us
about talking about buisness and jobs and how to do the job

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

207 A) yes I feel like I will try my best to do what i need to do to be the best doctor I can. 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

208 Arts and communication 2/24/2017 11:49 AM

209 Don't know 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

210 yes 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

211 Smarts, math and teamwork 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

212 I feel like they will make me more mature so I can the job 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

213 C) I'll try to learn about pediatrics. 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

214 Yes.. 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

215 Yes Nothing but get more better at pitching Idk 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

216 No 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

217 I do know what my dream career is but I don't know if I'm prepared or not. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

218 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

219 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

220 Yes i feel like I'm prepared 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

221 Yes 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

222 NOoooooooo 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

223 Yes because I have always wanted to Because I will play baseball in high school I get one 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

224 Yes 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

225 I do think that I am going to be prepared because if I am going to be a doctor you might have
to learn different language

2/24/2017 11:38 AM

226 a)No b)taking math and engineering classes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

227 Yes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

228 Yes I do feel prepared to handle the responsibility of doing to career 2/24/2017 11:35 AM

229 Yes I feel like I am prepared to excel at this career because you haft to have good strategy to
be a swat team member I have some good strategy I can out smart some criminals.

2/24/2017 11:34 AM

230 A, yes B, it do prepared C, learning 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

231 My grades in school 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

232 I see my high school giving me great education so I can end up going the path I want to go in
life.

2/24/2017 11:32 AM

233 Yes 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

234 (A) yes (b) 2/24/2017 11:31 AM
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235 Yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

236 Yes because it's my favorite subject in school and I think it will suit me for then 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

237 Yes 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

238 I hope that my high school experience will get me ready so I can be ready. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

239 Yes I want to do a lot in my career just don't know what to choose because there are so many. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

240 A) Don't know B) Arts/Computers C) I chose one 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

241 I don't know what my career is going to be 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

242 Yes 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

243 Yes 2/24/2017 11:25 AM

244 yes don't know i have chosen a career 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

245 C 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

246 Yes because I have many brothers and sister and I associated with them when they were
small and to when they got older.

2/24/2017 10:54 AM

247 Help on choosing the right job 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

248 I am always prepared for my career. 2/24/2017 10:49 AM

249 I do 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

250 I feel like I'm prepared in every way and I will take the pressure to get in medical school
because helping people is my life and my everything.

2/24/2017 10:46 AM

251 don't know 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

252 Don't know ? Already coosen 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

253 By teaching me how to be a teacher and how to prepair for teaching. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

254 Yes I am prepared for my career. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

255 I think that it is going to help me pick the right one and when I make that choice I hope that it
will help me have a good life.

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

256 Yes I do feel like I'm prepared after high school and college. 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

257 Yes Taking Business classes 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

258 a/i dont know if iam ready.b/i see myslef in high school confuse.c/i chose a carrer and i hope i
get to do it

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

259 Yes I do think that is a good place for me. 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

260 B) I think it is helping me because I'm am in FFA and I think I want to be a farmer or somthing
like that.

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

261 A.dont know 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

262 A)Don't know, I think so B)I don't know C)I did already 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

263 Not fully prepared but,I do know what it takes for my dream as well as my backup plan 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

264 Yes I kinda think I'm ready to be a lawyer 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

265 No 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

266 Yes I think am prepared 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

267 Yes I am prepared but still have alt of work to do. 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

268 Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

269 A)yes B)Pretty good C)Awesomely 2/24/2017 10:39 AM
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270 Yes I'm think I'm prepared 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

271 I have chosen a career,but I don't think I am quite prepared for it yet,I see my high school
helping me prepare.

2/24/2017 10:39 AM

272 Yes if I keep working on what I am doing 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

273 I have chosen a career and it will be a great one I think but i just have faith and hope to learn
and think about my life

2/24/2017 10:38 AM

274 Don't know 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

275 Kind of 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

276 I see myself as being a doctor 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

277 Idk 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

278 Yes I am prepared and read to go to coggllie so I can be a peden trishen 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

279 Yes I do feel like I am ready for my career 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

280 A) yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

281 Yes (a) 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

282 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

283 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

284 Yes I do because I have done a lot of research 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

285 Yes high school football yes 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

286 Both yes and know I want to do art but I also want to do robotics 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

287 I chose my career I want to be a middle school 7th grade teacher 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

288 I hope that my high school experience will help because by then Ill be able to get jobs and see
what I would like to be doing for the rest of my life

2/24/2017 10:28 AM

289 A- Yes 2/24/2017 9:38 AM

290 No, I see it as teaching me stuff about it. 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

291 I am not 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

292 yes, I know that I will have to work hard 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

293 I feel like I will excel in this career because I love playing school with my younger brothers. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

294 yes 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

295 yes. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

296 Yes. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

297 yes 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

298 Kinda. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

299 yes 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

300 A career I want to do is a coder. 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

301 idk 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

302 I want to be a anesthesiologist 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

303 my high school will help me with that choice because i will be able to see more things and
experience more things than i can do in middle school. maybe my taste in things will change i
dont know yet.

2/23/2017 2:44 PM

304 I'm not sure of it, but we will see when time comes. 2/23/2017 2:40 PM
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305 it will help me see what im interested in 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

306 I wanna be a nurse 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

307 yes 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

308 No not really because I really don't understand what I have to study for . 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

309 hoping it will give me the education I need like medications and learning how to fix body parts 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

310 mo 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

311 yes 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

312 Yes, I want to excel my career as a lawyer. 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

313 give me more options and a bigger view piont 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

314 yes 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

315 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

316 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

317 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

318 a) yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

319 Good Grades to get me to a good college. And to get a bachelors in interior design. 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

320 yes just need more time 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

321 yes, really good, yes 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

322 dentist and I don't know 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

323 yes because I practice everyday 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

324 yes, because I practice everyday. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

325 I think I do, but I got to take a class. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

326 doctor/nurse 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

327 Yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

328 no 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

329 make good grades 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

330 I hope the have pathway classes for the careers I want. 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

331 idk idc idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

332 dfsrewbuwdfbhpndfsbdrfuirqfewuibhdfibhnfibhnapfbn dpfwbw sdfbawdfbhnoidfhb
qfbdfnbofibhnwrqfb dfajb iwbgndfjudfbrfd bsdfkjb dfkjb ndfkb dfsb adf vadpsb vajdkisb vnd;ksb
adsm;kb adfkjib dfakb dfakjb vadkjbkdfabnadfkjbvnkfb adfb dfskjbdfaskjbndfb kdf; bdfskjb
sdfb jsdf bd;fb vfjadbnfjdbdfb jfdkjb dfkjab dfkjb fkj bsdfjbndfk bdfsj bj dfbfj db

2/23/2017 2:24 PM

333 Yes 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

334 it would help me be better with computers 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

335 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

336 yes I an prepared for what my career is I have researched 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

337 yes 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

338 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

339 I DONT KNOW 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

340 yes I think I am prepared. 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

341 no not at the moment 2/23/2017 2:21 PM
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342 kind of 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

343 Yes 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

344 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

345 I see my high school experience preparing me for college because I will have football practice
to helo me improve

2/23/2017 2:12 PM

346 I will want to be prepared for what I am going to do. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

347 yes I do I love the type of thing I do and I am always interested in learning something new
about it.

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

348 I feel that I will be able to make it work and my high school career will help me along the way. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

349 I feel prepared for what it will take to excel at my career choice 2/23/2017 2:09 PM

350 Yes 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

351 It can help me learn and study. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

352 I think so, I need to make good grades. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

353 point me in the right direction. 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

354 I know that I would want to be a surgeon as an adult if I do not make it to the NFL/MLB 2/23/2017 2:05 PM

355 yes I do 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

356 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

357 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

358 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

359 work hard 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

360 yes I do 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

361 yes 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

362 Yes, I feel I am prepaired to pursue my job choice. 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

363 yes 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

364 I have chosen a career but i am not yet ready ;hopefully high school will help 2/23/2017 11:29 AM

365 i think i do cause most of the stuff it takes im all ready good at 2/23/2017 11:28 AM

366 In high school, there are many different options to choose from. I think it will help you by
seeing your education level and where you need to be at that moment.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

367 I have chosen a career but I'm hoping that taking advanced classes in high school will prepare
me for the hard work I will be doing in college.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

368 I don't know yet 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

369 a) I think I am prepared a little because I like to be around kids. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

370 a) yes 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

371 a) no 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

372 a) Yes, I feel like I am prepared for what it will take to excel at the career I want to do. 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

373 I have a plan for my career and I am prepared for whatever and have full determination that I
will succeed and make a good amount of money doing the things I love and care for.

2/23/2017 11:23 AM

374 to see if I like it or not 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

375 a)im positive this is my future and this is exactly what I wana do and who I wana be I wana
help others and save lifes in this way

2/23/2017 11:19 AM
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376 yes I feel that I am prepared for the career that I have chosen 2/23/2017 11:18 AM

377 Do not know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

378 learning about jobs that interest me 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

379 A) Yes 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

380 I will take a lot of patience and I feel lkike I can accomplish what I want and hopefully my plan
will go as planned

2/23/2017 11:15 AM

381 Yes 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

382 a)yes i feel prepared because im going to do work out to get ready for football season b)You
should always be prepared exspecaily if your in my shoes because you can get hurt in football
season for not preparing your body. c)It would make that choice because I would be more
maturor so ill make a good dasition

2/23/2017 11:14 AM

383 yes 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

384 I don't know yet if I have the skills to do it. 2/23/2017 11:13 AM

385 I don't believe highschool will help me become a dancer but im still gonna graduate. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

386 yes 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

387 yes 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

388 I have chosen a career. I also am prepared for the bumpy ride it will take to get a PHD. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

389 im gonna figure somthin out 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

390 yes, by taking home etc. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

391 Not yet, but I fill like once I get older and go to school longer I will. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

392 Im going to take classes in high school over photography and different planning techniques. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

393 A) yes. 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

394 A)yes B)helping my people skills C)by making me smarter 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

395 Yes 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

396 Yes I feel totally ready for what's going to hit me 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

397 Yes 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

398 I hope that high school will allow me to see my options that will allow me to do my best. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

399 I'm not that certain that I'm 100% prepared but close 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

400 No I don't think I'm prepared YET but soon I will be when I start looking more into my career 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

401 grate 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

402 I can see what I would like to do. 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

403 to figure out what I want to do 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

404 I think I am pretty prepared for the career I have chosen. I will take lots of classes in algebra
and geometry.

2/23/2017 11:04 AM

405 I do feel like Im prepared for what I might encounter during my time of work this is a great
school and it teaches me new techniques for art.

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

406 I don't know what I want to do but what I have In mind would be maybe a teacher or a doctor or
work in the doctor office with newborns

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

407 a 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

408 Because I have been raised on a farm som I know how to run any tractor you give me and
planting plants and it's what my dad does

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

409 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM
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410 yes no I have choosen a career 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

411 A).i think I still need so time and then I will think about that. B).yes because it helps me think
of how to do the things right

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

412 I think high school could give me many great options to choose that could lead me where I
belong, and have everything I need.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

413 No No I will work hard to accomplish my goals 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

414 I'm definitely not prepared for it for my age. might be training. 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

415 Yes 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

416 I am not prepared to be a heart surgeon yet because I'm only in the 7th grade but when I get to
8th and high school they will teach me more and know more for college and then I'll be
prepared.

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

417 A)YES 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

418 yes.because im getting closer to grauate. 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

419 Yes, as i have always excelled this this 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

420 yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

421 Yes. 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

422 Yes I do because I am really good at football and I have been a good center ,tight end,nose
guard,offensive and defensive tackle but in college I want to be running back or wide receiver

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

423 I feel prepared for the adventures that await for me. If anything happens I know who to call and
I know what to do throughout the things that have happened.

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

424 A) yes B) I am prepared C) already chosen 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

425 Yes, I do feel prepared for what it takes to excel in this career. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

426 help me become smater 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

427 a) Yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

428 yes because I've been doing it my hole life 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

429 A= yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

430 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

431 to be a doctor 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

432 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

433 C) don't know 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

434 Absolutely 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

435 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

436 Don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

437 i don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

438 I think 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

439 I think I might play basketball 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

440 UUUHDGZFdtusfoyudgs 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

441 A- Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

442 yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

443 Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM
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444 Yes I am prepared 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

445 learning how to use different tools/where parts go 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

446 yes/a doctor/maybe 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

447 a) Yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

448 yes 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

449 no 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

450 No,i need to study more 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

451 learn more about the class I like 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

452 yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

453 Don't Know 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

454 I hope so. 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

455 No because I haven't learned about it 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

456 N/A 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

457 yes because I know what I want to do 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

458 yes 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

459 yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

460 yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

461 not really, I hope that my high school will help me learn about my job, along with my collage. if
I want to change my career then maybe my school will help me choose.

2/23/2017 10:39 AM

462 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

463 don't no idk idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

464 It will help me make that choice by taking health class that will develop me to be either one of
the jobs I would like

2/23/2017 10:37 AM

465 no because I don't what school I would go to, to persue my dream job. 2/23/2017 10:36 AM

466 Yes 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

467 not yet by learning about it more 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

468 idk 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

469 yes I am prepared 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

470 yes, umm I see it going well ,but at the same time a little hard. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

471 I don't know what career I want 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

472 I don't know what career I want 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

473 yes, because I have straight A's and I really am looking forward to be a nurse. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

474 I think my high school career will help with finding a career by opening new doors to my future
and revealing hidden interests inside of me.

2/23/2017 10:30 AM

475 No 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

476 yes 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

477 a yes 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

478 yes 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

479 I don't know if I am prepared or not for my career. 2/23/2017 10:21 AM

480 No I think that I am not really sure I'm ready for a job. 2/23/2017 10:03 AM
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481 Taking classes that will help me with the career. 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

482 A. Yes god will prepare me for what he wants me to do with my life 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

483 A.yes B.showing part of my career C.what cocies I have 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

484 In high school they have classes I can take to get to the job I'd like or want. 2/23/2017 9:51 AM

485 Yes I am prepared for this career. 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

486 A) I do not think I'm completely prepared for my career now 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

487 I don't know if I'm prepared to go to the military yet because I can't swim, im not loud, I can't
stand still, and I don't know how to solute.

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

488 I do not know when I will be ready to start my career, I am hoping to be prepared for my career
before I graduate high school.

2/23/2017 9:48 AM

489 I don't know. learning more about how to work on them. Study everything I need to know. 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

490 Yes because I am learning from my grandma who is a nurse 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

491 Yes a docotor 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

492 I hope it will help me if I make a choice then. 2/23/2017 9:45 AM

493 I do feel like I will excel this career. My high school experience will help me get prepared for
what I got to go through after high school

2/23/2017 9:44 AM

494 Taking classes that go with the job I want to be in. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

495 I do feel like I am prepared 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

496 Yes I do. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

497 yes 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

498 Yes I'm prepared for career, I have did much research on it ,so I Can do it my job very well 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

499 It will help me by playing football and learning about other thing to. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

500 Yes, I do feel like I am prepared because this is my favorite sport and I want to excel at it. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

501 I don't know Learning By teaching me 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

502 Don't know Learning computers and math better 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

503 I really hope my high school will let me decide what I want to do for the starting point of my life 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

504 Classes in high school would help me move on to my carreer 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

505 B 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

506 Get to know better things about whatever I choose 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

507 Well I feel like I wanna become a vet but I'm so sure I really love art to however I feel payment
for art wouldn't be enough to live on so I do believe I see myself working with animals .

2/23/2017 9:36 AM

508 No, because I do not have the training. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

509 a 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

510 yes 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

511 I feel like high school will help me choose my career by looking at all of the different things I
can do

2/23/2017 9:30 AM

512 keep practicing and work harder 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

513 yes i do 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

514 figure out what I like 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

515 I think I need to learn a little bit more about my career in college then I will be good to go. 2/23/2017 9:27 AM
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516 yes 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

517 C) I think high school will help me learn the things i want to be like if i were a teacher i could
learn what the other teachers do and do that.

2/23/2017 9:23 AM

518 yes, math, 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

519 yes 2/23/2017 9:22 AM

520 I think I am ready for the career but I might need a little training. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

521 don't know 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

522 Yes I do believe I habe what it takes to succeed in my dream/future career. 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

523 yes I am prepared to do what I need to excel and do my job as needed 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

524 Yes, I think that I will excel at my chosen careers I also think high school will help me better
prepare for my chosen career.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

525 I feel like I'm going to really have to be prepared and work hard for what I want to do. But I do
think I'm pretty well prepared/ready do yes.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

526 yes, Im not to sure that I am prepared for this career though. Being what I want to be takes a
lot of patents and that's something I don't really have.

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

527 yes 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

528 Studying before I inter high school. Yes. 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

529 yes I think I am prepared for any class I have to take. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

530 maybe, I would like to teach math 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

531 yes 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

532 I hope I will gradate high school and have the ability to do the stuff that is possible 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

533 Yes I do feel prepared for what it takes to excel and this career. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

534 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

535 yes I think I have what it take to be a teacher or a nurse. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

536 Yes, high school will help me learn more things about the human body because that is what I'm
dealing with when I go into my career.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

537 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

538 No I do not feel like am prepared for it I might die 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

539 A)Yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

540 yes I have in 5th graden 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

541 don't know 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

542 I have chose a career, and I feel like I am ready, but my brain is probably not ready for all the
information. I think my high school experience will help me become more prepared for collage
and it will help me succeed and become more intelligent, it the studies I would like to take.
High school will help me become the woman I like to become.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

543 yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

544 a)yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

545 B. By my paying attention during class and asking for help when I need it. 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

546 yes 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

547 a) I don't no what career I am going to do 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

548 take classes on them and learn more about them 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

549 to see what I want and to be experienced with my job that I want. 2/23/2017 8:59 AM
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550 yes 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

551 what I like doing best 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

552 yes I have a chosen carrer 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

553 I feel like I am prepared. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

554 yes I feel prepared 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

555 Don't know 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

556 a.yes 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

557 you really don't need an education for being my job 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

558 a) yes I do feel like I am prepared for what it will take to excel. b) I do feel like I am prepared. 2/23/2017 8:51 AM

559 yes 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

560 yes 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

561 a] don't know 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

562 c 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

563 It will show me something that I'm good at and I would like to do. 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

564 Don't know 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

565 I hope that my high school experience will help me choose my career 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

566 Yes 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

567 I don't know 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

568 Yes I feel I will excel in the career though it is not an easy task. 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

569 A.Yes I do cause I think I am good at the career that I have chosen. B.It will help me make my
mind up by doing different things to get me ready for almost anything. C.Show me how things
are money wise.

2/23/2017 8:45 AM

570 Ii do feel that I excel at this career because I can do anything I put my mind to. 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

571 I don't know if I am prepared for this career yet. High school will help me proper by giving me
some of the things that they do to help me get ready for it.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

572 chose don't know 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

573 Yes, I do feel like I'm prepared. I feel that I can take the challenge I need to face. I believe that
I'm ready for whatever comes my way.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

574 Yes I am prepared to take on my job or career 2/23/2017 8:42 AM

575 I have chosen a career that I really want to have. I don't know what it will take to excel at this
career, but I will everything in my power to excel. I will strive in college, pay attention, and I will
study. So I will excel.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM

576 yes I have big dreams for the fuearture 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

577 Yes, I feel like I am prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

578 I hit yes and I really don't know 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

579 I feel like I have prepared because I have studied this career and I know a lot about it. 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

580 Yes 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

581 Yes I do feel like I am prepared for my career 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

582 I want to try and Play foot ball for. A collage and being disoplened will help me with this career 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

583 I feel like I will excel at this career because if I work hard enough and believe in my self I think
I can excel at my career and I might learn tips from some of my family members because

2/23/2017 8:37 AM
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most of them are in the medical field.

584 Yes, I do feel like I am prepared for what it will take to excel this career. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

585 I have chosen to be a doctor I know a lot about being a doctor because my mom worked in the
hospital when I was little. I am hoping that high school teaches me how to work with people
when we do projects with new people.

2/23/2017 8:36 AM

586 I see my high school helping me prepare because it will help influence my choice 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

587 A)yes B)I feel prepared C)I have chosen a career 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

588 Yes, I feel like I'm prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

589 yes I am because I have already started to practice at my house for my family and my sister
some times helps if she wants to.

2/23/2017 8:35 AM

590 A)yes B)cause I will have more responsibilitys C) 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

591 a) yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

592 Don't know 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

593 It is going to help me with a great deal of knowledge of my major. High school is going to get
me ready for college.

2/23/2017 8:34 AM

594 Yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

595 yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

596 Yes I feel I have like I have what I need to excel at this career. I do feel prepared but I feel like
I would need more learning about health and the human body so I can really excel as a doctor.
I have chosen my career but I feel like my high school experience could help for when I do
become a doctor.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

597 yes I feel like I will do really good at my job because I can relate to most people with their
injuries.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

598 my high school experience will help me prepare for the career I am thinking about by doing
hands on activities instead of lectures

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

599 yes I do feel like I am prepare 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

600 a)yes 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

601 a)no not know but I will be. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

602 Yes because I thought about it since 2014 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

603 c) it will get me prepared for life as a grown up 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

604 Don't Know. By helping me learn some things about computers and things. 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

605 My mom teaches me nursing. 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

606 my career is about makeing video games and learning knew things about them 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

607 I think that i am prepared for a teacher career 2/23/2017 8:21 AM

608 a) yes b) yes 2/23/2017 8:19 AM

609 Yes 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

610 I am not prepared. I will have to go through a lot of training. My high school experience could
help me with grades and with responsibility. Also I need to stay fit.

2/22/2017 2:45 PM

611 I think when I get to high school I will have a better idea of what I want to do 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

612 I hope high school will help me learn in which areas I'm good at. 2/22/2017 2:35 PM

613 a) No. I don't feel like I'm prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. I need to do more
research. b) If I take courses specifically designed for people interested in the same career as
I am, and if I'm being mentored by people who have a lot of knowledge regarding this career, I
think it will help help me immensely in preparing. c) N/A

2/22/2017 2:31 PM
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614 I feel that I am very prepared because I do deal with a lot of different animation types. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

615 I do want to be a game designer and I have to take classes while making my design's. 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

616 i do feel prepared for what it will take to excel in this career because ill have the experience. 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

617 some what I know a lot a bout how it should be. 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

618 c) I hope my experience will show me many different careers and the many aspects of each to
help me discover which one interests me and which one I'm interested in.

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

619 I hope it will show me what I am good at and I will like for a long time. 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

620 ys 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

621 Yes 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

622 yes 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

623 yes 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

624 high school will help me get prepared for becoming a military person like r.o.t.c 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

625 I think with proper education I can achieve my career goals. 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

626 A. Yes 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

627 No but I will be when I reach high school 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

628 I hope that the high school will show me all of the possibilities of what career I can
successfully have.

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

629 I think that I know some of the things about my career, but I think I need more help and people
to talk to help me learn more about the career that I have choose

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

630 It will help get me stronger and faster. 2/22/2017 2:19 PM

631 yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

632 yes i don't feel prepared because i haven't taken the classes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

633 Yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

634 B) My high school experience will teach me to not procrastinate and many other skills. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

635 a) I feel somewhat prepared. b) I will be able to learn more about my career and make my
decision. c)

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

636 a)yes b) I feel like I will be prepared c) I have chosen a career 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

637 I hope I can figure out what I want by knowing what exactly I do in that career 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

638 A:YES! B:I need help with finances C:I have chosen my career 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

639 I hope high school lets me experience different careers. I like science but I don't if I will like
how they work and how the study goes.

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

640 UMM...why is this so deficult 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

641 a) Yes b) by taking specific classes so I know if I like the idea of the career or not. c) I have
chosen a career

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

642 Get some ideas. 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

643 a)I do feel like I'm prepared for what it will take to excel at this career because I am very
interested in this career and it will help me become more focused and ingaged.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

644 yes I do think that I can prepared on it 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

645 I think I have chosen a career but when I get into high school I would like to learn more about it
so I can make a final decision.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

646 a. yes 2/22/2017 2:14 PM
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647 Yes I know this will excel my career. 2/22/2017 2:13 PM

648 b) there are classes that can help me prepare for it 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

649 yes I do 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

650 c) I feel as though in high school I might take classes that would help me determine exactly
what I love doing which will help narrow down my job options.

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

651 c) - yes 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

652 I don't have it all planned out i'm in 8th grade 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

653 helping me prepare for what's coming in life. I want to know what I can experience my dream 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

654 Yes I do think I am prepared but at the same time I don't know 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

655 Yes, I could be taught by someone who I know. 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

656 b) I will know what to look forward to. 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

657 I see my High School help me because of their business classes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

658 a) yes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

659 Yes I need to take classes for my career, but I will need business knowledge 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

660 Don't know They would help any way possible 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

661 Professional athlete 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

662 Yes I feel good about the choice I have chosen 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

663 A) yes B) im prepared C) I don't know 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

664 don't know 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

665 Don't know 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

666 Yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

667 they are try9ing to throw thisw on me now but I have no clue what I want to do 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

668 More training 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

669 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

670 Yes I will to protect my country 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

671 a) Don't know only time will tell. b) It wont cause their isn't a class for what I want to do 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

672 Take classes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

673 Yes yes 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

674 Yes 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

675 Maybe 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

676 Yes 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

677 Yes because I have good reading skills and I like to debate 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

678 I fill like I could stay and do good 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

679 C 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

680 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

681 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

682 yes 2/22/2017 1:59 PM

683 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

684 Engineer 2/22/2017 1:58 PM
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685 Race car driver 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

686 Yes all I need is to dance 2/22/2017 1:55 PM

687 I thought about it but I still need time to prepare for any flaws .in high school I expect a high
quality of help and care for the help in what I trying to achieve. Maybe it may help me out with
a skill that I have that needs work.

2/22/2017 1:16 PM

688 Hard work good grades graphics and construction designer and technology degrease 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

689 I think I will be prepared for this type of work, It has been a dream of mine, So, yes I will be
prepared for this.

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

690 Yes I feel I will excel at my job. I think high school will help with my need for math 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

691 by what i major in 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

692 Yes I do feel like I am prepared 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

693 Yes People can help make things in cooking class or something to help us cook and learn new
things

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

694 It is helping me with all that it can..with the most education that it can.. 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

695 I hope there will be classes today that will fit in the category of the carrier I want 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

696 Yes.police man.mabye 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

697 Yes I do. 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

698 Yes 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

699 maybe in high school it will come to mewht I want to do 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

700 I am still choosing on being in law or in the medical field but after I find out what I want to do I
think to I will be ready to learn and I hope I can do what I want to in life

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

701 Yes I feel as I'm in high school I can learn more about how to do the thing I want I have chose
a career

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

702 I am ready for my career since I'm already good at both skills I will need to persue this career. 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

703 A)yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

704 Yes I'm prepared for work and what I'll have to do to keep the job. 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

705 Yes I feel ready for this career 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

706 I could learn more and have more choices 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

707 No but I will be 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

708 Yes I kind of feel prepared 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

709 I hope my high school classes will help me. 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

710 Yes but I can do better to get in to the mlb I need to make myself better at baseball and try
harder

2/22/2017 12:51 PM

711 Help me find what I want to do and give me ideas 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

712 Yes I am prepared 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

713 Yes 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

714 Yes 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

715 Yes 2/22/2017 12:49 PM

716 I don't really think it will although i like school what is different from middle school and high
school just more years

2/22/2017 12:48 PM

717 No, I feel highschool will help me with animals 2/22/2017 12:48 PM
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718 (A) yes I so have a planned 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

719 No 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

720 Yes I am prepared to excel in this career 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

721 Yes 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

722 By choosing am I really interested in it and is that really what I really wanna be 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

723 don't know, my high school experience will prepare me for the challenges in life 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

724 Yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

725 Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

726 I don't know 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

727 I have a idea on what I can do to help learning the medical career, but no I'm not completely
sure on what I should really do to help.

2/22/2017 11:25 AM

728 Yes. 2/22/2017 11:22 AM

729 no I'm not prepared but by becoming better and better 2/22/2017 11:21 AM

730 yes because I will study as much as I can and do my work 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

731 A) I feel I am ready for it. I want to be a veterinarian. I already love animals. Of course though
I will have to learn more before continuing.

2/22/2017 11:20 AM

732 a) yes 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

733 yes 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

734 I do not think I am fully prepared for this career. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

735 A) N/A B) N/A C) That it will open up more choices. 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

736 a: don't know b: don't know c: I hope that my high school experience will at least help me to
fully decide what field I would like to pursue.

2/22/2017 11:13 AM

737 C. by helping me understand the stuff I like and dislike 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

738 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

739 N/A N/A Seeing which more specific areas I excel in 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

740 I think I will make a choice by high school. 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

741 high school could help by seeing which classes I like 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

742 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

743 IDK 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

744 don't know 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

745 a yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

746 I think my high school classes will help me figure out & decide what career I want. 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

747 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

748 yes, 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

749 Yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

750 no 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

751 No. I will need to attend high school and graduate from college 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

752 no 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

753 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

754 yes.i need to take higher classes 2/22/2017 11:08 AM
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755 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

756 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

757 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

758 A) yes because I going to work hard for it to make surer that I get what I'm going for. B) the
wrestling team will help me prepare my self and gives me practice. C) by seeing if I'm good at
the thing i'm trying for.

2/22/2017 11:05 AM

759 a) Yes b) I think it will prepare me a great amount so long as it has the upgraded materials and
technology needed. c) I hope that the influences around me can help

2/22/2017 10:59 AM

760 a) yes b) I just got to keep going and hard more hard on the future that I want 2/22/2017 10:58 AM

761 a) Yes b) I think it could help me to go towards the pathway of health. c) I hope it would help
me choose where I want to go and what I want to do.

2/22/2017 10:53 AM

762 A) No because I don't have the training I need to be want I want to be. B) I will take classes to
help me prepare for is. C) If I didn't choose as career I would choose a that I no I would
achieve.

2/22/2017 10:52 AM

763 Yes 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

764 I feel like I have chose a great career, baseball is a great sport to play 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

765 i'm kind of prepared with acting but ive been playing softball for the longest 2/22/2017 10:45 AM

766 A) I'm kind of prepared to excel B) My high school experience will probably get me closer to
my goal

2/22/2017 10:44 AM

767 a) no b) studying hard and ask people that work in that career to give me some tips c) by other
people and my interests in specific subjects

2/22/2017 10:43 AM

768 b) I feel like the school could improve on the way they educate there students. 2/22/2017 10:42 AM

769 my high school hopefully would've taught students how to at least begin a business and to
make sure they get onto a good start in their business profession.

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

770 don't know because I can do weight lighting yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

771 I don't really know at this point but I plan to start getting everything together in 8th grade. 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

772 yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

773 A: I am already good with building robots and fixing stuff 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

774 collge 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

775 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

776 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

777 no 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

778 yes 2/22/2017 10:36 AM

779 Yes 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

780 yes 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

781 I think when I get to collage I will be older and smarter and have more interests than I have
now. Then according to my personalities and my hobbies I can find a good paying job that
suites me and what I like.

2/22/2017 10:33 AM

782 I plan to work hard and push my limits to achieve my goals to be an engineer/astronomer. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

783 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

784 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

785 me and my best friend Harley said that we will be babysitter probably cause we will be living
together. one of us will babysit at the day to time while the other is at work. then we would

2/22/2017 10:32 AM
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trade off at night.

786 Don't know what you are asking me to do but you are confusing me. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

787 yes 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

788 Yes I am prepared to take that career in the future. 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

789 yes I do I started cooking when I was 6 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

790 I feel like nursing is a good career for me because i've been interested in helping others and I
feel like I am not prepared because i'm just in 7th grade but after I graduate and go to college
for nursing then I will be ready.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

791 Yes, I am prepared for what it will take to excel. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

792 I think what I learn in high school will help me see what I am best at and to help me choose a
career based on this.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

793 No I don't 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

794 No, I have not decided on what classes I will be doing. I see my high school experience can
help me because I could take classes that have to do with medical attention. I already chose a
career.

2/22/2017 10:28 AM

795 The career I have chosen is being a chef after serving as a pilot in the Navy. I think I will be a
average chef because I have some experience.

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

796 A)don't know B)I don't know c) help me form study skills and a better work ethic 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

797 yes I do think I am prepared 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

798 I feel like I am some what prepared for my career the only thing that I would really need to
study in high school is bone structure so I will know what the name of the bones are and where
they need to be in the human body.

2/22/2017 10:26 AM

799 I feel I am prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

800 kinda 2/22/2017 10:25 AM

801 I hope high school will give me ideas of what job I like and will give me the most money. 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

802 A-no B-I don't see it helping me 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

803 (a) be good and be tuff be the best I can be (b) playing on the high school football team 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

804 NO i'm not prepared i got to get my behavior and anger under control 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

805 yes 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

806 yes 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

807 Yes I am ready to make America United not divided we will win our nation Bach it's time to
make a stand for what's right political beliefs,religious belief,and the freedoms to each and
every American thank you

2/22/2017 9:54 AM

808 Yes. I think high school will help me become more responsible and respectful to others so that
will help me with my skills of respect and responsibility.

2/22/2017 9:51 AM

809 I think I need to do better if I want myself to do good in my career I need to do better in my
school work if I want my job to be my best choise

2/22/2017 9:47 AM

810 Yes I feel prepared I just have to study hard and make good grades. 2/22/2017 9:43 AM

811 They will teach me things needed for my career 2/22/2017 9:42 AM

812 Yes I feel like I can do it. 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

813 Yes I am going to become an engineer like my grandmother because she travels to different
places like india Germany and other places

2/22/2017 9:41 AM

814 I have chose my career but I need more help. High school will help me a lot I'm sure. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

815 Whatever I'm good at in high school is what I will pursue as my career 2/22/2017 9:40 AM
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816 I feel I am prepared for what I will need to do to excel 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

817 A.) yes I feel like I'm prepared. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

818 Yes, because I have been doing it my whole life 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

819 A. Somewhat I guess B. High school will probably get me prepared for college C. yes 2/22/2017 9:39 AM

820 Yes 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

821 Yes 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

822 Listening 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

823 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

824 yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

825 I really don't know I need to get better in math 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

826 Yes I'm prepared I've chosen a career 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

827 Yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

828 because it can help me be better 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

829 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

830 Yes 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

831 Yes 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

832 Yes 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

833 a 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

834 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

835 Plan on college then vet school. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

836 Make good grades 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

837 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

838 Don't know, studying 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

839 Yes I feel I have what it takes to excel in my career . 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

840 I need to learn more about how to take career of amianls more. 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

841 Yes, because I would love to do it and it fits my personality. 2/22/2017 9:16 AM

842 I need to learn more about a pediatrician. 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

843 don't know 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

844 I am prepared for anything that challenges my goal. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

845 Yes It would help me understand a little more about my job inside that high school. By showing
me which job would be better to go for, basing on how I like it and how it pays.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

846 No; learning for information in high school that I would learn in college so I can start my career
earlier

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

847 don't know taking many different courses showing me many more classes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

848 I think that im prepared to take on college 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

849 don't know don't know I guess 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

850 no I am not prepared I feel like it will help because you can take classes on it 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

851 I don't know It would help me understand college a little bit better in the high school. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

852 A) Don't Know B) N/A C) I have chosen a career 2/22/2017 9:13 AM
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853 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

854 yes doing cross country don't know 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

855 Yes My high school would give me more information on how to succeed at my career. 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

856 Yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

857 yes it will help me know more I already chose my career 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

858 no get a dipmea 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

859 I did not answer yes I have not have a career yet good as possible 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

860 A. Yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

861 I feel as if I am prepared mentally for my career, but I need to graduate college first. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

862 No 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

863 B) Yes 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

864 yes 2/22/2017 9:06 AM

865 I'm not sure 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

866 Yes I have chosen a career but I don't feel completely prepared. 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

867 no I don't have what it takes 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

868 Yes. I feel prepared. I have chosen a career. 2/22/2017 8:42 AM

869 yes teaching me tactics by giving me options 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

870 yes the studies help me get better it will help because I can see what I was better at 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

871 a)yes b)do not know c)do not know 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

872 I hope that I kind of choose my career in middle school, so I can take high school classes that
will help in when I get to college.

2/22/2017 8:37 AM

873 I do feel I am prepared to be a journalist and work in the arts. I have become a strong writer, I
made eighth in state in Young Georgia Authors with a piece of work all beautify. Beautify is a
poem about how beautify is skin deep, and how someone can seem to be beautiful but really
be one ugliest people you shall meet in your life time, because of their personality. I have also
become very fortunate in my vocals as well.

2/22/2017 8:36 AM

874 teach me more about social studies 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

875 yes, I feel I am prepared to excel at this career. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

876 I am pretty sure I'm prepared but then again I don't know. I am only in sixth grade so I don't
have my whole life planned out, but I'm a little scared for the studying and all because my step
dad is a nurse practitioner, and it was very strtessful for him and he is one of the smartest
person I know.

2/22/2017 8:35 AM

877 a) Yes 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

878 Don't know I feel like when I get older I could make decisions. I hope that I made the right
choice to get a good education.

2/22/2017 8:34 AM

879 I don't think high school will benefit me close to none almost as much as middle school
benifits me and I may not even go to college because it lacks inspiration and creativity I can
gain more by reading books

2/22/2017 8:33 AM

880 Yes 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

881 yes I'm ready I think it will be fine in high school high school is probably all about agicultural
reasons so I think ill be able to figure it hat out by the end of high school.

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

882 I feel like I'm prepared for wht it takes to excel at the career I want. 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

883 C) I hope that my high school experience will help me decide between my options. Taking
different classes will maybe make me like something more or less.

2/22/2017 8:31 AM
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884 A) yes, because I love cooking for people 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

885 I believe high school will definitely influence my course I take in my career 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

886 I hope to be able to learn more about my options and how they will effect my life. 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

887 A) yes I have because thAts why I want a high degree so I will be able to expel in my career 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

888 Yes 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

889 I hope my high school experience will help me pick a career. I will take classes to help me
decide.

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

890 I will study in art, design, and take the highest math classes that I can. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

891 I hope my highschool experience will help me figure out what I'm interested in 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

892 I feel like I would be good at my career 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

893 A)Yes I do feel like I will be prepared for what it will take to get my career B)By giving me
experience to help with the pressure C)I don't know

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

894 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

895 I hope high school will show me what I want to do. 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

896 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

897 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

898 I'll need to be able to learn what I need to learn to have that career, learning some stuff even
before college

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

899 My high school basketball team could help me prepare by me getting better. 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

900 I feel like I'm prepared for what will tack to excel at this career 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

901 If j wanted to go into the mission field I don't think any part of school would really help but I
could be wrong

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

902 yes I feel prepared for my career 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

903 A) yes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

904 a) no b)learning more about what want to be 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

905 i think i have done good in school and plan to continue making A's so hopefully one day i can
get accepted into a good college. so for A, my answer is yes.

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

906 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

907 I feel that I have prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

908 want to be a mechanic 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

909 yes, I think I am prepared, I work hard and I am ready for obstacles in my way of achieving
that goal

2/22/2017 8:26 AM

910 I want to make videos on YouTube but I'm not technologically prepared as I want to be 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

911 I don't have the equipment, but I'd could figure it out. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

912 I want to in navy but also a accountant. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

913 I think ROTC will be a big help to get us in shape and the feel of people putting pressure on us 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

914 YOU COULD BE A ROLL MOTLE 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

915 yes I am prepared 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

916 a) yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

917 Yes I think I am very prepared I have done it before so this will be nothing BRAND new. 2/22/2017 8:23 AM
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918 a)yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

919 Yes, to learn the different types of body parts that all you need to know to be a surgeon 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

920 Yes I love the career and feel like i can be prepared 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

921 Because it will keep me focus 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

922 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

923 I feel like if I am not prepared now that high school will help with the debates so , I will have a
little experience .

2/22/2017 8:21 AM

924 a) I feel like I am prepared 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

925 a]yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

926 yes I do 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

927 Yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

928 A)yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

929 Study and decide when I get older 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

930 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

931 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

932 yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

933 a) yes b) studying and giving me more knowledge c) by giving me more knowledge to be able
to go to college and get my job

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

934 yes, I feel somewhat prepared. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

935 yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

936 yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

937 yes I fell like I will be ready to take this carrier on 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

938 i hope i will get to see a lot of things i can do and decide from there 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

939 Don't know 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

940 Yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

941 A) yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

942 No,teaching us upcoming possibilities, 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

943 A-yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

944 No I am not fully prepared to achieve my plans that's why i need to take a business class to
know how to run things.

2/22/2017 8:17 AM

945 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

946 a) I feel completely prepared for the job that I would like to take on 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

947 Idk 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

948 yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

949 A. Yes B. My science class C. Idk 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

950 Yes Teaching me more 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

951 Yes I am prepared 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

952 I hope I can work a job in high school and college until I get my degree 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

953 yes I'm prepared 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

954 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM
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955 Not quite yet. 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

956 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

957 I will be prepared after high school 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

958 I think my high school life will be full of interest 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

959 Yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

960 yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

961 Yes 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

962 I am very prepared. 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

963 I do feel prepared. I have it all set out for me. 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

964 yes 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

965 logging 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

966 ya 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

967 yes 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

968 yes 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

969 if have planed my career 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

970 yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

971 Yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

972 nonbe 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

973 Yes but I can always get better and do better 2/15/2017 9:19 AM

974 kinda 2/15/2017 9:19 AM

975 i'm not sure what i could do to help me prepare. 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

976 yes yes because it prepares me 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

977 yes 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

978 idk 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

979 yes 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

980 not quite college will help 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

981 idk 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

982 somewhat 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

983 no 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

984 by being there to actually help and take time with the students instead of just getting paid 2/14/2017 9:18 AM

985 something in the business feild 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

986 yall can help me prepare for it by teaching me mechanics in mechanis classes 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

987 No but I have some ideas. It would help if I could learn more about higher paying jobs instead
of normal jobs.

2/13/2017 1:30 PM

988 I don't know. High school is my educational foundation. Therefore, my math and science skills
should have prepared me.

2/13/2017 9:55 AM

989 yes 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

990 Yes i am really great at math and designing something from scratch which is most of what
engineering takes.

2/13/2017 9:54 AM
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991 not yet but high school hasn't prepaired me at all none 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

992 I hope it helps me choose a good career and path way for my future. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

993 I didn't know what I wanted to do when I graduated high school until this year my senior year
so I didn't take the pathways I need for this career.

2/13/2017 9:52 AM

994 I feel like I will be capable to do what ever it takes to become a doctor but at the same time i
have not done as many as the steps needed in high school because when i started the ninth
grade i wanted to do a completely different field. Since i changed what i as wanting to d oi
could not change the pathways i took .

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

995 I feel pretty prepared but still need to learn 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

996 I feel like I'm getting more prepared but not completely prepared just yet. Im taking some
classes that will help but we dont offer a a different variety of classes that will better prepare
me for the future

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

997 yes yes we dont do rotc 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

998 no 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

999 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1000 c 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1001 Don't Know 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1002 no I need minions 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1003 help me 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1004 by giving me actual business classes where the teacher teaches business things 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1005 I hope it will help me think about what I want to do 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1006 yes i think i've prepared to further my career. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1007 i feel like i could be more prepared than i am 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1008 No, I don't feel I am prepared for what it will take to excel at the career I chose. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1009 a)no b)i see my hich school preparing me with math. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1010 Kinda. Like I said before when I try to shadow they want call me back 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1011 Teachers need to be supportive, that would help alot. 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1012 let me know what i do best 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1013 A) Yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1014 c) i have no idea 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1015 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1016 get more mature 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1017 I feel some what prepared, but I need to learn more about the technology they use in the
industry of animation and storyboarding.

2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1018 a) don't know b) don't know 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1019 yes 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1020 yes I do 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1021 Yes. 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1022 a)Yes 100% b)I'm Prepared c)I've chosen A Carrer 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1023 Don't know 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1024 yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM
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1025 No the school only has journalism in 9th grade 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1026 Yeah I feel like I can excel but it might take me a while getting used to it 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1027 Yes I am prepared for my career. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1028 I hope my healthcare teacher will eventually provide bunches of ideas on what we could use
our education on in the future. There's so many medical fields, and I have not a clue on whice
one I want to be in yet.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1029 i feel like highschool can clarify my iffyness 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1030 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1031 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1032 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1033 yes I feel prepared 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1034 a. yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1035 I dont think high school can teach me anything about a real job. It has yet to teach me
anything that I will need.

2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1036 yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1037 Yes. I do feel that I am prepared long as I continue to work hard and study . I feel that I will
excel at this career.

2/13/2017 9:39 AM

1038 it's not 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1039 I feel like I haven't taken the right classes in my high school career to become a Registered
Nurse. Im in the food pathway and this is my 3rd year taking it. I haven't taken no healthcare
or any doctor classes to prepare for this.

2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1040 yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1041 I feel like I will have an idea what I will be doing, but like anything is a new step I haven't taken
yet.

2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1042 too late now. but maybe having an option of taking a class that you can experience salaries
and experience in different career fields.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1043 Yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1044 I am prepared to work in the business world. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1045 i hope it will make it eaiser 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1046 I hope the pathways that I take will guide me to what I want to do 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1047 I am not sure if I am prepared for my career, I still have things I don't know about that I should
know. My high school experience has not helped me so far

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1048 If not prepared well enough preparing for the career that I want to follow. My high school
classes are helping me to get where I want to be when I start college and then I would start of
on a good start.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1049 There still some questions that I have about the cosmetology programs like starting out in the
cosmetology business etc...

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1050 High school is almost over, so it doesn't matter. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1051 Yes I feel very confident in this plan. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1052 c) I hope they will help me choose a career. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1053 No, 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1054 Yes I am prepared. It will take a lot of hard work and studying. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1055 yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM
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1056 Yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1057 Taking less core classes , taking more electives. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1058 Ive prepared my whole life 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1059 yes I hope to find my career 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1060 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1061 When it gets close to graduation. 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1062 a) Yes 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1063 yes i feel prepared 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1064 I don't know I don't believe I have taken the appropriate classes for this field 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1065 yes because I want to know if I really would enjoy it 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1066 dfyjy 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1067 going through a sample course 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1068 Yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1069 a)yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1070 yes it will only help through arts classes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1071 yes, I have to get my finicanial ad done and get all of my classes and things worked out and
figured out then ill be ready.

2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1072 figure out what i need to do 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1073 Don't Know 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1074 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1075 I do feel like I am prepared in some sort of fashion because in order for me to be a
psychologist I have to be intrigued with the human mind. For instance I have to show an
interest on how human beings act, why they act the way they do, and how do they interact with
themselves or others.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1076 no i dont feel prepared to go to cool to go in the career i want to go in because i have no
experiences

2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1077 I have chosen a career and I feel like I am prepared to put in the work. 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1078 Yes I do feel as if i have planned for my career very well. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1079 I have chosen a career, but I don't feel prepared for it yet. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1080 I hope to be able to research into computer science field and find a job that interest me. I also
hope that High school will help me get the basic knowledge of this information.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1081 c) By taking different pathway classes and things like that, I am discovering what I like and
what I might want to do when I am older

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1082 yes. 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1083 it wont 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1084 No i don't feel prepared for the classes that i'm going to have to take in college 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1085 a) the couple careers i've picked out i think i have what it takes b)i can see it helping by letting
me take college classes c)i hope that they will develop a class to help people like me pick
what they could excell at job wise.

2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1086 I am not exactly sure what I want to do yet but I know that I will figure it out in time. 2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1087 Yes, i feel prepared because i love helping people in need. I always have. My high school
career is preparing for me in this career.

2/13/2017 9:20 AM
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1088 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1089 No, I do not believe I am prepared for my career, yet I'm still only in the tenth grade. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1090 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1091 NO im still unprepared and not completely sure whats required for the job. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1092 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1093 yes, and it will take good math skills which I already have. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1094 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1095 i am somewhat ready i have chosen a career and have spoken to people about what i want to
do . my next step is to speak with the recruitment officer to get signed in for my mos.

2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1096 I hope that it will help me to find a career that interests me. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1097 Yes, I feel like I am on the right path for my career. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1098 noi feel like i need to do some work to be prepared but i will be. 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1099 Yes I feel pepared. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1100 yes 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1101 yes. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1102 Yes 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1103 yes 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1104 yes 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1105 dont know 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1106 Yes I feel like I'm prepared for my future. I really am excited what my future has in store for
me. I will succeed to the best of my ability.

2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1107 im taking healthcare and that will help me start a medical career 2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1108 I cannot decide whether I want to be a vet, teacher, or a surgeon. I have to decide this on my
own there is nothing anyone can do to help me with my decision.

2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1109 Yes, it will only take about 4 years of college and a time of on-job training. 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1110 stay determined i what im gonna do 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1111 good classes and work for a good career 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1112 dk 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1113 yes 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1114 a) yes I am prepared 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1115 A) Yes. 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1116 yes i am prepared 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1117 yes. 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1118 It will help me find a career I like. 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1119 no, the sports physical education ctae class I feel only appeals to be a PE teacher. 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1120 kind of 2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1121 a)Yes. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1122 I don't know. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1123 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1124 its not 2/10/2017 9:32 AM
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1125 Yes. 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1126 a) yes 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1127 i feel like i need to improve some for the career i want to be in. 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1128 yes I do feel like I will excel in his path, a big reason why is my grandfather is a lineman and
he is helping me to get started on my career.

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1129 introduce me to all types of fields 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1130 Yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1131 yes 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1132 A) Don't know B) my high school is helping me become responsible and learn how to do stuff
on my own

2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1133 I feel I'm prepared for college to get into my career choice 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1134 the only thing that has helped me prepare is the healthcare class that i am currently taking 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1135 Yes i am prepared 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1136 I feel I am prepared. I will do what it takes to do this job. I have good grades and I feel I have a
good study habit.

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1137 YES 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1138 No iim not prepared 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1139 I do feel i'm prepared. 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1140 yes 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1141 b) I have chosen a career, however, I don't feel prepared for it yet. If I want to become a writer,
I will have to polish my skills constantly, and even then I still may not be ready. However, I will
continue to work hard at it throughout the course of my life.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1142 Yes I am prepared for my career. I am aware of the steps it will take to get my degree and I
even have a hopefully prospect for what facility I will work in once I attained my degree.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1143 I do think I have what is needed to begin at this level and I'm willing to excel by rigorous
studying.

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1144 yes 2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1145 a) yes 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1146 a) I feel that I am on the right path to being prepared for my career, but as a junior in high
school am not yet fully ready. b) High school allows for certain pathway classes to help
prepare me for a career. However, I do wish they provided and class or even a pathway
dedicated to networking.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1147 my high school experience will help pick out what i enjoy doing 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1148 Actually passing so I even have a chance to choose a career. 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1149 I'm definitely not prepared for it yet because it needs way more in-depth classes than we get
here. Having more/better psychology classes would definitely be helpful, and if we had
healthcare/science classes that focused more on neuroscience.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1150 I hope so. theres two main fields of things I want to be. 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1151 yes I do feel like I'm ready 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1152 no ,I need to be in a personal fitness class 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1153 yes I am prepared. the school helps by helping me learned good employee skills, tools in
medical field

2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1154 Yes, I feel like I am partly prepared for my career. I plan on going to college to get my degree
in ultrasound tech.

2/9/2017 9:39 AM
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1155 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1156 dont know 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1157 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1158 Go to GMC 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1159 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1160 Somewhat know 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1161 By teaching me how the job is done and what type of experience it requires. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1162 No I'm a senior its to late to help me prepare 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1163 Yes. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1164 no 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1165 yes I think so. 2/8/2017 9:44 AM

1166 I have chosen a career, but I do not feel like I'm prepared for it. I want a career as a video
game programmer and concept artist, but I believe that there is more I need to learn. I could
apply my high school experience with computer coding and drawing to help me learn more in
the field of game design.

2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1167 yes 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1168 No, Jones County High does not offer the necessary classes that would prepare me for what I
will be faced with in college and a real world work environment.

2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1169 yes. I see high school as a communication ground to help students build a relationship with
others and situations on how to deal with others

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1170 Yes, I am prepared for the intense courses I might have to sit through in order to bring myself
to excel in this career.

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1171 physical therapy 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1172 yes 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1173 I'm not entirely sure what I plan to do. I don't think my high school experience will help me
make that decision. My decision relies on what I am interested in.

2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1174 yes i feel prepared to be this person and i need to focus on my education in order to do so 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1175 yes I am 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1176 I still have to learn to cook 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1177 Yes :) 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1178 I own a company called myartisreal www.myartisreal.com 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1179 yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1180 Yes I am 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1181 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1182 idk 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1183 Don't know. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1184 going to college 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1185 The high school doesn't really help me in what I want to do. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1186 As I said, the hobo life is for me. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1187 i dont think that my high school experience will help me decide my career. i need to spend time
in a hopsital

2/8/2017 9:37 AM
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1188 Yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1189 it wont 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1190 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1191 Somewhat 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1192 Yep. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1193 Yes, I feel I am well prepared for my career. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1194 idk 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1195 yes. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1196 I am not sure how it will help me. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1197 I think I'm not fully prepared but I'm somewhat prepared. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1198 yes 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1199 I am very prepared to be a nurse. I go to my moms work and they let me clean the beds and
walk in and take notes of what the doctor is saying.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1200 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1201 yes im prepared 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1202 c) yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1203 yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1204 I hope my senior anatomy class will help me decide if I want to go into the nursing field 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1205 yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1206 yes 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1207 It doesn't helped me at all. The pathway program is stupid. Many people don't know what they
want to do and the pathway program forces 14 year olds to suddenly pick what career they
want to have??? Not smart. (p.s. it should be have)

2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1208 I have taken a bunch of healthcare classes and I took an A&P class to help me prepare
myself for graduation.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1209 I feel prepared to excel in this career 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1210 Yes 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1211 Luckily this school has a decent amount of science classes so i don't feel completely blind,
otherwise id feel like high school was a waste for my actual career education.

2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1212 no 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1213 No, i want to be a nurse. The healthcare pathway has taught me nothing. My friends in
anatomy have learned more in 6 months of the class than I have in 3 years of the pathway.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1214 Yes 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1215 no not yet i feel like i still have alot to learn. although i do know some things 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1216 I do not feel as though I'm prepared to excel at my career. There aren't really any pharmacy
oriented classes at JCHS.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1217 i am very well prepared for the path that i plan on taking 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1218 I hope that my high school experience prepares me for the course load of college. I also hope
that juggling everything in high school (extra-curricular activities, school, job,...) prepares me
for the many activities of my future life.

2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1219 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1220 i know what i excel at and what i struggle with 2/8/2017 9:20 AM
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1221 I feel like I am prepared to excel in my career choice and enjoy every second of it. 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1222 c) It's not, that's the problem 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1223 I feel like I am pretty prepared to excel at this career. 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1224 I really don't feel like i'm prepared. I don't really see my high school experience helping me to
prepare for this Career.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1225 yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1226 No, I will need to go to a four-year university to pursue this career. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1227 A) yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1228 a) no b) through the ag program. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1229 Kind of because i do my own studying in that field out side of school so school isn't really
preparing me for a career except for the fact that Coach Nisbit is an amazing Psych/Soc
teacher. That got me ready.

2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1230 Yes 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1231 Yes 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1232 yes, i was raised on a farm and i know martial arts. 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1233 Yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1234 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1235 Not as much as I would like 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1236 I am prepared because i believe that if you stay ready, you won't have to get ready. 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1237 Yes. My highschool had nothing to do with my choice. Teachers and councilors provide little or
no assistance in career choices. They only provide minimum assistance with college
application processes. They provide zero advice for careers.

2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1238 Not really, this school does not have a good healthcare pathway currently. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1239 Yes, with all the CATE programs i have learned traits needed for my job. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1240 I am ready to go to the next step. High school has laid the groundwork for the furthering of my
education.

2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1241 to find something that will interests me. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1242 yes 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1243 I feel as if my electives will determine what I do 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1244 I feel like I'll have the drive I don't think everyone that chooses their career path are exactly
prepared.

2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1245 I do feel like i am prepared for it. I'm already taking the right classes. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1246 Yes. Healthcare I feel like is helping me for my future. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1247 Sorta, i wish i could have had more teachers that could've helped me in depth. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1248 Yes, I have looked into many pro's and con's of becoming a Teacher, but i'm prepared. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1249 b) i feel it will help me prepare by learning more about science and the human body 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1250 No, I need to know more about college choices and the degrees I need for my career choice. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1251 i think i am. i havent really learned much in my healthcare class, but i know im capable of
doing it. im a hard worker and i can do anything i set my mind to.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1252 a yes b my high school doesnt help me prepare for my future career 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1253 not completely yet, but partly 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1254 i hope it will prepare me for college more so that i can easily pick one then. 2/7/2017 9:47 AM
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1255 yes, im in a healthcare class, to help me get ready for nursing school 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1256 A. Don't know B. yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1257 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1258 yes 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1259 A)I don't know B)Somewhat C)Taking Agriculture Mechanics 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1260 yes 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1261 yes;yes 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1262 yes 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1263 I would do whatever it takes to pursue my dreams and if I cannot be in Cosmetology, than I
would definitely be a soldier in the Navy. I would like to let people feel beautiful and if not then
serve my country.

2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1264 Yes 2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1265 b) taking an auto mechanic class next year. 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1266 I have chosen a career, but my high school experience will help better prepare me for it. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1267 I am hopping my high school will help me out and show me exactly what i need to take in order
to do what i want to do when i get out of school and plan o start collage.

2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1268 By taking classes that prepare me for it. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1269 A)yes 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1270 a) yes 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1271 no not really 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1272 b) I see healthcare helping me prepare 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1273 yes but the school hasn't helped. 2/7/2017 9:32 AM

1274 yes I do law school is something I really want to do and I really think that I would be good at is
because I like argue and that's what I think ill be good at and what I want to do

2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1275 yes 2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1276 Yes 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1277 yes i do think i am prepared for life in the future. 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1278 a) yes b) It wont help 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1279 yes i'm feeling good about what i chose for my career. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1280 No, I feel like I got a lot to learn in order to be prepared for this career. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1281 I think the school needs a ortc class the help with my career chose 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1282 not really, but my classes are preparing me for it. 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1283 Don't know it will help me learn more so i can be better prepared for the world and my future job 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1284 A)yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1285 mjbk.jgkgikuiyiytytuytjjj vvvtrtyieeyddgfd 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1286 Yes I do to be a photography/ athletic trainer. 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1287 I do NOT feel like i am prepared for this career. I feel as if more classes were added to JCHS i
would be on track for collage

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1288 I have to see where my path takes me cause I have two choices in my life cause im going to
be a doctor but if I get a choice on the tour I will take that cause that what I always wanted to
be

2/7/2017 9:17 AM
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1289 yess i do 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1290 no i dont i feel prepared cause i dont know how to be a cop at all 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1291 no i think im not prepared yet 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1292 Yes, I believe i am prepared to the point when i get there I will not be clueless 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1293 yes 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1294 Yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1295 Yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1296 yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1297 no i need an opinion 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1298 no not yet I will be by the time I graduate 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1299 B) I Thinks its going too prepare it jus fine 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1300 i dont know 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1301 Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1302 no, because I need a little more practice 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1303 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1304 maybe my grades 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1305 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1306 A) Yes B) The Healthcare elective has helped me a lot because it showed me proper Medical
etiquette.

2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1307 Yes, I feel prepared. 2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1308 No, my high school career is not helping any. 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1309 I've chosen physical therapy however I'm dedicated to this career. I'm not sure i will actually
pursue this path or that i am prepared to endure the obstacles to successfully complete this
path.

2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1310 A) yes I have chosen a career but I do not feel like I am prepared I feel I need to know more
about sports management and more about the army

2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1311 actual hands on activites in healthcare classes so students can get the real feel of being the
ER

2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1312 Somewhat 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1313 healthcare, I feel confident on this career because I really like and Im fast at learning on what I
love some that makes me prepare for the career

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1314 I think I'm mostly prepared to go to college for that career. 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1315 a) i feel like i need more education and training and preparation for things i will have to learn in
college. b) i believe my high school could help me more by focusing more on my future and
what i actually need to know and what will benefit me in my career rather than what the state
says i need to have.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1316 i have chosen criminology for my career. one of my top long term goals is to work for the
national center for violence and crime. i don't feel completely prepared for it but i feel that
taking the recommended classes for the career that i want will definitely prepare me for my
career.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1317 No not yet I have a lot to learn still. if I take college classes it will help a lot in my career 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1318 Yes, I wish the high school had classes for animal science so i could be more prepared for my
career as a Veterinarian.

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1319 I feel like I don't know what the future holds so I don't know if I am prepared for the future. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM
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1320 YES 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1321 no i dont. i feel they are preparing me for my core classes but not my picked field 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1322 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1323 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1324 I do feel like i am prepared for what it will take to excel my career. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1325 nope 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1326 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1327 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1328 I hope it shows me my interests 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1329 School hasn't really prepared me but I am prepared I feel I am. 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1330 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1331 yes i think my healthcare classes and anatomy next year will help me 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1332 I feel like so far I have prepared myself for whatever it takes for me excel in my job. 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1333 no 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1334 yes. 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1335 i have chosen my career but i feel like i have not been taught everything i need to know. i think
we need an experienced healthcare teacher to teach allied heath.

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1336 c) give me a larger taste of different careers 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1337 Yes. I feel that the career I have chosen will be fulfilled and that I'll enjoy the career I wish to
be a part of.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1338 I feel like I need to study more for my career, and i need to find a good school. I also need to
figure out what I need to do to plan for my career.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1339 I believe that, after studying Chemistry and Physics, I will be able to judge which one I am
interested in the most.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1340 I know what I want to do but I don't think that this school has a class to help me succeed in
my goal

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1341 not really because I haven't taken everything I need to take to become everything I need to be. 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1342 yes 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1343 experience 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1344 Sorta, this school has done nothing for me, ive done everything i need for myself 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1345 yes!!!!!!!!! 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1346 The healthcare class i take kinda helps me with what i want to do but its just broad. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1347 it will show me what I want to do 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1348 I think my sport will help me make that decision. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1349 WELL NO THANKS TO JCHS BUT YES my high school career hasn't helped me with anything 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1350 yes 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1351 I love chicken because it tastes good and has a lot of protein. 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1352 No I dont have enough time to persue what I need to learn to be more prepared because of all
of my schoolwork. My highschool experience has not assisted me in preparing me whatsoever.
It wont.

2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1353 yes. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM
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1354 I do feel like I'm prepared for the career I've chosen. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1355 they can help me decide what college i want to go to. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1356 yes 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1357 My school didn't help me or provide me with the information I needed. 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1358 If they offer ROTC it could prepare me for when i join the military. 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1359 i feel like i am somewhat prepare for physical education because i have taken PE classes
since i was in elementary school, so i feel like i have a good portion of experience in the
environment. i do not feel like my school is preparing me for the ministry field.

2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1360 I have chosen a career but I do feel like I am lacking in the requirements needed for the job.
My high school classes are helping me get prepare for my chosen career.

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1361 Yes. I've always done well in history, and I feel as though I need to study a lot more but I'm on
the right track as it is.

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1362 no. I really like engineering but no classes are here 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1363 i dont know 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1364 ys. 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1365 Somewhat just feel like rotc would have helped and help people to me self disciplined 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1366 tehkgjuhoorwrikhyieekhpor;ohopiigfpkhghgp 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1367 yes 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1368 Yes I am. 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1369 I'm in-between two careers at the moment. My healthcare pathway is good and all but I don't
think I'm learning anything because of the teacher. I feel like when I get to college I'm going to
be extra stressed about school work and getting ahead in life. I'm in the last stage in the
healthcare pathway I shouldn't feel like this. So no I don't think I'm prepared for life, with the
the teacher that left I would have been.

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1370 For the most part, yes I do. Other than what classes I would have to take to excel in the
career choice I'm thinking of.

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1371 I do for the most part 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1372 I wish that it would have more things that could prepare me for a career in my degree but I also
think that we are only concentrating on passing a test and getting to college not on being
successful down the road when we join the workforce.

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1373 a) Don't know b) health care has prepared me for the basic stages for becoming a
doctor/nurse... and i believe healthcare should have a 4th course

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1374 I hope that through my healthcare pathways they will help me determine a specific career for
me to pursue.

2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1375 I feel like I'm half way prepared for my career. i know certain things about Neonatal Nursing but
i wish my school would have a class that i can benefit from learning about my career.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1376 Yes, i push academically in order to help myself in the future to not only get in to academic
programs but to also exceed in them.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1377 a) I don't know b) More classes dealing with the healthcare of animals and animal medicine c)
^^

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1378 I feel that I am mostly prepared, because I want to be a Fashion Design Coordinator. I now
take Fashion Marketing and Business Law , which prepares me intellectually. I am not
prepared for the hands on job yet. I will be doing work based learning next year.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1379 I do feel like I'm prepared. 2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1380 Yes, i feel like our healthcare science program greatly prepares any student who wishes to be
in the medical field.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM
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1381 yes 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1382 I dont know because I am only 16. I know what i want to do as a career, but I all i know is I
want to go to college.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1383 By this point i havent chosen what i wanted to do yet but i know i want to go into the medical
field but i dont know any further than that and im not even in a medical pathway.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1384 I am prepared for the career and I am very high on my standards with the way I think it works.
I am making a high grade in my Allied class and I think that I will be good at this because it's
something I am interested in.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1385 I do not feel that I am very prepared since I have not a psychology class and I plan to become
a psychologist. To prepare myself I would like to become an intern to a psychologist to see
what the job is like.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1386 yes 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1387 yes i take classes to help further my self 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1388 I think I am somewhat prepared for my career. Taking healthcare classes will help me prepare
for my career.

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1389 i feel somewhat prepared because i have multiple family members that will help me through it. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1390 No i feel as though i'm not to where i need to be in order to achieve that career. My high school
isn't exactly helping me prepare for my career because i'm not taking the exact classes that i
need in to be prepared for that certain career, we are taking classes that we probably aren't
going to need later on life.

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1391 I have career ideas I just need better resources in order to execute them. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1392 NO!!!!! it will not, jones county's cattle program is run by a washed out old army vet who
doesn't care about anyone but himself.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1393 yes with all the classes taken and hard work put into it i believe i have the capabilities to do
well at my job

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1394 I don't know if I'm prepared for what it will take to excel at this career. I guess my high school
experience will help me prepare by math classes.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1395 No I don'. The school has really taught me anything about game design or computer
programming (not easy to learn or do Programming).

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1396 yes. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1397 well it depends im stuck between being the president of the united states and a hooker. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1398 sort of,i'm an athlete right now and i feel if i cant perform well enough to go pro then i can help
someone else get on track to do the things i didn't do. It would be more helpful if i could
actually shadow someone in the next two years to see if this is something i want to do for the
rest of my life.

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1399 Yes 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1400 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1401 no 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1402 I feel like with a little more practice and more fundamental knowledge in the study of music
theory i would be prepared for college

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1403 Yes, I feel very prepared. 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1404 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1405 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1406 Maybe, it's gonna take a while for me to be able to actually do work. I will end up having to go
to school for about 8 years for my planned future career

2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1407 yes I feel prepared for it 2/6/2017 9:16 AM
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1408 no i prepared for it 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1409 a)yes 2/6/2017 9:12 AM

1410 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1411 High school pathways will definitely help with the college and my future career. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1412 I feel I have what it takes to excel at pharmacy. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1413 yes I don't feel prepared because I haven't learned everything I need for core 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1414 Yes i do fel like i am prepared for what it will take to make a decent living with my career. 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1415 I feel i am fully prepared for this career. 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1416 I don't think I am fully prepared because I just started my pathway 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1417 I hope some class or adult may show me to the right direction 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1418 by giving me all the choices i need to pick my career 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1419 I feel like I need to learn more about the subject 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1420 By introducing me to the healthcare field 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1421 yeah I thimk im pretty smart 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1422 yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1423 yes 2/6/2017 9:05 AM

1424 Yes I feel I am prepared because I am strong in math and science which are important for
healthcare.

2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1425 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1426 3-1 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1427 dont know dont knpe 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1428 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1429 Me being ready to excel at my career depends on the classes available at the main campus. 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1430 a) Yes b) Social Skills 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1431 i think i have a little bit more to learn about the human body and interacting with people outside
of school. if my plan go as i want them to while i am in high school i think ill be just fine in
excelling in my career.

2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1432 I feel like I am somewhat prepared. Going into the medical field, things change all the time, so
you would have to constantly adapt to changes. But, because of my determination and ability
to strive for the best not only for myself, but for others, I could prepare well.

2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1433 beeb 2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1434 Opening students up to opportunities and show hands on experiences for possible career paths 2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1435 I wish we could do internships that gave us credit for high school credits. 2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1436 yes if I try but I suffer from crippling depression soooooooo :/ 2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1437 no 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1438 yes , because I'm doing really good in school and I've searched it all up 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1439 go on that path way 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1440 b) I feel like high school could better prepare me if they actually offered a bigger variety of
classes, especially in CTAE. I think that we should have more courses that can focus on
electronics AND computer science. A computer class should be more than just learning to
program.

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1441 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM
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1442 have a provided pathway 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1443 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1444 High school could offer more classes that will help me get through college faster so i don't
have to spend as much time taking core college classes and i can work faster towards my
degree

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1445 yes I think I have what it takes to become what I want to be but im not necessarily
preperaed.My highschool experience isn't helping me for what I want to be. It is more of a back
up in case I cant get the job I want.

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1446 yes i do 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1447 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1448 yes. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1449 I am ready to do what it takes to reach my goal. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1450 yes yes grades 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1451 Get the needed education to get into a college of my choice 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1452 A) in an way. I know what I'm up for but I don't think I'm fully prepared and committed for it. 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1453 I do feel prepared because I already speak Spanish. 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1454 Yes I have. I want to be an animator with a business like no other in America :). Though I don't
believe I'm fully prepared for it, I love drawing, I love animation, and I love anime but I have no
knowledge of how to animate because it isn't provided for me. I get that anime is a Japanese
thing which is why there isn't really anything for me but I want to change that...

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1455 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1456 don't know. i need an accounting class 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1457 yes 2/3/2017 9:39 AM

1458 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1459 I have not chosen a career yet but I hope my high school opens more pathways for me to be
interested in.

2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1460 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1461 I don't know I might work at Geico cause I have a cousin and that work at Geoco and she said
they make pretty good money.

2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1462 not really prepared 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1463 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1464 yes I feel my high school experience will definitely be beneficial to my aspirations. while there
are certain parts that could be more helpful, like a finance class, overall I feel confidant that I
have the education needed to succeed.

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1465 I'm in 10th grade so I cant answer that completely honest, at this moment in time I do not feel
am ready

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1466 I am prepared for my career 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1467 yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1468 I have to get better prepared by getting classes for the career I want. 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1469 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1470 yes I do feel prepared to excel at the career I have chosen 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1471 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1472 A.Yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM
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1473 I do feel like im prepared 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1474 I don't know. I don't feel like I'm taking the right classes. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1475 Don't know 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1476 a.) Yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1477 no, the school doesn't prepare us for the real world and treats us like babies. 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1478 not really prepared 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1479 Yes 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1480 yes becuse i am in intro to heathcare 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1481 C) I do wish that my high school experience will help me make my decision on what I want to
do

2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1482 C) I hope my teachers will help me get into marketing 2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1483 No i don't think im prepared for this career just yet. I don't really think my school has options
for me to go down my career path.

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1484 a) yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1485 yes , health and techonogy will help me for the medical field when I leave high school for
college

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1486 a) Yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1487 to go into sporting goods store and bow shop 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1488 I have no clue what I want for a career and don't know how I'll find out. 2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1489 yes 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1490 yes yes I feel prepared 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1491 yes because im that person that goes for it 2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1492 yes I fill good about the luning but not how to do the tax or other gronw up stufu like that 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1493 yes. 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1494 yes i do feel like im prepared to excel in my career since im already in a healthcare class and
learning everything i need to know about being an athletic trainer.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1495 B) in high school would give me more experience, by teaching on hand to hand stuff 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1496 I am only in the ninth grade so my chosen career may change through the next 3-4 years. as
of now i want to an author and i want to be a graphic designer.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1497 no i don't think i am prepared for this career because i have no training 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1498 I hope that my high school experience would help by of course the classes I take and the extra
curriculum classes, and maybe even the teachers could influence me to chose my college
career.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1499 i kind of feel prepared 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1500 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1501 maybe because i dnt kno where my strongest talent is 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1502 i don't know if im fully prepared bout i would study hard to get better. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1503 i havent really personally chosen a career that i can just stick to but i really think that being a
doctor is a career that i want to pursue because they help save peop[le lives.

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1504 I feel okay 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1505 its helping me get a diploma 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1506 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM
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1507 no because i don't have a class i can take to help me get started on my career 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1508 hopefully i will find my career job next year 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1509 My high school experience is not really helping me at all. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1510 yes 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1511 i really dont have a way of that because Jones county dont have ROTC which mean i wouldn't
be ready for the army if i left i wouldn't have had the experience of doing ROTC.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1512 c. i hope high school will give me enough experience in different careers so i can decide which
is best for me and what i would be good at. i dont just want to pick something that is easy or
that everyone is doing i want to do something ill enjoy, even 30+ years from now and not be
tired of it.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1513 Yes. I feel that I am prepared to take on a career as a Journalist, but it will also help so much
if i could take Broadcast Journalism more than once in my high school career. I only had that
class for one semester, but I know that now I am more ready to take on my dream more than
ever before, I also know that if i took this class more than once that I will absolutely excel and
be successful in this field.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1514 I wanted to be veterinarian. but I cant understand the science fir it so I'm thinking more along
the lines of like dog training.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1515 football is my career i just want to make my mom proud in get to the money 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1516 yes, I do feel prepared for my career and I don't see much help with the career I chose. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1517 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1518 My high school doesn't really offer enough classes that have to do with what I want to do when
I graduate from college.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1519 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1520 I have chosen a career i want to be a obstetric gynecologist when i grow up, i do not feel
prepared to be one yet but i know i am when i get done with high school because i take health
and i take intro to healthcare and science.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1521 I have my plans 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1522 I have chosen a career and if i keep push toward my goals i will make it there. 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1523 no because i havent been to college 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1524 yes, yes i feel like iam prepared . 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1525 i hope i can make good enough grades to get into a college 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1526 yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1527 no 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1528 YES I DO BECAUSE THE THINGS REQUIRED TO DO THIS JOB ARE MATH AND
SCIENCE BOTH OF WICH I AM GOOD AT

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1529 I feel like i'm on my way to being prepared for what i want to excel in the specific career. My
high school experience will give me the classes that i need to help me be ready and prepared
for what i want to do for a career.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1530 i feel like im beginning to be prepared with my healthcare and i will have a better opportunity to
get into college than students who didnt have healthcare at there school

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1531 I honestly don't know, I am in the process of finding myself and understanding what I like in
this world.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1532 NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1533 a) - yes b) - with my socializing skills , like talking in front of a large group of ppl 2/3/2017 9:14 AM
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1534 I fell like I am fully prepared for what it will take to succeed in my career choice. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1535 no im not cause i dont know what i want to do and no because the school is not helping me
decide or giving me options on what to do for my future

2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1536 It will help me a whole lot. And I could better decide on what I'd like to do with my life. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1537 a) I feel like I am kind of prepared and I think I don't think I need much for me to accomplish it.
but im still going to try my best.

2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1538 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1539 I have chosen my career for when im older. And I believe that i am not prepared all the way. I
believe after I go through high school and collage I will be a very good teacher.

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1540 A) Yes B) high school will help me pass my M.E.P.S ( a test you have to take to get in to the
military )

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1541 i choose several careers that im kind of interested in but not for sure about , but if in high
school if i learn more about what each career do and get better understand i think i would pick
one main one and stick to it

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1542 Hopefully something will come up and make me interested 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1543 Yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1544 I feel like teachers at the high school will help me pick the right career that fits me and help me
feel comfortable with it.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1545 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1546 ljlh;ubuu 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1547 Yes, because i have all the classes i need. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1548 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1549 idk 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1550 yes I feel prepared. I know what I am getting myself into 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1551 don't know i am not sure how hard it is to do this career.my high school experience is preparing
it because it shows me how hard healthcare is and how much it takes just to be a doctor you
need to go to college for at least 10 years so that will be a lot of money .

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1552 c) I want to be something in the healthcare field like a pediatric nurse practitioner or something
like that so I can take Healthcare courses throughout high school.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1553 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1554 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1555 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1556 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1557 i think i am prepared for it even tho my school dont help me prepair for it 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1558 I feel like I would be able to excel in my career, I want everything to go has planned. I might
not be prepared to be a surnonigramist right now, but i will study, and get all the information
required to become one.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1559 yes i am 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1560 more than likely going to electrical buisnnes 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1561 not that good but im getting back to it college 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1562 i dont reallly know if i am prepared for it only because im just now a freshmen. hopefully i will
know by my junior year or end or sophmore year.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1563 hit man 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1564 No i don't feel prepared for the job i want 2/3/2017 9:11 AM
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1565 Dont know, By taking he healthcare pathway 2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1566 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1567 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1568 yes i feel prepared for what it takes to excel in what i am trying to become , as a matter of fact
i know i am prepared

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1569 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1570 i hope high school will help me find something that actually interest me 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1571 i hav not chosen a carrier yet but i hope my years in high school will help me figure it out. 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1572 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1573 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1574 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1575 im not really sure. I just know that I love animals and I have a conection with animals and
would like to take that and make it into a career.

2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1576 no because this high school doesn't have a good program or teacher for the class I want to
take

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1577 I think I have prepared well. I hope my high school would provide steady classes to help me
focus on my future career.

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1578 yes yassss 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1579 yes i do 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1580 i hope my high school will show me what i work best with and i will pick a career using those
statistics.

2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1581 i hope it will help me get more experience going in to high school and help me choose a career
that suits me

2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1582 a) somewhat, but i think my highschool classes are only preparing me for a fraction of what ill
do in my career out of highschool.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1583 i think im pretty much prepared for this career. I hope that i can take all of my intro classes
while im in high school, so i already have an idea of what it is gonna be like.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1584 yes 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1585 dont know by giving me as much education as possible. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1586 I hope that it will make my mind clear on what I want to do when I get out of high school so I
can be ready for my future life.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1587 pass high school 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1588 I am feeling like im getting more and more prepared for my career everyday, as I study hard
very often.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1589 Yes. I am prepared to excel at this career. However, I do not believe my school is helping all
that much with it.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1590 i have chosen a career, but i think the high school should have a more various amount of
pathways so students can feel more secure in their choice, and so they can make sure that
this is the career for them.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1591 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1592 kind of. i don't really seeing it help me because there aren't any classes that are about
designing other than art.

2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1593 idk 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1594 i feel like i am on a good path to be prepared by the time i graduate 2/3/2017 8:57 AM
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1595 I hope it makes whatever i do eventually choose easier. 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1596 I feel like the high school will succeed in helping me make that choice 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1597 Yes. 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1598 I feel I would be better prepared if more health care classes were available 2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1599 I really don't know how to become a cop 2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1600 Yes 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1601 I don't believe I'm 100% prepared for the future but I'll give it my all 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1602 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1603 I don't know 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1604 Yeah, I catch major hawgs 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1605 Shows me what I like and what I don't like 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1606 Yes 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1607 I do not feel prepared coming out of highschool 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1608 Personal trainer 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1609 Yes 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1610 first off its "have you chosen a career"... no high school hasn't helped me. i'm taking the
classes needed not the classes wanted. this school doesn't offer enough classes that interest
me.

2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1611 I would hope that my high school experience would point me towards a career i enjoy, but with
me being so close to graduation, I can only hope that I graduate so that I at least have a
diploma to help me obtain my inevitably sub-par job.

2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1612 I think I'm preparing for the future so ill know what will come up 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1613 I hope I am prepared to do well in this career. I do well at science and pretty well at math, so
I'm hoping high school will prepare me to do well at my career.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1614 I do not feel completely prepared of my chosen career, but I don't feel like I going into it not
knowing anything.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1615 yes I have. 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1616 a) Certainly not yet. I haven't taken really any courses that will pertain to this career. b) With
the ways things a re set up now, my classes hardly help me prepare for my career. I don't need
to know the equation of a circle to be successful in life. c) n/a

2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1617 No, because the classes I need to take are not offered at the high school level. 2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1618 i take heathcare and i wanna be something in that field so 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1619 help me ,show me what its like to have these careers 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1620 yes 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1621 I have a good idea of what my career will be but i don't know exactly how i am going to get
there.

2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1622 I feel like my high school experience is helping me to prepare by allowing me to take the
NASM certification exam to become a personal trainer. This will ultimately help me when I am
in college and sets me apart from other students.

2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1623 call me big papa 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1624 A).yes B).the classes I'm taking are preparing me for it 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1625 a) yes b) my pathway classes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1626 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM
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1627 c) High school helped me by taking classes and seeing what I do and don't like and helping me
understand what i might want my career to be.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1628 Yes and no. My high school career will only help me through the science programs. I do not
need any of the other classes to prepare and fulfill my career.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1629 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1630 I think i am on the way to excelling 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1631 its a wall 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1632 1. Yes 2.Yes i do feel prepared for it because its something i worked for my whole life 3. I have
chosen a career

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1633 yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1634 I was born prepared nah jk I need to get my degree first 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1635 somewhat prepared 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1636 a) yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1637 yeuh hoe fak nih always prepared bit out the womb prepared bit fak u me bit 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1638 a) Not really. I mean I make great grades and all but I don't feel like the teachers are preparing
us for the future. b) I mean... Some classes teach us information that we need to know (shout
out to Mr.Ewing and Mrs. Hice) but other classes I feel like they just teach us the same as
everyone else even though some of us are different learners.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1639 I need a carrer finder class. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1640 Yes because I have good grades in math and enjoy doing math. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1641 i have chosen a career , i dont feel like im a 100 percent ready but i will be before i graduate, 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1642 Well depending on if I get a scholarship or not will effect my future. If I do then I will go to
college and take classes for a job I like. If not my plan is to join the air force.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1643 A) yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1644 I hope that performing will help me really decide what to do with my life. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1645 a) I do not feel prepared because jones county does not take our academics seriously b) its
preparing me by facing real world problems and helps build who I want to be when I'm older

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1646 No, I don't feel prepared for the career I want because there aren't very many classes on
working with animals or they aren't promoted enough for me to know of them.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1647 a; YES i am getting prepared 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1648 yes neonatal nurse ICU I am prepared for this career 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1649 a) yes b) it helps taking a healthcare science class c) I hope it will reveal my calling in the
medical field

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1650 I'm not yet prepared for my career. It's going to take many years of college to get there. Having
the healthcare science pathway we do at JCHS is helping some though.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1651 That their classes will help me fulfill my want to find a job I truly enjoy and can rely on as well.
However, there are not many options to go off of.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1652 Hopefully it will narrow down my chooses for my career plans. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1653 I have two careers in mind and I'm not sure which one I would like to aspire more. They both
interest me a lot and I love doing both. To help me decide I would have to see what classes
are being offered for me during high school.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1654 Yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1655 football 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1656 I am prepared for Photojournalism and Journalism in general, but i feel like the school could 2/2/2017 9:35 AM
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help by providing a journalism class, and photography classes.

1657 i dont know i probaly need to study on it 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1658 I hope I can do and study different things to find a career 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1659 I am prepared for all the courses needed to become what i want to be in life. My high school
years are going to let me take different courses to help me find out what i want to be.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1660 by getting good grades 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1661 I excel at biology, math, memorization and both my parents are in the medical field. To prepare
for my career, I will take the healthcare classes to prepare for college.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1662 By telling me more about careers. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1663 a.yes b.teaching me chemistry c. they wont as i have chosen my career and they cant change
that

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1664 I do think im prepared for my career and I have what it takes to excel at it. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1665 a) Yes, it will take hard work, but either way, you will always have to work hard for anything so
it's understandable.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1666 I believe that once I get further in my healthcare classes I will become better prepared. Right
now I am only learning about character in healthcare and are not focusing on anything to better
me into my career.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1667 I feel that if I take the healthcare pathway in my next three years if highschool I will have a
better chance at excelling in my carrer.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1668 I know to a certain extent but I've had to google my entire career pathway. EFFING TEACH US
ABOUT COLLEGE AND STARTER JOBS.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1669 C) that it will help guide me into the direction of what I want to have as a career 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1670 c). I hope that I will find what I'm interested in through my classes that I take throughout high
school and see what I like the most

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1671 c) i hope that i will help me make my decision 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1672 Yes because i plan to be successful in the after life. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1673 it wont help 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1674 b) when I take take more classes that go towards what I wanna do 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1675 yup 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1676 I hope it will allow me to find what im interested in 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1677 im hoping high school will lead me to the right career 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1678 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1679 i hope to find the classes im most interested in to find the career best suited for me 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1680 I hope it will help me find my strengths and what I'm good at to make choosing a career more
easy.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1681 just stick to football and keep good grades so I can get a schoolarship 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1682 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1683 yes 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1684 I am very prepared for what it will take to accomplish what I need to excel my career the way I
should.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1685 trump 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1686 more life lessons 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1687 Yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM
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1688 no because i need to be in a healthcare class but they didnt give me that and im hoping they
will give it to me next year so ill be prepared what i need to learn.

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1689 c 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1690 because I will learn things I like 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1691 ye 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1692 yes, i feel that i am prepared for this path because my mom did hair and she taught me
everything she possibly could and i really take an interest in this career.

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1693 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1694 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1695 a)yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1696 I prepared for sure I do struggle in like some areas in school (math only) but I can do better in
math its not hard but its not easy so yeah...

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1697 yes i think i am prepared 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1698 yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1699 yes i like i have any choose 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1700 yes i feel like i any getting ready and prepared for it 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1701 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1702 yes i am prepared 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1703 idk........ 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1704 yes 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1705 YES, I know what it takes to be prepared. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1706 C) I hope my high school experience help my see what I like and dislike 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1707 I am not entirely sure if I will excel at this career but I do think that with progress I can
absolutely achieve my goals.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1708 Yes. I think that my choice in health acre classes are definitely going to prepare me for my
future. I am truly grateful for the health care and HOSA program so that I can get a head start
in my medical knowledge and make sure its really want to do with my life before I blow all my
money on college classes only to realize that its not for me.

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1709 TAKING DRAMA 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1710 No I have not completely prepared my self for my career yet high school will help me out with
the classes I am planning on taking.

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1711 a.) I don't know b.) Give me more time 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1712 I chosen a career but I'm not prepared I think the school can help me If they have a class that
talks about music industry

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1713 don't know. 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1714 Yes I do feel I am prepared. 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1715 a) for now I do not feel prepared for what it takes, but I will know by the end of school and
college.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1716 yes but i would help a lot if they offered classes over large animals like explaining the different
parts and how to treat them

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1717 I feel I am completely unprepared as far as the education the high school has provided me
with. there are no classes that apply to architecture/ engineering. I am only prepared through
my own personal studies. I feel only the math and sciences in high school have prepared me.

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1718 a)no I don't feel like i'm prepared for to excel at this career b)By going to a class that will teach 2/2/2017 9:19 AM
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me things a nurse needs to do c

1719 don't know 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1720 I don't feel like my high school experience will or is really helping me with the career I had in
plan considering the fact hat there aren't classes I can take for it to get experience here.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1721 yes I hope it will help me find a career 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1722 by seeing what I don't like and what I do like 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1723 yesno 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1724 yes cause i feel like i will do my best to be the best person i can be 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1725 I dont think it will.I think a technical college would be a better suite 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1726 a.) N/A b.) N/A c.) By taking classes I like and want to take. And learn. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1727 no. I feel like there needs to be more classes offered for my specific pathway 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1728 yes. I feel prepared for my career. I have chosen a career. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1729 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1730 Yes i feel prepared for this career even though it requires, patience, hard work and a never quit
attitude

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1731 no I don't think I am prepared I will just learn as I go along 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1732 I hope my education was used in a good manner and the system didn't waste any time on
unneeded information.

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1733 I hope my high school experience will help me make that choice by showing me which job I
would be more interested in

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1734 that will influence me in to what I want to be 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1735 yes but don't feel prepared- 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1736 i say i don't know because i have multiple i want to accomplish and don't know which one i
want to go into. yes my highschool has prepared me and i feel like i can do any of the three
that i decide to do.

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1737 paramedic to save lifes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1738 no 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1739 yes i have everything i need now i just need the education. 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1740 yes i feel like im on the level 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1741 B)if i had a machanic school or class that deals with hands on training in highschool then yes i
would be prepared but unfortinitly theres not.

2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1742 I hope that i have good guidence counsolers to help me make my descions. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1743 a). yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1744 I think im not cause I haven't really look in to it that much 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1745 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1746 No. Veterinary college is very expensive and im broke. Very broke 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1747 YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1748 I feel prepared after I have did everything i im suppose to do 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1749 yes,idk 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1750 I do feel prepared. I completed the marketing/ sports marketing pathway. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1751 It just depends where I'm located at and I don't know where I should live at yet. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM
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1752 Yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1753 i hope it will prepare me for the real world 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1754 no i havnt taken the right classes yet to get to my career i have wanted to go too 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1755 high school will explain to me how my career will help me in my life 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1756 yes im prepared bc i take a class on it 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1757 i haven't really chose a career yet, don't know if ill go through with my plan. 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1758 almost still young 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1759 a)a little b)I need to make better grades c)sports and grades will help me decide 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1760 b) it wont help me because they do not offer a class c) I don't see it helping me 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1761 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1762 I have chosen a career but I might change it just depends. I feel like my healthcare class is
preparing me for the career I have in mind.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1763 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1764 yes i am very ready to take on the task 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1765 i think it is helping me prepare by giving me the basics 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1766 I do not feel prepared because my career requires a science degree and the science classes I
have taken have not made me feel like I will excel in those subjects.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1767 Some what. i need more preparation in the area of education. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1768 i hope by the end of hs i have a reasonable amount of choices to pick from 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1769 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1770 yes,it will help you be better in your career 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1771 N/A 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1772 yes 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1773 yes im prepared to do this , but i have to finish school first 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1774 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1775 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1776 ag mechanics 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1777 I am prepared 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1778 hope i will enjoy it 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1779 I am prepared because I am mentally a physically prepared to go into the navy 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1780 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1781 a) Yes 2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1782 I have taken my computer design pathway courses to help aid me in this path, however, it
does not really go in depth in what would help prepare me for the things i need to learn and get
better at to be able to get where I want to go.

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1783 None of the classes at the high school prepared me for m career. Calculus has nothing to do
with acting. I have some experience but it is most certainly not through the school. I feel like I
will need more training and some more hands on before I can really perfect my craft.

2/1/2017 9:46 AM

1784 Yes I believe I am prepared to complete everything it will take to be competitive and
successful at this career.

2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1785 Yes I do feel like ive prepared myself for this career and can excel. 2/1/2017 9:45 AM
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1786 I think high school is going to help me because I get to try different things, so I can choose
whatever I'm comfortable with. High school has already gave me some ideas and it's just my
first year. I think next year, I will be more sure about what I will do. It might have something to
do with band because I've been in it for four years, and I like Marching Band.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1787 it many classes that I want to attend to like art ,agriculture,and computer 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1788 I hope my high school will offer me classes that will help me in the career i chose and better
help me prepare for it.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1789 A) yes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1790 im gonna be a contrition worker, and side jobs going to be working on computer 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1791 I feel like I'm prepared to work with kids at a daycare. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1792 a) no I don't know but I do want to get a head start on it and prepare myself for it 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1793 yes. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1794 I think I am prepared for the type of training I need to be an ASL Interpreter. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1795 Still developing interests It will help me, would be highly interested in school developing
various rotating internships with variety of careers to development of career choice.

2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1796 I am firmly prepared for my career plan in Vet Tec 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1797 a) yes 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1798 j 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1799 Yes 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1800 Dont know 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1801 yes i do 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1802 yes the career I plan I feel like im prepared what the school can help me with is my maps and
how to travel

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1803 I haven't choose one yet. 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1804 hopefully my high school career will open me up to more things in the world for possible
careers.

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1805 It has taught me to be patient. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1806 Yes, I feel like im somewhat prepared for my career. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1807 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1808 A.yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1809 I definitely "has" not chosen a career. To be studying children and their interests for the future
this test is riddled with errors. Do you have spell check? A 5th grader could make a better
survey.

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1810 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1811 It will prepare me for what comes after high school and expose me to career options 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1812 my pathways have helped me further skills 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1813 I don't know. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1814 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1815 none at all 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1816 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1817 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1818 B.no 2/1/2017 9:38 AM
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1819 I hope that my high school experience will aid me in choosing a career by giving me lead way
in what it is i want to do as an adult

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1820 yes. 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1821 Hopefully my high school career can show me what i interest in and what seems best for me.
It can show me what i don't like and what i do like. It can show me the path that would be best
for me and be something i really want to do.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1822 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1823 a.) I don't know b.) my business clasess 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1824 yes i am prepared for what it will take to excel my career . 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1825 i have few of them i want to do so i am going to be in collge for a while 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1826 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1827 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1828 no, not without college 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1829 I don't fee like I have prepared a pathway for engineering quite yet, but I'm ready to start
making one. I think talking with the school counselor and my parents about this will be a good
start to helping my high school experience prepare me.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1830 Yes i feel mostly prepared for my future career in the medical field. 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1831 a) Depending whether i go down the arts or health root i feel like im prepared either way. 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1832 a)Yes, i am in the healthcare pathway 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1833 yes 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1834 consult me on what would benefit me the most and help me choose from there. 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1835 to be in the CIA 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1836 Yes, the majority of classes that I am taking now will help me do great in the future. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1837 I hope my classes in high school will help me to make a choice for a career. By having
different classes i can experience different things and hopefully the classes i choose to take i
will like so i can think about a career in that path.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1838 a)no b)It is not helping me prepare because they don't show me what I need to do in my
specific carrier. Instead they teach me about US history and Language arts that help develop
my character but will give me no advantage in the real world.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1839 a) I feel that i have the will power to continue on this path and succeed. in school i will take all
of the appropriate classes needed and maybe even take collage classes my senior year.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1840 c)take pathways classes and maybe get some time to shadow people in different career fields.
Also, dual enroll and take college classes while I'm still in high school

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1841 offering art, welding, and car mechanics could help decide what I want to do. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1842 yes i do i want to be a lawyer 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1843 yes, i feel i have the ability to become a dentist and my healthcare pathway with help me
proceed to my future abilities and knowledge of it

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1844 No, I do not feel I am prepared to excel at this career. In my high school career, I can prepare
by learning tips that can help me excel in college that will help me excel in my career I have
chosen.

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1845 i hhope as i go through highscool it will just come to me 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1846 Yes I think I will be prepared for it because I'm willing to do anything to make it where I need
and want to be. I'm up for any challenges, ill make it through them because I know there will be
some but I wont let them get in my way to get where I need to be.

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1847 yes i am prepared for my career plan 2/1/2017 9:30 AM
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1848 I know i'm not prepared for my career choice which is an Athletic Trainer. That in one reason
im taking these healthcare classes throughout highschool.

2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1849 I am not completely ready but im going to talk to the consular to see what i need to got through
to get me where i need to be.

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1850 C. I hope it determines my future by the classes I excel in and the grades I make in them. 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1851 yes because I learned how to take control of what's going on my teachers show me basic
things because I once talked to my teacher about this

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1852 My high school can help me try out different things to see what I like or what I'm good at. 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1853 i haven't necessarily chosen a set career. i do know that i want to work in in a field in whether
I'm acting or I'm managing a some sort of company or business.

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1854 a) i dont know b) not much at all other than the availability of college courses for free 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1855 C) I hope ill find some career choices i like. 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1856 not exactly yet cause I still need to go to college and get my degrees. 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1857 Don't know. My school offers some experience in that area but not enough to where I feel
comfortable.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1858 I feel like im prepared because I want to take classes for this in high school. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1859 I feel somewhat prepared 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1860 Yes, with all the Drama classes it has really helped me pave the way to where I am now
confident in myself and have flawless public speaking skills, and I want to pursue actingin the
future.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1861 Yes I am prepared, I have done research so that I know how long I will have to go to college
and what degrees I will need.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1862 a) Yes. I am learning a lot in my healthcare classes and I will continue to study on my studies
for the next couple of years.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1863 not quite ready taking metal fab classes in high school 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1864 someone teaching me or showing me different careers would help me choose what career I
want.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1865 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1866 I don't know 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1867 i hope that after taking more classes i will find something i love 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1868 Yes, I feel like i am prepared to study what i have to study. 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1869 take classes that will help me make up my mind about what i want to be when i grow up. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1870 i dont know yet 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1871 i hope that i get an interest in something in high school so i can potentially take it farther in life 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1872 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1873 I feel I will excel this career by doing what I need to do 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1874 by helping me understand the things i want better and having me prepared for my future failure. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1875 NOPE. 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1876 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1877 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1878 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1879 I feel prepared. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM
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1880 Not from this school. I feel my own research and personal tutoring has prepared me. I don't
see my high school helping me. It doesn't accommodate students like me, interested in
studying foreign cultures.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1881 Yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1882 yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1883 not really i am afraid that i may not do well as they other kids 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1884 no not yet, by my senior year in will be. my high school has nothing to prepare me. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1885 I don't know 2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1886 a) i am passing the classes i need to take for this job so i think thats a good start 2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1887 yes 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1888 yes im prepared 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1889 It wont 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1890 no 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1891 no 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1892 b) I have chosen one, but I don't know if I'm truly ready for it and life is coming so quickly. The
year of 9th grade is almost over, too.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1893 I have chosen my career that i want to do which is to become a veterinarian, and with
preparing in high school i am taking classes that help me to prepare for what i want to become.
Classes like Healthcare and Agriculture.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1894 i feel i do have a good chace 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1895 I feel like high school l give me the time to figure out hat I truly ant to do, and i can talk to
people who have graduated in the different fields and get advice.

2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1896 yes i have career and i feel that i will have the what it takes to excel in the career i have
chosen.

2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1897 Not at the moment by taking courses that I will need to better prepare for. majoring in
psychology

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1898 not yet 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1899 I do feel prepared for my genetic engineering career,however: I will need more experiences in
school and college before I start my career.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1900 if i take the right pathway i will exceed in flying colors. being able to do whatever i want in the
healthcare field.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1901 I feel prepared for my career choice. i have been working on his career ever since I have
chosen it. I've been designing games since I was eleven years old. i even made a video game
for a project at school and was recognized by a programming teacher at Mercer College.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1902 yes, as long as i make good grades and possibly take classes to help with the courses im
taking college , i might can possibly get into the college i need to go to so i can become
working for something i wanna do and be good at it

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1903 I don't feel like I'm prepared for my career because I have no clue what classes I need to take.
I'm hoping my high school career will prepare me because they have the classes i need to
take.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1904 yes i do i have a lot of experience with mechanics and i really want to persue a career with it 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1905 yes i think i will because i feel like im good at this career. 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1906 A) yes I feel like I could excel in being a veterinarian 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1907 I like to become a veterinarian, but I'm sure whats out there for me. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1908 It will take a long time before i can make what i want becasue i have to go to college first. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM
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1909 dont know. graduating, and getting a scollership. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1910 i feel like i am prepared to do whatever it takes to do my best in my career 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1911 sure 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

1912 i hope that with the very things i can do in our high school that i will be able to pick in what i
want to be but if not i will have to pick before i wast my money on college if i even go to
college.

2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1913 i hope it give me idea of what i want to do 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1914 sdfmklsdjfkljsd 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1915 yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1916 my mom was that manager at this company and she said when she retires i will be 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

1917 i dont know 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

1918 it can help me get a footing in the right direction 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

1919 a) no b) no c) no 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

1920 A) yes B) I feel prepared 1/30/2017 9:30 AM

1921 I don't think it will help me. 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1922 yes I do 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1923 yes I feel prepared 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1924 I hope I will get clarification on the career I might want and I want to know how hard it is going
to be to follow this career.

1/30/2017 9:11 AM

1925 a) i do feel that i am prepared for the career because i have already started it 1/30/2017 9:10 AM

1926 yes I am prepared for better or for worse 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

1927 my high school experience will prepare me for how to deal with animals. 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

1928 Yes 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1929 I hope my high school career helps me choose a career to pursue in the future. 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1930 Im taking classes on the thing I wanna do in life. 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1931 yes because the CAREER I HAVE CHOSEN HELPS ME WITH MY MAJOR IN COLLEGE. 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1932 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1933 don't know 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

1934 I think I'm ready for what I have planned for the future 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

1935 b. hopefully i can learn the skills ill need 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1936 I just hope it will 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1937 Yes. 1/30/2017 9:04 AM

1938 by giving me experiences 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

1939 No. 1/25/2017 12:21 PM

1940 a. dont know b. the ag and healthcare classes c. already made a choice 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

1941 mot to much common core sucks i should be learning things that could actually help me in life 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

1942 By helping me get though high school so that I can go to college. 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

1943 I am prepared for my career. I've been working on it since I was 11. I would've started earlier,
but I had a different career choice at the time.

1/19/2017 10:10 AM

1944 Yes 1/18/2017 12:09 PM
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1945 yes 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

1946 yes 1/17/2017 6:27 PM

1947 I hope that can narrow down my many, many choices. 1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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Q7 Are you interested in taking college classes for free while you're in high
school, earning college credit that will count toward your high school

diploma AND a college degree?
Answered: 2,052 Skipped: 88
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 yes and no 2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 I don't really know yet. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 Maybe. It depends on how I feel about it. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 yes 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 yes 2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 yes i would be interested 2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 Yes i am interested in taking college classes for free in high school 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Yes 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 Yes 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 yes 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 Yes 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 yes so I want have to go away for as long 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 Yes, I feel that if you can increase your knowledge or chances that will help you excel in the
next level of education, then you should.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 Yes, it help a lot since plan to go to college. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 yes because I would get better options to join other big medical schools 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 yes 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 yes I am 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 Yes, I do. 2/28/2017 2:42 PM

19 Yes 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 I fell good so far. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

21 yes 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 no 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

23 yes 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 earning college credits 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

25 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 yes, absolutely 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 no 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 YES 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

31 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

32 passably 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 yes 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

34 Yes. 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

35 yes i think collage is well for me and my success in life. 2/28/2017 9:40 AM

36 Yes, I would love too do that, so when I get out of high school I can play for Georgia college
softball.

2/28/2017 9:38 AM
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37 I am interested in earning the funds for a better degree in collage 2/28/2017 9:35 AM

38 yes 2/28/2017 9:33 AM

39 yea i look forward to that so i wont have so much on my plate during college 2/28/2017 9:32 AM

40 Yes 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 yes,i would like to take free college classes while i'm in high school it would be interesting 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 Yes, I am interested. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 Yes 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

44 yes 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

45 yes 2/28/2017 9:30 AM

46 most likely 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

47 Yes 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

48 yes 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

49 yes i am because it might help me get somewhere in school 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

50 yes 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

51 yes 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

52 i rather go for free but what ever works 2/28/2017 8:40 AM

53 yes if it gets me where my goal is 2/28/2017 8:38 AM

54 I don't know but that will be told in the future (high school) 2/28/2017 8:36 AM

55 yes 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

56 yes and no. 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

57 yes because that will help me out when i need to get into collage 2/28/2017 8:32 AM

58 yes because I like being taught new things 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

59 yes 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

60 no 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

61 Yes 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

62 Earlychildhood Education 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

63 I am very interested in taking college classes. 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

64 yes I will take some classes to help me get in to college for sure and for me to know and
understand what I need in college.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

65 yes, so it'll improve my skills. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

66 yes 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

67 Yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 maybe 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

70 no I am not 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

71 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

72 yes 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

73 Yes. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 yes i am. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM
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75 yes 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

76 yes 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

77 yes 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

78 Yes. 2/27/2017 2:10 PM

79 YES 2/27/2017 2:09 PM

80 Yes i am , i think it would help a lot . 2/27/2017 10:23 AM

81 yes i would love to take extra classes and i would like to make them all go towards earning
more collage credit and my high school diploma.

2/27/2017 10:18 AM

82 maybe 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

83 YES, i am extremely interested. 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

84 yes because after i graduate i will go back to higher my education 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

85 YES!!!! :3 :3 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

86 yes 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

87 yes 2/27/2017 10:11 AM

88 yes 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

89 yup 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

90 not really i would rather take college classes after high school 2/27/2017 10:09 AM

91 maybe 2/27/2017 10:08 AM

92 yes 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

93 Yes 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

94 yes 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

95 Yes 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

96 I have thought about it an di think it will be good if I take college while in college. 2/27/2017 8:23 AM

97 Yes 2/24/2017 3:07 PM

98 I would be very interested in taking college classes for free. I would be very interested in
earning credit towards my future.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

99 Yes 2/24/2017 3:02 PM

100 Sure, a few, but not too many. 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

101 Yes 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

102 Yes 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

103 YES 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

104 Yes I am interested. 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

105 I am interested earning college credit that will count towards my high school diploma and
college degree.

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

106 yes 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

107 Yes 2/24/2017 2:55 PM

108 Yes 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

109 YES!!!! I'm very excited to take college classes and earn credits. The credits wil, help me in
the long run.

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

110 Yes 2/24/2017 2:54 PM
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111 Yes, very interested. 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

112 No 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

113 Yes 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

114 maybe 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

115 Yes 2/24/2017 2:50 PM

116 I might 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

117 Yes/I don't know 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

118 Yes, I am interested taking college classes, earning college credit that will count towards my
high school diploma and a college degree.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

119 yes 2/24/2017 2:48 PM

120 Yes 2/24/2017 2:48 PM

121 Yes I would be interested. 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

122 Yes 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

123 Yes 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

124 Yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

125 Yes if it's good for me 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

126 Yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

127 Yes very very interested 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

128 Not really, but I'll do what I have to do in order to succeed... 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

129 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

130 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

131 Yes 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

132 Yes 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

133 No 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

134 Maybe I'm not sure 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

135 Yes 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

136 Don't know 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

137 I want to take college courses if they are free, but I don't know what college credit even means
or anything after that.

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

138 Yes 2/24/2017 2:31 PM

139 Yes, I feel like it could be a challenge, but if I really work hard it will be the best thing I could
do for myself.

2/24/2017 2:24 PM

140 Yes, So I can excell. 2/24/2017 2:22 PM

141 yes 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

142 The airforce usually pays for college 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

143 YES YES YEEEEESS!!!!!!! 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

144 Yes very much 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

145 Yes I am interested in taking college classes for free while I'm in high school 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

146 Yes 2/24/2017 2:18 PM
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147 heck ya I got like 7 years 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

148 no 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

149 Yes, definitely!!!! 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

150 Yes 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

151 No. 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

152 not really 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

153 Yes 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

154 no 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

155 Yes I would like taking college course while in high school 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

156 Mabey I'm not sure yet 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

157 no 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

158 Yes 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

159 yes 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

160 I am interesting in taking college classes FOR FREE COLLEGE CLASSES. 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

161 Yes 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

162 Yes 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

163 yes 2/24/2017 2:11 PM

164 yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

165 yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

166 I don't know 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

167 Maybe not positive. 2/24/2017 2:09 PM

168 yes 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

169 NO BECAUSE I AM ALREADY HAVING TROUBLE WITH CLASSES 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

170 NOT DOING 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

171 maybe 2/24/2017 2:06 PM

172 i am interested in taking college classes in high school 2/24/2017 2:05 PM

173 yes 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

174 yes 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

175 if i have time 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

176 maybe 2/24/2017 2:02 PM

177 I do not know 2/24/2017 1:33 PM

178 Yes. 2/24/2017 1:31 PM

179 Yes 2/24/2017 1:21 PM

180 Sports 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

181 Yes I am interested in taking college classes. 2/24/2017 1:15 PM

182 Yes I do 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

183 Idk 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

184 Absolutely 2/24/2017 1:14 PM
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185 Yes 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

186 Yes, most definately 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

187 Yes and that could help me get hired somewhere 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

188 I would love to do that 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

189 Yes I Am interested 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

190 I am interested in taking college classes in high school 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

191 I don't know 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

192 Depends. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

193 Yes that would be find if its free. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

194 yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

195 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

196 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

197 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

198 NO 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

199 Yes 2/24/2017 1:06 PM

200 Yes 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

201 Yes 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

202 Yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

203 Yes I am interest d in taking collage classes in high school 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

204 Yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

205 Yes 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

206 Don't know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

207 Yea 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

208 yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

209 Yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

210 Yes praise the lord 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

211 Yes 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

212 Yes 2/24/2017 1:00 PM

213 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

214 Yes 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

215 yes i am . 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

216 No 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

217 Yes 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

218 Yes I'm interested in taking college classes and doing extra credit and extra coreculam sports
and activities and volunteering to help

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

219 Yes I would love get so extra credit for my degree. 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

220 Yes 2/24/2017 11:49 AM

221 Don't know 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

222 no 2/24/2017 11:46 AM
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223 Yes very 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

224 Yes 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

225 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

226 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

227 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

228 I don't know 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

229 Yes I am interested in taking college classes for free while I'm in high school. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

230 Yes 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

231 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

232 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

233 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

234 Yes I am! 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

235 Yes 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

236 Leave me alone 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

237 Yes because it will help me go to MLB 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

238 Yes 2/24/2017 11:38 AM

239 Yes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

240 Yes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

241 Yeah I would take classes for college for free 2/24/2017 11:35 AM

242 I guess 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

243 Yes I am 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

244 Yes 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

245 Yes, I'm hoping I can get a colleg degree by playing softball 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

246 No 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

247 Maybe 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

248 Sure 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

249 Yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

250 Drama 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

251 yes 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

252 Yes I would want to take college credit classes so I can get a good deploma 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

253 I don't know probably not 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

254 No 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

255 No 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

256 Yes 2/24/2017 11:25 AM

257 yes 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

258 No 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

259 Yes 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

260 Yes 2/24/2017 10:54 AM
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261 Yes 2/24/2017 10:52 AM

262 "I know" I am always interested in taking classes. 2/24/2017 10:49 AM

263 Yes 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

264 Yes I am interested in taking college classes and earning college credit in every way possible. 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

265 not shur 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

266 Maybe 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

267 Yes 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

268 I plan on getting a scholarship in basketball. 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

269 Yes is am 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

270 I don't really know how to answer this question , but I would probably say no cause then it will
be to much work on me but yes cause I want a high school diploma and a college degree.

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

271 Yes 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

272 yes i do feel doing college classes in college and i will not drop out 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

273 Yes I am. 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

274 YES I would love that 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

275 yes 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

276 Yes 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

277 Yes 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

278 Yea 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

279 No 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

280 Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

281 Yes I am I want to get the best grades I can and succed 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

282 Yes so I can have a good job 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

283 Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

284 Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

285 Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

286 Yes so after my first I can do that 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

287 Yes of course i would take college classes once I get to high school 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

288 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

289 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

290 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

291 Yes 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

292 Yes i would like that so I can be read 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

293 Yes so I can get ferther in school 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

294 Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

295 Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

296 No because it would be great to have high school work then college classes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

297 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

298 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM
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299 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

300 Yes 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

301 No 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

302 Yes because I feel like I will be able to take those classes 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

303 I would like to but I don't want it to take away from my high school experience 2/24/2017 10:28 AM

304 Yes 2/24/2017 9:38 AM

305 Yes 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

306 yes 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

307 yes 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

308 yes 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

309 I feel like I might be okay with taking collage classes for free while I'm in high school. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

310 yes 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

311 yes 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

312 Yes, I am very interested in taking college classes in high school because it will take me
closer of where I need to be.

2/24/2017 8:50 AM

313 yes 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

314 Whaaaa? 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

315 sure 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

316 yes so I be prepear for college 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

317 idk 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

318 i don't know 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

319 i guess i mean i would love to because it will help my parents out. but i am already stressful
with the things i have now i don't know if i can really take more.

2/23/2017 2:44 PM

320 Yes 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

321 yes 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

322 yes 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

323 yes I am interested in taking college credits in high school 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

324 yes 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

325 yes 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

326 yes 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

327 yes 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

328 yes 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

329 yes 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

330 Yes I am already taking high school classes in middle school and I think it will help me later in
life.

2/23/2017 2:31 PM

331 yes 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

332 yes 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

333 Yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

334 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM
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335 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

336 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

337 no 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

338 yes, and I already am taking high school classes as a 8th grader 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

339 yes 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

340 I want to take spanish 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

341 yeah 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

342 no 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

343 no 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

344 yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

345 no 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

346 Yes I am 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

347 yes 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

348 medical 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

349 yes 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

350 maybe 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

351 uga 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

352 Yes 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

353 not sure 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

354 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

355 yes 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

356 yes 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

357 I guess 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

358 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

359 sure 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

360 yes 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

361 yes 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

362 yes 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

363 no 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

364 engine 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

365 yes 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

366 yes 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

367 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

368 no 2/23/2017 2:12 PM

369 yes 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

370 yes I plan on doing dull enrolment in high school . 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

371 yes 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

372 yes 2/23/2017 2:09 PM
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373 yes 2/23/2017 2:08 PM

374 yea sure. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

375 yes I'm interested 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

376 yes 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

377 Most likely, it would be nice. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

378 yes 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

379 YES 2/23/2017 2:05 PM

380 yea sure 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

381 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

382 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

383 no 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

384 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

385 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

386 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

387 yes 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

388 yes 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

389 Yes. 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

390 yes 2/23/2017 2:02 PM

391 yes 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

392 no 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

393 sure 2/23/2017 1:57 PM

394 yes 2/23/2017 11:29 AM

395 yes cause it will help in the future 2/23/2017 11:28 AM

396 absolutely. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

397 I do plan on taking college level classes while in high school so I am prepared for college. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

398 yes 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

399 yes 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

400 Yes 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

401 yes 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

402 Yes 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

403 Yes. 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

404 I want to take collage classes in high school so im ahead of everything. probably math, so I
wont take it later.

2/23/2017 11:23 AM

405 not sure it seems like a lot of work 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

406 yes I am that sounds perfect 2/23/2017 11:19 AM

407 I think I would like to but I have some time to think about it 2/23/2017 11:18 AM

408 do not know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

409 yes 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

410 Of course 2/23/2017 11:16 AM
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411 yes 2/23/2017 11:15 AM

412 yes 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

413 yes because i think it would be easyer to take college classes in high school 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

414 yes I am interested 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

415 yes I'm very interested in taking college classes in high school to go ahead and be ready for
college.

2/23/2017 11:13 AM

416 Only if I can study forensics or dance. but if not then there's nothing I want to do. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

417 yes, diffidently 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

418 im not sure 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

419 I am not interested in taking college classes in high school. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

420 maybe 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

421 yes just in case it does not work out 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

422 no 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

423 yes 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

424 Yes 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

425 yes 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

426 Yes 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

427 Maybe if I have time on my hands 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

428 Maybe I don't want to get overwhelmed 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

429 That sounds pretty good to do that stuff in high school. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

430 yes very much 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

431 Yes I'm interested in taking college classes while I'm in high school yes I would take the offer
its an good offer if u really want to be in your career that u choosen

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

432 yes and not sure yet 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

433 no 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

434 yes 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

435 I am interested. 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

436 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

437 Well we don't have a lot of money and I'm not that smart to get in college without a towwishen
but If I could get into college with having to pay then I would go to college but I don't have a lot
of money so that is hard for me

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

438 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

439 Yes if includes the job I want 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

440 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

441 idk 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

442 Yes 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

443 I think that will be a great idea to take free college classes to receive my college degree and
my high school diploma.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

444 Yes 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

445 I will take a few college classes. 2/23/2017 11:01 AM
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446 Yes 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

447 YESSSS, I am for sure doing duel enrollment and getting some of my years of collage out of
the way

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

448 YES 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

449 yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

450 Yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

451 Yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

452 Maybe 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

453 Yes I really am I want be the best and do the best I can 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

454 Yeah, I have a sister who is doing that. She is planning to be a nurse. 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

455 yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

456 Yes. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

457 yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

458 yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

459 no 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

460 Yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

461 idk 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

462 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

463 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

464 Yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

465 Yes 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

466 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

467 Yes 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

468 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

469 yes 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

470 not really 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

471 hutruyu 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

472 Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

473 yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

474 Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

475 Yes I am 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

476 yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

477 yes I am 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

478 Yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

479 yes 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

480 yes 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

481 yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

482 yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

483 I don't need to 2/23/2017 10:49 AM
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484 Yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

485 yes 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

486 No 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

487 yes 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

488 yes 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

489 yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

490 yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

491 YES 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

492 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

493 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

494 yes, I will be interested to help me develop for the job I would like 2/23/2017 10:37 AM

495 yes, so the college that I end up going to wont be as exspinsive. 2/23/2017 10:36 AM

496 yes 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

497 im not sure yet 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

498 yes 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

499 yes 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

500 yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

501 yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

502 Yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

503 yes, because it would take less time in college and go ahead and know what my classes are
going to be like and the level of hard work.

2/23/2017 10:31 AM

504 Yes 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

505 yes 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

506 yes 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

507 yes 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

508 yes 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

509 Yes because I want to get a degree from college without paying to get in. 2/23/2017 10:21 AM

510 Yes I am 2/23/2017 10:03 AM

511 No 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

512 Yes because it means less years of your life in college and more years perfecting your craft
with work ethic

2/23/2017 9:53 AM

513 Yes 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

514 Yes, I would love to have that for me. 2/23/2017 9:51 AM

515 Yes I will try to take free college classes so it will at least take one year away for college and
so I will already be prepared .

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

516 Yes very interested 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

517 I am interested in taking free college classes in high school so I can graduate good and be
prepared for my future.

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

518 Yes I am interested in taking both classes. 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

519 yes 2/23/2017 9:48 AM
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520 Yes and my mm has talked to me about it 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

521 Yes I amyes 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

522 Yes 2/23/2017 9:45 AM

523 Yes 2/23/2017 9:44 AM

524 Maybe, but no really. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

525 I am interested in taking college I am going to shoot for the masters degree 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

526 Honestly I don't know what that means at my age. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

527 yes 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

528 Yes,I think will help a lot to have earned college credit in high school. 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

529 Yes because that will get me better. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

530 No, I am not interested. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

531 Yes 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

532 Yes 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

533 Most definitely 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

534 Maybe 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

535 Yes 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

536 I don't know 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

537 Yes 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

538 Yes, because it will be easier to get into college. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

539 a lerning 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

540 football 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

541 yes 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

542 yes I am 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

543 yes 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

544 yes 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

545 Yes. 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

546 yes 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

547 i would like to try that so i can get a better degree. 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

548 yes 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

549 yes I am 2/23/2017 9:22 AM

550 I am a little but not a lot. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

551 no 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

552 Yes I would love to go ahead and get some of my college credits in high school. 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

553 yes 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

554 Yes, I am interested in taking college classes in high school because it will help me excel at
most things in college.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

555 yes 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

556 yes, I am interested. 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

557 for being a body builder 2/23/2017 9:14 AM
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558 yes 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

559 yes 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

560 yes because I want to play football 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

561 Yes. 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

562 sure, I think so if it will help me in school. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

563 yes I will take free college during high school 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

564 yes 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

565 yes because I will have the ecodemics 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

566 I would want to take free college classes and I would want it to count toward to my school
diploma and college degree.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

567 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

568 yes I do 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

569 Yes, I am interested in taking college classes in high school. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

570 no 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

571 yes it will get me in a good collage 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

572 Yes it will help towards me spending more time with baseball practice. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

573 I am 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

574 yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

575 I am interested it getting collage credits it high school I think it will help in later in life when
there is credits on the diploma.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

576 yes full year 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

577 yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

578 yes I am interested in taking college classes to earn credit 2/23/2017 9:03 AM

579 kind of 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

580 yes 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

581 yes 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

582 no idea 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

583 maybe 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

584 yes, I do 2/23/2017 8:59 AM

585 yes 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

586 at least one 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

587 yes 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

588 yes, I would to help me. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

589 yes 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

590 yes 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

591 sure 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

592 No 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

593 Yes I am very interested in taking college classes in high school. 2/23/2017 8:51 AM

594 I am interested 2/23/2017 8:50 AM
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595 yes 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

596 no probably not 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

597 no 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

598 Yes 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

599 Yes 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

600 Yes 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

601 Yes 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

602 yes I am interested 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

603 Yes but in college I will not be as young as the rest because after I finish high school I will
enter.

2/23/2017 8:46 AM

604 Yes 2/23/2017 8:45 AM

605 I want to get a scolership 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

606 yes 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

607 Yes 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

608 maybe 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

609 Yes I am interested in taking college casses for free while I'm in high school because it wil
help me get ready for when I'm going to college.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

610 Yes I am very interested in taking college classes my mom pushes me because she finished
high school early because she did all her classes

2/23/2017 8:42 AM

611 I am very interested in that method. 2/23/2017 8:41 AM

612 yes I cant wait to I get to college 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

613 Yes, I am interested in doing that. 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

614 maybe 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

615 Yes, I am interested. 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

616 Yes 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

617 Yes 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

618 Yes 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

619 Yes, this could help me better prepared for when I start taking college courses. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

620 Yes, I am interested in taking college classes in high school. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

621 I want to college classes in high school 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

622 Yes I am 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

623 yes 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

624 Yes, I'm interested in taking college classes for free while I'm in high school. 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

625 yes, I am because I will have a head start in my classes 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

626 Yes 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

627 yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

628 YES 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

629 Yes because that will get used to the college environment. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

630 Not really 2/23/2017 8:34 AM
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631 yes, because I want to learn what is coming in front of me. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

632 Yes, I am interested in taking college classes while I am in high school. 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

633 I don't know maybe 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

634 maybe if they have an interesting class like social studies or science 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

635 yes 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

636 yes I am 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

637 yes maybe, I don't know right now. I guess I will when I get in high school I will plan for it. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

638 Maybe 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

639 I am interested 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

640 Yes 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

641 Don't know 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

642 yes.........for i want to do when imget older 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

643 yes 2/23/2017 8:21 AM

644 Yes 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

645 I would like to cause then I could get smarter. I be more qualified for FBI. 2/22/2017 2:45 PM

646 yes 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

647 yes 2/22/2017 2:35 PM

648 Yes. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

649 yes because in order to do animations and game designs I need a diploma. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

650 yes I might take a few classes 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

651 yes 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

652 yes 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

653 yes 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

654 yes 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

655 yes 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

656 I don't know 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

657 Yes 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

658 yes, vary 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

659 yes 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

660 yes 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

661 yes 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

662 yes 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

663 Yes I do. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

664 Yes Definitely 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

665 Yes 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

666 yes! 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

667 I am interested. 2/22/2017 2:19 PM

668 yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM
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669 yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

670 Most definatly 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

671 Yes. I'm already enrolled in duel enrollment. 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

672 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

673 of course 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

674 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

675 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

676 I am interested but I will have to see how my grades are so I can be prepared. I don't want to
fail trying to overdo myself.

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

677 yes, I want to get as many things as I can to graduate early or get a head start 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

678 YEEEEES I'm am 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

679 Absolutely 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

680 Yes I'm interrested because that's credit for college 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

681 Yes 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

682 yes I already know what college I am going to 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

683 yes, because it would help me out a lot when it comes to going to college. 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

684 yes I do 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

685 Yes I am 2/22/2017 2:13 PM

686 yes I am. 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

687 yes, for sure 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

688 no 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

689 yes I plan to take as many as possible I want a college degree yes darlin' 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

690 yes 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

691 Yes 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

692 Absolutely 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

693 Yes 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

694 Definitely. 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

695 I am very interested 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

696 Don't Know 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

697 Uh, yea! Why wouldn't you take free college classes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

698 yes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

699 Yes 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

700 Yes I am 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

701 yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

702 yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

703 Yes I do 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

704 Maybe 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

705 yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

706 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM
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707 Hell yeah 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

708 No 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

709 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

710 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

711 Yes I am 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

712 Maybe, it depends on how much time it takes out of my day 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

713 Yes 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

714 Yes 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

715 Yes 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

716 Yes 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

717 Yes 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

718 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

719 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

720 Maybe 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

721 yes 2/22/2017 1:59 PM

722 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

723 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

724 Yes 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

725 Yes 2/22/2017 1:55 PM

726 Yes it will help. 2/22/2017 1:16 PM

727 Maybe 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

728 Yes, if I'm going to go to a good college, I'm going to need to take college classes. 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

729 Yessssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

730 yes 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

731 Yes 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

732 Yes 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

733 YESSSSSSS!!! 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

734 Depends on what classes I need 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

735 ...? 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

736 No I don't want to. 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

737 I have not thought about that yet 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

738 Yes 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

739 yes and i hope so. 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

740 Yes I would love to and hope I can 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

741 Yes 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

742 Yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

743 Yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

744 Yes! 2/22/2017 12:53 PM
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745 Maybe 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

746 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

747 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

748 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

749 Yes 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

750 Yes so I am able to get out and do something in this world 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

751 Yes 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

752 Kinda 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

753 Maybe 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

754 Yes 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

755 Yes 2/22/2017 12:49 PM

756 Yes that will make things easier 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

757 Yes anything to better me in collage 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

758 Yes 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

759 Yeah 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

760 Yes 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

761 Yup 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

762 Yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

763 yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

764 I don't really know yet 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

765 Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

766 Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

767 I would like to try to take some collage classes, but I want to stay focused on high school
while I'm attending.

2/22/2017 11:25 AM

768 Yes. 2/22/2017 11:22 AM

769 yes 2/22/2017 11:21 AM

770 yes so I can get better at my career 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

771 yes I am. 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

772 yes I am 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

773 yes if i can. 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

774 yes 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

775 Yes 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

776 no 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

777 yes, it seem like it would be easier 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

778 yes 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

779 YES 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

780 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

781 yes 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

782 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM
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783 YES 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

784 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

785 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

786 Yes, I am. 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

787 Yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

788 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

789 Yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

790 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

791 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

792 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

793 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

794 yes 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

795 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

796 maybe 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

797 yes 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

798 yes because that will help me be able to get a better paying job if I need one. 2/22/2017 11:05 AM

799 Yes 2/22/2017 10:59 AM

800 yes 2/22/2017 10:58 AM

801 Yes 2/22/2017 10:53 AM

802 Yes because I would be able to take classes that I want without paying for them. 2/22/2017 10:52 AM

803 Yes and No 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

804 yes because I plan on playing baseball at the college so the college will pay for me to go 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

805 yes that's why I want to get a scholarship 2/22/2017 10:45 AM

806 yes 2/22/2017 10:44 AM

807 yes 2/22/2017 10:43 AM

808 yes 2/22/2017 10:42 AM

809 i would very much so like to take free college classes while im in college because going to
college can be very expensive and many people cant afford to pay for a college degree so
going to college while in high school would be very helpful.

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

810 no, going to the military it say that I don't have to go to college 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

811 yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

812 yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

813 yea sure 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

814 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

815 no really 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

816 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

817 yes 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

818 yes 2/22/2017 10:36 AM

819 yes 2/22/2017 10:34 AM
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820 yes 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

821 maybe I am not really that sure. 2/22/2017 10:33 AM

822 Yes, I will do whatever it takes. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

823 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

824 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

825 don't know actually 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

826 NO, I think. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

827 yes and a art degree 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

828 Yes because that is very helpful towards college. 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

829 yes I would like to try 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

830 I would take free college classes in high school so after I graduate I can go ahead and get
most of my learning done.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

831 I am interested in taking college classes and earning college credit. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

832 Yes. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

833 no to much work 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

834 I am interested in taking collage classes while I am in high school. 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

835 I do plan to take as many college classes in high school so I can get credits. 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

836 Yes, very much so that I can get through my core classes and concentrate on the classes for
my major

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

837 no because that's going o be too much to handle 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

838 Yes I am interested in that 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

839 yes 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

840 yes 2/22/2017 10:25 AM

841 no 2/22/2017 10:24 AM

842 yes. 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

843 yes 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

844 yes 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

845 yes 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

846 yes 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

847 yes 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

848 yes 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

849 Yes a very high possibility 2/22/2017 9:54 AM

850 Yes I am interested in taking college classes while I'm in high school. 2/22/2017 9:51 AM

851 Yes any thing to help me be secesfull 2/22/2017 9:47 AM

852 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:43 AM

853 Yes 2/22/2017 9:42 AM

854 Yes I'm interesting in taking free college classes while in high school. I will be able to get the
credits for college if I take it in high school.

2/22/2017 9:41 AM

855 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

856 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:40 AM
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857 Maybe I would take them for more clearance of what I want to do 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

858 Yes I am interested 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

859 Yes I do 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

860 No 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

861 YES 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

862 Yes 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

863 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

864 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

865 no 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

866 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

867 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

868 Yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

869 yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

870 Medicine or something like a doctor or an artist 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

871 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

872 Yes 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

873 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

874 NO 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

875 not realy 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

876 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

877 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

878 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

879 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

880 Yes 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

881 yes so I could get an early enrollment in college. 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

882 yes 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

883 I would like to take college classes in high school because it would help me when I do get in
college.

2/22/2017 9:16 AM

884 yes 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

885 yes 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

886 yes. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

887 Yes, it would help me finish faster so ill be more successful in life. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

888 yes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

889 yes I am interested 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

890 yes I would like to take free college classes to help me in college 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

891 yes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

892 yes 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

893 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM
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894 Yes 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

895 yes 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

896 yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

897 Yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

898 Yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

899 yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

900 yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

901 yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

902 Maybe. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

903 yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

904 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

905 Yes 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

906 no 2/22/2017 9:06 AM

907 Sure 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

908 Yes I am interested in doing that. 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

909 yes 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

910 yes 2/22/2017 8:42 AM

911 yes 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

912 yes 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

913 yes 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

914 Yes. I'm definitely interested in that. 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

915 yes, very 2/22/2017 8:36 AM

916 yes 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

917 yes. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

918 Yes, very much! 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

919 yes 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

920 No 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

921 Yes because I would not have to go to college if I got what I needed 2/22/2017 8:33 AM

922 Definitely yessss 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

923 yes maybe I'm not really thinking about that yet but yes 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

924 Yes 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

925 Yes of course. i have always wanted it since it was introduced. 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

926 Yes 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

927 Yes 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

928 Yes 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

929 Yes I am 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

930 Yes 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

931 Yes 2/22/2017 8:29 AM
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932 yes. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

933 Yes I am interested 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

934 no I am looking to finish high school then go to college 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

935 yes I think I will 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

936 Yes I would be excited to work to take the college classes. 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

937 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

938 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

939 yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

940 Yes, most likely 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

941 No 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

942 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

943 yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

944 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

945 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

946 yes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

947 yes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

948 i think that sounds like a good plan that i will do. 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

949 yes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

950 Yes. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

951 yes 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

952 yes, most likely I will take the classes. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

953 Yes 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

954 I don't really plan on going to college. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

955 Yes 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

956 Yes 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

957 YOU COULD BE A GOOD STUDENT 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

958 I am 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

959 yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

960 Yes, I am. 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

961 yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

962 Yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

963 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

964 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

965 Maybe 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

966 yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

967 Yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

968 yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

969 yes I do plan to do that 2/22/2017 8:20 AM
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970 No 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

971 yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

972 Yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

973 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

974 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

975 Yes, anything that gets me to achieve my goals will be a great idea 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

976 don't know 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

977 yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

978 I don't know for shire. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

979 yes, my mom and I have already talk about doing that in the 9th grade. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

980 yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

981 yes I think that will also improve my chanses of passing the A.C.T 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

982 i guess so 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

983 Yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

984 Yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

985 Yes because I don't won't to be in college for a long time 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

986 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

987 No 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

988 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

989 Yes I am fully interested in going to college. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

990 Yeah. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

991 Yes, definitely 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

992 Sure 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

993 Yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

994 Yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

995 Yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

996 Yes 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

997 Yes. 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

998 Yes 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

999 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1000 yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1001 No 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1002 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1003 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1004 yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

1005 No 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1006 Yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1007 yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM
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1008 Yes 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

1009 no 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1010 yes. 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1011 no 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

1012 no 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1013 idk 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1014 I don't know 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1015 no 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1016 no 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1017 I am doing that now 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1018 fv 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

1019 yes 2/15/2017 9:19 AM

1020 yes i'm interested 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1021 yes 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1022 yes 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1023 I am 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1024 yes 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

1025 yes 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1026 no 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1027 yes 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1028 no 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1029 heck yeah 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1030 yes 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1031 no 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

1032 no too much 2/14/2017 9:18 AM

1033 yes 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

1034 yes 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

1035 Yes 2/13/2017 1:30 PM

1036 yes 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1037 yes 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1038 I won't be able to now since I am about to graduate in four months. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1039 yes but im about to graduate 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1040 Yes i am interested in taking classes. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1041 I am as of right now taking a college class offered here and am enjoying it. 2/13/2017 9:52 AM

1042 No, I would like to but i do not have the time. 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1043 yes 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1044 I wish I would have and I regret not dong it 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1045 yes 2/13/2017 9:50 AM
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1046 yes 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1047 nope 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1048 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1049 idjk 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1050 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1051 sure 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1052 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1053 no 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1054 no 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1055 no just because thats not for me but im sure other students would love it. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1056 i sholdve 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1057 Yes, very. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1058 yes 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1059 No. But I wish I would have 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1060 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1061 no 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1062 not really 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1063 Yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1064 no 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1065 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1066 yes 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1067 No 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1068 I don't know 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1069 yes 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1070 no 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1071 yes 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1072 Yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1073 Yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1074 yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1075 no 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1076 Yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1077 Yes 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1078 Yes I am interested in taking college classes for free while I'm still in high school. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1079 Yes, its an excellent opportunity its something im very interested in. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1080 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1081 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1082 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1083 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM
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1084 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1085 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1086 yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1087 Yes. 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1088 no 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1089 yes. 2/13/2017 9:39 AM

1090 no 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1091 Yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1092 yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1093 yes, 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1094 yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1095 if there was more time in the day. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1096 Yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1097 Yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1098 yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1099 yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1100 Yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1101 Yes I am going to try and take college classes my last year of high school so that it will be
fresh in my mind when I do start off to go to college.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1102 no I rather just focus on my regular classes first then I may consider to take a college class. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1103 Too late. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1104 I think its a great idea I would do it. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1105 no 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1106 yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1107 yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1108 Yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1109 nah 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1110 Yes, I plan on doing dual enrollment my senior year. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1111 Yes I am that would be an easy way to get a head start on college. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1112 Yes 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1113 yes 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1114 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1115 yes 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1116 Yes 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1117 No 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1118 yes 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1119 I already do 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1120 yes 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1121 jdff 2/13/2017 9:33 AM
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1122 yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1123 Yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1124 no 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1125 YES 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1126 no 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1127 no 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1128 yes 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1129 no 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1130 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1131 yes, I am but as of now it is too late because I am just taking high school classes. Even
though I was offered dual enrollment.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1132 yes 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1133 NO 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1134 Yes I am very interested in taking college classes while in high school. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1135 yes 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1136 Yes, I am and I'm going to try and take some over the summer and next school year. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1137 Yes. I have taken several college level/ AP tests that will count toward my college credits, and
in my opinion,if you are mentally prepared to do that, then you should because you will be
saving yourself a lot of money and time in the long run.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1138 im not sure. i feel like it will help me but i haven't made up my mind yet. im still trying to
decide what classes im going to take next year, but it will definitely be on my mind.

2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1139 yes 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1140 yes i am taking one college class now 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1141 yes i am interested. 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1142 YES 2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1143 Yes 2/13/2017 9:20 AM

1144 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1145 I'm interested in taking Math and Science dual enrollment courses. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1146 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1147 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1148 yes, already signed up to take the accuplacer 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1149 too late for that 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1150 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1151 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1152 no 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1153 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1154 Yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1155 no 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1156 Possibly 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1157 I tried to 2/13/2017 9:16 AM
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1158 yes, I wouldn't mind 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1159 No 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1160 yes 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1161 yes 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1162 kinda 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1163 yes 2/13/2017 9:12 AM

1164 I'm a senior in high school now and I am not taking college classes. 2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1165 yes 2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1166 no. 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1167 YES!!!! 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1168 no 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1169 yes 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1170 no 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1171 Yes 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1172 yes 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1173 yes 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1174 No. 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1175 yes 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1176 I would be nice. 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1177 Yes 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1178 yes 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1179 yes 2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1180 Yes. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1181 YES! 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1182 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1183 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1184 I am already taking college classes and receiving college credit. 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1185 yes, i am already taking college classes and plan to continue. 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1186 yes 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1187 I think its a little late for me but yes it is a very good idea. 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1188 yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1189 of course 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1190 Yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1191 no 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1192 Yes 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1193 yes. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1194 yes 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1195 yes, I am already on track for move on when ready 2/10/2017 9:27 AM
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1196 no because I'm a senior 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1197 yes 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1198 no 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1199 yes 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1200 NO BUT NEED TO 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1201 yes 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1202 Yes 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1203 no 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1204 yes 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1205 No. 2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1206 I am a Senior so I am pass the point of choosing this option but I have taken AP classes and
feel prepared.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1207 YES 2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1208 I was, but at the beginning of the school year, I had not yet taken the required test, in order to
be the class.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1209 yes 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1210 yes, i would take college classes while still in high school 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1211 Yes 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1212 Yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1213 yup 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1214 yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1215 yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1216 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1217 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1218 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1219 yes 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1220 yes I am interested 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1221 no 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1222 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1223 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1224 Yes 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1225 Yes 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1226 I take college classes for free now. 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1227 no 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1228 yes but I didn't 2/8/2017 9:44 AM

1229 No 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1230 no 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1231 Yes, I am interested and already take advantage of this. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1232 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM
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1233 yes 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1234 At the moment, no. 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1235 yes but college is not for everyone 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1236 Had it been offered to me.......I never received an opportunity. 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1237 Yes I am interested in taking college classes while I'm in high school. 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1238 yes i am because every bit helps to achieve this goal 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1239 no 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1240 Yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1241 n0o 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1242 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1243 no interested 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1244 yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1245 yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1246 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1247 yes i already am 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1248 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1249 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1250 no 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1251 I already do. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1252 Eh sure. I shall be the most well educated hobo to ever hobo 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1253 yes as long as i can take the SAT in time 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1254 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1255 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1256 yea 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1257 Somewhat 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1258 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1259 I didnt do it, but now wish I had. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1260 yes but i dont know how 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1261 No. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1262 I already am. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1263 yes 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1264 No. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1265 no 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1266 No. College is for college. I understand you get things done faster, but I just feel like a job,
high school, and college is just too overwhelming for a teenager.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1267 No. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1268 no 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1269 yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1270 yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM
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1271 Yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1272 yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1273 yes 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1274 Yes! That is really generous of the school to pay for us. However those who go do full time
duel enrollment should not be eligible for valedictorian.

2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1275 No 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1276 I am insterested 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1277 I already take college classes for free at this campus 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1278 Already am 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1279 i already am 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1280 Yes i already have 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1281 Yes 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1282 yes 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1283 Yes, I am already involved in dual enrollment. 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1284 no 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1285 Yes 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1286 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1287 yes, but not AP 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1288 no 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1289 yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1290 yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1291 Yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1292 yes, next year as a senior i am going to do so. 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1293 yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1294 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1295 yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1296 yes i already have 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1297 I already am. #MOWRRULZ 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1298 Yes 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1299 Yes 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1300 no, i must focus on the task at hand, not future plans 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1301 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1302 yes, im doing it 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1303 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1304 I am. 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1305 yes 2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1306 Yes, already am. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1307 Yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1308 yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM
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1309 yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1310 yes 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1311 yes 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1312 yes 2/8/2017 9:08 AM

1313 Not really I don't think I'm smart enough for that. 2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1314 yes 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1315 Not sure. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1316 NO 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1317 Yes. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1318 Yes 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1319 Don't know 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1320 yes. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1321 yes of course 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1322 Slightly interested. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1323 if it was technical college, then yes 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1324 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1325 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1326 Yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1327 yes. I am right now 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1328 yes 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1329 no 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1330 maybe next year when I can get my schedule in order 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1331 no 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1332 no 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1333 i am but i may not 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1334 no 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1335 I would definitely like the opportunity and get a chance to get a college experience before I
actually become a college student.

2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1336 Berkley college of music does no have core classes so I will not receive credits for any
classes

2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1337 yes 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1338 Yes 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1339 I want to take them yes but i do not know exactly what to do to do it and if i did i do not know
what i should take.

2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1340 yes 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1341 I'll be graduating in 3 months 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1342 Yes 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1343 yes 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1344 yes 2/7/2017 9:35 AM
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1345 no. 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1346 yes 2/7/2017 9:32 AM

1347 of course I think that would be really goo d for me 2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1348 im not sure yet 2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1349 No but going to a tech school 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1350 yes so that i will already have those collage credits out of the way. 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1351 yes 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1352 no. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1353 Yes, my 12th grade year I want to take some to get my freshman year of college out the way
for criminal justice.

2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1354 I wont have a problem with that 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1355 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1356 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1357 no 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1358 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1359 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1360 yes, this would be a great opportunity 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1361 yes I want to take college enrolment at gmc next year if I can 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1362 no to much stress 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1363 yes 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1364 yes 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1365 Yes 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1366 no 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1367 Yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1368 No 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1369 yes because its like starting college early and it will put me ahead and where I am needed to
be

2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1370 yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1371 no 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1372 Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1373 i dont know 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1374 Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1375 no 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1376 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1377 no 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1378 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1379 i think college classes are a little bit more harder so i might wait 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1380 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1381 no 2/7/2017 9:12 AM
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1382 Yes. This year I will start. 2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1383 yes 2/6/2017 1:22 PM

1384 Yes! 2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1385 Yes , I am intrested in taking college classes in high school. 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1386 yes 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1387 yes I am interested 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1388 yes 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1389 I'm already taking dual enrollment college courses 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1390 yes im interested 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1391 I have considered taking college classes next year if I can. 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1392 no 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1393 yes 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1394 yes I will if it will help me later in life with my career 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1395 Yes, I am very interested in earning college credits while in high school. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1396 yes 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1397 yes 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1398 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1399 yes i am interested 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1400 nahh 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1401 no 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1402 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1403 yup 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1404 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1405 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1406 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1407 No 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1408 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1409 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1410 no 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1411 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1412 no 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1413 yes. 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1414 yes 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1415 no 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1416 yes 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1417 Yes 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1418 I haven't thought about it yet, but I may consider it. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1419 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM
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1420 Yes I hope next year I will have a few to help me out in college and high school credits 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1421 yes 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1422 no 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1423 yes 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1424 Yes 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1425 yes 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1426 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1427 yes 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1428 I am already taking college classes. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1429 YES BUT NO ONE INFORMED US OF THIS UNTIL IT WAS ALMOST TOO LATE 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1430 Yes. That also helps students who are less likely to afford college. 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1431 yes 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1432 yes 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1433 yes 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1434 no 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1435 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1436 no, I do not need any college credit to be a welder. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1437 Yes I wish I would have done that because that would save me money. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1438 yes 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1439 yes. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1440 yes 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1441 Yes, if the course was free I would have taken it. 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1442 yes 2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1443 Yes, if I can have the time 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1444 No 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1445 yes 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1446 yass 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1447 yes 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1448 yes 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1449 fkfjkjhoeolt,k 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1450 sure 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1451 Sure 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1452 Yes, I am interested in this. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1453 I am. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1454 yes 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1455 Yes but I also don't want to struggle so much that it hurts my GPA and my hope. 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1456 yes 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1457 Yes, I am interested in taking college class for free during high school. 2/6/2017 9:26 AM
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1458 Yes i am very interested in taking college classes while i am in high school because it will give
me an advantage so when i do graduate from high school i will already know what college
classes consist of..

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1459 Yes, this would be an unbelievable help toward applications 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1460 Yes 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1461 I am interested in taking college classes. 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1462 I'm not interested in taking free college classes only because I would rather take classes that
my high school offers. I would like to keep my GPA as high as possible and work hard in my
classes here.

2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1463 yes 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1464 yes 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1465 YES 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1466 Maybe next year but high school is hard enough already. 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1467 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1468 Yes, I am very interested. 2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1469 yes 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1470 no 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1471 I was interested until I learned that the college I want to go to doesn't take those credits. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1472 No 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1473 Yes 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1474 yes I am planning to take some college courses next year. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1475 yes 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1476 yes this would be very effective for many colleges and should be further encouraged 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1477 yes 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1478 Yes 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1479 I already attend Georgia Military College as a dual enrollment student. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1480 naw I want to pay for them 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1481 yes, i think it will prepare me 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1482 yes 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1483 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1484 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1485 yes so i can get a jump start on my college classes and i can cut down on my student loans 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1486 Yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1487 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1488 maybe 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1489 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1490 yes 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1491 No i don't want to take an extra non-useful classes that might not be accepted the college i am
planning on going to

2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1492 yes 2/6/2017 9:12 AM
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1493 yes 2/6/2017 9:11 AM

1494 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1495 Yes that is something that I would be interested in. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1496 I am interested in taking dual-enrollment. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1497 yes 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1498 Yes i am very interested in anything than will help me excel acedemically. 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1499 yes 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1500 I am very interested because this will help get rid of student debt and get me out of college
faster.

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1501 yes 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1502 if it will help me sure 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1503 no 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1504 no 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1505 yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1506 yes its free 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1507 yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1508 yes, I was planning on talking to my counselor with it 2/6/2017 9:05 AM

1509 YES 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1510 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1511 Yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1512 no 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1513 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1514 Yes 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1515 Yes,this is "Move on When Ready" and I intend to start this next year 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1516 ye s 2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1517 Yes 2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1518 f 2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1519 Yes 2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1520 yes 2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1521 maybe 2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1522 yes 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1523 yes I am and I am doing dull enrollment. 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1524 yes, i already do 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1525 I already do this. 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1526 some not many 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1527 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1528 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1529 YES 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1530 yes.. I will be doing that in my junior year. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM
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1531 yes i am 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1532 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1533 yes, highly. 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1534 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1535 yes 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1536 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1537 maybe. I have to find the time for it. plus, I'm lazy and I have to be fully committed and giving
it my all before saying yes

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1538 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1539 Yes most definitely. I'm willing to do just about anything to become an animator and college
credits will help me.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1540 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1541 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1542 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1543 Yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1544 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1545 I don't know cause I plan on going to Tech school. 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1546 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1547 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1548 yes 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1549 I am not 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1550 yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1551 yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1552 I've thought about it but I don't know how I would do it. 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1553 nope 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1554 yes they do interest me 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1555 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1556 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1557 yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1558 yes. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1559 Yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1560 yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1561 yeah 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1562 yes 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1563 yes 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1564 no 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1565 it depends on the time that I will have to myself and it depends on the class 2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1566 Yes i would take classes towards a degree in high school so i could go for a higher degree
when or if i do go to a technical school or a college

2/3/2017 9:28 AM
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1567 Yes i am interested in taking college classes for free. 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1568 yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1569 no , not right now 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1570 Yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1571 yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1572 Yes 2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1573 yes 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1574 yes 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1575 yes 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1576 yes 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1577 no 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1578 yes. 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1579 no im not interested 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1580 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1581 I am very interested in doing so because it will help me be able to work longer while in college
so I can afford needed items such as simple foods and water.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1582 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1583 Yes i would be interested in taking college classes because I need all of the help and credit I
can get in order to get into a great college or university.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1584 i plan to take some 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1585 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1586 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1587 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1588 i would love to take college classes while i'm in school i think that's going to really help my
credits and put me where i want to be in life or give me a boost.

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1589 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1590 yea 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1591 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1592 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1593 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1594 yes. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1595 no 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1596 yeah 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1597 yes i would love to take college classes during my high school year so i can go ahead and get
me some college credits without being in debt . For those one or two years.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1598 as of right now i know that personally i couldnt handle this, for lots of reasons, like time
management, being a freshman, etc. maybe as i develop into my high school life i may be able
to succeed with both high school and college classes, im just not at that point in my high
school life yet.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1599 Yes. I feel that it is such a great thing that we have college classes available to us in high
school, to get some of our courses out of the way, and get a 'head start' on my career path.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1600 i think its a good option but for me I'm already stressed with my hih school classes i coudnt 2/3/2017 9:18 AM
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handle that much extra

1601 lsu or uga ga southern ga tech 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1602 yes. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1603 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1604 Yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1605 I dont think im ready for that yet. 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1606 Yes i am interested in taking college classes while i am in high school so i can have majority
of my credits, and so i can graduate college at an early age.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1607 I am but I would like to wait atleast like a half a year to get more experience going in their. 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1608 I am currently taking college class right now. And it helps. 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1609 yes but ypou havwe tpo have a certain grade and attendence in school 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1610 yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1611 yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1612 no 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1613 Yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1614 yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1615 YES 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1616 I am interested in taking college classes while i'm in high school because i can go ahead and
earn my college credits because that will help me with my high school diploma and help me a
lot to get a college degree.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1617 yes im very interested 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1618 no 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1619 Yes! 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1620 YES!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1621 yes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1622 yes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1623 no because i want to make sure i can pass high school classes first 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1624 Yes. I have no problem with that. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1625 I want to but I don't know where to start. its all confusing to me 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1626 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1627 I am very interested in taking classes for collage 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1628 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1629 yes ! 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1630 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1631 no 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1632 Yes, I would love to take college classes in high school. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1633 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1634 . 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1635 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1636 maybe 2/3/2017 9:12 AM
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1637 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1638 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1639 yea i would love taking college classes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1640 No, maybe if i get all of my high school credits,or i don't have a difficult time with the material. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1641 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1642 no 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1643 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1644 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1645 yes iam 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1646 If i am doing well in a certain class, I might concider taking a college class while in high
school, but I would like to make sure my grades are good first.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1647 no 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1648 no 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1649 i am sorta interested, but school comes first although i am involved in 2 sports i would like to
have some college classes by when i graduate.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1650 nope 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1651 yes 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1652 yes 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1653 yes 2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1654 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1655 I am more then interested in taking college classes while being in high school 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1656 sorta im not really sure 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1657 yes i am 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1658 yes, because we would learn how to do certain collage classes while in high school, and when
we do go to collage we will already have credits, so i would most certainly take collage classes
my high school year.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1659 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1660 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1661 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1662 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1663 I would like to take college classes so when im in college I wont have to take as much. 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1664 yes 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1665 Yes, I am very interested. 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1666 yasssss 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1667 yes that would be cool 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1668 i really don't know 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1669 no i dont think im ready 2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1670 yes 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1671 i think it would be a good idea to take maybe one or two college classes while in high school
so i can already have some of my credits.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM
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1672 yes 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1673 yes, very 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1674 yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1675 nah 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1676 Yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1677 Yes. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1678 Yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1679 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1680 maybe 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1681 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1682 yes 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1683 no 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1684 I don't know 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1685 Yes 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1686 Yes 2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1687 Idk 2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1688 Yes 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1689 Yes 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1690 No 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1691 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1692 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1693 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1694 No 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1695 Yes 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1696 No 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1697 I already am 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1698 Idk 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1699 Yes 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1700 yes 2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1701 Not really 2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1702 I think it would b a good idea 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1703 Yes 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1704 yes I am. 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1705 yes. I have already started looking fro college classes to take my senior year. 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1706 YES 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1707 yes 2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1708 yes 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1709 yes 2/2/2017 9:42 AM
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1710 yes 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1711 not really 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1712 I am interested 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1713 most definitely no 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1714 yes 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1715 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1716 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1717 yeah 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1718 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1719 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1720 Yes because it would look good on application to a college 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1721 Pineapple 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1722 Yes i would love to take college classes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1723 yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1724 heck yeah my dude 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1725 yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1726 maybe 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1727 yes bit im a genius bit 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1728 Yes. If it is free and readily available, I will take advantage of these opportunities. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1729 if its for the right thing. yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1730 yes but I do not think Mercer accepts them. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1731 yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1732 No not really. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1733 no because the college is not around here 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1734 I already do. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1735 I am interested 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1736 Yes 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1737 yes i wont to start classes in 11 and 12 grade 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1738 yes i wanna start taking college classes in high school starting my 10th grade year though
12th

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1739 yes, I'm very interested 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1740 Yes, i am. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1741 Yes, it would be stupid not to take up that opportunity. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1742 Yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1743 I would be interested in having a chance to take a college class in high school, that would
allow me to expand my knowledge quicker so when I get out of high school and start college
not only will it be easier, but I could get a job faster.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1744 I don't intend to 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1745 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1746 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM
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1747 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1748 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1749 Yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1750 yes 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1751 YES!!! 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1752 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1753 Yes 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1754 yes 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1755 Yes that is an amazing opportunity I cant pass down. it cost a lot and to take any opportunity
to reduce those costs will be amazing.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1756 Yes, of course! That'd be very helpful actually! 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1757 No, I am not going to have a college class as a senior 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1758 yes very much so. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1759 Yes yes yes! I plan to next year. But its another thing I had to google. And also, where is it
free?!?!? I was going to go into ASU

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1760 yes 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1761 Yes 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1762 kinda 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1763 Yes very much so. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1764 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1765 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1766 yup 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1767 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1768 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1769 gvfg 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1770 i want to be done with some of college by the time i graduate 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1771 Maybe ,I'm not sure 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1772 maybe 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1773 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1774 yes 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1775 Yes, I am very interested in taking college class in high school that would count towards my
high school diploma and college degree.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1776 yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1777 no 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1778 yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1779 yes cause when i get to college i wanna be prepared so i know what im doing 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1780 yes 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1781 not interested 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1782 yes 2/2/2017 9:29 AM
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1783 no 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1784 possibly 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1785 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1786 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1787 yes definitely already have been planning on it 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1788 I'm not for sure yet depending on what my parents want me to do since they like control
everything in my life.

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1789 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1790 yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1791 yes what ever will make going to college easer. 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1792 i dont know yet 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1793 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1794 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1795 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1796 yes because when i get in college. i will have experience to the stuff that i am learning 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1797 maybe 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1798 i would but the test is hard and im not gonna pass it 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1799 it would be nice 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1800 not this moment. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1801 yes 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1802 yes 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1803 Yes. I actually want to take some in 11th grade and my senior year. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1804 YES 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1805 yes 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1806 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1807 yes 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1808 yes really 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1809 No 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1810 Yes, definitely. That could nock off a few years of college 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1811 yes i plan on taking those in 10th grade 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1812 yes 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1813 Yes 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1814 no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1815 yes but I didn't and should have because then you get a discount at the movies and bowling
alley

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1816 No 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1817 no 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1818 no 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1819 no 2/2/2017 9:18 AM
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1820 yes cause this will help me get me to my goal to being a meachnic 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1821 Yes, I do that currently. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1822 No 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1823 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1824 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1825 yes. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1826 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1827 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1828 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1829 too late. 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1830 yes I have considered it 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1831 yes I have thought about it 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1832 yes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1833 yes, i wish i would have done it while i was in highschool and got atleast my cores done with 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1834 yes to be good and save tons of lifes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1835 yes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1836 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1837 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1838 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1839 no I am not i don not have enough time. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1840 yes I'd be very interested 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1841 I'm interested in earning college credits 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1842 yes, but only if it will not interfear with me doing sports 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1843 I would have been if I had known about them before this semester 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1844 YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1845 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1846 not really 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1847 Not really. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1848 YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1849 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1850 im wanting to take calculus ] 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1851 yes i am interested 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1852 yeah 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1853 no 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1854 yes anything to make me a better student and accomplish my goals 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1855 no 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1856 no 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1857 yes, already done it 2/2/2017 9:13 AM
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1858 I am somewhat interested 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1859 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1860 sure 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1861 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1862 no. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1863 Yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1864 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1865 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1866 no 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1867 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1868 yes I am 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1869 no 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1870 sure 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1871 yes 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1872 nah fam 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1873 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1874 yes, also taking online courses 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1875 i guess 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1876 no 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1877 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1878 no 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1879 yes 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1880 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1881 I'm a senior, leaving high school in a few months. I would've liked to take college classes, but I
am also satisfied with the classes I've taken.

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1882 Yes 2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1883 With the college I'm going to the credits won't transfer, so no. 2/1/2017 9:46 AM

1884 Yes this is a good idea for anyone that is going to go to college after high school. 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1885 Yes 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1886 Yes, but it might be a little bit of a challenge for me. 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1887 if it will the career I may want 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1888 Yes cause that will help me get to jobs that make a lot of money. 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1889 yes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1890 yes, so i dont have to spend half of my working years going to college 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1891 Yes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1892 yes im very interested in doing free college classes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1893 yes. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1894 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1895 Yes, As well as coordinated exposures to other career by varied day long shadows. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM
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1896 no 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1897 yes 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1898 k 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1899 No 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1900 no 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1901 yes 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1902 no but im interested in truck driving school 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1903 i think that would be good if you could take class at high school for free but it don't go for
everyone..

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1904 if it helps me get into the college i prefer the definitely. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1905 No, im not going to college. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1906 Yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1907 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1908 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1909 Yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1910 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1911 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1912 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1913 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1914 nope 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1915 wont be needed 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1916 no 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1917 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1918 hsyetyhrrtuyrtuhy 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1919 Yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1920 yes. already am. 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1921 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1922 Yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1923 no 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1924 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1925 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1926 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1927 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1928 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1929 maybe. 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1930 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1931 yes, very. 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1932 Yes, most defiantly!!!!! 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1933 Yes! 2/1/2017 9:35 AM
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1934 Yes 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1935 I don't know 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1936 yes 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1937 YES 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1938 Yes, I would be interested. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1939 yes 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1940 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1941 Yes, i would love to get a little jump stat into collage. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1942 yes 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1943 i'm not interested in that. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1944 yes i am 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1945 yes 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1946 Yes 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1947 yes 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1948 yes because I know it will help me along the way and get a better understanding of everything 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1949 yes i feel like it would help me get better prepared for college 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1950 no 2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1951 Maybe I just don't want to put to much pressure on myself 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1952 Not at the moment 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1953 yes I would love that because it would help me with college and to graduate high school 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1954 Yes 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1955 i would like to take college class in high school but it wont fit into the schedule i need to take
in order to get it in line for my graduating plan.

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1956 YES PLEASE 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1957 Yes 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1958 yes 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1959 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1960 yes because that will help me when I get ready to go off too college. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1961 Yes, I already do. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1962 i was but it seemed like i wasn't prepared so I felt like I wouldn't succeed in it. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1963 Yes I am interested in that. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1964 YES 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1965 possibly 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1966 yes 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1967 oh yeah. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1968 I would like to try them and earn credits 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1969 yes 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1970 Yes! 2/1/2017 9:23 AM
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1971 yes because the more college credits i have the less years i will need to graduate 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1972 not sure 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1973 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1974 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1975 idk 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1976 yes to all of the above. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1977 Yep. 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1978 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1979 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1980 i am interested 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1981 not too much 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1982 I'm interested. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1983 Yes. I plan to. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1984 yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1985 yes yes and more yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1986 yes, I'm in APWH 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1987 yes 2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1988 yes i am very interested 2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1989 yes 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1990 maybe. 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1991 im a senior in second semester its a little late for that 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1992 no 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1993 yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1994 yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1995 Yes, because it gives me the perfect opportunity to start half of my college years and also if I
pass those college courses, I can graduate early.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1996 I am interested in taking college classes early that way to better prepare myself for the real
world.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1997 yes i am 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1998 yes, and summer classes to get further ahead 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1999 yes 2/1/2017 9:12 AM

2000 It depends on how fast the course are moving and how will I will be able to keep up. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

2001 yes 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

2002 Yes 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

2003 if i can do it than i most likely will do it. it could only help me if i take them so why not. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

2004 I do plan to take some college classes while I'm in high school. 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2005 yes 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2006 yes 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2007 yes 2/1/2017 9:08 AM
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2008 no i would like to finish high school first 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

2009 I don't know yet 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2010 no 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2011 No. I want to finish High school first . 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2012 yes. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2013 yes because i want to know what it is like to be going to collage 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2014 yeah because student loans suck 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

2015 yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2016 sure why not 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2017 asdjfkljsdk 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2018 I do not know 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2019 no 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

2020 yes 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2021 yes 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2022 no i'm not. 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

2023 yes 1/30/2017 9:30 AM

2024 yes 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2025 yes I do 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2026 no 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2027 yes 1/30/2017 9:11 AM

2028 no not really because it would just be more stress on me and my parents. 1/30/2017 9:10 AM

2029 yes I would love to do that 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2030 yes 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2031 YES 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2032 yes 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2033 Yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2034 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2035 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2036 yes of course! 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2037 yes, it'll help push me towards success 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2038 maybe 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2039 yes 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2040 Yes. 1/30/2017 9:04 AM

2041 yes 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

2042 Yes 1/25/2017 12:21 PM

2043 yes 1/23/2017 12:04 PM

2044 yes 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

2045 yes 1/19/2017 1:32 PM
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2046 yes 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

2047 I am interested in taking college classes while I'm in High School. 1/19/2017 10:10 AM

2048 yes 1/18/2017 12:09 PM

2049 yes 1/18/2017 6:59 AM

2050 yes 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

2051 yes 1/17/2017 6:27 PM

2052 Yes, as long as my friends are in the classes too, and as long as it doesn't conflict with my
other activities or don't have to leave the school.

1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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Q8 Will you ever want to earn credit toward high school graduation by
working as an intern or apprentice (possibly also earning an hourly wage

during school hours)?
Answered: 2,047 Skipped: 93
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 yes 2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 I might if I could. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 Yes, maybe. I need to think about it while I still can. 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 yes 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 yes 2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 yes because that would make my future much easier 2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 Yes i would be interested in working as an intern for a company 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Yes I would like to earn money but I don't wanna be an apprentice or intern. 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 Yes, to get extra money 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 yes 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 Yes so I won/t be a new kid going into college. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 yes I would try to do something like that 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 Yes. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 Yes, I plan on earning a hourly wage to help pay for college. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 i would 2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 yes 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 yes, I will want too 2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 I might 2/28/2017 2:42 PM

19 Yes 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 I think i will. 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

21 yes 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

22 working as a intern 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

23 yes why not to put a little credit in for me 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 yes 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

25 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 maybe 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

31 yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

32 no 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 no 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

34 yes 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

35 yes i do 2/28/2017 9:40 AM

36 No not really, because I would want to focus on my grades and get a better diploma id school. 2/28/2017 9:38 AM

37 Yes because it can give me more work and the funds will help a lot in my career 2/28/2017 9:35 AM
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38 yes 2/28/2017 9:33 AM

39 idk maybe 2/28/2017 9:32 AM

40 Yes because i want to have enough to graduate 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 yes, i would like to get credit toward high school so i can get a better chance of going to a
good college

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 Yes, I feel like I could do this. 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 yes 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

44 sure 2/28/2017 9:31 AM

45 yes 2/28/2017 9:30 AM

46 yes only for my first job 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

47 yes 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

48 yes 2/28/2017 9:27 AM

49 yes 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

50 yes 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

51 yes 2/28/2017 8:40 AM

52 yes because iam going to need money and so iam going to need a job!!!! 2/28/2017 8:38 AM

53 Don't know but I will decide in high school 2/28/2017 8:36 AM

54 maby 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

55 yes 2/28/2017 8:34 AM

56 yes and no because i might have an after school job to help with my application 2/28/2017 8:32 AM

57 yes 2/28/2017 8:31 AM

58 yes 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

59 yes 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

60 Yes 2/28/2017 8:25 AM

61 yes 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

62 I would like to earn credits . 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

63 yes ill probably get a job or intern for someone that will help me get my credits in for college. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

64 Yes i would love to do that. 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

65 yes 2/27/2017 2:47 PM

66 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

67 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 yes I will like to be on the job 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 no 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

70 yes 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

71 yes 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

72 Possibly. 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

73 yes i am 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 yes but not long so I can get a good education 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

75 yes 2/27/2017 2:41 PM
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76 i don't know 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

77 Yes. 2/27/2017 2:10 PM

78 Yes 2/27/2017 2:09 PM

79 yes i would have a jod that i can do after school , 2/27/2017 10:23 AM

80 yes because i love helping and learning more about my career. 2/27/2017 10:18 AM

81 maybe 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

82 maybe, i would like to but i don't know how. 2/27/2017 10:16 AM

83 matbe it depinds on what im doing im not desperate 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

84 Probably Not , but maybe 2/27/2017 10:15 AM

85 yes 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

86 maybe 2/27/2017 10:11 AM

87 mabey 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

88 yup 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

89 yes because it would give me positvity towrds my goal 2/27/2017 10:09 AM

90 maybe 2/27/2017 10:08 AM

91 yes 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

92 Yes I would 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

93 yes 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

94 Yes 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

95 yes because I volunteered a lot in elementary school. I love doing things that help others. 2/27/2017 8:23 AM

96 No 2/24/2017 3:07 PM

97 I would be very interested in earning an hourly wage during school hours and working as an
intern to prepare me for the future. Whoever came up with the idea of earning money during
school hours is a genius.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

98 No 2/24/2017 3:02 PM

99 Sounds good to me,but I would have to see the options no know that it wouldn't stop me from
doing school work.

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

100 what ever it takes... 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

101 No 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

102 Yes maybe 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

103 I may want to be a student teacher. 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

104 Yes 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

105 yes 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

106 Maybe 2/24/2017 2:55 PM

107 Maybe 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

108 Yes, think it will show me how I will act around or in the workplace or what the workplace
experience will be like.

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

109 Maybe 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

110 Yes I would LOVE to to do that 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

111 Yes 2/24/2017 2:53 PM
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112 No 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

113 maybe 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

114 Don't know 2/24/2017 2:50 PM

115 Yes? 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

116 Yes 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

117 Maybe, but I could probably prefer to work by myself. 2/24/2017 2:49 PM

118 yes 2/24/2017 2:48 PM

119 Yes 2/24/2017 2:48 PM

120 Not during school hours but maybe at night but I would be interested. 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

121 Yes 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

122 No 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

123 Yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

124 Yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

125 Possible 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

126 Yes I'm actually exited 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

127 Nope 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

128 Yes 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

129 No 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

130 Maybe 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

131 Sure 2/24/2017 2:43 PM

132 No 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

133 If you get paid for playing college football then yes 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

134 Yes 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

135 Don't know 2/24/2017 2:40 PM

136 I still have no idea what an intern or apprentice even is. I still need to learn about this from my
parents!

2/24/2017 2:35 PM

137 Yes 2/24/2017 2:31 PM

138 Yes, because you could save money for college while working for a scholarship. 2/24/2017 2:24 PM

139 Yes 2/24/2017 2:22 PM

140 yes 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

141 Im not that interested in earning credit 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

142 During school hours? 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

143 Yes 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

144 No 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

145 Yes 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

146 yeah 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

147 yes 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

148 It sounds like a good, viable option to seriously consider 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

149 Yes 2/24/2017 2:17 PM
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150 Yes. 2/24/2017 2:17 PM

151 YES MAYBE 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

152 Don't know 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

153 no 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

154 Yes I would 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

155 Yes I have thought about that 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

156 yea 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

157 Yes 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

158 yes 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

159 Yes, I would love to be an intern or anything else making money as long it gives me a high
school credit.

2/24/2017 2:13 PM

160 Yes 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

161 Maybe 2/24/2017 2:12 PM

162 yes 2/24/2017 2:11 PM

163 yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

164 yes my parents say I have to 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

165 Yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

166 Possibly 2/24/2017 2:09 PM

167 yes 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

168 YES 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

169 NOT DOING 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

170 yes 2/24/2017 2:06 PM

171 yes 2/24/2017 2:05 PM

172 yes 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

173 maybe 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

174 idk 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

175 maybe 2/24/2017 2:02 PM

176 I don not know 2/24/2017 1:33 PM

177 Yes. 2/24/2017 1:31 PM

178 Yes 2/24/2017 1:21 PM

179 No really 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

180 Yes 2/24/2017 1:15 PM

181 Yes me and my family have been talking about college since the 5th grade 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

182 Idk 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

183 Yes 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

184 Maybe 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

185 It depens. 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

186 Yes if it's helps to get me a sholorship 2/24/2017 1:11 PM
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187 it would help me alot but i have to go to school 2/24/2017 1:11 PM

188 Yea I will 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

189 Yes I would like the credit because it will help me in the future 2/24/2017 1:10 PM

190 Maybe 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

191 I will be working if that's what your asking 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

192 Well yes because everybody could use some of that and I one of the everybody's. 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

193 nope 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

194 Idk 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

195 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

196 Yes 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

197 NO 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

198 Yes 2/24/2017 1:06 PM

199 Yes 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

200 Yes 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

201 Yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

202 Yes I am interested in earning credits in high school 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

203 Yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

204 Yes 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

205 Don't know what that means 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

206 Yea 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

207 yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

208 Yes 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

209 Yes money right 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

210 Yes 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

211 Yes 2/24/2017 1:00 PM

212 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

213 Yes 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

214 yes 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

215 Yes 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

216 Yes 2/24/2017 11:51 AM

217 Yes I would want to be an Inturn or apprentice by working at the high school and earring an
hourly wage during school hours

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

218 Sure it it will help I will help 2/24/2017 11:50 AM

219 No 2/24/2017 11:49 AM

220 Don't know 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

221 yes 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

222 yes helping is a very good hobby for me 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

223 Yes 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

224 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM
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225 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

226 Yes 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

227 I don't know 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

228 I'm not sure. 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

229 Yes 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

230 I don't know 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

231 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

232 Yes 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

233 Yes 2/24/2017 11:41 AM

234 Yes 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

235 NO 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

236 Yes because I can't feel if I do I want be able to play baseball 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

237 I might 2/24/2017 11:38 AM

238 Yes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

239 No 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

240 Yes anything to get me were I need to be in life 2/24/2017 11:35 AM

241 No 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

242 Yes 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

243 Yes 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

244 No 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

245 No 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

246 Maybe 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

247 Yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

248 Yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

249 Yes 2/24/2017 11:30 AM

250 sure 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

251 I would work as a intern. 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

252 Yes 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

253 No 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

254 Yes 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

255 No 2/24/2017 11:25 AM

256 yes 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

257 No 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

258 Yes 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

259 Yes 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

260 Yes 2/24/2017 10:52 AM

261 Yes 2/24/2017 10:49 AM

262 Yes 2/24/2017 10:46 AM
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263 Yes I would like to earn credit toward my high school graduation. 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

264 yes probably 2/24/2017 10:46 AM

265 Maybe 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

266 Yes 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

267 No 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

268 Yes it would help me know what will they pay you 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

269 I don't know, but I would like to earn credit as a intern. 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

270 Yes 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

271 i dont know 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

272 Yes I will. 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

273 Many I am not sure right now 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

274 yes 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

275 I do not understand this question 2/24/2017 10:42 AM

276 Yes 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

277 Yea 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

278 Sure 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

279 Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

280 Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

281 Yes 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

282 Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

283 Maybe 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

284 Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

285 I don't know 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

286 I woul always,want to earn credit for what I do or what I did 2/24/2017 10:38 AM

287 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

288 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

289 Yes 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

290 Yes 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

291 Yes I would like that 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

292 Yes 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

293 Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

294 Yes 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

295 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

296 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

297 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

298 Yes 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

299 Yes 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

300 Maybe 2/24/2017 10:33 AM
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301 Yes so t could help me to graduate and to have a good job 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

302 I would love to get extra credit in those ways 2/24/2017 10:28 AM

303 yes 2/24/2017 9:38 AM

304 Yes 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

305 yes 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

306 no 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

307 yes 2/24/2017 9:31 AM

308 I might want to earn credit toward high school graduation. 2/24/2017 9:28 AM

309 maybe 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

310 mabey 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

311 Yes 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

312 yes 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

313 Maybe. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

314 yes 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

315 yes 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

316 yes 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

317 yes 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

318 yes 2/23/2017 2:44 PM

319 Yes 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

320 yes 2/23/2017 2:40 PM

321 yes 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

322 yes if that is what is necessary 2/23/2017 2:39 PM

323 nurseing 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

324 yes 2/23/2017 2:34 PM

325 yes 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

326 yes 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

327 yes 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

328 Yes I think that will help me also in life because I will have real world experience. 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

329 maybe 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

330 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

331 no 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

332 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

333 I don't know yet, maybe 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

334 yes 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

335 im not sure 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

336 yes 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

337 yes 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

338 sure 2/23/2017 2:28 PM
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339 yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

340 yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

341 maybe/ 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

342 yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

343 Yes 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

344 no 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

345 cheering 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

346 yes 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

347 man idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

348 idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

349 Yes 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

350 maybe 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

351 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

352 yes so my parents want to have to pa as much 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

353 yes 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

354 not realy 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

355 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

356 no 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

357 yes 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

358 yes 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

359 yes 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

360 yes 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

361 yes 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

362 yes 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

363 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

364 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

365 yes. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

366 yes at my high school we can intern the athletic trainer. 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

367 yes 2/23/2017 2:10 PM

368 no 2/23/2017 2:09 PM

369 yes 2/23/2017 2:08 PM

370 possibly 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

371 yes I would like to 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

372 I don't know 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

373 Probably if I have time. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

374 no 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

375 YES 2/23/2017 2:05 PM

376 no 2/23/2017 2:04 PM
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377 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

378 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

379 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

380 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

381 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

382 no 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

383 no 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

384 No. 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

385 yes 2/23/2017 2:02 PM

386 yes 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

387 yes 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

388 maybe 2/23/2017 1:57 PM

389 yes 2/23/2017 11:29 AM

390 maybe 2/23/2017 11:28 AM

391 yes, that is something I would be interested in. 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

392 I do want to have jobs in high school but I have never thought about using them as extra credit
towards my graduation. That sounds like an interesting idea to me.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

393 maybe 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

394 yes 2/23/2017 11:27 AM

395 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

396 don't know 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

397 Yes 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

398 It's considerable 2/23/2017 11:26 AM

399 yes, it would look good on my collage applications. 2/23/2017 11:23 AM

400 yes it seems fun and I can see if I like the job or not. 2/23/2017 11:22 AM

401 yes sounds okay 2/23/2017 11:19 AM

402 yes I would because if I do then I will have a better chance of getting a job if I have experiance 2/23/2017 11:18 AM

403 do not know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

404 yes 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

405 Maybe 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

406 yes 2/23/2017 11:15 AM

407 yes 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

408 yes 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

409 I am not sure yet. 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

410 I would like to but it is not at the top of my list. 2/23/2017 11:13 AM

411 yes. so I can afford dance. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

412 yes, allways 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

413 yes 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

414 I do want to work as a intern to get extra credit. 2/23/2017 11:12 AM
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415 yeah I geuss so 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

416 yes 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

417 Depends 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

418 yes 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

419 Maybe not 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

420 yes 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

421 Don't know 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

422 Yes I will have to save up all I got 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

423 Yes so I have exsperance so it will be Easier to find job 2/23/2017 11:08 AM

424 I have no idea what I will do. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

425 maybe 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

426 No I think I'm going to just stay in school without an job because I think it would be too much
on me . I really think the school thing with be a lot on me but I really wasn't to be an nurse so I
got to do what all it takes to be an nurse

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

427 yes 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

428 no 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

429 yes 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

430 possibly 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

431 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

432 Yeah is would like to do that a lot 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

433 no 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

434 I don't know right now 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

435 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

436 I don't know 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

437 Yes 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

438 I don't think I would like working as an intern or apprentice. 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

439 Probably not 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

440 I don't know yet. 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

441 No 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

442 YESSSS, I want to do that to so I can also get more knowledge 2/23/2017 11:01 AM

443 YES 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

444 yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

445 Yes 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

446 I don't kown 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

447 Maybe 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

448 Yes I would like to that would be very good 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

449 Sure that sounds great. I could work on wendsdays. 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

450 yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

451 Yes. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM
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452 idk 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

453 maybe, if I have to. 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

454 yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

455 Yes 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

456 tes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

457 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

458 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

459 dont know 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

460 No 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

461 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

462 No 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

463 yes 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

464 yes 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

465 no 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

466 tyutyutyutyuty 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

467 Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

468 yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

469 Yes 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

470 Yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

471 yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

472 maybe 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

473 Yes 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

474 yes 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

475 yes 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

476 yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

477 maybey 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

478 no 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

479 Yes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

480 sure 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

481 no never 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

482 Yes 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

483 yes 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

484 yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

485 yes yes yes yes yes 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

486 YES, if it dose not use up my time. 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

487 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

488 yes 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

489 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:37 AM
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490 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:36 AM

491 yes 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

492 I don't know 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

493 no 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

494 yes 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

495 yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

496 yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

497 Yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

498 yes, because that's more money for me. 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

499 Possibly 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

500 maybe 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

501 yes 2/23/2017 10:29 AM

502 yes 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

503 yes 2/23/2017 10:27 AM

504 Yes I want to earn credit towards my graduation. 2/23/2017 10:21 AM

505 Yes I would like to do that. 2/23/2017 10:03 AM

506 Maybe 2/23/2017 9:54 AM

507 No because I want God to show me the way 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

508 No 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

509 Yes why not cause I'm pretty sure Id need the credit. 2/23/2017 9:51 AM

510 Yes I will like to earn credit toward highschool graduation 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

511 Credit toward high school graduation by working as a intern 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

512 It depends on what I'm doing if I want extra credit or not. 2/23/2017 9:49 AM

513 Yes I am interested in earning credit toward high school graduation. 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

514 I don't know 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

515 Yes 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

516 Yes 2/23/2017 9:45 AM

517 Yes 2/23/2017 9:44 AM

518 Yes, it will help for what I want to be. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

519 Yes and the hours I want to work for is from 8:30 in the morning and to 10:00 at night 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

520 Yes because I could use the money to buy me a house and a car. 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

521 maybe 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

522 I love to he expressed in class 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

523 I will like to have credit toward high school students that will help me and school. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

524 Yes I do want to earn credit. 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

525 Apprentice get to know more about your career 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

526 Yes 2/23/2017 9:40 AM

527 Yes 2/23/2017 9:40 AM
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528 Probably yes to have credit for high school 2/23/2017 9:39 AM

529 No 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

530 Yes 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

531 Yes 2/23/2017 9:36 AM

532 Yes because it will give me a real world experience. 2/23/2017 9:33 AM

533 a 120 $ 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

534 5$ a hour 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

535 I mite 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

536 yes I would 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

537 maybe 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

538 maybe 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

539 Yes. I would not like it that much but I would do It for the pay. 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

540 yes 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

541 I would like do that so I could earn credit 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

542 no 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

543 yes 2/23/2017 9:22 AM

544 yes I am thinking about it. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

545 yes 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

546 Yes I would love to get a job during school days. 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

547 no 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

548 Yes, for two reasons to better me as a working student, to help me get credit for high school
and college.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

549 yes 2/23/2017 9:17 AM

550 yes, I will want to do that. getting a head start is very important 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

551 I want be in class Monday,wednesday,friday 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

552 yes 2/23/2017 9:14 AM

553 yes 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

554 I don't know because ill just do my work the first time 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

555 Yes. 2/23/2017 9:12 AM

556 yes if it will help me in school. 2/23/2017 9:11 AM

557 yes I will 2/23/2017 9:09 AM

558 maybe 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

559 haven't thought of it 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

560 Yes I would want to be earning and hourly wage during school so when I'm done with college,
i'll have a good amount of money.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

561 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

562 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

563 Yes, I will. 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

564 yes 2/23/2017 9:07 AM
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565 yes I would 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

566 Yes it could give me a experience of how it would be> 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

567 yes 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

568 I don't know 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

569 I am interested in getting credits toward high school graduation by working in a intern. I think
this will help with collage and the rest of my life.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

570 yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

571 yes 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

572 yes I will get about 1:30 to 4:00 2/23/2017 9:03 AM

573 yes I would 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

574 yes 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

575 yes 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

576 no 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

577 maybe 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

578 yes, I do. 2/23/2017 8:59 AM

579 yes 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

580 yes 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

581 yes 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

582 yes because that can help me with gas money. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

583 no 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

584 yes 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

585 yes 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

586 No 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

587 Yes I do want to earn to earn credit toward high school. 2/23/2017 8:51 AM

588 yes 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

589 yes 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

590 maybe 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

591 no 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

592 No 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

593 Yes 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

594 Yes 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

595 Maybe 2/23/2017 8:47 AM

596 yes I would 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

597 Umm. No not really. 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

598 Yes 2/23/2017 8:45 AM

599 I would get a good paying job 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

600 no 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

601 Maybe because it may help me start by see what is like to have a job. 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

602 maybe 2/23/2017 8:43 AM
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603 Yes I will want to earn credit towards High school,so i can graduate. 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

604 Yes because I am a very independent person I earn allowance every week and save it up and
by my on stuff

2/23/2017 8:42 AM

605 That sounds pretty good, but I will have to think it through a little more. I don't want to rush into
things.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM

606 yes 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

607 Yes, I would want to do that. 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

608 probably 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

609 Yes, I want to. 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

610 Ye 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

611 Yes, because if I earn my college credits it will make my experience of college more easier
educational wise and also I will possibly have a shorter term span

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

612 Yes 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

613 Yes, this could help pay for my books and if I become a apprentice for a pharmacist this would
help me learn more for my job.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

614 Yes because then I would get to see how it really is to be a nurse. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

615 Yes, it would be a great experience 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

616 Yes 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

617 yes 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

618 Yes 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

619 yes because it will help me see how it feels and how much money I will gets from my job. 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

620 Yes 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

621 maybe I don't know right now I will have to talk to my parents 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

622 Yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

623 Yes, so I could get a feel of what it is like after I get out of school. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

624 Yes 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

625 yes, because you need money to buy needs when you are in collage for your dorm and
roommate.

2/23/2017 8:34 AM

626 Yes 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

627 yes 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

628 im in it for the "wage" 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

629 yes 2/23/2017 8:33 AM

630 yes 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

631 yes 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

632 Yes 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

633 probably not 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

634 Not really sure yet. 2/23/2017 8:29 AM

635 I don't know 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

636 yes....i wouod most likely get job during hight school 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

637 yes 2/23/2017 8:21 AM
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638 Yes 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

639 I would love to do that. I could help FBI people sort files. I could help with cases. From a kid's
point of view. if it had to do with kids.

2/22/2017 2:45 PM

640 yes 2/22/2017 2:37 PM

641 yes 2/22/2017 2:35 PM

642 Possibly. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

643 yes to help pay for college. 2/22/2017 2:31 PM

644 I will have earned some credit because I will be a intern 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

645 yes 2/22/2017 2:29 PM

646 yes 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

647 yes 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

648 yes 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

649 Yes! 2/22/2017 2:26 PM

650 Yes 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

651 yes, vary 2/22/2017 2:25 PM

652 yes 2/22/2017 2:24 PM

653 yes 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

654 yes 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

655 yes 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

656 Yes I do. 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

657 Yes 2/22/2017 2:22 PM

658 Yes 2/22/2017 2:21 PM

659 i would love to do that, because when college staff look at my paper they see the good credit
and intern job and over time I did for my career and that puts in a good name for me.

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

660 Yes 2/22/2017 2:19 PM

661 yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

662 yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

663 Yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

664 Yes 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

665 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

666 yes I will want to save as much money for college as possible 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

667 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

668 yes 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

669 YES, I would love to do that! 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

670 yes, I hope so 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

671 Maybe 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

672 Yes 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

673 Yes 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

674 Not sure 2/22/2017 2:14 PM
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675 I don't know about credit toward high school but I think I can earn some credit 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

676 yes 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

677 yes 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

678 Yes 2/22/2017 2:13 PM

679 yes 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

680 yes I do 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

681 yes 2/22/2017 2:12 PM

682 no 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

683 yes 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

684 yes 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

685 Yes 2/22/2017 2:10 PM

686 Absolutely 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

687 Maybe 2/22/2017 2:09 PM

688 yes. 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

689 yes, if I were an intern it could help me understand business a lot more after highschool 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

690 Yes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

691 Yes, being a intern is fun, like Ryan from The Office 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

692 yes 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

693 Yes 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

694 Yes I would love that 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

695 yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

696 yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

697 Yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

698 yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

699 Yes 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

700 what4ever makes college cheaper and easier 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

701 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

702 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

703 Yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

704 yes 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

705 Possibly 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

706 Yes I would 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

707 Money? Then yes! 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

708 Yes 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

709 Yes 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

710 Yes 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

711 Yes 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

712 Yes 2/22/2017 2:01 PM
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713 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

714 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

715 Yes 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

716 definitely 2/22/2017 1:59 PM

717 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

718 Yes 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

719 I don't know yet 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

720 Yes 2/22/2017 1:55 PM

721 Yes. 2/22/2017 1:16 PM

722 Somewhat 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

723 Yes, definetly, because I need expeirience if I'm ever going to make it into the work field. 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

724 Yessssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
sssss

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

725 yes some 2/22/2017 1:00 PM

726 Yes 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

727 Yes 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

728 YESSSSS!?!!!?!!?!?! 2/22/2017 12:58 PM

729 Yes 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

730 I don't know never had it so.....? 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

731 I guess so. 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

732 Yes 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

733 Yes 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

734 yes 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

735 Yes every much 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

736 Yes 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

737 Yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

738 Yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

739 Yes! 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

740 Yea maybe 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

741 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

742 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

743 Yes 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

744 Yes 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

745 Yes so I have money to pay for things 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

746 Yes 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

747 Possibly 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

748 Yes 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

749 Yes 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

750 Yes seems great start working to help out with your parents to pay for college 2/22/2017 12:48 PM
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751 Yes 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

752 Yes and no 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

753 Yes 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

754 Maybe 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

755 Yes 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

756 Yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

757 yes 2/22/2017 12:44 PM

758 Mabel not completely sure yet!! 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

759 Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

760 Yea 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

761 I'm not sure if I do or don't I don't think I will though. 2/22/2017 11:25 AM

762 Yes. 2/22/2017 11:22 AM

763 yes 2/22/2017 11:21 AM

764 yes` 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

765 Yes 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

766 yes 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

767 yes i would like to save up for college and moving out of my parents house before college
starts.

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

768 yes 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

769 Yes 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

770 no 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

771 maybe, not really sure 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

772 yes 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

773 Yes 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

774 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

775 yes 2/22/2017 11:12 AM

776 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

777 YES 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

778 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

779 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

780 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

781 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

782 Yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

783 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

784 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

785 yes 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

786 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

787 yes 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

788 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM
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789 yes 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

790 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

791 yes because it will help me pay for the cost of a car and house and other things because I will
save it while in school.

2/22/2017 11:05 AM

792 yes 2/22/2017 10:59 AM

793 no 2/22/2017 10:58 AM

794 Yes 2/22/2017 10:53 AM

795 Yes because it would be nice to pay off the college I want to go to. 2/22/2017 10:52 AM

796 Yes 2/22/2017 10:51 AM

797 no 2/22/2017 10:47 AM

798 yes 2/22/2017 10:45 AM

799 Yes i probably will 2/22/2017 10:44 AM

800 yes 2/22/2017 10:43 AM

801 yes 2/22/2017 10:42 AM

802 i would possibly like to earn a hourly wage by working as an intern because by doing that i
could start saving up to go to college and earn more money after i graduate from college and
start my own business to help my family.

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

803 I don't know act all 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

804 yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

805 yes 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

806 no 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

807 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

808 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

809 yes 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

810 yes 2/22/2017 10:38 AM

811 yes 2/22/2017 10:36 AM

812 not really 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

813 yes 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

814 yes, I have been thinking about working in high school and I probably will. 2/22/2017 10:33 AM

815 I don't really think I need to, but yes. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

816 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

817 yes 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

818 probably 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

819 Don't know what you are talking about but again you are confusing me. 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

820 no 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

821 Yes 2/22/2017 10:31 AM

822 yes posibly 2/22/2017 10:30 AM

823 Yes, because I will need money to pay for my college. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

824 Maybe, if it dosent effect the education or any major classes. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM
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825 Don't know. 2/22/2017 10:29 AM

826 I gust for the money if you are getting paid for learning let me in on that 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

827 I don't understand what that means. 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

828 Probably not. 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

829 yes definitely 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

830 yes I would because being an intern has always seemed fun to me 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

831 I already have plans to become an intern at the chiropractor that I go to. 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

832 maybe 2/22/2017 10:26 AM

833 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:24 AM

834 maybe. 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

835 YES 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

836 no 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

837 yes 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

838 yes it might get me better developed for the real world 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

839 yes 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

840 yes 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

841 Yes I will work for everything I got in like other Americans 2/22/2017 9:54 AM

842 Yes I would love too 2/22/2017 9:51 AM

843 Yes if it helps me in school and get a good job in the future 2/22/2017 9:47 AM

844 Yes 2/22/2017 9:43 AM

845 I don't know what an intern or a apprentice is 2/22/2017 9:42 AM

846 Yes so I will have money to go to college. 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

847 Yes 2/22/2017 9:41 AM

848 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

849 Maybe I would do that 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

850 Yes 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

851 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

852 Yes 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

853 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:39 AM

854 YES 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

855 Yes 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

856 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

857 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

858 yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

859 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

860 Yes 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

861 Yes most definitely 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

862 yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM
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863 Yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

864 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

865 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

866 No 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

867 Interns are just unpaid servents 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

868 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

869 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

870 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

871 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

872 No 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

873 Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

874 Yes 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

875 no because I want to focus on my school work more so than any thing else. 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

876 yes 2/22/2017 9:17 AM

877 Yes, so that I have money to get a good job and house. 2/22/2017 9:16 AM

878 yes 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

879 yes 2/22/2017 9:15 AM

880 yes. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

881 No. 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

882 yes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

883 yes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

884 yes I would like to gain extra credit toward my diploma 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

885 yes 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

886 yes 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

887 Yes. 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

888 Yes 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

889 yes 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

890 don't know 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

891 Yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

892 Maybe 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

893 yes 2/22/2017 9:11 AM

894 yes 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

895 3 days a week. 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

896 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

897 no 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

898 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

899 Don't know 2/22/2017 9:08 AM

900 no 2/22/2017 9:06 AM
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901 I don't know what that means 2/22/2017 9:05 AM

902 Yes 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

903 yes 2/22/2017 8:43 AM

904 yes 2/22/2017 8:42 AM

905 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:39 AM

906 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

907 yes 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

908 Yes, that'd be great. 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

909 yes, very 2/22/2017 8:36 AM

910 yes 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

911 no. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

912 It depends on what I'm doing. 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

913 yes 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

914 Yes 2/22/2017 8:34 AM

915 Yes I already intern at places 2/22/2017 8:33 AM

916 Possibly 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

917 no 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

918 yes 2/22/2017 8:32 AM

919 Yes of course. 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

920 Yes 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

921 Yes 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

922 Yes 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

923 Yes I guess 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

924 Yes 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

925 Yes 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

926 Maybe if I don't have a job as a waitress or something like that. 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

927 Yes I would 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

928 no I would like to go to high school then go to college 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

929 yes I was thinking about volunteering at a vet clinic. 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

930 Yes I would love to take internships to earn credit toward high school graduation. 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

931 No 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

932 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

933 Mybe i don't havea jod 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

934 Yes, most likely 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

935 Yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

936 Maybe 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

937 yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

938 No 2/22/2017 8:28 AM
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939 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

940 no 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

941 yes, possibly 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

942 yes, i was thinking about volunteering at the children's hospital or the soup kitchen. 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

943 yes 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

944 Yes 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

945 yes 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

946 yes, I would be interested . 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

947 Yes 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

948 No, that would interfere with my job. 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

949 Yes 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

950 Yes 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

951 YOU MAY HAVE ABOT 500000 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

952 i think it will be a grate idea 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

953 yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

954 Yes! 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

955 yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

956 Yes 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

957 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

958 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

959 Yes 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

960 yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

961 Yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

962 yes 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

963 yes I do but I don't really know yet 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

964 No 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

965 yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

966 Yes 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

967 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

968 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

969 Yes 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

970 maybe 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

971 maybe 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

972 I don't really know but as I get in a higher grade I will probably do something for credit. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

973 no 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

974 yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

975 yes I fell like that will make me more prepared for the real world 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

976 i think i should try that 2/22/2017 8:18 AM
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977 Yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

978 Yes 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

979 Yea I wanna earn money 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

980 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

981 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

982 Yes 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

983 Absolutely 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

984 Yes. 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

985 I might it just depends 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

986 Yeah 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

987 yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

988 Yes 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

989 Yes 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

990 Yes. 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

991 Yes 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

992 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

993 no 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

994 No 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

995 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

996 Yes 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

997 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

998 Yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

999 Yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1000 yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

1001 Yes 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

1002 no 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1003 yes. 2/15/2017 9:27 AM

1004 yes 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

1005 yes 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1006 ya 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1007 possibly 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1008 no 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

1009 I don't know 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1010 yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1011 Yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

1012 dc 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

1013 yes 2/15/2017 9:19 AM

1014 no 2/15/2017 9:19 AM
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1015 yes i would 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1016 yes 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

1017 yes 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1018 Yes 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

1019 no 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

1020 yes 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1021 no 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

1022 Yes 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1023 yes 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1024 yes 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

1025 yes 2/14/2017 9:40 AM

1026 no possible way i am behind enough already 2/14/2017 9:18 AM

1027 yes 2/14/2017 9:14 AM

1028 yes 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

1029 Yes 2/13/2017 1:30 PM

1030 yes 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1031 yes 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

1032 I have no reason to, but others with the same interest might like to work in a fabrication shop. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1033 not at highschool 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1034 Yes i will want to earn credit by working. 2/13/2017 9:54 AM

1035 Not really. 2/13/2017 9:52 AM

1036 Yes that would be benifcial. 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1037 yes 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1038 yes 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1039 No 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1040 no 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1041 yes 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1042 nope 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1043 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1044 idk 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1045 yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1046 sure 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1047 yes id rather work than go to school 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1048 no 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1049 yes 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1050 yes. 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1051 yes 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1052 Yes 2/13/2017 9:48 AM
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1053 yes 2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1054 Well I was involved with marching band and most jobs don't want kids involved in other
activities.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1055 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1056 yes i curently am doing that 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1057 nope 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1058 Yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1059 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1060 yes 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1061 yes 2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1062 No 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1063 Hopefully? 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1064 yes 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1065 no 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1066 yes 2/13/2017 9:44 AM

1067 Yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1068 Yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1069 probably not 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1070 yes 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1071 Maybe 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1072 Yes 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1073 Yes 2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1074 Yes, that's also a great opportunity and an excellent way to learn professional career
responsibilities.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1075 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1076 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1077 alot 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1078 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1079 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1080 yes 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1081 yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1082 Yes. 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1083 no 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1084 I don't mind. It sounds good to me. 2/13/2017 9:39 AM

1085 no 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1086 I already work as a intern 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1087 yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1088 I don't think working when I could be in school will be beneficial to my learning 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1089 yes always 2/13/2017 9:37 AM
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1090 I would love to but its a little to late now. 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1091 I don't know 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1092 yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1093 no 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1094 yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1095 idk probably 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1096 Yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1097 yes I would like to earn a credit working as an intern 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1098 Too late. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1099 yes that would be nice for people that don't have a car. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1100 maybe 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1101 yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1102 yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1103 Yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1104 nah 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1105 Yes 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1106 Yes I would , that would be a great opportunity to get early experience in a work environment. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1107 Yes very likely 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1108 yes 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1109 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1110 maybe 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1111 No 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1112 Maybe 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1113 yes 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1114 yes I would like to 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1115 yes 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1116 fghjn 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1117 yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1118 Yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1119 yes 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1120 MAYBE 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1121 no 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1122 no 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1123 yes 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1124 yes 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1125 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1126 yes 2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1127 yes 2/13/2017 9:25 AM
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1128 YES 2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1129 Yes I would want to gain high school credit by being an intern. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1130 yes 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1131 That does sound very interesting for me. However I do not know if i wish to do so or not. 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1132 No 2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1133 yes.absolutely. 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1134 yes 2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1135 yes this sounds like a great experience 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1136 yes i'd love to. 2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1137 no 2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1138 Yes 2/13/2017 9:20 AM

1139 yes 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1140 This interests me. 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1141 maybe, depending upon what i would be doing 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1142 yes, so I will be more prepared 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1143 yes! 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1144 too late for that 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1145 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1146 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1147 no 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1148 yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1149 Yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1150 no 2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1151 Possibly 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1152 I tried to 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1153 yes. 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1154 Yes 2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1155 maybe 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1156 yes 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1157 dont know 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1158 posibly 2/13/2017 9:12 AM

1159 I would but I have waited to late 2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1160 yes 2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1161 yes 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1162 YES!!!! 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1163 no 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1164 yes 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1165 no 2/10/2017 9:39 AM
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1166 Yes 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1167 yes 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1168 yes 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1169 Yes. 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1170 yes 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1171 yes. 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1172 Yes 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1173 yes 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1174 yes 2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1175 Yes. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1176 Yes very much. 2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1177 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1178 yes 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1179 I am already participating in work based learning 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1180 yes 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1181 yes 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1182 yes I think it is a very good thing to teach students about having a job and responsibility. 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1183 yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1184 yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1185 Yes 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1186 yes 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1187 Yes 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1188 yes. 2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1189 yes 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1190 yes 2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1191 no 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1192 yes 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1193 nope 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1194 yes 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1195 YES 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1196 yes 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1197 Yes 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1198 no 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1199 yes 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1200 Yes. 2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1201 Again, I would have loved this option but sadly I am a Senior in my last semester so this no
longer applies to me.

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1202 That would have been nice to know. 2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1203 YES!!! 2/9/2017 9:44 AM
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1204 yes, that sounds great. 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1205 yes 2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1206 yes, it would help gain job experience and develop working skills early 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1207 Yes 2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1208 Yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1209 yup 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1210 yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1211 yes 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1212 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1213 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1214 yes 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1215 yes 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1216 it depends on what job im an intern at 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1217 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1218 no 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1219 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1220 Yes 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1221 No 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1222 Yes 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1223 yes 2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1224 no 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1225 No 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1226 yes 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1227 No. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1228 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1229 no 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1230 At the moment, no, nor do I feel I have an opportunity. 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1231 maybe 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1232 no 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1233 Sure I guess if its offered. 2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1234 yes i would like to do it , but not for the money, but to help the teachers with every thing
because the have a lot of work to do for the amount they get paid so i would love to do it

2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1235 yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1236 Yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1237 no 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1238 Sure. 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1239 nope 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1240 yes 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1241 yes I will 2/8/2017 9:38 AM
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1242 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1243 no 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1244 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1245 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1246 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1247 Yes, but I was never given the option so it's too late for me because I graduate in 3 months. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1248 Yes, I need money for proper hobo clothes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1249 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1250 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1251 yes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1252 yea 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1253 Maybe 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1254 Nah. 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1255 Yes, I think that is a great opportunity. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1256 yes i would love to 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1257 Not really. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1258 Sure, why not? 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1259 yes 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1260 yes I would. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1261 no 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1262 An intern isn't too overwhelming. I could do it! 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1263 No. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1264 no 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1265 yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1266 yes 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1267 Yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1268 yes 2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1269 yes 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1270 I'm sure someone would enjoy that, but I've never done it. 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1271 yes 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1272 I would like to, as long as it fits in my schedule 2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1273 No 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1274 Can't do that while taking college classes when there is one at the end of the day and
beginning of the day. I've tried.

2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1275 no, our intern program is terrible. the teacher never came to watch my performance but gave
me an 85 in the class when i should have gotten an A

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1276 YES 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1277 Yes but I was not able to 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1278 yes 2/8/2017 9:22 AM
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1279 No thank you 2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1280 no 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1281 I feel like I need the class time versus an internship or apprenticeship. 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1282 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1283 yes i would 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1284 yes 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1285 yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1286 no 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1287 Yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1288 yes 2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1289 yes 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1290 Yes. 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1291 somewhat 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1292 no probably not 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1293 Yes 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1294 Possibly 2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1295 Yes 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1296 no, i work for no one but myself. Jim Halbert ruined my life as a boss. 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1297 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1298 no 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1299 yes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1300 I play basketball & do not have time during the school year for a job/internship 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1301 yes 2/8/2017 9:14 AM

1302 no 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1303 Yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1304 yes 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1305 maybe 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1306 sure 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1307 yes 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1308 yes 2/8/2017 9:08 AM

1309 Yes 2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1310 YES 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1311 Yes. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1312 YES 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1313 yes 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1314 yes 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1315 Yes 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1316 yes. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM
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1317 no 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1318 No I would not. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1319 yes 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1320 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1321 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1322 yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1323 I don't know. 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1324 yes I plan on during that next year 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1325 Possibly 2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1326 I have already planned on doing that next year 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1327 yes 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1328 no 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1329 possible 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1330 no 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1331 I don't really know about that. 2/7/2017 9:42 AM

1332 No I would no have the time 2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1333 yes 2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1334 no 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1335 I want to. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1336 yes 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1337 no 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1338 Yes 2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1339 yes 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1340 yes 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1341 yes. 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1342 yes 2/7/2017 9:32 AM

1343 yes 2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1344 maybe 2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1345 Yes 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1346 yes i would love to do that because your getting more hands on and also you are getting paid. 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1347 Yes 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1348 yes. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1349 Yes, I would love to do that. 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1350 I wont have a problem with that 2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1351 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1352 no 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1353 maybe 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1354 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM
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1355 yes I can 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1356 yes! 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1357 yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1358 yess 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1359 yes 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1360 no 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1361 Yes 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1362 yes 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1363 Yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1364 Maybe 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1365 yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1366 yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1367 yes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1368 Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1369 i dont know 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1370 Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1371 yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1372 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1373 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1374 no 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1375 yes it will look good on my record 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1376 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1377 yes 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1378 Yes. 2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1379 if paid yes 2/6/2017 1:22 PM

1380 Already do! 2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1381 Yes 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1382 yes 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1383 yes I will like to work as an intern and earn wage an hourly wage during school hours 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1384 yes 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1385 Yes, but I just don't have time, thanks to the dual enrollment times. 2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1386 yes I would 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1387 It's a possibility. 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1388 yes 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1389 yes 2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1390 no not at all I am not there . 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1391 No. 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1392 yes 2/6/2017 9:48 AM
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1393 no 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1394 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1395 yes 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1396 sure 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1397 maybe 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1398 I don't know. 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1399 sureeeeeee 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1400 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1401 yes 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1402 not really 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1403 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1404 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1405 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1406 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1407 yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1408 no 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1409 yes. 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1410 yes 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1411 maybe 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1412 yes 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1413 Yes 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1414 Yes, it may give me a better chance of getting into a good college. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1415 Most likely not. 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1416 I might be interested in doing that 2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1417 yes 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1418 YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1419 no 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1420 Yes 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1421 i would be very interested in being an intern if i knew about where to go to an application and
when the deadline was.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1422 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1423 yes 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1424 maybe but I'm not sure I want to get a job yet. 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1425 yes but y'all don't tell anyone about these options. you just expect us to know everything. 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1426 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1427 eh, not really 2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1428 maybe 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1429 yes 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1430 no 2/6/2017 9:36 AM
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1431 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1432 I don't know 2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1433 Yes, I would have if I had the time. 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1434 yes 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1435 yes 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1436 I don't know 2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1437 Yes i would. 2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1438 yes 2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1439 No not really 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1440 Already doing it. 2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1441 yes 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1442 yass 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1443 no 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1444 yes 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1445 rkgrmrtorlefe 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1446 hell yes 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1447 Sure 2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1448 yes. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1449 Not really. 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1450 yes 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1451 Yes because this will allow you to get experience in the workforce. 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1452 yes 2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1453 I would possibly like to earn high school credit through an internship. 2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1454 Yes any way to make my resume for college even more impressive I'm all for it 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1455 No, I think being in a classroom actually learning is more important 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1456 Yes 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1457 I do want to earn credit toward high school graduation by working as an intern. 2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1458 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1459 yes 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1460 no 2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1461 Yes, I have considered even interning for a family doctor in Gray that my family grew up with,
so interning during school hours would help with my time after school dedicated to family,
friends, and homework.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1462 I would be interested in interning somewhere that pertained to the field i wanted to go into once
i figured out what i wanted to do.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1463 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1464 Yes, I would love to be an inter. 2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1465 yes 2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1466 no 2/6/2017 9:21 AM
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1467 no 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1468 Yes 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1469 Yes 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1470 I may do work based learning later in order to get into college easier. 2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1471 yes 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1472 no 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1473 yes 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1474 Maybe 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1475 yes. 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1476 naw cause that's cheating 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1477 yes, that would be great because most students cant get a job and go to school at the same
time .

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1478 sure 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1479 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1480 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1481 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1482 Yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1483 yes 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1484 no 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1485 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1486 yes 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1487 Yes 2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1488 yes 2/6/2017 9:12 AM

1489 yes 2/6/2017 9:11 AM

1490 Yes. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1491 Yes that is something that I could see myself doing. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1492 I will consider it. 2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1493 maybe 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1494 Yes 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1495 yes 2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1496 Not really, i really want to get my college classes taken. 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1497 yes 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1498 Yes 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1499 i dont know 2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1500 no 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1501 yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1502 no 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1503 yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1504 yes 2/6/2017 9:05 AM
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1505 YES 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1506 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1507 Yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1508 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1509 yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1510 Yes 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1511 Possibly 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1512 no 2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1513 No 2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1514 u 2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1515 Maybe 2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1516 yes 2/3/2017 9:48 AM

1517 maybe 2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1518 yes 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1519 yes 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1520 yes 2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1521 If I have an available slot . 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1522 yeah 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1523 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1524 yes 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1525 YES 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1526 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1527 yesss 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1528 sure 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1529 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1530 yes 2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1531 maybe 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1532 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1533 YES. I would love to work internship at school 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1534 yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1535 Yes, I'm actually looking to become an apprentice, I'm not sure what an intern is though. 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1536 no 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1537 maybe 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1538 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1539 Not sure 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1540 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1541 I don't know what that mean. 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1542 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM
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1543 yes 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1544 yes 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1545 no 2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1546 yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1547 yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1548 Yes 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1549 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1550 yes i do 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1551 I would 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1552 yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1553 yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1554 yes. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1555 Yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1556 In my senior years, I would. 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1557 yeah 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1558 yes 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1559 yes 2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1560 yes 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1561 yesssss 2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1562 Yes because it would look good on a resume 2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1563 yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1564 yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1565 yes , if it helps me with the last year of high school 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1566 Yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1567 yes 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1568 Yes 2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1569 yes 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1570 Yes 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1571 yes beuse it would look great on collge abnd help me with jobs in the frercher 2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1572 yes 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1573 yes 2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1574 yes 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1575 no. 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1576 yeah i would consider it, since i could already have some experience in the career to see if
thats what i really want to do in life

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1577 no not really 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1578 I think i will greatly benefit from having a job during high school and college. I can save up
some, have a small amount of pocket money, and i would invest some into stocks so that I
can earn more.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1579 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM
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1580 Yes I would actually i would be very interested in that opportunity. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1581 i want to get as much crredits as i can to graduate 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1582 yes 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1583 maybe 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1584 possibly 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1585 if that is ever offered i would choose to do that because that's going to help me graduate an
get a little boost in college

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1586 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1587 yeah that would be cool 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1588 no 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1589 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1590 yes 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1591 yes. 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1592 yes 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1593 yeah 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1594 yes because i need to go ahead and earn some money to but toward my college tution 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1595 if i find something i enjoy and could see myself doing in the future i would greatly consider one
of these options if the oppourtunity became available to me.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1596 Yes. I think that earning an hourly wage as a high school student will be very efficient towards
my career later in life. I will learn how to handle my money more wisely, and actually have
some sort of 'job' to have my own money. This would also be a great experience of working in
an office type facility, which will probably be where i start out in journalism.

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1597 maybe 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1598 nope not interested 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1599 yes. 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1600 yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1601 Yes 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1602 no 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1603 Yes i would like to work in high school so i can earn money. 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1604 sure 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1605 Yes , I would love too. It would give me a jump start in my career. It would provide me with
more opportunities.

2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1606 yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1607 yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1608 yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1609 yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1610 Yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1611 yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1612 YES 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1613 Yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM
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1614 i think this would be a very cool way to earn credits and really get an idea about my career of
choice

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1615 maybe 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1616 Yes! 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1617 OH YEAHHHHHHH 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1618 yes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1619 Yes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1620 no 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1621 I have no interest in that. 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1622 yes I want to be an intern 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1623 no 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1624 Yes I would want to earn credit by working as an intern 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1625 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1626 yes ! 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1627 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1628 yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1629 Depends on where I would be interning at. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1630 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1631 . 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1632 Kinda 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1633 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1634 sure 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1635 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1636 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1637 No,I need to focus on my school work,maybe if its just one class period. 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1638 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1639 maybe if it is offered 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1640 sure 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1641 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1642 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1643 yes, it would help me in the future, and earn money for my responsibilities. 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1644 yes 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1645 yes 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1646 yes, it would help you in so amny different ways with what you want to do and all sorts of other
things.

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1647 nope 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1648 yes, that would be nice 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1649 yes 2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1650 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM
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1651 yes i would love to 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1652 yes 2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1653 yes i am interested but not 100 percent sure i will or not 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1654 yes, because i would need as many credits as i could to graduate 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1655 no 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1656 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1657 yes 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1658 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1659 that would be nice to work with a teacher to earn hourly wage. 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1660 yes if it something I like to do and it pays well. 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1661 Yes, I am very interested. 2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1662 yesssss yassssss 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1663 yes 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1664 yes i would. i would lie to work somewhere locally like waffle house or Wesley's audio. 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1665 yes 2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1666 yes 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1667 yes that would be fine with me. 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1668 yes 2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1669 yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1670 yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1671 yesss 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1672 Yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1673 Sure. 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1674 Yes 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1675 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1676 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1677 yes 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1678 yes 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1679 yes 2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1680 Yes. 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1681 Yes 2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1682 YES!!! 2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1683 No 2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1684 Yes 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1685 Maybe 2/2/2017 12:45 PM

1686 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1687 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1688 Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM
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1689 No 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1690 Yes 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1691 Yes 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1692 Nope 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1693 Idk 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1694 Yes 2/2/2017 12:40 PM

1695 yes 2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1696 Possibly. At least then I'll be learning practical skills. 2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1697 yes that would help me a lot 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1698 Possibly 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1699 yes I may. 2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1700 no 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1701 YES 2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1702 yes 2/2/2017 9:43 AM

1703 no 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1704 i would love to if i can 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1705 no 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1706 probably 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1707 Yes I am already enrolled in the work based learning program that my school offers. 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1708 I love bananas 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1709 yes 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1710 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1711 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1712 yes 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1713 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1714 intern 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1715 Yes i would. 2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1716 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 <3 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1717 yes i would love to work as intern or a apprentice 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1718 yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1719 idk about that one man 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1720 Yes 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1721 do not know 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1722 prolly not 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1723 Sure. But NOBODY tells us about these options! 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1724 yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1725 yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1726 yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM
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1727 I would like to but I play 3 sports that go all through my school year and between homework I
really don't have time.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1728 yes 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1729 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1730 no, I will pass all of my classes and earn the credits needed 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1731 Yes, if it was something I could do working with animals. 2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1732 yes 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1733 yes 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1734 yes 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1735 I would, but i know nothing about that. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1736 No, none of the jobs I want would offer that I believe. 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1737 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1738 Possibly, but I wouldn't want it to get in the way of learning. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1739 I don't know for sure yet. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1740 maybe 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1741 Depends on the job. If I am doing something I hate, then whats the purpose of doing it. Money
ins't worth killing yourself over a job you dislike.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1742 i dont know 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1743 yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1744 Yes 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1745 yes 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1746 YES!!! 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1747 Sure. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1748 Yes 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1749 maybe 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1750 Yes I would. 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1751 Why not! 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1752 Yes if I do something with dermatology or journalism 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1753 yes very much so. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1754 I plan to but HOW DO I DO THAT ITS NEVER BEEN BROUGHT UP!!???!?!?!?!? 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1755 sure 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1756 Yes 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1757 yea 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1758 Yes very much so. 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1759 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1760 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1761 nope 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1762 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1763 yes 2/2/2017 9:32 AM
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1764 gg 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1765 i aspire to have a job by the time im 16 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1766 I don't know about that 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1767 maybe 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1768 idk 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1769 yes 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1770 Yes 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1771 yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1772 yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1773 Yes 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1774 yes 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1775 yes 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1776 no....well maybe if I want some credits cut off 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1777 maybe 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1778 no 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1779 yes i want to intern at a salon when i start driving 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1780 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1781 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1782 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1783 yes of course! 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1784 yes 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1785 yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1786 yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1787 yes 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1788 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1789 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1790 yes 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1791 yes because it helps me by getting my high school diploma 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1792 possibly 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1793 yes? 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1794 yes that would be awesome 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1795 yes, I can provide for my mother and sister. 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1796 yes 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1797 yes 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1798 No. school and grades come first to me. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1799 NO 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1800 in all honesty I would not prefer to do work that Is not school related during school time. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1801 Yes. 2/2/2017 9:21 AM
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1802 no 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1803 yes I would love to be an intern because first I can save money for college and also little for
myself.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1804 Yes I am currently doing the both of them. 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1805 That's possible 2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1806 yesi 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1807 no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1808 yes 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1809 don't no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1810 if im making money im down for anything 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1811 Yes 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1812 yes 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1813 no 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1814 no 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1815 yes then i can be able to help myself and my mom 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1816 Yes, I think that is a great way to headstart your future. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1817 Yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1818 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1819 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1820 maybe. 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1821 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1822 Yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1823 yes 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1824 already do. 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1825 yes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1826 possibly yes maybe 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1827 yes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1828 Yes i would like to earn all the credits i can doing anything to help out. 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1829 yes because i need credit to graduate 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1830 yes 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1831 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1832 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1833 yes 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1834 no i play sports. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1835 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1836 Yes I would be 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1837 yes, bit only to get money 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1838 Sure 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1839 YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM
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1840 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1841 no 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1842 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1843 No. 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1844 YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1845 yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1846 yeahhhhh 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1847 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1848 no i play sports 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1849 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1850 yes its best to start young especially in healthcare 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1851 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1852 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1853 yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1854 maybe 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1855 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1856 idk 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1857 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1858 no. 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1859 Yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1860 yes i would 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1861 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1862 no 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1863 yes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1864 yes I would 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1865 no 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1866 yes 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1867 it depends how much i would get paid 2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1868 nah bruh 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1869 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1870 no 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1871 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1872 no 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1873 yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1874 maybe 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1875 yes 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1876 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1877 I feel that taking a class will benefit more than running errands for teachers. On the other hand,
to get paid and receive a high school credit is beneficial. If getting paid isn't part of the

2/1/2017 9:48 AM
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package, then I'd prefer to take a class to benefit me in the long run.

1878 Yes 2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1879 Yes. I think that would be an ideal situation to get credit for a class while also getting paid. 2/1/2017 9:46 AM

1880 Yes I am currently doing this and it has been working well. 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1881 Yes 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1882 I don'y know because I haven't thought about it, but I don't think it's what i want. 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1883 yes probably if it helps earn credit 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1884 No because ill like to stay in a classroom to learn what i need to to succeed. 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1885 yes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1886 yes, iw ould like to work with my grandpa untill i get out of school 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1887 Yes 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1888 yes I will want to earn credit 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1889 yes. 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1890 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1891 Yes 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1892 no 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1893 yes but at this point i can't do that 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1894 d 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1895 No 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1896 Im already in WBL 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1897 no 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1898 yes 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1899 yes, because it would be good beside being in class you don't want to be in. 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1900 i might try but if it affects my grades i will opt out. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1901 Yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1902 Yes, maybe an intern. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1903 yes 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1904 no 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1905 Yes. Job experience is valuable. 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1906 yes i would 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1907 yes,as long as it doesn't interfere with my daily plans and schedule 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1908 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1909 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1910 yelp 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1911 yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1912 no 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1913 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1914 uhrtuyrtujy6rjd 2/1/2017 9:38 AM
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1915 Yes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1916 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1917 no 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1918 Always 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1919 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1920 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1921 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1922 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1923 yes 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1924 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1925 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1926 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1927 yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1928 Yes 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1929 Possibly 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1930 Yes, It could help me start my career 2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1931 no 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1932 yes but if it can fit in with my extracurricular activities. 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1933 YES 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1934 Yes, I would be interested. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1935 maybe 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1936 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1937 I'm not sure how i could intern somewhere for my pathway. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1938 yes 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1939 that would be nice. 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1940 yes. i do 2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1941 may try to intern a little but im always busy with sports and will do the best i can to make
some time for it

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1942 Yes 2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1943 yes 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1944 I've been thinking about doing it but I'm not certain yet 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1945 yes if it has to do with the career path i want to take 2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1946 yes 2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1947 Yes I am open to the idea it will definitely help me 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1948 Yes as long as it is a white collar job like in an office or a business building. 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1949 yes I would enjoy that but I would need to know how to do certain things 2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1950 Maybe 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1951 yes. i would. 2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1952 SOUNDS WONDERFUL 2/1/2017 9:26 AM
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1953 All depends on the circumstances 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1954 yes 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1955 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1956 yes that is something I most definitely wants to do. 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1957 YES! THAT WOULD BE GREAT! 2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1958 Yes I would. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1959 Yes that is something I would like to do. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1960 YES 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1961 possibly 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1962 yes 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1963 yes. 2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1964 probably 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1965 yes 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1966 Yes!!!!! 2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1967 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1968 not sure 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1969 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1970 yes 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1971 idk 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1972 Yes, duh. 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1973 HELL YESSSSSSSSSS!!!! 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1974 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1975 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1976 possibly 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1977 yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1978 I'm interested. 2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1979 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1980 yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1981 yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1982 yes 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1983 yes 2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1984 i think it would be pretty cool 2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1985 yes 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1986 no. 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1987 im a senior in second semester its a little late for that 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1988 yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1989 yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1990 no 2/1/2017 9:14 AM
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1991 Yes, it gives me opportunity to look forward to how the real world is in a job. 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1992 Yes I would love doing that because i get to experience what it would be like to be working at
what i would like to be doing in the future.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1993 yes! 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1994 possibly 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1995 yes 2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1996 It depends on how much it will effect my schooling. I would like to if its a possibility for me. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1997 probably 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1998 Yes 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1999 probably not. 2/1/2017 9:11 AM

2000 I'm no sure if i want to be an apprentice or intern to earn some extra credits towards high
school graduation.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2001 yes 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2002 definitely ,but I don't know how 2/1/2017 9:10 AM

2003 yes 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

2004 yes 2/1/2017 9:08 AM

2005 yes 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2006 yes 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2007 Yes. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2008 yes. 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2009 yes 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

2010 yep I'll probably do some internship at a vet clinic. 2/1/2017 9:06 AM

2011 yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2012 that sounds great 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2013 yaaas 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2014 yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

2015 no 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

2016 no 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2017 yes 2/1/2017 9:03 AM

2018 yes . 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

2019 no 1/30/2017 9:30 AM

2020 yes 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2021 yes I do 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2022 maybe 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

2023 yes 1/30/2017 9:11 AM

2024 no not really, i just don't feel like that applies to me 1/30/2017 9:10 AM

2025 sure 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2026 yes 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

2027 YES 1/30/2017 9:08 AM
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2028 yes 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

2029 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2030 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2031 yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

2032 yes 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2033 yes, a little pay cant hurt 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

2034 maybe 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2035 yes 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

2036 Yes. 1/30/2017 9:04 AM

2037 no 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

2038 Not really 1/25/2017 12:21 PM

2039 yes 1/23/2017 12:04 PM

2040 yes 1/19/2017 5:30 PM

2041 maby 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

2042 yes 1/19/2017 12:07 PM

2043 I might become an intern or apprentice. 1/19/2017 10:10 AM

2044 no 1/18/2017 12:09 PM

2045 maybe depending on what it is. 1/17/2017 6:55 PM

2046 yes 1/17/2017 6:27 PM

2047 I don't think so. 1/17/2017 12:07 PM
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Q9 Describe your ideal high school experience by answering the following
questions in your own words:-What days each week will you be in school?-

What times of day do you think you want to attend?-Where do you think
you learn best?-What thing(s) will help you learn?-How do you want to get

to school?-What do you want to learn?-Would you like to pick your own
courses and teachers?-What else can you tell us about your ideal high

school experience that we have not asked?
Answered: 1,960 Skipped: 180
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Tuesday , Wednesday , and Thursday. 8:00am to 4:30pm in real life experiences awards In my
own truck. welding/mechanic yes!

2/28/2017 2:55 PM

2 every day, all the time, history, studying, by bus or drive a car,history, yes, 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

3 1) Monday - Thursday *counting Friday off 2) Up to 2:30pm only 3) In a safe, nice environment
4) Technology, Phones, Tablets, Music, Art Supplies *such as Copic Markers.. 5) By Car 6) All
subjects 7) Yes 8) I'm not sure yet

2/28/2017 2:50 PM

4 i will be in school during the week days i will stay until five and I'll study in biology 2/28/2017 2:50 PM

5 me going to school the time that I need to finish getting an education but also be able to work
part time and earn money to go towards college. the beginning of the day 8-12. in a safe and
clean environment is where I would learn best. driving myself. what all I need to learn to be
successful in life. if that is an option then I would like to be able to pick my high school
courses and teachers .

2/28/2017 2:49 PM

6 Monday -Thursday 8:20-3:30 math technology i want to ride my bike more on technology!! pick
my own i want people to treat others with respect!!

2/28/2017 2:48 PM

7 1. Mon - Thurs 2. 7am - 3pm 3. In a classroom 4. Videos etc 5. i want to drive my own car 6. i
want to learn chemistry & technology 7. yes i would like to pick my own things 8. nothing

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

8 Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,Friday. morning class regular class a car subjects ,
stuff I need to learn yes nothing

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

9 Everyday Regular school hours Extra Crerdit jchs in my own car everything yes 2/28/2017 2:47 PM

10 1) I will be in school on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 2) 10:30 to 3:00 3) everywhere
because I learn a bunch of things everywhere I go 4) books, electronics, people 5) my car 6)
things that im interested in like designing clothes and making music 7) yes I would love to pick
my own courses and teachers 8) well I would like for them to teach modeling but they dont

2/28/2017 2:47 PM

11 All the days. Around 9:00 to 12:00. University of Georgia. Study and stay focused. Earn a
scholarship. Criminal justice. Yes. To take as many college classes as I can so I can help my
parents out so it won't be so expensive.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

12 I would be there every day 8:00 to 3:00in a small class room with friends by make good grades
yes I would

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

13 All of the days in the week.8:30-4:00. In a nice, quiet classroom. Anything hands on. Car.
Engineering. I would like to pick my own courses but I think that someone else high in
authority should assign my teachers. It should be place with updated technology so students
can learn at our best, and behavior should be very strict.

2/28/2017 2:46 PM

14 I am doing make as many good grades as I can and to pass high school. 2/28/2017 2:46 PM

15 everyone doesn't get in fights and the teachers teach every student the same thing and
everyone listens to eachother

2/28/2017 2:44 PM

16 I plan to come to school regularly. I am wanting to get out of school at 2:30. I learn best
listening to music in a quite classroom with understanding teachers. Music helps me stay
focused. I want to drive myself to school. I want to learn physics and medical. Yes, it would be
amazing if I could pick my own courses and teachers. I also want my high school experience
to unforgettable and fun!

2/28/2017 2:43 PM

17 everyday. during the day. history and science. study guide and visual. by a car or school bus.
learn to speak different languages and learn all the rule to be lawyer. yes, I will like to pick my
courses. I want it to be fun and more intersting

2/28/2017 2:43 PM

18 all mostly all in a quiet space places that are quiet and there's music playing The bus or have
my own car Art, ELA, and Math Yes I would nothing really.+

2/28/2017 2:42 PM

19 It will be fun All 5 all the time social studies car how to be better in life 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

20 monday thow friday 7:00 math reading a collage agree reading math yes no 2/28/2017 11:02 AM

21 every day school history 2/28/2017 11:00 AM
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22 nothing 2/28/2017 11:00 AM

23 hopefully everyday 6:00 teaching me about the career car by the teacher teaching me yes no 2/28/2017 10:58 AM

24 7 days a week, 7:00,cooking, practice at home,a car,how to cook better, yes,also i will want to
take class when you have to take care of the baby

2/28/2017 10:58 AM

25 work everyday until i get home. 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

26 mon-fri mid math idk car yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

27 every every social studies math sports scholarship math 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

28 all 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

29 school math books car how to cook yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

30 every day,friday,math,activitys,motorcycle,math,yes 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

31 5 morning school books car how to cook yes nothing 2/28/2017 10:56 AM

32 im not in high school 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

33 monday wensdays and fridays i want to drive school 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

34 what do you want to learn. 2/28/2017 10:55 AM

35 Mon - fri 8:00 - 2:45 School hours tutors bus school yes nothing else 2/28/2017 9:40 AM

36 1) Every week day, but not on Fridays. 2) 8:30am to 3:30pm. 5) I would driver my car or my
truck. 6) Yes I would. 7) I have nothing else to say.

2/28/2017 9:38 AM

37 My ideal high school is I think one where I make a lot of friends that relate to me and some
from my middle school also a good education for the career that I want to go on to

2/28/2017 9:35 AM

38 all, i don't know, math and English lauage arts, science and social studies, by driving or the
bus, i don't know, yes, nothing

2/28/2017 9:33 AM

39 i will be in school five days a week. id probably take classes in the morning. i think ill learn
more about math i want ot get to school by car . i would like to pick my own courses

2/28/2017 9:32 AM

40 Monday , Wednesday and Friday 10:00 or 12:00 morning or noon math , social studies and ela
visual things My own car how to be able to teach a dance class on my own Yes That im ready
to graduate and get it over with and start my own life.

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

41 i will attend school ever day 8:00 to 4:00 i learn best in computer labs and classrooms study
guides and hands on experiments and notes how to become a type of nurse/doctor yes

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

42 The normal days of the week. The 6 A.M to 4 P.M. In the classroom. The tools that we use
now. I want to drive my own car to school. I want to learn about computer coding and Math.
Yes, I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. Nothing else.

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

43 5days a week day hours In a small class Computers,text books,and teachers Bus/bike/car
Math Yes Nothing

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

44 Tuesday,Thursday,Friday 12:00~2:30 ELA Visual aids Car ( my brand new mint green bug) ElA
Yes, I am going to bedazzle my locker!!!!

2/28/2017 9:31 AM

45 Monday, Tuesday, Wensday, Thursday, Friday i dont know in a room with not many people
visual representaions and reading aloud ride the bus ( if that's what you're asking) all of the
subjects yes nothing

2/28/2017 9:30 AM

46 all of them,until the end,science,a tutor,a car,by learning,yes, 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

47 moday-friday 9am-3pm don't know don't know car more math and social studies no nothing 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

48 5 8:00-3:00 at school different things by car ag yes nothing so far 2/28/2017 9:28 AM

49 monday wenesday friday morning home bus math yes... i wonder if the classes are hard or
easy?

2/28/2017 9:27 AM

50 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday and Friday Mornings Classroom Anything Spanish Yes
Nothing

2/28/2017 9:24 AM
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51 every day all day science quiet room bus science yes nothing else 2/28/2017 9:24 AM

52 5 days early as possible in math and science all of my classes will my own car but my parent
can take me sience , basically anything they give me no well i want to study cooking too but ill
stick to being a doctor

2/28/2017 8:40 AM

53 idk 5 7am-3pm in a room with calm students who never talk or get in trouble my parents
droping me off and then one day i get a car YES i dont want some mean teacher who cant help
me i want classes that i enjoy taking not ones were i am forced to take not enjoy and barly
PASS!!!!!!!! well you didnt really ask what i wanna be when i grow up i wanna be an actress for
a tv show like be kinda famous!! i think iam really good at acting but the bad thing about this is
im kinda shy when acting or singing in front of a live audience but im gonna join drama next
year and do the cheer squad agin and i WISH there was chorus becaus doing extra activites
vould be good on your collage aplication so if i do thoes in high school im sure ill be able to try
out for some tv shows which will be what i want to be so yes thats basically all if they have
dance ill probably do dance but if i di becime an actress i will half to save up alot of money

2/28/2017 8:38 AM

54 .I willl try to have 3 days as a weekend so I can spend time with my family .I will like to attend
school around 2:00 AM .ELA .Help for math through car .more ELA .Sure .every year I will try
to play multiple sports

2/28/2017 8:36 AM

55 monday-thursday mondays in science and math reading science math car spanish and how to
take care of babies yes how to learn and speak other languages and how to be a doctor that
take care of babies.

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

56 1.on the weekends 2.daytime 3.in social studies 4.work books,diffrent actives,the internet.
5.drive my own car 6.what are in species 7.yes 8.to make sure i'm save,have my own study
time

2/28/2017 8:34 AM

57 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday and Friday 9:00-3:15 in a quite classroom quite and
studying a truck i want to learn about arts and being a vet yes that i love math and that i would
like to become a personal trainer with animals

2/28/2017 8:32 AM

58 mondays, wednesdays, and fridays / 3:00pm everyday / i want to learn whats out there in the
world

2/28/2017 8:31 AM

59 i pick my own classes and pick my teachers 2/28/2017 8:29 AM

60 everyday possible 7 to 3 math good teachers me drive math yes nothhing 2/28/2017 8:27 AM

61 Mon-Fri 12:30-4:00 In one classroom instead of switching ipads/phones walking cosmatology
yes nothing

2/28/2017 8:25 AM

62 monday,wensday,and friday morning i dont know a car how to drive yes 2/28/2017 8:21 AM

63 7 days 8am -2pm I learn best with group activties. Powerpoints and games help me learn best.
I would like to get to school by the bus. I would to learn about starting my own business.

2/28/2017 8:21 AM

64 everyday. all day. at home on my phone. updated technology. by driving. reading/ELA or
business/law. yes. what we would like for lunch. or vending machines snacks/drinks.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

65 I'm not in high school, but i know ill be in school everyday of the week, ill want to attend
whenever possible, i know i learn best in science and math, more computer time, ill drive
myself to school with my own car, i want to learn about genetic engineering and tachyon s, and
no i would not wan to pick my own courses, and I'm not in high school yet but i bet it will turn
out great.

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

66 all 9:00 to 3:00 social studies guided notes car i want to learn how to directer an act yes i
would like to have time to go talk to your friends in other grads

2/27/2017 2:47 PM

67 I would like to choose my courses and teachers cause there are specific subjects I would like
to learn about.

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

68 i will be in school for 5 days a week learning every class i need to graduate and in extra
curriculum classes

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

69 everyday when it starts to about 1:00 at school hands on training how to fix cars and tell how
there broken yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers the rules cant be dumb
because I hate dumb rules

2/27/2017 2:46 PM
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70 it will be fun and the teaher I have 2/27/2017 2:46 PM

71 3 days a week while i have a job, i think activies help me and projects, i wan to get to school
by my car, i want to learn basic life skills, and i would like to chose my teachers and courses

2/27/2017 2:46 PM

72 I would go to school then go to work then after I finish school I would go to work all the time 2/27/2017 2:43 PM

73 Monday through Friday, regular school hours. I probably learn best at school considering this is
where im suppost to learn.good teachers and accurate technology. I would want to get to
school in a car, I want to learn math yes.i would like to have more advanced things that are
more challenging.

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

74 Monday through Friday. 7:40 through 3:15 math paying attention and not playing driving my
self math and nursing yes nothing else

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

75 every day 7:00 to 4:00 science an ss more practice bus/car science yes nothing 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

76 everyday, late morning, social studies and math, car, law, yes, 2/27/2017 2:41 PM

77 1 monday-friday 2 all school day 3 with kids that can relate to me 4 technology 5 bus or
parents taking me 6 how to code things 7 yes 8 nothing

2/27/2017 2:41 PM

78 4 days. 9-4 Home Being hands on Car rider I want to learn as much as possible. Yes More
breaks

2/27/2017 2:10 PM

79 4 days a week 9:00 am outside being able to do experiments and things by myself only things
id actually use in life yes

2/27/2017 2:09 PM

80 Monday,Wednesday and Thursday. form about 5 to 12.science,more studying.by car.science
and hair and make up .yes.i would like to know why we have so many classes .

2/27/2017 10:23 AM

81 - Monday, Tuesday, and, Thursday because i like to go to school on Monday and Tuesday and
i like going to school on Thursday. -i would like the times to be 11:00 - 4:00 because i would
have time to sleep and get ready for the day and i still have enough time to do things after
school. -at school or in a quiet room with only a couple of people. -devices and less textbooks
and more teachers that are good with teens/young adults. -the bus or my own car. -marine
biology -yes of course because i wouldn't have to deal with mean teachers or the classes that i
don't like. -i would love to be able to work at my own pace and do the classes that i enjoy the
most at school and i would like to be able to pick the order of my classes during the day and to
be able to do my own thing at school.

2/27/2017 10:18 AM

82 Monday - Thursday around noon - evening in a class with people science math and health car
or bus science and math yes nothing

2/27/2017 10:16 AM

83 i will be in school in late afternoon no weekends, I need to work on math, I would hope to ride
on a bus, i want to learn math, I would like to pick teachers and courses, and I think writing
would be another important class to me

2/27/2017 10:16 AM

84 1. monday throuth thursday 2. day time soo i can sleep at night\ 3.quiet places 4.quiet and soft
music 5. in my car that i own 6.more things abouit the body and anatomy 7.yes 8.cant wait

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

85 -Monday through Friday -7:00 to 5:00 -In a area where I can listen to music -MUSIC -Being
very smart -Robotic Engineering -Maybe But DEFINITELY Courses -Make good food please

2/27/2017 10:15 AM

86 all, 7:00 am-3:00 pm,merser, reserch ,bus,yes,and no 2/27/2017 10:13 AM

87 i will be at school every day all day science is my best subject i wont require any help i will
ride a bus to get there anything about science no special teachers and nothing else

2/27/2017 10:11 AM

88 5 days, a week afternoon,sicnce,car,sleep,by car,phycologhy,yes, 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

89 M,T,W,T,F 6AM TO 4PM science and math internet acsess bus everything yes nothing 2/27/2017 10:10 AM

90 i would be in school tuesaday, wensday, thursday, friday in the morning in animal studies
teachers and tools to help in my own car about design and animals yes i would like to pick my
own sceudle

2/27/2017 10:09 AM

91 everyday 9 to 4 in math im good as is on bike science math and others to help in a job yes
nothing

2/27/2017 10:08 AM

92 monday tuesday wedsday thursday friday 9:00 to 4:00 2/27/2017 10:07 AM
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93 Mondays, Wensday, and friday 2/27/2017 10:07 AM

94 5, 3 to 10pm,by myself,clean enviroment,car,everything,yes,nothing 2/27/2017 10:06 AM

95 Mon-Fri 10:00-5:00 2/27/2017 10:01 AM

96 I think I learn best in Math because I love numbers and operations. I plan on doing a lot of
sports in high school.

2/27/2017 8:23 AM

97 All week,eight or nine o clock,in the back of the class in a fun environment,I don't know what
things will help me learn,by car,math and science,no I would not want to pick my own classes,I
don't know what else to tell you about my ideal high school experiences that you haven't asked

2/24/2017 3:07 PM

98 I would like to attend Tuesday through Friday 9-3 In a calm, chill, free environment Listening to
music and being comfortable By myself How to pick a good career and have a bright future
Yes I would love that Maybe a longer lunch period. I would like more class work rather than
homework. I would like to work hard during school and have less time there and less
homework.

2/24/2017 3:03 PM

99 Monday-Friday. 10:00 to 5:00. Science and math. My brain. Drive myself. Engineering.
Yes.Nothing

2/24/2017 3:02 PM

100 All of them From start to finish of the school hours In a small room Writing things down Driving
The regular classes and Then see other options

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

101 Monday-Friday 9-5 I want newer updated material I want to learn French language and different
cultures In a carpool with friends I would love for there be a way to take drama and perform on
campus

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

102 Monday-Friday Normal time length School Making sure that her ever I am it will not be
completely quiet To help me concentrate In a car or something other than a bus How to
program Yes I will have only a handful of friends I hopefully will not get bullied and I won't
break the rules and I don't want to be around drugs or people who do them

2/24/2017 2:57 PM

103 Mon through Fri 8:30 to 3:30 In the classroom? Study guides Driving Math Maybe 2/24/2017 2:57 PM

104 Every day Every day Privately Quiet environment Carpool Everything it takes to be successful
Yes

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

105 Since its school, I think I will be in school everyday. Till school ends. In a class. I want to ride
a bus No sure No I'm not sure what a high school is like so I'm not sure what the experience
will be so I guess it will be a suprise.

2/24/2017 2:56 PM

106 Tuesday, Wednesday, thursday as long as i need to wherever anything biology yes idk 2/24/2017 2:56 PM

107 Everyday except weekends 7:45 am-1:45 School Studying and test and help In a limo with 5
friends About orthodontist Yes Nothing except I WANT TO GRADUATE

2/24/2017 2:55 PM

108 too many questions!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

109 I want to be in school Tuesday through Friday I would want to attend is from 9 to 2 Smaller
class rooms Extra attention and extra explanation I want to get to school riding with my best
friends I want to learn the photography YES I would love to pick my own classes it think it will
give me more freedom and I'll want to concentrate more I would like to have more freedoms
like free lunch. Go wherever you desire things like that

2/24/2017 2:54 PM

110 Mon through Friday. 7:30 to 3:30. I want to drive on my own. I want to pick my teachers 2/24/2017 2:54 PM

111 All weekdays except for Friday 9:00-3:00 In small classrooms with 10-20 people Good school
supplies Driving with my friend group Medicine Yes It'd be nice to have a free period for a
break

2/24/2017 2:53 PM

112 Friday Night Hands on In a car Stuff Yeah I ain't in high school 2/24/2017 2:53 PM

113 I would go to school Monday-Friday and I learn best in a quiet environment. 2/24/2017 2:52 PM

114 whatever it takes 2/24/2017 2:51 PM

115 I would like to go in the morning and learn about engineering 2/24/2017 2:50 PM

116 All week Day Outside A instucter In a car All the subjects Yes Nothing 2/24/2017 2:49 PM
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117 I would like to go to school Monday-Thursday. It would be nice if classes when from9:00 to
3:35.i think I learn all subjects well but I think I bo best in social studies and reading.the one
thing I think helps me learn is a good and nice teacher. I would like to go to school by car if
possible. I want to learn how to teache kids and how to draw better if possible. Yes it would be
nice if I could. Nothing you covered all I need.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

118 I think that I will attend until Saturday and Sunday and I will probably attend on time. Also, I
am good at science and the things that will help me learn is books.I want to go to school by a
drop-off.Again, I want to learn biology and no, I don't want to pick courses and teachers.

2/24/2017 2:49 PM

119 I would go to school everyday but Friday. I would be in school from when it starts to lunch. I
personally don't mind but Iwould prefer in a big space like outside. I would want to get school
by bus or car.I would want to be more open about MY opinions

2/24/2017 2:48 PM

120 Mon-fri, 11:00am-4:00pm, when I read aloud, <-(in science), studding with friends, by
car,Education in science and band and ela, yes I would, I would want my friends in my class
and lunch from 12:30 pm to 1:25 pm.

2/24/2017 2:46 PM

121 Mon-Fri. The most can learn 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

122 Don't know 2/24/2017 2:46 PM

123 1.monday-Friday 2. 7:00am-4:00pm 3. Outside setting 4. Laptops or iPad, paper, pincle,desk
or table with a chair, classmates 5. My own car 6. How to be a chef and marine biology 7. Yes
8.

2/24/2017 2:45 PM

124 All days-don't know-science-how to speak up-a car-I want to learn about giving speeches-yes 2/24/2017 2:45 PM

125 Mon tues Wednesday Thursday Friday 8:00 A quite places wit help if needed Technology and
teachers Everything I can Not necessarily With good friends and help

2/24/2017 2:45 PM

126 Tuesday Thursday Friday Saturday 8:00-3:00 Outside setting Videos and hands on I'm not
sure maybe a loan Marine biology I hope to choose my own I hope that my survey gets
through

2/24/2017 2:44 PM

127 Anything is fine... 2/24/2017 2:44 PM

128 -Monday through Friday -Around eight hours -I learn best in a quiet room -Activities and things
that make you wanna learn -I want my cousin that will be in 12th grade when I'm in 9th grade
and we will be at the same the school yard to drive me school and take me home. -I want to
learn how take care of kids (nursing) -yes -you will have a lot of freedom

2/24/2017 2:44 PM

129 Mon-Thurs 9:00-3:00 In a room with other people were in isn't to loud but not quite Other
officerers or people that now a lot about the police academy or either the internet I would want
to ride my own motor bike I want to learn the police skills and what it takes to be one Yes If I
can't be an officer I want to be ing the fire department

2/24/2017 2:44 PM

130 1. 4-5 2. 7:30-2:45 3. outside 4.activities 5. Drive myself 6. Whatever helps me 7. Yes 8. I
don't know

2/24/2017 2:43 PM

131 4 9 to 3 On the job ( learn by seeing how it's done) I don't know I want a motorcycle Stuff Yes
Nothing

2/24/2017 2:43 PM

132 Monday through Friday 10:00 to 3:00 Science Extra classes Car More science related things
Yes Fun

2/24/2017 2:41 PM

133 Every day all the time it takes in quite room teachers sports yes everything is good 2/24/2017 2:41 PM

134 I would want to pick my teachers and I want to learn everything by riding in my sweet car
group projects science morning mon-fri

2/24/2017 2:40 PM

135 Don't know , don't know , science , don't know , either by car or bus , history , don't know ,
nothing

2/24/2017 2:40 PM

136 Every day except Sunday and Saturday 8:00-3:00 In a gifted/advanced class like I'm in now. I
was in a regular class last year and I could never concentrate. Technology(IPads,Laptop)
books,and the teacher I want my parents to bring me to school but they can't because my
mom is a teacher at Peach County High School and my dad is a bus driver. I hate riding the
bus. I want to learn about music and social studies Yes I would like to pick my own courses
and teachers Nothing

2/24/2017 2:35 PM
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137 Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,Friday From 8:00am until 2:45pm In a small quite clean
safe classroom or out doors. A comfortable desk, a clean classroom and a safe school. In a
car I wish to own. How to prepare for college, also economics, life science, biology, and
advance reading. Yes Nothing

2/24/2017 2:31 PM

138 -Monday-Friday and Maybe even Saturdays for school clubs -Hopefully all in less of an illness
-In a classroom -PowerPoints and notes -The Bus until I can drive myself -Mostly math and
science because they would help my career -I would like topics my own courses but it
shouldn't matter about the teach -I want A's and to feel safe and like a second home while
enjoying many extra school activities

2/24/2017 2:24 PM

139 5 normal school days. 8am-2pm Social Studies Fun activities and physical Car Math Yes I like
to do physical and teamwork.

2/24/2017 2:22 PM

140 5 days 7:00 classroom focus my car all subjects no nothing else 2/24/2017 2:21 PM

141 I would be in every day of the year until Im eligible to go into the airforce 2/24/2017 2:19 PM

142 Week days. Day time. Quiet environment doing activities and with friends and Lights off.
Books better teachers and well behaved kids. Driving myself. Everything. Yes. Basketball
sports.

2/24/2017 2:19 PM

143 Monday-Friday 7:55-2:00 At home Hands on things By car Everything that has to do with
studio equipment and musical notes anything musical yes

2/24/2017 2:18 PM

144 Monday to Friday . 9 to 4 . I think I learn best outside. Technology will help me learn. Yes I'll
like to choose my own course and teachers. If we can have some free time to talk

2/24/2017 2:18 PM

145 Monday through Thursday night outside school I don't know by me driving how to draw houses
yes nothing

2/24/2017 2:18 PM

146 7 days a week regular school hours math algebra 1 and 2 driving or a friend pick me up yes 2/24/2017 2:18 PM

147 Everyday, all of the school hours(7-3:30), in a calm, controlled environment, good teachers, my
brother will drive me, as much science, history, and literature as possible, yes, and we should
be able to take courses at the high school in 9th grade

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

148 Going everyday 8:30-2:30 in a small classroom hands on activities in my own car crime and
justice ASL photography nothing

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

149 Monday to Friday. 9 to 3. In a quiet environment. A quiet environment. Bus. I am not sure.
Yes. Nothing.

2/24/2017 2:17 PM

150 MUSIC 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

151 All week; 8:00-3:15; in a classroom; visual presentations; car; more; yes; just a better
environment

2/24/2017 2:16 PM

152 its going to be a lot of work and to study 2/24/2017 2:16 PM

153 All days. Normal hours. Social studies. Studying and paying attention. Car. Government and
law material. Yes. I don't know really.

2/24/2017 2:16 PM

154 I will be there for wensday through Friday In the afternoon Probley Eatheir history or science 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

155 idk 2/24/2017 2:15 PM

156 Monday-Friday 8:00-3:00 hands on activities by car sign language yes nothing much 2/24/2017 2:14 PM

157 all week 7:00 - 3:00 school my phone car college classes yes nothing 2/24/2017 2:13 PM

158 EVERYDAY OF THE WEEK IF POSSIBLE whenever I am needed I will learn the best I want
to learn to be an engineer

2/24/2017 2:13 PM

159 5 days 9:00-3:00 Class Clean Room, Nice Teachers, balance of fun and work Parents or Bus
Biology, Chemistry, Health, PE, Geography, Graphic Design Yes Nothing else except some
group time

2/24/2017 2:13 PM

160 Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 3:00 pm I think I'll learn best in math I don't know I don't know
Chemistry Yes

2/24/2017 2:12 PM

161 Monday-Thursday 9-3 sicents or math a teacher in my on car everything yes idk 2/24/2017 2:11 PM
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162 all, whole, don't matter, videos visual learning, my own car, as much as possible, yes, sports 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

163 all week days, from 10:00 to 4:30, in a computer lab were I can do it myself, computers, by
driving, how to do radiology, yes, I don't know

2/24/2017 2:10 PM

164 All I don't know science, ss visual and physical technology Yes 2/24/2017 2:10 PM

165 Full five but get out at 2. 8-2 Outside like ag. Fresh air. Drive Ag Yes Good lunch room food. 2/24/2017 2:09 PM

166 Monday-Friday 9-3 science the teacher teaching to me drive a car science sure idk 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

167 C 2/24/2017 2:08 PM

168 NOT DOING 2/24/2017 2:07 PM

169 technology will help me learn 2/24/2017 2:06 PM

170 -Monday-Friday -8-2 -around friends -a comfortable environment -car -mainly subjects based
around science -yes -in high school i hope to carry good studying habits throughout high
school

2/24/2017 2:05 PM

171 8 hours, Monday-Friday, home, food, car, how to take care/deliver babies, yes, idk 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

172 -everyday-when I need to be there-outside-hands on stuff-car or truck-stuff I will actually use in
life-yes-nothing

2/24/2017 2:04 PM

173 everyday 2/24/2017 2:04 PM

174 Tuesday-Thursday 10:00-4:00 2/24/2017 2:02 PM

175 I do not know 2/24/2017 1:33 PM

176 -Every day. Every day. ELA. How to be a lawyer. In high school my car. How to be a lawyer.
Yes. Nothing really.

2/24/2017 1:31 PM

177 Monday-Friday,10:30,Georgia college and in a class room,text books,online work,a
car,everything that make me smart,yes,I don't not know

2/24/2017 1:21 PM

178 No much 2/24/2017 1:17 PM

179 - Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. -About 8:00 to 2:00. -In social studies. -Different school
supplies. -I would want to drive in a car. -More about science. -Yes I would like to pick up my
own courses and teachers. -Be able to set goals in high school.

2/24/2017 1:15 PM

180 -Everyday of the week accept the weekends -3:00 to 6:00 -at school -art,math,social
studies,and science because i will have to know everything for any career I choose -I will drive
to school -I want to learn about art -yes -nothing that I know of

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

181 Idk 2/24/2017 1:14 PM

182 1. Mon-Fri 2. 6am-3pm 3. In a quiet place 4. Nothing really 5. Anyway possible 6. I don't know
7. Yes 8. I couldn't think of anything

2/24/2017 1:14 PM

183 1)Monday, Wednesday, possibly Friday 2)maybe around 10:00-4:45 2/24/2017 1:12 PM

184 Everyday, Monday-Friday. 8:00-3:00. I learn anywhere. Different activities. My mom will take
me until I get my license. I want to learn sign language. Yes, I would definately want to pick m
own courses and teachers. That's pretty much it.

2/24/2017 1:11 PM

185 Every day of the week What ever time the teachers preafer I think I could well enough at jones
county high school I think college classes will help get me ready and get a mind set on what to
do I want to learn how to become an surgeon Yes I'd rather be able to have partial experience

2/24/2017 1:11 PM

186 all week 6:00is when i would wake up but it would7:00 if they explain more of the work I'm
going to drive myself different things yes i would i will get good grades

2/24/2017 1:11 PM

187 Monday thru Thursday Morning to noon Math Notebooks will help me I want to get there by
making good grades I want to learn how the body works Yes I will like to chose my on course
and teachers I want to play baseball in high school

2/24/2017 1:10 PM

188 I would go Monday through Friday I think it should be 8 to 3 2/24/2017 1:10 PM
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189 A week 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

190 Every. All day. ? Nothing. By my car. I told you. Yes. Nothing 2/24/2017 1:09 PM

191 5 times a week because I want to be a good romodel for my future children and I want to be in
class from 7:00 to 1:00. I will learn all of my classes best. A pencil helps me learn. I want to
get to school by car and I want to learn all subjects. It doesn't matter about choosing my
teachers but courses yes.

2/24/2017 1:09 PM

192 Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Tursday,Friday after lunch near the front of a classroom
activities by car the history of earth and lots of math yes nothing

2/24/2017 1:08 PM

193 7 When it starts Gym Nice teacher and teachers who understands me 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

194 2 8:00 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

195 All of them 7:00 till 2:00 Teachers I don't know English science history Yes I don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

196 Don't know 2/24/2017 1:08 PM

197 Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday 8:00 am- 4:00 pm With music playing alone Music By car
Certain things about the human body Yes Prom and hanging out with my friends

2/24/2017 1:06 PM

198 Every school day unless I'm sick 2/24/2017 1:05 PM

199 5 days a week. 9:00 3:50. In a quiet invierment. Teachers. Science math social studies writing
German and home Ec. Yes

2/24/2017 1:05 PM

200 Most most yes books car history yes 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

201 All week but Wednesday and week ends 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

202 -7-7 8:00-3:30 Science Notes Driv Science Yes Hardworking 2/24/2017 1:04 PM

203 1. Three days a week 2. Social Studies 3. By studying 4. 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

204 Don't know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

205 All 10.00 Social study's Computer Drive a chevy Social study's Yes I don't know 2/24/2017 1:03 PM

206 Monday to Friday 7:00 in morning to 1:00 in the evening I will drive 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

207 m-f, all, 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

208 All week Morning Math Anything Car Math No Idj 2/24/2017 1:02 PM

209 Idk 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

210 All weekdays 7am to 3pm science math car science yes 2/24/2017 1:01 PM

211 I don't know 2/24/2017 12:59 PM

212 -5 -7:30-1:30 By passing 2/24/2017 12:05 PM

213 every day . night .miller mount are else central georgia teck are howerd . my own car . cooking
classes. yes .

2/24/2017 11:51 AM

214 Everyday unless I'm sick or something In the morning Classroom If the work is fun,a
break,and snacks Bus Science by working with chemicals Yes I want it to not be boring but
exciting and fun

2/24/2017 11:51 AM

215 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. Maybe At 9:00 or 9:30. Science and
social studies. Really nothing. On my own (drive myself). I don't know. Yes. Nothing

2/24/2017 11:51 AM

216 Everyday week I will be in school I would attend it everyday I learn best at home nice and
explaining more kind teachers and teaches who don't cuss at you which brings down your
confident because Mrs. Leoflor said the dam to her 3rd class she said we were acting like dam
fuels in the hall way and I would get to school by buss or car if I get my liscence I want to
Learn more social studies and yes I would like to pick my own classes and teachers my high
school experience you should try to get better lunches the this school and breakfast because it
disgusting so I don't eat anything from this school cafateria

2/24/2017 11:50 AM

217 Every day unless I am sick. Every day. Math. The teacher,the ways they teach me. I want to 2/24/2017 11:50 AM
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earn it .how I can help different children .high school can teach me lots of different things to do
when I get older

218 Don't know 2/24/2017 11:48 AM

219 i dont know 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

220 Every day,6:00 till 8:30 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

221 Every day,8 to 3,uga,to be a intern,drive my own car,how to be a good veteran,yes,idk 2/24/2017 11:46 AM

222 All 5 days. Monday,Wenesday. Northern Georgia. 2/24/2017 11:45 AM

223 I will try to be there everyday, I'll try all the time, at school, math, my own car, about being a
doctor, I would like to pick my own teachers and courses, I don't know what else I'll like to tell
you....

2/24/2017 11:45 AM

224 5 When school starts In a classroom where music is plyin NOT 1990 music Math and reading
Reading better like getting me to read so I can get A.R points up Yes To let us have our
phones out at break or during a movie

2/24/2017 11:45 AM

225 I don't know I don't know I don't know A good school With a free scolorship 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

226 We will be in school for five days a week. At seven in the morning. In social studies.More
activitys. By the bus. Like a normal person.Yes.I do not know.

2/24/2017 11:44 AM

227 Every day All day Class room Activitys Car Everything yes Is it as hard everyone says it is 2/24/2017 11:44 AM

228 Every day.everyday.with a partner.peopel.bus.science.yes.nothing. 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

229 Monday wendays Friday 9 math reading military is it ezey 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

230 5. All time. School. Studying. Car. Everything. Yes. 2/24/2017 11:42 AM

231 Monday through Friday,the time it starts till the time it finishes,social studies and
science,science,get driven or drive myself if I have my licens,the human body,yes,nothing

2/24/2017 11:41 AM

232 4days no Monday 9:00 3:00 Social studies and science Nothing Nothing Language 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

233 Idk 2/24/2017 11:40 AM

234 All. 9:00. Math. Lesson. Truck. Math. Yes. Nothing. 2/24/2017 11:39 AM

235 Every day Normal school hours In the class room More activities By bus Yes I would like to be
a kids docror

2/24/2017 11:38 AM

236 I would like to attend school only on weekdays and take music and math classes 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

237 All days Morning afternoon School Tutoring Car Everything they have to offer Yes Idk 2/24/2017 11:37 AM

238 Yes I would like to pick my own teachers and courses 2/24/2017 11:35 AM

239 All all day in science school car more about swat team yes I want to be a swat team member 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

240 Everyday In the mornings Math 2/24/2017 11:34 AM

241 I will be in class every Day 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

242 I will be in school every day in less I'm sick,all the time,I think I learn best in science, note
books and a scegule for my classes,I want to get to school by bus or car,I want to learn math.

2/24/2017 11:32 AM

243 3 days 8 to 3 at school a thcher yes is ther a deras coede 2/24/2017 11:32 AM

244 Monday to Friday,7:00 to 3:00, in a classroom,I don't know, by car, to be a barber, yes,
nothing.

2/24/2017 11:31 AM

245 Mon to fri day time in class a good teacher bus yes 2/24/2017 11:31 AM

246 Monday though wensday 11:00 science extra time to learn at home by car yes that would be
awesome I would like to have extra credit for what I am going to do so I can get in too college
and get my degree so I can work and get payed and just live the best life I can have

2/24/2017 11:31 AM

247 I want to be there on time and attend every class 2/24/2017 11:30 AM
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248 5 days afternoon I don't know I don't know by a vehicle A lot of things yes Don't know 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

249 Monday wensday thrusday Friday Saturday 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

250 All, When it opens, IDK, Everyhing, Bus, Arts/Computers, Maybe, Nothing 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

251 I don't know I'm going to do 2/24/2017 11:29 AM

252 All of them 2/24/2017 11:26 AM

253 monday -thursday 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

254 Idk 2/24/2017 11:24 AM

255 Everyday I till I get sick or have doctors appointments.7:45.by myself not round other kids
.car.math,science social study's and Ela.

2/24/2017 10:54 AM

256 Every day, all day, in quiet plases, help on things, bus or car, math and science, yes, nothing 2/24/2017 10:54 AM

257 -all unless I'm sick or family matters -middle of the day probably night cause I can stay woke
more -reading,E.L.A,and social studies -books,no drama, fun activities -my own car -math and
child birth and medical -yes that would help a lot -✌  ✌ 😍😘

2/24/2017 10:52 AM

258 Monday to Wednesday,8:00,science and social studies,play sports and not talking,in my
car,mathematics,yes,what sports do u won't to play

2/24/2017 10:49 AM

259 1. Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday 2.8:00am-4:pm 3.alone in my room 4.socal study 5.bus,or car
6.all subjects 7.yes 8.im going to study HARD!

2/24/2017 10:46 AM

260 I would attend school everyday and I want to learn science best and I think a quite classroom
would help me learn better and I want to learn about medical school and yes I would want to
pick my own teachers but not courses and I also want to tell you about if I will be able to meet
medical interns.

2/24/2017 10:46 AM

261 monday tuesday wensday thursday friday,7:20 to 3:30,at school,teachers,mom/car,everything
about being an airline pilot,yes,nothing

2/24/2017 10:46 AM

262 Mostly 7,morning-Get out,idk,idk,idk,math,idk,IDK 2/24/2017 10:44 AM

263 Monday through Friday, 10:00 - 3:30, in math, studying, by learning, how to be a teacher, yes, I
want to have lunch for 40 minutes.

2/24/2017 10:44 AM

264 -Everyday -the beginning of school -I don't know -tutoring -my own car -I don't know -yes -
sports experience

2/24/2017 10:44 AM

265 I will trend school all week if I can, I think it would be best if I did it in the morning to the
afternoon, in classrooms,being in small groups, all the subject, yse, there is nothing more

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

266 Every week. Every day.at school.anything really.by bus a or car. More language arts cause I
need help in language arts. Yes I would .what do I want to do after high school?

2/24/2017 10:43 AM

267 I want to be in for 4 1/2 2/24/2017 10:43 AM

268 1 i dont know.2 i would stay 6 years 3 i dont know 4 i dont know5 by paying or getting
scolarship6 being a police7yes8 nothing

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

269 Every day of school. I think I will learn best by going help comprehending more stuff . I want to
get there by car. Yes I want to put ck my teacher

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

270 All day every day I want to attend.i thank I will be best in math or s.s.i thank the things would
help me is fun actives.i want to get to school by the bus.i want to learn more in science.i would
like it if I could pick my own courses and teachers.i want to get pasted hight school so I can
go to college so I can get a jod.

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

271 1:every day 2:9 to 4:15 everyday 3:in a quiet class room 4:different colors.flash cards. 5:bus
6:physics,science 7:no 8:i exseed in every class exsept math

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

272 -Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday,Friday -8 Hours like normal -Social Studies -Teahers?
-I don't care if my mom brings me or if a Bus picks me up -Yes -I don't know, I have never
been

2/24/2017 10:42 AM

273 Mon_friday 2/24/2017 10:41 AM
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274 Everyday 8 to 3 social studies math Bye car 2/24/2017 10:41 AM

275 Every day Monday-Thursday Social studies A good teacher A bus Math Sure Nothing 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

276 Doesn't apply 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

277 Monday-Thursday 12pm-5pm Science or Social Studies extram circular classes by driving my
car yes there needs to be a Starbucks in the cafatiria

2/24/2017 10:40 AM

278 Every day but after I will go to a job so I can be wearth 2/24/2017 10:40 AM

279 Some days,Tuesday,Thursday ,Friday 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

280 Monday-Friday 9:00-4:00 In a class room Good teaching Scholarship Medical/peditrition Yes 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

281 Mon-fri Mon-fri Math Doing more stuff Making all good grades Math Yes I don't know 2/24/2017 10:39 AM

282 The weeks I would be in school is Monday and Wednesday I would want to attend a night shift
I will learn the best from central Georgia tech college Easy and steady finding's Buy using my
inspiration and flowing my dreams Pediatric care Yes I would pick my own life I feel i will be
happy and follow my dreams

2/24/2017 10:38 AM

283 Idk 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

284 Monday-Friday 6:00am-7:00pm Science 2/24/2017 10:37 AM

285 Everyday ecept Sundays and Saturdays Idk School School Car or Bus How much they make
and what they do No Nothing

2/24/2017 10:37 AM

286 5 day a week 5days a week 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

287 All,all,all,nothing,car,all,yes, 2/24/2017 10:36 AM

288 Monday through Friday Morning to lunch Wherever they teach me 2/24/2017 10:35 AM

289 Ever day except Monday's and Tuesday I would be in school then the rest of the week i would
go.at school.math reading more.yes I would like to pick my own teacher and courses.i would
like to say that in high school if I am already getting my career started and ever thing I would
stay out of school Monday and Tuesday because I would have them today's and plus the
weekend to go to. College and my career education stuff.

2/24/2017 10:35 AM

290 Every day math 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

291 Every every social studies 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

292 I'll be popular so i don't have to get bullied and I'll get my grades up to all a 2/24/2017 10:34 AM

293 Most morning to 5:30 history math and language art no any teacher ok long as I lern it will be
good

2/24/2017 10:33 AM

294 Every day.mornig.class room.activites.car.robotics.yes.How will I get a job if I don't go to
college

2/24/2017 10:33 AM

295 Yes I would like to pick my teachers and courses 2/24/2017 10:33 AM

296 I want to go to school Tuesday-Friday and be able to be there early. I think id do best in Social
Studdies

2/24/2017 10:28 AM

297 1- 5 Monday- Friday 2- 8:00 - 2:45 3- In the classroom 4- Projects 5- In my own car (Mustang)
6- Politics 7- YES, YES, YES, YES, YES, YES!! 8- You have asked all the questions I had

2/24/2017 9:38 AM

298 Monday through Friday. 8:00 - 2:45. Science. My teachers. By car. Lots of things. Yes. 2/24/2017 9:36 AM

299 mon-fri mon-fri 12:00pm-5:00pm In ela social studies drive teached yes nothing 2/24/2017 9:35 AM

300 Monday through Friday, 7:30-3:30 ,history, idk, history, yes, idk 2/24/2017 9:33 AM

301 5 all day in the classroom fun projects riding in a car everything I need to know yes, I would
like to pick that's all

2/24/2017 9:31 AM

302 I will be in school 7 days a week.I will stay in school all day. I think I learn best at school. I
want to get to school by riding in a car. I want to learn about wildlife. I would like to pick my
own courses and teachers.

2/24/2017 9:28 AM
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303 idk yet 2/24/2017 9:19 AM

304 Monday thru Thursday. 7am thru 5pm. human anatomy. human anatomy. ?. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

305 I will be at school 5 days per week. 8:00 to maybe 3:00. 2/24/2017 8:50 AM

306 ever day regular school hours history class my device o do research my Lamborghini social
studies yes the best of the best I want to focuse the most in chemistry,history,science,and
math

2/24/2017 8:45 AM

307 5 days, 9 am to 4 am, don't know, don't know, by car, don't know, don't know, don't know. 2/24/2017 8:45 AM

308 Monday through Friday 6:00pm to 5:00am reading books walk or drive and maybe ride a
bicycle mechanical engineering yes nothing

2/24/2017 8:45 AM

309 I don't know 2/24/2017 8:43 AM

310 all day 2/24/2017 8:40 AM

311 I want to drive to school I learn best in small group 2/24/2017 8:19 AM

312 i will be in school everyday unless i don't feel well at all like throwing up and stuff or something
bad happens in the family. i don't kinda get that question but i guess i work best at school
especially while listening to music. im a visulazier i have to see it work out and not just tell me
and then i get it. drive myself or bus really don't matter. i realld don't know i guess i like math a
lot i don't know. no i don't care. noting as long as people don't start drama with me and i get
some work done and good grades im good

2/23/2017 2:44 PM

313 My idea of me being in high school is having the right mind set. I want to stay on task and
have everything done on time.

2/23/2017 2:40 PM

314 every day all day school bus or driving there Spanish yes I want it to be good and be able to
learn as much as I can

2/23/2017 2:39 PM

315 I plan on going to school everyday and all the time so I will know everything I need to know, so
I can pass

2/23/2017 2:39 PM

316 I would wanna go from like 7:55 til like 12 so I would go and get my work done and then leave
.I would want to drive my self from school. I wanna learn how yo become a nurse.it doesn't
really matter to me who my teacher is .

2/23/2017 2:34 PM

317 ll week days afternoon reading math drive math yes nothing 2/23/2017 2:33 PM

318 all day every day 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

319 every day 2/23/2017 2:31 PM

320 I want to learn a lot of math and ELA and try to get a college scholarship. I also plan to play
basketball in high school and want to get a scholarship in that too.

2/23/2017 2:31 PM

321 Monday-Friday 8-3 language class visual/hands on learning to be a teacher yes 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

322 everydy 2/23/2017 2:30 PM

323 Every day so I do not get behind so I do not have to stay in high school because I failed a
grade

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

324 all days,math,teachers,spanish,yes,nothing 2/23/2017 2:29 PM

325 Every day, learn in a normal class room, drive myself to and from school, yes I would like to
pick my courses and teachers.

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

326 Monday-Thursday 9am-6pm Classroom Understanding teachers ad hands on activities
Everything yes nothing

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

327 5 days. Afternoon. In talking areas. Communication. Drive myself. Science and math. Yes.
Nothing

2/23/2017 2:29 PM

328 the days we go afternoons idk a car stuff I need to know yes 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

329 all week, 8:15-1:00 2/23/2017 2:28 PM

330 the days we have to go afternoon school a car idk 2/23/2017 2:28 PM
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331 every week day. all day. nice teachers. science. yes. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

332 every week day. all day. In the classroom. nice teachers. in my car. history. yes. 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

333 mainly all the days. idk. studying, taking notes. bus or car it don't matter. Real e state classes.
yes. You asked all.

2/23/2017 2:27 PM

334 all days 2/23/2017 2:27 PM

335 my ideal high school experience would include me coming to school everyday, being at school
during the day, and I would like to choose my own classes.

2/23/2017 2:27 PM

336 all days afternoon at school space my car phsycology yes 2/23/2017 2:26 PM

337 Monday threw friday 2/23/2017 2:25 PM

338 idk 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

339 rueghwrueghrtubhrtghrthbfbgrtwnewnt 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

340 5 6:00 am to 4:00 pm Music my friends drive music yes I would 2/23/2017 2:24 PM

341 uhhh 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

342 idc 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

343 I here all the time or I'm sick and I love math its my best subject 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

344 all days 2/23/2017 2:23 PM

345 5 days a week 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

346 YES 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

347 all of them i don't really care i don't know i don't know 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

348 5 2/23/2017 2:22 PM

349 hands on activities. 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

350 I think I learn best hands on 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

351 fun 2/23/2017 2:21 PM

352 bus 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

353 3 days 9-12 2/23/2017 2:20 PM

354 ? 2/23/2017 2:19 PM

355 Monday-Friday 9:00-4:00 being able to study my car chemistry yes I would like to pick my own
courses and teachers not much

2/23/2017 2:12 PM

356 Monday-Friday 8am-3:30pm in the classroom a good teacher and also a quiet and good
environment from wither my self or my mom/dad everything that I will need to be prepared for
college and my job sure I don't care that much for teachers but I would like to choose classes
that will help instead of learning unimportant classes nothing really

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

357 1. five days 2. regular hour 3. anywhere 4.hands on experience 5. my car 6. about sports
medicine 7. yes 8. hanging with friends and studying 7

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

358 1. 5 days 2. afternoon classes 3. any where 4. touching and feeling 5. my car 6. law 7. yes 8.
hanging with friends and studying

2/23/2017 2:10 PM

359 every day in every week regular hours anywhere visuals, hands-on activities car about being a
pharmacist yes hanging with friends and studying

2/23/2017 2:09 PM

360 every day all times of the day science supplies driving yes nothing 2/23/2017 2:08 PM

361 every week school hours in a calm environment less homework get dropped off by mom/dad
until I get my own car enough to get me In a good collage yes nothing

2/23/2017 2:07 PM

362 I want to what is usual 2/23/2017 2:07 PM
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363 Monday through Friday, I don't know, school, studying, by car, advanced classes 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

364 I want to do the usual. 2/23/2017 2:07 PM

365 everyday. same time. gym. student teachers. car. as much as I can. yes. good teachers. 2/23/2017 2:06 PM

366 Monday through Thursday 8:30-3:45 on campus and I think learning in small groups would help
me learn better and I would like to ride/drive myself to school and I would like to learn math
and science and I would like to pick my teachers

2/23/2017 2:05 PM

367 mostly all of them, I want to be able to sleep a little more, school, a good environment, driving,
medical, yes, nothing

2/23/2017 2:04 PM

368 5 none home classes later In the day so I want be as tired jet school yes nothing 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

369 every day needed. morning until work hours or end of day. science. tutors. car .yes. 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

370 everyday idk math car yes idk 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

371 yes 2/23/2017 2:04 PM

372 everyday of the week not weekend 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

373 everyday outside ipads car yes nothing 2/23/2017 2:03 PM

374 Monday-Friday. 8:30-3:30. In the field of the class I am taking. Seeing the things that I am
being taught done. I would like too become educated enough too get through College fairly
easy. I want too learn how to go about being granted a coaching position in a school system.
Yes I would. I would like too be active in school athletics.

2/23/2017 2:03 PM

375 each day 8 math study more drive math yes noting 2/23/2017 2:02 PM

376 every day 12:00 math teachers helping me driving 2/23/2017 2:01 PM

377 everyday unless im sick 2/23/2017 1:57 PM

378 Monday-Friday 8am,3 pm science math history hands on work car or bus cosmetology yes i
don't know

2/23/2017 11:29 AM

379 mostly every five days of the week. and attend from one to five or something.im not sure. by
writing everything down will help me learn more. from a car. i want to learn more science. it
would not matter what teachers i get.

2/23/2017 11:28 AM

380 Monday-Friday. 9-4. I think I will learn best in a big room with few people. Teachers that are
actually interested in their job and helping you the best they can. I want to get to school with
my own car. I want to learn how to be successful in life and about photography and art. yes I
would like to pick my courses and teachers. There is nothing else.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

381 I plan on having school Monday through Friday. if I have to, I will be willing to take time off my
weekends to do work. the normal school hours will work for me and I plan on doing afterschool
jobs and activities. I think I learn best in literature but I also am good at science. I think I will
figure that out in high school. most likely I will have my parents or a friend take me to school.
once I can drive, will drive to school myself. I am excited to learn a different language and
doing extra curriculum activities. I love the idea of picking my course and teachers so I can
have the best high school experience and learn the topics I want to learn.

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

382 1. everyday 2. all day 3. in class 4. doing things on my own 5. driving myself 6. the basics 7.
yes 8. that students can leave school for lunch and come back before the bell rings

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

383 Monday through Friday All the hours mainly In math getting into groups and activities Have
good grades math, science, social studies, language arts yes I want to do sports and have
great grades

2/23/2017 11:27 AM

384 I would be in school Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 3:00pm; I learn best in science; I
think hands on experience will help me learn better; I would like to drive or be driven to school;
I want to learn math, science, history, health, and language; I think I would rather have my
teachers picked for me but I would like to pick my classes.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

385 three days a week,10:00-3:00,in a room where I can listen to music while working, a teacher
that will help me with my work if I need it, I will drive myself to school, don't know what I want
to learn yet, yes I would like to pick my own coarses and teachers

2/23/2017 11:26 AM
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386 Monday-Thursday. Nights. Math. Getting help, doing stuff hands on, people explaining it to me,
and some one showing me how to do it and then letting me try it on my own. Drive but I don't
know what the question is asking. Math, and I am still deciding the rest. Yes. I am not sure.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

387 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. Usual school hours. Classroom. Books,
understanding teachers, silence. Car. Everything I need. Yes. Less PE.

2/23/2017 11:26 AM

388 I would like to be in school 4 days a week. 8am-2pm. I want to drive to school. I want to learn
to be a good vet.

2/23/2017 11:23 AM

389 Monday Wednesday and Friday. 10-3. hands on activitys. drive myself. about babys in the EQ.
yes.

2/23/2017 11:22 AM

390 1)every day I have to come go school....2)7am to 2,3pm....3)Jones county....4)being around
positive attitudes and excellent teachers...5)I would love to be driving my own car by the time I
reach high school...6)I want to learn everything I possibly can...7)No I wouldn't...8)Nonthing

2/23/2017 11:19 AM

391 I ill try my best to be in school every day 2/23/2017 11:18 AM

392 do not know 2/23/2017 11:16 AM

393 5 normal school hours school interacting with other students by having good grades I don't
know yes I don't know

2/23/2017 11:16 AM

394 -all of them unless I'm sick -The afternoon -inside -quiet -bus -new interesting things -Yes -
nothing that you need to know

2/23/2017 11:16 AM

395 ill be in school 5 days a week 10:00 through 2:00 I learn best in language class math by driving
or getting my parents to take me I want to learn about doctors yes

2/23/2017 11:15 AM

396 Monday-Friday 8-11:30 in smaller classes AP classes freshman year riding with family later
driving my own vehicle calculus yes I used to live in FL where seniors got out of class for
lunch and got to go somewhere around town for lunch and I would love that here

2/23/2017 11:14 AM

397 7,6:00,wym,videos, or a come to jessus meeting,walk or car,how to desighn games, 2/23/2017 11:14 AM

398 1.I don't know 2. 9 3.at school 4.don't know 5.don't know 6.new things 7.yes I would 8.don't
know

2/23/2017 11:14 AM

399 mon- fri morning to afternoon math studying car to be an architect yes nothing 2/23/2017 11:13 AM

400 I plan to be at school everyday. I believe I learn best at home. and I want to drive and if you
can get me something that has dance then yes

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

401 -weekdays -12 to 4 -in a environment with my dolls and no pressure -children, babies, dolls,
etc -my green kia soul -labor and delivery nurse things -yes - that I would like to do it from my
bed

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

402 Monday-Friday 9 to 4 science going to class when I need car more about a nurse yes im not
sure

2/23/2017 11:12 AM

403 I will be in school all the time. I think I will be best at social studies 2/23/2017 11:12 AM

404 hopfully all and ss and idk yes yes yes yes yes yes 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

405 Monday - Thursday, 9:00-4:00, culinary, how to cook, by scholarships, how to cook, yes, 2/23/2017 11:11 AM

406 4 9:00 Math school by car More math yes that I want teachers that don't yell when you ask
them a question.

2/23/2017 11:11 AM

407 Every day I will most likely want to take my regular math classes then take classes to help my
future career. I want to be able to choose what classes I take though.

2/23/2017 11:11 AM

408 -All week -6:30 -the sate of Michigan -technology,mentors -Bus -how to use technology -yes -
turn in all assignments and projects

2/23/2017 11:11 AM

409 Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday 2/23/2017 11:10 AM

410 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. Any time after school. In class, on the
field, or just outside. Teachers and coaches. By car. Math. Yes. Nothing.

2/23/2017 11:10 AM

411 Everyday except the weekends unless college related, 8 in the morning till school is over, 2/23/2017 11:10 AM
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social studies, taking notes and more credit, by school bus or car, everything but not a lot of
science, yes I would prefer that, nothing else

412 5-7 /every day /in classroom /to be more hands on /bus /engineer/ not teachers but courses /
have more fun actives clubs /good friends /teachers that help not put you down

2/23/2017 11:08 AM

413 Every day. Every day. In school. A little help here and there. Car. Math. Yes. Nothing. 2/23/2017 11:07 AM

414 all days except weekends, morning, classroom, reading, drive, teaching, no, and I would like
for it to be safe

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

415 Everyday besides Tuesday's and Thursday's because I'm going to need a break for at least
two days think I would most likely do it in the morning or noon .i think I will learn best in a
classroom with a least 5-10 students in it I don't do too good in a room full of students . The
things that will help me learn best is 1 on 1 teaching .i would like to get to school in my car .i
would like to learn more about nursing.i would like to pick my own courses but not teachers if u
don't know the background of the teachers.

2/23/2017 11:07 AM

416 everyday, anytime there avable, at home, charts and techonly, don't know, yes, I don't know? 2/23/2017 11:06 AM

417 I will go to school every day in the school week. I want to learn a new language. I would want
to pick my courses.

2/23/2017 11:06 AM

418 I will go to school every day of the school week I would like to pick my own classes 2/23/2017 11:04 AM

419 5 days. the expected time. in math classes. I don't know.i want to learn math related things.i
don't really care.

2/23/2017 11:04 AM

420 Monday Tuesday Wednesday and Friday 10:00a.m. to 3:00p.m. Science studying driving art
yes

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

421 I will be in school Monday throw Friday. I would like the time to beLike at 12:00pm I think I
learn best with hands on Slowly talking and takeing the time to understand it In my car Math
No,I would not want to pick my teacher I just want a good teacher I dont really know what else
to say

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

422 everyday,7.00,anywhere,phones,car,social studies, yes, it would be cool 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

423 Monday through Friday.8 hours.social studies.study guide.high school
diploma.landscaping.yes.i don't know

2/23/2017 11:03 AM

424 yes 2/23/2017 11:03 AM

425 everyday when ever they want me to school listening by car yes idk 2/23/2017 11:02 AM

426 -i don't know yet -I don't know yet -math -studying and paying attention in class -driving a car -
studying and practice -yes -I will work very hard and that is it.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

427 I will definitely be attending school all five days of the week, regular school hours would be
great, and I get distracted real easily, and I would love the options in high school that they
would offer.

2/23/2017 11:02 AM

428 Everyday All school time In a classroom Experiments Drive All subjects Yes I would like to
play at east one sport and go to college for it

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

429 at least 4. early morning. in good classes. studying. I want to get to school in a car. I want to
learn history. yes.

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

430 5 days a week Starts in morning Advanced Car or bus Math ELA social studies fugitive
language Yes Picking which connection we get

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

431 Weekdays, beginning to end, at school, teachers, drive my car or bus it doesn't matter as long
as I get there, by a teacher, yes, that it will be amazing

2/23/2017 11:01 AM

432 MONDAYSANDWENDNESDAY,12:00AM, SCIENCE,EXPIERAMENTS,CAR,CHEMIESTRY,
YES,IDK

2/23/2017 11:00 AM

433 all week. mornings. 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

434 All of the work week. I wish to attend through 10:00AM through 3:30PM. I learn best in a
classroom. I wish to arrive at school in either a car that i drive or my brother/parents drive. I

2/23/2017 11:00 AM
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want to learn chemistry mainly, and possibly Spanish. I would love to choose my own courses
and teachers.

435 How I pass in High School 2/23/2017 11:00 AM

436 Monday- Friday 8:00 to 2:00. Science examples Truck To grow up and have a family with a
roof over there head and food and clothes Yes I want it to be safe with no threats or violence

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

437 All 5 hopef 2/23/2017 10:59 AM

438 I would go to school everyday except Wednesday's I want work hours then. I want to attend
during the proper hours for the school. I would learn culture the best. Music would help me
learn. I will drive to school. I want to learn by listening to a cultures music and studying that
culture. I would pick my courses and teachers. I want good high school years.

2/23/2017 10:59 AM

439 - Monday Tuesday Wednesday - 9-5 - In the field - working with my hands outside of a
classroom - Athletic/ academic scholarship - Marine biology - yes - nothing

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

440 Every day except the weekend. 8 o' clock to 2-3 o'clock. A class room. Hands on learning and
groups. Car. Things to help me in my career. Yes. Nothing.

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

441 idk 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

442 -7 days a week -from 9 A.M. to 2 P.M. -Criminal Justice -graduating, sticking to my plan. -
driving my own vehicle -how to get into law enforcement -yes

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

443 Monday and Wednesday, 3 through 5, ela,idk,by a car,ela,yes,nothing 2/23/2017 10:58 AM

444 Monday Tuesday wensday Thursday 8:00 to 1:30 On a computer Phones Bus/car Different
language Yes I want more phone usage

2/23/2017 10:58 AM

445 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

446 um what.......... 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

447 yes 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

448 Monday through Friday 12 pm math by car math yes don't know 2/23/2017 10:57 AM

449 Every day except Friday 12 -5 Art Music Bus Art Absolutely positively all the hard ones I would
like for people not to get in trouble for simple things

2/23/2017 10:56 AM

450 I don't no 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

451 Monday through Friday,from 10:30 to 5:45,Math,computers/calculators,bus,Math and social
studies,no,

2/23/2017 10:56 AM

452 I don't know stop asking me these questions 2/23/2017 10:56 AM

453 yes 2/23/2017 10:54 AM

454 I will gradute and get money 2/23/2017 10:53 AM

455 tyuygutyu 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

456 1. Don't know 2. 8:00 AM to 12:00 AM 3. Social Studies 4. Studying 5. Car 6. Don't know 7.
Yes 8. Nothing else

2/23/2017 10:52 AM

457 mon. thurs. 2/23/2017 10:52 AM

458 Mon. - fri. Morning Math Not being in classes by my friends Me driving when old enough but
until then I will get to school by bus. Everything possible or everything I need to know Yes
Nothing

2/23/2017 10:52 AM

459 5 days a week English 2/23/2017 10:51 AM

460 every day/all/math/teaching/driving/engineering/yes/I want to play baseball and probably
football

2/23/2017 10:51 AM

461 all.when school starts.social studies.teaching.by driving.how to help people better.yes.by being
popular

2/23/2017 10:51 AM

462 I want to be able to be learning in a safe but good learning environment with no Worries. 2/23/2017 10:51 AM
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463 Monday-Friday, 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

464 Monday - Frinday 2/23/2017 10:50 AM

465 in the class room I learn 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

466 Monday through Friday I would like to pick my own classes 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

467 mon-fri 10:00 2:00 SS 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

468 magic 2/23/2017 10:49 AM

469 yes I would like to pick my own courses 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

470 all day every day 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

471 magic 2/23/2017 10:48 AM

472 math 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

473 I want to lrearn matth 2/23/2017 10:47 AM

474 all the time 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

475 I want to ride a bus to school 2/23/2017 10:46 AM

476 5,from morning to afternoon, classrooms, teacher, devises, car,my subjects and about my job,
yes, idk

2/23/2017 10:39 AM

477 idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

478 idk idk idk idk idk car yes idk 2/23/2017 10:39 AM

479 things that will help me learn is taking health classes. 2/23/2017 10:37 AM

480 idk 2/23/2017 10:36 AM

481 Yes 2/23/2017 10:35 AM

482 Monday-Friday 7:00-3:00 math studying my car health yes nothing 2/23/2017 10:34 AM

483 most all idk idk idk car idk yes idk 2/23/2017 10:33 AM

484 Monday-Friday 7:00-3:00 baseball field coach/teacher car math yes nothing 2/23/2017 10:32 AM

485 everyday except weekend 9-12 online phone,books,websites how to be a better softball player
yes of course I have no clue

2/23/2017 10:31 AM

486 everyday school hours library enough sleep by friend or myself physical medicine yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

487 everyday school hours library enough sleep by friend or myself physical medicine yes 2/23/2017 10:31 AM

488 everyday,8-2pm,math,studying,car or bus, yes I want to pick my teachers, Im looking forward
to it so I can drive

2/23/2017 10:31 AM

489 N/A 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

490 Monday-Friday,10:00,classroom,listening to music, car, sports, yes, idk 2/23/2017 10:30 AM

491 Monday/Friday intell I get a job 2/23/2017 10:28 AM

492 1: I will be in school Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday. 2: I think I will want to attend during
the Afternoon. 3: I think I learn best in a quiet place sometimes. 4: Music and Videos will help
me learn. 5: I want to get to school by car. 6: I want to learn how to animate and create video
games. 7: Yes 8: Nothing else

2/23/2017 10:21 AM

493 I would like to be in school everyday except for one Saturday and Sunday. I would also like
class to be in the morning. When I am alone with no one around. A computer or laptop so that I
can look things up. I would like to get to school by a bus stop. I what to learn about the
science of living things. Not really sure if I what to.

2/23/2017 10:03 AM

494 Monday-Friday After school Georgia College Being an intern In my car More over my job Yes
Noth

2/23/2017 9:54 AM
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495 All 5 days of the week 7to 5 College or parents or God Paying attention By a free scholarship
About BUSSINESS To finish early

2/23/2017 9:53 AM

496 All week but weekend All In class with other students Learning games Bus Sience Yes Noting 2/23/2017 9:53 AM

497 All of the days unless I'm sick or want to see family. 7:50-4:00 Social studies Other teachers
who have been teaching for a long time. Scholarship for singing or dancing. Yes of course
Nothing

2/23/2017 9:51 AM

498 5 Wednesday's At school Teachers ,books,and computers By car Architect Yes , I would like
to pick my own teachers and courses Do they teach us how to be good worker ?

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

499 1.I will be in school week days 2.early in morning 3.social study's 4.studying 5.15- bus. 16+
driving to school 6.science and math 7.yes 8.longer and more class periods

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

500 I will be in school almost everyday if I'm not sick. Whenever I have to take a test so I can get
it over with. I think I learn best in a loud room because it seems weird when it's quiet. If I use
flash cards or study guide I will learn better. I want to get to school in a car because anything
could happen on a bus. I want to learn new things like how to dissect a frog or a worm. I
wouldn't like to pick my own teachers because they could be mean and I don't know any of the
teachers. I want to try out for certain sports and activities.

2/23/2017 9:49 AM

501 I would want my school days to be Monday to Friday.All day if necessary.Quiet calm
places.Technology and visual aid.Any transportation is ideal.I want to learn as much as
possible.Yes I would like to pick my own classes and teachers.Well I also think that maybe a
good productive environment is necessary.This includes relaxation and clam and
peacefulness.

2/23/2017 9:48 AM

502 Monday - Friday morning and evening I don't know research I don't know how to fix cars yes I
don't know

2/23/2017 9:48 AM

503 Monday through Friday,8:00 till 3:30 2/23/2017 9:48 AM

504 Monday wenesday fieday7:30am ELA math soile study car spanish yes 2/23/2017 9:46 AM

505 -all -8:00;2:15 -in a quite involvement or with a group of people I know -on hands stuff or writing
it down -from my own car -science,cook,art -yes -nothing that is all

2/23/2017 9:45 AM

506 I plan on doing every Monday through Friday I hope to do high school until the day it end I
learn best with me an someone 1on1 the things that will me learn is a educated teacher I want
to get to school through my own car I want to learn the subjects I need to succeed in life I
would like to pick my own courses there none thing else I can't say that I have already said

2/23/2017 9:44 AM

507 Everyday Everyday School Teachers Car Math No There is nothing else 2/23/2017 9:43 AM

508 All days. From 7 to 11 in the morning. Reading. Training camp. Motercycle. Police dog
training.yes. Nothing at all

2/23/2017 9:43 AM

509 i will be in school everyday,morning time,i think you learn best in middle school,i think what will
help learn is your brain,i want to learn all subjects,yes i would,i would like to graduate

2/23/2017 9:42 AM

510 I like to be relaxing 2/23/2017 9:42 AM

511 I will be and school every day.in don't know.i will learn math.geting on computer and thing test
but first I have to study.i what to go to school and my on car.

2/23/2017 9:41 AM

512 I think I will be there all week. I think at morning and noon. At afterschool tutoring. I don't know.
By driving my car. Math and science. Yes, I would. I would like to excel at all my classes.

2/23/2017 9:41 AM

513 Monday-Friday 7am-4pm 2/23/2017 9:41 AM

514 All except Saturday and Sunday 8am to 12am Math Teachers, computers, and technology Car
Mathematics No Nothing

2/23/2017 9:40 AM

515 .the whole week besides the weekend .some hours .school .activities .car .yes .that it will be
the best expirence .

2/23/2017 9:39 AM

516 To be and good student 2/23/2017 9:37 AM

517 All,8-4,with someone who knows how to explain it,more explaining,me driving or bus,things
about doctoring ,yes

2/23/2017 9:36 AM
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518 5 Morning to noon In a quiet environment I get distracted easily Examples,tools (calulaters
etc.),with friends. How to care for animals and art Yes Well I really love my best friend and she
really helps me throughout the school year. I would really love she could be in my classes or at
least some

2/23/2017 9:36 AM

519 Monday through Friday , 9-3,science,good teachers and college and carrier options , a car or
the bus, healthcare, robotics,and math

2/23/2017 9:33 AM

520 mon-thur 2/23/2017 9:32 AM

521 Monday to friday 2/23/2017 9:30 AM

522 every day but the weekends, from the time school starts to the time it ends, in a small class
with very few people, study notes, by car, history and law, yes,

2/23/2017 9:30 AM

523 5 days a week,5 times, in collage, math social stunothingdies, football techniques, yes,
nothing

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

524 all days except Saturday and Sunday 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

525 one that I enjoy 2/23/2017 9:27 AM

526 All five days. About twelve pm. I learn best when I am doing what I am learning about, and in a
classroom. Everyone in the classroom being quiet. Drive. I want to learn robotics, and science.
Yes I would like to pick my courses and teachers. I would like there to be at least three or four
classes in school.

2/23/2017 9:27 AM

527 every day 2/23/2017 9:24 AM

528 All days except Saturday and Sunday. 8:00 to 3:45. At school and at home. Teachers working
harder with me and not going easy o me. My parents or when I get my drivers license. I want
to learn more in agg and social studies. No. Don't know to much about high school.

2/23/2017 9:23 AM

529 all week, 2/23/2017 9:23 AM

530 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Friday All day At school More school days drive social studies
yes that I want to go to gatewood and play football

2/23/2017 9:22 AM

531 I want to go all the week days and from eight am. to three pm.I do want to pick my teachers. 2/23/2017 9:20 AM

532 all day 2/23/2017 9:19 AM

533 Monday-Friday Monday-Friday Math Examples Truck It doesn't matter Yes I would like to go
through out High School with all A's

2/23/2017 9:19 AM

534 all the days I can be . During the day . A colodg that has good school hours . Rest and good
food at the school . In a car . Biology . yes . noyhing

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

535 I would like to be in high school on days mostly other than Friday. I would like to attend school
at times when I am not working. I think I would learn the best in advanced classes because I
function differently than other students. Things that will help me learn are a schedule centered
around my personal needs. I would like to get to school in high school by bus or my own
personal car or truck. I would like to learn important skills for my career like economics,
political science, military strategy. Yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers to
meet my personal needs. Some other needs I would have in high school are that I would like to
have less homework because if students do extra activities after school it puts a lot of
pressure on the student.

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

536 I plan on being there everyday unless I do inter things. Everyday unless something happens.
Social Studies/History/Criminal. Teachers, Parents, paying attention in class, and honestly
myself. I want to drive myself or have a ride drop me off. Health/Anatomy and Criminal
Justice/History. Yes. I don't know

2/23/2017 9:17 AM

537 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday the regular school hours 7:30-3:15
(something like that) a class room or gym hands on activity a car or truck language from
around the world, math or any subject really yes, I will nothing else I think of

2/23/2017 9:14 AM

538 I worl be im school Monday Tuesday and Wednesday 2/23/2017 9:13 AM

539 Learn,7:30-2:00,School,Studying every night for a test, My car, How to do makeup and hair,
Yes, I will probably be have my personnol space.

2/23/2017 9:12 AM
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540 I will try to be in school all week, when ever it said to be there, math I like math so I think I will
be good at it, all class will help me with a car I want to learn math and all class yes I would
want to have art class.

2/23/2017 9:11 AM

541 every day. about 8:30am. in school. looking at the teacher. by a car or a bus. more math. Yes.
I want to go to Georgia college

2/23/2017 9:09 AM

542 Monday-Friday 8-330 don't know resurces studying medical care how to be a dentist yes 2/23/2017 9:08 AM

543 - I will be in school everyday -after school -by going to classes to help me -drive my car -how
to be able to learn how to be a dentist -no it really wouldn't matter -that's it

2/23/2017 9:08 AM

544 -Monday,Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday -9:00 to 2:00 -At Jones County High School -
Study guides and online websites -By driving -Being an engineer and health -Yes I would want
to pick my teachers and courses - I Can't think of anything other than having a 10 minute
period.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

545 everyday 9:00-12:00 at school reading and studying car math yes nothing 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

546 -all of the days of school. - 8am to 12pm or 3pm -I don't know -I don't know - bus or car -
teaching or nursing - yes - nothing

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

547 I will be in school everyday. Get there at 7:45, leave at 3:15. I think I learn best in math. Books
will help me learn. I want to get to school by car. I want to learn about the human muscles,
bones, and nerve system. Yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. My high
school experience will be long and boring.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

548 I would like to pick my teachers 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

549 I will think it is a big place 2/23/2017 9:07 AM

550 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. 8:00AM-5:30PM Visual Practice Car History,
Math, Science, and ELA Yes You have awnsered my questions.

2/23/2017 9:07 AM

551 I would like to pick my own teacher 2/23/2017 9:06 AM

552 what things will herlp me learn 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

553 -The days I will be in school is Monday threw Friday . - The times of day I would want to attend
high school would probably be 7:00am to 3:00pm. - The things that will help me learn are
science classes and math classes. - The way I would want to get to school is either a bus or a
car. - I would want to learn science and math mainly but I would be interested in others to. - I
would like to pick my own courses and teachers in school because I would a little more
conformable with the teacher and course. - My ideal high school experience would be I am on
the gymnastics team learning to become pharmacy.

2/23/2017 9:05 AM

554 5,7:00,math,listening,bus,language,yes,nothing I think this is all 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

555 everyone 2/23/2017 9:05 AM

556 almost every day Wednesday, Thursday , and Friday in classes math, science, reading, and
social studies

2/23/2017 9:03 AM

557 Monday-Friday, 10:00, in science class, the teacher explaining it and asking for help, by
driving a car, science math, yes, to graduate.

2/23/2017 9:02 AM

558 a car all week 2/23/2017 9:02 AM

559 math is were I learn the best 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

560 I would love to pick my own courses and teachers 2/23/2017 9:01 AM

561 Tuesday and Thursday 2/23/2017 9:00 AM

562 everyday hopefully. allday at school teachers learning getting an education things for life yes 2/23/2017 8:59 AM

563 i don't know, 2 times, in class, study ,with a scholarship, everything, yes, 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

564 don't know 2/23/2017 8:57 AM

565 having a pool 2/23/2017 8:56 AM
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566 3 days each week i will be in school. 2/23/2017 8:56 AM

567 8:00-2:00 2/23/2017 8:55 AM

568 5 days a week morning science extra practice bus yes nothing 2/23/2017 8:54 AM

569 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday car yes 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

570 everyday every time a few subjects tutoring by bus or car math No Don't have any 2/23/2017 8:52 AM

571 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 8:00- 3:30 science At school and at home
Studying and being in a quiet place By car About animals, science, and math I don't know I
want to study animals and what they do every day

2/23/2017 8:51 AM

572 my ideal high school would be 4/7 days,9:00 to 6:00,learn about computers 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

573 Monday threw Saturday 10 to 6 school videos smarts business yes nothing 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

574 I want to learn how to draw better color better and exel better 2/23/2017 8:50 AM

575 maybe 2/23/2017 8:49 AM

576 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday morning classes , in class room more
demonstrations, my car, engineering , yes , I want to play sports in high school

2/23/2017 8:49 AM

577 Five days a week, 8:00 through 3:30, I learn best in math, lots of studying, I want to get to
school by driving, I want to learn math, I would, nothing

2/23/2017 8:49 AM

578 I will attend school daily. 8:30-3:00 2/23/2017 8:48 AM

579 Mostly everyday anytime in social studies by car I would like to learn about what's going on in
the world yes I would like to pick my own teacher and courses not much

2/23/2017 8:47 AM

580 I would like to pick my own course and teacher be cuse I would do what im best in 2/23/2017 8:46 AM

581 Every day I hope. I want to take it at 9:00 am - 4 or 5 pm. Studying. Study groups and taking
notes. By driving my own car. Math and History. Yes. I want to get out of there as fast as i can
and do good while being fast.

2/23/2017 8:46 AM

582 Everyday,in the morning,Social studies,studying and homework,by car,Social studies,yes,that
some people lack ELA

2/23/2017 8:45 AM

583 week days. week days. in college my teachers in a car health 2/23/2017 8:44 AM

584 5 days a week, at school, interacting, on my own or by either my parents, everything Iyesn get
in an 8 hour period,

2/23/2017 8:44 AM

585 I will be in school all the time. I want to attend all of them. I learn best as a visual and a hands
on learner. The things that will help me learn is vocabulary and stay guides. I will want to get to
school by a bus. I want to learn how to how to cook. I would want to pick my own courses and
some teachers. I would want to get a athletics degree in sport, such as basketball.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

586 every day most of the time don't know 2/23/2017 8:43 AM

587 I plan to go to school everyday. I think I will attend at the time School start till school end. I
think I learn best in a classroom where I can stay focus an not with kids that get distracted
easily . Students that get there work done wil help me work. I plan to ride the bus or ride in a
car. I want to learn more math and science. Yes I would want to pick my own courses an
teachers. I think you pretty much asked me every question.

2/23/2017 8:43 AM

588 I will be in school every day a will be there till it ends I learn the best when people are talking I
no that is wierd things that will help me learn I don't no I love the bus yes I would love to pick
my own courses and teacher my ideal high school experience would be I get o puck my own
teachers because I think I know what I like in teacher

2/23/2017 8:42 AM

589 I will try not to miss a single school day. If I do, it will be because I'm sick. I would want to
attend school until school has ended. I will most likely learn best at the Jones County High
School. Study Guides and maybe pre tests could help. My mother will drive me to school. I
would really like to learn chemistry and the animal body (the animal body will be for my career,
chemistry can be for just learning interesting things). I would like to pick my own courses and
teachers. I feel that there is no more that I can say about my ideal high school experience.
This survey has covered it all.

2/23/2017 8:41 AM
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590 when I move to high school I'm goanna learn so much I cant wait 2/23/2017 8:40 AM

591 I will be in school every day of the week and I would want to get to school by a car 2/23/2017 8:39 AM

592 Monday through Friday 8:00-3:09 Social studies Work Sheets Car Biology Yes Nothing 2/23/2017 8:38 AM

593 -Wensday and Thursday -1:45 , 3:00 -social studies -studying at least 3-4 times a day - my
own car -I want to learn about Mohanndas ghandi a little more -yes -nothing really

2/23/2017 8:38 AM

594 Monday though Thursday morning around others peers bus Mechnics yes that's all 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

595 I would want to be in school for it least five days a week. I would like to attend school from
morning to the afternoon. I think I will learn best from the classroom. I would want to get to my
school by my own car. I want to learn science and math because it will benefit my future
career. Yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/23/2017 8:37 AM

596 I want to go to school in as brand new car. I want to go to school Monday - Friday. 2/23/2017 8:37 AM

597 Every day, hole day, Spanish, quite class room and not tapping your pencil, car, Spanish and
FFA, yes, hopes its fun

2/23/2017 8:36 AM

598 Monday-Friday,1:00,at home,technology,car,social studies,yes,nothing that is pretty much all. 2/23/2017 8:36 AM

599 I will be in school all days and all day. In a class room quiet and good teachers. I want to get
to school by driving myself and learn Veterinarian science. Yes I would like to pick my own
courses and teachers.

2/23/2017 8:36 AM

600 I would be at school 5 days a week. All school hours. In a classroom. Using study guides.
Drive myself Health Yes Nothing else

2/23/2017 8:35 AM

601 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.by car. yes I would like to pick my own
teachers

2/23/2017 8:35 AM

602 -Tuesday Thursday Friday-I don't know- 2/23/2017 8:35 AM

603 I will be in school for five days a week. I want to attend school for 8 hours a day 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

604 ? 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

605 Monday, Tuesday, wensday, Thursday, and Friday. 7:00a.m to 3:00 p.m. Social studies.
Studying and listening. A car. Everything I have to learn. Yes. That I make the baseball,
football, and basketball teams.

2/23/2017 8:34 AM

606 -Wednesday Thursday and Friday -10:00 to 2:00 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

607 I will be at school every day unless something shows up. 2/23/2017 8:34 AM

608 I will be at school 5 days a week. All school hours. In a hands on classroom. A healthcare
class. Drive myself. Health. Yes Don't know

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

609 I will be at school 5 days a week. All school hours. In a active classroom. A health care class
and more. I would drive myself. Health care. Yes don't know

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

610 I would like to be in school all days except leaving a little bit earlier and probably leaving about
two o clock pm and I think a soda machine in every class room will help me learn, probably by
car because I will have one by then. I would probably like a shop class or home economics.
yes, I would like to choose my own teachers and classes. I can only say I would like a good
size locker and be able to have devices out in the halls only because this will not disrupt the
learning process.and also more BYOD times in class

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

611 I will most likely be in school all the time. 8-2. at school when the teachers are talking about
the same subject because some teacher in 6 grade don't talk about the same subject. a candy
machine because I can learn more with something to drink and eat. by driving myself or riding
bus 86. I want to learn about being a vetanerine because I love animals. yes! I would love to
pick my own teachers. That we can have our device out in the class rooms if we are not on
them.

2/23/2017 8:33 AM

612 all days that are required. All. math. moving around when learning. Bus. psychology . yes. I'm
not sure

2/23/2017 8:32 AM

613 Five days a week. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM
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614 Monday-Friday. 6am-3pm. History. Seeing it. Any means I have. Medical. Yes. I don't know. 2/23/2017 8:32 AM

615 I will be in school all week any times work I would learn the best at the school building a lot of
help by car or walking math and science I would want to pick my own teachers and courses I
would need help when I fail

2/23/2017 8:32 AM

616 Monday-Friday. 8:00 I'm guessing. Reading. Computers and phones. My mom. Reading and
Computers. Yes please. I want to kinda be a medical sarctary

2/23/2017 8:29 AM

617 everyday, al day, school, visual aids, in a car, history 2/23/2017 8:26 AM

618 4 12:00 pm to 3:00 pm school fun things car teaching yes i want to become a teacher so i can
teach kids

2/23/2017 8:21 AM

619 All days 8:00-11:50 than12:40-3:00 2/23/2017 8:15 AM

620 I'd go every day. I'd go at the usual time. I learn best when I'm listening to music or when it's
completely quiet. I learn best when I'm comfortable. Or in like a library. Sometimes with people
if I need help. Computers do help me learn, so do book's. I will ride the bus or drive. I want to
learn History, Science, and Literature. I would like to pick my own teachers and courses. I
would like to make sure I at least have a good friend in the class with me.

2/22/2017 2:45 PM

621 Monday through Friday. 7:35 to 3:00. In a class room. visual demonstrations. in my own car
how the human brain thinks yes for some reason I feel like high school will be a lot more laid
back than school is now

2/22/2017 2:37 PM

622 I would probably want to be at school Monday through Friday. I would probably want to go to
school normal hours. I learn best in a classroom. Projects and hands on experiments help me
learn. I will probably ride the bus to school. I want to learn business, technology, music, and
math. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/22/2017 2:35 PM

623 Every other day, possibly more. I would want to attend in the morning. I learn best when I'm
doing hands on activities with small groups of people. Seeing and touching. Driving. Anything
that will make me more successful in pursuing the career I like. Yes.

2/22/2017 2:31 PM

624 Monday-Tuesday, morning through lunch, math and tech, pictures, driving, animation and
game designs, yes, nothing.

2/22/2017 2:31 PM

625 I Will go to high school every day. I Will go with the usual time. learn with close friends.
computers help me learn. some one will drive me. I want to learn game design. randomly
picked.

2/22/2017 2:29 PM

626 -Tuesday, Thursday, Friday -10 to 3 -in a classroom with small amount of people -hands on
activities -car -how to become an interior designer -yes

2/22/2017 2:29 PM

627 3 days on the internet and 2 walking to class 2/22/2017 2:27 PM

628 I will want to be in school Monday through Friday. I think I will want to attend a few morning
classes, leave for lunch, and come back for some afternoon classes. I learn best in a
classroom while writing notes. Not watching videos or doing activities on the computer. Taking
notes while the teacher teaches and then having weekly quizzes over the notes helps me
learn. I want to drive myself to school. I want to learn more about the math, journalism and
literature, and engineering world. I would like to pick my teachers and courses.

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

629 -Monday-Friday -all day -in and active enviment -fun hands on stuff -car -every thing I can -yes
-nothing

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

630 Monday - Friday and probably weekend to and any time of the day I I want to get to school by
me driving and yes I would like to pick my teachers

2/22/2017 2:26 PM

631 I will be in school everyday unless I have to work or have a college class to take. I want to get
to school by driving. Some things that will help me learn is doing something hands on (doing
something by myself) and being in a room full of things that involves my career. I would like to
pick my own courses and teachers. I would like to learn how to become a great actress.

2/22/2017 2:25 PM

632 -5,6 -5,6 -in a classroom or lecture hall/ auditorium -reviews and study guides -by a scholarship
in either theater or an art of a sort -mainly how to solve real life problems, how to file taxes,
how to improve your credit, what to do if your house is being foreclosed, things like that. -yes -i
have nothing else to say, all my questions have been answered.

2/22/2017 2:25 PM
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633 I don't know what days I will be attending school. I think I learn best by doing it. I want to learn
how to speak a different language. I would love to pick my own teachers

2/22/2017 2:24 PM

634 2 to 3 days ,after lunch ,manufacturing making own products, drive, yes 2/22/2017 2:23 PM

635 I would like to attend school three or four times a week, and prepare for college off of high
school campus once or twice a week. I want to take early classes. I think I learn best studying
quietly and participating in group activities. Advanced supplies would help me learn. I want to
ride with a friend, and take turns driving to school. I want to learn all about physical therapy.
Yes, I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. I want to be able to work hard and gain
college credit, but I also want to enjoy high school with my friends, and without any stress.

2/22/2017 2:23 PM

636 3 to 4 days a week. 9:00-2:00 to start off at a mechanic shop. building cars or repairing them.
driving my own car. how to rebuild an engine. yes

2/22/2017 2:22 PM

637 Mon-Fri 8:00 am-4:00 pm At school People not talking Bus or drive myself Latin and ROTC
YES PUT ROTC!!!

2/22/2017 2:22 PM

638 Most days except maybe two days when I am a senior Early in the day Audio type setting in a
teacher and somewhat hands on Drive History Yes Clean restrooms and cleaner campus

2/22/2017 2:22 PM

639 -Monday-Friday -Monday-Thursday -The school/home -Teachers that will give visual examples
and real life examples. -I will drive and my mom will take me before I have a drivers license. -
More about Nursing ,teaching, and History - Yes -I would love to be able to have a free study
period and I would like if we could go and get lunch at Zaxby's, etc.

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

640 4 times a week 11:45 science I could study to learn more I would you get more college
choices and opputunies

2/22/2017 2:21 PM

641 Monday through Friday. the whole school day. outside. weights. A bus or car. How to fix or
create computers. some of them. Nothing.

2/22/2017 2:19 PM

642 I learn health the best I always attend school health classes yes I want to pick my own
courses and teachers I want to learn pottery

2/22/2017 2:17 PM

643 depends on my work schedule morning hands-on hands-on my own car healthcare yes nothing 2/22/2017 2:17 PM

644 -Monday through Friday -From around 8:00-3:30 -In a small group or individually -Someone
showing me how to do it and then letting me practice that skill. -By my mom or dad taking me
or me driving myself -Information about the medical field. Orthodontists or other jobs in a
hospital. -I would LOVE to pick out my teachers and classes. -I wish high school wouldn't be
stressful, and I would like it were you could get help in a curtain area where you are struggling.

2/22/2017 2:17 PM

645 a) I would want to be in school four to five days a week. b) I would want to be at school from
around nine in the morning to three or four in the afternoon. c) I learn best at school. d)
Teachers having one on one time with me, teachers associating other events with the lesson,
and being able to see what I'm learning, help me learn. e) I want to get to school by car. f) I
want to learn math and art. g) I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. h)

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

646 -weekdays -8am to 3pm -classroom -a quiet learning environment -I hope to be driving myself -
nursing -yes -better school lunches

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

647 Monday Wednesday Thursday 8:00 to 1:00 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

648 . mon-friday ./ 2/22/2017 2:16 PM

649 1:monday,tuesday,wednesday,thursday,friday 2:7:30-3:30 3:On the porch of my house in the
morning watching the sun rise 4:Visual teaching 5:Car 6:Buisness, Spanish, and finances
7:no, because the teachers I would pick would be easy and soft but if I DON'T pick them then
it will be a challenge. Which will prepare me for business in the real world. 8:it helps me to
listen to music and have a snack. 8: 7:

2/22/2017 2:16 PM

650 -I would be in school during Tuesday - Thursday -I would like night time classes because I
sleep during the day and up all night -Probably in a quiet classroom not full of people, probably
like 5 - 7 people because of my anxiety -I like writing in different colored pen and markers it
makes it colorful and fun -I would drive because I don't do exercise or buses with a lot of
people -maybe science, be a lawyer, graphic designer, um maybe make a makeup pallet -I
would like to pick them because some teachers yell and don't really let me learn the way I
have to / prefer to learn. -I hope that we have a lot of time to get to classes and have different
lockers on each side of the campus for whatever classes are on that side because students

2/22/2017 2:15 PM
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have said that they have a limited time to get to class but there stuff is on the other side of the
school which will cause them to be late

651 5 8am-3pm I don't know yet Fun stuff Maybe car or bike Whatever helps me get threw life Yes
Maybe I would like a school that has more opportunities for me to learn in many was like road
trips or something like that

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

652 - Weekdays - 8 am to 3pm - In a classroom - Understanding and polite teachers - I hope to be
driving myself - Nursing - Yes! - I hope it goes by fast

2/22/2017 2:15 PM

653 Ever day ,8am to 3pm,in school,studing and learning, ride the bus, buiness, YESS!!, 2/22/2017 2:15 PM

654 Every school week, regular school day, Classroom, Study GUIDES, Textbooks, Drive, Health
care, college classes, yes.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

655 ill be at school ever day, I think I learn the bust in is math, I will drive my self, no. 2/22/2017 2:14 PM

656 I will be at school every day of the week. all day I would like to attend. I learn best in a class
room. studying will help me learn. I would like to drive to school. I would like to learn about
Spanish. yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

657 1. almost every day 2. 8-3:00 3. in classroom 4. books and teachers 5. by bus 6. zoology 7.
courses yes but teachers no 8. nothing

2/22/2017 2:14 PM

658 Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday ,Friday , from 8am to 4pm ,in class, notes,car,
challenging,yes,more challenging work to prepare all students

2/22/2017 2:13 PM

659 1. all five days 2. 8 to 2 3.with older people 5. being in class or with friends 6. lifted 92 chevy
Silverado 1500 7.engineering mechanics history 8.yes 9.cars friends and working

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

660 1.all week. 2.in the late morning to early afternoon. 3.when I'm outside studying. 4.being with
my friend(s) studying or just being in class together. 5.in my own vehicle white Toyota jeep.
6.ofcourse I would. 7.That I am able to work a job durin high school.

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

661 -Monday through Friday -8:00 to 3:00 -in a classroom with people -having people around me,
teachers who care about my education, and a safe place to come to everyday -driving myself -
in a classroom with a teacher who does one on one work as well as all together -yes -that I
want to be able to duel enroll at a college and to be able to take a sign language foreign
language.

2/22/2017 2:12 PM

662 1) all day of the week. 2)none 3)art 4)being with a partner 5)driving car 6)art 7)yes 8)N/A 2/22/2017 2:11 PM

663 1. all five 2. in the morning preferably 3.in a quiet natural surroundings 3. visual aids and
interactivity 4.48 impala Chevrolet (jk driving) 5. business, nursing... 6. yes 7. having classes
with preferred students,

2/22/2017 2:10 PM

664 everyday morning in class studying more/taking more notes car/bus how people work as a
nurse no I like helping people out

2/22/2017 2:10 PM

665 Everyday What ever time school start Class Everything that's got to do with music Yes I would
like to go to be a vet if my music goal don't work.

2/22/2017 2:10 PM

666 The days I would want to be in school would be Monday through Friday I would want to come
at around 8:00 and finish at around 4:30 Technology would definitely help me learn as long as
it's up to date I want to get to school in a limo but since that's not gonna happen the buses are
fine I want to learn more about my community I would LOVE to pick my teachers and courses
My ideal high school experience would be to have more clubs like add swimming club and
cooking classes and things like that because if we focus on things we enjoy in school we can
focus on things we have to know in school Please consider these things and thank you

2/22/2017 2:09 PM

667 I will be in school Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. I want to attend from
7:45(or later)-3:00. I learn the best at school in a class. Hands-on helps me learn. I want to
drive myself to school. I want to learn essentials for life. I would like to pick my teachers and
courses. My ideal high school experience is to have fun and like going to school.

2/22/2017 2:08 PM

668 - 5 - 7am to 3pm -excellent teachers who are ok with helping other students -bus or car if I
afford one -business, math, science, -yes -nothing that I know of

2/22/2017 2:08 PM

669 1)5 2)8 AM-4 PM 3)computer lab 4)computer 5)driving 6)Technology 7)yes 8)nothing 2/22/2017 2:08 PM

670 - 4 days - From 8 to 3 - In school - A pillow, some snacks and drinks, a comfy couch, and a 2/22/2017 2:08 PM
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table. - By walking, get my exercising in - All the knowledge - Yes - Nothing else, maybe some
free souvenirs

671 All days except weekends In the mornings in a classroom technology Drive Technology Yes
Nothing

2/22/2017 2:08 PM

672 Monday to Friday In the morning In small groups 2/22/2017 2:07 PM

673 Every day 11-3 In a classroom with smart people Studying materials Driving my own car Math
Yes I would I will like to have less homework and more studying materials

2/22/2017 2:07 PM

674 -everyday possible besides weekends -early in the morning -by myself at home -I don't know -I
want to drive -anything to do with business and photography -yes -im not sure

2/22/2017 2:06 PM

675 all all school studying driving medical field yes I mean I would like to study and make good
grades and get go stuff done but I would like to have some fun and have time with friends
before hitting the real world.

2/22/2017 2:06 PM

676 5dau 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

677 i want to learn on my break time 2/22/2017 2:06 PM

678 Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday 8:00 Social studies English and science Tutoring bus or car
Social studies and English Yes Connections

2/22/2017 2:06 PM

679 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday, I want to attend all of my classes; I need
straight a's and I need to graduate, in a classroom, just doing problems and or examples over
and over again, I want to drive myself, the basics not rlly anything that doent interest me, yes I
would, I just want to go to school later I feel like I could be more concentratd if I woke up later
in the day

2/22/2017 2:05 PM

680 I want to learn about cars 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

681 Fun 2/22/2017 2:05 PM

682 Monday-Thursday 7:30-3:30 Social studies Foreign languages Drive Yes I want to play college
baseball and try to go pro

2/22/2017 2:05 PM

683 1) Every single day 2) I don't know 3) School 4) I don't know 5) either my mom or I will drive
when I turn 16 6) How to be a vet 7) Yes 8)nothing

2/22/2017 2:05 PM

684 Every weekday I would like to do 12:00+ By myself no distractions Quietness Car Anything I
can Yes I would like to take my time and not rush things

2/22/2017 2:05 PM

685 .............. 2/22/2017 2:04 PM

686 all except weekends 8-3 In a classroom Driving Computer Science Yes I would like the popular
kids to bow down on their knees and give themselves wedgies everytime I walk past.

2/22/2017 2:04 PM

687 The Whole Week How To Take Care Kids 2/22/2017 2:03 PM

688 All 2/22/2017 2:02 PM

689 I Would go to school all week 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

690 Sports 2/22/2017 2:01 PM

691 Idk 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

692 5 day In the afternoon In class Me doing it My truck 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

693 Everyday, 9,science ,bus/car, how to cook ,yes, 2/22/2017 2:00 PM

694 5 days each week night time in a classroom music will help in my new car medical things yes i
would want to choose my courses and teachers

2/22/2017 1:59 PM

695 Nothing u have asked all the questions . 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

696 Mtwtf 6-3 engineering hands on cars yes nothing 2/22/2017 1:58 PM

697 I don't know yet 2/22/2017 1:57 PM

698 Good food nice teachers everything 2/22/2017 1:55 PM
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699 I plan to stay 7days a week from 7:15 am to 3:15 pm.with a math tuter and 3 class mates . I
want to get to know today's world in history. I want to drive to school. I want to learn science
engineering.

2/22/2017 1:16 PM

700 I don't know it would be the one I my area 2/22/2017 1:05 PM

701 Monday-Friday. Either, morning or noon. In quiet rooms, with no distraction. PowerPoint's, and
audible things, such as direct teaching. By car, or bus. Science, and Math. Yes, but that
depends what type of class it is

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

702 I will be in school Monday thru Friday. I want to attend 8-5. I think I learn best in a quiet class.
Things that will help me learn is hands on experience. I will want to get to school by car. Yes I
would like to pick my own courses and teachers. Nothing you covered it all

2/22/2017 1:05 PM

703 everday unless im sick all the time library because classrooms can get loud in my school
calculator,ruler,books by car sports yes nothing

2/22/2017 1:00 PM

704 5 days a week I do not know Math Having good teachers and maybe a class by myself one on
one with my teacher Drive my self or travel with someone to school I would like to learn more
about the sea animals Yes picking my teaches could help Get more activities

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

705 Like 3 or 4 days out of a 5 day week From 10:00 to 3:00 In a room without a lot of distractions
Maybe a 1 on 1 learning plan to help me understand how to do things instead of not
understanding how to do it when it comes down to the SAT (s) and the final exams Bus I want
to learn how to cook better and learn new things to cook Yes I would like to leave school to go
get my own food from fast food places or eat school lunches

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

706 5 days a week we go to school. I don't mind 3 out of the 5. I'm best at learning math, but
electronics and activities with partners help me learn. I want to learn Spanish.id love picking
my own teachers.

2/22/2017 12:58 PM

707 I want to learn in the fine arts category 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

708 3 out of 5....I don't know....mabye school..pandora...i don't know..nahhh... I don't know really... 2/22/2017 12:56 PM

709 Every weekday, Daytime, a school nearby, I don't know, yes, nothing. 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

710 I will be in school each day for the same time 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

711 M,T,W,T Afternoon 2/22/2017 12:55 PM

712 Monday wensday and Friday in the afternoon technology 2/22/2017 12:54 PM

713 -all five unless something comes up -start at about 8:15 and leave around 3 -in a class with
less students. -more then one teacher and to know I have time. -car. -law or medical. -yes

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

714 Monday thought Wednesday 6:30-11:30 At school Technology By car How to operate or build
cars or bikes Yes How will high school help you when you only have certain choices

2/22/2017 12:54 PM

715 I would want to pick our own classes to go with our career. 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

716 Monday-Friday. 6:30am - 2:00pm. Classroom. Studying after hours. By car. Science. Yes.
Nothing

2/22/2017 12:53 PM

717 I would want to do it Tuesday's and Thursday's. I can attend during 2 and 4 period. Science
and English. I would pick my own teachers and courses

2/22/2017 12:53 PM

718 I want to get to school by bus or driving myself Yes 2/22/2017 12:53 PM

719 Everyday All day Math Visuals Scholarship Engeneir or sports Yes Nothing 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

720 Monday-Friday. Some time it is now. School. Being intrasting. Motorcycle. Latin. Yes. Nothing 2/22/2017 12:52 PM

721 Monday-Friday Normal school hours UGA Music,quietness Drive Biomedical and electrical
engineering Yes Nothing you've asked enough

2/22/2017 12:52 PM

722 Busy 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

723 I will ne in school every day and what to have morning classs 2/22/2017 12:51 PM

724 I don't know i never been to high school 2/22/2017 12:51 PM
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725 All 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

726 Easy flying to through it 2/22/2017 12:50 PM

727 Music helps me learn helps me think better 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

728 As many days as I can, during the day, science, experiments/ fun projects, biology, yes, i
waould like it to be a fun and enjoyable experience that I want to remember

2/22/2017 12:48 PM

729 Ever day 7:00 Everything I want to know By car Yes denifinaly Hopefully 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

730 I'll come to school on the weekdays 2/22/2017 12:48 PM

731 Everyday All In the classroom I'm not sure How ever I can Anything Sure Nothing 2/22/2017 12:47 PM

732 Every day I will be in school All day Science Hands on Car Animal biography Yes Its will be a
success

2/22/2017 12:47 PM

733 Everyday 8-2 In a quiet place Notes that are word for word Car Doctoring or teaching or nursing
Yes

2/22/2017 12:44 PM

734 monday thru wednesday, morning and afternoon, georgia college, sibilings and parents, by
getting A's and B's, yes, nothing

2/22/2017 12:44 PM

735 I'm not in high school yet?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?! 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

736 222222 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

737 Monday-Friday 7:00am-7:00pm Math Car Game Design Yes 2/22/2017 12:43 PM

738 I want to attend Monday-Friday but I'm not completely sure yet, If I do, do some collage
classes I guess I would leave early some days, Classroom for sure, Collage classes and even
reading things online, Parents drive me to school, Medical courses, It might be helpful to pick
but I'm not sure, I'm really looking forward to high school wear I can really start getting into
medical courses.

2/22/2017 11:25 AM

739 Five days a week. I would like to Learn Mythology. I would pick my own courses and teachers.
I would drive to school. Books, computers and teachers help me learn.

2/22/2017 11:22 AM

740 i would be in school 5 days a week, between morning and afternoon, by helping and becoming
better, I would like to pick my own cources and teachers

2/22/2017 11:21 AM

741 *all *7:00-4:30 math notes, book, extra help and extra school hours drive myself health yes 2/22/2017 11:20 AM

742 1)I will try to be in school every day if possible 2)from 7:00am-4:00pm 3)Science 4)Songs,
books, and videos/ notes 5)By bus 6)Anything to help me be a great Veterinarian 7)Absolutely
8)I would like to have enough time in-between classes to catch up with friends

2/22/2017 11:20 AM

743 - Monday- Wednesday - 10:00- 4:00 - art - art breaks -art - yes - we get to choose our own
seats and then if one group of people are being too loud then they are separated because not
all friends are like that

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

744 i would like to go to school monday-friday. 7-8 hours a day. ela and social studies. electroincs.
by me driving myself.i would love to pick my teachers. i would like to go to school far away
from my parents.

2/22/2017 11:18 AM

745 tues-fri, 8am-3pm, experience, experience, car, my career, yes, 2/22/2017 11:18 AM

746 4 8:00-4:00 Hands on Hands on passing grades technology Yes 2/22/2017 11:15 AM

747 -five days a week -8:00 - 3:00 -hands on practice -real life experiences -by car -medical
practices -yes, I would like to chose my own courses/ teachers -I don't know

2/22/2017 11:13 AM

748 4 days, morning to afternoon, in a classroom, hands on, car, yes, nothing 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

749 3,night,hands on, hands on, car, about how to save people, yes, I don't know 2/22/2017 11:13 AM

750 I don't know I don't know I learn best in a hands on environment as well as from a textbook
Writing notes/Repetition Drive when old enough core subjects, algebra, chemistry, foreign
language Yes N/A

2/22/2017 11:13 AM

751 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:12 AM
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752 what ever days I have to go what ever times I have to be there I don't know I don't know
driving I don't know yes I don't know

2/22/2017 11:12 AM

753 3 or 4, 9a.m to 1:30p.m, hands-on, animals, car, n/a , yes , 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

754 REGILAR 6 HOURS SCHOOL IDK CARS 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

755 don't know 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

756 3 days 7:15 to 1:00 yes 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

757 I like hands on learning 2/22/2017 11:11 AM

758 I don't know. 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

759 n/a 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

760 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

761 hands on 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

762 hands on 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

763 hands on 2/22/2017 11:10 AM

764 I dont know 2/22/2017 11:09 AM

765 5 days.all of them.at home. hands on experience.by car. how to be a good lawyer 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

766 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

767 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:08 AM

768 I don't know 2/22/2017 11:07 AM

769 Monday and Tuesday 7:30am to 12:30pm science because of hands on actives hands on
actives, less home work, etc... driving my self how to learn how to deal with fiber optics and
etc... yes I would I what to be taller, stronger, and faster so I can play football

2/22/2017 11:05 AM

770 - Monday to Thursday - 7:30 to 3:00 - Few people around me; outside - Upgraded devices and
books - Drive myself - About mar9ine wildlife - Yes - Nothing

2/22/2017 10:59 AM

771 every day, all day, science, just focusing really hard,drive there, yes, nothing 2/22/2017 10:58 AM

772 -Monday to Thursday -7:00a.m. to 2:00p.m. -Very few people. -Technology -Drive myself. -
About the body(health) -Yes -Breaks.

2/22/2017 10:53 AM

773 5 days a week 12:00 I think I will learn math or science math by myself math and science yes
nothing

2/22/2017 10:52 AM

774 all week except weekends 8:30-3:30 school Kahoot car maybe bus Engineering&Greek
mythology Yes ?

2/22/2017 10:51 AM

775 1 Monday-Friday 2 7:00 am to 3:00pm 3 at school 4 studying 5 driving 6 history 7 yes 8 I can't
think of any thing

2/22/2017 10:47 AM

776 all, regular school hours, at home, music Google my mother, my car or my mom, I want to
take acting class, yess that would be very helpful, the teachers are nice and helpful, good
lunches food

2/22/2017 10:45 AM

777 1) Mon., Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri. 2)7-3 3)At school 4) books, studying, paying attention 5) drive
myself 6) a lot 7)yes 8)nothing

2/22/2017 10:44 AM

778 -everyday -8to2 -science -studying -I will drive myself - bones athletics in science -yes -
nothing

2/22/2017 10:43 AM

779 5 days a week,8:00, in a class room, group work, a friend or family of myself, yes, nothing
really.

2/22/2017 10:42 AM

780 my ideal high school experience would be to always attend school weekly and get there on
time. i learn best when my teachers show me how to do things hands on, and that's one of the
ways that i could be helped. while in high school i would like to drive my own car but to do that
i need to have a job to pay for my own car and for my gas while still attending school weekly.

2/22/2017 10:40 AM
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in high school i would like to learn to be able to start my own business and to also learn the
importance of being a business owner.

781 every day the whole day in groups working in groups with my now car idk yes no 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

782 5 days a week, 8:05, in a classroom, studying, driving myself or riding with a friend, health-
pathway, yes, nothing else

2/22/2017 10:40 AM

783 5,9am through 2pm, social studies, social studies, in a car, law, yes, it will be awesome 2/22/2017 10:40 AM

784 the week days the normal times in school a teacher my school stuff about engineering
definently umm security

2/22/2017 10:39 AM

785 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. 10:00 am to 5:30 pm. In the classroom, but often in
different places. Hands on activity. Bus, but would like to have a car. Science, math Yes

2/22/2017 10:39 AM

786 8am,5pm 2/22/2017 10:39 AM

787 all, noon, home in my bed, homework and notes, driving, law studies, yes, if we can change
classes and periods that we have.

2/22/2017 10:39 AM

788 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 9:00am - 4:00pm Science Class Studying
and actually doing what where learning about Self Driven to school how to program and design
video games yes I would like to pick Nothing else

2/22/2017 10:38 AM

789 at least 3 days out of the week. I will try most hours. at home. outside on a bench or at home
with my family with devices and a other people (2 or 3). drive myself. different languages and
science. yes. id like to have a better lunch that settles well with everyone.

2/22/2017 10:36 AM

790 every day, morning, in school, science, drive myself, body science, yes, nothing 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

791 5 all the time outside of school drive myself history and literature yes nothing 2/22/2017 10:34 AM

792 I will be at school everyday. (unless I'm sick or anything that could effect my attendance.) I
want to attend the times of day that is best. in math seeing done before I do it. By driving my
own car or if I can't have a friend or parent take me. I would like to learn more in math and
science. yes, I would like to pick my courses and teachers. I am going to work a part time job
somewhere doing high school so I can make some money for extra things. And Im also going
to take extra classes. I also like to write and draw so hopefully those two things can help me
pick out what college I want to get in and what I would like to do for my carrer.

2/22/2017 10:33 AM

793 Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 8am-2pm Science Depends Car/Bike (Depends on how close
and if I have a drivers license yet.) See Question 3 Yes I don't think I have anything else

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

794 5 5 social studies flashcards online games reading over notes by driving myself 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

795 drive my car 2/22/2017 10:32 AM

796 I would do school whatever days I can do afternoon, so I can get rest don't know taking note
learning more about it before collage trying my best don't know yes I don't know

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

797 five days a week, confused about this becoming in reality, don't know what you mean by
"where do you learn best", don't know what will help me learn, Vehicle not bus, That will come
when I'm confused on a thing in life, You made me confused even more and I'm afraid what
this will have on reality, You made me confused to this point that you may need to be specific
or that this may take reality and may affect my school, friends, work, and lots of other stuff

2/22/2017 10:32 AM

798 all days of the week, all days every day I think I learn more science or reading I would like to
lern more math I want to get to school by driving myself to school yes I would like to pick my
own teachers and courses

2/22/2017 10:31 AM

799 - I will be in school 5 days a week - I will attend from the time schools starts to the end of the
school day - in a classroom environment - the correct materials - by car -
biology/chemistry/math/physics/history/language - if possible - you have covered all

2/22/2017 10:31 AM

800 Monday wensday and Friday 9:00 to 2:00 with hands on activitys less whrighting walk ride the
bus and drive with more hands on stuff yes that we get breaks between classes

2/22/2017 10:30 AM

801 I will be there every day as long as im not sick. whenever is best. In science . Maybe, like
fake plastic models of the body sytem or seeing an actual tumor and studying it. By driving a

2/22/2017 10:29 AM
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car. Yes, so I know what classes would be better for me. I would like to finish school soon so I
can get my nursing degree as soon as possible.

802 As many as possible. Seven through three. Math and science. Technology. By automobile.
German customs and language, math, science. Yes. Nothing.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

803 I didn't know it was allowed to let students choose these types of things, but I would probably
go to school four or five days a week and stay until three or four o' clock every day. I am
interested in learning Biology or Engineering so I will be able to get a job relating to those. I do
not want high school to be too easy, so I do not want to choose everything that goes on during
my experience.

2/22/2017 10:29 AM

804 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:28 AM

805 I think my high school experience will be great because I already know what job I want to do, I
want to go to collage while I am in high school, I could have great classes while I am in high
school.

2/22/2017 10:28 AM

806 I will be in school on weekdays, I will attend at normal times, I think I would learn best here in
jones county, I will study hard, I will get to school by car, I want to learn science, and I would
like to pick my courses and teachers.

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

807 All 7 days from 7:00 to 12:30 in class with not a lot of people hands on learning my own car
everything yes .

2/22/2017 10:27 AM

808 5 days a week 9am to 3pm anywhere really im not sure what will help me learn yes nothing 2/22/2017 10:27 AM

809 Monday through Friday The correct time In a health class Interesting topics and engaging
class discussions The bus Bone Structure No There is not much else that you could ask and I
could answer.

2/22/2017 10:26 AM

810 Monday-Friday 2:00-8:00 At home No noise by car I want to learn how to help animals yes I
want more freedom in highschool

2/22/2017 10:26 AM

811 Monday-Friday Science I don't know I don't know I'm in middle school 2/22/2017 10:24 AM

812 Monday - Friday. From the school bell to the end of the school day. Science. Good teachers.
Drive myself. Science. I don't know. Good education with kids on the same level as me.

2/22/2017 10:23 AM

813 none morning on the job working with experts private jet agriculture yes nothing 2/22/2017 10:23 AM

814 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

815 1.all 2.every hour 3.in school 4.nothing 5.drive or bus 6.idk 7. yes 8. nothing 2/22/2017 10:22 AM

816 every day 12-6 ag hands on car ag yes good food 2/22/2017 10:20 AM

817 I don't know 2/22/2017 10:19 AM

818 Try to be there almost everyday 8:00--12:00 Well socially would be working mentally school
Teachers doing there job Drive Politics and history Yes I would WE WANT MORE
PRIVILEGES MORE FREEDOMS

2/22/2017 9:54 AM

819 All 5 days of the week 8:00am Social studies More focused By car More about life Yes Idk 2/22/2017 9:51 AM

820 I would like to pick what I take because I can choose my way and that can make me more
secesfull

2/22/2017 9:47 AM

821 Science is my favorite subject and I plan to attend school everyday 2/22/2017 9:43 AM

822 I will be in school all days. I think regular school hours. I learn the best at school. Things that
will help me learn is computers instead of writing type them instead . I want to ride the bus. I
would like to pick my own courses and teachers. I want to be able to have where u go to
school half of the day and you can do college classes the other half.

2/22/2017 9:41 AM

823 I will be at school everyday From 8 am to 1pm Math and science Drive History and science
Yes I would like to pick my own teachers and courses

2/22/2017 9:41 AM

824 All days hopefully, attend regurally, I learn SS best but I would like to know about tech., great
teachers who will help me directly, bus, Writing Class and Tech., yes

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

825 I think I will learn best in social studies 2/22/2017 9:40 AM
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826 Every day When ever I can In class 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

827 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:40 AM

828 Be in school every day, 6:00 to 2:00 Science A good teacher and work on my own pace My
own vehicle New things Yes

2/22/2017 9:40 AM

829 Everyday i guess Form like 7:00 to 2:00 maybe 1:00 Idk I don't know I don't know 2/22/2017 9:39 AM

830 Everyday math 2/22/2017 9:38 AM

831 Monday, Wednesday, Thursday , Friday. 9am-4pm in a small class By driving history, math,
music, art Yes

2/22/2017 9:38 AM

832 5 days 3 time a day 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

833 all. 8-12. science. tutoring. bus. science. YES. lunch outside 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

834 I will try to be at school everyday if possible From 7-3 Social studies and science Hands own
learning More in social studies Yes

2/22/2017 9:37 AM

835 Monday - Friday Everyday 2/22/2017 9:37 AM

836 Idk how to answer it sorry 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

837 everyday i dont know teachers in a school subjects yes 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

838 Idk 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

839 I don't know any of theses 2/22/2017 9:36 AM

840 -5 -8-3 -at school -study -stuff -yes -nothing 2/22/2017 9:35 AM

841 0 2/22/2017 9:34 AM

842 Five days a weak 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

843 All All School duh Drive myself 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

844 5. Normal hours. Small group. 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

845 Monday through Friday 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

846 5 days of the week I don't know I don't know Tangible objects Drive Music theory Yes 2/22/2017 9:33 AM

847 I'm ready for high school 2/22/2017 9:29 AM

848 I will be in school 4 days a week. I want to attend school around 3:00. I learn best in a hands
on environment. Hands on activities help me learn. I want to drive to school. I want to learn
about American history and law. Yes I would like to pick my courses and teachers. I would like
as much college experience as I could get before college, because I think that it would benefit
me in the long run.

2/22/2017 9:17 AM

849 4 days in a week, classes that you help me in life, in history, I don't know, I don't know, stuff in
history, yes, I don't know

2/22/2017 9:17 AM

850 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. 8:00 am - 4:00. In the classroom. A Quiet place in the
classroom. In a car. Math, Social Studies, and Science. Yes.

2/22/2017 9:16 AM

851 3 days a week, morning, classes that you can experience in real life, bus, about kids health,
yes, I would like to text a manician on health.

2/22/2017 9:15 AM

852 3 days 12:00-2:00 don't know listing to music a car how to become a doctor that helps kids
yes I don't know

2/22/2017 9:15 AM

853 I would be in school for the entire week, unless I am gone. I will probably attend high school
from 8:00 to noon. I learn best with hands on experiences. I think debates and writing
speeches would help me succeed. I want to get to school by car. I want to learn anything that
will help me become a women's right activist. I want to pick my own courses.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

854 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 10:00AM to 4:00PM Mercer By having open classroom
space to think instead of being in enclosed spaces. Teachers that stand out to you. By car.
Engineering Yes I don't have any questions.

2/22/2017 9:14 AM
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855 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday; morning; I don't know ; hands on work; Drive;
Marine Biology; yes; being able to leave campus for lunch

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

856 3 times a week morning hands on classes class projects car math yes nothing 2/22/2017 9:14 AM

857 5 days, 8:00 to 3:00, in a actual setting(hands on), hands on activities, I want to drive, I want
to learn about veterinarian medicine and what to do for sick or injured animals, yes I would like
to pick my own classes and teachers, nothing

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

858 Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 10 a.m. through 5 p.m. don't know don't know driving
animal science yes don't know

2/22/2017 9:14 AM

859 every day all day science lots of homework car genetic science yes nothing 2/22/2017 9:13 AM

860 m, w, t. 12:45. I would learn better in a classroom environment. Math. By car or bus. Math.
Yes. None

2/22/2017 9:13 AM

861 I will go to school 5 days a week, I would like to learn in a hands on setting, I want to learn in
the medical field, I wouldn't like to pick my teachers or classes.

2/22/2017 9:13 AM

862 I would learn the basic standards to my career and succeed in my life plan. 2/22/2017 9:12 AM

863 Tuesday Friday-10am to 2 pm-outside-cool stuff-my own car-how to take car of animals-yes-I
don't know-

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

864 Three days a week morning through afternoon In a place where I can do hands on things
Teachers a car History Yes NA

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

865 Normal Normal Don't know Don't know Drive or ride the bus Architecture and band/music
Probably Don't know

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

866 3 days a week the whole day anywhere telling me more about lawyer car about lawyers yes I
think yall asked it all

2/22/2017 9:11 AM

867 all of them all of them home games bus math na na 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

868 4 to 5 days a week 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

869 Two days a week morning through noon 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

870 I don't know 2/22/2017 9:10 AM

871 I really don't known 2/22/2017 9:09 AM

872 I would be in school everyday and all day. In a classroom. Learning about animals. Drive.
Animals. Yes. I would want a good teacher.

2/22/2017 9:08 AM

873 every day of the week, mid-day, in a classroom, interactive activities, bus, about, drama ,and
acting, yes, nothing.

2/22/2017 9:06 AM

874 every day all day in the classroom teaching drive school stuff yes I want to play basketball
and football

2/22/2017 9:05 AM

875 Monday- Friday, 8:00- 2:00, math, practices, car, in class, yes, I feel like it will be hard 2/22/2017 8:44 AM

876 all days of the week and stay there all day ,on a baseball field, putting things in baseball form ,
I want to go to school ,I want to learn mechanic and medical , yes ,

2/22/2017 8:43 AM

877 Monday- Friday from 9:00am-2:00pm At a good school good teachers walk art, science, music
yes nothing

2/22/2017 8:42 AM

878 all day Monday Thursday Gaming experience Drive yes that I don't like school but I go to
school for my education and carrer

2/22/2017 8:39 AM

879 all day Monday and Wednesday science studying drive science yes I don't know 2/22/2017 8:38 AM

880 I want to pick my own courses and teachers 2/22/2017 8:37 AM

881 1) 5 2) 9:00-2:00 3) I don't know 4) studying, computers/devices, teachers that actually teach
and dont just make you copy off of the board. 5) anyway I can bus, car, carpool, walk 6)
anything that will help me go to college. 7) YES and classmates (for the responsible students
8) being able to go out for lunch and nice people and good teachers

2/22/2017 8:37 AM
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882 I will be in school every day unless i'm sick. The regular hours in a school day. Technology
helps me learn.I want good grades. Yes. Nothing.

2/22/2017 8:36 AM

883 everyday,6;00 t0 8;00,social studies,bus,socialstudies,yes, 2/22/2017 8:35 AM

884 what days in school m-f. times of day 8:00am-3:00pm. where do I learn best classroom. what
will help me learn quiet. jones county high school. what do I want to learn social studies. pick
my courses and teachers yes.

2/22/2017 8:35 AM

885 5 days. 9:00-2:00. I don't know. teachers who actually teach and don't just make you watch
stupid videos and copy off a board. my sister who drives me, then when I can drive I will.
French, and the regular subjects. yes, I would love pick my own courses and teachers. we get
to go out to eat for lunch for one hour then have to come back.

2/22/2017 8:35 AM

886 1. Tuesday, Thursday. 2. 8 in the morning 3. I learn best in Language class. 4. If I pay good
attention to the teacher. 5. I want to get to school by a car. 7. I want to learn science. 8. Yes.

2/22/2017 8:34 AM

887 Four days a week 9:00am to 3:pm UGA College classes by a bike or maybe a car
mathematics yes what I will do after college

2/22/2017 8:34 AM

888 Monday through Friday but shorter days and homework free like in Poland I think 10-3/4. On
topics I excel at and jobs that iterest me I don't need to learn about pemdas or chemical
reactions when my homework has nothing to do with them I think cut all interaction and the
needed individualality will help everyone learn the best ant way I can get there about things I
excel at to see jobs that interest me yes I wish I could pick so I could pick what I excel at and
see jobs I could peruse just schools more like Poland and a place I can actually learn and
doesn't kill creativity

2/22/2017 8:33 AM

889 I don't know right off the bat Idk Active learning space Hand on stuff My own car How to do my
job Yes Nothing

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

890 every day if not sick, maybe science and math because science is all about agriculture math
its just fun to do, math, about the life of plants, and animals, bus, science agricultural reasons,
yes maybe if that will be best, it hink that's it.

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

891 -present all days of the school week -moring to afternoon -history, Foreign language, Science -
lectures, videos, physical examples -Personal vehicle -Science, psychology -yes -N/A

2/22/2017 8:32 AM

892 I want to get high school and college credit in order to safeguard my future. 2/22/2017 8:31 AM

893 -in classrooms -class discussions -by car -class discussions and notes -yes -I want to fit in
and have good grades

2/22/2017 8:31 AM

894 I would be going to school every Monday-Wednesday I will be attending school from 7:50-2:55.
I think I will learn at a hospital. What will help me learn is seeing something visually. I want to
get to school by car. I want to learn how to be successful and independence. Yes I would love
to pick my course and teachers. I want to get out of high school an year earlier and go straight
to college

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

895 My ideal highschool experience would be interning and learning a trade, I would like to drive my
own car to and from school and work, I would like to take notes and know tutorial videos to
watch, and Monday Wednesday and Friday at school.

2/22/2017 8:30 AM

896 I think. High school I'm goin to take al the needed classes tht will help me into college 2/22/2017 8:30 AM

897 I'll go to school every day. I would like to go normal hours. Science. Kahoot/interactive
activities. My sister will drive me. Science. I would like to pick my own teachers and classes.
Nothing.

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

898 I will be there every weekday. I want to pick my teachers and classes and I hope those
classes will help me out a career.

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

899 - Monday thru Friday - Not too early -Alone. - Watching videos or using powerpoints. -Using my
own car that I will most likely will buy from a car lot. -Design, Math, the basic stuff but I will
want to take high classes in them. -Yes. -I would want to have to be able to choose each
course and not have to do p.e. because many people don't even need it to be able to what they
want,

2/22/2017 8:29 AM

900 Every day, later in the day, history, visual representation, car, history, yes, not much else 2/22/2017 8:29 AM
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901 five days a week every day take the bus to school to study hard 2/22/2017 8:29 AM

902 1)everyday 2)the whole time 3)by the bus 4)science and agriculture 5)yes I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

903 I would be in school Monday- Friday.8-3. Basic needs.yes 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

904 Fun and educational 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

905 Every day All day In groups Conversation I want to learn nursing and languages Yes I want to
get as much credit as I can

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

906 -Monday thru Friday 2/22/2017 8:28 AM

907 Monday- Friday 9am-3pm In a classroom or by myself Anything but videos Car or bus,
hopefully car Something that will help me with my career Yes

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

908 Everyday, 8:00-3:00, group activity, at school, driving my own car, how to manage bank
accounts and learn about morgatages and taxes, yes,

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

909 5 days a week, 7:50, driving to school science, I would like to pick my own courses and
teachers

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

910 I plan on being at school everyday of the week. I plan on getting to school by bus or driving. I
would like to pick my own courses

2/22/2017 8:28 AM

911 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

912 Mon.-Fri., in the morning, in history, studying and taking notes, by car, mechanics, yes. 2/22/2017 8:27 AM

913 every day 8am-3pm in a classroom with a good teacher good teacher,tutor,helping friends car i
guess the basics and vet stuff yessss im nt ready for it

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

914 1. five days a week 2. start to end 3. school 4. i learn better when a teacher explains 5. bus 6.
i want to learn about ancient cultures 7. YES 8. i want a good college

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

915 Monday, Wednesday, Friday I will go to school I don't know math activities yes I don't have
any

2/22/2017 8:27 AM

916 Mon-Fri. 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

917 I would like to pick my own teachers 2/22/2017 8:26 AM

918 -5 days a week -morning to afternoon -in a classroom with a very hands on teacher -hands on
activities positive environment -a car -marine biology -yes -I want to have a good few years
with fun but also to work hard and get good grades

2/22/2017 8:26 AM

919 I would want four days a week where most activities are fun and use technology and my mom
could easily pick me up.

2/22/2017 8:25 AM

920 Mon-Fri 8AM-3PM Internet I normally learn via videos. Car How to program and edit videos
Yes A class that contains stuff I'll actually need in life.

2/22/2017 8:25 AM

921 7 days on weekdays Around 10am -3pm 2/22/2017 8:25 AM

922 5 days a week , a choice of learning from home or attending school , from 9-4 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

923 YOU MAY NEED A DEPLOMA 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

924 every day work week jc high school not sure by car tech yes not sure 2/22/2017 8:24 AM

925 5, for one whole day, history, sport related activities, I will drive, history, I don't know, I don't
know

2/22/2017 8:23 AM

926 My ideal high school experience would be learning musical theater and being more immune to
it and my other surroundings also. I don't mind really what teacher I have , as long as they are
pushing me to do my best.

2/22/2017 8:23 AM

927 Monday-Friday 8-2 social studies notes car social studies yes nothing 2/22/2017 8:23 AM

928 Everyday, morning, Jones County High School, Parts of body, bus or car, yes, can we choose
our own connections

2/22/2017 8:23 AM
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929 Mon-Fri, mornings, in a calm inviroment, possibly a scholarship in soccer, to be a DDN, yes,
nothing

2/22/2017 8:22 AM

930 By a teacher 2/22/2017 8:22 AM

931 Monday through Friday 10,00Am-2.00Pm Science Studying and concentration Diploma
Everything or as much as possible Yes That I hope we can learn a lot and have fun doing it .

2/22/2017 8:22 AM

932 I would attend school every day. I would like to attend from 9 until about 4.in a class with
teachers who are encouraging. someone has to like explain it to me at least twice for me to
really understand. I want to be able to have a car so I could take myself to school. anything
that will help with my career later on in life. yes I would like to pick all of my courses and
teachers. that is going to be much harder than middle school.

2/22/2017 8:21 AM

933 Monday - Friday 5PM - 11PM In a classroom Good Teachers and a less noisy classroom By
car Art Yes Nothing Else

2/22/2017 8:21 AM

934 Monday-Friday at school a good teacher in a car real world stuff sure you have asked plenty! 2/22/2017 8:21 AM

935 Monday-Friday morning school not much just me participating by car or maybe bus I want to
learn social studies yes nothng

2/22/2017 8:20 AM

936 Monday-Thursday 5PM-11PM In quiet rooms good teachers that help me understand more by
car Robotics and chemistry yes no

2/22/2017 8:20 AM

937 Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 8-3 2/22/2017 8:20 AM

938 I'll be in all classes a week. At least 10. Math will be my best subject. Study and interact with
other people. My car . Everything i need to know about game warden. Yes I would. To learn
and graduate.

2/22/2017 8:19 AM

939 Everyday, 11:00, Math,studying everyday and do homework.by my own car.everything I need t
learn. Yes.To learn and graduate

2/22/2017 8:19 AM

940 Monday through Friday 8am-3pm At school If I have an interest in it By a car Science Yes
Nothing

2/22/2017 8:19 AM

941 history, math 2/22/2017 8:19 AM

942 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday -8am to 3pm- social studies and science -
internet games or practice- bus or car - Math and Science because those are the main
subjects I will need for my future job - yes- I want it to be a good experience for me and I can
get smarter

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

943 everyday, everyday, in school, all subjects, ether by parent or bus, anything that's possible to
make me a higher standard, yes depends to.

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

944 I don't know i'm just trying to get through school. 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

945 3 to 4. around lunch time. in a classroom. friends and a fun teacher. honor roll. history about
the states mostly Georgia. yes . i would like to have not to get to school early in the morning.

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

946 Monday Wednesday Friday , 1-4 periods because it will prepare me for what is out there,
through academic standers, Science, yes, I will pass,

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

947 5 days, i don't know maybe the same hours right now, in school, teachers, me driving when I'm
old enough, i don't know, yes, i don't know

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

948 Everyday Once In class/ history Studying Bus/car History Yes Not sure 2/22/2017 8:18 AM

949 Monday-Friday, 8-4, hands on, doing stuff, car, veterinarian practices, yes, have some classes
also be online.

2/22/2017 8:18 AM

950 In the morning Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

951 Whenever needed,whenever is best for teachers,alone in class, tutoring,bus,tech,yes,n/a 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

952 I'll be at school mostly every day 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

953 Nicer teachers and classmates . 2/22/2017 8:17 AM

954 Monday-Friday 8-3 I am excited about going into my high school and college future 2/22/2017 8:17 AM
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955 1.Monday-Thursday.....2.8:00 AM-6:00 PM....3.At school...4. Studying....5.Any way I
can....6.Math...7.YES!....8.I Would like to go to high school all the way up the college.

2/22/2017 8:17 AM

956 -everyday unless i'm sick -8-3 -in a calm environment(lamps and books and beanbags) -I need
my teachers to be visual for me -by bus -science English math and foreign language -yes for
sure - I want to take the SAT's early

2/22/2017 8:16 AM

957 Don't gotta get up 6 the teachers are nice and no drama 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

958 I want to get to school on a bus. I want to learn chemistry. I would want to pick my teachers
and courses I don't have any else to tell.

2/22/2017 8:16 AM

959 Ok 2/22/2017 8:16 AM

960 7days a week 9:00-4:00 At school Teachers Driving/bus Photography/FFA Yes 2/22/2017 8:15 AM

961 Monday,Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8am- 4pm School Study Learn Yes Get educated and get
my degree to be a doctor

2/22/2017 8:15 AM

962 Mon-fri 8-3 Teachers Car Math Yes I have no ideas 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

963 Monday-Friday, 6:00- 3:00, in a quiet room, by taking the bus, I want to learn science, yes, 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

964 Fun 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

965 Monday Wednesday The morning Surrounded by people who learn the same way I do Hands
on the teacher being involved Drive How to be Productively Yes

2/22/2017 8:14 AM

966 I'm not in high school 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

967 Monday through Friday. 7:00 - 4:30 2/22/2017 8:14 AM

968 Yes 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

969 Everyday 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

970 half a week,1:00,do not know,a really good teacher,car,any thing,yes,idk any 2/22/2017 8:13 AM

971 I don't know 2/22/2017 8:12 AM

972 mon-fri 8-2:15 welding I learn just fine drive welding yes I wish I could dip in class without
getting in trouble

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

973 Monday thru Friday. Everyday. In a classroom. Study guides and notes. By a car. Mostly
everything. yes. It was good and nothing really.

2/15/2017 9:27 AM

974 not at all 2/15/2017 9:23 AM

975 idk 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

976 ya 2/15/2017 9:22 AM

977 Monday thru Friday 8-3 working hands on hands on by driving mechanics/welding yes I don't
know

2/15/2017 9:22 AM

978 monday thru friday 8-1 at school white people by driving everything yes why are there so many
ungrateful people

2/15/2017 9:22 AM

979 Fun ,safe, learning place 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

980 too many morning at home on my own drive things that will help my career yes 2/15/2017 9:21 AM

981 Monday-Thursday 9-2:15 In a Classroom Hands-On Activities Drive my Car Things that I will
use in life Yes Nothing

2/15/2017 9:21 AM

982 dc 2/15/2017 9:20 AM

983 i want to learn more in the career i'm interested in. 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

984 everyday all day science power point car healthcare yes none 2/14/2017 9:46 AM

985 everyday science 2/14/2017 9:44 AM

986 monday - friday 8-3:15 In class Notes A car or bus none Yes 2/14/2017 9:44 AM
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987 monday-friday 10-2 home drive about taking care of children yes idk 2/14/2017 9:43 AM

988 Monday-friday 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

989 tuesdays and thursdays 2/14/2017 9:42 AM

990 its okay 2/14/2017 9:41 AM

991 im at school all the time and i feel best in my class with my friends where im comfortable with
my surrounding and also chang the punishment system it is way too harsh on someone 8
hours of isolation no break no talking nothing but forced work its ridiculous

2/14/2017 9:18 AM

992 shorter days, no home work or projects, pick our teachers, not have to ask to go the the
bathroom, NO tardy hall at all, no phone restrictions, and most of all teacher who have more
experience

2/14/2017 9:14 AM

993 5 8 to 3 in groups having certain classes i want car mechanics yes 2/14/2017 9:13 AM

994 We go to school Monday through Thursday, school stars at 12 ends between 3 and 4. School
would be in newer class rooms. We would also pick our teachers.

2/13/2017 1:30 PM

995 Monday through Thursday. 8-2. in a class with 15-20 students. paper and pencil. 2/13/2017 9:55 AM

996 Well since high school is my main job right now I would like it everyday. I wish the day was
longer and we had more of a break. I believe if I am already at school for nine hours I don't see
a problem to have class until 5 pm. I learn best hands on and in a group setting where we can
have feed back on each others work. I want to learn mechanical skills as well as designing
skills. i like positive teachers that can solve problems quickly and ask us our opinions.

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

997 tuesday and thursday 9-3 in a quiet enviornment a need to get wrok done car Bible classes
yes be more serious about college, stresss it

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

998 Everyday 8:00 to 2:15 Class room Music and hands on Drive Computer,design Yes and No I
would like to have more free time to do work

2/13/2017 9:54 AM

999 Everyday. All day. Activities and worksheets help me learn best. I would have liked to be able
to learn Latin as a language. I would like to pick some courses and teachers.

2/13/2017 9:52 AM

1000 i Belive that high school should be more like collage at least the 11 and 12 grades. classes 3
days a week either morning or night and you learn what you need for your future.

2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1001 the week days, 8-3, home, music drive science, yes, 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1002 i attend school monday-friday every week 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1003 Monday through friday 2/13/2017 9:51 AM

1004 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. mid day math teachers drive yes 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1005 everything i do now 2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1006 tuesday to friday 8 to 1 home friends car science yes its boring here tbh, i dont like sitting in
class all day in classes that i really dont like. like math i know i need it be pre clac straight up
sucks.

2/13/2017 9:50 AM

1007 5 days a week 10 to 3, am to pm in a smaller classroom kinithstetic teaching methods, face to
face student to student tutoring. by car or bike. many sciences and and literatures. yes there
should be a cap on how many students can be in any one class at a time, and a block
schedule would be more beneficial because it would allow for longer class periods so those
who have troule iin classes may get the extra help they need.

2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1008 idk 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1009 monday, wednesday, friday 10am-4pm outside visuals drive myself competition/games yes 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1010 week days minus Friday stars at 12 ends at 3 I would like to pick my teachers and I would like
to learn real business and drive to school also I would like to be able to leave school when
ever and not have to ask to take a piss

2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1011 3 12 classroom 2/13/2017 9:49 AM

1012 Monday Tuesday. starts at 9. ends at 1. when im doing hands on things. give me actual 2/13/2017 9:49 AM
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business classes where the teacher teaches business things. actual business. I would love to
pick my teachers. nothings just need an ACTUAL business teacher that teaches ACTUAL
business.

1013 I am here everyday unless im sick or have an appointment, I attend all hours, in a peaceful
environment, breaking things down, drive myself, things you do when you're an adult, yes, its
been pretty good

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1014 monday-friday, hours 9:00a.m - 3:30 or 4:00 p.m. i learn the best with anything hands on. i
drive so by car. me pick my own courses.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1015 monday-thursday 9-2 in a classroom that is hands on teachers that care about actually
teaching drive real world things (math, taxes, how to apply for scholarships etc) yes!!!!!!!!
bathrooms to be cleaned so im not holding my bladder all day

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1016 5 days a week, Monday through Friday. i want to drive. i want to learn engineering and
healthcare. i would love to pick my own courses and teachers. not as strict cellphone policy.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1017 5 days a week 10:15 school interaction driving engineering no that we can leave school and
get our own lunch.

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1018 What helped me learn was when teachers don't give vocabulary test. Giving world examples to
help me relate things to other things

2/13/2017 9:48 AM

1019 everyday maybe missing 1 day a month for doctors appointments. everyday in the classroom
where everybody isnt smarter than me music my car how to do life yes nothing

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1020 every day mid day to about 3 while im at home being alone drive myself only whats necessary
yes not to put me in classes with people who dont learn the same way

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1021 Tuesday-Friday 8am to 2pm At home Computer and text books My own car Whatever I need to
to guarantee a successful lifestyle Yes Nothing

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1022 1) mon-fri 2) 2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1023 4 days a week; 9am- 3pm; in a classroom; more technology, like laptops for every responsible
student; my own car or the school bus; things that will help me through life and my career;
yes; we get to take fun courses like horseback riding

2/13/2017 9:47 AM

1024 monday-friday 9 and mondsay through friday better teaching i drive idk yet yes some of the
teachers to be less uptight

2/13/2017 9:46 AM

1025 I'm fine with attending on weekdays but it should start later in the day since teenage brains
aren't really awake and functioning until much later than 8 am. I learn best in engaging and
interactive class rooms with teachers who are genuinely passionate about what they are
teaching and care about the students' input. I want to be able to learn things that pretain to
what I want to pursue, instead of continuously taking classes that will never come into use
with the field I hope to go into. I would like to pick my own courses, but the teachers would be
hard to choose from since you wouldn't know how they teach until I take their class. There's
not much else to say other than the fact that students should be treated as young adults
instead of kids.

2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1026 half days, 5 days a week 8:30am-12:00pm relaxed settings time drive journalism yes not sure 2/13/2017 9:45 AM

1027 Mon-Fri 7:00am-3:00pm In All Classes I Do Not Need Help To Learn Car Veterinary Medicine
Yes Of Course I Wish There Were More Opportunities To Learn Different Things

2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1028 tuesday, thursday, friday 9 -4 at school more computer drive to school pick courses and
teachers

2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1029 every any school technology and techers alive criminal justice yes the teachers are more
modernalized which is good for the students because they can teach us using things from our
times such as music artist movies and other things

2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1030 keep it the same time and date wise but add more classes the prepare for real jobs 2/13/2017 9:43 AM

1031 4 days 10-4 Art and history and Physiology Art, animating, finance, real world problems, and
how to solve life problems, and Physiology Yes Safer and cleaning, better food

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1032 Amazing. 2/13/2017 9:42 AM
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1033 Later in the day, comfy clothes, and more hands on tasks that will improve my learning, and
teaching you things that you could use in your future.

2/13/2017 9:42 AM

1034 Being an honor student and getting scholarships to the schools I want and becoming
successful in life and having a great job that pays six figures

2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1035 week days 9-2 in school good teaching driving everything yes nothing 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1036 not sure 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1037 5 days a week 10-5 hands on drive want all i need to know to be a diesel mechanic yes kinda 2/13/2017 9:41 AM

1038 yes 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1039 Monday-Thursday. 10-1. Teachers that know what they are talking about. Car. Things that will
actually help me make it in life. Get teachers that can conform to different teaching styles, not
just one. You can't judge a fish on its ability to climb a tree.

2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1040 idk 2/13/2017 9:40 AM

1041 Mon.,Wed.,Fri. 6:00am-2:00pm Long as Its a Good Teacher who understands all children learn
different and helps ALL of us to meet and achieve are goals I can learn anywhere. More
Updated Technology Yes I would like to pick my own course and teachers

2/13/2017 9:39 AM

1042 all days,early,not sure,interacting,myself,something cool,sure,and nothing. 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1043 5 days a week The same as I am in now. In the morning and get out in the evening around
3:30 I think I learn most of my school work in Spanish and Sociology. Those are the only 2
classes I feel like I have learned something in the other 5 I don't feel that way. It depends on
what the teachers do , sometimes I like lectures and sometimes I don tit just depends. I want
to get to school by car I want to learn how and what I need to do to become a Registered
Nurse Yes I would like to pick my own classes and teachers.. The reason I say that is
because I don't think all this "ACP, Pre-AP", and CP is called for. I feel like they should just
divide the students up not separate them by how smart or dumb they are. I really and truly
don't think its fair. we are all the same so we should be treated the same way. Not how some
students are "smarter" than others. All of us should be ACP no need for Pre-AP or CP. Overall
I have enjoyed most of my high school career except for all the DRAMA that people put you in
but other than that I am I am good.

2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1044 1. mon-fri 2. 8-2 3. in class 4. music and studying 5. my car 6. healthcare 7. yes 2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1045 5 days a week from the morning to early afternoon in a small environment self motivation helps
me learn best by car I want to learn how to succeed in future cicumstances I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers nothing

2/13/2017 9:38 AM

1046 5 days 3-8 visualize the average school neccisties drive accounting yes 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1047 I tend to come on the days that i feel like coming and for the amount of time I feel needed. I
learn best when I work with people one on one. I would like to drive myself. I would like to learn
how to file my taxes and deal with my own bank account. I would LOVE to pick my own
classes and teachers. I am ready to Graduate!

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1048 Wednesday-Friday 10:00-3:00 In the classroom Technology Carpool Math, Coding, Science,
and History Yes Nothing

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1049 I want to be in school 5 days a week, normal time, i work best in a quiet but fast class, visual
learning helps, i want to drive to school, i want to learn basic classes.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1050 5 6 periods math car hands on 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1051 5 days a week 9:00-3:30 In a laid back classroom A teacher who makes sure I have
something understood My car Everything Yes

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1052 Monday-Friday drive to school want to learn about business and money 2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1053 Through the week days and everyday that I have to attend any other classes. Maybe in the
mornings so that I could go ahead and get it out the way and I could have a job. I learn better
in a more quiet environment.

2/13/2017 9:37 AM

1054 I think I would rather attend my classes at 10 am I would learn best in a stable environment 2/13/2017 9:36 AM
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1055 High school is just fine. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1056 mon-fri 6:00 to 12 In a class shown experiments mechanics yes Better food 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1057 car history yes I would like to pick my courses class about golf and the fundamentals of it. 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1058 5 days All day Practice hands on drive important knowledge yes organized 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1059 weekdays noon-2pm school teachers by car the basics to help me later in life yes nope 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1060 Monday-Friday Day Time Classroom Hands on Acitivities Vehicle Career Yes Nothing else 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1061 mon-thurs 9am-2pm on ground 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1062 I would want our school days to be Monday through Thursday, 9-3. I learn best in a closed
environment where I have no distractions. I would want to get to school by myself. I want to
learn psychology, along with other core classes. I would want to choose my own teachers and
classes.

2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1063 Monday-Thursday 10AM-2:30 In a classroom Taking Notes Car Stuff Yes Food 2/13/2017 9:36 AM

1064 5 days 8 to 3 weight room weights my car Baseball si good food 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1065 off and on weeks like one week its Monday Wednesday and Friday and the next week only be
Tuesday and Thursday

2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1066 idk 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1067 5 days a week, 7 to 2, school, quiet places, car, 2/13/2017 9:35 AM

1068 5 days a week all math study math yes it was fun 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1069 im in school 5 days a week ill attend when in can and i learn in more of a physical environment 2/13/2017 9:34 AM

1070 I am in school 5 days a week from 1st period till 6th. My favorite classes are English history
and science. I am a visual and hands on learner. I drive in a car. I want to learn life skill like
taxes checks, budgeting. yes I would.

2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1071 5 days I will always attend science books yes idk 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1072 fhjnfd 2/13/2017 9:33 AM

1073 school everyday yet boring 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1074 1All 2All day 3In Class 4Children 5My Car 6Childcare 7YES 8I hate it 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1075 1) Monday, Wednesday, Friday 2) 9-4 3)it doesn't matter 4)a good teacher 5)drive 6) how to
check vital signs and etc 7)yes 8)type of food we want

2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1076 all all 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1077 Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 10- 5 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1078 like three days out the week so I can go to work and school at the same time\ 2/13/2017 9:32 AM

1079 no 2/13/2017 9:31 AM

1080 everyday, 8 to 12, in class, 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1081 N/A 2/13/2017 9:30 AM

1082 all of the days. night but mostly day. individual sessions. anything really. I want to learn
anything it don't matter. yes I would love to pick my teachers and classes. nothing really.

2/13/2017 9:26 AM

1083 Monday though friday, 9am-3pm, in school,by having hands on experiences, by bus or car,to
become a electioneer, yes,

2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1084 1. Monday Wednesday and Friday 2. 8:30 to 2:45 3. in a one on one environment 4.visual aids
5. by car 6. nursing 7.yes 8.

2/13/2017 9:25 AM

1085 In high school I would want to be in school for as many days as possible because I am a firm
believer that sometimes you have to work hard to play hard. Therefore if I am in school for an
appropriate time, I will receive what I need in an education to be successful. Although, I would
enjoy going to school in later hours. I feel this would benefit myself because i would be more

2/13/2017 9:24 AM
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awake for my classes and grasp concepts more since my body is not having a delay in waking
itself up. I learn best by not just being in a row of desk everyday. I am an adventurous person.
When I am able o get out beyond the classroom, I am able to have a hands on experience with
the topic that I am learning.

1086 all weekdays 9 - 2 i think i learn best in a comfortable place games and hands on projects help
me learn i want to drive to school i would like to learn more about nutrition and athletic training.
yes i would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1087 I will be at school everyday, I believe i will still attend on time in the mores or a little late. I also
would leave early because of my collage classes. I think i learn best in a class room. Things
that help me learn is having a teach that is will to help me and understand my requirement and
needs for working and understanding. I would love to pick my own course and teachers if I
could but I'm not very pick and I get along well with all my teachers.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1088 I like the way school is set up now. If it started later children would be more lazy and less
likely to get things done the way they should. If we were allowed to pick teachers, classes, etc
then you would never get out of your comfort zone and discover who and what you really enjoy.

2/13/2017 9:24 AM

1089 3-4 days a week early in the morning to early in the afternoon i learn best i quiet warm places
depending on the assignment hands on activities. drive. about the medical field. yes. i dont
think school should last as long and have so many classes. for many students its hard to keep
up with all 7. also we waste so much time on subjects that half of us will never use. let us pick
our strong subjects instead of forcing us to learn something we just arent good at. school is
suppose to be here for the students benefits. so let us benefit from what we feel we do best in.

2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1090 monday - thursday. 9:30 until 4 at home hands on activitys i drive. hands on. stuff that will help
me in the real world. YES offer classes the will each us how to pay bills, file taxes, manage
your money, budget and things like that.

2/13/2017 9:23 AM

1091 -In school Monday through Friday -9 o'clock through 2 o'clock -i learn the best when i'm awake
and ready -being showed with hands on and visuals -i want to drive to school -i want to learn
around my interest -i want to be a nurse or engineer -yes -i would just like it to revolve around
the way i learn and the day needs to be shorten and start later

2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1092 ~weekdays ~9 ~in a class with a good teacher ~a good teacher who ca make learning fun ~my
car ~all the things ~yes ~yes i would ~cleanliness

2/13/2017 9:22 AM

1093 4 days a week would be good 8-2 I'm more of a hands on learner I want another spanish class
I would like to pick my own courses and teachers

2/13/2017 9:21 AM

1094 - five days a week - all day - in an empty room - one on one communication - by my own
transportation - healthcare and photography - yes - i don't know

2/13/2017 9:20 AM

1095 all days when school starts not getting up so early i drive so i want to learn things that are
actually relevant ti life sometimes i think that they're should be a class that teaches kids about
God and they can sign up for the class if that want to because people in this school need
Jesus!

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1096 I'm in school for full time, five days a week. I learn best in math and science fields.
Organization and prioritization are key components that I lack. I want to get to school anyway
that doesn't get me there late. I want to learn how to prioritize and organize my work, but
business and agriculture is interesting. I, personally, do not care, but that would be a nice
feature. Where are our 3-D printers?

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1097 Monday -Friday, 8-2, teachers, i want to drive, about sports, and business, yes, nothing 2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1098 -Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday -morning -In the class room -hands on activites -drive -
veterinarian -yes

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1099 monday through friday 9:00-4:00 in a quiet environment with less students the smart board
driving how to pay bills and taxes how to budget how to fill out a check how to sign my name.
basic life skills yes i would love to do that ummmm nothing

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1100 everyday, 9-4,in the classroom,a good teacher,drive,alot,i would like to pick my own courses
but not my own teachers,it was real

2/13/2017 9:19 AM

1101 i would be in school on tuesday- fridays 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1102 5 days.9 am to 4 pm. in a class.visual. a car. yes 2/13/2017 9:18 AM
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1103 i feel high school should be solely focused on career choices. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1104 Monday-Friday 9:00am-2:00pm I learn best in a friendly, helpful environment. I prefer hands on
activities and visual aids. I want to get to school by driving myself. I want to learn math,
science, and healthcare. I would love to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1105 Monday-Thursday 9:00-4:00 Yes, I'd like to choose my own classes and teachers. 2/13/2017 9:18 AM

1106 i would go 3 days a week. at 9 am in a class where people ask questions. hands on learning.
drive. business and real life things. yes. nothing that's about it.

2/13/2017 9:17 AM

1107 All 5 School Hours Anywhere Hands on Car Anything Yes Nothing 2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1108 School should start at 9 or 10 and only be Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. It's too much
for a student in high school to go everyday from 8-3 and work five or six nights a week. It's
incredibly draining and frustrating.

2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1109 Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. early morning 8am. in the class room. drive to school.
medical stuff. yes.

2/13/2017 9:16 AM

1110 Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Around people My car How to do taxes and write a check I'd
like to pick my courses but not my teachers. Freaking change the dress code. Girls can't show
their shoulder but boys run around the gym without shirts on.

2/13/2017 9:15 AM

1111 dont know 2/13/2017 9:14 AM

1112 My ideal day would be helpful if we could have Mondays off and have to be at school by 730
and get out at 230. I would learn best if I could be on a computer all day long. I like getting to
school by driving my own car. I want to learn what I need to learn to succeed for the future. I
wouldn't want to pick my own teachers but maybe my courses.

2/10/2017 9:43 AM

1113 i go to school everyday 9-3:00 health care group work, hands on activites drive stuff that will
help me in life not pointless stuff yes cause teachers teach differently and stupids should be
able to choose which one will work best for them i like my high school. i wish i could choose
what classes i need to take for my future job

2/10/2017 9:41 AM

1114 Tuesday Wednesday and Friday we should come to school. we should attend 9 to 2. Get to
school by myself. hands on things help me learn. I want to pick my own teachers and courses.

2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1115 Mon-Thurs 8am-3pm Outside classes 2/10/2017 9:40 AM

1116 everyday all day but not to wake up so early(9:00-3:00) teachers who dont fly threw lessons by
car veternarian stuff yes

2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1117 idk 2/10/2017 9:39 AM

1118 -idk - 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1119 Monday through Friday 9-2 literature studying my car nothing yes I don't know 2/10/2017 9:38 AM

1120 everything 2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1121 - Monday through Friday - 7:30-2:45 - Outside or in a Gym - More fun activities and less
essays and less writing - Car - fun and interesting things - yes - more elective classes

2/10/2017 9:37 AM

1122 i hate it 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1123 Monday through Friday. 2/10/2017 9:36 AM

1124 2-3 days, 5-8 hours, Ill drive myself, I would like to choose my classes. 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1125 Monday-Friday 8:30-1:50 2/10/2017 9:35 AM

1126 everyday 2/10/2017 9:34 AM

1127 -I would like to be in school 4 days of the week. -I would like to attend between 11:00am and
3:00pm -I would learn best learning in a quiet place alone. -Visual representation helps me
learn. -I would like to drive to school. -I want to learn about literature, art, and technology. -Yes.
-I would like to learn about more things I want to learn about than being forced to learn things I
would otherwise not be interested in learning. Also, I believe school should also teach life skills
like: learning cursive, ballroom dancing, manners, etc.

2/10/2017 9:33 AM
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1128 Everyday 9:00 am to 3:30 I learn best in a small class or contained space. Quite, on hands
teacher, longer time to learn. Me drive my self. Only what I have to do to succeed in what i
want when I am older. like I need sciences and math and maybe English but I don't need world
history to know how to nurse babies. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers yes. If
your know what you wanna do with your life you shouldn't have to take classes that you don't
need. If your know then you should be able to tell the counselors and then not take everything
but if you dont know just take normal classes until you do know.

2/10/2017 9:33 AM

1129 all week days all days good teachers drive healthcare yes its awful 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1130 everyday 2/10/2017 9:32 AM

1131 gfgdfhxfghxftgj 2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1132 -Monday through Friday -regular times -in a classroom, teacher explaining and showing
examples -EXAMPLES, hands on work, visual, repeating what needs to be learned -drive
myself -to be a teacher -yes

2/10/2017 9:31 AM

1133 i would want to pick my courses. i learn best with hands on activity's. 2/10/2017 9:30 AM

1134 all five days of the week. I think I learn best in the school building. I think more hands on stuff
will help me personally.

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1135 In my ideal high school experience school will be held four days a week: Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. School would begin at 8 oclock and span until 3 oclock. Students would
have the option to take skills classes that will help them later in life like filing taxes and
cooking. I would pick my own classes. we couldnt pick our own teacher because people would
probably pick the same teacher. the final thing would be to allow students to go to the
bathroom because they should be able to

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1136 Monday-friday 9-3:30 in the class hands on drive myself lots of stuff yes yes yes yes yes yes
more sports like bass fishing, and volleyball

2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1137 Monday through Friday, Morning, at home, hands on activities, a car, Healthcare, yes, nothing 2/10/2017 9:29 AM

1138 i would like to be in school mon-friday from 10am to 4pm. I learn best in a clasroom with
teachers who really try hard to teach me. i like to drive to school and i would like to pick my
own courses and teachers.

2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1139 Every day except for Friday 9:00-2:30 In computer classes Different mentor and physical
things by car about things beneficial YES! I want the administrator not to be stuck up.

2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1140 i would be in school Mon-Thurs. i would come around 9 and leave around 4. I learn the best at
school. Being taught well helps me learn. I want to get to school by my own car. I want to learn
everything I need to know. I would most definitely pick my own courses and teachers. Its
boring here at school we do not do anything fun at all!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/10/2017 9:28 AM

1141 Monday to Friday 9:00am to 2:00pm I learn best in darker technology classrooms where
everything is more relaxed

2/10/2017 9:27 AM

1142 Monday thru Friday. 9-3. in small classes. teachers that help the students individualy 2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1143 1. everyday 2. id rather attend more in the afternoon so im not so tired 3. in a class room 4.
writing and hands on 5. car 6. exercise science 7. yes 8. nothing

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1144 -Monday, Tuesday, Thursday -9:00 - 3:00 -I learn good in classrooms -hands on, activities,
review games -drive -what will help prepare me for college and PT school -yes -I would love to
be able to get all school work done during classes and only have to study at home. no
homework

2/10/2017 9:26 AM

1145 ALL TIMES EVEN WITH EVERYTHING GOING ON AT THIS SCHOOL 2/10/2017 9:25 AM

1146 Yes 2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1147 in school 5 days a week all day. I learn best hands on. activities help me learn. I drive to
school. I want to learn everything. I would like to pick my own teachers and courses.

2/10/2017 9:24 AM

1148 5 days,8:00A.M-2:20P.M,social studies,music,car,music,yes. 2/9/2017 9:46 AM

1149 I want to be in school almost everyday (except weekends). I would prefer to attend in the
morning. I learn best in a academic environment. Anything can help me to learn as long as it is

2/9/2017 9:45 AM
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taught well enough. I wish to be driven to school, and I want to learn as much as possible. I
prefer to pick my on courses with many types of teachers.

1150 Monday through Thursday 10 am - 4 pm In a small to medium classroom setting. Focused
discussion and physical examples. I have no problem with differing transportation as now. The
same core lesson we are learning now but maybe also a class dedicated for preparing people
for life such as filing taxes, making appointments, job skills etc. Courses yes , Teachers no. I
want who ever is best qualified not most liked. nothing

2/9/2017 9:45 AM

1151 Monday through Friday each week from eight in the morning until three. I feel my interest in
learning would increase if there was more outdoors and physical things to do involving group
participation, that being said no more oral participation. I feel it is a lazy was for a teacher to
not have to grade papers and it puts unneeded stress on certain students who need to not
worry about things of that nature. I would find it nice to have the ability to choose classes and
teachers a little more simple and easy for students who don't know that much about how to
excel in a school.

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1152 1. 5 2. 6 hours a day 3. in everything if I pay attention 4. visual things 5. with my own car 6.
cosmetology, political science, and art 7. of course 8. studying is key, and to not worry about
drama, because drama will not get you anywhere in life. Stay focused and never be afraid to
fail.

2/9/2017 9:44 AM

1153 I'm at school 5 days a week. Normal. In school. Group Activities, working with the subject.
Drive. About stuff going on in the world today and healthcare. yes, beyond measures.

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1154 3 days a week 8am to 2:30pm smaller class sizes more prepared and experienced teachers
career minded principles (networking classes) yes

2/9/2017 9:42 AM

1155 i go to school 5 days a week from 8:00-3:00. i learn best in small classes 12-25 people.
listening to other people's perspective and a mix of visual, audio, and is taught learning helps
me learn. i want to get to school by driving myself, but if that then i would bike or ride the bus.
i want to learn foreign language, culture, and history. i would pick my own courses, but i would
want to be placed with a teacher who i would be able to learn the best from. it would allow for
more advanced classes for the classes who only have 1 or 2 levels.

2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1156 Monday-Friday, None, on my own, having one-on-one learning interactions, I drive, important
things, Yes. My final suggestion pertains to the recent influx of fights we've had, going on
Code Yellow does nothing, so, I suggest we install a boxing ring somewhere on school
grounds, any students who want to fight may sign the necessary wavers, be given proper
safety equipment, and have a regulated boxing/MMA match with a referee watching the thing
to make sure it doesn't get out of hand. This system allows students to fight, which is going to
happen inevitably, but they do it in a safe and controlled environment. It will also help relieve
the tensions between the fighting parties, and prevent the redundant 'Code Yellow" punishment
from having to be used.

2/9/2017 9:41 AM

1157 -The current week is fine. -11am to 3 or 4pm -In a quiet classroom -Quiet places and being
able to listen to music

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1158 -I would attend Monday Wednesday and Friday -10 to 1 -outside classes are the best -no more
drawn out boring lectures that make you fall asleep -mom drives me so ill stick with that. -
again, how to dance -ABSOLUTLY -oooh can we have a puppy therapy room? Its proven that
animals help relive stress and school is a major stress factor so why not.

2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1159 I had fun all four years of my school term 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1160 10th wasn't my best. 2nd semester of 11th it got real litty. DETWAYY ! 2/9/2017 9:40 AM

1161 too much drama and I realized that I have to trust myself 2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1162 For my ideal high school we would attend school Monday - Thursday from 7:30-2:00. My
students would learn the best in their math class. It would be more active ways of learning
instead of just sitting in the desk doing numbers all day. I would like to drive to school. I would
also like to pick my own teachers and courses.

2/9/2017 9:39 AM

1163 Tuesday-friday,night,car,career classes and core classes,yes 2/9/2017 9:38 AM

1164 all, all, science, studying, drive, science, I would like to pick my own courses and teachers, its
good

2/9/2017 9:38 AM
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1165 My ideal high school experience is something off of tv where you have fast food places in the
school , nice big restrooms , big lockers

2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1166 mon-fri 9-3 classroom 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1167 -Monday through Friday -The hours I have now 2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1168 Monday Wednesday And Friday Not in the morning in a open cool room Technology first hand
experience My car What i need to know to go into my job field Yes Have more money put into
education than put into sports such as football.

2/9/2017 9:37 AM

1169 Every week day.. morning classes.. n/a.. hands on experience.. by myself.. anything that
involves nursing and/or doctoring.. yes.. teachers not putting too much pressure on the
students and understanding they have a life outside of school as well.

2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1170 Mon/Wed/Fri 10-4 Idk Idk I drive Things that will help me life, not things I'll never ever use
again Yes

2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1171 I want to learn how to do taxes, I want to learn real world things instead of a lot of math that
will be useless once I graduate. I want to learn things that will actually help in the real world.

2/9/2017 9:36 AM

1172 actually learning what I need for what I want to be 2/9/2017 9:33 AM

1173 I love working on week days 2/8/2017 9:44 AM

1174 5 days a week Mornings In the library 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1175 Monday-Friday 8-12 classroom hands on car vet yes it has been fun 2/8/2017 9:43 AM

1176 In a perfect school experience, I would only go to school four days a week. Classes would
begin at 8:30 a.m. and end at 2:15 p.m. I feel that I do learn best in a classroom. Hands on
work and good feedback. The skills necessary to survive in the real world and not the four
walls of school. Yes I would enjoy picking my own advanced classes and picking adequate
teachers to match. I would like to be able to go off campus for lunch.

2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1177 Almost everyday. All. Doing interactive things. Hands on things. Things idk. Yes. nothing. 2/8/2017 9:41 AM

1178 Monday- Thursday 8-3 in a quiet room interacting with others car communication skills with
other students yes n/a

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1179 My ideal high school experience will be four days of the week (excluding Saturday, Sunday,
and Wednesday), a 9 AM to 3 PM school day with 45 minute classes, located in a freeform
classroom, using visual aids instead of uniform notes to help me learn, getting to school by
bus or car, learning everything I need before heading to college with some high school courses
leaning towards college-level programs, being able to pick my own courses and teachers for
every academic year, and most of all, retaining a break within the day to relax before heading
off to my most difficult classes.

2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1180 it was great 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1181 bathrooms are disgusting...CLEAN THEM 2/8/2017 9:40 AM

1182 I guess I would be in school for four days, only in the afternoon. I learn best in quiet
environments which will help me learn. I want to drive to school and learn astronomy. I would
like to pick my own teachers.

2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1183 i attend school almost every day except the days i am sick and i go to school by car and i like
learning math and i love art so i believe that those to things will help me for my goal of being
an architect

2/8/2017 9:39 AM

1184 4 days 8-12\ At home science 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1185 Tuesday through Friday. 10:00 o 3 or 4pm. In an active class (Class Discussions). Don't know
By car Criminal justice stuff yes no

2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1186 fjdksal;fjkdl;afj;ksalfjkdsla;ksdlfjkdl;safjkdla;jfkd;salfjkd;salfjdkasl;jfkdsal;fjdka;sl 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1187 Mon. Wed. Fri. 12pm - 4pm In a comfortable setting. Constant positivity & motivation I don't lol
How a criminal thinks Yessssss. Naps are 100% necessary.

2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1188 Learning nothing but marketing 2/8/2017 9:38 AM
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1189 i learn best by hands on projects 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1190 -I will be in the school on Mondays through Fridays -8.30-3.10 -In class -Teachers -Bus car
parents -What I need to pass -Yes -Cleaner school

2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1191 its a little,ya know. -NP 2/8/2017 9:38 AM

1192 hey 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1193 four days 8:00 and get out at lunch classroom better teachers and hands on car everything
possible yes keep the school clean and get teachers that actually know how to teach

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1194 Monday- Friday 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1195 it goes by fast 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1196 1 - Cleaner 2 - Better food 3 - I would love to pick my own classes 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1197 0, none home, computers, waking up, how to sling drugs and pimp hookers, yes the streets
shall be mine. The food is awful

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1198 5 days a week 10am-4pm one on one time with teacher '' my own car medical stuff,cooking,
home ec yes

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1199 4 days a week 5 hours a day in math better teachers in my car all the subjects I need to
graduate yes

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1200 I don't care 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1201 Monday-Friday 8:00-2:45 in class quietness bus yeah nothing 2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1202 monday-thursday, 9-2:30,The comfort of my own home, Adequate Supplies, My own
Transportation, Valuable Information for dealing with the outside world finances etc, Yes, a
clean sanitary building would be nice especially the bathrooms

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1203 -Each Weekday. -9 to 1. (getting out early) -Classrooms. -Interactivity and interested teachers.
-Car. -Things that will actually impact my future career. -Yes. -Less restriction on attendance
and tardiness. Make it a little more clear the boundaries that can and cannot be passed.

2/8/2017 9:37 AM

1204 Week days. Afternoon. In a class room where the teacher is engaged and people are
contributing and interacting.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1205 GIVE MR.GROVES A PAY RAISE 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1206 Mon-Fri. 8am to 2pm. In class. A decent teacher and no student teachers. Car. What I need to
get out o here. Yes! A clean school that doesn't waste money on the football team.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1207 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 8:30 -8:00 At home when i study from a book. I learn best
when i am presented with visual learning(seeing whats going on) and hands on learning. Drive
myself. As before, Video game designing and music. Yes i would. Put the people that want to
learn in the same school and the ones who do not put them in their own school.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1208 I don't care this is my senior year. 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1209 I will be in school Monday through Friday. From 8:00 AM to 2:15 PM I learn best in school.
Visual learning and hands on learning. I want to ride to school. I want to learn about anything
that will help me in the future. I would like to choose my own courses and teachers. I have
enjoyed my high school years so far. I do not want to graduate so soon. My teachers have
been the best over the years.

2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1210 I don't care this is my last year 2/8/2017 9:36 AM

1211 I feel like we should go every week days but Fridays are always half days, but I know that
would make Mondays-Thursdays a little longer. Monday through Thursday we should get out at
4:30. And Fridays we get out at 11:30. But the ones who only have 6 classes should get out at
at 3:30 on Monday-Thursday. I learn best in a classroom. Hands on activities help me learn
best. I want to get to and from school by my car. I want to learn the subjects I have to know in
order to get into college. I would love to pick my teachers and subjects! Our school bathrooms
are pathetic. I feel like I am going to get a disease every time I walk in there. It should be
illegal for students to be in this environment. The toilets leak everywhere, there is never any
soap or paper towels in the dispenser, there is always hair in the sink and shit all over the

2/8/2017 9:36 AM
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place, there are used feminine products everywhere, and I could just go on and on. This needs
to be solved. It's absolutely ridiculous. Jones County High School is disgusting!

1212 Everyday. In the morning. In class. Notes. Drive. 2/8/2017 9:35 AM

1213 everyday, morning time by driving,yes i would like to pick my own teacher 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1214 1. all 2. afternoon 3. computer 4. smaller classes 5. driving 6. computer technology 7. yes 8.
nothing

2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1215 monday - friday 7-2 2/8/2017 9:34 AM

1216 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 9:00-2:00 In a hands on lab, in a technology lab, in
experimental labs Hands on, technology, labs, Drive myself I want to learn more about
medicine, nursing, surgery; doctor things Yes Have more freedom around school, more lenient
schedule, more like a college environment (less strict dress code)

2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1217 go to school Monday-Friday from 8:30-1:20. I learn best in advanced classes with few
students, also student interactions help me learn better. I like to drive myself to school. I would
like to learn more medical things that would help me in my future and would also like to choose
my own classes. I also believe that lunches should be longer and highschool seniors should be
allowed to leave campus to eat. Also i believe that a mandatory 6 classes for seniors is too
much, as long as a senior is on track to graduate, they should be able to take fewer than 6
classes.

2/8/2017 9:27 AM

1218 five morning small class enviroment hands on activity 2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1219 I am in school every day. I leave after fifth period which is really nice. I think I could learn
anywhere. Teachers who lecture and make the subject interesting are the best. I like to drive. I
think we should bring back DEAR! Yes!! you can mostly already do this, but sometimes you
can't get out of a class (even if it is stupid and pointless).

2/8/2017 9:25 AM

1220 My dream High School career is 4 days a week, I would want to attend from 9-3, I learn best in
small groups in a quiet room, Things to help me learn are hands on activities, I want to drive to
school, YES i think we should be able to pick our own teachers and courses, another thing i
think we should be able to leave and go get our own lunch.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1221 I will be in school Monday to Thursday. From 9 am till 3 pm. I learn best in a classroom with
independent work and study. I learn with all the techniques as long as I can ask further
questions to understand the subject better. Bus or have someone drive me. I want to learn
healthcare classes. I would like to chose my courses and teachers. Less time in class, and
more time actually doing stuff.

2/8/2017 9:24 AM

1222 5 days; 8:50-12:50; In a classroom; Teachers; A car; Important stuff; Yes; I like going home 2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1223 4 full days, one half day Later in the day I represent a small percentage of the AP students,
and my ideal high school would not nearly be as ideal as it should for the rest of the school
demographics.

2/8/2017 9:23 AM

1224 going to school everyday, i learn best with teachers that are involved in our lives and not just
talking all day. i want to learn more anatomy. i think yall could be less strict about bookbags
and about dress code.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1225 Monday-Friday 9-3 When I am explained things, History, Healthcare Listening to what I'm being
taught Myself Anything that will benefit me in some way and complicated things that not
everyone could understand Yes It is beneficial most to my education, not social life

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1226 Ideal high school experience would be monday through friday from 9am to 1 or 2pm. Science
oriented classes specialized for what your interests and strengths are. Potentially a free period
in the middle of the day to break up the monotony. Teachers who are engaging.

2/8/2017 9:22 AM

1227 everyday, like it is now, hands on things help us learn 2/8/2017 9:21 AM

1228 I want to be in school 4-5 days during the week. I would love to be able to attend only until
noon or 1pm in order to have more time to do the homework assigned every night and have a
life outside of school. I learn best in a small classroom with a teacher that understands me.
Practice on what we're learning helps me get the processes and information down. I want to be
able to drive myself to school. I want to learn higher level math and chemistry. I would love to
pick my courses and teachers. I would love to have a block schedule, honestly. Juggling 7

2/8/2017 9:21 AM
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periods a day is a lot of work and really stressful, especially on the days that we have a test in
all classes. Block would allow me to learn more faster and not have as stressful of a day.

1229 -I will be in school on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. -I would want to attend from 8:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. -I learn best in a quiet, laid-back environment. -Things such as videos,
presentations, and other visual aids help me learn. -I would like to drive in order to get to
school. -I would like to focus on science and music-related courses. -Yes, I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers.

2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1230 monday-friday 9:00-2:00 in a quiet classroom quiet yes i would like to choose my own courses 2/8/2017 9:20 AM

1231 -Monday through Friday -8:00-2:30 -A combination of inside and outside of the classroom -
Activities that make you think and get everyone involved -my car -Material that applies to my
future career -Yes -Teachers who teach the same level class over the same material should be
required to use the EXACT same lesson plans for identical courses

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1232 I would choose to be in school from Monday-Friday. As a senior, I think the school day should
end at 12 if you are on track with all credits to graduate, so people can work. I learn best
outside, but more colorful classrooms also help to grab attention. Things that help me to learn
include teachers talking on a personal level to their students and making lessons more
interesting instead of book learning. I want to get to school by driving. I want to learn classes
focusing on science and math. I would like to pick my classes and teachers because I know
who teaches in a style that I learn better, and I would be more successful. I think full time dual
enrollment students should not be included in the race for valedictorian, since they are giving
up the high school experience.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1233 Monday-Friday The time now is perfect In a clean classroom Being active hands on, i don't like
to just sit and write all the time, doing work on the computer. Yes i would like to pick my own
courses and teachers.

2/8/2017 9:19 AM

1234 MWF 9-1 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1235 Five days a week from 8:00-2:30. I would like to pick my own classes and teacher. I learn best
in a classroom setting with people who are just as focused as me. Things like technology will
help me learn. I want to learn things that will help me prepare for a career. The school facilities
need to be remodeled and kept cleaner.

2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1236 5 days a week I attend at regular hours at school hands on activities, listening, and seeing
someone do the activity I want to learn everything that is reasonable for my successful future I
would like to pick my own courses but not my own teachers High school is stressful at times
but is a foundation for making and learning from mistakes

2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1237 1. 5 2. 8-3 3. outside 4. 5.by car 6 yes 7. i would like a bigger barn and ag department 2/8/2017 9:18 AM

1238 -Either Monday, Wenesday and Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Friday -9 to 2 -In a calm but
enthusiastic class room that doesnt take its self too seriously -More technology and not being
confined in a class room -My car -Yes -im done

2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1239 -Monday through Friday -10 am through 5 pm -band room -interesting or useful subjects -Drive
myself -music education or performance -yes -it sucks

2/8/2017 9:17 AM

1240 Five days a week 7am-1pm learn best outside hands on learning drive myself to school art,
music, pharmacy yes good lunch would be nice. i shouldn't still be really hungry after lunch

2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1241 i want to live and be free with my wife and children on our beet farm. 2/8/2017 9:16 AM

1242 all days 10-2 my house food car baseball yes bible study classes 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1243 monday through thursday. college schedule. in a clean and reletively active environment 2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1244 Monday-Friday Morning time I learn best in a classroom that is clean, active, fun, & is kept at
74 degrees fahrenheit lectures & group activities help me learn I want to drive myself to school
i want to learn everything, but mainly business & philosophy Ye i would like to pick my own
teachers & courses Nevermore

2/8/2017 9:15 AM

1245 Nothing. Jones County is horrible. The only enjoyable experience is the students. The staff are
horrible. They play EXTREME favoritism towards students and offer unfair oppurtunities. I
would want to pick my own teachers so I do not have to deal with the many non qualified and
lazy teachers at Jones County.

2/8/2017 9:14 AM
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1246 I would not have to go to high school, it would all be online. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1247 More college style only go to some classes Monday Wednesday and Friday, and others on
Tuesday and Thursday. Giving us more college preparedness also giving us more instructional
time in classes.

2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1248 monday-friday. 7:55-2:55. 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1249 the way it is now 2/8/2017 9:13 AM

1250 mon-fri, 8-2, cclass, hands on, idk, idc, nothing 2/8/2017 9:12 AM

1251 Sunday 10 PM to 11 PM In my bed Tequila In a jetpack How to make cheese yes 2/8/2017 9:11 AM

1252 5 if something doesn't come up. idk whenever anywhere hands on experience. about animals
yes i would nothing that's all.

2/7/2017 9:53 AM

1253 Monday- Friday 9 am to 4 pm In quiet places-home Teachers that want to help, less students
in a class room. driving myself how to cook and (question 3) YES! Nothing really

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1254 I go to school 5 days a week. I attend school 1st period through 6th period. I am good at math.
I get to school my car. Yes I would like to pick the teaches and classes. Would you need
some guidance to pick your classes?

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1255 MY School is cool already, we just need better food. 2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1256 I go to school 5 days a week, 1st- 7th period, i learn best in a small class of students, more
hands on actives, drive, learn about the care about children, etc. yes i would like to pick my
own teachers. Do we need help on choosing a career and do we need more one on one time
with counselor.

2/7/2017 9:51 AM

1257 -5 -8am-3pm -the classroom -hands on assignments drive -science -yes -nothing 2/7/2017 9:50 AM

1258 Mostly all. 1st-7th. At home/classroom. Visual. By vehicle. Spanish & Design& marketing.
Yes. Don't know.

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1259 i think we should go to school 4 days a week for 8 hours each day. 2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1260 -monday-friday -8-10 -in a class room -being in a concentrated class -drive - more things that
contribute to my career choice -yes -having core classes based around your career choice and
have better consular's

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1261 -moday-thursday from 10-5 -i learn best in my construction and agriculture classes, along with
my core classes -hands on training and someone checking my work helps me learn -drive
myself -yes -i feel like we should learn real life skills instead of things that we will never use in
life. we need classes to prepare us for our career once we become legal adults and live on our
own

2/7/2017 9:48 AM

1262 Monday-Friday 7:30-2:45 in a class room teachers, books, and a quiet class the academic
courses driving yes having classes based on our interests

2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1263 5 days 9am-2pm hands on activities car things to help us in life, such as paying bills yes 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1264 5 day 10am-3pm 2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1265 5 8-3 in a smaller class environment hands on activities drive math and science and history
yes nothing you've hit all of the points

2/7/2017 9:47 AM

1266 -all five days -i doesn't know (fix this survey's grammar) -in a classroom setting -hands on
experience and seeing it happen -by driving -adult things -yes

2/7/2017 9:46 AM

1267 leaving 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1268 there perfect the way they are 2/7/2017 9:45 AM

1269 everyday doesnt matter 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1270 ideal school would specalized and there would be no core classes 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1271 monday -friday 2/7/2017 9:43 AM

1272 I would be in school as much as possible because what is life without an education? I want to 2/7/2017 9:42 AM
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drive myself to school. I would like to learn as much as possible.

1273 1.everyday 2.all day 3.at school 4.choir 5.with a friend 6.music 7.yes 8.nothing 2/7/2017 9:40 AM

1274 every week day 7:00am - 3:00pm science driving myself. everything that would be nice to i
have no clue

2/7/2017 9:39 AM

1275 1. everyday 2. all day. 3.school 4. litertatuire 5. By bus or car 6. Computer skills/drama 7. Yes
8. nothing else

2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1276 Monday - Friday. Whenever. science. driving. quickly. yes. better food. more potatoes. 2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1277 Monday-Friday, 10 - 3, Idk, More hands on activitys and getting up more, Driving, Agriculture,
YES, Nothing.

2/7/2017 9:38 AM

1278 I was in school Monday-Friday. I wish you could go to school from 9-4.I think i learn best in a
hands on class. I drive to school. i want to learn how to be able to handle the real world.
Highschool sucked

2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1279 1. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 2. 8:00am- 3:00pm 3. School 4. Visual 5.
Car 6 How to work on/fix cars 7. Yes

2/7/2017 9:36 AM

1280 Monday- Thursdays, I would attended 8:00 a.m. I learn best in a classroom full of quietness,
Klan academy , by my car, I want to learn about law enforcement and things about becoming a
technology engineer, yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. I just want to get
out of here

2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1281 -Tuesday-Friday -9-4 - - - - -yes - 2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1282 tuesday-fridays 9-3 in the classroom hands on experience driving everything yes we should
have more breaks

2/7/2017 9:35 AM

1283 Monday-Friday 9:00-3:00 2/7/2017 9:32 AM

1284 1) all days of the week 2)from 4:30 to 7 3)at school 4)well there is really a lot that could help
me 5)I want to drive myself to school 6)their is really a lot I want to learn about but the most
important one it law school 7)yes I would 8)I don't really know

2/7/2017 9:25 AM

1285 all 5 monday-friday if i can a little later in morning then normal in the class room or a quiet
place to be by myself and not be disturbed drive myself all things about medicaid and health
care related things

2/7/2017 9:20 AM

1286 Nothing really just wanna go to a tech school 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1287 5, 8-3,more hands on stuff,hands on,drive,yes, 2/7/2017 9:19 AM

1288 1) Monday - Friday 2) 8 - 2:15 3) In class 4) car 5) everything 6) yes 7) We honestly need more
classes that willl take us far in life. like being a doctor or lawyer and marine biologist and
becoming something in llife other than classes we will never use in our life spand.

2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1289 Monday-Friday, 9:00-12:00,any class,more teachers,bus,law enforcement,yes,to make the
school day shorter.

2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1290 Everyday Evenings Outside Hands-on activities Car Criminal Justice YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES Nothing really its kinda boring

2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1291 you do what your told to get your work done.3 and 5 period. I learn best by the person showing
me how to do what they want me to do. bus how to do the job I want. yes. I think you have
asked everthing

2/7/2017 9:18 AM

1292 i dont wanna go to school at all, but if i did id come everyday mon-fri, and take my self to
school, and pick my teachers and courses. i think i learn best in the back of the class. visual
things help me learn.

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1293 all days idk at school visual things my truck stuff about the carrer i wont in life yes 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1294 1)mon -thu 2)9am-3pm 3)at school 4)the same skills I have now 5)car or bus 6)everything that
we need to know in life 7)yes 8)nothing really

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1295 Monday through Thursday 9:00 to 1:30 2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1296 everyday. 2/7/2017 9:17 AM
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1297 I think attending schools five days a week starting at 9:00AM - 3:30 PM will be great. i think i
learn best in a quite environment. i want to learn more about criminal justice. However this
school doesn't offer many classes & the food sucks.

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1298 as is 9 to 3 watching videos by truck the stuff I need in in life yes I would I would like more
break less summer

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1299 Monday-Thursday 8-2 Lit stress free interments everything possible driving myself everything i
need to get out of Jones county yes!!!!! nothing really

2/7/2017 9:17 AM

1300 i mean it was great but it wasnt terrible it was just meh 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1301 everyday everyday math studying car or bus business yes nothing 2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1302 Monday - Friday after lunch in a class with not a lot of people hands on car Digital Technology
Yes nothing

2/7/2017 9:16 AM

1303 monday through thursday, middle of the day, science, hands on, drive myself, yes, 2/7/2017 9:15 AM

1304 I will be in school everyday. Early in the morning so I'd get out earlier in the day. 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1305 All of them mornings science my teachers my car Yes ,only my classes 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1306 each day 1 to 3 language car 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1307 all 6to 3 food and nutrition car food yes nothing 2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1308 same as it is. just do more lessons with money and things you will need to survive in the world
I mena like onestly no one use algabra in depositing a cheak or using credit or buying a house
or the human right those are things we should be learning about

2/7/2017 9:14 AM

1309 Everyday 9-2 Math Car Yes 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1310 monday through friday. morning. yes i would like to 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1311 idk 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1312 everyday 9-5 math hand on activities drive yes nothing 2/7/2017 9:13 AM

1313 Monday through Thursday 9 to 3 science car science yes we should leave school early 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1314 every day, 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1315 all week Monday through Friday at school 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1316 Monday through Friday 9-2 school activities my car nursing programs 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1317 mon-fri 8-2 classroom idk car math yes nothing 2/7/2017 9:12 AM

1318 - All them except Saturdays and Sundays of course. - All 8 hours, even after school. - I learn
best in front of the class and a quiet environment. - Learning Activities. - I want to drive but I'm
really not old enough yet so I ride the bus. - Everything i can right now so I can be prepared for
college. - I would like to pick my own courses, but not the teachers cause I really don't know of
the teachers. - I didn't know the Healthcare class for 9th graders was just a prep class. When I
heard about the Healthcare class I thought we were going to learn more about the body and
medicine.

2/7/2017 9:11 AM

1319 4 day week - shorter more concentrated classes 2/6/2017 1:22 PM

1320 - Same as usual. - 10 to 6 - I learn best in an engaged and positive environment - Auditory
learning is very beneficial to me, personally. - Same as usual - I would like for there to be more
concentration on personalized fields of study, such as music or healthcare, etc... - Yes

2/6/2017 9:54 AM

1321 Monday- thursday 8-12 At home. Hand on activities Car fine arts yes . 2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1322 Monday through Friday, 9-4 , i learn in small classes with lots of practice worksheets, by car, i
would like to learn more about healthcare, yes

2/6/2017 9:52 AM

1323 -Monday - Friday -10am-3pm -quiet class rooms -group activities/group work and teachers that
take time to help me understand the work better - I would get to school by a car -things I might
not understand -yes I would like to pick my courses and teachers -different work can show
what I can and can not do

2/6/2017 9:51 AM
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1324 Monday thru friday 9-4 i learn best playing kahoot study guides, hands on, no videos by car 2/6/2017 9:51 AM

1325 >Tuesday thru Friday >A reasonable time that won't make me disoriented one part of the day
>A quiet room with no annoyances >Anything if done correctly, and not trying so hard to relate
to me >Driving to school >Pharmacy, Russian language, drawing >Yes

2/6/2017 9:50 AM

1326 -all weekdays -mornings -classroom and hands on places -taking notes and labs -driving -
healthcare medical/nursing -yes own courses but own teachers no -get harder classes to see
what I can handle

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1327 Coming to school and maybe taking college classes once or twice a week, and yes I would
like to pick my own courses.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1328 a) i would prefer to be in school monday-thursday. b) i would prefer the school hours to be
10:00 AM - 2:45 PM. c) i learn best when things are explained very well and clearly. d) things
in which i know will benefit me, im more interested in learning, not just things i need to know to
get out of high school. e) i prefer to get to school by car f) i want to learn more stuff that
benefit my career choice. g) yes h) careers need to be focused on more rather than standards.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1329 i will be in school for the normal 5 days of the week, monday through friday. i would prefer to
attend 8:30 to 3:30. i learn best in the classroom. i ride the bus to school. i want to learn what i
need to succeed in my career. i would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/6/2017 9:49 AM

1330 everyday. guess same time now. medicines. studying. with scholarship. medicines. nah idc for
the teacher. It makes me tired but sometimes its turnt asf

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1331 Monday-Thursday 10:00AM-3:00PM More career based classes I would like to drive myself I
want to learn more with my career choice YES, i would love to pick my own courses and
teacher!! The school needs cleaner bathrooms and better computers.

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1332 Monday wed Fri 1st-4th period physical conditioning, marketing principals drive how to start a
business yes

2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1333 Everyday/ through out the whole day/math/in a car/every thing I need in life / YES/ nothing 2/6/2017 9:48 AM

1334 3 days a week 815 to 230 in school hands on learning car everything needed to exceed yes i
feel that teachers who cant tach and have a low overall class average should be fired

2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1335 i would attend school five days each week. i would attend school starting at nine o'clock in the
morning until three fifteen in the afternoon. I learn best in a fun and clean environment. i
honestly dont know what we would learn.

2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1336 better school food 2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1337 I would like to choose the level of a class and the teacher i have so that I can be taught the
way that suits me.

2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1338 Monday through Friday. I would attend all five days. I learn best in the classroom. Notes and
organizers help me learn. I want to learn art. Yes, i would like to pick my own courses.

2/6/2017 9:46 AM

1339 3, Monday Wednesday and Friday 9am-12pm at school an smart how does you grammer that
would be nice better lunch :)

2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1340 good 2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1341 Rarely miss school Learn best in classrooms with teachers more involved with teaching than
book work

2/6/2017 9:45 AM

1342 1. everyday 2. all day 3. doing it myself in a quiet classroom 4. doing it myself 5. my mom
drives me, I will drive myself 6. all I can 7. yes 8. I wish I had more options of what classes I
could take.

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1343 ujrsxtyhrtsh 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1344 5 days a week from 9-2 in the classroom hands on, better books, more technology by driving
in my car how to be better prepared for my career yes id like to be with people in my class that
are typically the same smartness level as me

2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1345 everyday from 8-3 anywhere almost everything car art, science, mechanics yes 2/6/2017 9:44 AM

1346 5 days afternoon a quite place writing it down drive everything I'm learning now besides 2/6/2017 9:44 AM
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science yes nothing

1347 no 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1348 I try to go to school the whole week. I want to attend the full week of school. I learn best in a
stress free environment. I learn best with hands on stuff. I want to get with school by car/
driving. I want to learn Spanish and healthcare. yes. there is no other ideal experience for me
but I wish the school had better lunches.

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1349 i would want Mondays off. i would want to come in at 9:00 and leave att 2:30. better teachers
will help me learn. i want to learn life skills so i can be prepared after school. i would LOVE to
pick my own teachers and courses. i think it will help students instead of putting students with
teachers they don't like.

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1350 I go to school Mon-Fri every week. I want to choose my own courses throughout my college
career. I get to school by car sometimes and by bus other times. I learn better with a
productive teacher that just doesn't try to get her lesson over with.

2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1351 go to school later 2/6/2017 9:43 AM

1352 5 days per week In the mornings and hopefully get out during the afternoons In a secluded
environment with just me and a teacher, or use visuals to help educate. Visuals Drive myself
there, or use the bus if I don't have a car by then. Animation or Story boarding Yes, I'd like to
pick my own courses and teachers. Nothing that I know of.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1353 I would like to be in school five days a week, Monday through Friday. It would be best for me
to attend from 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM. I believe I would learn best in a school environment,
learning basic Physics and Chemistry, plus basic Nuclear science to prepare for the college
environment. I do not necessarily want to select my educators, but wish to choose my
courses.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1354 I want 5 days like we have now but I would also want to start school at 9 in the morning. I want
to drive to school and I would like to learn about radiology to improve me for when I'm in
college.

2/6/2017 9:42 AM

1355 3-5 tuesdasy-friday in the class room hands on activities scholarships or sports how to do hair
yes

2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1356 NOT Coming 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1357 I would like to pick my own courses next year 2/6/2017 9:40 AM

1358 Wed-Friday 12pm-3pm Home Not being forced to follow strict ways of doing a certain thing
even if my way gives the same outcome Free uber and NO PARKING FEES and working
camers in the parking lot How to pay bills and do things im going to need outside of school
YESSSSSSS!!!!!! This school is gross and has no respect for the student needs for sanitary
measures. The cellphone policy is complete and udder malarkey. The library is empty and has
no books for this generation or anything that interest us in anyway. Dress code is making me
feel like i cant be comfortable with own body for being a female. The males here foolish

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1359 Monday through Thursday. i would want to attend a mid morning type classes. like be at the
school by eight thirty and classes start at nine, but still leave early after sixth period. In a
better environment where i know im safe and dont have to worry about going to the bathroom
and not having toilet paper and soap to wash my hands. hands on activities.

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1360 i would like to come to school 1-6 period and i learn the best visually and the way i get to
school is either car or bus i would love to pick my own teachers and course

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1361 8 to 2 fun yes better food 2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1362 1.) Monday through Friday. 2.) usual times but if I take the classes I need for college then I will
get out earlier. 3.) in a classroom 4.) more interaction with my teachers help me learn. 5.) drive.
6.) what I

2/6/2017 9:39 AM

1363 mon-thurs 8-2:15 or 9:30-3 in an interactive school INTERACTION free uber and no fee for
student parking i would like to learn how to do taxes, pay bills, save money. i don't need to
know what 2x=14 means. i don't need to know shakespeare. i mean i'm cool with who i have
teacher wise but course wise i think we should pick y'all nasty af. the bathrooms are
disgusting. the lunchroom has roaches. your janitors are creepy and mean especially the lady.
y'all need to fix her. jchs dress code is full of crap. it's just so mind boggling to me how a

2/6/2017 9:38 AM
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woman of color will get caught before a white woman. how am i supposed to be a great
greyhound if y'all don't treat kids equally?? overall, y'all need some milk.

1364 Monday through Friday, but maybe once a month have a Monday or Friday off. Same time as
now. I do think that students should be able to have more freedom in picking there classes and
what teacher fits them best. A student is more likely to succeed in a class they feel more
comfortable in. Also, if you're a junior or a senior and you don't "have" to have electives
because you have credits you should be able to leave as early as 4th period, without a work
base learning class. Students should just be able to leave school and go to work. Work base
learning is WAY more stress added to you. You have to fill out so much paper work every
month. It stays in the way of school and work. If you just let students go to school and leave
when they need to (if they have enough credits) then you will see higher grades and more
successful students.

2/6/2017 9:38 AM

1365 Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 9 to 4 classroom step by step examples car
healthcare yes more breaks would be nice

2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1366 Monday-Friday 6 hours being active while learning my scooter history yes 2/6/2017 9:37 AM

1367 School would be Monday to Thursday. Start School at 9:00. I learn best in a quiet isolated
environment. I would like to drive to school. I would learn more about computers. The freedom
to choose teachers and classes would make me feel more involved. Dont police students so
heavily.

2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1368 5 days a week 8 hours a day school in a class teachers/books drive basic standards yes I
don't know

2/6/2017 9:36 AM

1369 I don't have a problem with going to school 5 days a week. I hate waking up early but i would
rather do that instead of going to school later and having to stay later. I learn best in Literature.
A nice teacher making sure we actually understand what's going on. I've always rode the bus
and never had a problem with it. I've never had a problem with my classes, but I would love to
pick my own teachers.

2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1370 Monday- Friday 8-2 in the classroom with a good teacher a good teacher drive myself how to
become a nurse yes it was an amazing time of my life

2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1371 Monday through Friday,8 to 1,in the classroom, visual learning, car, math, literature, social
studies, and science, I don't know

2/6/2017 9:35 AM

1372 I think they should have more assistant teachers in the class helping other, instead of just one
teacher. I am in a chemistry class that i am struggling in and I was my class had another
teacher helping me, when my other teacher was teaching/helping others. I also wish they
offered them in A.P or ACP classes.

2/6/2017 9:34 AM

1373 monday through friday 8:00-2:00 i learn things that i am interesting in best Things that will help
me learn are good environment i want to drive to school i want to learn things that will benefit
my future yes i would like to pick my courses and make suggests on the teachers i would like
to have.

2/6/2017 9:32 AM

1374 Monday through Thursday 9:00am-3:00pm At school Airplane Only the required classes for my
career Yes, that could help me excel at school none at the moment

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1375 Monday-Thursday 10:30-1:00 Anything that is not literature or math i tend to pick up on things
anywhere. Ipads Drive a personal vehicle History and government Yes I would have a shorter
learning day, but make sure we're staying in shape and healthy. I would have weightlifting
specifically related to the sport that we play, and then proceed to practice.

2/6/2017 9:31 AM

1376 mon-fri same times as now school better class options and newer technology drive myself
engineering yes nothing

2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1377 better lunch, choose my own classes, no tardy hall or Saturday school 2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1378 Since i have adequate means of transportation to and from school, I would feel it would be
most beneficial to only take the classes required to graduate, eliminating unwanted/unneeded
electives.

2/6/2017 9:30 AM

1379 monday-friday 8-2 With a class with 2 teachers stuff thats fun but also goes with the lesson
drive everything yes i would want to pick my own classes and teachers

2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1380 rlghdktdtlgt 2/6/2017 9:29 AM
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1381 Monday-Thursday, from 1st period til 6th period. I want to drive to school Yes i would like to
pick my courses and teachers

2/6/2017 9:29 AM

1382 Ideal high school experience would be probably 9-1 if I had to choose. I study my best in
school.

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1383 > 3-4 days a week. > 9 - 3 > In a classroom of less than 13 people >Better instruction 2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1384 -3 days out of the week -no earlier than 9 am -I learn best in a small classroom, like <15
people -it helps when there are mature people in the class that don't disrupt -driving there -I
want to learn what I need to know for my job, I don't really care to learn literature -yes -I don't
know

2/6/2017 9:28 AM

1385 Four days a week Monday through Thursday. Starting at 8:30 or 9 o'clock and ending at 3:30 or
four o'clock. Outside in a more comfortable atmosphere rather than in a boring tired looking
classroom. More comfortable desk and outdoor classrooms. Yes I would like to pick my own
courses and teachers if applicable. Letting people prepare for what they want to be and not just
college because college isn't your only option in this world to make a living no matter what the
government thinks. Some people need college preparation classes others need a mix and
others need to be prepared for the real world. We should not be all about passing a test and
more getting better at the stuff we are doing. We should also stop comparing our schools to
other countries who only take the top 25% and send them to school.

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1386 -Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday -standard school time (8-3) - a quiet, comfortable
environment -something interesting, new, and relative -by train - anything that will benefit me in
the future -no -

2/6/2017 9:27 AM

1387 The schedule, for days of the week and times,our school has now is pretty good.I feel that I
learn best in a small classroom setting. I think that having hands on activities along with visual
aids helps me learn more efficiently. I prefer driving to school. I would prefer to learn about the
career that I am planning to pursue. I would like to be able to pick my own teachers and
courses.

2/6/2017 9:26 AM

1388 Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays; 11am-4pm; in a quiet stable environment; a adaptable
teacher, flash cards; my own transportation; biology more in depth; Yes because i would like to
have a good teacher who i can learn a lot from; i just want to get the college experience whilist
still i high school.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1389 Monday-Friday 9-4:15 In a classroom without distractions good teachers and computers with
my car core classes and something to help into my future yes nothing

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1390 -I will be in school Monday through Friday -School should start after 9 with only 30 minutes per
class -I learn best at school -More CTAE classes specific to my career will help me learn -I get
to school by a car -I want to learn about the healthcare, anatomy, medicine for animals -Yes i
would like to pick my own classes and teachers -My ideal high school experience would
include more help from councilors, more CTAE classes involving what I want to be when i get
out of high school, a better understanding of taking college classes while in high school, and
how to get scholarships

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1391 I would come to school 3 days of the week. I would attend school from 11:00 am to 6:00pm. I
learn best in a medium sized class room. I think I can learn better with more breaks. I want to
get to school by limo. I want to learn more things that will help us when we look for a job. I
would like to pick my teachers and courses. I would love to have the option to have fast food
on campus or order pizza for lunch.

2/6/2017 9:25 AM

1392 5 days a week of school, Monday-Friday as normal. 8-2 everyday, I would cut an hour and 15
minutes out of the school day because no kid can stay concentrated and focused for that long.
I think I learn best in a warm environment in a place where the walls are not blank and boring. I
want to get to school in my car. I want to learn Healthcare sciences. Yes I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers based on what works for me. I would like for everyone to have
one free period a day to not take a break and be lazy but to kind of breathe and take it slow
and actually give us a chance to catch up on homework and assignments that might be
missing. I would like teachers to allow you to do makeup work in class because most students
are too busy before and after school for it.

2/6/2017 9:24 AM

1393 - 4 days a week - 9:30-3:30 - In a very small classroom with not a lot of students. I feel like
teachers can answer your questions in a ore detailed way, and if you need more attention in a
certain area, they will make sure they give it to you. - a quiet environment and being

2/6/2017 9:23 AM
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surrounded by others who are willing to learn just like i am - things that are of importance, like
how to pay bills, invest money, culinary arts, how to care for children and family, hospitality -
No but i would like the freedom to change them whenever i feel like it is necessary - My high
school experience is not as good as I thought it would be.

1394 7 days a week monday-wednesday we go to school from 12:30-7:30 and thursday-sunday we
go to school from 8:30-3:30 in small classes i want to get to school by car not bus i want to
learn languages and history yes i would like to pick my own courses and teachers i would like
each student to have their own personal guide throughout their high school career so they can
better themselves for the future

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1395 My ideal high school experience is to have 3 or 4 day weeks, later morning (10 AM or so) to 4.
I learn best in quiet environments. Having a teacher teach and explain things to me visually
helps me learn best. I want to get to school by driving myself, which I will in about a month.
Yes, picking my teachers would benefit me because having a teacher with a teaching style
that benefits me as a student more would increase my grades and understanding of the class
material vs. a teacher who I do not learn well from.

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1396 5 days regular hours in a comfortable classroom that everyone is focused better learning tools
drive myself things that are interesting not boring/ new topics yes i would like to pick my own
teacher and courses nothing

2/6/2017 9:23 AM

1397 I will be in school the days that they choose for me, I will not be picky. I can attend night more
than day. I learn best in a hands on environment, and I will learn about the different types of
medicines. I want to get to school by trying my best. I want to learn everyday life with the
pharmacy because I take medicine and want to be able to know exactly what I am taking. I
would be okay with picking my courses and teachers because this way I know what I am
dealing with. People in high school are mean to each other and we need to really do something
about it.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1398 5 days a week. 8am-2pm In a classroom A focused and quite environment By bus or car
Things that will prepare me for the life I want Yes I would like a high school that can adapt to
its students needs.

2/6/2017 9:22 AM

1399 I would go monday through thursday. i would attend school 8 a.m to 2:15 in a classroom? more
technology. Me driving myself. more MATH. no because people i need to be able to experience
different teaching skills before i get to college. of campus lunches.

2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1400 monday through friday 9 to 4 in the classroom hands on activites driving myself healthcare yes
i would like to choose my activities

2/6/2017 9:21 AM

1401 3 days a week 10 hours each day (7am-5pm) I learn best in a quiet environment where
everyone is trying to learn I would like to pick my own courses and teachers

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1402 Monday-Friday, 8-2, in the classroom, more hands on activities, my truck, the things that i
need to graduate, yes, i want to have a classic high school experience by staying at this
campus all day and not spending half of my day at a college campus. i think its a waste of
time and it puts way too much stress on current students involved in that program.

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1403 I think we should attend school Monday-Thursday From 9-3 In class A teacher actually
teaching instead of giving worksheets all day long. Bus or Car I want to learn about the career
path i want to take. Course yes , teachers no N/A

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1404 -Tuesday-Friday -9-5 so we aren't so tired in school -in a class with a small amount of people -
stuff that I am interested in. -IN MY CAR -INTERESTING STUFF -yes -less diversity

2/6/2017 9:20 AM

1405 -Monday through Thursday -730 to 430 -in the field -hands on training 2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1406 i personally think that a lot of time is wasted between teacher and student communication and
the ideas of changing the schedul seems pointless with out make the communication efficient
first

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1407 ~ mon. - sat. ~ 8- 12 ~ outside ~ technology ~ by car ~ forensics, phycology, law ~ yes ~ I
would like a class that teaches you about college

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1408 Any days the school is open. Doesn't matter. Math. A teacher who helps me with what I don't
understand. A car. Game design or Big programming. Yes, or at least the teachers I don't like.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1409 monday-friday 9:00a.m.-3:45p.m. in a comfortable environment. hands on activities and field 2/6/2017 9:19 AM
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trips criminal justice yes nothing

1410 my ideal high school experience is something like this......... I wake up somewhere round 11
go to school where they have a McDonalds free of charge in the cafeteria. then I will put a
hogger of cope mint in and enjoy my day.

2/6/2017 9:19 AM

1411 starting school at a later time , shorter classes but 6 days a week , i would love to pick my
own courses and teachers.

2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1412 Mon- Thur 7-2 Classroom Teacher explains Sports History Yes Get better food. 2/6/2017 9:18 AM

1413 5 or 6 days either 7-2 or 8-3 in a classroom with a full class seeing things written out for me to
read drive neurology yes nothing

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1414 I believe that the ideal high school would be four days, between 9 and 2. I learn best in a quiet
environment. I could learn better if there were not so many distractions. I would prefer to get o
school by driving there. different ypes of studies like compuer hardware designing. I would like
to pick my teachers. better and cleaner working facilities would also be helpful.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1415 -Monday through Friday -10-6 -A classroom -an interesting course and lots of practice -driving -
music -I would like to pick my own courses -Year-round school and shorter school days

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1416 I want maybe 4 days of school a week. The times for classes should be shorter. I learn best
doing hands on stuff. I think a teacher explaining stuff one on one to me would help me learn. I
want to learn more stuff to deal with animals. I would like to pick my teachers and courses so i
know that i would understand better.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1417 Monday - Thursday 9 am - 4 pm 2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1418 Monday through Wednesday, 9 to 4, I learn best hands on, I like getting to school by driving
myself, I want to learn about being a pediatrician. we need a more comfortable space to work.

2/6/2017 9:17 AM

1419 school Mon-Fri Around 8:30 get out at 3:40 I learn best almost anywhere just has to be quite
music helps me concentrate I want to drive to school I like learning about medicine No,
because then my classes would be way too easy

2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1420 1) Monday- Friday 2) 9am-3:30 3) the classroom 4) comfy seats 5) my car 6) pharmacy 7) yes
I would like to pick my classes and teachers 8) I don't have anything else to say

2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1421 1. Mon-Fri 2. 9am-4pm 3.in a classroom 4.Technology 5.drive 6.idk 7.Yes 8. schools sucks
regardless

2/6/2017 9:16 AM

1422 - Monday,Tuesday,Thursday,Friday - 10am-5pm -Quiet settings -Visual things and
understanding teachers -Car -A variety of new things -Yes -Not to have homework because we
already spend most of the day in school and sometimes it feels like school causes us to have
no free time. It over-stresses the people that care about their academic career. I would also
like for students to have more of a voice to be able to make decisions about the school.

2/6/2017 9:12 AM

1423 monday through friday 8:30AM - 3:30PM hands on activities my mom math and healthcare yes 2/6/2017 9:11 AM

1424 5 days out of the week. 8-3. math. my teachers. in a car. new skills that will help me in the
future. yes. how it needs improvement.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1425 I would like to be in school the same amount of days, just to make the school days shorter,
Like from 9:00 to 4:00.

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1426 Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. 9 to 4 in a classroom personal learning car or bus
healthcare yes I would like a study period to get all my homework done at school

2/6/2017 9:10 AM

1427 Monday through Friday, normal times, in the classroom, teacher student involvement, bus or
driving, healthcare and core classes, yes, its full with college classes and activities

2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1428 -weekdays -8am to 3-4pm - in a comfortable quiet environment -class resources and internet -
bus or car -how to excel in a healthcare career -yes -i expect all of my teachers to be well
educated and mature. i want to experience new things and meet new people.

2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1429 monday-thursday, 9-3:30, depends on the class and subject, studying and activities/visuals,
drive myself, forensics and arts, YESSS, more pep rallys

2/6/2017 9:09 AM

1430 5 days a week, same times as normal, school, more encouraging teachers, airplane, math,
yes, nothing

2/6/2017 9:07 AM
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1431 I would come to school everyday but I think it should be at a later time but still get out at the
same time and also be able to pick what teachers u want and not just classes

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1432 all days same hours in a small class good teachers how ever Things I need to know to be
success full in life yes I would want to chose my own classes but have a guide Have a well
maintained school

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1433 monday through friday i want to get out of school maybe 6th period i want to drive to school
yes i want to pick my teachers

2/6/2017 9:07 AM

1434 everyday all school classes car more about my future job yes nothing 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1435 monday-friday 9:00-4: home laptop car things that help with our future life yes we should be
learning that will help us in the future

2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1436 tues-fri 8;00-3;30 outside a sanitary school I want to learn itilian yes 2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1437 -5 -8-3 -school -visual stuff -car -school stuff -yes and no -there is nothing good about this
school

2/6/2017 9:06 AM

1438 all days 2/6/2017 9:05 AM

1439 I think I learn better later in the morning. Classroom. Car. 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1440 monday -friday afternon class movement drive about the world yes i dont wanna go to college 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1441 3-1 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1442 all days,11 am,literature,car,everything,yes, 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1443 every day classroom hands on things car healthcare yes 2/6/2017 9:04 AM

1444 falcons blew a 25 point lead 2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1445 M/T/W school, T/F/S/S work+freetime 10-3 Alone, at home doing homework/studying or in a
silent classroom environment Silent environment will help me learn Drive to school Learn law
Yes n.a

2/6/2017 9:03 AM

1446 my ideal high school is one that actually get us (students) ready for college not baby us like
we're still in middle school. yes i can say so student do act childish but for the ones that want
to make something out of their lives need more attention. teachers shouldn't just give us
worksheets all the time or show powerpoints, but should have more hands on activities and
student interactions. student should put their own classes but not their own teacher because in
real life you can't out the people you want to work with or your boss . you're just going to have
deal with their emotions and all . just wish this school would make it more like the real world.

2/3/2017 9:56 AM

1447 1.Monday-Friday or according to what classes I'm taking. 2.I would like to attend from 8:00 am
to 2:30 pm. 3.I learn best in a quiet, but positive environment with minimum distractions.
4.Things that help me learn are hands on activities, but also taking my own notes, opposed to
just copying notes down from power points(I get nothing from that. It's proven that when you
take your own notes, you tend to do better in the class). 5.I want to get to school any way that
I can. 6.I want to learn more about real world problems and how to prepare for when I graduate
and go out on my own. High school is suppose to prepare you for college, not baby you. 7.I
would like to pick my own courses, not teachers. I feel if everyone picked their teachers, some
would be out of jobs because most students would pick easy teachers so they can get out of
doing work and may cause more distractions. I don't mind having challenging teachers, it
actually builds my level of intelligence, which is most needed and important to me. 8.Nothing,
those are all my thoughts. I just think that it should be expressed more that if we as students
want to be successful, we have to apply ourselves and be responsible.

2/3/2017 9:55 AM

1448 ck u 2/3/2017 9:50 AM

1449 I'm pretty used to Monday-Friday so I couldn't imagine anything else. I would prefer to attend
at a time starting at 10:00 In a hands on environment with visuals Visuals, driving when i get
my license Skills to help later in life Yes nothing else

2/3/2017 9:49 AM

1450 I would like to go to school only 4 days a week which will give me more time to work outside of
school. I think that I would push the starting time of school back a hour of so to improve sleep
and health, but I would not extend the day any longer than absolutely necessary. I think I
would benefit from having a more hands on experience. I wish I could pick my own courses

2/3/2017 9:48 AM
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and chose my teachers. For example, I wanted to take a higher level Lit. class, but could not
deal with one of the higher level teachers, so I had to stay in a class that was not benefiting
me at all.

1451 9:00 am-3:00pm. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 9 to 3. Wednesday goes from 9 to
1. The things that help me learn are fun activities and less schoolwork. The more schoolwork
students receive, the less motivated they feel to get it done. I would love to pick my own
courses and teachers please. I hate learning things I will never have to use in my life after high
school. It is extra and stressful and worsens my already crippling depression and anxiety. Fix
yourselves before the school systems become more and more corrupt.

2/3/2017 9:47 AM

1452 the ones i want noon in a classroom hands on drive art/drawing yes idk 2/3/2017 9:46 AM

1453 everyday 9-3 im the class room in my car cosmetology heck yes I hate people 2/3/2017 9:45 AM

1454 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday somewhere around morning to afternoon in a class with one
person to help seeing visually car everything yes there's nothing else i can think of

2/3/2017 9:44 AM

1455 1. Monday,Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday, and Friday. 2.8:30-3:20 3.Unless I am surrounded
by too much noise, I can learn pretty much anywhere provided I am comfortable. 4. I think that
learning a concept, then applying it to a situation, or using it in a hands on activity is how I
learn best. 5.I want to drive myself to school when I am able. 6.I want to learn whatever I
choose to learn. 7. I would love to pick my own courses and teachers. 8.Nothing.

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1456 mon-fri,8-3,school, 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1457 mon-fri 8-3 in a quite room educated teachers car yes better lunches 2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1458 the current schedule is best for me. i feel i learn best in the classroom. i would like to choose
my own classes and teaches with help and advice from counselors i would like more college
and advanced courses available to me to prepare me for college and a career

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1459 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 10-3 Outside the classroom hands on experience and
different types or learning Drive Things that will help me more with college yes I want to be
able to choose when i am ready to take advanced and college courses

2/3/2017 9:43 AM

1460 Monday through Friday is nice but the hours should be extended like in china. 9-11am then 1-
5pm.. I would learn best in a neat clean classroom with a good teacher who takes, not only
their job, but our learning seriously. I want to get to school by bus. I want to learn useful things
in life like taxes. I like being able to choose my own course but I would like to choose my own
teacher... just because some teachers don't care, don't try and, don't teach. I would like the
school building to be neat and clean.

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1461 monday-friday,not so early, with good teachers who care,i would love to pick my teachers, i
would like to learn things that will actual be helpful in my future,

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1462 do not start so early with people that understand good teachers drive the stuff i need yes
especially teachers

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1463 mostly monday through friday. regular 8 to 3 in a classroom math and science healthcare
related by my car listed above yes i would nothing

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1464 5 morning on a desk with a computer computers want to live on campus I possible
pharmacology and broadcast journalism I would love to choose my course and teachers
because I would be better prepared nothing

2/3/2017 9:42 AM

1465 everyday normal hours school technology drive math yes take college classes 2/3/2017 9:41 AM

1466 all days, after 4th period, in math and chemistry, N/A, maths and sciences, yes definetly, more
friendly teachers less homework

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1467 1) all five weekdays if possible 2) I like the regular times I have now 3) at school 4) having
activities that interest me. especially food activities 5) by bus and in car if needed 6) taxes. I
don't want to do it but I feel like high school needs to teach it. 7) I would like to pick my own
courses but not my teachers 8)Make the school worth looking forward to.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1468 Monday -Friday 9am -2pmm in my room on my bed listening to music music and youtube
driving there my core classes and marine biology yes to have fewer students in each class so
that the teacher can pay more attention to specific students

2/3/2017 9:40 AM
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1469 1.) I will try to be in school everyday. 2.) I would like to attend all hours that are necessary,
things like gym don't because we don't do anything -_-. 3.) I'm not exactly sure how to answer
that but if I had to say WHERE that'd obviously be at school. Subject wise probably Algebra
although I absolutely despise it and think it's completely useless. 4.) Being comfortable, taking
my time to do things and not be pressed to do so, having freedom to somewhat change it into
a way that I'd like best. I hate how things are right now. 5.) By bus like I always do, I'd like to
ride to school alone in a car maybe but I wouldn't waste gas on that when I can get a bus ride.
6.) I want to learn about my career choice and things necessary for it such as how to draw
anime, how to animate, how to get a business started as well. 7.) Yes I would LOVE to pick
my own courses and teachers. Spending time on useless things are VERY frustrating and
completely dumb to me. I want to pick nice teachers and teachers that suit my style of
learning and progressing. I'm not trying to be lazy but I hate not having my way when IT'S MY
LIFE and MY EDUCATION. 8.) You probably haven't asked about WHAT things would help my
high school experience. Please help my dream come true. I need to be an apprentice, I need
to learn how and what to do for my career, I need help.

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1470 4 days a week 9:00-2:00 idk my own car science yes 2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1471 monday-friday 8:00- 3:00 math technology and practice car more math yes i wish school start
time was later

2/3/2017 9:40 AM

1472 yes 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1473 Tuesday- Friday, 8:30- 2:30, and yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. 2/3/2017 9:38 AM

1474 everyday, like normal days like regular schools, in school, electronics, car, what ever I need to
do, in order to do what I what to do. yes I would chose my classes.

2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1475 4 days a week 9-4 I drive to school small classes nothing really drive to be a policeman yes to
have a free period

2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1476 - 5 - 8:00 - 3:00 - I would like to pick my own courses 2/3/2017 9:37 AM

1477 Tuesday through Friday 8 to 4:30 in a smaller classroom I don't have any struggles learning
personal vehicle I want ALL of my classes more specific to my goals in life. yes I feel more
comfortable choosing my own teachers and class locations. some more freedom would be
nice, in addition to that, more lunch choices is needed.

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1478 I will be in school five out of seven days of the week all day I learn science the best nothing
anyway possible what I can I would like to pick my own courses and teachers nothing

2/3/2017 9:36 AM

1479 - Monday-Friday -Morning -in a classroom -group work -i want to learn more math - yes -
nothing

2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1480 I don't know 2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1481 5 days a week from 9 in the morning to 2 in the afternoon in a class. taking notes and good
teachers that teach well. driving myself. healthcare related careers. Yes The food is good.

2/3/2017 9:35 AM

1482 4 days, 4-9,science,visual or hands on learning, in a car, sports medicine, yes, nothing 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1483 Tuesday through Thursday the morning classes in a quiet environment music and quiet it
doesn't matter animation yes nothing really

2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1484 5 days a week, everyday, art classes, any transportation, yes 2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1485 -everyday 9-5 car math, English, career profession yes allow kids to go off campus for lunch
and make school cleaner and more fun activities during school.

2/3/2017 9:34 AM

1486 4 days a week in large classes 9-3:45 drive to school having good teachers will help me learn I
want to learn how to be a good mechanic yes I would like to pick my own teacher good food

2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1487 Mon.-Fri. Monday , Tuesday ,Thusday In the classroom On hand things. Nursing Yes 2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1488 Monday to Friday. start school later and end later. social studies assistance video game
design and animation pick my own electives and teachers make clubs more informal and more
noticeable.

2/3/2017 9:33 AM

1489 Monday - Friday(not by choice) none homeschooling better teachers that will actually teach
and care about our education. a car about dental care yes!!!!!!

2/3/2017 9:32 AM
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1490 4 days a week in large classes technology drive to school 9-4 hour yes pick my on teachers
really good food

2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1491 I will be at school everyday, I learn best in class, ways that would help me learn are watching
videos and listening to background stories about the topic. I would like to drive to school. I
would like to pick my own teachers and courses. I think my high school experience is good.

2/3/2017 9:32 AM

1492 all ALL IN MRS lowes class bus no 2/3/2017 9:30 AM

1493 Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 11:00 am - 5:00 pm in math and simple science, and I do
okay in class wrong, but better outside working in partners really does help me bus is fun but a
car ride is okay too math and baseball and science and geography yes make the building nice
and the gym fun and neat and well kept and have a lot more gym time

2/3/2017 9:29 AM

1494 Starts at 9 ends at 3 I would learn best with a computer or technology in front of me I want to
learn marketing and business ethics Yes I would like to pick my own courses Better Lunches
so im not hungry

2/3/2017 9:28 AM

1495 I would be in school on Thursday and and Friday. I would attend from probably like 3-8, i think
im best at literature or biology. Things that will help me learn is videos, experiments. i want to
get to school by a car/bus. I would like to learn thins that will get me in the job i want. yes i
would like to pick my own teachers and courses.

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1496 work days 8am- 1pm in a good environment interacting with other people if i cant drive myself
a bus different language, ap geography , ap language yes

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1497 everyday , in the morning , science , hands on like showing me what to do , driving , math any
type of math , yes ,

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1498 1. Everyday 2. Morning To Afternoon 3. Home Online 4. Hands on activities 5. Car 6.
Pediatrician 7. Yes 8. How I feel about the school I go to and how is the education

2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1499 all days that school is open the time it open to the time 2/3/2017 9:27 AM

1500 I want to attend school Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8am to 3pm. I will learn best
online. Hands on experience will help me learn. Until i can drive I would like my parents to
drive me because I have a hour and a half bus ride that exhausts me and makes me focus
poorly in class. I want to learn Chemistry. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.
High school would be better and more efficient for everyone if it started later in the morning.
School needs to start later so we can get more sleep and we would therefor do better in class.
We also need to stop reviewing things we learned through all of middle school and learn new
things.

2/3/2017 9:26 AM

1501 5 6:00 to 2:00 don't know don't know bus how to make video games yes nothing 2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1502 3 days mornings in all subjects but getting help in the subject in a class im falling early more
chemistry yes nothing really

2/3/2017 9:25 AM

1503 week days the afternoon at home car more math that would be great if I could choose my own
teachers

2/3/2017 9:24 AM

1504 we should be able to fo to school three days a week but we have to chose what days we want
to go, I learn best when its a friendly, environment, I would like to learn about psychology and
writing skills, and with the writing class I would like to be able to write stories and be graded on
the content of the story. I would like to get to school by a limonene, and we need to be aloud to
go on field trips

2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1505 all at night math and science small group in a group of friends so it will wacke me up the sea
and living creates yes more hand on trips

2/3/2017 9:23 AM

1506 monday - friday. afternoon. at home. yes. 2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1507 5 days. i want to attend from when school starts til it ends. i learn the best in the classroom.
things that would help me learn are interacting with my peers on group assignments but also
having assignments individually. by my senior year or possibly earlier i would to get to school
by car. i want to learn everything i need to learn in order to get to where i want to go in life. yes
i would to my own courses and teachers. i want to be able to do the best to my ability , even
when i feel "down" i would like a teacher to and someone i could talk to.

2/3/2017 9:22 AM

1508 Tuesday through Thursday 9 to 4 in class books and teachers driving how to be a register 2/3/2017 9:21 AM
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nurse yes nothing

1509 Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday. Wednesdays are to busy for a school day. I think I will want
to attend from 10:00 to 4:00 I learn best when I am in a one on one meeting between me and
the tutor/teacher. art and other visual activities help me learn. I want to ride in my own car but
until then I actually like riding the bus even though I don't anymore. I want to learn more on old
cultures and artists pasts like VanGouh. I would also love it if I was taught Korean. I would like
to pick my classes and my teachers. I want to go to a gloom theme prom.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1510 5 9 to 4 in da club experienced strippers the hoe bus stripper class yes stripper class 101 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1511 I would like to be in school Monday through Friday.I would like to attended school at 9:00 and
end around 3:45. I definitely learn best in a clean environment and definitely in a classroom.
Hands on things help me learn and experienced teachers, also with electronics and different
types of technology. I would definitely would like to go to school on an academic scholarship or
on a golf scholarship. I would like to learn marine biology or photography. I would like to pick all
of my courses and maybe some of my teachers, i guess it just depends on the class. The
ideal high school experience for me I guess would be to chose all of the levels of difficulty of
my classes and to decide what classes I take and to get in to all of those classes, passing in
all A's.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1512 every day i plan on being at school. 2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1513 five days 8:00 math study drive whatever will help me when i get out of school such as want
job i want yes would we automaically make a sport tean if we try out idk

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1514 high school is pretty great it helps you get ready for life also its fun to see your friends and
help them out when you need to and they help you out when they need to, so yeah school is
pretty fun.

2/3/2017 9:21 AM

1515 i would be in school 3 days out of a week i would love for school to start at 11:30 and end like
4:30 i think i learn best in a clean and safe enviroment being able to have options of my
different courses i woul dlove for everybody top go to school in a uber english and math and
social studies and health but thats it pick my own courses where whatever we wont

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1516 5 days 9 in a classroom I don't know by car how to help people yes I don't know 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1517 yep 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1518 2 9 -3 outside make it interesting drive myself forestry and wildlife yes nothing 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1519 5 9:00 school visual car math and phycology yes we worry less about dress code 2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1520 every day 10-4 in a small classoom projects and small things to do with your hands car and
bus world history, early childhood ed, world lit, bio, etc no i would like to pick my own courses
get out of school early, dress code, and free school lunches for everybody

2/3/2017 9:20 AM

1521 5 8:30-3:00 On the pole. Stripper class. Driven by my pimp daddy. How to be a good stripper.
yes why aren't there strip classes?

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1522 all week bc i have to be 2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1523 Tuesday-Thursday and Mondays and Fridays have college classes.i want to attend school
from 8:00-3:00.I learn best in a colorful and fun hands on class than staring at a board or
powerpoint.Like watching videos goung places will help me learn.i want to get to school on the
school bus but i think we should be able to stop at McDonald for Breakfast ever Monday and
Friday.my teachers yes courses not so much i dont like business and healthcare is way to
hard .I would like to come cause im thinking about being a cook when we go to war and stuff
like that.i would like the have a free period to catch NAP

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1524 1. Monday-Friday 2. 8-3 3. In a classroom 4. A good teacher, class, subject,etc 5. Drive 6.
Things that i enjoy and need to live own my own (like having a checking account) 7. It depends
8. i would like to have uniforms. i feel like now-a-days all that matters is what you where or
how you look. some student cant afford what others can. That's not their fault and they
shouldn't be looked down upon because of that.

2/3/2017 9:19 AM

1525 1. Monday through Friday. 2. 9:00 am to 4:00 pm. 3. Language or Literature. 4. Teachers who
are very understanding and will help me through all classes. 5. Driving my own car. 6. I want to
learn anything and everything that will help me pursue my dream of being a broadcast
journalist. 7. Yes. It would be great to pick everything on my schedule to somewhat be 'in

2/3/2017 9:18 AM
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control' of my high school career. 8. Another thing that would be ideal is having Broadcast
Journalism all four years of high school and being able to experience it in so many ways.

1526 I HATE SCHOOL. my whole school experience is nothing but pain. everyday I get bullied. ill be
happy to leave this place

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1527 dont be around bombs and go hard live your life 2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1528 5 9am- 3pm silent classroom one-on-one teaching I will be driving Music yes BATHROOMS
NEED TO BE CLEANED AND STOCKED WITH PAPER TOWELS AND TOILET PAPER!! IT
WOULD BE NICE TO HAVE FEMINEN PRODUCTS FOR LADIES!

2/3/2017 9:18 AM

1529 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, friday in the morning in school hands on activities
drive fashion and design yes

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1530 I would attend school early ion the morning 8-4 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1531 -weekdays -From 10am to about 4? -in a class, doing hands on activities -hands on activities,
someone showing me how to do it -Driving? YES -Having zaxbys or other fast food restaurants
for lunch (the lunch food is really bad), being able to wear tights under a LONG t shirt, the
principal dress coding all students out of dress code not just some white girls or some African
american girls!

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1532 I attend school everyday, I will attend school everyday, I learn best in a classroom setting, i
am good at learning things by working with it hands on, I will get to school by driving if i have a
car, i would like to learn about healthcare and learning how to bake and cook different dishes,
yes i would like to pick my on teachers and courses, i like high school its just the people that
go here that sometime tend to frustrate me.

2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1533 all 2/3/2017 9:17 AM

1534 I would be in school five days a week. School would start at 8:00 and end at 3:30. i think i
would learn best in a safe environment were I could move around and have space.Some things
that would help me learn are group work, activities, and a variety of new ways to learn. I want
to get to school on a comfortable and safe bus. I want to learn the stuff I need to be able to do
my profession. I would love to pick my own courses and teachers. I really don't have any more
ideas but I want to make sure we have locks on the bathroom doors. I want every one to be
treated the same. And I don't want to be labeled as soon as someone sees me. I want less
racism. WE need new technology, locks on doors, new lockers, a longer time to be able to get
to class on time and peace.

2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1535 mon-friday ,8-4 ,technology , car yes please more breaks our brains need to heal 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1536 i be in school every week 9:00 in small groups studying science yes 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1537 easy grades and friends 2/3/2017 9:16 AM

1538 5, 10 - 3 , in a quite place, what will help me, yes, 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1539 Everyday Late morning Classroom and Home Having to teach myself what I have learn over
Car or Bus Every thing I know to know Yes and no, I would like to be given the right teacher
whose going to teach me right but let me learn at my own speed I would like for each student
to have their own speed of learn while still learning what's need to know

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1540 mon-fri 9-3 writing skills hands on activitys by car healthcare yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1541 MONDAY WENDSDAY AND FRIDAY 7 AM TO 3PM MATH AND SCIENCE DRIVING YES I
WOULD LIKE TO PICK MY OWN CORSES AND TEACHERS

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1542 Every day 5 days a week The whole school hour I learn best in a good environment. Power
points , videos, notes, flashcards, games, rhymes i want to eventually drive but i'm not 15 yet
so right now the bus i want to learn about business and medical stuff for animals yes i would
like to pick my own courses and teachers It has been a very good high experience so far, i
love how crazy people get for the football games(come and support the football team) and how
great the high school is.

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1543 i would like to be in school for the same amount of days but start later in the day (around 9) i
learn best in class where i'm being pushed but not to the point of me freaking out about the
overload of work in the class by my sophomore year i would like to be able to drive myself to

2/3/2017 9:15 AM
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school i think being able to pick your classes and teachers could improve grades and how well
students learn

1544 Monday through Friday zoology carpool yes 2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1545 5 9am-2pm silent room silence and no people around me my truck art Yes GUYS ARE
STUPID!!!

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1546 TUESDAY-THURSDAY 12-5 BACK OF THE CLASS GAMES UBER VETERINARY HECK
YEAH!!! NO TEACHERS NO SCHOOL SUNS OUT GUNS OUT

2/3/2017 9:15 AM

1547 - everyday unless i am sick or have any emergencies - the times are fine to me - i think i learn
best by someone showing me how to do it b/c i am a visual person - by studying and paying
close attention in class - drive or by bus it doesnt matter as long as i get there - i want to learn
everything i will need to know and need to use for my future and future carrer - yes b/c i feel i
can learn better if comfortable with the teaching and how they teach stuff - nothing really

2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1548 everyday 8-2 classroom studying my own car history yes 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1549 All week long. I don't plan to miss any days of school 2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1550 5 days a week Everyday In Food for Life Better Teachers Car Everything I can Yes Its really
bad!!!

2/3/2017 9:14 AM

1551 everyday 1st -6th healthcare hands on drive myself things about my carrer yes 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1552 Monday- Friday late in the afternoon I learn best on the family farm or in a quiet room I would
need books, and people to help my learn Yes i would enjoy picking the right courses and
teachers for me

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1553 all days i will be in school 5:00 7:00 one on one teaching hands on teaching i drive my self how
to build all sorts of things yes nothing

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1554 -everyday -afternoon -in classrooms -taking notes, small projects -car or bus -a lot -yes -
making things more fun to get people more interested in and more activities

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1555 Monday-Friday outside classes hands on my own ride idc doesn't matter nothing 2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1556 Monday-Thursday 8-4 Outside doing hands on stuff hands on stuff drive things that will
actually help me and not ridicoulus crap yes thats all

2/3/2017 9:13 AM

1557 I want to be able to have music at all times. It helps me with a lot of different things. I want to
be able to pick my own courses and make my own decisions. My ideal high school experience
has me and my teacher making a career path for me while I have the best years of my life.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1558 tues-friday, less people, later hours 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1559 . 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1560 Mondays and Fridays, 10:30 to around lunch, in classroom, driving, nursing, no 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1561 i like school 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1562 its ight 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1563 I like it 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1564 i will be at school 5 days at week i attend school 8pm-3:15am .i learn best on a computer . i
want to get to school by a care . i want to learn health care. i don't mind people picking my
course/teachers but if i had to my course would be healthcare and i don't really care about my
teachers. in highschool i would really love learning with the lights on

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1565 I come to school usually everyday unless i'm sick. I think and can learn better later in the
morning not so early. I learn best with hands on activities not paper work/ busy work. I learn
best when the room is not to quite and we are doing activities that apply to the work. I get to
school everyday by my mom taking me but later when i get m,y drivers license i'm most likely
going to drive I would like to pick my courses and teachers.

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1566 idk 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1567 well it don't matter what I think because I am told where and what I got to do when im in school 2/3/2017 9:12 AM
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1568 yes 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1569 Monday-Friday 12-6 by myself hands on, pictures drive history mythology yes get to interact
more

2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1570 yes i would like to pick my own teachers and courses 2/3/2017 9:12 AM

1571 I attend school everyday i can. I would learn best in many classes. 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1572 everyday 7:45 studying driving how to get better and learn things about life yes i would That its
been a fum 4 years and im ready to take on a new chapter of my life and just ready to have
some fun

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1573 in school and from all my teachers 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1574 i will be in school monday - thursday friday should be off. our times we have now are ok. i learn
best with interacting with things. group work. i want to learn about children. yes because youre
not going to learn from a teacher you dont like. hifh school should be learning and fun
experience for everyone .

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1575 party alot , do drugs, have fun 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1576 I will attend school everyday. I wold like to start school at later time than i do now. I learn best
in the classroom I would like to drive my own car to school when I get one I want learn
everything I need in the real world . Yes . I plan to have less class in my last year of school .

2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1577 it sucks 2/3/2017 9:11 AM

1578 Monday through Friday 7-2:30 In history class Serious teachers Healthcare YES I hate having
to take classes that are not going to be useful in college

2/3/2017 9:10 AM

1579 i hope only 4 by the time im a senior 9:00-4:00 in class teachers , internet my car what i feel
interest in and what will help me in the future yes!!!!!! i dont know

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1580 everyday earlyyyyyy so that we can get out earlier in classes that teach me more more hands
on activitys i would like to drive more things teaching us how to become successful in life.
yes. nothing.

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1581 Monday - Thursday, 9 am-4 pm, doing something that interest me, by car, probably drama, yes
to see who teaches me the best, not counting tardy's for being late to school.

2/3/2017 9:09 AM

1582 i want to go to school on Monday through Friday, and start at 9:00. i would like to drive myself
to school. i feel like i learn better in an outdoor environment. hands on experiences help me
learn. i want to learn how to take care of the wildlife. i would like to be able to pick my own
courses and teachers.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1583 -Monday- Thursday -9 am-4 pm -if we had text books we could bring home -bus or car -i would
like to have a classes that teaches different types of nurses and doctors -yes -i think that we
should get rid of suspension, the school always complains about us missing school but then
suspend us and we miss school anyways. instead of suspension we should have more teacher
for ISS instead of just sitting there and doing work.

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1584 everyday im at school and 7:20, and in class. studying and hands on experiences I drive
nursing yes I love the athletics

2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1585 all all outside new supplies car yes nothing 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1586 it was good 2/3/2017 9:08 AM

1587 idk 2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1588 every day a week. the normal times. in a class room with teaches that will help. active things,
not just sitting and listening. bus or my own car. how to be a vet. yes!!!

2/3/2017 9:07 AM

1589 -Monday through Friday -10-5 -in the classroom -one on one -driving myself -animal science so
I can be a vet -no because I want to be challenged

2/3/2017 9:06 AM

1590 I will be in school 5 days a week. I would want to attend early in the morning, maybe 6 so I
could get out earlier. I learn best by things being quiet. Writing things down help me learn. I
want to learn how to communicate with others. I want to drive to school. I would like to pick my

2/3/2017 9:06 AM
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own courses. My ideal high school experience only exist in my imagination. in conclusion,
some people are not included in my imagination as well as I am not in theirs.

1591 its cool i mean its aight 2/3/2017 9:05 AM

1592 all five enough to sleep in on my own more visial car i want to pick 2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1593 5 days a week 7-3 in a shop class learning something appealing to me bus or my own vehicle i
want to learn about outdoor survival or an animal harvesting class. i am most interested in
these subjects. i would love to pick my courses and teachers a electrical class, i want to learn
how circus work and learn how to weld and solder.

2/3/2017 9:02 AM

1594 not the weekends in the morning at school someone helping me or no one talking drive
everything that will help me in the future yes

2/3/2017 9:01 AM

1595 -only four days a week -no earlier than 9 -anywhere -good information or resources -by driving -
things i specifically chose not classes that are given to me -yes -i want a longer break for
lunch

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1596 monday through thusrday 10-4 math hands on and worksheets drive myself healthcare yes i
think it would be better if we had half days every so often and we could leave for lunch and
then come back.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1597 mon thru Thursday 12 in a class room idk car a lot of things yes this was not a good
experience so far. these teachers and some students got me 50 shades of messed up.

2/3/2017 9:00 AM

1598 monday,tuesday,wenesday,thursday 9 am till whenever outside being able to do hands on
things a car dont know yes

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1599 Monday-Friday 9-4 in the classroom games car I don't know yes let us use our phones
whenever we want without getting in trouble.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1600 -tuesday though friday -6 to 1 -outside -being outside -a bus -outdoors -yes -thats everything 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1601 5 days a week 9:00 A.M. in a classroom From the school bus World History, Forensic Science
Yes Driving to and from the 9th grade campus

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1602 1. Tuesday - Friday 2. Later in the afternoon. 3. From home 4. The use of technology 5. With a
car 6. Art 7. I don't care either way 8. If one person is disrupting and ruining an entire class for
everyone else, look into fixing it.

2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1603 Monday- Thursday school weeks. it should start at 9 2/3/2017 8:59 AM

1604 i would be 5 days a week. i would like to attend 9:00 to 4:00. would want to get to school by
car. i want to learn mechanical engineering. yes i would like to pick my own teachers.

2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1605 id like to go at least four days a week.the times that we got to school now.i learn best when i'm
around fun teachers because i like to have fun when i'm learning. by driving. more about
children health are or designing.i'd like to pick my own courses. i'd like to feel safe or that i'm in
a clean school.

2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1606 idk 2/3/2017 8:58 AM

1607 going five days a week but starting at 9 or 10 picking my own courses 2/3/2017 8:57 AM

1608 monday-thursday 11:00-5:00 history hands-on things drive myself cosmetology yes it would be
better if we could leave on our lunch to go get something to eat

2/3/2017 8:56 AM

1609 The high school is fine as it is. 2/3/2017 8:55 AM

1610 Tues-Thurs , The mornings, at school,activities in class, a GOLF CART. how to become an
orthodontist or OB/GYN , YES I WOULD LIKE TO PICK MY OWN COURSES & TEACHERS
& nothing

2/2/2017 12:50 PM

1611 4-5 9-2 Fun and underrated class rooms Hands on activities My car Healthcare and music Yes
yes yes Better high school

2/2/2017 12:47 PM

1612 It wasn't great but it wasn't terrible 2/2/2017 12:46 PM

1613 5 days a week. Take dual enrollment and come back to jchs for sixth and seventh periods. I
learn best in a quiet classroom. Get to school by car. I want to learn anything that will help me
succeed in college. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/2/2017 12:45 PM
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1614 Idk 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1615 Weekdays Midday to late afternoon At school Teachers Things that will help me in life Yes 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1616 Everyday Morning In a classroom with other I know Good teacher Driving myself I want to
learn the things I will need for life Yes

2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1617 Monday-Friday 3-8 On tha lake Yeah I like to fish 2/2/2017 12:44 PM

1618 Monday through friday 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1619 School 2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1620 Monday through Friday, during the day- 9-3:15, I learn math very easily, yes I would like to pick
my own teachers and courses, and I would like to have time between classes.

2/2/2017 12:43 PM

1621 Mon-sun 8am-8pm On a lake Food Carefully 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1622 Idk 2/2/2017 12:42 PM

1623 3 days a week from 9 in the morning til 3 in the afternoon in a loud room where i can intract
talking and groups something that will actually apply in my real life yes, please, thank you stop
making us take these surveys. yall dont care or listen to what we say or want anyways

2/2/2017 9:49 AM

1624 Four days a week, from 9 to 5. I feel as if i would learn best in an outdoor setting, rather than
shut in a cold classroom. I feel as if a hands-on approach to teaching would help me learn
best. I would really like to learn life skills, rather than useless facts i can't use. Yes i would like
to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/2/2017 9:48 AM

1625 I try to be in school every day whatever time it takes in high school tutoring by a car math and
biology yes it breath taking sometimes and I think next year ill be doing good

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1626 I would only go to school 3 days a week, maybe Tuesday-Thursday, and it would only last from
10-4. I think I learn best in an inviting environment that is open. Something that would help me
learn is technology. I want to get to school by a car, and I want to learn some of things we
learn now, in addition to more things that I find interesting such as fashion. I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers. I would like school to be fun but also a learning environment at
the same time, and it would be inviting.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1627 3 days a week. I would attend school from 9 to 2. In a quiet room. Technology and
demonstrations. By driving my car. Thing to further my education. YES. That it is pretty good,
but I would like every class to be byod so we can take notes on our laptops and not worry
about losing my notes.

2/2/2017 9:45 AM

1628 I would like to pick my own teachers because some teachers don't agree with some of the
students and they don't follow the rules. I drive to school everyday and I get here at 7:15
everyday. I am now trying to further my education to be a teacher. we should only have school
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday because many students miss school on Monday
because they are tired from the weekend. my ideal class is to take notes on a power point
instead of just listening to the teacher because i get distracted. I also would like teachers that
actually teach the students and would show us how to become better students in the area.

2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1629 1. I understand that some students need more practice than others. However, I am not one of
those students. I could easily miss two or three days a week and still keep a 4.0 GPA. I would
love to only have school 2-3 times a week and not be penalized for absences. 2. I am perfectly
okay learning any time of the day. 3. Outside- I really wish we had outside classrooms
available to students. 4. Anything hands on, less power-points-I want to know what happens in
the real world, not what could potentially happen. 5. doesn't matter 6. real life topics like I
mentioned in question number 3. 7. YES 8. Breaks would be mighty nice. I constantly stress
over school and I shouldn't. This is a place I should come to learn, not be penalized about
dress code, tardies, absences etc. Also, homework should be optional and not for a grade. I fi
need extra practice, I will ask for homework. Let is be the student's responsibility. Otherwise,
it's just a waste of my time.

2/2/2017 9:44 AM

1630 Every day. Either 5-6 periods a day. I learn most everything pretty well but math and science
are things I am very good at learning. Having a less stressed filled environment would help me
learn more. A car. How to be prepared for my life ahead of me, not just knowledge wise but
also people skills and how to be myself in todays society. yes. High school would be better if
not so much was expected of the students. Teachers should try to relate to the student and

2/2/2017 9:43 AM
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not assume they are either too stupid to learn or too mature to be a kid. Having an enjoyable
day is a priority for me because the better of a mood I am in, the more I will want to learn.

1631 monday-friday 9-2 in class hands on drive more about actual life yes 2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1632 *Monday,Tuesday,And Wednesday morning outside or in a place with friends writing it down
multiple times aways helps me but besides that moving around car mythology yes i would love
to nothing besides being with friends

2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1633 5 days, 8-3, classroom, books, car, money, yes, my ideal highschool experience is one that I
learn everything that I will need to be prepared for college.

2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1634 I would attend school mon though fri the normal times are fine in a classroom I want to drive
myself things that interest me I would like to pick my own courses and teachers

2/2/2017 9:42 AM

1635 My ideal high school experience has me going to school on Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays. I would want to attend them starting at 9. I learn the best in hands on
environments. A quiet environment would help me learn. Ill get to school by my car. I want to
learn about the medical field. Yes I would absolutely LOVE to pick my own teachers and
courses. My high school career would have teachers that actually taught their students and
cared about their education and seeing them succeed.

2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1636 cut school, 2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1637 all days of the week. all the time. In school. anything. By car. construction. No. Its going to
work.

2/2/2017 9:41 AM

1638 Everyday, except the weekends. I would like to start school around 8:30. I learn best in
classrooms, online teaching never really works for me. Hands-on usually helps out a lot when
I'm learning anything. I want to get to school by car. I want to learn any and everything, and I
want a teacher that's passionate about what they do, because I love to learn so if the teacher
is excited then I will be too. I would like to pick my own courses, not so much teachers, but if I
don't like that teacher I wold like to be able to get out of that class.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1639 5 days a week 11 in a room with others like me a period to complete the work i have to have
done by driving i do not know im open to almost anything yes

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1640 Monday-Friday from 9:30 to 4:00. I learn best in classrooms that let me do hands on activities.
These type of activities help me learn as well as teachers who take tme to meet individual
needs. I want to get to school by driving. I want to learn things that will help me in the real
world like problem solving, math, literacy, and other job relate skills. If I could, I would love to
pick my own courses and teachers. Also I would like to have lunch breaks where we could
leave school for a minute.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1641 Attend classes at times much like college. Time would be according to the class much like
college. In a classroom with few students in it. Hands on activities. By my car. How to earn my
degree of my career choice and how to actually be successful in the field of my career. Yes.

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1642 1.all five days 2. 3.math 4.working in groups 5.on a football scholarship 6.how to be a trainer
for atheles 7.yes 8.nothing

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1643 5 days 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM In a quiet setting Individual learning By the bus World History and
Geometry Yes I would have a more focused high school career

2/2/2017 9:40 AM

1644 21, 8:30 AM - 8:31 AM, Outside, games, a car, how to build a wall, obliviously, nothing! 2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1645 Every weekday 9:00 AM -4:00 PM Rice University , Houston Texas I don't know I am getting a
dorm I want to learn Astrology and Acting and Comedy Yes Nothing really

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1646 everyday of the week half days so that i could finish the day in college in the classroom
actively learning be active and practicing like what is going to be on the test drive my car
everything that i need to graduate and be successful yes more courses that focus on what
student want to be in life so that they would have some type of experience for their job

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1647 prolly like 3 or 4 days a week with prolly in the morning or something like that anywhere I am a
freakin genius a teacher and me doin homework in my freakin 2017 or 2018 Ford Raptor my
dude stuff that I need to graduate yeah my dude tryna take pre ap my dude I wanna have a
bunch of females my dude or maybe just one good one

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1648 everyday before 8:00 in the classroom Math paper and pencil 2/2/2017 9:39 AM
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1649 1. Mon.-Fri. 2. do not know 3. school 4. phone and computers 5. car 6. using phones and
computers 7. yes and no 8. nothing

2/2/2017 9:39 AM

1650 all 9-3 school bit teachers car stuff yes but idk tbh school clean 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1651 The same amount but shorter days. Monday-Thursday. At home on a computer. Actual things I
need to know. Hmm... I will be at home. Don't need transportation. YES! I wish teachers would
not print out lessons off of the internet and pretend like it is teaching. Teaching is in your job
description, DO IT!

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1652 I would want to pick all my classes including the teacher. 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1653 My ideal high school experience would be 3 days a week and only attending the classes I need
to prepare me for my future career. I learn best in a quiet and focused atmosphere with a good
teacher. I would drive to school like I do now. I would like to learn about real life events like
taxes, buying a houe, etc.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1654 Monday through Friday 9 to 3:15 drive to school i would love to chose my own courses, taking
courses that are specific to m career choice.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1655 Monday through Friday. 8:00am-3:00pm. In a class room. Being able to work with partners and
hands on things. My sister brings me. How to do taxes and every other important subject. Yes.
Nothing really y'all have pretty much answered it all.

2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1656 Monday-Friday 8:30-3:00 Geography A car The necessity's yes nothing 2/2/2017 9:38 AM

1657 NO SCHOOL FRIDAYS From 10am to 5pm I learn best while performing and through
interaction Interaction helps me learn I like driving I like learning about makeup and theater I
would love to pick my own courses and teachers Bullies are real.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1658 1. We should attend Monday - Friday 2. Times should be 9a.m - 3:30p.m 3. we should learn in
a CLEAN environment 4. interactive lessons, NOT COMMON CORE 5. by car 6. more about
politics and things we need to know for the real world 7. pick our own teachers and classes we
take 8. clean. safe. positive environment

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1659 I would be at school Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. I would have a three day
weekend in order to work more and be able to rest. I would prefer if school started at 9 rather
than 8. Most kids are waking up at 6 or something 5 in the morning in order to get ready and
get to school. Teens naturally stay up later and are getting less sleep. I learn best with a
teacher that isn't strict and will explain things thoroughly. Being extremely organized and
having all the materials I need normally in order to work well. I am fine taking the bus if I didn't
have to stand outside in freezing cold and dark at 6 in the morning. I would like to learn things
more geared towards my career choice and not generalized classes based on if I take this one
job when I already know what I want. I would prefer to pick my own courses though not
teachers because I need to get used to diversity and changing my style to fit a boss's way of
doing things. There's nothing else notable.

2/2/2017 9:37 AM

1660 monday-friday morning school studying more ill drive 2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1661 monday-friday morning school studying more i'll drive being in class yes i would like to pick my
own courses and teachers it's fun and a cool experience to be in high school

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1662 -the weekdays -9-4 -in a safe environment -visual and hands on teachings -I would like to be
picked up and dropped off by my mom -I want to learn the things that will help me excel in the
medical field -yes yes yes -I would really love to have someone to help me choose my classes
based on what I want to be

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1663 Monday-Friday. 9 am - 4 pm, or 10 am - 5 pm History and Science mainly are my best
subjects, besides art and computers. Mainly more one on one time with a teacher helps me a
lot in the subjects I don't do so well in. I would like to drive myself when I turn 16 next year,
however, until then I would like to be driven by my parents. History, science, computer
programming and computer art, and art itself in general. I would love to pick my own courses
and teachers. Mainly I wish for more interaction with the students, we are basically thrown in
here and told "Good luck!" If you truly want us to succeed then you need to communicate with
us and help us plan for our future. Other than that, better food would be nice.

2/2/2017 9:36 AM

1664 I want to learn male nursing, studying will help me learn, I would like to pick my own courses
and teachers, not having to deal with stupid people, and being able to graduate high school.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM
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1665 I plan on being in school a lot, depending on if I'm sick however. I would like to keep the hours
that I have - eight hours a day - because it's normal and will make sure I get the education I
need for college, I learn best in literature, I have always had a knack for spelling and learning
definitions. I am able to figure out the definition of words just by it being used in a sentence. I
learn best with hands on activities and flash cards. I would like to drive myself to school, but if
need be I'll ride a bus. I want to learn more about writing and how to properly write a
book/song/etc. I don't think my teachers are a big deal, as long as I can learn what I need to.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1666 probably every day. From 8 to 3. either math or geography. Visual and hands on activities. Me
driving myself or my sister driving me. Technical engineering. yes. nothing else to be added.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1667 3, morning, school, better(fun) learning environment, studying, car, sports, yes, nothing. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1668 The ideal school week for me would be, Tuesday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.. This
would allow a longer weekend, which means more rest, and more active students, because of
the extra sleep and the hour delay. Another ideal school experience is learning in a nice
environment. Somewhere that doesn't force you to be bored. The class rooms here are very
boring and don't allow for much creativity. Something that would help me learn is Technology.
The world is at your fingertips with Google, but schools and teachers are so paranoid that we
will use it for the wrong reasons. Not all of us are bad, therefore, don't punish us for what the
bad people do. I would love to learn more about Journalism and media and that kind of stuff.
Things that they don't offer.

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1669 monday-friday, morning, studying,car, medicin and athletics, yes, i dont know 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1670 3 8:00-11:00 in the classroom our outside hands on activity's driving mechanics yes I would
like to learn about different things to experience to find what like

2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1671 Every day. From 9:00 to 3:00. At school. Visual demonstrations. Car. Health care field. yes. 2/2/2017 9:35 AM

1672 all 7 and from 8:30 to 3:30 2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1673 All 5 days School Teachers and activities Drive/ be Driven Math, science, Literature (ELA),
Business and Technology, Geography (social studies) Yes Our school is not very
sanitary!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1674 I like the hours of school now because I am involved in athletics and I practice 2 hrs and 30
mins per day. I want to pick my own courses and teachers. I just want to be well prepared for
college.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1675 Tuesday, Wednesday, And Thursday. 8:30-2:45. History and Math. Taking the time to actually
learn the subject instead of learning something new everyday. Driving to and from. Economics,
politics, law. YES. Less busy work and more learning.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1676 -all 5 days fam -whenever i can attend -in a classroom -activities -by car -anything that will
help me become a chemical engineer -yes -nothing much

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1677 I would like school to start at around 9:00 A.M. and end at 3:30. I would also like to learn about
the stuff we will need in life instead of useless information like some of the subjects we learn.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1678 1. all 5. 2. all 5. 3. in individual working. 4. individual teaching. 5. anyway is okay! 6. anything
that gets me where I need to be. 7. yes. 8. drama free, school focused.

2/2/2017 9:34 AM

1679 I like having school everyday but I would rather it not start until 8:30 or 9:00 I think students
would better preform and wouldn't be as tired throughout the day. I ride with my brother to
school. I think picking our own teachers would be good but some students may favor a teacher
causing an uneven amount of classes. I do think we should choose our courses. Again, I enjoy
going to school everyday but I would prefer not to start until 9:00 and get out at about 4 or
4:30.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1680 Tuesday through Friday 9am through 4pm in an active class room where we are hands on
doing active things in classrooms and not doing constant book work drive to school in my car
healthcare, forensics, ag mechanics, and wildlife I would love to pick my own teachers and
courses have better lunches cleaner bathrooms and more dances.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1681 -same amount i guess -9AM to as late as i have to to get hours in -NOT IN A BLOODY 30
PERSON CLASSROOM SETTING, THATS FOR SURE -I dont really care -NOT THE
BLOODY ANGLES IN A CIRCLE OR THE CHEMICALS IN DNA OR SOMETHING THAT
DOESNT MATTER IN 10 YEARS. TEACH ME MY HUMAN RIGHTS, LAWS, HOW TO PAY

2/2/2017 9:33 AM
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TAXES, JOB INTERVEIWS, BETTER COLLEGE APPLICATIONS. -Yes please! -Read the
above responses. Also, actually inform us about our future instead of things we will only use if
we are contractors or teachers.

1682 Tuesdays through Fridays 9am to 3:30pm in the classroom one on one parents drive me to
school things dealing with healthcare yes

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1683 5 days a week 8:00-3:00 in a hands on environment having people show me and then letting
me try it driving Mechanics yes nothing

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1684 5 9:00 out side and with friends interacting by driving my car anything yes very realy werd 2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1685 As many as im able to be. 12:00 so that i can get more sleep. With friends and people that try
to help me learn. Free to do stuff that will help me learn better. By driving my own car.
anything. Yes very much so. nothing.

2/2/2017 9:33 AM

1686 no day, 9:00 AM, quiet places , nothing, my showfer in a Lamborghini, nothing, yes, nothing 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1687 1. 5 2. everytime 3. in room 4. books 5. driving 6. idk 7. yes 8. idk 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1688 all 10-3 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1689 5 0 history studying a car math yes nothing 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1690 3,teusday,school,teachers,having ggod grades, secret to life, yes, 2/2/2017 9:32 AM

1691 ghjete 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1692 im in school 5 days a week. i would like to attend school at a later time because my brain is
not fully awake so early i the morning and it would relieve stress i learn the best in a calm safe
classroom. i want to make all As and Bs by graduation. i like picking my own classes and
teachers. high school would be much less stressful if it started later because i have a very
hard time even wanting to come at 7:30, and im super stressed

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1693 Usually all five days,I'm not sure,don't know,not sure,by bus,game designing and and graphics
and coding,maybe,and a bit cheaper vending items

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1694 Mon-Fri 12:00 In hands on activities from myself driving yes 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1695 err 2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1696 5 3 I don't know I don't know car mechanics yes if I don't drop out when I graduate ill be a
mechanics

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1697 Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm In a class that I know people Group work and projects My own
car Everything that will help me in life Yes if possible By giving me more time to get to class
without worrying about not getting to class on time.

2/2/2017 9:31 AM

1698 Zach land 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1699 go to school all week but weekend and 10 to 1 2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1700 Tuesdays and Thursdays Mid-Afternoon In a classroom Hands on activity Drive How to
become an Athletic Trainer Yes Nothing

2/2/2017 9:30 AM

1701 Monday through friday 8 to 3 math im not really sure right now but seeing it an trying to do it
car healthcare for college yes i dont know

2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1702 more math 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1703 im in school all day ereday all day ereday in school school the bus criteria yes nothing 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1704 having good grades 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1705 5 0 school food car how to make money nk kn jnjnn 2/2/2017 9:29 AM

1706 5 days a week 7 hours math paper pencils and calculator car about math yes breaks , longer
lunches

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1707 5 days a week 7 hours math calculator ,pencil ,and paper car about math yes breaks, and
longer lunches

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1708 moday-friday 9-4 when im taking well understood and explained notes so there is no room for 2/2/2017 9:28 AM
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distraction notes car everything yes ummm food we need better food

1709 I learn best in a good, medium loud environment 2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1710 mon-fri 8-1 touching with help scolarship general surgery yes we need to get asked every
couple weeks, is there any bullying that you know of.

2/2/2017 9:28 AM

1711 3 days a week, from 12- 3,in my home,listing to music,more animals, 2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1712 less than 3 days, morning, in a comfortable environment, being comfortable and in an quiet
environment, car, everything i need to be a physical therapist, yes, better food

2/2/2017 9:27 AM

1713 Monday though friday start at 9:00 2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1714 Monday though Friday start later in the day like 9:00 because i can not do my work when i am
tired

2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1715 Tuesday-Friday 9-3 in a small class the teacher reading it out loud then giving me work to
review it car something to do with medical field yes getting class with my friends so I have
someone to relate to and study with

2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1716 5 days a week the whole school day in a classroom studying either a bus or a car architecture
yes no

2/2/2017 9:26 AM

1717 none , once again none, the lunch room, food, walking, math, oh god yes, better food 2/2/2017 9:25 AM

1718 private school 2/2/2017 9:23 AM

1719 5 days a week 8:30 2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1720 everyday, morning, academics, paying attention and not getting in trouble, My vehicle or
bus,YES ,where do I see my self in 4 years.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1721 all hopefully I wish school started a hour later in a environment with supporting people tech and
business drive myself people skills yes nothing

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1722 I will be in school 5 days each week. I don't understand that question. being able to work with
my hands help me learn. I want to get to school by driving myself to school. I want to learn
how to properly take care or teach children. I would like to pick my own choices and teachers.
Nothing.

2/2/2017 9:22 AM

1723 Monday through Friday 10 to 5 so we can get sleep for our growing bodies At home. one on
one with my parents car health care yes That we only have to take the sciences and math's
and literature classes that actually will impact and hint towards our own futures.

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1724 (TUESDAY -FRIDAY) ,( 8:30-3:15) (OUTSIDE/ OPEN ROOM) (LONGER LUNCH BREAK, IT
WILL LET YOU GET YOUR MIND TOGETHER AND LET YOUR ENERGY OUT:) ACTING,
MUSIC LANGUAGE ARTS, (HOW TO WRITE CHECKS) (YES)

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1725 I will go to school all five days a week. I would probably attend school from 8am-3pm. At home
on online schooling. I don't know I will either carpool or get my own car health care I guess it
would be cool to pick my own stuff I wish there wans to much bulling and that the teachers and
staff would be more open minded to lgbt+ people who don't like the hole bathroom agenda
where you have to go to the bathroom of your birth sex. And that teachers should ask us what
pronouns we prefer and respect us since we are normal people and not animals!

2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1726 Mon-Thurs, 9:00-3:10, In a classroom, Take breaks, Car, How to write a check, Yes, Nothing 2/2/2017 9:21 AM

1727 Mon-Wed 8:00-12 , I learn in a class room ,Eating better food and longer PE time ,Drive my
self to class, More black and a pool hall and video game

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1728 I would have fours days each week to be in school I would want to start school at 9 I learn
best in a quiet environment I don't know what will help me learn by a car how to help kids and
take care of them.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1729 I would like to be in school Monday- Thursday.I think School should start at 9 and end at 3:45.
I learn best in a classroom. Group activities help me learn best. I like to drive myself to
school. I want to learn everything I need to know to be successful.I would love to pick my own
courses but teacher not so much.

2/2/2017 9:20 AM

1730 5 Days every week any day would be fine college or school car or truck obviously I would pick 2/2/2017 9:20 AM
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my own courses

1731 i love school but my only complaint is having to wake up so early its ridiculous it would be best
if we started school at 10:00 and stayed later

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1732 I would like to see students be in school only when necessary. I have wasted a large amount
of time in classes I had to take because I had to have at least 6 classes per day. I would like
to see more classes based toward engineering and similar professions.

2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1733 every day I want to learn how to be a nurse 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1734 dont no 2/2/2017 9:19 AM

1735 Monday through Friday 8:00 to 2:00 in a small class room attractive teachers in my candy
apple red corvette all the important stuff yes I would more PE classes

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1736 -Mon - Fri -7:30- 2:45 -In a smaller class with less people -Anything that's hands on -Drive
myself -Graphic Design -There's way too many people in one school. The entire school as a
whole is too big.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1737 Monday-Thursday 9-4 in a class room computer lessons M1 abrams tank machinery sure
nothing

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1738 Monday through Friday 2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1739 m-w, 9am-2pm, outside,ipad,better food, drive, history,food, yes, pool house, papa johns, and
outside food, video game room, and chill room,.

2/2/2017 9:18 AM

1740 i want a gameroom like a place for people how like playing games not just to hang out and
make it a sport also get better food please

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1741 Im in highschool already 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1742 4 9-3 I don't get that question being around others that have the save planned future as me and
hands on learning car all things needed to be in the medical field yes I would want the high to
be more like college and independent so we can be prepare to go on our own and have our own
responsibilities

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1743 Tuesday-Friday. 8 a.m.-3 p.m. in a school Enviroment quiet by car anatomy yes nothing 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1744 leavin th school on the buss 2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1745 4 days a week 10am-4pm With friends Computers Drive Video Game Design Yes I'd like it to
be better monitored in terms of drug/tobacco use and violence

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1746 Monday-Friday less hours as possible chorus classes fun interactive activities with all my
limbs I don't know yes I don't know

2/2/2017 9:17 AM

1747 when I feel like it after breakfast where ever the beers at beer how to make beer alive the good
stuff yes more cowboys

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1748 every day unless I'm too sick to come to school the times I get scheduled to be there in a
classroom hands on activities a car what I need to learn to possible succeed in the career that
I want to be in yes I like math and learning how to do stuff that I didn't how to do before

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1749 every school day the times I get scheduled to stay but by the end I would hope to get out
earlier in a classroom hands on activities car what I need to learn to go far in life yes I always
play sports and doing stuff outside of school

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1750 .Monday through Friday .9:00 to12:00 .in small groups .have break time .drive .black history
.yes .game room and nap time

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1751 Monday-Friday 8-11:45 in a quiet environment respect and control drive something that will
relate to my field of choice yes i would like to pick my own teachers and courses my
highschool experience was great but super stressful due to all the homework i had to do

2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1752 9:00 - 1:30 everyday limousine longer breaks bowling ally Xbox 360 Xbox one 2/2/2017 9:16 AM

1753 I would love to pick my teachers and I learn in a musical learning environment and I would love
to go 4 days out of the week and be there at 9 and leave by 2 and my high school experience I
would love to be able to have all my credits and to graduate on time with all my friends.

2/2/2017 9:16 AM
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1754 all days just get out early middle outside with hands on training hands on training driving
mechanics yes hands on activities and outside learning.

2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1755 good 2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1756 every week and day id be in school unless i have to miss some days. mostly on fridays and
saturdays. things that will help me learn are classes that acually teach it. with my car but ill
need money to buy one. i wanna learn machanics and about cars and stufff. i would like to
pick my own courses and teachers yes. just if we had more free will to pick our own classes
instead of them picking it for us and had more classes that are wide range it would make my
idea; highschool exrpierence better.

2/2/2017 9:15 AM

1757 Monday,Tuesday, Thursday,Friday.Later than normal.I think that i learn best on my on at
home.Visual learning. Drive. How to be succesful. Its been fun football gamedays are a blast
overall Im ready to leave.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1758 1: Everyday 2: Everyday 3: In a hands on class room 4: Hands on activities 5: Drive my self
6: Hands on 7: Yes 8: Good

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1759 everyday as soon as possible in a classroom a teacher a car law yes I would nothing 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1760 fun 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1761 Monday through Friday. During the afternoon but because I have to support myself financially
that is not possible. I learn best out of constant fluorescent light. One on one assistant. How to
do the thing expected of me but never actually taught to me. Yes I would. Teachers tend to
care about their paychecks, not the students.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1762 EVERYDAY 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1763 5 days idk yet idk teachers after school 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1764 1.)all 2.)9 to 2 3)geography 4)idk 5)by car 50YES 6)IDK 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1765 3-4 9-2 classroom hands on activities drive myself what I need to learn yes 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1766 My high school experience was great and I had the best time. Last year was the best though
because there was a lot of good fights.

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1767 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1768 monday through friday 1 to 4 outside of class rooms doing hands on stuff hands on stuff will
help me learn i want to be able to drive to school i want to learn anesthesiology i would like to
pick mine own courses and teachers give us more classes choices and offer more classes

2/2/2017 9:14 AM

1769 4 days in school i want to attend 1-4th period i learn best in a classroom i cant do
homeschooling being shown how to do it i would like to pick my own teacher and classes bc
some teachers teach better than others there isnt anything i would like to tell you abt my high
school experience

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1770 monday-friday 10-6 somewhere somebody is interested in something as much as me visual
learning car a lot about history my courses not my teachers

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1771 5 1,2,4,6,7 periods hands on getting in fresh air or doing activities that are more like sports
healthare\ no bc everyone would pick one teacher and it wouldnt be good i love sports here

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1772 m-f 8:00am home fun drive my own vehicle cosmetology yes its been hard for seniors, we dont
get enough excuse day for being absent

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1773 Monday-Friday twice in a classroom concentration and book smarts a four year scholarship
healthcare no

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1774 Monday-Friday 8-3 sports studying by driving sports medicine yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1775 5/5 10-5 sports slow down with friends how to edit youtube videos yes 2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1776 mon-thurs 10-6 i want to learn necessary material, not useless information i would like to pick
my own teachers/ courses nothing

2/2/2017 9:13 AM

1777 I will attend school most likely everyday but I hope to have a free 7th period at least. I learn
best in a classroom. I will get to school by driving myself. I defiantly want to choose my own
courses and teachers.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM
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1778 monday-friday 10:00-5:45 pm anywhere were the people have the same intrest as i do having
good learning tools and a controled environment a car medicine and anesthesiology yes
nothing u have asked everything

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1779 all all 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1780 i would be in school Monday through Friday. I want to get to school by driving. I want to learn
how to work in the health care field. yes i would like to chose my teachers and classes.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1781 3 days a week, early in the morning, hands on activities help me learn, I learn best where I feel
welcomed, I want to get to school by car, I want to learn about sciences, I would like to pick
my own courses and teachers.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1782 Only going four days out of a week. only morning time. in the class room or hands on
activities. different things to deal with hands on activities. car. about healthcare stuff. yes.

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1783 everyday but sat and sun 8-3 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1784 more CTAE classes and time in those classes, and less time in core classes 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1785 all week-9am i learn on the basketball court -technology- get to school i a lambo - i want to be
at a school with a boat load girls

2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1786 I would want to do something that works with my schedule at the time 2/2/2017 9:12 AM

1787 I don't know 2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1788 Monday threw friday, i like it, in my class, we have everything, more history, yes, yall block
coolmath so im going to drink bleach, jk plz unblock poptropica and coolmath

2/2/2017 9:11 AM

1789 monday-friday . 10am -2am. the gym. better technology. in a jet. anything to help me make
money. it doesnt matter as long as when im a senior i dont have to be at school until 2 period.
the girls are freaks here.

2/2/2017 9:10 AM

1790 mon -fri 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1791 everyday 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1792 5 days 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1793 4 days the beginning hands on the tools that id be using car enginerring yes 2/2/2017 9:09 AM

1794 5 days 2/2/2017 9:08 AM

1795 Monday through Friday - 9:00 am- in class- technology- b a car- anything that will help me
make money in the future- yes- nothing

2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1796 n 2/2/2017 9:07 AM

1797 I attend school 5 times a week, except on field trips. I think 4 times a week would be okay,
just to have a longer weekend to relax. I learn best and also perform the best in a classroom
environment. Discussions, hands-on projects, worksheets Car Anatomy of the human body
YES Overall, I've enjoyed my high-school experience. Although, I did not appreciate that I was
not offered to take a foreign language in 9th grade, or that the healthcare pathway was not
provided. I took classes that were not necessary or needed. You guys need to fix and organize
pathways.

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1798 I will be at school for all periods,all day. I learn best with interactive teachers and good ways of
getting a student engaged in the learning to help them actually remember the lesson. We need
better tech and training for teachers of the web design field. I want to learn how to actually do
the things that i need to do to survive in the world, and the future jobs. I would like more
specific choices

2/1/2017 9:48 AM

1799 I think Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays would be the best days to attend school. It's good
to work hard but you have to rest, too. Me, personally, I'm a night person so my classes would
be after 5 p.m. I learn best if I'm away from home and doing hands on activities. Even just
talking to someone about the material helps me learn it. I would ride a train to get to school
because I hate driving and buses are gross. I think schools having required classes is stupid. I
mean, it's a good idea in theory but when you have to take a class that drops your GPA
because some old guy who went to school 50 years ago says it's required? No thanks. I think

2/1/2017 9:46 AM
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students should be able to pick classes and have a variety of options of what classes and
teachers to take that could help further their career. Sadly, teaching is a dying industry and
there are shortages in every school system because no one wants to go into a job that is so
strictly regulated and there isn't even a payoff; the pay is crap. I think a less strict environment
would definitely help. Don't hire teachers that obviously don't want to be there. Stay in touch
with your students. If we're going to be here for four years then at least also make the food
edible? Like geez.

1800 I will be in school Monday thru Friday. I want to attend school 9:00 am thru 4:00 pm. I learn
best in the classroom. PowerPoint's help me learn best. I prefer to drive to school. I want to
learn the skills necessary to be good in college. Yes I would like to pick my own teachers and
courses. I would like better food in the school lunches.

2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1801 1. Tuesday-Friday 2.12-3 3.the football field 4.groups 5.car 6.how to be a more successful 2/1/2017 9:45 AM

1802 4 days a week, 8am to 2pm,at school,videos or example,art or agriculture,yes I would 2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1803 Everyday. 8:00 in the morning to 2:00 that evening. In physical activities places. Hands on
activities. Car. Health stuff. Yes. Nothing.

2/1/2017 9:43 AM

1804 5 weeks 8AM-2:PM and after exams everyone goes home. class hands on activities car things
i need in life yes going off campus to eat.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1805 i would like to come 9;00-2;30 everyday besides one 2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1806 Days: Monday- Friday Time: 8:00- 2:30 Learn the best: In school What things: I have no clue
How would I get to school: Drive What do I want to learn: Teaching Pick my teachers: Yes
Have as many credits as possible

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1807 1. 5 days 2. 8 hours 3. science and world geography 4.being by myself or being focused 5.by
car 6.mostly science and world geography 7.yes 8.i just want to prove to my family I can
succeed at what I put my mind to.

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1808 Monday,Wednesday, and Thursday 7AM -2PM I think i learn best as a hands on person or
watching someone do it. Writing and listening Bus or me driving How to better my writing and
more about the law and government yes

2/1/2017 9:42 AM

1809 Monday-Friday. About 8:30AM. Classroom. Go to class everyday im suppose to. Drive.
Cooking and ASL. Yes. I have been bullied every year I was in high school.

2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1810 What days: Tuesdays to Thursdays 9 to 12 pick own Teachers: Yes Online version for all of
my classes

2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1811 24/7 All day everyday.School is life And part of my plans for the next four years. 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1812 3 days a week, 8AM-2PM, at home, visual depictions and videos of what im learning, driving,
the basics, yes, I don't get along with others very well and i learn best alone

2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1813 k 2/1/2017 9:41 AM

1814 Everyday 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1815 Mon-fri 8:00-10:50 classrom hands on drive things needed in life 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1816 passing and being with a great group of friends 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1817 I like how we be in school for a week and I like what time we get out of school 2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1818 Tuesday though Friday learn best at home games my car what i need to for what i want to
become yes nothing

2/1/2017 9:40 AM

1819 i will be in school 5 days a week, i would come in later like 9 or ten and leave at like 4. i learn
best in a class room with more than just reading and taking notes. car, anything and
everything. i wish to pick my own teachers. its nasty here bruh!!!

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1820 Mon, tues, thurs 11:30-3 1 on 1 with someone 1 on 1 Car Real life things! Yes! To choose
students you'll be in class with.

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1821 School would only be Tues-Fri from 8:30 until 3:00. I learn best usually in a class. Activities
over the work we do would help me learn. I would want to learn about things that could help

2/1/2017 9:39 AM
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and be applied in real life. I would also want to be able to pick me own teachers and classes
because you do better in classes you actually want to be in.

1822 everyday 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1823 Monday-Friday The regular 8 hours or more With my friends, with teachers, or by myself
Supplies Bus or by car Yes Nothing

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1824 A) 5 B) 8:00 AM is too early. I feel that 10:00 to 5:00 would allow children to be more prepared
for the school day. C) Not in school. D) Classes that aren't boring. Copying definitions teaches
nothing. E) Teleporter F) Ancient and and Medieval history such as the ancient civilizations of
Mesopotamia and the Crusades. G) Yes H) Nothing

2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1825 4days 9-3 in a quoit classroom a good teacher and electronics by my car yes i would 2/1/2017 9:39 AM

1826 monday - friday 8:30 - 3:00 a classroom a varied school day with something new by car
whatever i need to graduate and for college acceptance yes variation in the school day

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1827 more path ways and vocational classes 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1828 Monday - Friday. 9am-5pm. Quiet environments. Good textbooks, good teachers. Car. How to
do taxes. Yes.

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1829 i dont like it here! 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1830 -everyday execpt weekends -8-2 -classroom -drive -hands on 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1831 everyday,all,idk,idk,idk,idk,no,no 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1832 idk 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1833 ujhuj66yik7y7yokt76uolol 2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1834 - Come to the high school campus everyday - From 9:00-3:30 daily - At my high school
campus - By driving/commuting daily - Learn about more fitting class for today's systems
(classes similar to Microeconomics) - I would like to have a choice of assigning my schedule

2/1/2017 9:38 AM

1835 I would come to school Monday, Wensday and Friday. times 9:00 am to 2:00pm.math is my
best subject. music and compition help me learn. I want to attend UGA. I want to learn
architecture. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. I would like to be in a class
with atleast one person I know.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1836 1. My ideal school week is Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 2. I think we should go to school
at 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 3. I learn best in a chill, upbeat environment. Where i feel comfortable to
ask questions and to be me and do my best. 4. Things to help me learn could be better
teachers. Teachers having a better attitude when they come into class and to teach. 5. I want
to get to school by a car. 6. I want to learn what is necessary in life. What i will need to get a
good job. Not about Romeo and Juliet and their love life. 7. I would like to because if i did, i
could be more comfortable and be willing to come to school. 8. I think being in a better
maintained and clean school could help. Not being in a school that's going to fall to the ground.

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1837 I would come to school Tuesday wendsday and Thursday 900 to 2:00 Computers working on
computers and building them and doing stuff on them such as fixing them removing uses drive
I would want to pick my on courses and teachers Nothing else

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1838 - all week - all day -in classrooms -explaining everything like I need to know - drive -whatever
there is to teach - yes - nothing to tell

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1839 mon - Friday 2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1840 - 5 days a week - 7:45 a.m. -school -by bus -yes i would like for jones county high school to
put in ROTC .

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1841 -i want to keep school the same time it is now -7-3 -in a class room -more after school help
learing programs -the school bus and by car and should allow 16 years old in the nith grade
drive to school -thing need to know when have jobs in the real world -yes -you should ask how
we feel about lunch... to me yall need to fix the lunches we have

2/1/2017 9:37 AM

1842 YES 2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1843 Monday-Friday, from 9:00-3:00, in a school like setting, a quit work area and helpful teachers, 2/1/2017 9:36 AM
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via car rider or bus, all the basic subjects along with art and computers, yes, and i think that
bathrooms should have some quality on them unlike the ones we have now.

1844 Monday-Friday 8:50-2:15 in class teachers being more hands on with students for free yes it
sucked.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1845 I am willing to be in class 5 days a week. I'd prefer to have school start around 9:00 for me. I
learn best in quiet rooms with no distractions. I'll soon be driving to school. I'd like to gain more
knowledge of math and science. Yes, I'd love to pick my classes and teachers. I know it's a lot
to ask, but I've always really appreciated it when teachers are willing to go out of their way to
help me.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1846 1) Monday, Wednesday, & Friday 2) 9:00 am - 3:00 pm 3) In a lab or doing hands on activities
4) Kind teachers who take their time with teaching and genuinely care 5) Drive myself 6) I want
to learn about life skills and things i will use in my future career and the "real world" 7)Yes, i
would love to choose my teachers and courses.

2/1/2017 9:36 AM

1847 - monday-thursday -9-3 - In a learning environment with people who care about my education -
Updated materials to use in school - Driving myself - theatre, music, math, science -yes!! - :))

2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1848 I would like to go to school tuesday through friday from 9-4.I learn best from experiences and
hands-on field trips help me learn. I would like to eventually drive myself to school. I would like
to learn about different cultures. I would like to pick my teachers and courses so it will benefit
me in the classroom. I would like to be given more freedom and space to be creative.

2/1/2017 9:35 AM

1849 Monday-Friday 7:35 in the morning I don't know idk in the mornig by my mom art maybe I don't
know

2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1850 1. every day 2. around 10:00 AM 3.in a classroom 4. visual aids and activities 5.by bus or
driving 6.dance and music but also healthcare 7.yes 8.take a day of the year where people can
just alleviate stress. You can still teach but make it an easy enough activity that it could help
with the stress of high school.

2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1851 Everyday once a day science tutoring drive science yes having my class at 2:00pm 2/1/2017 9:34 AM

1852 Normal school days. Regular time, maybe a little later (9:00). In an interactive, non-disruptive
classroom. Being able to do hands-on activities help me. Driving in a car is fine by me, i
generally don't ride the bus. I want to learn what will help me excel in the career that I want to
go into, and mainly that, not things I will most likely never use. Yes, I would like to pick my
own courses, however I do not have a preference for teachers as long as they're good. I feel
that to have a good high school experience you should have a good campus that promotes
learning, and isn't really old and rundown.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1853 -everyday -not too early in the morning -i learn things best that I get to experience -good/clean
learning environments, good teachers, and fun activities -car -I want to learn everything of my
interests -yesssss definitely

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1854 I would like to be in school four days a wee and come in at 10 am and leave at 3:30 pm. I learn
best in a active environment. Technology and hands on activity help me learn. I want to learn
about things that interest me such as sociology. Yes I would. I would learn best by being
involved instead of sitting in a desk for 7 classes a day.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1855 1. every weekday 2. I would attend the regular hours of school and even stay after if needed.
3. In math class 4. Practice worksheets 5. Car 6. Whatever i need to learn to graduate. 7. yes
8. i don't wan tot have so much stress on my back when senior year comes around. i also
want to be in a safe environment to do learn.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1856 -About 3-4 normal school days -probably 1/2 days with afternoon or morning classes -in a
environment with people that have learning abilities fairly similar to mine and with a teacher
that presents information in many different ways -I want to get to school by driving -I want to
learn techniques I can take with me into whatever career field I decide to go into -yes, I would
like to pick my own courses and teachers because it makes me feel like I have more control
over what and how I learn -I wish we had more things the school did, for example, more pep
rallies and equality among all of the sports departments because Jones County isn't just about
softball and football.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1857 it would be great if we only had to go like a private school and go Tuesday Wednesday and
Thursday. hours could be 8 to 4 . I learn best hands on. I'd like to walk to school . I want to
learn about art. yes I would. Nothing.

2/1/2017 9:33 AM
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1858 monday-friday the classroom go to the library where its quiet about the stuff i need to know
and makes sense not some stupid bull crap yes if i could pick my teachers i would actually be
glad because some teachers in this school systems absolutly sucks

2/1/2017 9:33 AM

1859 my high school experience involves 5 days a week attendance and i want to take classes in
the morning in the classroom not online or anything, this will be the best learning environment
for me.Visuals help me learning because i an picture it in my mind, and i want to get to school
by scholarships(sports and grades). I want to learn dentistry. i just want the best teachers but
id prefer to pick my own courses.

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1860 -Going to class each day will provide me with a routine to help me graduate -I don't care when I
attend -I don't care where I learn at -Hands on activities help me learn -I don't care how I get to
school -I want to learn things that will help me in life -YES! That would be so much easier -
Nothing else

2/1/2017 9:32 AM

1861 every day. 9-5. at school with a teacher that describes stuff really well. being hands on and
being explained to. driving by car. math and life lessons and religion. yes. i want it to be fun
but still learn stuff wich is the best way to learn

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1862 -Every day of the week until my 11th or 12th grade year -I think I learn best in a quiet school
environment where there is no distractions -hands on experiments, I always get a better
understanding of things when I do them myself -by car, me driving myself around place to
place -healthcare -yes

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1863 i would want school to be 3 days a week from 9-2. i think i would learn best in a outdoor
environment if the weather is OK. i would like to pick my own courses and teachers because i
don't think students should have to take classes that aren't in there interest for the future.

2/1/2017 9:30 AM

1864 Mon-Fri 10:00-3:00 at school good teachers car healthcare yes nothing 2/1/2017 9:29 AM

1865 I try to be in school everyday All day It helps me when I can have my hands on it and when
you use life examples I take the bus now but in the future i will have my own car I want to
learn things that will help me go through life

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1866 Mostly 7 days I don't understand the question In a classroom but subject wise social studies
In a car Social studies YES Am I around people I learn best with

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1867 Monday-Friday 4:35 In the classroom If I try them on my own first then receive help I want to
drive and have good credit to attend Early Childhood Education and being a teacher Yes I
would love to do that I catch on fast to certain things

2/1/2017 9:28 AM

1868 -I'll be in school 5 or more days of the week -Whatever gets me out earlier -Wherever I can do
it hands on -Teachers, experience -Drive myself -How to program computers -Yes

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1869 -attend all classes needed to become a business major -take extra classes if i can -graduate
with at least a 3.6 GPA -graduate -attend college

2/1/2017 9:27 AM

1870 4 days a week; 9am- 230pm; small classroom setting where discussions can be held during
class; preferably alive; how to make food w/o adding water and cooking in a microwave;id like
to pick my teachers and courses

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1871 Mon-Fri i do not know Farming Orange Soda Air plane The Colombian Drug trade 2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1872 Monday-Friday from 7:50 to 11:00 .I learn best visually. taking good notes and not telling me it
and take a test in the nest day. I want to drive to school. about animals. I would pick my own
courses and teachers. I would study more than I do now.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1873 I am in school 5 days a week. I'm in school from 8am to 3:10pm. I am able to adapt to
different environments. I get to school by car. I want to learn about paying taxes and how to
get insurance and how to buy a house. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/1/2017 9:26 AM

1874 Monday, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays. From like 8:00-1:00. I think I learn at home and school
the same way. I mean it really doesn't matter if I ride the bus or get brought to school. I want to
learn about a lot of things so when I go off to college ill know what to look forward too. yes I
would because it will be easier. you've asked me everything.

2/1/2017 9:25 AM

1875 - school tuesday -thursday -9:30am-4pm -I learn best in a comfortable environment that doesn't
feel like school. almost home like. -better technology, better food ( eating and studying helps
me), listening to music while taking test and doing school work ( listening to music i like not

2/1/2017 9:25 AM
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what others or teachers like) -I'd like to get to school on a well kept bus ( one i the many
reasons i don't ride the bus anymore) -as much as possible , but things that are relevant -heck
ya !!

1876 I come to School every day. i feel like i learn best when We have discussions in the class and
not having to take notes and sit there not grasping anything but I need to study to past the
test. I would love to learn like how i do with Mrs. Bulter, Very high energy and feeling that this
person truly cares for me and my person. I think my ideal moment was when i felt like the
whole school hated me for being Gay. Its not fair leaving in such a place where people hate
you. Even staff I feeel like they hate ,me either becase I dont fit the bill of ideal athletic prep
girl or anything. I wish we were all more libral but thsi is jones county, a place where change
like those will t6ake at least 20 years till some onje actually does something. I feel like the
school should treat us like crap, like i feel like the janitors even talk about us. I do not know I
just feel like their needs to be a change, and only a few teachers achieve that. like Mrs. butler,
and fowler and Nisbet and williams and styles, and watson and tegue only a few can I say do I
feel safe and secure with.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1877 I would want to come to school Monday-Wednesday every week. I would want to attend
somewhere around like 9 am to noon possibly or longer. I learn best with hands on activities.
The things that help me learn are having good clear instructions on what I have to do. I want to
drive to school. I want to learn anything that will help me in achieving my goal of being a
neurosurgeon. Yes I would like to pick my own courses and teachers. I would like there to be
more classes that involve being any type of surgeon your career.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1878 All days The whole time a classroom setting Hands on activities, visuals By being told
straightforward (?) Cosmetology Course, yes; Teachers, depending but would like to yes I
would like to have more of a school social events such as homecoming, pep rallies, etc

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1879 like Tuesday,thursday,half day Friday mid morning to afternoon handsone in a workshop right
equipment drive myself metal fab/ welding yes not sure

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1880 I would be in school everyday unless I'm sick or have a appointment I would like to attend
school at 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. I think I learn best at school Hands-on activities help me learn better
I want to get to school by driving myself to school I want to learn on how to build technology
and how they works yes, I would like to pick my own courses and teachers

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1881 -all, except weekends -all -in the classroom -physical activities and field trips. -the bus or uber.
-anything that will decrease the amount of time I have to spend in college and med school. -
Yes, but with an advisor. -I need better food to operate in the mornings.

2/1/2017 9:24 AM

1882 what ever days I can, Tuesday and Thursday and maybe wednesday , doing hands on things,
doing the work over at home to memorize it, drive , arts and what I need to know (what im
actually going to use in the future), and yes I would like to pick my courses and teachers,i
wish that the schools served better food!!!!!!!

2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1883 Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday ; 10 am to 2 pm ; smaller classes ; more hands on
activities and more exciting classes ; car ; interesting things to help me excel in life ; yes ; if
classes were a little shorter, more ingaging, more hands on, more exciting, less annoying, and
more fun, i'd like classes

2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1884 I go to school Monday-Friday. I go in at 7:40 and leave at 3:10. The things i know that helps
me learn best is when the teacher talks to you personally or when i am hands on with things. i
want to learn more about history. NO, I like when my teachers and courses are already chosen
for me.

2/1/2017 9:23 AM

1885 monday-thursdays not fridays i wold want to attend in the mornings . i learn beter with visual. i
would want to get to school by driving my own car. i want to learn how to become a vet. yes, i
would.

2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1886 not sure 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1887 5 days\ 7-3 outside of school visual references 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1888 idk 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1889 idk 2/1/2017 9:22 AM

1890 5 days a week, from 8:00 to 3:00, in a quiet place, nice teachers polite students and snacks,
preferably alive, how to adult, yes, reinstate paddling because the lids in my school don't know

2/1/2017 9:22 AM
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how to respect anyone.

1891 That's a lot to answer. 2/1/2017 9:21 AM

1892 Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.. in my room by myself. making
flash cards and Quizlet. by driving myself. I wan to learn more about health care and how to
talk care of people. yes. I wish we got to pick what we wanted to eat and that they had more
options of what to eat.

2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1893 the regular times and days one on one classes by private car coding and game design yes 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1894 1.5 days a week 2.what ever time best fits 3.idk 4. studying 5.car 6.idk 7.yes 8.nothing 2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1895 -try to come all the time -all the time i can -in a quiet environment -friends -by car -technology -
yes -nothing

2/1/2017 9:20 AM

1896 Every school day, I am present. I would like school in a later day. I learn best in a classroom. I
get to school by driving. I want to learn about health care. I would like to have a say-so in
choosing my teachers and courses.

2/1/2017 9:19 AM

1897 Monday-Friday 10:30am-5pm In the field Patient teachers and smaller class sizes Yes. The
counselors are not helpful or polite. They expect you to look into scholarships yourself and
then they take the credit for getting you that scholarship or into a certain college.

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1898 all week all times in literature each class in its own way graduate high school and apply for
college oltrasound tech yes nothing

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1899 Monday - Friday Monday - Friday in a kitchen thing that i can hold and do i hope a clean bus
cooking yes nothing

2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1900 i want more of a say so in what teachers i have. 2/1/2017 9:18 AM

1901 Monday-Friday I don't know in a classroom/ big room I don't know a car I m not completely
sure yes nothing

2/1/2017 9:17 AM

1902 - mostly every day -all day -agriculture -activaties (posters) -i want to drive by 10th grade -
agriculture and healthcare science -yes i would -nothuing

2/1/2017 9:16 AM

1903 5/7 and ill attend all 5 and I learn best at school 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1904 most of my high school experience has been good. 2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1905 weekdays 10am-5pm outside in warm weather updated technology by car sfx makeup and
theatre yes absolutely nothing much else

2/1/2017 9:15 AM

1906 3 days a week 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1907 every day 9:00 to 4:00 in a quiet place idk drive military stuff yes nothing 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1908 ill be in school weekdays, 9:00-4:00,in school,activities,drive,yes 2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1909 I will be in school everyday, unless something bad happens. I would want to attend at least at
8 and not 7 At home or stay in one class More interactions and video notes By my parent
driving me law Yes, I would Nothing, really, but I'm sure there is more but I'm not thinking of
any more right now

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1910 I would like to pick my own courses and my own teachers. If i had a free period i would like it
to be at the end of the day like 7th period.

2/1/2017 9:14 AM

1911 all week 8-3 the theater 2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1912 that is a lot to think about and I haven't had he tie to figure it out. but definitely have enough
credits so that junior and senior year I can get a job and start to prepare for the future. so
having like 4 or 5 classes instead of 7 those years would be great.

2/1/2017 9:13 AM

1913 Monday-Friday ten hours of the day science by walking or driving veterinarian yes 2/1/2017 9:12 AM

1914 Monday through Friday the times to attend the school provides in a structured learning
environment print outs of notes extra time on testes by driving about the brain I would like to
be able to if I want to

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1915 Monday through Friday 9-2:30 in the cafeteria hands on stuff car or walking how to code yes 2/1/2017 9:11 AM
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nothing

1916 4 out of the 5 days i attend school i get sick a lot, therefore I am often absent. I would want to
come to school from 9am to 3pm. i learn best when its quite. i want to learn more about
biology. i would love to pick my own courses and teachers.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1917 any day they say so. whatever they say. nowhere.encouragement and excitement help me
learn. i hope i can get there by driving. i want to learn healthcare pathway related things. i
would 100 percent like to pick my courses and my teachers.

2/1/2017 9:11 AM

1918 I will be in school every weekday. Between 8am-1pm. I believe i learn best when i am alone
Being able to learn the way i like to learn By driving I want to learn how to animate and
program Yes

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1919 i will be at school everyday unless im sick or something important comes up. i will attend any
time of the day. i wan to drive to school. i want to learn math, and sighn language or spanish.

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1920 I will be at school everyday. I want to have a shorter school time then most people. i learn best
next to my friends Iwant to drive my self to school I would like to pick my own courses and
teachers

2/1/2017 9:10 AM

1921 -4-5 days -8:30-3:30 -at school hands on -being able to see and work with things and to spend
a couple of days on a subject rather than 1 -in my car -everything i want to learn as much as
possible -yes i would love to pick my own courses and teachers -im not sure i would just like
to have open opportunities

2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1922 i would like to attend high school almost every day so i can passes and not miss out on stuff.i
would like to drive myself to school

2/1/2017 9:08 AM

1923 Monday-Friday 9:50 I work best if I can do hands on work 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1924 every day 2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1925 Im always at school unless i dont feel like going . I want to attend like during the after noon .
Im gonna get to school by driving my car.

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1926 tusedays and thursdays around 9 am. dont know putting it in real life situations, and making it
ryme in my car, or live within walking distance what it takes to become a architect yes dont
know

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1927 i will try to attend school every day 8AM-3PM i don't know i don't know i don't know geometry
and programming yes i don't know

2/1/2017 9:07 AM

1928 our high school just tries to get good numbers so the government will give us enough money to
fix up the ninth grade academy or build a new ninth grade academy.

2/1/2017 9:06 AM

1929 well i have doc appts on tues. and thurs. hands on actvities i learn best car yes i would love to
pick my own teachers

2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1930 all of them school time home teacher not being mean yes 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1931 smart people stuff 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1932 I want to learn how to make computer games 2/1/2017 9:05 AM

1933 idk 2/1/2017 9:04 AM

1934 i wont come to school on monday or friday . but the other stuff i don't know. 2/1/2017 9:00 AM

1935 I would be in school Monday through Friday, from 9-3. I learn best by trial and error, and by
listening and taking notes. I learn best in a quiet environment. I want to get to School by car,
and I want to learn skills that will help me succeed. I would like to pick my own courses and
teachers.I would have more time to do all of my advanced work

1/30/2017 9:30 AM

1936 1) 5 days 2) 8am-3pm 3) in school 4) stuff that teaches me about what I want to be when I get
older 5) in a car 6) math 7) yes 8) nothing

1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1937 Monday-Wednesday 12-3 math, chemistry hand zone classes drive a lot yes 1/30/2017 9:12 AM

1938 every day, 8 to 12oclock, quite places, hands on activities, car rider, how to get better at math
and English, yes, nothing really.

1/30/2017 9:12 AM
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1939 all 5 days 8:00- 3:00 in a classroom being able to see what the career is like. by car important
things towards my career not things I wont use in life. yes I want to be an intern somewhere
that has to do with my career.

1/30/2017 9:11 AM

1940 i will go to school five days a week, all of them, in school, stuff in school, by a car, computer
science, YES, we need better food.

1/30/2017 9:10 AM

1941 4 monday wensday Thursday Friday math teachers by car math yes nothing yall did good 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

1942 Monday-Friday 9-4 school visual and auditory examples yes 1/30/2017 9:09 AM

1943 Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri, morning til 2, a quiet environment, visuals and a dedicated and
competent teacher, I have my own car but the bus will always be there too, I want to learn
foreign languages, my core cirriculium, yes, i want to pick my ownteacher, we need better food

1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1944 Monday- Wednesday 1/30/2017 9:08 AM

1945 Monday-Friday 3:30-5:00 School technology car technology yes Idk 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1946 be in school all week 5-7 school technology car business yes nothing 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1947 Monday - Friday 8 - 3 history drive mechanics yes 1/30/2017 9:07 AM

1948 everyday in the morning in school activities by bus or car health care and science yes I would
there isn't any

1/30/2017 9:06 AM

1949 usually all, 8-8:01,social studies at home 1/30/2017 9:06 AM

1950 -all week -the times i go to school as of now -from teachers who are kind, fun, and clear -
friends to help me stay sane -driving -game design -maybe

1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1951 weekdays, 12:00 PM, Social Studies, 1/30/2017 9:05 AM

1952 I will be in school 5 days a week, from 9am to 3pm. There is no specific place I learn best.
Quiet helps me learn. I want to get to school in my car. I want to learn stuff that will help me
when I'm out in the real world. I would like to pick my own courses and teachers.

1/30/2017 9:04 AM

1953 passing 1/30/2017 9:03 AM

1954 1) Tuesday-Friday 2)8:30 -3:00 3) in an active engaged classroom 4)studying and reviewing
and asking questions to understand the whole concept of something 5) drive 6) hands on
activities 7) yes 8) class time is an hour with an optional 5 minutes to go the restroom without
any consequences

1/25/2017 12:21 PM

1955 -not monday -around 10:00 to 5:00 -dont know -listening to music helps me focus -ride with
parents -animal science -yes -not to be pressured with too much homework and not to have so
many tests on the same day. Too many tests are on Fridays

1/19/2017 5:30 PM

1956 mon-fri regular times in class teachers car thing that help with everyday life yes nothing 1/19/2017 1:32 PM

1957 I will attend school 5 days a week. 7-12 In a classroom Driving to school Math, Science, and
Digital programming Yes

1/19/2017 10:10 AM

1958 Monday - Friday normal school hours if not longer so the year will go by faster in the
classroom visual learning and asking the teachers questions personally afterwards. driving
myself animals no I feel like I wouldn't be a challenged because I would pick the easier options
it to be fun

1/17/2017 6:55 PM

1959 -5 -9:00-3:15 -math art and band -music -my car -everything to my ability -yes -flexible
schedules

1/17/2017 6:27 PM

1960 Monday through Friday; start later for more sleep; in a room with the right temperature;
understanding teachers/fun activities and not just videos and notes and tests and quizzes over
and over again; by car; everything, basically; yes, as long as I got to see what classes others
are taking, too; I love Jones County High School and wouldn't want much to change.

1/17/2017 12:07 PM


